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II ASSEMBLY, FEB. 15, 1851.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

New-Yoek, February 14, 1851.

To the Honorable

Henry J. Raymond,

Speaker of the House of Assembly, Kew-York:

Sir—I lierewitli transmit the Ninth Annual Report of the Amer-

ican Institute of the city of New-York.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

ADONIRAM CHANDLER,
Corresponding Secretary.





NINTH ANNUAL REPORT
t)F THE TRUSTEES OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

Mw-York, Dec. 31, 1850.

In conformity to the law passed May 5, 1841; the Trustees of

the American Institute, present herewith to the New-York State

Agricultural Society, a report of their proceedings in the depart-

ment of agriculture tor the year 1850; containing detailed state-

ments of their exhibitions of pure breed and other useful farm

stock, and of the agricultural, horticultural, and floral produc-

tions of our country, as presented at our late 23d annual fair at

Castle Garden in the city of New-York.

The exhibition of agricultural implements was unusually large,

presenting to the examination of visitors, articles for almost

every conceivable use in the process of cultivation, and all of

the most excellent workmanship.

Many of the plows were tested by a committee at Tarry Town,

and their draft, weight, width and depth of furrow, will be found

among the reports herewith included, and also reports of the

plowing and spading matches held at the same place. These

exhibitions were attended by a large concourse of agriculturists,

and were considered to be instructive, and highly satisfactory.

The application of chemical science to agriculture, is annu-

ally presenting us with results of vast importance. The great

mass of those who are devoted to rural pursuits know very little

concerning these developments ; the means of acquiring the re-

quisite information, is not yet placed within their reach.
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It is not to be expected that instruction will be very rapidly

diffused in regard to scientific cultivation, requiring as it does,

study, skill, discernment, and practical experience. It may be

hoped, however, that measures will be adopted under the foster-

ing care of the State, having for their object the gradual dissem-

ination of scientific instruction in reference to the cultivation of

the soil, which will eventually prove to be of vast importance to

the husbandman.

A careful analysis of the cereals and all other important pro-

ducts grown on our own soil is needed. It is true, we have analy-

ses of similar products, grown on the soils of Europe, by men
eminently skillful. The soil and climate of Europe differs from

our own; and plants, it is believed, may in their growth take

up and incorporate ingredients which are not essential to their

perfect development. Whatever difference may exist in their

constituents would thus be shown, and perchance lead to the cor-

rection of essential errors in cultivation.

Accessible means for every cultivator to obtain a correct ana-

lysis of his soil is of very great importance. To effect which

will require time, and it may never be accomplished except

through the agency of a well devised system of scientific agri-

cultural instruction. We hope the time may not be very distant

when every town and village, will possess its chemical labora-

tory, with well instructed and skillful agriculturists, competent

to conduct such analyses.

When we survey the vast extent of our Union ; its diversity of

climate, its mineral stores, its capacity for production, its admi-

rable adaptation for internal commerce, through inland seas, na-

vigable streams, canals, the constantly increasing facilities of

railroads ; and consider the natural increase of population, aug-

mented almost daily by the immigration of thousands from for-

eign lands, seeking a participation in the privileges of American

citizenship, all to be sustained by the product of labor ; it would

seem short sighted to suppose that we are to remain dependent

on any other nation for a single article which enters into the list

of our daily or contingent wants ; for we can produce them all

;
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the labor necessary for their production, must sustain the

millions who are dependent upon it. The products of the man-

ufacturer, mechanic, and artisan, must be exchanged for the pro-

ducts of the cultivator, and these exchanges should form within

our Union an internal commerce such as no nation has before

exhibited. Short sighted legislation may retard the develop-

ment of this mighty fabric, but it will expand as intelligence ad-

vances, and this should be accelerated by the bounty of the State,

judiciously bestowed.

We are happy in feeling assured that the members of the Ame-

rican Institute are ready at all times to lend their aid in promo-

ting objects of public utility, and especially such as tend to the

advancement of agriculture, commerce, manufactures, and the

arts.

It may not be improper here to state, that the library of the

Institute has been increased during the past year by the pur-

chase of 1100 volumes of agricultural, mechanical and miscel-

laneous works ; making the whole number of volumes to exceed

5,500, Under new arrangements it has been made a circulating

library among members. Strangers who are tarrying in the city

for short periods, can have free access to it, on being introduced

by a member ; where they will find the leading periodicals of

Europe and America, and also the most prominent newspapers of

the United States.

JAMES TALLMADGE,
LIV. LIVINGSTON,
ROBT. LOVETT,
ROBT. L. PELL,
EDW'D. T. BACKHOUSE,
ADONIRAM CHANDLER,
HENRY MEIGS, Trustees.
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FINANCES.
The following is the financial condition of the American

Institute on tlie 1st day of February, 1851

:

Balance in the treasury February 1 5, 1850, $3,521 67

The Receipts of the year have been,

From raanagei*s of the 22d Fair, balance,.. $923 86

Managers of the 23d Fair, 1850, ...

.

7,724 63

Members, 2,213 00

Certificates of awards, 47 00

Sales of Transactions, 3 00

Duplicate silver medals, 25 00

Rent of room No. 333 Broadway,.. 200 00

Rent of premises No. 351 Broadway, 2,166 66

13,303 15

Total, $16,824 82

PAYMENTS.
Paid course of lectures, $828 89

Books and periodicals for library, 898 22

Newspaper subscription, 73 00

Advertising, 58 13

Fuel, coal, 38 50

Light, candles, oil, &c., 39 16

Paper, blank books and stationery,.. 105 36

Printing, 127 38

Chairs and settees, 116 20

Repairs of stoves, &c., 33 20

Carpenters work, repairs, &c 81 09

Clock,... 10 00

Insurance, 98 00

Storage, 60 00

Taxes, 437 87

Interest on bond nnd mort'.-ai'e, 1 ,625 00

Rent 333 Broadway, November to May,

1850, 500 00

Carried forward, $
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Brought forward,

Paid wood cuts, &c., for Transactions, $159 75

Agent's expenses at Albany, 59 85

Freiglit and cartage, 3 37

Surveying lot, rear 351 Broadway, 10 00

Filling up certificates, 3 00

Consultation fee, " lease," 5 00

Commission on collections, 2 90

Professional services ar^d damage occa-

sioned by falling of sign, 100 00

Hire of steam engine, &c., 100 00

Expenses of Farmers' Club reporting

11 meetings, $27 50

Papers for distribution, .... 18 47
45 97

Salary of Agent November, 1S49, to

November, 1850, 1,000 00

Salary of Recording Secretary, 262 50

Salary of Clerk, |700 00

do Eesolution of

Institute,.. 150 00

850 00

Salary of Librarian to Jan. 1, 1851,. . 269 66

Salary of messenger, 72 37

Petty cash expenses, postages, subscrip-

tion to small papers, advertising,

cleaning, &c.,&c., 170 68

$8,245 05

Loan on bond and mortgage, 5,000 00

13,245 05

Balance in the treasury Feb. 1,1851, $3,579 77





REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL FAIR.

The Board of Managers of the twenty-third annual Fair of the

American Institute, respectfully

REPORT:

That, in accordance with the usual arrangements, the Fair

commenced at Castle Garden on the iirst day of October, and

closed the twenty-third of the month. The attendance of visit-

ors, under the generally fine weather prevailing during the

exhibition, shows a steady increase from previous years. The

articles in the various departments were of a character in

novelty, utility and beauty to reflect the highest credit upon

American Industry; indeed, the exhibition of 1850, if it could

have been transferred without injury to its materials, or its ar-

rangements, into the approaching World's Exhibition, would

have sufficiently honored our great country.

The number ot entries in the Manufacturing and Mechanical

Departments, numbet-, 2,289

In the Agricultural and Horticultural Departments, .... 237

At the Cattle Show, 304

Making a total of, 2,830

The past Fair was again a witness to the good policy which

dictated the resolution of the Institute of a former year to erect
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a machinery room; had it been double its present size the

machines on exhibition could have been displayed to better

advantage. Connected with this department an extraordinary

but absolutely necessary expens 3 has been incurred ofnew boilers,

the disbursements for which will be found in the usual state-

ments of the receipts and expenditures from the Finance Commit-

tee, of which Mr. William Ebbitt was the zealous and acceptable

chairman.

The Annual Cattle Show was held at Madison Cottage, and the

attendance of graziers, and those interested in the improvement

of live stock, was quite gratifying. The details of this part of

the exhibition will be found in the report of that committee.

The Committee on Premiums had as usual a most arduous and

embarrassing duty, which, however, was performed to the general

satisfaction of exhibitors, a copy of which will be found annexed.

The Managers cannot in justice fail to pay a grateful duty to the

ability and careful industry of its chairman, Mr. Joseph Torrey,

who discharged his office "with undoubted satisfaction.

The Anniversary Address was delivered by Samuel Greene

Arnold, Esq., of Rhode Island, and was an able and eloquent

effort. Mr. Arnold has shown himself as acute in observation

(improved in result by foreign travel,) as forcible in illustration.

Other addresses were given at Castle Garden during the three

weeks of the exliibition to the interest and edification of the

various spectators.

The Managers felicitate theii; fellow members of the Institute

upon the increasing activity in gratifying results to the cause of

American industry over the country. Its motto is ever excelsior,

and the olden saying—" There is no new thing under the sun,"

can never be established in this land of unintermitting progress.

Let us, however, not stay our exertions ; there can be no excel-

lence without hopeful and steady labor. It will be reward

enough for us to know that, in many after years, posterity will

find no mention of the dead more honorable than to say, "he was

a jnember of the American Institute which gave giant pushes to

American industry in its childhood."
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The following is a condensed statement of the Receipts and

Expenditures of the Twenty-third Annual Fair.

RECEIPTS
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Brought forward, $22,347 14

To cash rec'd for broken chandeliers,

" Sales of oil barrels,

,

To cash received from Hon. M. Van Schaick for silk

premiums,

To cash premium on silver,

•

Less discount on uncurrent money,
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Brought forward, $525 86 |780 59 122,419 14

Refreshm'ts for judges & com'tees, 75 00

Rosettes for cattle,pails, &c.,. . . 29 72
630 58

By Horticultural Committee.

Clerks, laborers, &c., $333 24

Use of crockery, boxwood, paint-

ing stands, &c , 48 49

Printing labels and making tins

for flowers, " 23 13
404 86

By Committee mi Light.

Gas light, $360 35

Oil, 202 30

Campheneand candles, 42 25

Chandeliers purchased, 300 00

Use of chandeliers, lamps, &c., 121 11

Gas pipes and fixtures, 35 00

Services of attendants, 126 47
1,167 48

By Machijie Committee.

New boilers, $1,626 50

Erecting engine and shafting,. . 617 45

Fuel, 72 00

Mason work, varnish, croton wa-

ter, &c., 55 98

Superintendent, 94 00

2,465 93

By Finance Committee.

Ticket sellers and counters, 1 57 50

By Police Committee.

Day police, $355 00

Evening police, 101 00

456 00

Carried forward, $6,062 94 $22,419^ 14

[Assembly No. 149.]
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Brought forward, $6,062 94 $22^419 14

By Ticket Committee.

Doorkeepers, $103 00

Ticket counter and stamping

tickets, 40 52
143 52

By Labor Committee.

Superintendent, $152 00

Clerks, 254 50

Night watch, 259 50

Laborers, 319 25
985 25

By Committee on Music.

Transportation of bands, $103 50

New-York Harmonic Society,.. 30 00

Expenses of bands, 163 79

297 29

By Refreshment Committee.

Dinners for Managers while de-

tailed on duty, and for guests

from a distance, $574 75

Refreshments for committees and

lady judges, 41 88
616 63

Miscellaneous Bills.

Rent of Castle Garden 21 days at $75 per

day, 1,575 00

Carpenters work and lumber, &c., for ex-

tension of machine room, fitting up

inside of garden and covering bridge, . . 1 ,024 41

Broadway Tabernacle for the Anniversary

Address, . , , 75 00

Reporting speeches, 25 00

Muslin for flags, 31 28

. Carried forward, $10,836 32 $22,419 14
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Brought forward, $10,836 32 $22,419 14

Cloak for orator, (cloth presented,) . . 25 00

Flag poles and mounting, 47 99

Loan of tent, 16 25

Fireworks, 1 50 00

Damage to ladies dresses, 40 00

Stationery, paper, &c., 32 61

Sundry items, 19 25
11,167 42

By Premium Committee.

Gold and silver for medals and

striking, $1,993 74

Silver cups and silver ware, .... 426 05

Medal cases, 130 50

Books for premiums, 128 11

Clerk hire, free postage stamps,

use of show case,&c., 65 94

Engraving, 1 00

Cash premiums, 345 00

Cash premiums instead of cups,

and medals, 306 75

Cash, minors' premiums, 130 00

3,527 09

Making a total expenditure of $14,694 51

Which, being deducted from the receipts, leaves, .... $7,724 63

which has been paid into the Treasury of the American Institute.

It is estimated tliat it will require about $1,200 to pay for out-

standing premiums and printing not yet completed.

The following is a list of the premiums awarded

:

92 Gold medals.

85 Silver cups.

326 Silver medals.

510 Diplomas.

136 Volumes of Agricultural works.
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$132 and twenty-seven certificates, (apprentices' and minors'

premiums.)

$30 and four bronze medals, Van Schaick premiums.

$320 Cash premiums.

The Premium Committee estimate the cost of the premiums

at four thousand dollars.

WM. HALL, Chairman.

JOSEPH TORREY, GORDON L. FORD,
JAS. R. SMITH, JOHN A. BUNTING,
ISAAC V. BROWER, THOMAS W. HARVEY,
JAS. R. WALTER, HENRY SPEAR,
HEMAN W. CHILDS, JOHN G. BELL,
ALEX. KNOX, Jr., GEO. C. MANN,
MARTIN E. THOMPSON, F. W. GEISSENHAINER, Jr.,

RALPH HALL, LEWIS G. MORRIS,
EDWIN SMITH, JOSEPH THOMPSON,
WM. EBBITT, JOHN M. REED,
H. P. BLACKMAN, PETER B. MEAD,
WM. C. ARTHUR, ADONIRAM CHANDLER, ex officio.

JACOB G. PARSONS,
Managers.



LIST OF PREMIUMS

AWARDED BY THE MANAGERS OF THE TWENTY-THIRD
ANNUAL FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE, OCTOBER,

1850.

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.

For Premiums on Cattle and other Farm Stock, see Report of Com. on Agriculture.

FARMS AND MARKET GARDENS.

E. H. Kimball, Flatlands, L. I., for the best farm, of not less

than 100 acres. Silver cup, $20.

J. J. Mapes, Newark, N. J., for the best market garden. Silver

cup, $10.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for tke best varieties of Indian

corn. Silver cup, $8.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best 4® ears ©f wlftte

corn. Farmers' Encyclopedia.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for the best 40 ears of yellow

<}orn. Colman's European Agriculture.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best 40 ears of brown

corn. Allen's American Farm Book.

Timothy F. Tillson, Rosendale, N. Y., for the best bushel of

wlieat. Silver cup, $8.

E. H. Kimball, Flatlands, L. I., for a bushel of superior wheat.

Farmer's Encyclopedia.

Wm. H. Hughes, Mateawan Point, N. J., for the best bushel of

rye. Silver medal.

George Nesbitt, Hobart, Delaware Co., N. Y., for the best bushel

of oats. Silver medal.
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James Weeden, Newtown, L. I., for the best bushel ofbuckwheat.

Colman's European Agriculture.

Gregory E. Harmon, 6 Sheriff-street, N. Y., for the best bale of

hops. Colman's European Agriculture.

James Weeden, Newtown, L. I., for a superior specimen of Med-
iterranean wheat. Farmers' Encyclopedia.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for several varieties of fine

corn. Silver medal.

John O'Donohue, Middle Village, L. I., for a sample of white

corn. Trans. Am. Ins.

J. J. Mapes, Newark, N. J., for a sample of Evergreen sweet

corn. Trans. Am. Ins.

FLOUR AND MEAL.

Hecker & Brother, 201 Cherry-street, N. Y., for the best barrel

of wheat flour. Silver cup, $8.

Mumford Mills, Clark and Coleman, agents, N. Y.,for a barrel

of superior flour. Silver medal.

J. Lathrop, Leroy, N. Y., for a barrel of extra flour. Colman's

European Agriculture.

Timothy F. Tillson, Rosendale, N. Y., for the best barrel of

rye flour. Silver medal.

Francis A. Esty & Co., 88 West-street, N. Y., for a barrel of

superior rye flour. Farmer's Dittionary.

Atlantic Dock Mills, Brooklyn, E. Bronson, agent, for the best

barrel of steam-dried meal, by Stafford's process. Silver cup, |8.

Adam Wandling, Warren Co., N. J., for a superior barrel of

kiln-dried meal. Stephen's Book of the Farm.

Hecker & Brother, 201 Cherry-street, N. Y., for superior farina.

(Silver Medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

PRODUCTS OF THE DAIRY.

Butter.

Josephine L'Hommedieu, Cortlandville, N. Y., for the best

specimen of butter. Silver cup, $8.

A. Howell, Goshen. N. Y., for the second best specimen of

butter. Silver medal.

Thomas Helms, Goshen, N. Y., for the third best specimen of

butter. Allen's American Farm Book,
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Arminda L. Horamedien, Cortlandville, N. Y., for the next best

specimen of butter. Trans. Am. Ins.

L. Weedj Oraage Co., N. Y., for a specimen of extra fine butter.

Farmer's Dictionary.

CHEESE.

P. W. StebbiaSj 14 Front-street, N. Y., for the best specimen

of American dairy cheese. Silver cup, $8.

Isaac Carpenter, 14 Front-street, for the second best specimen

of American dairy cheese. Silver medal.

Ai'chibald Eurlingarae, 14 Front-street, for the third best speci-

men of American dairy cheese. Colmans's European Agriculture.

Wallace W. Dowd, Ashtabula Co., Ohio, for the next best

specimen of American dairy cheese. Farmer's Encyclopedia.

WOOL.

J. B. Smith, Wolcotville, Conn., for full blood saxony wool.

Silver cup, $10.

WINE.

L. RehfusSj Cincinnati, Ohio, for wine made fi'om the Catawba

grape, of good quality, and one that by suitable age, and full

maturity, promises to be of very fine quality. Diploma.

FLOWERS.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., Astoria, L. I., for the largest and best

display of dahlias. Silver cup, $15.

William Beekman, corner of 51st-street and 8th Avenue, for

a splendid display of dahlias. Silver cup, $10.

Mateo Donadi, Bloomingdale, for a superb display of dahlias.

Silver cup, $8.

John E. Ranch, Brooklyn, L. I., for a beautiful display of

dahlias. Silver medal,

H. A. Graef, Brooklyn, L. I., for a display of splendid dahlias.

Boudoir Botany.

A. P. Cumings, Williamsburg, L. I., for a fine display ofdahlias.

Parlor Book of Flowers.

Charles More, corner of 98th-street and 3d Avenue, for a good

display of dahlias. Downiug's Horticulturist.
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D. Boll, corner of Broadway and 50th-street, for a display of

fine dahlias. Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

Phelan & Sons, corner of 5th-street and 1st Avenue, for a

good show of dahlias. Parsons's Rose Manual.

Mateo Donadi, Bloomingdale, for the largest and best display

of roses, and cut flowers. Silver medal.

Charles More, corner 98th-street and 3d avenue, for a beauti-

ful display of roses and cut flowers. Boudoir Botany.

D. Boll, corner Broadway and 50th-street, for a splendid dis-

play of roses. Parlor Book of Flowers.

Phelan & Sons, corner of 5th-street and 1st Avenue, for a fine

display of cut flowers. Parsons's Rose Manual.

J. B. Lenoir, 45th-street, Bloomingdale, for a beautiful display

of roses. Parsons's Rose Manual.

Walter Park, 805 Broadway, for the best bouquet. Silver

medal.

• Mrs. A. A. Smith, Sydney place, Brooklyn, for the best dis-

play of bouquets. Silver medal.

Mrs. S. A. Penniman, Sydney place, Brooklyn, for a beautiful

display of bouquets. Gardeners' Chroniole.

D. Boll, corner of Broadway and 50th-street, for a fine display

of bouquets. Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., Astoria, L. I., for a display of beautiful

bouquets. Parsons's Rose Manual.

Miss S. A. Ogden, Newark, N. J., for several pretty bouquets.

Mrs. Loudon's Flower Garden.

Mrs. C. C. Heiimeuway, Williamsburg, L. L, for a beautiful

bouquet of grasses. Trans. Am. I»s.

Mrs. Henderson, Middle Village, L. I., for a splendid flower

basket. Silver medal.

J. C, Green, Staten Island, (Wm. Chorlton, gardener,) for a

splendid flower basket. Silver medal.

Gustavus Struck, 17 Beekman-street, for a beautiful display

af artificial bouquets and baskets. Parlor Book of Flowers.

Miss Mary Baker, South Dennis, Mass., for a beautiful rustic

stand of wax flowers. Parlor Book of Flowers.

Archibald Henderson, Middle Village, L. I., for tjie best floral

design. Silver cup, $10.
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J. C. Green, Staten Island, (Win. Chorlton, gardener,) for a su-

perb floral design. Silver cup, $8.

P. Condon, Yellow Hook, L. I., for a beautiful floral design.

Silver medal.

F. Lasher, Hudson, N. Y.,for a beautiful pyramid of dahlias.

American Flora.

Sjiecial Exhibition^ Oct. 1th. 1850.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., Astoria, L. I., for 24 splendid blooms

of named dahlias. Silver medal.

Henry A. Cargill, corner of 10th Avenue and 60th-street, N.

Y., for 24 splendid blooms of named dahlias. Silver medal.

William Beekman, corner of 51st-street and 9th Avenue, for

24 splendid blooms of named dalilias. Silver medal.

John Jamison, for 24 beautiful l^looms of named dahlias.

Boudoir Botany.

G. H. Stryker, corner of 11th Avenue and 50th-street, for 24

fine blooms of named dahlias. Parsons's Rose Manual.

Mateo Donadi. Bloomingdale, N. Y., for the best20 varieties of

named roses. Silver medal.

Charles More, corner of 3d Avenue and 98th-street, for 26> va-

rieties of beautiful named roses. Boudoir Botany.

J. B. Lenoir, Bloomingdale, N. Y., for 20 varieties of fine

named dahlias. Downing's Landscape Gardening.

J. E. Ranch, Brooklyn, L. I., for the best AmeMcan seedling

dahlias. Silver medal.

Mateo Donadi, Bloomingdale, N. Y., for very line seedling

dahlias. American Flora.

Mateo Donadi, Bloomingdale, N. Y., for the best 6 American

seedling roses. Silver medal.

FniiriT.

William S. Carpenter, 468 Pearl-street, N. Y.. for the greatest

jiumber of choice varieties of apples. Silver cup, $8.

John W. Bailey, Plattsburg, N. Y., for a line display of choice

apples. Silver medal.

Parsons and Co., Flushing, L. I., lor a good display of choice

apples. 4 Nos. Hovey's Fruits.
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Hovey and Co., Cambridge, Mass., for the best table apples.

Downing's Fniits.

Henry W. Sargaent, Fishkill Landing, N. Y., for a sample of

fine table apples. Thomas' Fruit Culturist.

Eli R. Dix, Vernon, Oneida, Co., N. Y., for a splendid dis-

play of apples. Downing's Fruits.

Wm. Marsh, York Mills, Toronto, C. W., for two varieties of

seedling apples, of superior quality. Downing's Fruits.

Hovey and Co.. Cambridge, Mass., for tlie greatest number of

choice varieties of pears. Silver cup, $8.

A. P. Cumings, Williamsburgh, L. I., for a fine display of

choice pears. Silver medal.

Parsons and Co., Flushing, L. I., for several varieties of choice

pears. 4 Nos. Hovey's Fruits.

John Tonnelle, Bergen, N. J., for the best table pears. Hovey's

Magazine of Horticulture.

William S. Carpenter, 468 Pearl-street, N. Y., for a sample of

fine table pears. Thomas's Fruit Culturist.

L. S. Haskell, Belleville, N. J., for a superb display of

Duchesse d'Angouleme pears. Cole's Fruit Book.

T. W. Smith, Syracuse, N. Y., for a superb display of Onon-

daga pears. Cole's Fruit Book.

Charles Mathews, Madison, N. J., for the bfest freestone

peaches. Downing's Fruits.

J. M. Ward, Newark, N. J., for a sample of freestone peaches.

Thomas's Fruit Culturist.

H. F. Liftchild, New-Jersey, for the best clingstone peacbes.

Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

Dexter Fairbank, 237 West-14th-street, N. Y., for a sample

of fine clingstone peaches. Cole's Fruit Book.

Wm. Hughes, Mateawan Point, N. J., foi the best Isabella

grapes. Silver medal.

T. L. Porter, Mateawan Point, N. J., for a sample of fine Isa-

bella grapes. 4 Nos. Hovey's Fruits.

Wm. Hughes, Mateawan Point, N. J., for the best Catawba

grapes. Silver medal.

Henry W. Sargeant, Fishkill Landing, N. Y., for the best and

greatest variety of native grapes. Sib. r meu. 1.
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Roswell L. Colt, Patersion N. J., for the best fo^iegn grapes.

Silver medal.

Jacob B. Boerum, Flushing, L. I., for a superb display of for-

eign grapes. 4 Nos. Hovey's Fruits.

P. S. Van Rensselaer, Clinton Point, N. Y., for an excellent

display of foreign grapes. Allen on the Vine.

%'illiam Wright, Newark, N. J., -for a fine display of foreign

grapes. Hoare on the Vine.

John Tonnelle, Bergen, N. J., for the best quinces. Silver

medal.

E. Kimball, Flatlands, L. I., for a sample of superior quin-

ces. Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

A. P. Cumings, Williamsburgh, L. I., for a sample of excel-

lent quinces. Thomas's Fruit Cuiturist.

J. J. Schofield, Morristown, N. J., for a basket of extra fine

apple quinces. Thomas's Fruit Cuiturist.

Stephen Burtis, Mechanicsville, N". Y., for superb apple quinces.

Cole's Fruit Book.

T. W. Thorley, Catskill, N. Y., for a splendid basket of mixed

fruit. Downing's Fruits.

A. Marks, Dm*ham, Greene Co. N. Y.. for a fine display of

fruit. Trans. Am. Ins.

Vegetables.

II. C. Murphy, Ycliow Hook, L. I., for the choicest assort-

me:'^^ of "iiliiz^iry v?;^:tab!cc. Silver cup, |8.

E. H. Ximballj Fktlpnds^ L. I., for the second best assort-

ment of culinary vegetables. Silver medal.

Roewell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the beat and greatest

variety of vegetable roots for cattle. Silver cup, $8.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for the second best and great-

est variety of vegetable roots for cattle. Silver medal.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for the best long blood beets.

Bridgeman's Gardener's Assistant.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best turnip rooted

beets. Allen's American Agriculture.

James McFarlane, English Neighborhood, N. J., for the best

sugar beets. N. Y. Far. & Mec.

Aiohibald Henderson, Middle Village, L. I., for the best man-
gold-wurtzol beets. Am. Agriculturist.
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Archibald Heudersou, Middle Village, L. I., for the best Savoy

cabbage. Buist's Kitchen Gardner.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best carrots for the

table. N. Y. Far. and Mec.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best parsnips for the

table. Trans. Am. Ins.

Archibald Heudersou, Middle Village, L. I., for the besWpars-

nips for cattle. Trans. N. Y. State Ag. Soc.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best white solid celery.

Parmer's Library.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the second best white solid

celery. Buist's Kitchen Gardner.

R. K. Delafield, Stateu Island N. Y., for the best egg plants

Vol. of the Cultivator.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best peck of white

onions. Bridgeman's Gardener's Assistant.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best peck of yellow

onions. Farmer's Dictionary.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best peck of red onions.

Allen's Farm Book.

M. R. McGariety, West Hoboken, N. J., for the best peck of

seedling potatoes. Farmer's Library.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for a splendid display of seed-

liag potatoes. Farmer's Library.

^ S. H. Gray, Stateu Island, for the best peck of potatoes h>T the

table. Farmer's Dictionary.

Richard Vermilyea, 1 West Washington Market, for a sample

of superior sweet potatoes. Trans. Am. Ins.

Archibald Henderson, Middle Village, L. I., for the best half

peck of tomatoes. Farmers' Dictionary.

George Witherspoou, New Brighton, S. I., for the second best

half peck of tomatoes. Buist's Kitchen Gardener.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for a superb display of toma-

toes. Trans. Am. Ins.

John Tonnehi, Bergen, N. J., for an extra large watermelon of

very fine quality. Trans. Am. Ins.

R. L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best tliree cliecse pumpkins.

Farmers' Dictionary.
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Peter F. Siiydam, Busliwick, L. I., for 3 superior cheese

pumpkins. Trans. Am. Ins.

M. C. Crane, Governor's Island, for the best and largest pump-

kins. Blake's Farmer's Every Day Book.

R. L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best three vegetable marrow

squashes. Blake's Farmer's Every Day Book.

Samuel Halden, Bloomingdale, N. Y., for the best 3 crooked

neck squashes. Amer. Agriculturist.

X. R. Codwise, Somerset Co. N. J., for the best and largest

squash. Blake's Farmer's Every Day Book.

Smith Ely, New Brighton, S. I., for an extra large yellow

crooked neck squash. Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener.

James McFarlane, English Neighborhood, N. J., for three extra

large Valparaiso squashes.

John Bergen, Jr., Gowanus, L. I., for two extra large Lima

squashes. Farmers' Dictionary.

Wm. Chapell, Chester, Conn., for a superior Valparaiso squash.

Trans. Amer. Ins.

J. P. Giraud, Jr., Bergen, N. J., for a fine display of pumpkin

squashes. Trans. N. Y. State Ag. Soc.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., for the best roots of salsify.

Buist's Ejtchen Gardener.

C. Williams, Astoria, L. I., for extra large garlic. Buist's

Kitchen Gardener.

George Witherspoon, New Brighton, S. I., for a fine sample of

green peas. Trans. Am. Ins.

Mrs. D. Dayton, Brooklyn, L. I., for extra fine peppers. Buist's

Kitchen Gardener.

John Tonnele,- Bergen, N. J., for superior globe artichokes.

Buist's Kitchen Gardener.

P. S. Rensselaer, Clinton Point, N. Y., for fine Lima beans.

Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener.

Archibald Henderson, Middle Village, L. I., for the best drum

head cabbage. Buel's Farmer's Companion.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Richard Hawkins, Somerset Co., N. J., for a jar of burr pickles.

Diploma.

Calvin Barker, Factoryville, S. I., for a basket of superior

peanut plants. Diploma.
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John S. Wliitlock, Middletown Point, N. J., for a sample of

very fine black monthly raspberries. Diploma.

Isaac Reckow, 142 Liberty-st., for ajar of fine brandy peaches.

Diploma.

J. J. Walters, New Haven, Coun'.j for a superior plant syringe

of American manufacture. Dixjlom*.

John Banker, Sand Hill, N. J., for a basket of extra fine

barberries. Trans. Am. Ins.

Mrs. C. E. Benson, Brooklyn, for a beautiful specimen of galva-

nized fruit. Diploma.

W. Simmons, East New-York, L. I., for extra large gooseberries

in spirits. Diploma.

James McGuinuiss, Staten Island , for the best preserved goose-

berries. Diploma.

A. W. Daby, 61 Elizabeth-street, for a fine display of mustard

from American seed. Diploma.

Miss Eleanor Badmond, Jamesburgh, N. J., for the best brandy

peaches. Trans. Am. Ins.

Wm. Barnes, Rutland, Vt., for the best maple sugar. Farmers'

Dictionary.

^, Eli R. Dix, Vernon, Oneida Co., N, Y., for a sample of superior

maple sugar. Trans. Am. Ins.

Arza Gilmore, Wayne, Me., for the best honey in the comb.

Miner's Bee Manual.

George D. Lathrop, Hallowell, Me., for a sample of fine honey.

Trans. Am. Ins.

Hugh Wardle, S. I., for extra fine sauces. Diploma.

Arza Gilmore, \\ ayne. Me., for the best apiary or bee hive.

Silver Medal.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

North & Denio, Fly Creek, Otsego Co., N. Y., Townsend, Clark

& Co., agents, 60 Broad-street, for the best manure and hay forks.

Silver medal.

J. R. Schoonmaker, Middletown, Orange Co., J. 0. Batten,

agent, N. Y., for the second best manure and hay forks. Diploma.

Stephen Keys & Co., Norfolk, Conn., H. P. Pettibone, agent,

19 Platt-st., for planter's hoes. Silver medal.

Chapman Warner, Louisville, Ky ., for the best churn. Diploma.
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Ruggies, Nourse & Masoiij Boston, Mass., A. E. Allen & Co.,

agents, 189 Water-st., for the second best churn. Diploma.

Ruggles, Nourse & Mason, Boston, Mass., A. B. Allen & Co.,

agents, 189 Water-st., for the best vegetable cutter. Diploma.

J. P. Groshen, Yonkers, N. Y., for a corn planter. Diploma.

C. H. McCormick, Chicago, 111., for a Virginia grain reaper
;
(a

gold medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

I. T. Grant k Co., Junction, N. Y., for a patent fanning mill.

Silver medal.

B. D, Sanders, Hollidays Cove, Va., for a grain cleaning ma-

chine. Silver medal.

Wm. Hovey, Worcester, Mass., for a hay and straw cutter.

Diploma.

Ruggles, Nourse & Mason, Boston, Mass., A. B. Allen, a^ent,

189 Water-st., N. Y., for a hay and straw cutter. Diploma.

Reuben Daniels, Woodstock, Vt., for self-sharpening straw

cutter. Diploma.

Josejjh Sweet, Lycoming Co., Pa., for a road or excavating

scraper. Diploma.

Winsted Manufacturing company, Winchester, Conn., Boyd &
Ripley, agents, 18 Piatt st., for cradles and scythes. Diploma.

Draper, Brown & Chapsey, Troy, N. Y., Logan & Vail, agents,

13 Cliff St., for a scythe and sneath. Diploma.

H. L. Emery & Co., Albany, for the best seed sower. Diploma.

Special Premiums.

John Mayher & Co., 197 Water street, for the largest collection

of agricultural implements, embracing about 300 different varie-

ties. Gold medal.

A. B. Allen & Co., 189 Water street, for a large and choice

collection of agricultural implements, embracing almost every

thing new and useful. Gold medal.

TESTING or PLOUGHS.

John Moore, 191 Front street, for the best plough, combining

the greatest number of requisites to plough a furrow 16 inches

wide, 8 inches deep. Silver cup, $8.

Benjamin Meyer, Newark, N. J., for the second best do. Silver

medal.
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John Moore, 191 Front St., for the best plough combining the

greatest number of requisites to plough a furrow 12 inches wide

and 6 inches deep. Silver cup, $8.

John Mayher & Co., 197 Water street, for the second best do.

Silver medal.

PLOUGHING MATCH.

Thomas Conay, Greenburg, Westchester Co., for the best plough-

ing. Silver cup, $8.

Asa B. Munn, Orange, Essex Co., N. J., for the second best

ploughing. Silver medal.

Ira Peck, Orange, Essex Co., N. J., for the third best ploughing.

Diploma.

SPADING.

Aichibald Henderson, Middle Village, L. Island, for the best

spading. Silver cup, |8.

Edward Griffiths, for the second best spading. Silver Medal.

Joseph Mulley, for the third best spading. Diploma.

Edward Peacock, for spading. Trans. Am. Ins.

MANUFACTURING AND MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT.

ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL DRAWING.

F. A. Peterson, 363 Broadway, N. Y., for the best specimen of

architeetural drawing. Diploma.

J. Robertson, Brooklyn, L. I., for the best specimen of mechan-

ical drawing. Diploma.

P. R. Milgarten, Lowell, Mass., for machine drawing. Diploma.

BATHS.

John Locke, 47 Ann street, N. Y., for shower baths, with

douches, &c. Diploma.

Barclay Sf Dennison, 109 9th Avenue, for superior shower bath

fixtures. Diploma.

Albert & Mack, 92 Catharine-street, for a bath tub, with heat-

er attached, combining economy and utility. Diploma.

Smith, Torrey & Co., 50 Maiden Lane, for a zinc hip bath.

Diploma.
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BELLS.

Andrew IMeneely, Troy, N. Y., George H. Swords, agent, 116

Broadway, N. Y., for a peal of 9 bells. Gold medal.

Edward A. Tudor, Brooklyn, L. I., for a bell. Diploma.

BOATS.

Iron.

Mott & Ayres, Chelsea Iron Works, 26th-street and North

River, N. Y., for superior iron boats. Gold medal.

Wood.

George W. James, Brooklyn, L. I., for the best boat "Jenny

Lind." Silver medal.

George C, Newman, 246 Front street, for an excellent boat

" Independence." Diploma.

BOOK-BINDING.

Kotch & Co., 160 William-street, N. Y., for the best specimen

of book-binding. (Silver medal having been before awarded.)

Diploma.

Baker & Duyckinck, 158 Pearl-street, for the best ordinary

blank books. Silver medal.

John P. Burnton, 1 Platt-street, for specimens of blank bind-

ing. Silver medal.

Charles Starr, 115 Nassau-street, for a machine for stamping

backs of books. Gold medal.

R. C. Root & Anthony, 7 Nassau-street, for blank account

books. Diploma,

Minors^ Work.
i

Thomas J. Hogan, 41 Fulton-street, for a specimen of , book-

binding. $5 and a certificate.

gents' boots and shoes.

George R. Townsley, Springfield, Mass., for the best patent

leather and double soled boots. Silver medal.

Young & Server, 520 Broadway, Albany, N. Y., for excellent

patent leather boots. Diploma.

[Asi-embly, No. 149.]
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George Hammaun, 418 Broadway, for excellent double soled

boots. Diploma.

John L. Watkins, 114 Fulton street, for the best California

boots. Diploma.

George Darling, Woonsocket, R. I., Stout & Ward agents, 249

Pearl-street, for excellent California boots. Diploma.

Peter Dorn, Philadelphia, for patent overshoes. Silver medal.

J. T. Kinken & Co., 207 Cherry-street, for hair insoles. Di-

ploma.

John R. Pitkin & others, 68 Broadway, for pegged shoes man-

ufactured by combination of labor and machinery. Silver

medal.

'ladies' boots and shoes.

Benjamin Shaw, 73 Canal-street, for the best ladies' boots and

shoes. Silver medal.

Young & Server, 520 Broadway, Albany, for excellent speci-

mens of ladies boots and shoes.- Diploma.

BRIDGES.

Lownan Gay, Rochester, N. Y,, for an iron bridge. Diploma.

Wm. H. Allen, Brooklyn, N.Y., for a self-supporting arch truss

bridge. Diploma.

Jacob S. Lansing, Canistota, N. Y., for a wooden bridge. Di-

ploma.

BRITTANNIA AND ALBATTA WARE, &C.

John H. Whitlock, Troy, Rensselaer Co., N. Y., for the best

cast and turned Brittannia ware. Silver medal.

Endicott & Sumner, 106 Elm-street, for excellent Brittannia

ware. -Diploma.

AUcock & Allen, 341 Broadway, for elegant tea sets, &c., pla-

ted on Albatta ware. Gold medal.

Filley & Mead, Philadelphia, for nickel silver ware. Silver

medal.

BRUSHES.

Porter & Faii-child, 289 Hudson-street, for superior brushes.

Silver medal.
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Steele & Co., 305 Pearl-street, and 53 Nassau-street, for the

best specimen of feather brushes. Silver medal.

Combs, Lewis & Co., 115 6th Avenue, for feather brushes.

Diploma.

CABINET WARE.

Mc Donough & Hammett, Philadelpliia, for the best sofa bed-

stead. Silver medal.

W. B. & H. W. Douglass, Newark N. J., for gothic rosewood

inlaid table. Diploma.

Georg6 J. Colsey, 90 Leonai-d-street, for the best portable desk.

Silver medal.

G. W. Whitmore, Brooklyn.

R. H. & I. G. Isham, 71 Fulton-street, for superior sand pa-

per. Diploma to each.

Ingersoll & Halsey, 71 Bowery, for the best fancy chairs.

Diploma.

Charles Gumbert, 79 Grand-street, for an easy chair, excellent

specimen of upholstery. Diploma.

David Walker, Newark, N. J., for self-rocking cradles. Di-

ploma.

A. F. Schade, 60 Greenwich-street, for book-racks. Diploma.

Mason & Smith, 28 and 30 Attorney-street, for rosewood chairs.

Diploma.

Mc Donough & Hammett, Philadelphia, for a writing desk.

Diploma.

J. H. Frazer, 312 Pearl-street, for a mahogany show case.

Diploma.

N. P. Kimball, 47 Beekman-street, for kiln-dried pine doors,

liver medal.

John S. Meyer, 27th-street, for machine made doors. Diploma.

Minors^ Work.

Wm. H. Hooper, 51 Greenwich-street, for a ladies' work-

box $5 and a Certificate.

CAKES, BISCUIT, CONFECTIONERY, &C.

Nathan Raynor, 400 Grand-street, for the best plum cake.

Diploma.
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Benjamin Witt, 324 Grand-street, for excellent plum cake.

Diploma.

C. Hitzelberger, corner of 18th-street and 8tli Avenue, for

the best ice cream. Diploma.

Warren Thayer, 29tli-street, for very superior Boston crackers.

Diploma.

Johnston & Treadwell, 116 Beekman-street, for very superior

soda biscuit. Diploma.

J. H. Schoonmaker & Co., 219 Fulton-street, for very superi-

or fancy biscuit. Diploma.

Mrs. R. Y. Lawrence, 11^ Third Avenue, for superior fancy

cakes. Diploma.

J. Govaerts, 376 Pearl-street, for very superior chocolate. Di-

ploma.

F. Walter, 116 Orange-street, Brooklyn, for the best ornamen-

tal confectionery. Diploma.

A. Seitz, 137 Reade-street, for excellent ornamental confec-

ticncry. Diploma.

James A. Quinn, 243, Bleeker-street, for excellent confection-

ery. Diploma.

CARPETING AND OIL CLOTHS.

Bigelow Carpet Co., Clinton, Mass., H. P. Fairbanks, Boston,

for the best Brussels carpet. Gold medal.

A. S. Higgins & Co., 62 Broad-street, for the best Brussels and

velvet tapestry carpets, Gold medal.

A. & E. S. Higgins & Co., 62 Broad-street, for the best 3

ply carpet. Silver medal.

A. & E. S. Higgins & Co., 62 Broad-street, for the best rug.

Silver medal.

M. Davis & Co., 84 William-street, for the best table oil cloth.

Silver medal.

CARRIAGES, SLEIGHS, AND AXLES.

C. Beardsley, 32 Canal-street, for the best top wagon. Silver

medal.

James Flynn, 3d Avenue and 49th-street, for an excellent top

wagon. Diploma.

James Flynn, 3d Avenue and 49th-street, for the best wagon

without top. Silver medal.
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James B. Oliver, Brooklyn, for an excellent wagon without

top. Diploma.

J. C. Thornton, Columbia, S. C, for a buggy wagon. Silrer

medal.

J. G. Ostram, Rhinebeck, Wood & Tomlinson, agents, 410

Broadway, for a superior sleigh. Silver medal.

Benjamin Benson, Smyrna, Delaware, for a tilting or dumping
wagon. Silver medal.

Joseph Hyde, Troy, N. Y., for an improved hollow iron wagon-

Silver medal.

James Patterson, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y., for an iron wagon.

Silver medal.

William Sayre, Newark, N. J., for the best child's carriage.

Silver medal.

J. K. Taylor, Bridgeport, Conn., for the best patent axle. Sil-

ver medal.

E. S. Scripture, Greenpoint, L. I., for a superior patent axle

and coupling. Silver medal.

A. E. Smith, 93 Maiden Lane, for the best mode of connecting

hubs to axles. (Silver medal havingbeen before awarded.) Di-

ploma.

Patterson & Horseman, Newark, N. J., for a superior set of •ar-

riage springs. Diploma.

E, T. Sprout, Hughesrille, Penn., for 4 wheeled caniage

springs. Diploma.

Ambrose Tower, Greenpoint, L. I., for Scripture's patent car-

riage wheels. Diploma.

Downs &Whitlock, Birmingham, Conn., for good specimens of

stump joints. Diploma.

John L. Allen, New Haven, Conn., for an improvement in ele-

vating and lowering carriage tops. Silver medal.

GofiF & Day, Brooklyn, for a Chinese tea cart. Diploma.

CARVING AND GILDING.

Henry Gritten, 376 Broadway, for the best carved and gilded

frame. Silver medal.

Henry Stidolph, 331 6th Avenue, for a fine specimen of imi-

tation fire gilding. Diploma.
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castings.

Leroux & Villot, 83 Duane-street, for the best castings. Silver

medal.

J. Moore, 3 Dutch-street, for excellent castings. Diploma.

CLOCKS AND WATCHES.

Charles E. Jacot, 119 Fulton-street, for an improved duplex

escapement. Gold medal.

Frederick Kiddle, 88 Fulton-street, for an improved eight-

day watch. Silver medal.

A. D. Crane, Newark, N. J., for an astronomical year clock.

Silver medal.

S. B. Jerome, New Haven, for an eight-day clock. Diploma.

Frederick Kiddle, for the workmanship on duplex escape-

ment clock. Silver medal.

• CLOTHING.

Croney & Lent, 720 Broadway, for the best specimen of men's

clothing. Silver medal.

Booth & Foster, 27 Courtlandt-street, for excellent specimens

of men's clothing. Diploma.

Ellis & Iselton, 439 Broadway, for the best specimen of chil-

dren's clothing. Silver Medal.

E. J. Olssen, 74 Bowery, for excellent specimens of children's

clothing. Diploma.

Waterbury Button Co., Waterbiiry,Conn., D. M. Knight & Co.,

agents^ 53 Cedar-street, for the best specimens of gilt buttons.

Silver medal.

Abbott & Wardwell, Manufacturing Co., Waterbury, Conn., J.

Chamberlain, 59 Liberty-street, agent, for excellent specimens of

gilt buttons. Diploma.

A. & G. A. Arnoux, 303 BroadAvay, for waistcoats of superior

workmanship and fit. Diploma.

John T. Goldsmith, 76 Nassau- street, for a seamless patelot.

Diploma.

COMBS AND MOROCCO GOOD6.

Bates & Jordan, Boston, Mass., Thomas A. Gray, agent, for the

best shell combs. Silver medal.

W. Pauly, 85 Leonard-street, for excellent shell combs. Dip.

A. & J. Saunders, 147 Broadway, for razor strops. Diploma.
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John Fenn, 45 Ann-street, for ivory tablets and fine combs.

Diploma.

CX>OPEHs' WORK.

L. A. Humiston, Cheshire, Conn., for kegs and firkins. Dip.

James H. Costar, 67 Franklin-street, for cedar pail. Diploma.

E. Hopkins, 1 53 Third-street, for a neat butter keg. Diploma.

Minor^s Work.

Thomas Murray, 32 Old Slip, for the best barrel. $5 and a

certificate.

A. C. Coquillett, 130 Broad-street, for an excellent barrel.- $3

and a certificate.

John Van Cott, 214^ Broome-street, for a keg considered cred-

itable for his skill and ingenuity. |3 and a certificate.

Edward C. Hagerty. 130 Broad-street, for a keg. Diploma.

COTTON.

J. V. Jones, Alabama, Ga., for a bale of superior silk cotton. Dip.

COTTON GOODS.

B. S. Walcott, New-York Mills, Charles Carville, agent, 17

Broad-street, for the best bleached shirtings. Gold medal.

Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford, Mass., Willard & Wood, agents,

40 and 42 Broad-street, for bleached cotton goods. Silver medal.

Pocasset Co., Fall Eiver, Mass.j McCurdy, Aldrich & Spencer,

agents, 30 Broad-street, for the best heavy sheetings. Diploma.

Williamsville Manufacturing Co.,R. I.,Nesmith & Co., agents,

for the best brown shirtings. Silver medal.

Lonsdale & Co., Providence, K. I., Lawrence, Trimble & Co.,

agents, 35 Broad-street, for the best twilled silesias and black

umbrella cloth. Silver medal.

Hope Co., Providence, R. I., Lawrence, Trimble & Co., agents,

35 Broad-street, for the best plain silesias. Silver medal.

Glasgow Manufacturing Co., South Hadley Falls, Mass., At-

wat«r, Knapp & Woodruff, agents, 43 and 45 Broad-street, for the

best ginghams and galla plaid lindseys. Silver medal.

J. D. McEwing, 157 West 15th-street, for buckrams, crown

lindseys and book muslins. Diploma.

A. W. Sprague, Providence, R. I., Hoyt & Tillinghast, agents,

11 Broadway, for the best madder prints. Gold medal.
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Marqueston & Co., Haverstraw, N. Y., Garner & Co., agents,

33 Pine-street, for damask and furniture cliintz prints. Gold

medal.

American Print Works, Fall River, Mass., McCurdy, Aldrich &
Spencer, agents, 30 Broad-street, for printed calicoes. Diploma.

B. Marshall, Troy, N. Y., Charles Carville, agent, 17 Broad-st.,

for chambrays, beautiful colors and superior fabric. Silver med.

B. S. Walcott, New-York Mills, Stanton, Barnes & Hamilton,

agents, for cottonades. Diploma.

R. Garsed & Brothers, Frankfort, Penn., Beals, Bush & Co.,

agents, for bed tick. Silver medal.

Brownley & Sniflfen, 18 Pine-street, for the best black wadding.

Diploma.

George Blackburn & Co., Boston, Mass., W. C. Langley & Co.,

agents, 25 Broad-street, for the best cotton duck. Silver medal.

, James Maull, Philadelphia, for excellent cotton duck. Diploma.

H. H. Stephens, Webster, Mass., Dale & Wright, agents, 24

Broad-street, for linen diaper and crash. Gold medal.

Sagamore Co., Portsmouth, N. H., for superior G cord spool

cotton. Gold medal.

Thomas H. Fisher, Lansingburgh, N. Y., Nesmith & Co., agents,

for patent linen thread. Gold medal.

A Wortendyke, Newtown, near Paterson, N. J., for superior

chandlers' wick. Diploma.

H. Gwerrier, 18 Dey-street, for dyeing, bleaching, and restoring

Canton crape shawls from a damaged state. Diploma.

CUTLERY.

Waterville Manufacturing Co., Waterbury, Conn., F. G.

Wheeler, 7 Gold-street, agent, for the best pen and pocket cutlery.

Gold medal.

John Wild, Jr., 160 Division-street, for excellent pen and

pocket cutlery. Silver Medal.

Lamson, Goodnow & Co.,Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts, ware-

house 7 Gold-street, for the best table cutlery. Gold medal.

Pratt, Ropes, Webb & Co., West Meriden, Connecticut, A. R.

Moen, agent, 128 Water-street, for excellent table cutlery. Silver

medal.

Franklin Reed, Mass., for superior shoe knives. Diploma.
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John Rowe, 6 Platt-street, for tailors' shears. Diploma.

John Garside, Newark, N. J., for superior handles on table

cutlery. Silver medal.

DAGUERREOTYPES.

M. A. & S. Root, 363 Broadway, for the best daguerreotypes.

Silver medal.

J. Gurney, 189 Broadway,

Meade Brothers, 233 Broadway,

Harrison & Holmes, 289 Broadway,

JD. E. Gavit, 247 Broadway,

C. M. Gary, 187 Broadway,

For excellent daguerreotypes, no difference being perceptible

to the Judges. Silver medal to each.

Meade Brothers, 233 Broadway, for superior chemically color-

ed daguerreotypes. Diploma.

Minors' Work.

Thomas B. Atkins, 219 Fulton-street, Brooklyn, for daguerreo-

types. $5 and a certificate.

DIEJS AND CHASING.

William \I. Tompsen, 169 William-street, for the best s-pe©imen

of gilding stamps. Silver medal.

John Feely, 1 5 North William-street, for bookbinders' orna-

ments. Diploma.

L. T. Boland, 7 Dey-street, for the best ornamented crests.

Silver medal.

James W. Smith, 102 Reade-street, for excellent ornamented

crests. Diploma.

DENTAL INSTRUMENTS.

John D. Chevalier, 184 Broadway, for the best dentist's lathe.

Silver medal.

R. G. Holmes, 261 Washington-street, Brooklyn, for a dentist's

grinding, polishing and drilling apparatus. Diploma.

John D. Chevalier, 184 Broadway, for the best dental instru-

ments. Diploma.
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dentistry.

Blanding & Avery, Columbia, S. Cfor the best workmanship,

both in design and finish, of mounting teeth on gold plate. Gold

medal.

Edmund Barlow, 471 Hudson-street, for specimens of artificial

teeth on gold plate. Diploma.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS.

Charles Ellis & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., for an extensive exhi-

bition of chemical preparations. Silver medal.

Kuh & Kreischer, Brooklyn Chemical Works, for a variety of

acids and other chemicals, used in dyeing and printing. Silver

medal.

Tilden & Co., New-York, for pure medicinal extracts. (Silver

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

Haskell & Merrick, 10 Gold-street, for pure powdered medi-

cinal drugs. Diploma.

E. H. & J. G. Isham, 103 Front-street, for a specimen of grind-

ing drugs. Diploma.

Lord, Lynch & Co., 141 Sullivan-street, for the best family

compound washing soap, " Crane's patent.-' Silver medal.

PL L. Kendall & Co., Providence, R. L, for excellent family

soap. Diploma.

Job W. Greene, 11^ Broadway, for chemical washing soap.

Diploma.

J. T. Johnson, corner of 8th Avenue and 52d-stre©t, for chem-

ical erasive soap. Diploma.

B. T. Babbitt, 68 and 70 Washington-street, for soap powder.

Diploma. •

J. S. Eraser & Co., Boston, Massachusetts,

James Pyle, 150 Nassau-street, for the best washing fluid.

Diploma to each.

Sylvester & Stover, 64 and 66 Barclay-street, for excellent

washing fluid. Diploma.

William Blake, 84 Pe^l-street,

Campbell & Andrews, Ohio, for the best specimen of mineral .

or fire proof paint. Silver medal to each.

New Jersey Exploring and Mining Company, S.T. Jones & Co.,

agents, 53 Beaver-street, for zinc paint. Gold medial.
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Theodore Schwartz, 14 Jacob-street, for Paris green. (Gold

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

Daniel Smith & Son, 179 Greenwich-street, for ravens black.

Silver medal,

Isaac Gattman & Co., Rochester, New-York, F. Leonard, agent,

128 Fulton-street, for an assortment of colors. Diploma.

Quarterman & Son, 114 John-street, for a dryer for paint, gold

size, and stove polish. Diploma.

Goddard & Co., 11 Chambers-street, for hair gloss. Diploma.

T. Roettger, 45 Allen-street, for bleached shellac and sponge.

Silver medal

John Dwight & Co., New-York City, for soda ash. Silver medal.

B. T. Babbitt, 68 and 70 Washington-street, for double refined

saleratus. Silver medal.

George Jeffries, 145 Maiden Lane, for refined brimstone. (Sil-

ver medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

E. G. Barker, 43d-street, west of 10th Avenue, for the best

friction matches without sulphur. Diploma.

Charles Partridge, 3 Courtlandt-street, for ex,cellent friction

matches without sulphur, and segar lights. Diploma.

W. J. Wilcox, Cheshire, Conn., for v«^ater proof matches. Dip.

George H. Bates, Cincinnati, Ohio, for the best sample of prus-

siate of potash. Silver medal.

John Vandeventer, 227 Washington-street, for the best shoe

blacking. Diploma.

W. Currey, 50 Chestnut-street, Philadelphia, for excellent shoe

blacking. Diploma.

George R. Townsley, Springfield, Mass., for water proof black

ing. Diploma.

W. Currey, Philadelphia, Pa,, for the best liquid blacking. Dip.

C. Paveys, 494 Hudson- street, for composition for preserving

and cleaning harness. Diploma.

W. Burgher & Co., 34 Courtlandt-street, for refined saltpeter.

Silver medal.

Emanuel Lyon, 420 Broadway, for magnetic powder and pills,

without poison, for destroying insects. Silver medal,

A, Nix, Macomb's Dam, N. Y.,for a fine specimen of bleached

wax, and wax tapers. Silver medal.

H, A. Cammus, 307 Bowery, for aromatic cachous. Diploma.
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Delluc & Co., 581 Broadway, for superior flavoring extracts.

Diploma.

Aromatic Soda Co., 87 Nassau-street, for aromatic soda and

seidlitz powders. Diploma.

Robinson, Wiggin & Co., Boston, H. Butler, agent, 93 Wall-

street, for the best candles. Silver medal.

Pierson & Robertson, Newark, N. J., for the best varnish.

Silver medal.

Isaac W. Sitler, for varnish for covering iron, &c. Diploma.

Thos. J. Husband, Philadelphia, Pa., for the best calcined

magnesia. Silver medal.

Joseph E. Hover, Philadelphia, Pa., George F. Nesbitt, agent,

corner Wall and Water-streets, for the best writing ink. (Silver

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

E. Waters, Troy, N. Y., for tooth soap, black and red writing

ink, &c. Diploma.

Gibbs & Meeser, Lancaster, Penn., Steele & Co., agents, 53

Nassau-street, for neutral inks. Diploma.

Scofield & Hatton, 168 Division-street, for the best indelible

marking ink. Diploma.

Thomas Manson, 20, 8th Avenue, for Jenny Lfnd tooth paste.

Diploma.

Kingsford & Son, 196 Fnlton-street, for the best specimen of

pure starch. Silver medal.

Franeis Ramppen, Brooklyn, for a specimen of pure starch.

Diploma.

William Ross, 79 Nassau-street, for detergent for cleaning

daguerreotype plates. Diploma.

J. S. Scofield, 108 Division-street, for crystalized cream and

orris tooth paste. Diploma.

Keen & Co., 79 Canal-street, for the best furniture polish. Dip.

Shirley & Co., Boston, Mass., for excellent furniture polish.

Diploma.

John Clancey, 103 Water-street, for the best mustard. Diploma.

J. W. Kelley, 34 Beekman-street, for lemon sugar. Diploma.

Joseph Dixon & Co., Jersey City, for black lead crucibles.

(Gold medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

Reynolds & Brother, 85 Liberty-st., for safety fuse. Diploma.
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E. Waters, Troy, N. Y., for the best hair dye. Diploma.

Youmans & Sirdsall, 82 Nassau-street, for chart of agricultural

chemistry. Diploma.

Eussell & Styles, 135 Water-street, for a good specimen of ex-

tract of logwood. Diploma.

Finn & Pfaff, 73 Avenue A., for vermicelli. Silver medal.

Joseph Lombard, 350 Sixth-street, for maccaroni. Silver medal.

EDGE TOOLS &C.

W. Stephens & Son, Belleville, N. J., G. De Witt, agent, 109

John-street, for paper maker's wire. (Gold medal having been

before awarded.) Diploma.

D. Simmons & Co., 7 Gold-street, for elegant specimens of axes,

hatchets, &c. Gold medal.

T. H, Witherby, Milbury, Mass., Clark & Wilson, agents, 13

Cliff-street, for splendid chisels and drawing knives. Silver

medal.

Roys & Wilcox, Eerlin, Conn., Logan, Vail & Co., agents, 25

Cliff-street, for improved tinmen's tools. Silver medal.

Samuel Eowles, E. Smithfield, Chenango Co., N. Y., for edge

tools. Diploma.

David Maydole, Norwich, N. Y., Blevins & Mead, 9 Platt-street,

agents, for cast steel hammers. Diploma.

Providence Iron Co., Providence, R. I., for spike nails. (Silver

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

N. E. Screw Co., Providence, R. I., for gimlet screws. Diploma.

A Van Gelder, 19 Platt-street, for screw hooks and eyes. Dip.

John W. Price, 189 Lewis-street, for hammered spikes. Dip.

J. W. Farr &, Co., 339 Fifth-street, for superior planes. Silver

medal.

John. B. Wickersham, 61 Lewis-street, for wire railing. Silver

medal.

Willis Churchill, Hamden, Conn., Long & Davenport, agents,

16 Platt-street, for beautifully finished augers. Silver medal.

Cyrus Hanford, 256 Cherry-street, for edge tools. Diploma.

Bernard Hughes, Rochester, N. Y., for an improvement in

pump augers. Diploma.

Ruggles, Nourse & Mason, Boston, Massachusetts, Clark and

Wilson, agents, 13 Cliff-street, for superior wrenches. Diploma.
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Francis Woodbridge, Mancliester, Connecticut, for weather

strips for doors. Diploma.

Tliomas J. Wood, 62 Cliatham-street, for gages, bevels, vices,

and braces. Diploma.

Minors' Work.

John Breunan, 14 Franklin-street, for a brass shampooing

sprinkler. |3 and a certificate.

ENGRAVINGS, ETC.

John Andrews, Rahway, N. J., for the best wood engraving.

Silver medal.

N. Orr, 151 Fulton-street, for excellent wood engraving. Di-

ploma.

Francis D' Avignon, 323 Broadway, for the best lithographic

engravings. Silver medal.

N Saroni, 117 Fulton-street, for excellent lithographic engrav-

ings. Diploma.

Major & Korff, 93 William-street, for a line stone engraving.

Diploma.

P. S. Duval, Philadelphia, Pa., for superior printing in colors.

Silver medal.

0. B. Bidwell, 120 Nassau-street, lor a map of China. Diplo-

ma.

Hamilton & Co., for superior card printing. Diploma.

Minors' Work.

William H. Van Ingen, 69 Nassau-street, for wood engraving.

$5 and a certificate.

James Landgredge, 11 Bethune-street, for wood engravings.

$5 and a certificate.

FINE ARTS.

Langenheim & Co., 247 Broadway, for the best Talbotypes.

Silver medal.

Bertha Wehnert Von Beekmann & Brothers, 62 White-street,

for excellent photographic portraits. Diploma.

Frederick Casali, 65 Franklin-street, for the best cameos.

Silver medal.
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Philbert Borrel, 233 Broadway, for excellent cameos. Di-

ploma.

Sence & Flagella, 813 Broadway, for a beautiful marble mantle

and pierre carton ornaments. Gold medal.

J. W. Dufrene, Philadelphia, Pa., for composition marble

mantels. Gold medal.

Louis Bail, 421 6th Avenue, for drawing and modelling in

plaster. Silver medal.

A. P. Moriarty, 18th-street, for the painting on Alert Hose

Company, No. 41. Diploma.

Mrs. Jane E. Hart, 251 Broadway, for colored engravings.

Diploma.

F. Philip, 1 Bridge-street, for the best crayon drawing. Di-

ploma.

William Morgan, 105 Bleecker-street, for a crayon drawing.

Diploma.

Miss F. A. Wilcox, Albany, New-York, for an oil painting.

Diploma.

William John Burton, Flatbush, L. I., for a painting, " the

Rocky Glen." Diploma.

J. H. Capel, 51 Water-street, Brooklyn, for a drawing, "Dis-

ordered table." Silver medal.

G. B. Bouton, 73 Avenue A, for a statue in wood. Silver

medal.

H. Brunswick, 145 Hester-street, for figures in wax. Silver

medal.

Minors' Work.

Charles Owen, 203 Henry-street, for the best crayon drawings.

$5 and a certificate.

E. F. Gant, 138 East Broadway, for an excellent crayon draw-

ing. $5 and a certificate.

Waldo Abbott, 43 Lafayette Place, for paintings. $5 and a

certificate.

FIRE ARMS.

Samuel Colt, 204 Broadway, for the best revolving pistols.

Gold medal.

Massachusetts Arms Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass., William
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H. Smith & Co., agents, 4 Maiden Lane, for excellent revolving

pistols. Silver medal.

S. B. Amory, Goshen, New-York, Wolfe & Gillespie, agents,

193 Pearl-street, for the best rifle. Gold medal.

D. Fish, 354 Pearl-street, for an excellent rifle. Silver medal.

Crittenden & Tibbetts, Coventry, Connecticut, R. D. Solace,

agent, 19 Courtland-street, for percussion caps. Silver medal.

Isaac Hall, 19 Front-street, for cannon carriages. Diploma.

FIRE WORKS.

J. "W. Hadlield, Williamsburg, L. I., for the best display of fire

works. $60.

J. G. & I. Edge, Jersey City, N. J., for an excellent display of

fii'e works. $30.

Henry Eyre, Jersey City, for a display of fii-e works. $20.

FISHING TACKLE.

J. & J. C. Conroy, 52 Fulton-street, for the best fishing tackle,

rods, reels, etc. Silver medal.

Thomas Finegan, 26 Madison-street, for the best artificial flies.

Silver medal.

GLASS, CHINA AND TERRA COTTA WARE.

Brooklyn Flint Glass Company, 30 South William-street, New

York, for the best specimens of cut, plain and colored glass.

Gold medal.

Berger and Walter, 92 John-street, for excellent specimens of

cut, plain and colored glass. Silver medal.

William Oppitz, 136 Nassau-street, for the best specimen of

engraving on glass. Gold medal.

Woram & Haughwout, 561 Broadway, for painting on china.

Gold medal.

Albany Glass Manufactory, Albany, for glass water pipes.

Diploma.

New England Glass Co., for a glass vase. Diploma.

Alexander Young, 41st-street, between Second and Third

Avenue, for terra cotta ware. Gold medal.
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WINDOW GLASS.

Clyde Glass Works, Kennedy & Hill, 211 Greenwich-street,

for window glass of superior surface, color, and uncommon

thickness. Silver medal.

GOLD PENS.

Spencer, Rendell & Dixon, 2 Maiden Lane, for superior gold

pens. Gold medal.

GUTTA PERCHA.

Hudson Manufacturing Co., 181 Broadway, T. T. Armstrong,

agent, for gutta percha pipe. Gold medal.

HATS, CAPS, AND MANUFACTUBED FURS.

John N. Genin, 214 Eroadway, for the best moleskin hat. Sil-

ver medal.

James Hanford, 140 Grand-street, Williamsburgh, L. I., for

an excellent moleskin hat. Diploma.

C. Knox, 128 Fulton-street, for the best children's fancy hats.

Silver medal.

John N. Genin, for excellent children's fancy hats. Diploma.

John N. Genin, for the best fancy furs and sleigh robes. Gold

medal.

Francis Landry, 667 Broadway, for excellent fancy furs and

sleigh robes. Silver medal.

William Mosher, 43 Maiden Lane, for fancy furs and sleigh

robes. Diploma.

Miss Leggett, Saratoga Co., N. Y., for the best down muff and

tippet. Silver medal.

STRAW HATS, ETC.

R. H. Richardson, Mass., for the best bonnet. Silver medal.

Mrs. H. D. Hills, Franklin Mass., for an excellent straw bon-

net. Diploma.

C. Richardson, Mass., for the best straw braid. Diploma.

David Thayer, Franklin, Mass., for the best exhibition of bon-

nets. Diploma.

James Millward, 31st-street, near the 8th Avenue, for the in-

vention and continued improvement of the pamela bonnet. Di-

ploma.

[Assembly, No. 149.] 4
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hemp and flax,

John J. Hunter, Lexington, Kentucky, Mc Gregor k Morris,

agents, 10 Broadway, for American dressed hemp. Silver medal.

Nevvbold & Cruft, Louisville, Ky., for an excellent specimen of

hemp. Diploma.

John Galbraith, Wisconsin, A. Woodhull agent, 87 South-

street, for superior flax (samples of 96 acres.) Gold medal.

Averill & Co., 47 South-street, for a sample of American un-

dressed hemp. Diploma.

IMITATIONS OF WOOD AND MARBLE.

Henry Smith, Paterson, N. J., for the best imitation of wood.

Silver medal.

H. Goulet, 66 John-street, for the best imitation of marble.

Silver medal.

James Stackpole, 44 West 14th-street, for specimens of trans-

ferring on wood. Diploma.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

Union India Rubber Co., 19 Nassau-street, for the best display

of India rubber goods. Gold medal.

Hayward Rubber.. Co., Colchester, Conn., Lovitt & Southwick

agents, 259 Pearl-street, for the best India rubber shoes, (con-

sidered a remarkable improvement on former years.) Silver medal.

W. Ward, 159 Broadway, for the best display of India rubber

toys, and fancy articles Diploma.

Edward F. Woodward, 150 Broadway, for India rubber fancy

elastics and comforters. Diploma.

D. Hodgman, 27 Maiden Lane, for an India rubber air bed.

Diploma.

Wm. Haigh, N. Y.,for a life preserving dress. Silver medal.

IVORY TURNING.

r. Grote, 78 Fulton-street, for the best ivory turning and

carving. Silver medal.

F. G. Ford, 90 Fulton-street, for excellent ivory turning and

carving. Diploma.
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LAMPS AND CHANDELIERS.

Allcock & Allen, 341 Eroadway, for the best lamps, chande-

liers and girandoles. Gold medal.

Archer & Warner, Philadelphia, for excellent lamps, chande-

liers, and girandoles. Silver medal.

Archer & Warner, Philadelphia, for design and workmanship

of chandelier. Gold medal.

C. Molineux, 132 William-street, for Brittannia metal lamps.

Diploma.

Endicott & Sumner, 106 Elm-street, for Brittannia lamps. Di-

ploma,

LEATHER.

W. G. Broadwell, Newark, N. J., for superior sheep and lamb

skins. Silver medal.

James Cauthers, 266 Second-street, for superior American

bark tanned sheep skins. Diploma.

J. F. Walker, Philadelphia, Pa., for piano leather. Diploma,

Adam Smith & Son, 50 Ferry-street, for turkey colored moroc-

-co, for bookbinders, of superior workmanship. Silver medal.

J. K. Gamble & Brother, Phila., for superior morocco. Silver

medal.

John H. Bowie & Co., 30 Ferry-street, for best leather hose and

fire buckets. (Gold medal having been before awarded.) Dip.

Minors^ Work.

James Britton, 266 Second-street, for black harness leather.

$10 and a certificate.

BANK LOCKS.

Lewis Jennings, 45 Gold-str«et, for the best bank lock. Gold

medaL

Lewis Lillie, Troy, N. Y., for an excellent bank lock. Silver

medal.

T. P. Murphy, 47 Ann-street, for the best workmanship on

bank lock. Silver medal.

LOCKS, DOOR SPRINGS AND HINGES-

Lewis Jennings, 45 Gold-street, for out-side door locks, store

door locks, night latches, and pad and trunk locks. Gold medal.

N. E. Butt Co., Providence, R. I., N. P. Pettibone agent, 19

Platt-streetj for the best cast butt hinges. Silver medal.
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A. L. Johnson, Baltimore, Md., for a patent revolving shutter.

Silver medal.

Wm. McGuire, Cincinnati, Ohio, for an improved sash lock or

fastener. Silver medal.

S. B. Snedaker, Cincinnati, Ohio, f.r a blind hinge or fastener .-

Silver Medal.

J. A. Pease, for a sash supporter. Silver medal.

C. Cartlidge & Co., Greenpoint, L. I., for porcelain doorknobs.

Gold medal.

Argillo Works, Albany, for argillo door and furniture knobs.

Gold medal.

Norton, Isbel & Co., Norwalk, Conn. 7 for mineral door knobs,.

&c. Silver medal.

Baldwin & Many, 52 John-street, for the best mounting of

porcelian door knobs. Silver medal.

George H. Swords, 116 Broadway, for excellent mounting of

door knobs. (Silver medal having been before awarded.) Dip.

J. Walkins, 9 Platt-street, for a lack with knob. Diploma.

G. W. Jackson, 56 Myrtle-avenue, Brooklyn, for the best plated

knobs. Diploma.

Edward M. Curtis, 81 Pearl-street, for patent door knobs. Dip.

George F. J. Colburn, for a patent lock protector. Diploma.

A. D. Baldwin, 27 Morton-street, for shutter bars. Diploma.

John W. Day, 16 Concord-street, Brooklyn, for a house lock

and latch bolt. Diploma.

D. McMillan, 19 Platt-street, for a gate spring and hinge. Dip.

J. A. Hopper, 140 Elm-street, for a sliding door lock. Diploma.

Reed & Howe, Boston, for a plan for opening and closing win-

dow shutters. Diploma.

S. C. Goflin, Morristown, N. J., for a door lock. Diploma.

N. G. Dubois, 16 Concord-street, Brooklyn, for latches and

door knobs. Diploma.

William E. Arnold, Rochester, N. Y., for a sash lock or stop-

per. Diploma.

D. Brallman, 517 Greenwich-street, for a secret padlock. Dip.

Benjamin H. Green, Princeton, N. J., for a traveller's security.

Diploma.
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MACHINEKYj MODELS, AND NEW INVENTIONS.

Robert Kittle, Dansville, Livingston Go., N. Y., for the best

combined rovolving and stationary cutter wood planing machine.

Gold medal,

N. G. Noi'cross, Lowell, Mass., for the best revolving cutter

planing machine. Gold medal.

Samuel E. Schenck, Mansfield, Mass., for an excellent revolving

•cutter wood planing machine. Silver medal.

John H. Lester, 193 Fulton-street, for an excellent revolving

cutter wood planing machine. Silver medal.

E. G. Allen, Boston, Ma^s., for the best wood planing machine

with stationary cutters. Gold medal.

Joseph P. Woodbury, Boston, Mass., for the best wood planing,

tongueing, and grooving machine, with stationary cutters. Gold

medal.

Perry G. Gardiner, 10 Wall-street, for th€ best horse power

machine. Gold medaL

George Vail & Co., Morristown, N. J., for an excellent horse

power machine. Diploma.

B. Kreischer, 62 Goerck-street, for the best fire brick. Silver

medal.

Alfred Hall, Perth Amboy, N. J., for excellent fire brick. Dip.

Perry G. Gardiner, 10 Wall-street, for the best R. R. car wheel,

combination of cast and wrought iron. Gold medal.

C. Hart, Bridgeport, Conn., for an excellent R. R. car wheel.

Diploma.

Hart H, Leavitt, Boston, Mass., J. F. Dickinson, agent, 89

Beaver-street, for the best sewing machine. Silver medal.

Charles Morey, 16 Platt-street, lor an excellent sewing ma-

-tchine. Diploma.

Leonard Smith , Troy, N. Y., for the best smut machine. (Gold

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

F. Harris & Sons, Brooklyn, L. L, for an excellent smut ma-

chine. Silver medal.

Lowell Machine Shop, Lowell, Mass., for the best large size

engine lathe. Gold medal.

D. D. Badger & Co., 44 and 46 Duane-street, for an excellent

large size ens^ine lathe. Silver medal.
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A Inslee, & Co., Newark, N. J., for tlie best engine lathe, (sec-

ond size,) Silver medal.

E. & S. D. Gould, Newark. N. J., for an excellent engine lathe,

(second size.) Diploma.

Thomas J. Tiudall, 23d and 24th-street, 5th Avenue, for the

best engine lathe, (third size.) Silver medal.

0. Snow & Co., Meriden, Conn., for an excellent engine lathe,

(third size.) Diploma.

J. Stewart Gwynne, 9Q John-street, for the best force pump.

Gold medal.

Alexander Stiven, 58 and 60 Vesej-street, for an excellent force

pump. Silver medal.

Smith & Starbuck, Troy, N. Y., for a good force pump. Dip.

Sherwood k Fitzgerald, 148 Water-street, for the best iron safe.

Silver medal.

Benjamin Sherwood, 147 Water-street, for an excellent iron

safe. Diploma.

Edward Harrison, New Haven, Conn., for the best portable

mill. Gold Medal.

Charles Ross, Rochester,. N, Y., for an excellent portable milL

Silver medal.

Thomas I. Moody, Bridgeport, Conn., for a good portable milL

Diploma.

Robert Wilson, Houston, Texas, J. G. Miner, agent, 19 Nassau-

street, for the best brick moulding machine. Silver medal.

Alfred Hall, Perth Amboy, N. J., for an excellent brick mould-

ing machine. Diploma.

Myers & Gardiner, N. Y., for the best pump. Silver medal.

J. Dennison, Newark, N. J., for an excellent pump. Diploma.

J. A. Fay & Co., Keene, N. H., for the best boring and mor-

ticing machine. Silver medal.

N. Hunt & Co., Boston, Mass., for an excellent boring and mor-

ticing machine. Diploma.

T. F. Strong, 548 Pearl-street, for the best filters. Silver medal.

Mrs. Sweet, 21 Renwick-street,

A. Fessenden, Boston, Mass.,

For excellent filters. Diploma to each.

F. H. Bartholomew, N. Y., for the besthydi-ant. Silver medal.
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John D. Haines, 351 Grand-street, for an excellent hydrant.

Silver medal.

William Gee, 47 Eldridge-street, for an excellent hydrant.

Silver medal.

Abner Chapman, Fairfax, Vt., for the best water wheel. Sil-

ver medal.

C. W. Sykes, 186, 6th Avenue,

A. Earle, 70 Washington -street.

For excellent water wheels. Diploma to each.

Fisher & Morris, Trenton, N. J., Clark & Wilson, agents, 13

Cliff-street, for the best anvils. Gold medal.

Joseph Goldie, 133 Attorney-street, for excellent anvils. Sil-

ver medal,

H. Miller & Co., Astoria, L. I., for the best lifting jack. Silver

medal.

William Ballard, 7 Eldridge-street, for an excellent lifting

jack. Diploma.

Lowell Machine Shop, Lowell, Mass., for the best upright

drill. Silver medal.

Inslee & Co., Newark, N. J., for an excellent upright drill. Di-

ploma.

Fowler M. Ray, 98 Eroadway, for the best India rubber car

springs. (Gold medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

E. & T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

Duryee, Forsythe & Co., 205 Pearl-street, for depot scales. (No

perceptible difference.) Silver medal to each.

F. J. Austin, Centre-street, cor. Reade, for the best embossing

press. Gold medal.

David Dick, corner of Jane and Washington-streets, Joseph E.

Holmes, agent, for an excellent embossing press. Diploma.

Lowell Machine Shop, Lowell, Mass., for an improved iron

planer. Gold medal.

A. W. Whitney, Woodstock, Vt., for the best tinners' machines.

Silver medal.

Roys & Wilcox, Berlin, Conn., Logan, Vail & Co., 25 Cliff-

street, for an excellent tinners' machine. Diploma.

John S. Hall, Columbus, Ohio, for a patent rolling mill, for roll-

ing irregular shapes. Silver medal.
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j. W. Cochran, 52 South-street, for a machine for sawing ship

timber. Gold medal.

American Chair Co., Troy, N. Y., for patent spring chairs and

piano stools. Gold medal.

E. & S. D. Gould, Newark, N. J., for a geer cutting machine.

Silver medal.

T. 0. Leroy & Co., 261 Water-street, for block tin pipe. Sil-

ver medal.

Ransom Cook, Saratoga Springs, for a returning blast pipe or

double tuyre. Silver medal.

J. A. Fay & Co., Norwich, Conn., for a sash moulding and

planing machine. Silver medal.

Noyes &Hutton, Troy, N. Y., W. M. Arnold & Co., agents, 240

Broadway, for a patent spring iron bedstead. Silver medal.

Moody & Marsh, Bridgeport, Conn., for a flour bolter. Silver

medal.

Alex. Stiven, 58 and 60 Vesey- street, for a parallel vice. Sil-

ver medal.

George K. Snow, Boston, Mass., for a book and newspaper fold-

ing machine. Silver medal.

Reese & Hoyt, 35 Spruce-street, for very superior machine

belting. Gold medal.

William Burdon, Brooklyn, L. I., for a steam engine of 20

horse power Gold medal.

Samuel Bryant, 97 Columbia-street, for an upright steam en-

gine. Silver medal.

Charles F. Mann^ Fulton Works, Troy, New-York, for a port-

able five horse steam engine and boiler. Silver medal.

Joshua Lowe, 27 Dey-street, tor a regulating expansion valve.

Silver medal.

Lowell Machine Shop, Lowell, Mass., for McCulley's spinning

frame. Gold medal.

Charles Graff, Philadelphia, for a lath machine. Silver medal.

Leverett Treadwell, 683 Broadway, for a horizontal brake, for

preventing collisions, etc., on railroads. Diploma.

Abram Longbottom, Broadway, for a gas apparatus. Silver

medal.

Brown, Stilwell & Zeh, Albany, New-York, for a patent leather

splitting machine. Silver medal.
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John Greacen, jr., 98 Broadway, for patent India rubber steam

packing. Silver medal.

E. and T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsbury, Vermont, Fairbanks

& Co., agents, 89 Water-street, for 33 feet K. R. scales. Gold

medal.

T. C. Avery, 79 Cliarlton-street, for a magnetic multiplying

engine. Silver medal.

H. W. Bennett, Rutland, Vt., for a model locomotive. Silver

medal.

S. Ford, Staten Island, for dry pressed bricks. Silver medaL

Daniel Adee, 107 Fulton-street, for American cast steel. Sil-

ver medal.

James Benton, Newark, N. J., for a model of a furnace for

making wrought iron direct from the ore with anthracite coal.

Gold medal.

William R. Kevins, 87 Eldridge-street, for models of cracker

machines. Silver medal.

J. J. Bruce, 205 Cherry-street, for a ship biscuit and cracker

machine. Diploma.

S. W. & J. Bullock, 47 Ann-street, for a self operating pro-

gressive power oil press. Silver medal.

Slaughters & Perry, Fredericksburgh, Ya., for a rope cordage

machine. Gold medal.

J. B. & C. F. Blakeslee, Newtown, Connecticut, Andrews and

Jessup, agents, 70 Pine-street, for a wool carding machine. Gold

medal.

A. M. Eastman, Boston, Massachusetts, for Dunnis's tliermo-

electrical telegraph for showing the temperature of steam in

boilers. Silver medal.

Robert Eastman, ConcoKi. N. H., for a stone planing and groov-

ing machine. Gold medal.

William Waldron, New Brunswick, New Jerse^^, H. H. Day,

23 Courtland-strcet, for a paper hanging polishing machine.

Silver medal.

WiHard Day, Brooklyn, Long Island, for an ingeniously con-

structed sub-mariue lamp. Gold medal.

William Ballard, 7 Eldridge-street, for models of cemetery

fences. Silver medal
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George W. Hoyt, Lafayette, Indiana, for patent warehouse

scales. Silver medal.

William Trapp, jr., Ithaca, New-York, for a patent barrel

machine. Gold medal.

A. H. Wright, 267 Cherry-street, for a hot and cold air furnace

for making pig iron. Silver medal.

Joseph Adams & Son, Hadley, Mass., for a machine for cutting

felloes. Silver medal.

Reuben Daniel, Woodstock, Vermont, for a wool picker. Sil-

ver medal.

William Lennox, Jane, corner Washington-street, for finished

plane irons. Silver medal.

Charles Howlaud, 372 Greenwich-street, for a telegraph bell.

Silver medal.

Warren S. Bartle, Newark, New-York, for a water regulator

for steam boilers. Silver medal.

D. Griffin, 192 Broadway, for a fuel saving apparatus. Gold

medal.

Knight Reed, New Haven, Connecticut, for a patent sugar

boiler. Silver medal.

A. L. Mowry, Springfield, Mass., for a self connecting car

coupling. Diploma.

G. M. Bull, 134 Bowery, for Maynard's improved sanding

machine. Diploma.

William King, 81 John-street, for chain bolts. Diploma.

George Faber, Canton, Ohio, J. P. Pirsson, agent, 5 Wall-street,

New-York, for magnetic water guages. Gold medal.

Edward Flagler, 211 Water-street, for blacksmiths' and ship

portable forges. Diploma.

Edward Flagler, 211 Water-stree^/ibr improved jewelers' port-

able furnace and bellows. Diploma.

A. B. Wood, 27 West-street, for boiler flues. Diploma.

W. Wright, 134 West 13th-street, for condensers for di-awing

wool and other fibre. Diploma.

H. B. Taylor, 781 Washington-street, for silversmiths' 'shears.

Diploma.

F. & T. Townsend, Albany, New-York, for chilled rollers for

rolling gold and silver. Diploma.
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William J. Valentine, New-Tork, for a patent self calculating

scale. Diploma.

James Nind, 45 Ann-street, for improved embossing or seal

press. Diploma.

William Jones, 44 lOth avenue, for a railroad grade indicator.

Diploma.

Engine Co., No, 22, for a fire engine. Diploma.

F. M. Lane, 680 Greenwicli-street, for a power press. Di-

ploma.

M. P. Coons & Akin, Rensselaer county, New-York, for Black's

steam, air and water engine. (Silver medal having been before

awarded.) Diploma.

H. W. Gary, for rotary fire engine pump. Diploma.

Truslow & Brothers, for a patent collapsible gutta percha oil

can. Diploma.

Butz, Levan k Co., 106 Elm-street, for silver basin cocks and

bibbs. Diploma.

S. G. Cornell & Co., 243 Water-street, for lead pipe. Diploma.

H. Grifl^in, 114 Nassau-street, for bookbinders' shears. Di-

ploma.

Duncan & West, New-York, for a mangling machine. Diploma.

Joseph Wenworth, Montgomery county, New-York, for a carpet

cleaning machine. Diploma.

John J. Weeks, Buckram, Queens county, L. I., for a rotary

morticing machine. Diploma.

W. & B. Douglas, Middletown, Connecticut, for pumps, hy-

draulic rams and bolts. Diploma.

J.E. Holmes, 794 Washington-street, for Dick's patent copying

press. (Silver medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

J. A. Fay & Co.,Keene, N. H., for a cutter head and morticing

machine for hubs. Diploma.

L. A. Swart, 275 7th Avenue, for a card press. Diploma.

Sator& Co., Troy, New-York, for wrought iron nuts. Diploma.

G. Smith, for well buckets and wheels with chains. Diploma.

Rikeman & Seymour, Peekskill, New-York, for portable forges

and bellows. Diploma.

Peck, Smith & Co., Southington, Mass., for a geared cofifee and

spice mill. Diploma.
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Edward Flagler, 211 Water-street, for a dentist's forge and

furnace. Diploma.

Sickles & Ncwccmb, 15 Gold-street, for a blacksmith's bellows.

Diploma.

E. and T. Fairbanks k Co., St. Johnsbury, Vermont, Fairbanks

& Co., 89 Water-street, for an iron rack scale, with India rubber

spring. Diploma.

E. and T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsbury, Vt., Fairbanks & Co.,

89 Water-street, for grocers' and counter scales. Diploma.

E. and T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsbury, Vt., Fairbanks & Co.,

89 Water-street, for even balances. Diploma.

W. W. Hill, Grcenpoint, L. I., for a double and single tackle

block. Diploma.

Gideon Hotchkiss, Windsor, Broome county, New-York, for a

counter bridge and frame block for a grist mill. Silver medal.

Isaac Ayres, 83 Fulton-street, for scales and nest of weights.

Diploma.

Thomas T. Kelley, 96 Pearl-street, for belt lacing. Diploma.

C. Carpender, 424 Broadway, for a piano forte pin macJiine.

Diploma.

William Kingsley, 424 Broadway, for a pin machine. Diploma.

Gideon Hotchkiss, Windsor, Broome county New-York, for

Hotchkiss's efiuilibrium noddle irons for saw mills. Diploma.

Bookhout k Cocheu, 118 Nassau-street, for a machine for fin-

ishing morocco. Diploma.

John W. Hope, Beaver Brook, New-York, for a model of a

brick raacliine. Diploma.

Charles Perley, 114 Columbia-street, for an anchor stopper and

side wrench. Diploma.

0. & C. Bush, Waterford, Conaecticut, Clark and Wilson,

agents, 13 Cliff-street, for chain bolt. Diploma.

Frank W. Jenkins, 23th-street, for a miniature high pressure

steam engine with boiler. Diploma.

Frederick Scheurer, 50 Cliatham-street, for workmanship on

scales. Diploma.

Joseph Sweet, Penn., for excavating scraper. Diploma.

Street k Johnson, Brooklyn, for a shingle machine. Diploma.

Barron Brothers, G Platt-street, for an improved mud chest,

blow pipe, and portable blast furnace. Diploma.

Allen & Day, Brooklyn, for a sub-marine plough, for burying
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telegraph wire so as to be out of reacli of sliips' anchors. Di-

ploma.

H. S. Berry k, Co., Westerly, R. I., for Stillman's saw temple.

Diploma.

Joseph Robidoux, 198 Green-street, for a patent scale beam.

Diploma.

"William Maguire, Cincinnati, Ohio, for a plank road. Di-

ploma.

Eenjamin F. Miller, 74 Trinity-place, for patent iron stairs.

Diploma.

Alexander Stiven, 58 and 60 Vesey-street, for an expanding

boring tool. Diploma.

Duryee, Forsyth & Co., 305 Pearl-street, for a R. R. manifest

and letter copying press. Diploma.

Thomas J. Wells, 29th-street and 11th Avenue, for a saw mill

and saw mill irons. Diploma.

Charles Gregg, 62 and 64 Gold-street, for stop valves. Di-

ploma.

Thomas Parkinson, Naples, Ontario county, New-York, for a

hanging gate. Diploma.

L. Nagelschmidt, 84 William-street, for a printing hand form

for printing oil cloth. Diploma.

Joshua Lowe, 27 Dey-street, for a lubricating pump for steam

cylinder. Diploma.

T. Davison, 76 6th-street, for a machine for salting meat.

Diploma.

B. Sheridan, 45 Ann-street, for a notarial press. Diploma.

William Hovey, Worcester, Mass., for the best cylinder of

knives for straw cutters. Diploma.

Henry Eling, Brooklyn, for plumbers' brass work. Diploma.

Leonard Smith, Troy, New-York, for a buckwheat scourer.

Diploma.

Joseph Laubrau, 45 Warren-street, for a model of an air engine.

Diploma.

Reynolds & Co., Centre-street, for superior water and steam

cocks. Silver medal.

Butz, Levan & Co., 106 Elm-street, for steam guage cocks and

bibbs. Diploma.
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E. & J. Henshaw, Boston, Mass., for a patent prison door. Dip.

James Liglitbody, Jersey City, for an ingrain carpet machine.

Diploma.

Levi Bissell, 43 Marion-street, for a patent steam elastic joint.

Diploma.

Joseph Goldie, 133 Attorney-street, for vices. Diploma.

J. F. Sloper, 76 Forsyth-street, for copper rivets and burrs. Dip.

William Piatt & Co., Waterford, N. Y., for stocks and dies. Dip.

Barron Brothers, 6 Platt-street, for portable furnaces, with

self-regulating tuyere. (Gold medal having been before awarded.)

Diploma.

E. Wade, 17 Peck-slip, for a gold scale. Diploma.

J. Peck, Syracuse, N. Y., for ametalic R. R. spring. Diploma.

Duryee, Forsyth & Co., 205 Pearl-street, for a scale with rack

for weighing leather. Diploma,

Duryee, Forsyth & Co., 205 Pearl-street, for counter scales. Dip.

F. M. Ray, 98 Broadway, for model of India rubber spring

centre R. R. wheel. Diploma.

Newark Chemical Iron Co., Pompton, N. J., for a R. R. wheel

tire. Diploma.

David Dick, J. E. Holmes, agent, Jane, corner Washington-street,

for an anti-friction boiler plate-shears and punch. Gold medal.

C. Winch, Nashua, N. H., for a model of a spike machine.

Silver medal.

Stillman, Allen & Co., Novelty Works, Dry Dock, for the

engines of the steamer " Florida." Gold medal.

D. Griffin, corner of John-street and Broadway, for a mode of

heating air to be used in large manufacturing establishments.

Gold medal.

H. Stanton, U. S. A., for a mode of lightering vessels over bars.

Silver medal.

Rankin & Ray, 104 Bowery, for stocking machines. Diploma.

Abram Patterson, Rush, Pa., for an improved working column

to prevent explosions of steam boilers. Diploma.

Minors^ Woi^k.

Robert Thompson, 32, 9th Avenue, for a small hand lathe.

$5 and a certificate.

A, Heckert, Williamsburgh, L. I., for model of a steam engine.

$5 and a certificate.
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S. E. Scripture, Greenpoint, L. I., for a box setting machine.

$10 and a certificate.

E. Tliompson, Jane, corner Washington-street, for a model of

steam engine. $3 and a certificate.

Patriclf McCormick, 26th-street and 1st Avenue, for a small

foot lathe. $3 and a certificate.

MACHINE MOULDINGS.

H. Chatain, 360 Broome-street, for the best machine mouldings.

Silver medal.

P. Weiler & Didier, 186 Mulberry-street, for machine mould-

ings. Diploma.

manufacturers' ARTICLES, REEDS, SHUTTLES, &C.

George Kirk, 58 Henry-street, Brooklyn, for the best weavers'

reeds. Silver medal.

J. A. Gowdey & Son, Providence, R. I., Andrews & Jessup,

agents, 70 Pine-street, for excellent weavers' reeds. Diploma.

J. B. Sargent, 24 Cliff-street, for the best machine cards. Silver

medal.

E. J. Skerritt, Pompton, N. J., Andrews & Jessup, agents, 70

Pine-street, for the best bobins and spools. Silver medal.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS.

F. Meyers •&. Co., Philadelphia, for the best standards, scales,

weights and measures. Silver medal.

Journeymen Scale Makers Co., 157 Water-street, for scales,

beam and frame. Diploma.

Henry Fitz, 237 Fifth-street, for the best achromatic telescope.

Gold medal.

James Ptodgers, 413 Fulton-street, for the best telegraph regis-

ter. Gold medal.

F. A. Sibenmann, 154 Fulton-street, for a case of drawing in-

struments. Diploma.

Jacob Goodman, for platform scales. Diploma.

W. Watkius & Son, Bristol, Conn., J. W. Watkins, agent, 81

John-street, for a superior plumb and level. Silver medal.

Fehrens & Albrecht, 136 Nassau-street, for a fine chemical

balance. Diploma.
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Araos Abbott, Manchester, N. II., for a horometer. Diploma.

C. C. Harrison, 293 Broadway, for daguerreotype cameras. Dip.

A. Derne, 376 Pearl-street, for opera glasses. Diploma.

A. D. Olmstead, 367 Eroadway, for an improved Voltaic

arrangement of the galvanic battery for medical purposes. Silver

medal.

W. H. Van DerVeer, Geneva, N. Y., for an improved log rule.

Silver medal.

W. H. Van DerVeer, Geneva, N. Y., for arithmetical tables.

Diploma.

Minors^ Work.

A. Francis, 23 Murray-street, for the best drawing instruments.

$5 and a certificate.

John J. Purdy, 120 Water-street, for a ship's compass, $3 and

a certificate.

METALS.

Glenden Rolling Mill Co., E. Boston, Mass., Henry Brevort,

agent, for the best specimen of iron. Gold medal.

National Paint & Metal Co., 0. Mc Daniel, agent, 51 Liberty-

street, for specimens of Franklinite iron. Silver medal.

James Renton, Newark, N. J., for specimens of iron. Diploma.

Sussex Zinc and Copper Mining and Manufacturing Co., New-

ark, N. J., A. C. Farington, agent, 51 Liberty-street, for pure

zinc and zinc ore. Gold medal.

NEEDLE WORK, EMBROIDERY, AND FANCY ARTICLES.

Mrs. Mary Cleveland, 603 Broadway, for the best shirts. Sil-

ver medal.

Mrs. Van Houten, 82 Nassau-street, for excellent shirts. Dip.

Mrs. E. Haight, 200 Grand-street, for excellent shirts. Dip.

Brodie k Bell, 61 Canal-street, for the best ladies' sacks and

mantilla embroidery. Silver medal.

Beekman & Cutter, 66 Canal-street, for excellent ladies' sacks.

Diploma.

Mrs. W. Simmons, 564 Broadway, for the best case of bonnets.

Silver medal.

Mrs. William Railings, 191 Spring-street, for excellent bonnets.

Diploma.
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C. Linherr, 293 Broadway, for the best ornamental hair work.

Silver medal.

Julius & Robert Link, 181 Broadway, for fine ornamental hair

work. Diploma.

Miss C. Nicols, 49 East Broadway, for flowers made of floss

silk. Silver medal.

Lion Gilleaume, 122 William-street, for the best artificial

leaves. Silver medal.

Edmonds & Gill, 88 Cedar-street, for the best artificial flowers.

Silver medal.

Miss E. Ross, 171^ South 4th-street, Williamsburgh, for the

best wax flow^ers. Diploma.

Mrs. L. J. Hazlet, 60 6th Avenue, for good wax flowers. Dip.

Joseph Earl, L. I., for the best paper flowers. Diploma.

Mrs. A. Lagrave, Brooklyn, L. I., for good paper flowers. Dip.

Theodore Mercer, 8 North William-street, for peps for flowers.

Diploma.

Edmonds & Gill, 88 Cedar-street, for the best wax fruit. Sil-

ver medal.

Mrs. S. A. Reed, 8 Leroy-street, for the best shell work. Silver

medal. '

Mrs. F. P. Medina, Newark, N. J., for excellent shell work.

Diploma.

E. Combs, 268 Grand-street, for the best regalia. Silver medal.

M. J. Drummond,331 Grand-street, for excellent regalia. Dip.

Amelia Newstadt, 404 Broadway, for silk embroidery. Dip.

Mrs. Christiana Porter, 542 Washington-street, for the best

muslin embroidery. Diploma.

Sarah K. Lynds, Brooklyn, L. I., for an excellent muslin em-

broidery. Diploma.

Mrs. Eliza C. Perkins, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, for embroidery.

Diploma.

Mrs. Cleveland, 603 Broadway, for the best dressing gown.

Diploma.

Mrs. Reisky, 657 Broadway, for the best chenille embroidery.

Silver medal.

Mrs. P. L. Robinson, North Bennington, Vt., for excellent

chenille embroidery. Diploma.

[Assembly, No. 149.J 5
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Miss Matilda Schmahl, 189 Second-street, for the best single

stitch worsted work. Silver medal.

Miss Catherine J. Braisted, 56 Broome-street, for tlie best

double stitch worsted work. Silver medal.

Miss Anna McNepsie, 49th-street5 for excellent double stitch

worsted work. Diploma.

Mrs. Hall
J
Cleveland, Conn., for the best raised work. Silver

medal.

Mrs. J. H. Brown, 244 West 19th-street, for excellent raised

work. Diploma.

Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, 268 Broome-street, for the best embroidered

slippers. Diploma.

Mrs. M. A. Johnson, Staten Island, for the best embroidered

suspenders. Diploma.

Miss J. Graham, 9 State-street, for the best worsted work bas-

kets. Diploma.

Miss A. Smith, 48th-street, for excellent worsted work baskets.

Diploma.

Mary M. Couenhoven, New Brunswick, N. J., for the best

worsted mat. Diploma.

Mrs . B. O'Donnel , 3d Avenue, corner 20th street, for a cape made

of milk weed. Diploma.

John Carpenter, Brooklyn, for excellent chenille. Diploma.

E. H. L. Kurtz, 416 Pearl-street, for a baby jumper. Diploma.

Mrs. S. Pearson, 33 Forsyth-street, for worsted mittens and

children's socks neatly made. Diploma.

Miss Brown, 168 Henry-street, for slippers and cushion. Dip.

Sarah Judson, 111 9th Avenue, for a toilet cover. Diploma.

Mary G. De la Tour, 239 Bowery, for a beautifully embroidered

cushion and handkerchief. Silver medal.

Miss Anna M. Garfield, Troy, N. Y., for an embroidered in-

fant's blanket. Diploma.

Miss C. Withers, Charleston, S. C, for a basket made of pine

burr. Diploma.

JohnBlackwell, Atlantic-street, Brooklyn, for a sewing stand.

Diploma.

Miss Sarah F. Cunningham, 276 Grand-street, for the best fir©

screen. Diploma.
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M. A. AndersoDj 63 Clinton-street, for excellent fire screens.

Diploma.

Miss Quirk, 490 Broadway, for a bead bag. Diploma.

Charles F. Bauer, 74 Fulton-street, for Jenny Lind's castle.

Diploma.

Mrs. B. Ilicky, N. Y.,forexcellent specimens of knitting. Dip.

T. Lloyd, G3 Beaver-street, for cleaned kid gloves. Diploma.

Lucy Curtis, Soutlibury, Conn., for silk stockings. Diploma.

Elizabeth Ann Ferguson, 147 West 21st-street, for p, worked

lace veil. Diploma.

Mrs. Benjamin, Mount Pleasant, Penn., for yarn corded and

spun by a lady 105 years old. Diploma.

Mrs. Jupiter Hesser, 421, 6 th Avenue, for the best knitted

quilt. Diploma.

Mrs. Mary Lyons, 39th street and 4th Avenue, for a very

handsome knitted spread. Diploma.

Miss R. H. Clarke, Albany, N. Y., for tlie best silk embroidered

quilt. Diploma.

Miss Sarah Secor, Amos-street, for an excellent silk quilt. Dip.

Mrs. Maria M. Root, 98 Nassau-street, for the best imitation

Marseilles quilt. Diploma.

Adelia M. Coxer, Brooklyn, for an excellent Marseilles quilt

Diploma.

Mrs. I-Iead, Leesburgh, Va., for the best patchwork quilt. Dip.

Miss S. Wilcox, 172 6th-Avenue, for an excellent patchwork

quilt. Diploma.

Edward Ramski, 116 Ist-Avenue, for a basket made of cloves.

Diploma.

Louis Loucet, 96 Gold-street, for a bronze flower stand. Dip.

Caroline Baer, 43 Henry-street, for pearl Howers. Diploma.

Miss Mary D. Price, 21 6th-Avenue, for a needle case. Dip.

Miss Elizabeth Cook, 80 Canal-street, for neatly made dress

caps. Diploma.

Mrs. Frances Thornton, 392 8th-street, for samples of laundry

work. Diploma.

Mrs. Willis Patten, N. ¥., for children's knitted hose. Dip.

Miss H. Hoppell , 583 4t]i-street, for the best crotchet quilt. Dip.

Mrs. S. B. Mather, 120 Columbia-street, for silk embroidery.

Diploma.
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Mrs. B. L. Scliweizer, 31 Peaii-street, for a worsted flower

basket. Diploma.

Mrs. L. D. Wilson, 382 Bleecker-street, for excellent wax

fruit. Diploma.

Miss Ellen Kemble, Beach-street, N. Y., for a very handsome

and neatly made Shetland wool shawl. Diploma.

S. B. Andrews, 32 Green-street, for rustic needle work. Dip.

Mrs. E. Nevison, 119 Perry-street, for a table cover. Silver med.

P. G. FoAvler, 37 Forsyth-street, for a model of ladies dress

cutting. Diploma.

Miss E. Lane, Bushwick, L. I., for worsted work. $3 and a

certificate.

PAPER HANGINGS, UPHOLSTERY, &C.

Beavan & Perry, G5 Sands-street, Brooklyn, for the best gilt

and velvet paper hangings. Silver medal.

J. & T. Jones & Smith, 137 Broadway, for excellent gilt and

velvet paper hangings. Diploma.

George A. Curtis, 48 Fulton-street, Brooklyn, for superior

specimens of varnished marble paper hangings. Diploma.

Edward Cranston, 64 Laurence-street, Brooklyn, for superior

specimens of unvarnished paper hangings. Diploma.

David Baird, 421 Hudson-street, for a superior spring matrass.

Silver medal.

J. M. Fleming, 59 Beekman-street, for a superior spring ma-

trass. Diploma.

A. Mellen & Co., corner Mott and Ch:itham-street, for good

specimens of curled hair. Diploma.

PAPIER MACHE AND JAPANNED WORK.

Moore & Browning, 25 Howard-street, for inlaid pearl papier

mache tables. Silver medal.

Cook & Hill, 44 Fulton-street, for japanned tables. Diploma.

PENMANSHIP.

A. H. Wheeler, 251 Broadway, for tlie best specimen of pen-

manship. Silver medal,

W. C. Morrison, 9 Cottage Row, for an excellent specimen of

penmanship. Diploma.
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PERFUMERY.

Xavier Basin, Philadelphia, Pa., for the best perfumery with

choice soaps. Silver medal.

H. P. & W. C. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., for the best transpa-

rent soap and oleophane. Silver medal.

William Johnson, 55 Frankfort-street, for the second best

transparent soap. Diploma.

W. Hull's Son, 108 Cliff-street, for the best general assortment-

of fancy and other soaps. Silver medal.

Lewis Michel, 108 Orange-street, Brooklyn, for perfumery. Dip,

W. Walker, 156 Cherry-street, for perfumery. Diploma.

Samuel Campbell, 127 Allen-street, for cologne water. Dip.

PIANO FORTES.

D. Benson & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for the best piano forte. Silver

medal.

J. H. Grovestein, 122 Grand-street, for a good piano forte.

Silver medal.

T. Gilbert & Son, Boston, Waters & Berry, agents, 447 Broad-

way, for a piano forte with an seolian attachment. Diploma.

Hugh Cottier, 1 62 Atlantic-street, Brooklyn, for the best diatonic

and piccali flute. Silver medal.

C. G. Christman, 404 Pearl-street, for the workmanship on

a diatonic flute. Diploma.

C. G. Christman, 404 Pearl-street, for fine brass instruments,

claronet and hoeboy. Silver medal.

J. Jacobs, 100 Chatham-street, for the best banjo. Diploma.

G. Kilbourne, Albany, N. Y., for the best tamborine. Diploma.

G. Kilbourne, Albany, N. Y., for superior drums. Diploma.

W. H. Davis & Co., 67 McDougal-street, for an organ with 6

stops. Diploma.

Joseph Rogers, jr., for transparent drum heads. Diploma.

PLATING.

N. G. Dubois, 16 Concord-street, Brooklyn, for the best house

plating. Silver medal.

Coombs & Anderson, 85 Mercer-street, for the best engine

plating. Silver medal.
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preparations of natural history.

Miss Caroliue E. Johnson, Statcn Island, for case of insects.

Diploma.

Thomas Floyd, 63 Beaver-street, for butterflies and gold bugs.

Diploma.

W. A. Jackson, Cornwall, for case of insects. Diploma.

Willai'd Felt, 191 Pearl-street, for lino specimens of slate.

Diploma.

REGATTA.

October 5, 1350.

F. D. Bigelow, for the best sailing in 19 foot working boat,

James Green, built by William Crolius, with one sail, without

oars or rudder. $12.

William Robbers, for the second best sailing in 19 foot work-

ing boat, Spring-street Packet, built by M.Roberts, with one sail,

without oars or rudder. $8.

James Lee, for the best rowing with one pair of sculls, in boat

C. J. Thomas, built by C. J. Thomas, distance 5 miles, time 40

minutes. $20.

Charles Thomas, for the second best rowing, with one pair

sculls, in boat Annctta, built by G. C. Newman, distance 5 miles,

time 41 minutes. $5.

Odcher 12, 1850.

James Lee and Iliigli Curran, for the best rowing with two

pair of sculls in boat Lieut. M. Murray, built by C. J. Thoiuas,

distance 5 miles, time 31 minutes. $35.

Charles Thomas &, G. Decker, for the second best rowing with

two pair of sculls, in boat Battery Pet, built by John Letts, dis-

tance 5 miles, time 32 minutes. $15.

Charles Thomas, F. D. Bigelow, Edward Coady, Owen Mula-

ny, Frances Palmcrton, cockswain, for the best rowing with four

oars in 30 foot boat. Gen. Z. Taylor, bu It by John Letts, distance

5 miles, time 29 minutes. §75.

John Manzano, J. Mc Brier, J. Watson, Joseph Byrne, Emer-

ald Wiieelcr, cocksv/ain, for the second best roAving with

four oars, in 30 foot boat, Adaline, built I y C. L. Ingcrsoll, dis-

tanco 5 miles, time 30 minutes. $25.
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October 17, 1850.

W. L. Forcp, builder of the jib and main-sail boat, A. A. Phil-

lips, tlie winner in the race between boats A. A. Phillips, Naomi,

Reindeer, Nameless, Greenville, distance 10 miles, time 1 hour

and 3 minutes. Silver cup. $15.

William Smith, builder of the jib and main-sailboat Greenville,

the second best in the race between the boats A. A. Phillips,

Naomi, Reindeer, Nameless, and Greenville, distance 10 miles,

time 1 hour and 35 minutes. Silver cup.
^
$10.

October 19, 1850.

Charlee Price, for the best rowing with one pair of sculls in

boat Jenny Lind, built by E. Loper, distance 5 miles, time 46

minutes. $15.

Charles Thomas, for the second best rovving with one pair of

sculls, in boat Geo. Washington, built by John Letts, distance 5

miles, time 47 minutes. $10.

SADLEUY, HARNESS AND TRUKKS.

L. Cantel, 1 Barclay-street, for the best specimens of trunks

and hat cases. Silver medal.

E. Conant, 161 Canal-street, for the second best specimen of
trunks. Diploma.

James Craven, 32 CauEil-street, for the best set of double har-

ness, (made for President Fiiiraore.) Gold medal.

Van Elarcom & Dixon, Paterson, N. J., for an excellent set of

double harness. Silver medal.

J. & R. Lowden, 8,3 Bleecker-street, for the best set of single

harness. Gold mediil.

Van Blarcom k, Dixon, Patersou,N. J., for an excellent set of

single harness. Silver medal.

L. J. Loj'd, Albany, N. Y., for a sot of single harness. Silver

medal.

George Fisher, Raleigh, N. C, for a saddle. Silver medal.

Cornell, Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn., for a self-adjustino-

pad tree. Silver medal.

Nathan Post, East Cleveland, Ohio, for an improved patent

spring safety bar stirup. Gold midal.

Ezra E. Bratton, Philadelphia, for improved hamcs. Dii3loma.
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John H. Skid, corner of Fulton-street and Broadway, for a

leather bag. Diploma.

R. H. Hann, corner of John-street and Broadway, for a leather

bag. Diploma.

D. Galbraith, 231 West 16th-street, for a small morocco trunk.

Diploma.

SIGN PAINTING AND BLOCK LETTERS.

Bean & Breidenbah, 118 Grand-street, for the best sign paint-

ing. Silver medal.

Leonard Ring, 79 Fulton-street, for excellent sign painting.

Diploma.

B. F. Cragin, 20 Nassau-street, for the best block letters.

(Silver medal having been awarded last year.) Diploma.

Minors^ Work.

George Steel, 101 Nassau-street, for the best sign painting.

$10 and a certificate.

John G. Quirk, 170 York-street, Brooklyn, for an excellent

specimen of sign painting. $5 and a certificate.

Edward Little, 170 Centre-street, for a specimen of sign paint-

ing. $3 and a certificate.

RAW AND MANUFACTURED SILK.

Raw.

Mrs. C. Van Epps, Ovid, Seneca county, New-York, for tlie

best cocoons. Silver medal.

Harriet Summy, Lancaster, Pa., for a bushel of pea-nut co-

coons. The Van Schaick premium of $5 and a bronze medal.

L. S. Root, East Bloomfield, for a specimen of cocoons. Di-

ploma.

John M. Summy, Manheim, Pa., for a bushel of paphos cocoons.

The Van Schaick premium of $5 and a bronze medal.

John M. Summy, Manheim, Pa., for 10 lbs. of raw silk, very

well reeled, clean and uniform. The Van Schaick premium of

$10 and a bronze medal.
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Manufactured silk.

Wilmer, Cannell & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Stone & Co., agents,

48 Exchange Place, for the best printed silk handkerchiefs.

Silver medal.

Crabtree & Wilkinson, Staten Island, for the second best print-

ed silk handkerchiefs. Diploma.

R. Rennie, Lodi, N. J., G. Patterson & Co., agents, 40 Broad-

street, for printed foulard silk. Silver medal.

James Millward, 31st-street and 8th Avenue, for excellent silk

shawls. Gold medal.

E. R. Gurley, Mansfield, Conn., for silk twist. Silver medal.

Cheney Brothers, Manchester, Connecticut, E. H. Arnold,

agent, 34 Beaver-street, for excellent sewing silk. Diploma.

Duncan McFarlane, 28th-street, for 14 pieces of silk ribbon.

The Van Schaick premium of $10 and a bronze medal,

f

SILVER WARE.

Allcock & Allen, 341 Broadway, for superior silver ware.

Gold medal.

T. J. Harris & Co., 177 Broadway, for well formed silver ware.

Diploma.

John W. Greaton, 201 Broadway, for gold and silver extension

pen and pencil cases. Silver medal.

Minors^ Work.

P. H. Storck, 88 Nassau-street, Brooklyn, for a good specimen

of chasing. |5 and a certificate.

W. H. Wood, 94 Amos-street, for a silver mug. $3 and a cer-

tificate.

STATIONERY, FEINTING, ETC.

Carson & Brothers, Dalton, Mass., Carson & Howard, agents,

281 Pearl-street, for the best writing paper. Silver medal.

Gill & Co., Nashua, N. H., N. P. Kimbell, agent, 47 Beekman-

street, for superior card boards. Diploma.

Edwin Allen, South Windham, Connecticut, for a new and

beautiful article of type to facilitate the education of the blind.

Silver medal.
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Stickney & Price, 130 Fulton-street, for a large assortment of

labels for druggist';, perfumers, etc. Diploma.

James Sliaw, Providence, Rhode Island, for a patent portfolio.

Diploma.

A. G. Fay, Concord, Mass., H. Jeroliman & Co., agents, 134

William-street, for the best lead pencils. Silver medal.

William Monroe, for excellent lead pencils. Diploma.

John H. Tobitt, 9 Spruce-street, for combination type to facili-

tate type setting. Silver medal.

STOVES, GRATES, AND RANGES.

Cooking Stoves and Ranges.

Jordan L. Mott, 264 Water-street, for the best cooking stove.

(Gold medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

William Abendroth & Brothers, 117 Eeekman-street, for an

excellent cooking stove. Silver medal.

R. B. Thompson, Brooklyn, for the best cooking stove, with

water center. Silver medal.

J. R. and E. N. Hyde,24G Greenwich-street, for the best cook-

ing stove, with hot air furnace for heating adjoining rooms.

Silver medal.

D. Bosworth, 56 Cliff-street, for an excellent cooking stove,

with hot air furnace for heating adjoining rooms. Diploma.

B. P. Learned & Thatcher, Albany, New-York, for the best

parlor cocking stove. Silver medal.

William Abendroth & Brothers, 117 Eeekman-street, for an

excellent parlor cooking stove. Diploma.

Jordan L. Mott, 261 Water-street, for the best kitchen range.

Gold medal.

Philip Rolhaus, New-York, for an excellent kitchen range.

Silver medal.

William Cobb, 211 Water-street, for a hot air furnace and

range. Gold medal.

Alexander Marshall & Son, 407 and 409 Cherry-street, for

beautiful specimens of enamelled ware. (Gold medal having

been before awarded.) Diploma.

Thatcher and Hutchins, Troy, New-York, for a hot blast cook

stove, flat heater and furnace combined. Diploma.

William Abendroth and Brothers, 117 Bcckman-strcct, for

parlor cooking stoves. Diploma.
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M. C. Hull, 311 3d Avenue, for Bay State cooking stoves.

Silver medal.

B. Wauds & Co., 211 Water-street, for a cooking stove. Di-

ploma.

C. Goodwin, 254 Water-street, for a cooking stove. Diploma.

Keyser and Guinand, 113 Beekman-street, for a cooking stove.

Diploma.

Jagger, Treadwell & Co., Albany, New-York, for an air tight

cooking stove, for wood or coal. Diploma.

George Pierce & Co., 300 Broadway, for a kitchen range. Di-

ploma.

STOVES FOR WARMING, AND HOT AIR FURNACES.

Chilson, Allen, Walker k Co., 351 Broadway, for the best air

warming and ventilating furnace. Gold medal.

George E. Waring, Stamford, Connecticut, for an excellent hot

air furnace. Silver medal.

Gardner Chilson, Boston, Massachusetts, Chilson, Allen, Walk-

er &, Co., agents, 351 Broadway, for the best parlor stove. Silver

medal.

Elihu Smith, Albany, New-York, for an excellent parlor stove.

Silver medal.

Gardner Chilson, Boston, Massachusetts, Chilson, Allen, Walk-

er & Co., agents, 351 Broadway, for the best open grate. Diploma.

H. G. Clark, Boston, Mass., Chilson, Allen, Walker & Co.,

agents, 351 Broadway, for a ventilating stove. Diploma.

B. Rodriguez, New Orleans, for an areothcrmes, hot air oven

and cooking combined. Gold medal.

GRATES.

W. & N. Jackson, 23S Front-street, for superior grates. Gold

medal.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

G. S. Brown, Hartford, Connecticut, T. Franklin Smith, agent,

483 Broadway, for the best abdominal supporter and fcocly brace.

Silver medal.

S. N. Marsli, 2 Courtland-strest, for an excellent abdominal

supporter and body brace. Diploma.
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B. F-. Palmer & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., for the best artificial

leg. Gold medal.

Yerger & Ord, Philadelphia, Pa., for an excellent artificial leg.

Silver medal.

J. R. Benjamin, 13 Beekman-street, for the best spring truss.

Gold medal.

S. N. Marsh, 2 Courtland-street, for an excellent spring truss.

Silver medal.

Charles C. Reinhardt, Baltimore, George Tiemanu, 63 Chatham-

street, for a spring truss with glass pad. Diploma.

William Cooley & Co., Middletown, Conn., for Banning's body

brace. Diploma.

E. Waters, Troy, New -York, for the best breast pump. Silver

medal.

UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS.

Clyde & Black, 303 Broadway and 317 Grand-street, for the

best umbrellas and parasols. Silver medal.

Calkins & Darrow, 34 Maiden Lane, for excellent umbrellas and

parasols. Diploma.

VENTILATION.

Ransom Cook, Saratoga Springs, New-York, for the best meth-

od of ventilating buildinsis. Gold medal.

Ebenezer Knight, New-York, J. II. Penfield, agent, 19 Nassau-

street, for a plan for the ventilation of the spaces between the

timber and planks of a vessel, in order to prolong their duration.

Gold medal.

WHIPS AND CANES.

Charles P. Caldwell, 18 Maiden Lane, for the best whips, etc.

Silver medal.

James Russell, 38 Pearl-street, for a good specimen of whips.

Diploma.

W. E. Rose, 37 Reade-street, for superior gold and silver

mounted canes. (Silver medal having been before awarded.)

Diploma.
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WIGS AND TOUPEES.
'

Edward Phalon, 197 Broadway, for the best gentleman's wig

and toupee. Silver medal.

Charles Bouagard, 5 Franklin-street, for an excellent gentle-

man's wig, and the best lady's wig. Diploma.

WOOLEN GOODS.

James Roy & Co., Watervliet Mills, West Troy, New-York,

E. J. Anderson & Co., agents, 9 Broad-street, for the best black

broad cloth. Gold medal.

Utica Globe Mills, Utica, New-York, Lawrence Trimble & Co.,

agents, 35 Broad-street, for excellent black broad cloth. Silver

medal.

Wethered & Brothers, Baltimore, Maryland, for best doe skin

cassimeres. Gold medal.

J. & R. H. Hotchkiss, Hotchkissonville, Connecticut, for excel-

lent specimens of plain cassimeres. Silver medal.

Rochdale Mills, Rochester, New Hampshire, Nesmith & Co.,

agents, 52 Pine-street, for the best blankets. Gold medal.

Hall & Springfield, Rochester, New-Hampshire, Beals, Bush &
Co., agents, 32 Broad-street, for the second best blankets. Silver

medal.

Burlington Mills, Burlington, Vermont, Beals, Bush & Co.,

agents, 32 Broad-street, for the best fancy cassimeres. Gold

medal.

Stafford Company, Stafford Springs, Connecticut, Mott, Stan-

ton & Swan, agents, 22 Broad-street, for excellent fancy^cassi-

meres. Silver medal.

Robert Rennie, Lodi, N. J., Godfrey, Pattison & Co., 43 and 45

Broadway, for the best printed cashmeres. Silver medal.

Manchester Print Works, Stone & Co., agents, 48 Exchange

Place, for excellent printed cashmeres. Diploma.

Bay State Mills, Lawrence, Mass., Lawrence, Stone & Co.,

agents, 41 Broadway, for the best shawls. (Gold medal having

been before awarded.) Diploma.

James Roy & Co., Watervleit, N. Y., for superior shawls. Gold

medal.

D. Kellogg, Skaneateles, N. Y., Wolcott & Slade, 13 Broad-st.
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W, Duncan & Son, Franklin, Essex Co., N. J., Richardson,

Watson &, Co., agents, 43 Exchange Place, for excellent shawls,

(no difference being perceptible to the judges.) Silver medal to

each.

Virginia Woolen Co., Richmond, Va., Atwatcr, Knapp & Wood-

ruff, agents, 43 Broad-street, for blankets. Diploma.

Joseph Dean & Son, Newark, Delaware, Benjamin F. Seaver,

agent, for merino jeans. Silver medal.

Gilbert & Stevens, Ware, Mass., Dale & Wright, agents, 24

Broadway, for white and scarlet flannels. Silver medal.

Cohoes Worsted Co., Cohoes Falls, N. Y., for worsted yarn.

Gold medal.

Wm. Duncan & Son, Franklin, Essex Co., N. J., Richardson,

Watson & Co., agents, 43 Exchange Place, for piano covers. Sil-

ver medal.

New Britain Knitting Co., New Britain, Conn., Mott, Stanton &
Swan, agents, 22 Broad-street, for knit shirts. Diploma.

MISCELLANEOUS.

G. B. De La Vergne & Co., Elizabeth Port, N. J., for the best

fluid machine oil. Silver medal.

A. Hinckley, 31 Front-street, for machinery oil, (a fair article.)

Diploma.

D. D. Miller, 209 Water-street, for lanterns and trumpets. Dip.

S. J. Seely, 11 Park Row, for a barrel of excellent lime. Dip.

J. M. Smith, 468 Broadway, for a refrigerator. (Silver medal

having been before awarded.) Diploma.

J. K. Bellows, 36G Broome- street, for a double dove tail. Dip.

Joshua Shaw, 142 Nassau-street, for superior glaziers' diamonds.

Silver medal.

W. H. Kemp, 95 Canal-street, for superior gold leaf. (Silver

medal having been before awarded.) Diploma.

George W. Noyes, Brooklyn, for a rustic chair. Diploma.

Augustus Thayer, Walden Bridge, Conn., for improved auger

handles. Diploma.

Ezekiel Page, 20 West-street, for the best sweep. Diploma.

J. B. Gailhard, 456 Broadway, for bird cages. Diploma.

Joseph Kelly, 25 Fulton-street, for a bird cage. Diploma.
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Asa Willis, 125 Cedar-street, for a plan for opening window

sliutters. Silver medal.

Labatier & Vailard, 132 Second-street, for razor strops. Dip.

Robert B. Montgomery, 312 Stanton-street, for scroll target.

Diploma.

James Evans, 87 Warren-street, for fancy boxes. Diploma.

H. Jeroliman & Co., 134 William-street, for musical annuals.

Diploma.

E. S. Mills, 6 Courtland-street, for shawl stands. Diploma.

John Santune, 1 9 Centre-street, for mettallic letters. Diploma.

William Erown, 256 Broadway, for a metallic child's crib. Dip.

F. S. Edwards, 189 Oth Avenue, for egg powder. Diploma.

Reed & Co., White-street, for a good specimen of roofing slate.

Diploma.

Wm. W. Fowler, 10 Suffolk-street, for a bedstead fastening.

Diploma.

Clark & Solomon, 18 Fulton-street, for superior fancy whisk

brooms. Diploma.

F. A. Rockwell, Ridgefield, Conn. , for patent clasps. Diploma.

E. S. Pierce, Ohio, for a hydrostatic pen. Diploma.

Edward Schenck, 80 Water-street, for a seamless bag. Diploma.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

REPORT OF -THE AGRICULTURAL' COMMITTEE,

ON THE EXHIBITION OF CATTLE.

The committee having charge of this department of the 23d

annual exhibition of the American Institute, submit the follow-

ing report

:

The exhibition was held, as announced in the programme, at

Madison Cottage on the 16th, 17th, and 18th days of October,

1850. The number of entries was as follows, viz: horses, 55
;

mules and jacks, 5 ; horned cattle, 127; sheep, 57; swine, 27
;

poultry, 33;=Total, 304. Many of the entries represented

pairs of horses, mules, and oxen, and lots of sheep, swine and

poultry ; the whole number of animals on the ground amounted

to four hundred and eighteen.

The proprietor of the cottage, Mr. Thompson, accommodated

the committee with one third more ground than was occupied

on former occasions, and all the arrangements, on his part, were

very satisfactory.

Many of the exhibitors came from a much greater distance

than we have noticed at any previous exhibition. The in-

terest taken by them, and the general expressions of satisfaction,

were highly gratifying. We have assurance that the number of

entries at the next exliibition will be more than doubled provi-

ved timely notice is given, which there is much complaint of

not having received hitherto. AVe were glad to see delegates

from various States, and the counties of our own State, composed

[Assembly No. 149.] F
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of intelligent men actively engaged in the pursuits of agricul-

ture. The attendance of the regularly appointed judges was
unusually prompt, which avoided, to a large extent, the neces-

sity of filling up vacancies on the ground. The awards of the

judges appeared to give very general satisfaction. We feel sat-

isfied that their duties were performed promptly and impartially,

for which they are entitled to the thanks of the Institute. We
attach their several Reports, with such recommendations as they

have thought proper to make ; and we have solicited the obser-

vations of these gentlemen for publication, being confident that

thereby much useful information may be annually disseminated.

We would particularly call attention to a communication from

Mr. Thomas De Voe, as C/ontaining important suggestions.

THOaOUGH BRED BLOOD HORSES.

Judges : Edward Long, James Bathgate, Ray Tompkins.

William Jones, of Cold Springs, L. I., 1st prize stallion, 3 years

old. Silver cup or $15.

William Jones, of Cold Spring, L. I., Ist prize mare, Young
Dove. Silver cup or $15.

Lewis A. Sayre, of N. Y., 2nd prize mare, "Young Lady

Lightfoot." Silver cup or $10.

Horses.

Judges: A. B. Raymond, Robert R. Morris, A. Hatfield, A. 0.

Houghton.

Jackson Nichols, of Flushing, L. L, 1st prize brood mare

and colt. Silver cup or $10.

Bathgate Brothers, Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d

prize mare and colt. Silver medal.

John McChesney, 143 Elizabeth-street, N. Y., 1st prize Stal-

lion, " Cassius M. Clay," 3 years. Silver cup or $10.

William H. Van Cot, N. Y., 1st prize stallion, 7^ years old.

Silver cup or $15.

John McChesney, N. Y, 2d prize stallion, 5 years old. Silver

cup or $10.

Thomas Williams, 1st prize colt, 2 years old. Silver medal.
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Matched Horses.

R. M. Abbe, of Enfield, Conn., 1st prize pair of horses, 6

and 7 years old. Silver cup or $10.

Farm Horses.

John J. Delancey, West Farms, Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st

prize pair of farm horses, 6 years old. Silver cup or $10.

Mules and Jacks.

Judges: David L. Mills, Robert Magaw, William Covert.

George Douglass, N. Y., 1st prize Jack. Silver cup or $8.

Reynolds & Weart, N. Y,, 1st prize pair of mules. Silver cup

or $10.

JYative Stock.

Judges: Jacob D. Van Winkle, Jacob Buckhart, ^Charles

Bathgate.

T. C. Munn, of Orange, Essex Co., N. J., 1st prize bull 2 years

old. Silver cup or $15.

James Bathgate of Fordham, Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st prize

cow, 6 years old. Silver cup or

FULL. BRED STOCK.

Shwt Honis.

Judges : Aaron Clement, Philadelphia, Samuel Jaques, Boston,

Edward H. Smith, Long Island.

Ambrose Stevens, of N. Y., 1st prize bull, 2 years old. Silver

cup or $15.

Charles H. Sly, of Little Britain, Orange Co., N. Y., 2d

prize bull, 3 years old. Silver cup or $10.

Daniel B. Haight, of Washington, Duchess^ Co., N. Y., 1st

prize yearling bull. Silver cup or $8.

Theodore Foulke, of Hell Gate, N. Y., 2d prize yearling bull.

Trans. N. Y. S. Agricultural Society.

George Vail, Troy, N. Y., 1st prize bull calf. Silver medal.

John A. Pool, New Brunswick, N. J., 2d prize. Transactions

American Institute. .
Thomas Bell,Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st prize cow,

Fanny, 7 years old. Silver cup or $15.
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Bathgate Brothers, Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d

prize cow, 9 years old. Silver cup or $10.

Geo. Vail, of Troy, N. Y., 3d prize cow, " Fillpail," 5 years

old. Trans. N. Y. Ag. Society.

Geo. Vail, of Troy, N. Y., 1st prize heifer, " Lucilla," 20 months

old. Silver cup or |8.

Thos. Bell, of Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d prize

heifer, 1 year old. Trans. Am. Institute.

Herefords.

Tndges : Horace Bailey, Robt. Bolton, Jr., John B. Burnel.

Townsend H. Sherman, of Milton, Ulster Co., N. Y., 1st prize

bull, 2 years old. Silver cup or $15.

Devons.

Judges : Horace Bailey, Robt Bolton, Jr., John B. Burnell.

W. P. & C. S. Wainwright, 1st prize bull, 4 years old. Silver

cup or $15.

Jacob N. Blakeslee, Watertown, Conn., 2d prize bull. $10.

Edward G. Faile, West Farms. Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st

prize yearling bull. Silver cup or $8.

Ambrose Stevens, ofNew-York, 1st prize bull calf. Silver medal.

Ambrose Stevens, N. Y., 2d prize bull calf. Trans. Am. Ins.

Ambrose Stevens, N. Y., 1st prize cow, 3 years old. Silver

cup or $15.

W. P. & C. S. Wainwright, 2d prize cow, 7 years old. Silver

cup or $10.

Ambrose Stevens, N. Y., 1st prize heifer, 1 year old. Silver

cup or $8.

W. P. & C. S. Wainwright, 2d prize heifer, 1 year old. Trans.

Amer. Institute.

^Iderney.

Judges : John Rae, William T. King, Manton, R. I., John

Bathgate.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., 1st prize bull, 19 months old.

Silver cup or $8.

Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize bull calf, 3

months old. Silver medal.
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John A. Pool, N. Brunswick, N. J., 1st prize cow. Silver cup

or $15.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., 2d prize cow, 3 years old.

Silver cup or $10.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., 1st prize heifer, 1 year old.

Silver cup or $8.

Roswell L. Colt, Paterson, N. J., 1st prize heifer calf, 4 months

old. Silver medal.

Ayrshire.

Judges : John Rae, William T. King, Manton, R. I., John

Bathgate.

' Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize bull, 4 years old.

Silver cup or $15.

Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize yearling|bulL

Silver cup or $8.

Joel Miles, of Caldwell, New Jersey, 2d prize yearling bull,

18 months old. Transactions N. Y. State Agricultural^Society.

Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, New Jersey, 1st prize bull calf,

9 months old. Silver medal.

Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, New Jersey, 1st prize cow. Sil-

ver cup or $15.

Robert R. Morris, Westchester county, New-York, 2d prize cow,

years old. Silver cup or $10.

Roswell L. Colt, of Paterson, New-Jersey^ 1st prize|heifer calf,

7 months old. Silver medal.

Grade Stock.

Judges : Aaron Clement, Philadelphia, Samuel Jaques, Boston,

Edward H. Smith, Long Island.

George A. Prevost, of Pelham, Westchester county, N. Y.,

1st prize bull, 4 years old. Silver cup or $10.

William Dobbie, of Mamaroneck, Westchester county, N. Y.,

2d prize bull, 3 years old. Silver cup or $6.

Jackson Nichols, of Flushing, Long Island, 1st prize yearling

bull. Silver cup or $8.

Bathgate Brothers, Morrisania, Westchester county, N.Y., 1st

prize bull calf, 6 months old. Silver medal.

Robert R. Morris, Westchester county, New-York, 2d prize bull

calf, Transactions American Institute.
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Thomas Bell, ol Morrisania, Westchester county, N. Y., Ist

prize cow, 4 years old. Silver cup or $15.

James Bathgate, Fordham, Westchester county, N. Y., 2d

prize cow, 4 years old. Silver cup or $10.

Th9mas Richardson, of West Farms, Westchester county,

N. Y-j 1st prize yearling heifer. Silver cup or $8.

Thomas Bell, of Morrisania, Westchester county, N. Y., 2d

prize yearling heifer. Transactions American Institute. ^
Bathgate Brothers, of Morrisania, Westchester tcounty, N. Y.,

1st prize heifer calf, 3 months old. Silver medal.

Milking Cows.

Judges: Henry Robinson, A. H. Hubbard, H. W. Tibbits.

James Bathgate, Fordham, Westchester county, N. Y., 1st

prize cow, 8 years old. Silver cup or |15.

Robert R. Morris, Westchester county, N. Y., 2d premium

cow, " Jessica." Silver cup or $10.

Bathgate Brothers, of Morrisania, Westchester county, NY.,

3d prize cow. Silver medal.

•

Working. Oxen.

Judges: Hudson McFarlan, S. T. Wright, D. K. Skinner.

Russell S. Jacobs, of Hamden, New Haven, Connecticut, Ist

prize pair working oxen. Silver cup or $15.

Fat Cattle.

Judges: Charles Gwyer, James E. Bathgate, Bryan Lawrence,

Thomas F. De Voe, New-York.

John I. Coapman, Pokeepsie, New-York, Ist prize pair of fat

cattle, 7 years old. $15.

Charles Hubbard, of Watertown, Connecticut, 2d prize pair fat

cattle. Silver cup or $10.

Seely C. Roe, Chester, Orange county, New-York, 1st prize

cow, 6 years old. Silver medal.

Thomas Bell, Morrisania, Westchester county, New-York,

2d prize cow. Transactions American Institute.

Seely C. Roe, Chester, Orange county, New-York, 1st prize

heifer, 4 years old. Silver cup or $8.
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Thomas Bell, of Morrisania, Westchester county, New-York,

let prize steer. Silver ciip or $8.

Steeling Bradley, Hamden, New Haven, Connecticut, 2d prize

steer, 6 years old. Transactions American Institute.

Pine Wool Sheep.

Judges : John Harold, Queens county, Jacob T. J. Jones, Queens

county, Obadiah Elliot, Elijahtown, New Jersey.

D. W. Catlin, of Torrington, Connecticut, 1st prize buck.

Silver cup or $8.

Walter Wakeman, of North East Dutchess county, New-York,

2d prize buck. Silver medal.

D. W. Catlin, of Torrington, Connecticut, 1st prize three ewes.

Silver cup or $8.

Walter Wakeman, of North East Dutchess county, 2d prize

three ewes. Silver medal.

Lewis Thrall, of Torrington, Connecticut, 1st prise Spanish

merino buck. Silver cup or $8.

Joseph Blakeslee, of Watertown, Connecticut, 2d prize merino

buck. Silver medal.

[Lewis A. Thrall, ofTorrington, Conneeticut, Istprize threeSpan-

ish merino ewes. Silver cup or |8.

Joseph Blakeslee, of Watertown, Connecticut, 2d prize three

merino ewes. Silver medal.

. Lcyng and middle wool Sheep.

Judges : L. D. Clift, James D. Van Yechten, John Carll.

Thomas Bell, Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., Ist prize 3

ewes. Silver cup or |8.

Thomas Bell, of Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st prize

long wool buck. Silver cup or $8.

Bathgate Brothers, of Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d

prize Leicester buck. Silver medal.

Edward Hallock & Sons, of Milton, Ulster Co., N. Y., 1st

prize 3 lambs. Silver medal.

Bathgate Brothers, Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d

prize 3 ewes. Silver medal.
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Middle Wo(^.

Ambrose Stevens, of N. Y., 1st prize, 3 south down ewes. Sil-

ver cup or $8.

Daniel B. Haight, of Washington, Duchess^Co., N. Y., 1st

prize south down buck. Silver cup or $8.

Daniel B. Haight, of Washington, Duchess Co., [N.^Y., 1st

prize three south down lambs. Silver medal.

Ambrose Stevens, of N. Y., 2d prize 3 south down ewes. Sil-

ver medal.

Daniel B. Haight, of Washington, Duchess Co., N. Y., 2d

prize south down buck. Silver medal.

Valentine Hallock, of Milton, Ulster^Co.,]lst prizej Cotswold

and Oxfordshire buck. Silver cup|or $8.

Fai Sheep.

Judges : Charles Gwyer, James E. Bathgate, Bryan Lawrence,

Thomas F. Devoe, New-York.

Townsend H. Sherman, of Milton,|Ulster Co.,^N.j.Y., 1st prize

long wool fat wether. Silver cup or $8.

Justice Haviland, of Dover, Duchess Co., Ist^ prize south

down wether. Silver cup or $8.

SHEPHERD DOGS.

Judges : John H?rold, Queens Co., Jacob^S.^T. Jones, Queens

Co., Obadiah Elliot, Elizabethtown, N. J.

George B. Wilkinson, of Fordham, Westchester|Co., N. Y., 1st

prize shepherd boy. Farmers' Library.

SWlffE.

Judges: Peter H. Brink, Asa B. Munn, Philip Hornback.

Samuel Brewer, of N. Y., 1st prize boar.^ Silver^cup or $8.

Thomas Bell, of Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y., 2d prize

boar. Trans. American Institute.

Samuel Love of N. Y., 1st prize sow. Silver cup or ^8.

William Ilsley, of Macomb's dam, W^estchesterXo., N. Y., 2d

prize sow. Trans. American Institute.

Eleazar Parmly, of Shrewsbury, N. J., Ist^ prize shote. Sil

rer medal.
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Samuel Love, ofN. Y., 1st prize lot of pigs. Silver cup or $8.

Eleazar Parmly of Shrewsbury, N. J., 2d prize lot of pigs.

Trans. American Institute.

POULTRY.

Judges: Henry C. Barretto, William L. Laing, John Dick.

A. Post, of Fishkill Landing, 1st prize lot of white turkeys.

American Poulterers' Companion.

R. L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize pair of Bremen geese.

American Poulterers' Companion.

Charles V. Faile, West Farms, Westchester Co., N. Y., 1st prize

pair of mongrel geese. American Poulterers' Companion.

William Moore, of N. Y., 1st prize pair of tame geese. Amer-

ican Poulterers' Companion-

R. L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize pair of muscovy ducks.

Amer. Poultry Book.

R. L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize pair of mongrel ducks.

American Poultry Book.

R. L. Colt, of Paterson, N. J., 1st prize pair of capons. Amer-

ican Poultry Book.

EXTRA PREMIUMS.

The judges, in the course of their examinations, recommended

the following animals as worthy of particular notice. To each a

copy of the Transactions of the American Institute was subse-

quently awarded by the committee

:

Horses.

Colt, one year old, owned by William S. Sears, of Fort Ham-

ilton. The young Norman horse, owned by C. T. Howell of Long

Island.

Matched Horses.

Those owned by A. B. Raymond, West Farms, Westchester

county, New-York; also those owned by H. C. Haythorne, N. Y.

Gildings.

Horse owned by Peter Dubois, Catsklll, New-York ; also one

owned by H. C. Haythorne, New-York.
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Cattle.

The judges are of opinion that the Hungarian Cattle owned

by R. L. Colt, of Paterson, New Jersey, are worthy of attention.

Their appearance is tough and hardy, and they may prove good

stock for crossing with other breeds.

A pair of twin heifers, owned by J. M. "Ward, of Newark, N. J.,

well matched as to color and size, appear to be well broken to

the yoke and draft, recommended more as a curiosity than utility

for working purposes.

A yearling short horned bull, "Moses," owned by Charles S.

Rowell, of New Rochelle, N. Y.

Tlie small Spanish Goat, belonging to George Bolster, of N.

York, appeared well broken to harness and very docile, com-

mended as a novelty.

The Devon stock exhibited by Messrs. Wainwright and Stevens,

in the opinion of the judges, was very superior, and entitle them

to tlie tliauks of the agricultural community.

Your committee, in reference to future exhibitions, beg leave

to suggest,—First, that the site to be occupied should be early

selected; containing four or five times the space heretofore occu-

pied. Second, that the Board of Agriculture, be convened as

early as possible, so as to complete the necessary preliminary

arrangements in due season, in order that the most extensive

publicity may be given to those engaged in agricultural pursuits,

of all the arrangements, including the premium list. We recom-

mend the agricultural journals as the most suitable medium

through which to convey the necessary information. If exhibi-

ters could be induced to make their entrances at an earlier date

than has been usual, it would greatly facilitate tlie arrangements

necessary for the exhibition. All those who make their entries

early should have their stalls and pens numbered and ready for

them. It is only by this general attention to early entrances

that we can expect to prepare a catalogue, so necessary for the

convenience of visitors, and so important to the interest of the

exhibiters.
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We recommend that, in future, the sheds and pens be built by

contract, according to such plans as shall be prepared by the

committee of arrangements. That the contractor be required to

take, and remove the materials at the close of the exhibition, so

that the Institute pay only for the labor done, and the deteriora-

tion of materials.

Your committee would state, that the revision of our By-Laws,

by which members of the committee were prohibited from receiv-

ing premiums, caused some of them to resign, and otiiers did not

act, so that a larger amount of duty was thrown on the remaining

members than they could with convenience perform. They

would acknowledge their indebtedness to Judge S. Van Wyck,

Mr. Nicholas Wyckoflf, and Mr. Francis Barretto, for their kind

assistance, which materially aided us in conducting the exhibi-

tion to a successful close.

The increasing interest which the jiursuit of agriculture is

attracting throughout the country; the attention paid to it, and

facilities afforded by many of our State Legislatures, seconded

by an unusual zeal among the rural population in the formation

of societies, and the eager pursuit of practical information, ad-

monishes us that the era is now rapidly approaching so long

contemplated by our Institution, when the ]ius])andmau shall

till his fields with greatly increased intelligence, with less of

toil and greater certainty of reward ; consequently, witli these

incentives before us, we must not relax in our duty, but continue

to urge forward with all oui' force the attainment of objects so

much to be desired.

We submit a statement of the receipts and expenditures at the

Cattle Show, as reported by the committee on finance.

L. G. MORRIS, ) ..

DAVID BANKS, \
^<^'^^^^^'^^^^-
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Receipts and Expenditures at the Cottle Show.

Cost of lumber, &c., $362 00

Carpenters bill for erecting sheds, pens, &c., 119 45

Auctioneer's fees for selling lumber, 7 50

Laborers for attendance, 26 38

Eopes, pails, boxes, &c. , 29 72

Clerk liire, 18 00

Corporal Thompson for refreshments, 75 00

^638 05

Receipts.

Adni'sslcn tickets first day, .•i7l35 28

do do second day, 207 18

do do third day, 71 84

Cash from sale of lumber at the close, 213 22

$627 52

Note.—The above statement does not include the value of the

nrcTyiium^! awarded at the Cattle Show, which amounted to

$729.75, or ihe bills of printing. Tho account of tlic Agricul-

ture!, liorticaltoral and Floral cxliibitions will be found in the

reports of the appropriate committees.

PLOUGHING AND TESTIN(J OF PLOUGHS.

This exliibition was held at Tarrytown, Westchester County,

on the 11th day of October, 1850, under the superintendence of

Messrs. John G. Bergen, Peter Wyckoff, of Kings County, L. I.,

Tyler Fountain, of Peekskill, and A. W. Tibbetts, of White

Plains, on the part of the American Institute, and Messrs. D.K.

Sherwood, Elihu Leech, and Joseph Knowlton, on the part of

the Westchester Co. Agricultural Society.
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The above committee respectfully report, that in their judg-

ment, as the result of the trial, Thomas Kearney, of Greenburgh,

Westchester Co., (plough Mayer, Eagle F,) is entitled to the first

premium. Asa B. Munn, of Orange, Essex Co., N. J., (plough,

Bergen patent,) is entitled to the second premium, and Ira Peck,

of Orange, Essex Co., (plough Myers' patent, Newark, N. J.,) is

entitled to the third premium.

The ground selected belonged to Abraham Storms, of Tarry-

town, and was admirably adapted to the purpose. The contest

was spirited and exciting, and was witnessed with great ir^terest

by the spectators. Each of the ploughmen finished his one-

eighth of an acre of green sward within the allotted time, (one

hour,) Mr. Munn in 47 minutes, and Mr. Peck and Mr. Kearney

each in fifty minutes.

The ploughing was required to be of sis inches depth. All

the ploughs cut from thirteen to sixteen inches furrow slice.

The Mayer plough ran true six inches depth. Myer plough sev-

en inches, and the Bergen plough eight inches. Several of the

judges expressed a preference for the work done by the Bergen

plough, on account of its depth, but the furrow not being turned

quite so flat, and the ploughing, (mainly on account of the cattle,)

not being as correct as that performed by the Mayer patent,

they felt bound by the terms, as provided by the Institute, to

make the awards as above stated.

The chairman would respectfully suggest, that for this section

of country, and perhaps any other section^ deep ploughing is

most beneficial, and should be encouraged, and therefore sub-

mits that in all future trial tests, eight inches in depth should be

required.

Farmers from a neighboring State, or from long distances, at-

tending the ploughing matches, must necessarily come without

teams, hence they are under the necessity of borrowing and

using strange animals with which they cannot perform their

work as well as they usually do with their own teams and on

their own premises. It was very apparent that both Mr. Munn
and Mr. Peck labored under this difficulty. The chairman

would also suggest that the third premium (diploma) be changed
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to something else, as a volume of the Transactions of the Insti-

tute, or some other work. The award of a diploma may be in-

valuable to tlie manufacturer and others who have wares to dis-

pose of, but to the farmer it is of little use.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN C. EERGEN,
On behalf of the Committee-

TESTING OF PLOUGHS.

The special committee from the board of managers ot the 23d

annual fair, to whom was referred the testing of ploughs, in con-

nexion with the judges from the Board of Agriculture, beg leave

to report, that the trial took place on the 10th of October, at

Tarrytown, on ground well adapted. The draft was tested by a

very good instrument, and the trial was altogether fair, each

plough having been tested by the second furrow ofthe same plough,

the following was the result

:

let, Mayher's Eagle F. furrow, 8 by 16, ilrafl 65U, wt. of plough. 100 lbs.

2nd, I!. Myer'sNo. 11 Bergen, "

3d, B. Myer-s No. 9^, N. J., "
4th, B. Myer-s No. i)i, N, J., "

5th, Mayher Eagle D ««

6th, Mayher Eagle B "

7th, John Moore, No. 19^,.... "

8th, John Moore, No. 20, "

9th, John Moore, No. 20,.... "

10th, B. Myer'aNo. 11, Bergen, "

8 by 16, "
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Benjamin Myers, Newark
J
N.J.,No. 94, furrow 16 inches wide

by 8 inches deep, second premium.

John Moore's No. 19^, furrow 12 inches wide and 6 inches

deep , first premium.

John Mayher & Co.'s, Eagle B., furroAv 12 inches wide and 6

inches deep, second premium.

D. K. SHERWOOD,
NICHOLAS WYCKOFF,
THOMPSON C. MUNN,

Judges.

REPORT ON THE SPADING MATCH.

The undersigned, a committee who were appointed to superin-

tend the spading match held at Tarrytown, Westchester county,

on the 11th day of October instant, respectfully report

:

That your committee on the 11th day of October proceeded to

Tarrytown, in the cars of the Hudson River rail road, which

gratuitously furnished free tickets each way to such members of

the committee as went from the city of New-York.

That they arrived at the village of Tarrytown in the morning

of said day, and soon after 10 o'clock they met the committee

appointed by the agricultural and horticultural society of West-

chester county, to unite in the exhibition of the ploughing and

spading matches of the American Institute to be held in that

village.

That the grounds selected for the spading and ploughing matches

were laid off adjacent to each other on the farm of Mr. Abraham

Storms, situated on the west side of the old and main road leading

from Tarrytown to Sing Sing, and north east of the railway sta-

tion in the former village.

That soon after their arrival your committee was met by the

president and ofl&cers of the Westchester agricultural and horti-

cultural society, who were holding the annual fair of the society

at that place.
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After a polite aud cordial introduction by the president to the

oflBicers and members of the society, all hands soon repaired to

the grounds selected for the spading and ploughing matches.

The first thing done was to survey the ground for spading, into

lots, which were laid off twenty feet long by ten wide, by actual

measurement.

Six lots of ground were then staked out and numbered from 1

to 6. The whole was surrounded by an area on each side ten

feet wide, laid off for a clear border, that the spaders might not

be intruded upon by the spectators.

The lots were represented by six tickets marked 1 to 6, and

di'awn by the several competitors. But four spaders appeared,

to compete for the prizes, to wit : Archibald Henderson, Joseph

Mulley, Edward Peacock and Edward Griffiths.

On drawing each one for himself, lot No. 1 fell to Mr. Griffiths

;

lot No. 4 to Mr. Peacock ; lot No. 5 to Mr. Mulley ; and lot No.

6 to Mr. Henderson.

The terms and conditions of the spading match were then an-

nounced by your committee, which were as follows

:

1st. The spading to be done not less than ten inches deep.

2d. The work was to be spaded for spring or garden work.

3d. The time to be occupied for spading was to be not exceed-

ing one hour by each person.

The premiums to be awarded were then made known, and

were as follows

:

1st. For the best spading on the lots drawn 20 feet long and

10 wide. A prize of a silver cup or eight dollars in cash, at the

winner's option.

2d. For the second best. A Silver medal.

3d. For the third best. A diploma from the American Institute.
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The committee also announced at the time the spading com-

menced that the prizes were to be given to those who did their

work the best, within the hour, and not to those who performed

it in the shortest period of time, unless their work excelled the

others.

The spading commenced precisely at 12 o'clock, noon. The

weather was clear, with sunshine. Tlie air cool and bracing.

At tliis time probably a thousand persons had appeared on the

grounds to witness the performance, animated by the best of

feelings.

The spaders commenced working with great spirit, cheered on

by the spectators.

The grounds selected proved to be a loam mostly free from stone.

While the spading was going on a gage was held by Mr. Lock,

one of your committee, who constantly passed around from spader

to spader.

It was thus proved, by actual measurement, that the spading

of the competitors was fall ten inches deep.

Indeed it is but truth to say that most of the spading done was

eleven inches deep and more.

At the end of forty-seven minutes from the time of the com-

mencement, Mr. Griffiths had finished his spading on lot No. 1.

At the end of forty-nine minutes, Mr. Peacock declared his

work jfinished.

At the end of fifty-five minutes and a half, Mr. Mulley declared

his work comi^leted.

At the end of fifty-eight minutes, Mr. Henderson announced

his work was closed.

The spectators were highly gratified ; all seemed pleased, and

went away abundantly satisfied with the performance.

The committee minutely examined the ground spaded-

[Assembly, No. 149.] G
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The committee consisted of Mr. Lenar Haiglit, Mr. James Lock,

Messrs. David Banks, John A. Bunting, Abraliam Turnnre^

Alanson Nash, and P. B. Mead, of the American Institute, from

the city of New-York.

Dr. Underhill, president, and Mr. D. K. Sherwood, secretary

of the Society of Agriculture and Horticulture of Westchester

Co., Mr. W. H. Tibbets, Tyler Fountain, James G. Bergen, James

Knowlton, and Elihu Leach, of the American Institute, who had

charge of the ploughing match, were also present amongst the

spectators, and witnessed the performance of the spading.

The committee on the spading match, after holdidg a confer-

ence on the grounds, and discussing the merits and demerits of

each competitor, awarded the prizes in the following manner

:

First premium, a silver cup or eight dollars in cash, at his

option, to Archibald Henderson, work performed on lot No. 6 in

fifty-eight minutes.

Second premium, to Edward Griffiths a silver medal, work

performed on lot No. 1 in forty-seven minutes.

Third premium, to Joseph Mulley a diploma of the American

Institute, work performed on lot No. 5 in fifty-five ininutes and

a half.

The committee unanimously recommend that a Tolume of the

Transactions of the American Institute, for the year 1849, should

be given to Edward Peacock, who finished his work on lot

No. 4 in forty-nine minutes.

This recommendation was made in consideration that Mr.

Peacock had performed his work to the entire satisfaction of all

members of the committee. The difference between his work

and that of Mr. Mulley being small indeed.

The committee are happy to report to the Institute that they

found at Tarrytown, a numerous assembly of ladies and gentle-

men attending the Fair of the Society of Agriculture and Horti-

culture of Westcliester county, many of w^hom were drawn there

to witness the ploughing and spading matches. All seemed ani-
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mated with a right spirit towards Agriculture, Horticulture,

Manufactures and the Arts.

Many ladies came on the grounds to witaess the ploughing and

spading matches. They were welcomed by all, and treated with

the delicacy and deference due their sex. Their presence pro-

duced a happy influence upon all present.

Numerous gentlemen were in attendance from distant parts of

Westchester, Rockland, and other counties in this State; also,

from New Jersey, New-York City and from Connecticut. Noth-

ing occurred to mar the happy performances and exhibitions of

the day.

The committee feel proud to announce that no rude or immor-

al behavior, from any person, was seen upon the grounds.

Sobriety and temperance reigned supreme. All things were well

done and conducted with decency and in order.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

DAVID BANKS,
ABM. TURNURE,
JOHN A. BUNTING,

ALANSON NASH.

mw'York^ October 19^A, 1850.





HORTICULTURAL REPORT
or THE

Twenty-third Annual Fair of The American Institute.

Among the events of the past year which have impressed the

public mind for good, a prominent place may be given to the

Twenty-third Annual Fair of the American Institute. This, as

a whole, was pronounced by competent judges to be the best yet

held, and the receipts prove it to have been the most largely

attended. This affords evidence of that steady advancement

which I have remarked upon in former reports, and cannot fail

to be a matter of deep gratification to all who take an interest in

the progress of American industry and skill.

The Horticultural department, as usual, was well represented

by a most gratifying display of Agricultural Products, Fruits,

Vegetables, and Flowers. Among Agricultural ProductSjCorn and
Wheat were the articles chiefly remarkable for quantity and qual-

ity, samples from which were selected for exhibition at the Great

World's Fair in London. The display of corn was much larger

and finer than any that I have yet seen, and suffered no little

damage from pilferers. With the exception of an unusually fine

sample of Rye, the remaining Agricultural Products were much
the same as at our last Annual Fair, and require no further re-

mark.

In the articles of Flour and Meal there was a very spirited com-

petition, and a much larger number of exhibiters than at any

preceding Fair. Several samples had been prepared with great

labor and care expressly for competition, and were of unsurpass-
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able quality. I must here state that some dissatisfaction lias

been expressed at our mode of awarding premiums for flour, and

it seems to me, on reflection, with some show of justice. For

example, we offer a cup for the best barrel of flour. A single

barrel is prepared with unusual care, and repeatedly bolted,

making it too expensive to offer for sale in the market. I doubt

whether it would pay to sell it for less than $15 or $20 a barrel.

Now what the public want to know is, not how fine flour can b»

made by a series of expensive manipulations, but who sends the

best brand to market ; and the only way to ascertain this is to

offer a premium for the best barrel of flour, which shall be a fair

sample of that usually sent to market. I ought here to state, that

this subject has occupied the attention of the Board of Agricul-

ture, but we have not yet succeeded in meeting the difficulties

of the case. I think I can safely add, that in the course of an-

other year all cause of complaint will be entirely removed.

There was also an unusually large display of Farina and Prepared

Flour ^ the latter of which we had no means at the time of exam-

ining; but I have since had opportunity of having it tested, and

it was found to be a superior article, and well adapted to its

purpose.

Of Vegetables we had a very fine display ; in some particulars

even better than that of last year. Among the numerous sam-

ples of Potatoes, there were several lots of fine seedlings, one ex-

hibiter having presented some half dozen samples, nearly all of

which were of superior quality. The potato rot has had the ef-

fect of turning attention to the raising of seedlings, from which

some good results may be expected to follow. Of Cabbages, Beets,

Carrots, Turnips, Onions, Cc/ery, and other vegetables of the season,

the display was uncommonly good, and reflected much credit on

the exhibiters. The show of Cattle Roots was particularly fine.

Their importance is getting to be pretty well understood, and

their culture will increase with the spread of agricultural know-

ledge. I noticed this year a greater number of large exhibiters

than has been usual with us, which no doubt was owing in great

measure to a new feature in our premium list, presenting a larger

field for competition.
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Of what may be called Miscellaneous Articles^ tliere was almost

-an endless variety; to notice them here in detail, would take up

more space than could he spared to them : some were curious,

some pretty, and some by no means unimportant. For example,

beautiful specimens oi Galvanized Fruity vases of Wax Flowers, Flow-

er Slavds, Garden Syringes, Cliednuts without burs, Preserved Fruit,

Brandy Peaches, 5(7wccs, French Bur Pickles, Mustard, Maple Sugar,

JVative Wines, Bee-houses, Honey, &c., &c. The honey I had intended

to notice somewhat in detail, as well as a patent bee-house, and a

new method of feeding bees on artificial food ; but the notes which

I made for the purpose have been mislaid, and I deem it unsafe to

trust to my memory alone. I recollect, however, that tlie l^ee-

Jiouse struck me as being a most admirable contrivance, and seemed

every way to answer the purpose for which it was designed.

There were niches for glass jars and tumblers, wliich could be

readily removed when filled, and replaced by otliers. Tlie bees

could be driven from one part of the house to another ^t pleas-

ure, and in all particulars could be managed with the utmost

ease. Tlie honey made from this artificial food was of three dis-

tinct qualities, according to tlie com,position of the food ; and the

best was really a first-rate article.

The display of Fruit was not so large as tliat of last year, as a

whole. Tills is to be attributed to two distinct causes: first, the

failure of crops ; second, the meeting of the Congress of Fruit

Growers at Cincinnati diu'ing our Fair, whicli had the etfect of

drawing oif a number of our large exhibiters, particularly tliose

at the west. The crop of JVufivc Gropes was almost an entire fail-

ure, caused by severe gales of winds in the early part of the sea-

son and later, which broke the vines badly, and either tore off

the leaves, or lacerated them in such a wa}^ as to render them

unfit to perform their functions ; the grapes consequently either

ripening prematurely and imperfectly, or drying up and dropping-

off altogether, as was to have been expected. This fact, in mv
opinion, is a strong argument, if any were neetled, against the

foolish practice of pruning off the leaves of a vine in order to

ripen the grapes. Experience has convinced me that the loss of
grapes will be in proportion to the loss of leaves ; and this seems
to me perfectly natural. I have seen it tried time and again
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with precisely the same results. Notwithstanding these draw-

backs, we had some samples of native grapes of extraordinary

size and fine flavor. I ought here, in justice to Dr. Underhill

and others, to state that, under our new By-laws, no member of

a Premium Committee can receive an award. This explanation

will account for their names not appearing on the list of awards,

and save me from the charge of unfairness. Of Foreign Grapes,

the display was fully equal in some respects, and superior in oth-

ers, to the splendid show of last year
;
quite equal in quality and

size, and larger in quantity. The culture of foreign grapes un-

der glass is exciting more attention than ever before, and every

year increases the number of growers. This is all right and prop-

er and a source of gratification, at least to me; but still our

chief dependence for general consumption must be on our own

native grapes, of which we now have several choice varieties, and

I have no doubt that, by hybridizing and high culture, we can in

time produce some quite equal to the best foreign grapes now

grown.

Of Peaches, I have the pleasure of saying that we had a much

laro-er and finer display than has ever before been seen at any

Fair of the American Institute. This may be owing in part to

the number of late peaches which have recently been brought

into culture, which enables us to have this most luscious fruit in

perfection as late as the third week in October. These peaches

were not small, shriveled, and insipid specimens, but large,

plump, juicy, and luscious as one could desire. Of Jpples, Pears,

Quinces, and other fruits, the display was very creditable, though

not unusually large. I would here remark, that often large quan-

tities of superior fruit come in after the judges have been round,

and thus it sometimes happens that the best fruit does not get

the highest award, to which it would be entitled if it were sent

in at an earlier hour. In many cases this neglect is owing to

misapprehension, and is, therefore, the more to be regretted;

but in a few instances I have good reason to know that owners

of fruit have delayed sending in their specimens till they have

had an opportunity of seeing whether they could " beat every

body ;" they come in so late, however, tliat they generally get

what they deserve—just nothing.
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The Flowers next demand attention. The display of these

lovely objects was very large and truly magnificent. We have

never before had so many large exhibiters of flowers ; as evi-

dence of which I will mention that some three or four had on

exhibition during the whole four weeks of the Fair, OYeiJive hun-

dred Dalilia blooms, all of wliich were renewed at least three times

a week. The competition in Dahlias at our special exhibition

was very spirited, and, owing to the large number of competitors,

and the nearly equal merits of several of the stands, the judges

were sorely puzzled in rendering a decision. Improvements are

yearly being made in this elegant flower, and at every succeeding

exhibition new names and more beautiful forms greet the eye

;

and among these, on the present occasion, were several superb

American seedlings.

The show of Roses was exceedingly large and splendid. Of

this loveliest of flowers, there were several American seedlings

of great beauty, as respects both color and form. The special

exhibition brought out a large number of charming specimens,

which attracted a great deal of attention, particularly from the

ladies, among whom the rose is a special favorite ; and who loves

it not 1 I must next call attention to a very large and splendid

display of Bouquets, much the largest and finest that I have yet

seen. It is worthy of mention that several ladies were competi-

tors here, and they entered the field of competition with a spirit

that did them infinite credit. Some of them exhibited nearly

thirhj bouquets each ! I could have wished that all the ladies

had come off first best ; but, owing to a want of gallantry or

something else on the part of the judges, only one of them at-

tained this enviable distinction. The display of Ornamental Designs

was not equal to that of last year, though tliere were some of con-

siderable beauty. Some seem to think that a design is beautiful

in proportion to the number of flowers crowded upon it ; but it

seems to me that, even with fewer flowers, its beauty is greatly

enhanced when some idea is shadowed forth in its form and con-

ception. These things involve much labor and expense, and

few are willing to incur either for the small premium that we

feel able to give. Some, however, seem commendably ready to

constitute themselves judges of their own articles, particularly la
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the matter of ornamental designs. I must also notice several

very beautiful Baskets of Flowers, most tastefully arranged. It

seems to me tliat this is by far the most effective way of display-

ing tlowers, as it presents facilities for combining color and form

afforded by no other mode. In conclusion I must pass over a

number of pretty things with a bare mention if their names, such

as PassiJIoras, Aristolockias, Salvias, Pansies, &c., &.c.

I have tlius endeavored briefly to give some idea of the moro

important articles exliibited in the Horticultural Department.

To notice every tiling, would be impossible, and, even if po.ssi-

ble, would not be desirable. Tlie subject of agriculture, in its

widest sense, is one of great importance, and naturally suggests

many thoughts to the reflecting mind; indeed, I am not sure

that it is not the most important subject, in an economical point

t)f view, which can occupy the attention of mankind. It is tlie

most important, because all others are in a peculiar manner de-

pendent upon it. This is so self evident on reflection, tliat no

sane man will pretend to deny it. Is it not, then, a fit suliject

for study and experiment ? And yet how few of us have studied

it as it sliould be studied. It is a remarkable fact, that tilings

the most abstruse and recondite, the fartliest possible removed

from tlie real wants and necessities of mankind, have occupied

the deepest thoughts and most profound research of the best

talent the world has ever produced; while those things which

are nearest to us, by which we really "live, and move, and have

our being," and whicli so deeply concern our very existence,

have been comparatively neglected since the day when Adam
first " tilled the ground by the sweat of his brow." So prone

are wc to neglect vital interests for those which concern us re-

motely, if at all.

Eut a better state of things is beginning to dawn upon us ; and

for this wc are indebted in great measure to associations like the

American Institute. I had thought that the age of progress and

discovery began sometime since, but it w^ould seem that we are

now only on the threshold of it. What a scene do we behold

!

Discoveries the most startling are announced, which, if true,

will revolutionize the world, annihilate space, give us a univer-
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sal motive power, and light the world for almost less than nO"

thing ! The minds of men seem all at once inspired with cease-

less activity, and a scene is presented such as was never before

seen.

Let us hope that some good may come of all this. I am one

of the hopeful ones j and in tliis mood I perceive some reason to

hope that the present Legislature of New York will pass a bill

incorporating an Agricultural College ; but whether such a col-

lege as the wants of the country demand, remains to be seen.

I confess that I am not so hopeful on this point; but let us have

the best we can get. Among the thousands of dollars yearly

appropriated for educational purposes, something might well be

spared for the interests of agriculture, the study of which, in my
humble opinion, is quite as important as tliat of many brandies

of knowledge pursued at colleges and schools. Virgil complains

that while all the other arts and sciences are made the subjects

of regular study, that of agriculture is entirely neglected at

schools; and this complaint still remains a reproach to nearly

all educational institutions the world over. Of the several stu-

dies which now go to make up what is called a finished educa-

tion, some are entirely useless in after life, and others of doubt-

ful utility. For some one of these, the study of agriculture

might well be substituted. I mean agriculture in the widest

sense of the word, practically and scientifically, including at least

the collateral sciences of botany, geology, and chemistry.

But simply an Agricultural College will not answer tlie pur-

pose; we must also have with it an Experimental Farm. It will

by no means answer to study agriculture as we do the dead lan-

guages. A mere theory of agriculture will be useless for all prac-

tical purposes. To be of the least utility, agriculture must be

practiced as well as studied ; its votaries must be workers as well

as r(<idcrs. This has its peculiar advantages; advantages which

no other study presents; for while it invigorates the physical

powers, gives strength to the body, and makes man more manly,

it at the same time imparts elasticity, energy, and vivacity to the

mind, and thus the physical and intellectual powers are mutual-

ly developed, the one strengthened by the other. Tliis is very
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much nearer to a perfect education than any system now prac-

ticed; for though it can not be said to educate the moral pow-

ers directly, it will indirectly exercise a very powerful influence

over them.

But an Agricultural College, even with an experimental farm,

will be in danger of doing more harm than good if placed in the

hands of improper and incompetent persons. Thus it will be

seen that the subject is not without its difficulties ; but, by the

exercise ofan ordinary degree of foresight, discretion, and wisdom,

these will soon vanish. Men of the right kind can surely be

found to take charge of the various departments ; men both able

and willing to carry out in good faith, the great objects contem-

plated in founding such an institution. Such men we already

have among us.

An Agricultural College will unquestionably be a great public

good ; but shall we stop at a single institution of this kind 1 By

no means. I would have a grand system of Agricultural Colle-

ges and experimental farms 3 one in every State of the Union.

The peculiar advantages of such a system must be apparent to

all, without the necessity of going into detail, which my limited

space forbids. A grand series of experiments could thus be made

over a vast extent of territory and in a great variety of climate,

the results of which should be carefully noted. To make these

results available to the public, a periodical should be established

devoted exclusively to the interests of these colleges, and through

this medium a vast amount of useful and reliable information

could be spread over the length and breadth of our land. As a

matter of course, there would be lecturers and a series of lectures.

These lecturers, who should be practical men, might at intervals

visit different localities, and talk with (not declaim to) the farm-

ers and others, about those subjects relating to the interests ol

ao-riculture. Oral instruction imparted in this way will be found

to take root tnd yield fruit, Avhere knowledge communicated in

the usual manner will die in the seed leaf.

Again, the principal officers of these colleges should be consti-

tuted a grand central committee, at whose periodical meetings an

interchange of opinions and comparison of results might be made
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with mutual advantage. Still further, there should be attached

to each college a range of glazed houses for growing rare and

tender plants, which would be of the first importance to classes

in botany, and which would also subserve other important pur-

poses.

Lastly, there should be a grand system offairs, for every thing

should be grand here. These might be held either in some cen-

tral locality, or in each of the States successively. All the

colleges would be contributors to these fairs, and the emulation

of the students should be stimulated by suitable awards. These

fairs would attract thousands of visitors from all parts of the

country, who would cheerfully pay a fair price of admission.

The receipts no doubt would be large ; and the surplus remain-

ing after paying expenses might go to the support of the colleges.

I suppose that in this way they might very materially increase

the sphere of their usefulness, and give a healthy stimuluf to

this most important branch of productive industry. A system of

Agricultural Colleges like that here shadowed forth would form

the nucleus of so many botanic gardens, which form a striking

feature in the public policy of some European nations, but of

which this prosperous and enlightened nation can not boast even

an apology.

There are some who treat this whole subject with a sneer ; men

full of poohs! and pshaws! and curling lips. Poor, deluded

souls ! they have yet to learn that a sneer is a sorry sort of argu-

ment even among very stupid people. There are others who

admit all the importance of an Agricultural College, who yet

deem it useless to make any continued effort to obtain it, simply

because Legislators, (heaven save the mark!) being mostly occu-

pied with objects more nearly relating to their own personal in-

terests, either do not or will not perceive its utility. This, it

seems to me, would be a rather unsafe basis of action, (or rather

inaction,) in any important transaction of life. If these men are

really desirous of seeking the right path, should we not do what

we can to put them in the way of finding it ? If, on the contra-

ry, from blindness, stupidity, perverseness, or any other cause,

they prefer to grope their way in tlie dark, should we, for this

reason, withhold the light from them ? Certainly not. If a cer-
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tain set of men, possessing the requisite power, refuse, no matter

from what motive, all encouragement to one of the most vital

interests of the country, one, too, that is productive of the great-

est amount of independence, comfort, and happiness to the peo-

ple, shall we, therefore, be content to hold our peace and let the

subject die ? I, for one, will not. No ; let us keep it continu-

ally before the public mind ; let us throw all the light we can

on it ; and after prejudice shall have been somewhat smoothed

away, we shall doubtless obtain what we need and desire.

Why is it that many legislators so eagerly stretch forth their

hands to protect the interests of manufactures ? Is it not be-

cause they bring sudden riches 1 And why is it that the inter-

ests of agriculture receive so little encouragement from the same

hands 1 Is it not because it enriches but slowly 1 Dollars and

cents, then, are the measure of protection and encouragement.

Yefy well. Agriculture has claims eveii here. But are these

all 1 Are there not some other weighty things besides dollars

and cents 1 Are the happiness, contentment, and comfort of a

people of no account ? It would seem not. How long are we

to suffer the evil consequences of the short-sightedness of these

" blind leaders of the blind ?" Will these men never be made

to see that it is agriculture which furnishes them the means to

make dollars and cents, and this, too, notwithstanding their neg-

lect of it? How much more, then, if it received that encourage-

ment which it deserves ? Had nature been less bountiful, the

case had been far otherwise. I do not wish to be understood as

placing agriculture and manufactures on antagonistic ground;

not at all. But which makes the happiest people? Let the

history and experience of the world in all ages answer. Let us

look at the results in an exclusively manufacturing nation, or

nearly so. Here we have sudden and great riches, in one por-

tion of the people, but accompanied by luxury, pride, effemina-

cy, dissoluteness, degeneration, and other kindred evils ; while

in another portion we see want, poverty, moral and physical

decrepitude, crime, and a long list of evils which make the

heart sick to contemplate. This is wliat we see when the ele-

ment of agriculture is left out of the account ; and this, be it

remembered, is no fancy sketch. Agriculture, on the other
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hand, enriches but slowly, but its accompaniments are, plenty,

independence, ease, comfort, sobriety, liealth, contentment, hap-

piness, and many other real blessings, which no other pursuit

ever can afford in like degree.

Either leave both manufactures and agriculture to take care of

themselves, or extend to both the same kind and degree of en-

couragement. They are intimately related, and can be made to

work for each other in a w^ay that will promote the interests of

both, and consequently increase the prosperity of the country, as

well as lessen the evils just named. Let them move on, then,

hand in hand. To build up manufactures at the expense of agri-

culture is a suicidal policy, to say the least of it, and only worthy

of a dark and despotic age. Something will have to be done for

agriculture ere long by somebody ; a stern necessity will demand

it in a voice that will make itself heard. Our old lands are

wearing out fast by a wretched system of culture, and even the

virgin soil of the west will not last forever. Let this fact be

borne in mind.

And here I would ask why botany is not a very proper study

for young ladies ; and what should prevent them from acquiring

some knowledge of mineralogy and entomology at the same time ?

How many listless hours some young ladies might be spared if

they possessed only a slight knowledge of these delightful sciences-

How many things, which are now looked upon with little or no

interest, might be made instinct with gratification. Every school

house should have a garden spot attached to it, and an hour or

so each day allotted to its culture. Besides the mental and

physical advantages peculiar to itself, such a course would fit the

pupils to give their minds to their studies with renewed energies.

These things must be made a part of our common school educa-

tion, even if the dancing master has to be kicked out of doors

after the most approved manner of doing such honors, which, in

my humble opinion, the modern specimen ought to be under anj

circumstances. Nature is a much better teacher than he.

To be brief, we must, in addition to all this, use all our endeav-

ors to effect a wider diffusion of the taste for flowers. Every

house should have its garden spot, which should be tastefully
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laid out with the choicest kinds of flowering plants, dwarf fruits,

grape vines, and evergreens, and kept in the neatest order. A
good deal of experience and observation has convinced me that

neatness and order in a flower garden do much to produce a cor-

responding order of things through the whole household. In

addition to the flower garden, there should be a conservatory or

glazed piazza, stocked with the choicest winter-flowering plants
;

and when the conveniences for these do not exist, a few plants

should be kept in the parlor. Some may object to the time,

labor, dirt, &c., but these, I can state from experience, are mostly

imaginary, and are greatly overbalanced by the benefits and

pleasure derived from the culture of these beautiful gems.

Most people take pride in making their homes look elegant and

showy, and many, for this purpose, spend enormous sums for

tapestry, damasks, tinsel, and a great variety of gewgaws in

wretched bad taste. A part of the money thus spent, judiciously

laid out in the purchase of choice flowers,- would give greater

evidence of refinement and taste, and render their liomes every

way more elegant, neat, and attractive. This state of things I

have been laboring for years past to bring about, and the great

success I have met with not only encourages me to go on, but

gives me reason to believe that the day will come when the

presence and love of these charming objects will make " home"

so attractive and lovely that its inmates, instead of roaming

abroad to seek pleasure and amusement, will find their cliief

delight within the precincts of the domestic circle.

In conclusion, I will add my best wishes for the continued

prosperity of the American Institute, and the important interests

intrusted to its protection and care.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

PETER B. MEAD,

Chairman of Horticultural Committee.
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FAT CATTLE.

To THE Committee on Agriculture :

Gentlemen^—Asoneof your judges on fat cattle at the late exhi-

bition, allow me to say, that I had the pleasure of passing judg-

ment on the fat ox (steer) exhibited by Mr. Thomas Bell, at the

last State Fair held at Albany, coupled with another (since dead)

which had been fattened with him. I feel called upon to say

that I considered the one last mentioned as one of the iinest ani-

mals, in every sense of the word, that ever came under my no-

tice. He was raised by the Hon. Henry Clay, of Kentucky, and

fattened by James S. Wadsworth, Esq., Geneseo, Livingston co.,

N. York. The ox was about three parts Durham, and one of

southern native, roan color, weight 2,247 pounds, at the State

Fair. His points were all full ; back and hips very broad, almost

a straight line from the tail to the tip of the horns, wliich were

also straight and small, legs short and small, and to the eye of

the butcher, he was almost perfection. I understand Mr. Bell

purchased the pair of Mr. Wadsworth for the purpose of still fur-

ther feeding and exhibiting them at the Fair of the American Insti-

tute. Unfortunately, one of them (alluded to above) sickened

and died about three weeks before that exhibition ; which I con-

sider not only a severe loss to Mr. Bell, but a great disappoint-

ment to those who take an interest in fine cattle. Nearly 700

pounds of fat was taken from the body, showing that he was an

extraordinary animal. His mate was examined by many good

judges, butchers and drovers, at the Fair of the Institute, and

pronounced by them, taking every point into consideration, the

best they ever saw, and they could hardly believe the one that

died was his superior. He had the advantage, however, across

the shoulders and rump, was rather fatter, and we gave him the

first premium, and his mate the second, at the State Fair.

I will here add a few remarks on fat cattle, which, to some

extent, may prove beneficial to the farmer, breeder, feeder, and

butcher. Animals that are close made, active, full in all the

points, rather small head and neck, broad shoulders, hips and

rump, and not a large fat brisket, are always to be preferred.

To the farmer, when he is thin, he is a worker and an easy keep-

[Assembly, No. 149.] H
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cr. For the breeder, he is a ready sale, at high prices. For the

feeder, he fats easy, weighs heavy, sells quicker, and commands

a better price. And to the butcher, he affords more prime parts,

the grain of the meat is finer, cuts richly marbled, smaller bone,

and, best of all, aifords plenty of inside kidney and rough

fat. Such an animal will fatten on about iialf the feed that it

will take to keep an open coarse made one ; and when the coarse

animal is fattened, he is objectionable on account of the quantity

of coarse meat and bone, compared with his prime parts, and ne-

ver brings so good a price. In the few examinations I have had

the pleasure to attend, my attention has been drawn to the kind

of breed that will bring this sort of cattle. Generally it has

been about half Durham with good large natives of the place

where fattened. They appear to have done better, as it were,

on their own barn yards, tlian they would have done liad they

been strangers.

I do not know that the following questions are important, but

they frequently arise in conversation and otherwise. As a dif-

ference of understanding prevails, it might be well to have them

definitely settled, viz: At what age shall a steer be called an

ox ? A heifer, a cow 1 And at what age shall a calf cease to be

called a calf 7 There may be some settled point on these sub-

jects, but I have never yet come across it.

My own impression is that a steer ceases to be a steer after he

passes the age of four years ; because he is then fully developed,

and generally yoked and worked before that time, which soon

gives him the ox appearances. And a heifer, after she has had

a calf, ceases to be a iieifer, and becomes a cow, unless she has

been sj^ayed, or on arriving at the age of six years and upwards,

proves barren ; she is then called a free-martin, or barren cow.

The calf, when it passes one year, should, I think, be called a

yearling steer or heifer. Some are of opinion that it should

cease to be called a calf when it ceases to suckle ; but that pe-

riod is various ; I have known calves to suckle 21 months.

Allow me to suggest to the Institute the propriety of offering

annually a premium on fat calves, say from four to ten weeks

old ; at that season they would find ready purchasers on the
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ground at good prices. And also some additional premiums on

fat cattle and sheep ; say for the best fat steer from three to four

years old, and from two to three years old. Then for the best

fat wethers and ewes of various breeds, and also for the second

best. If the premiums were small, the exhibitors would be bet-

ter satisfied, and it would produce a larger show.

Yours, respectfully,

THOS. F. DEVOE, Butcher,

8 Jefferson Market.

Kew-York^ Oct. 18, 1850.

Ox\ DPvIVING CATTLE.

It was perceived at an early period in the history of the West,

that Illinois furnished facilities for raising cattle superior to

almost any other region in the States. And it is now coming to

be realized that no inconsiderable portion of tlie neat cattle

required for the markets on the sea board from Georgia to Maine,

come from that State; the prairies and bottom lands of which,

furnish exhaustless stores of feed ; and it is said cattle fatten

through most of the winter, on the pea-vine, buffalo-grass, wild

oats, rushes, &c.

Stock cattle from Illinois have been driven into Lancaster,

Chester, and York counties, Pennsylvania, for about 17 years,

where they were fatted for the Philadelphia, New-York, and

Boston markets. Ohio and Indiana furnished these markets at

an earlier period. It is about ten years only, since the first fat

cattle w^ere driven from Illinois direct to the markets on the sea

board. Now that State furnislies from 15,000 to 20,000 head of

iat cattle per annum, direct to the markets from Baltimore to

Boston.

Experienced drovers inform us, that droves of cattle should

never exceed 120 or 130 in number, and each drove requires the

constant attention of three men on the road. Unless compelled,

they should never be driven over eight miles per day, and it is
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of the utmost importance that they be fed twice in each 24 hours

while on the road. Droves from Illinois to Boston, which have

been three and a half months on the road, arrived without the

least deterioration.

In preparing for departure with a drove of cattle, one of the

most gentle and least valuable of them is selected as a leader, and

this animal is led through the whole route by a rope attached to his

horns. The leader at the start, is put at the slowest possible

gait, and kept at that during the progress of the journey. It is

remarkable with what facility the whole drove will take the gait

of the leader and continue it. Each man is furnished with a

whip, which he snaps, but seldom, if ever strikes an animal.

Droves which are started in Illinois from the first to the fif-

teenth of May, can depend on grass during the whole journey j

but it is not to be depended on if started at a later period.

The cost of driving cattle from Illinois to Massachusetts on

grass, averages $9 i^er head ; and to Philadelphia and New-York

$7. If they are kept on feed it will cost from $12 to $20. Dro-

vers have not as yet adopted the services of the dog, but the

prevailing opinion among them is, that it may be done with very

decided advantage. Cattle whicli are worth from $30 to $45 per

head in Illinois, bring on an average about $70 in the Atlantic

markets. In Boston they are sold at so much per 100 wt.

weighed alive, deducting such per centage as may be agreed on.

In New-York they are sold on the leg by bargain. In Philadel-

phia both ways. In Baltimore they weigh and sink one half.

Cattle very seldom get sick on the road. Sometimes they become

lame from travel on bad roads, but by careful shoeing and slight

indulgence they soon recover.

There is still in Illinois a remnant of the old French stock,

but they bear no comparison to the improved breeds which are

rapidly being introduced. The short horns and Devons are

becoming very numerous. At pressent cattle from Missouri and

other portions of the south and west rendezvous in Illinois, where

they are fatted for the eastern markets.
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We have stated the cost of driving from Illinois to Massachu-

setts, at $9, and to Philadelphia and New-York at |7. But this

must be considered as being under the most favorable circum-

stances of grass, good roads and pleasant weather. The average

cost of driving may be fairly estimated at $16 per head ; in addi-

tion to which there may be calculated an average loss or shrink-

age equal to twelve pounds per head.

It is now conceded that the transportation of cattle by water
or on railroads, is both cheapest and best, provided suitable ar-

rangements on the railroads are made for that purpose. The
result of the present arrangement is a cramping of the muscles of

the animals, and consequently a deterioration. An experienced

drover informed us that a drove of 110 under his care were kept

on the cars fifty-two hours ; the drove suffered a deterioration of

$1,000 in value. In this case, however there was a collision of

two trains, which to a large extent may account for the loss, as

two of the animals were killed by the violence of the shock.

In the summer of 1850, there were two droves started from Il-

linois. One travelled the whole distance on foot, excepting 300

miles on railroad. They were 78 days on the road, and kept on dry

feed. The cost of their transportation averaged fifteen and a half

dollars per head, and they diminished in weight from 70 to 75

pounds each. The other drove, consisting of 100 head, came via

Chicago by water to Buffalo, thence by railroad to Albany, and

down the Hudson to New-York on barges. Tlie time consumed

in transportation was eight days, and they came in without dete-

rioration at a cost of thirteen dollars per head.

A. CHANDLER.

WINE FROM THE CATAWBA GRAPE.

Mr. L. Rehfuss, of Cincinnati, presented two samples of wine

of the vintage of 1848, manufactured by himself. The Catawba,

it is believed, in that year came to its most perfect maturity.

The grapes from which specimen No. 1. was made, had laid

tvro m':>uths on stra^x'. with a vi?w ot enrich i:!g tlieir saccliarine

%
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matter ; the grapes were then run through a pair of wooden cyl-

inders to crack the berries, and the liquid or must that run off

showed a specific gravity of 1,102, or 102 grades on the wine-

must scale. The wine fermented on the hulls about twenty-four

hours, which gave it its reddish color. The clear must was then

run off from the hulls and fermented in closed barrels, not entire-

ly filled, by running a tin tube through an air-tight set bung, one

end of the tube being six or eight inches from the fermenting

must, and the other end terminating in a vessel of water, through

which the carbonic gas escapes. Wine prepared in this way in

Germany is called Straw wine, and is highly prized.

Specimen No. 2. The grapes were run through the grape-mill,

immediately after cutting, and the first run of must separated

from the pressings in order to obtain a wine free from astringency.

The fermentation was carried on in closed vessels. The must

showed a specific gravity of 1 ,095, or 95 grades on the must scale

;

and after fermentation a specific gravity of0,992. Wine No. 2. was

more palatable than No/ 1 , in consequence of not having ferment-

ed on the hulls ; but No. 1 . requires two more years to bring its

full boquet out. No sugar or brandy was added to either speci-

men. We annex the report of the judges

:

A. C.

Castle Garden, October 23, 1850.

The committee on wine have examined the samples of the

vintage of 1848, made by Mr. L. Rehfuss, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

from the Catawba grape, and have found it wine of good quality,

and with suitable age and full maturity promises to be of very

fine quality.

CHARLES H. HALL,
EDWARD BOKER,
WILLIAM NIBLO,

GILBERT DAVIS,

Committee.
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HORTICULTURE IN SAN FRANCISCO.

The following letters were duly received at the American In-

stitute during its 23d annual Fair. We regret to say that the

vegetables alluded to have not been received. At this time,

when there is a very general inquiry relative to the productive-

ness of the soil in this new and highly interesting portion of

the Union, it seems proper that any reliable information on that

subject should be placed before the public:

A. C.

San Francisco, California, Aug. 31, 1850.

Secretary of the American Institute:

My Dear Sir—I enclose a letter from H. Toler, Esq., one of

our citizens, whose garden, during the season, has been an object

of great attraction, being in the heart of the town and on one of

the most public streets.

The box, alluded to by Mr. Toler, was forwarded this day per

steamer Oregon for Panama, which we hope will reach you in

time for the approaching exhibition ; it is directed to the Ameri-

can Institute, city of New-York. "We do not expect the sample

of turnips sent will rival all others, but serve to show, that even

in San Francisco, where those who have never seen it, imagine

nothing can grow, or scarce exist, vegetables can flourish, and
without irrigation.

I am, respectfully, yours,

C. L. ROSS.

San Francisco, California, Aug. 31, 1850.

To C. L. Ross, Esq. :

My Dear Sir—I cheerfully adopt the suggestion contained in

your note just received, and send you some of the turnips grown

in my vegetable garden, in the heart of this city, that they may
be presented to the American Institute at their approaching ex-

hibition, as a small specimen of the luxuriant growth of the soil

of California.

It is to be regretted so much time has elapsed since these tur-

nips came to maturity that they have become corky, and hence,
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althougli one of them is two feet nine inches in circumference,

it now weighs only eight pounds, whereas it would probably

have weighed in its vigor sixteen or seventeen pounds. Nearly

three months ago, I furnished Mr. W. H. Parker, the excellent

caterer and proprietor of the fashionable hotel, St. Francis, a

turnip that was three feet in circumference and weighed eighteen

pounds, to be served up whole in the ladies ordinary ; and sub-

sequently, I supplied the keepers of the restaurant in Kearney

street, with two turnips that weighed twenty pounds each.

It may be satisfactory to state, that the seed was brought di-

rectly from England, and was represented to me to be of the

white, flat, Dutch sort. The turnips were grown without irriga-

tion, and without being moistened by rain, as the seed germina-

ted at the close of the rainy season.

I have lately been told by Gen. Vallejo, that he has heretofore

seen many such specimens of the turnip family. I cannot, there-

fore, claim any merit for producing these in my garden, which

is composed throughout of a black, fertile soil, of a depth of two

feet. The wonderful fruitfulness of the soil in California, needs

nothing from me to enlarge the interest already so generally

taken in horticultural pursuits in this State. It is rapidly ex-

tending from one end of the country to the other*.

I am, respectfully, your ob't. serv't.,

H. TOLER.

POTATO ROT.

Mr. A. 0. Houghton, of Rahway, N. J., with whom we have

been acquainted several years, assures us that he has preserved

his crop of potatoes, or a large portion of them, for five years

past, by the following process : As soon as the appearance of

disease presents itself in the top, he immediately pulls the tops

of the entire field and leaves them upon the surface, pressing

down the tubers that may show themselves with tlie foot. On

digging his potatoes at the proper time, he has uniformly found

them sound, and they have kept as well as the crops offormer years.
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It is a remarkable fact, which he noticed each year, that in

going over the field in the process of pulling, there would occa-

sionally be a hill missed and the top left standing. It was

uniformly found, when the time of digging came, that where the

tops were thus left there were no potatoes found.

A. C.

STRAWBERRIES AND OTHER SMALL FRUITS.

Mr. JohnH. Brinckerhoff presented at the rooms of the Institute

in June last, a basket of strawberries containing about two quarts,

which were raised by him at Hackensack, N. Jersey. They were

of the variety called Scotch Runners, measuring on the average

four inches in circumference, of excellent flavor, selected from

a field of less than one and a half acres. Mr. B. informed us

that he commenced picking on the 21st of June and discontinued

on the 7th of July, picking the field every other day ; each pick-

ing yielded from 1,000 to 1,900 baskets, of three gills each. The

cost of picking was one cent per basket.

Assuming the crop of Mr. Brinckerhoff to average 1,500 basket*

at each picking, which, repeated eight times, gives us 12,000

baskets. Now if the crop would average berries one-half the

size of the specimen presented at the Institute, in baskets of the

size described, they would nett 10 cents per basket, or $1,200 for

the whole crop. Putting them at the lowest market price, say 4

cents per basket, the crop would produce $480.

The cultivation of the small fruits in the vicinity of our cities

has always proved a profitable employment of the land, particu-

larly where attention has been paid to a selection of the best

varieties, and their careful cultivation. The product of an acre,

in many instances which have come to our knowledge, has been

truly astonishing. Tliere is an endless demand for these fruits

in our markets, and the clioice varieties, which are as easily cul-

tivated ai tliose of an inferior sort, always command large prices.

A few acres devoted to the cultivation of the small fruits, is an

occupation wortliy of attention. Good judgment must be exer-

cised in tJie selection, coupled with t}]e rennisiie intell'gf^nce ia
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regard to their culture. Getting these products to market in

good order is of great importance, and it is really cheaper to

bring them in good order than otherwise. The quantity named

by Mr. Brinckerhoff, three gills, is as much as should be kept

together, either of strawberries, raspberries, or blackberries ; and

baskets containing this quantity is preferable to any other method

of preparing them for market ; the fruit can thus be kept cooler,

and there is less liability to ferment.

The diseases which make their appearance annually in our

cities dui'ing the season of fruits, such as cholera-morbus and

other bowel complaints, are generally attributed to unripe fruits,

particularly among children. But I apprehend they may, with

greater propriety, be attributed to small fruits in a state of fer-

mentation, than to any other cause. The quantity in this condi-

tion which is found in our markets, is by no means small, and

much of it undoubtedly finds purchasers.

Of the small fruits worthy the attention of cultivators, we

would name strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,

gooseberries, cherries and cranberries. The latter, it is well

known, is capable of cultivation upon upland, producing crops

of from 3 to 500 bushels per acre, vastly improved in quality.

A. CHANDLER.

PAPER FROM THE BARK OF THE MULBERRY.

Northampton, Mass., July 30, 1850.

Secretary of the Amencan Institute :

Dear Sir—It is now some ten or twelve years since the culture

of silk attracted the attention of the public. The American In-

stitute put forth its energies to promote a cause which must ul-

timately succeed in the United States. What has been done by

other nations can be effected here, particularly when a more

dense population will inevitably call into requisition every agri-

cultural appliance. The energy and enterprize of oui- country-

men, engaged in mechanical and scientific pui'suits, have pro-

(h^ced results of the most gigantic character in magnitude and
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importance, although they have, as it were, butjust entered the field

of improvement and invention. There is much yet to claim

their attention.

Many years since I suggested to the Institute, through our

departed friend, the late T. B. Wakeman, Esq., that the bark of

the mulberry might be applied to valuable purposes, if means

could be devised to separate the bark from the annual growth of

the wood, by some dissolvent or mechanical means. It was hoped

that the process of manufacturing hemp in the west, which

seemed to be rapidly developing itself, might aid us in this par-

ticular. But no one has appeared to embark in the enterprise,

with zeal calculated to ensure success. It is true some experi-

ments were made by members of the New-England Silk Conven-

tion, so called, but with no desirable success, and thus the busi-

ness has rested to the present time.

Last autumn I headed down my Canton mulberries, and cov-

ered them with earth in the field. They were opened this

spring and peeled as readily as when deposited. I had saved

them, in hopes of having them tried by a new flax and hemp
company in this town, which has not yet gone into operation.

Therefore I caused the bark to be stripped from the stalks by
hand, and have saved a considerable quantity of it, specimens

of which I forward to you. Now, how to separate the outside

cuticle from the bark is a question undecided j whether to be

dried and pounded, or to be rotted as flax and thus prepured for

spinning and the loom, remains to be determined.

It was my desire that samples of bark silk, fit for the loom,

might be seen by you at the fair in October. But my health and

age does not warrant that gratification, being now in my 85th

year, I do not expect the pleasure of ever visiting New-York
again.

I have on hand a beautiful nursery of Canton mulberry, some
of which are now six feet high from the ground, grown this season

with the most exuberant foliage. These I hope may be cut and
stripped of the bark the coming autumn, say in September or Oc-

tober, for experiments. The use of the bark will never interfere

with using ^""le foliage for feeding worms, as thev wonM finish
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their woik before the time came for peeling the bark, and the

nursery requires to be headed down to the ground every season

to promote and multiply the stalks of the next year. Some of

my hills, of this year's growth, would now yield a pound of bark

silk. These were imported from Canton in 1834, through an

American missionary from this country, and are probably the first

genuine seeds ever received from the Celestial Empire, I have

kept this nursery in existence to this time. I have also a cocoon-

ery of 100 by 20 feet, with convenient fixtures and ample accom-

modation, including ventilating cradles, plenty offoliage, and eggs

for gratuitous use, but no offers to occupy. I had procured

nearly 100 ounces of eggs for distribution to encourage the pur-

suit, but no application for these gratuities. The trees have been

mostly destroyed, consequently eggs are not wanted. I had

hoped that some enterprising person might be found to carry out

my plan, both of feeding and making bark silk, using up the odds

and ends of the mulberry patch annually. I do not yet despair

of the silk business becoming a great source of national wealth

and private emolument, as it now is to China, France and Italy.

But when ? Who can tell 1

The Rev. Eli Smith, missionary to Syria, married in this town

a lady, once engaged in cultivating the mulberry tree. They

took out roots and cuttings which were planted, and are now

growing luxuriantly, as per advice from Beyroot. They were set

out for ornament and shade ; they have grown wonderfully, de-

velope a large and beautiful leaf, superior to any before seeu at

Beyroot or Constantinople, and attract the admiration of all who

see them. I should be glad to hear whether the Canton or Mul-

ticaulis will be used there for making silk, but may not live to

be informed.

Canton seed has been planted within the city of Mexico during

the late war, carried there by a young man who cultivated the

mulberry here.

In China or the East Indies, rags are not used to make paper,

but some other vegetable fibre ; the same also in the Sandwich

Islands. Paper has been made in this town of mulberry foliage,

and used for printing on. Mr. Wakeman, to whom I sent a
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specimen, wrote me that it was superior to any made of rags, as

it never clogged the steel pen. I enclose you a small sample of

which I had several reams made in 1834. In the manufacture

of which, some of the bark, such as now sent you, was used, and

the specks are caused by the cuticle which I refer to as desirable

to have separated.

Respectfully yours,

D. STEBBINS.

ORIGIN OF THE DURHAM CATTLE.

Extracts from a treatise on the short horned or Durham race

of cattle, written by Mon. G. Lefebre, St. Marie, Inspector Gen-

eral of Agriculture. Published at the National Press, by order

of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, Paris, 1849.

This is one of the volumes presented by Alexandre Vattemare

to the American Institute. Translated, July, 1850, by Henry

Meigs, Secretary of the Farmers' Club.

" One cannot obtain in England a passable bull for less than

1,200 to 1,500 francs, or a good bull for less than 2,000 to 2,500

francs, a first rate one for 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10,000 francs,"—$2,000.

In the 17th century the family of the Aislabies, proprietors of

Studley Park, raised on that domain highly prized short horned

cattle. The ancestors of Sir Edward Blackett, who inherited

Newby Hall, also possessed celebrated cows. In 1640, Sir Hugh

Smithson, lieir of the title of the Duke of Northumberland, had

formed at Stanwix (his residence) a herd of cattle whose repu-

tation was spread far and wide. Such was the strong taste of

this nobleman for cattle that, in the House of Lords, he was

often styled, " The Fatter of Yorkshire^

In the county of Durham many breeders make the ameliora-

tion and superiority of the short horned race to date back more

than four hundred years. Before 1740, the period when the

Dutch importations for Sir William St. Quintin, Sir James

Pennyman and others took place, Messrs. Milbank, Mason and

•
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Sharter had for a long time bred highly esteemed cattle, whose

stock was authentically the ancient Teeswater race. These facts

render very doubtful the statements of any improvement made

by the Holland crossings.

The mother of Hubback was of the pure short horned race.

She had a medium size—her body reaching near the ground,

great softness of hair, and a good milker, keeping in a remarka-

bly good condition, notwithstanding she had no pasture, except

such as was found on the public highway. Being coupled with

the bull Snowden she produced Hubback. Her owner soon

afterwards sold her and her calf Hubback in the Darlington

market. The purchaser sold the calf to a blacksmith, and he

gave it as a wedding present to his daughter, who lived in the

village of Hornby near Kirkleavington.

Hubback was put to pasture on the commons of the village,

where he was remarked by Messrs. Eobert Colling & Waistell,

who bought him. But it seems they did not know his real value,

for not long afterwards they sold him to Cliarles Colling for 21

1

francs and j%%, $42 . 34. About that time Charles went to Dishly,

to pass a week with Mr. Bakewell, who was the first person who
appreciated Hubback's worth, for he obstinately refused, at any

price, to let him leap any but his own cows. Hubback always

kept fat with very little nourishment ; his touch was particularly

mellow ; his winter coat thick and perfectly silky, and he shed

it very late in the spring; his eye was very brilliant, but very

mild; his horns smooth and of a butter yellow color; his char-

acter, peaceable.

The importations into the United States of America of the

short horns, have been numerous. They went there as early,

at least, as 1783. We will hereafter give a brief account of those

importations and the results obtained there, both as to the pure

blood and as to the crosses with native stock.

1783. Some short horns were imported into Virginia. The

experiment there produced a couple of races, one of which has

been devoted to milk and the other to beef.

1791. Mr. Heaton, an old butcher, emigrated from England to
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New-York and took with him many cattle from the herd of Geo.

CuUey, of Northumberland,

1796. Heaton imported a male and female, put them on his

farm in Westchester, New-York. At his death his herd was

sold and dispersed ; but the cross they produced is still perfectly

traced in the cattle of that couilty.

1797. Mr. Patton, of Kentucky, purchased a bull and a cow

proceeding from the Virginia importation of 1783, and of the

milker race. The mixed race, obtained by crossings has shown

itself altogether superior to the native stock, both in relation to

the milk and the beef, for it has not been rare for the cows to

give thirty quarts of milk per day.

1803. The Kentucky and Virginia breeders continued to make

purchases ; and out of gratitude to Mr. Patton for the introduc-

tion of them, they called these cattle the Patton race.

1815. Mr. Cox imported from England, into the county of

Eensselaer,New-York,a bull and two heifers who had high repu-

tation as milkers. At the death of Mr. Cox, his herd was

purchased by Mr. Bullock, of Bethlehem, Albany.
«

1817. Mr. Landers imported into Kentucky six cows of the

pure blood and excellent milkers.

1818. Mr. Coolidge, a merchant of Boston, imported the bull

Ccelebs and heifer Flora, from the herd of Mr. Mason, of Chilton.

In 1820 Mr. Coolidge sold them to Colonel Jaques, of Charles-

town. Flora gave 31^ quarts per day, and produced fourteen

calves. CoBlebs is grand, compact, body near the ground, weigh-

ed when in midling condition 2,174 pounds. The cows proceed-

ing from this stock, pnve or mixed, give very rich cream, so

much so that Mr. Jaques calls them cream pots. Their forms are

of perfect symmetry.

In 1818, same year, Mr. Faulkner, of North Allerton, and Mr.

Wetherell, of Darlington, imported into Brighton and North-

borough, Massachusetts, two pure blood bulls, whose descendants

have every where been distinguished as j&ne milkers.
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CULTIVATION OF CORN, AND GARDEN VEGETABLES.

To the Board of Managers of the twenty-third Annual Fair of the

American Institute

:

Gentlemen—In compliance with your request, I hand you a

statement of the treatment pursued by me in the cultivation of

corn, and other agricultural products.

Indian Corn.

The several varieties exhibited at the recent fair, were grown

on clay loam, and manui-ed in the hill with guano and charcoal,

in the proportion of one part of the former to four of the latter,

and the bulk of six table spoonsfull applied, which is covered

with from one to two inches of soil before planting. The seed

is dropped about six inches apart, at right angles forming a

square with an additional seed in the centre, which in case all

germinate, is removed, never allowing more than four plants to

stand in one hill, and ifthree only come up, do not replant. The

furrows are deeply drawn, four feet apart. By allowing this

space, a good crop of pumpkins, tli e seed of which planted with

the corn in every otheij hill, in every other row, is also obtained.

The seed of both is soaked from twelve to twenty liom-s in a

solution of glauber salts, at the rate of one pound to one gallon

of water, and rolled in plaster.

I prefer early planting, but never venture planting in the seed

before the first of May. The past season, in consequence of the

unsettled state of the weather, it was delayed until the tenth.

I cross plough and hoe three times. At the second hoeing dis-

tribute a handful of unleached wood ashes round each hill, and

if the season should be wet an additional quantity may be ad-

vantageously used. At the second hoeing the ground is left

level. At the third a moderate hill is formed so graduated that

the elevation is only slightly perceptible.

The stimulating effect of guano on this plant is distinctly

visible causing it to sprout earlier and advance more rapidly
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than when treated with any other description of manure used by

me, but even when combined with charcoal, for the purpose of

retaining all the ammonia with the view ofproducing greater effect,

it is nevertheless n.)t desirable to depend solely upon it for support-

ing this rank growing plant until maturity . Hence the employment

of ashes which of itself, especially in clay soil, is an excellent

fertilizer for this crop.

It is my custom as soon .as the corn is glazed, to top the plants

at the first joint above the ears, and strip off all the leaves

below them, which when cured at this stage, I- am of opinion

they contain as much nutriment as the entire stalk at the period

it is usually cut when topping is not practiced.

The husking is performed on the field, and the cows turned in

to eat the husks, thus leaving nothing but the naked stalk, which

as soon as the active farming operations are over, are cut down
by separating them at every joint, covering the field with what

I consider a tolerable coating of manure, thus returning to th6

soil a portion it had produced, and if answering no other pur-

pose than that of assisting to keep the ground loose, is, in my
opinion, the best disposition that can be made of this, the coarsest

and least valuable of this important plant.* If the ground will

permit, they are immedately plowed in, and if allowed to re-

main on the surface until spring, they offer no obstacle to suc-

ceeding cultivation.

On ground intended to be replanted with corn, I do not think

the utility of this course can be denied. Pursuing this plan in

connection with the other mode of treatment mentioned, I, have

three years in succession grown corn in the same locality with

invariable good results.

Several varieties having been grown on the same field, it is to

be regretted that their respective yield was not as definitely

ascertained as now wished. The entire crop, however, was

good.

Of the white flint varieties, I prefer that known as the Long

Island or Douglass ; of the yellow, the golden^ Sioux, for which

•When the quantity is very large, a cutting machine might be employed to ad-

vantage.

[Assembly, No. 149.J I
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the premium for the best yellow corn you deemed proper to

award. As regards quality, perhaps the best I can say of it is,

that all I could spare was purchased by seedsmen at six shillings

per bushel of ears, the varieties taken indiscriminately.

Cattle Roots.

Last season I made the following trial by manuring ground

intended for mangold-wurtzel, sugar-beets, and several varieties

of carrots, a quantity of which I raised the previous year, for

fodder, and when feeding, collected the manure—both solid and

liquid—made from each species of root separately, which in

spring was applied to the respective plants with beneficial re-

sults.

Ground for carrots especially, should be deeply worked and

thoroughly pulverized, and I have observed they thrive best in

damp situations.

The turnip-rooted cabbage—above ground variety—exhibited

in connection with the beets and carrots, were grown on clay-

loam highly manured; in the absence of a liberal supply of

manure, their cultivation had better be omitted. They should

be kept free from weeds by frequent hoeing, leaving the root ex-

posed.

For fodder, they are more valuable than turnips, and in the

early stage of their growth are also used for culinary purposes,

but as far as my observations extend^ are not extensively culti-

vated.

Potatoes.

Of the nine varieties, (chiefly from European seed) which I

this year grew, specimens of which were to be seen at your last

exhibition, were harvested in sound condition, excepting tlie

Mercers and Western-red, a portion of which were rotten, all

were planted at about the same time, on the same locality, and
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received similar treatment. The soil was loamy and had been

highly manured the previous year for a variety of tap-rooted ve-

getables ; no additional manui'e was used, excepting a moderate

top-dressing of wood ashes. Subsequent to planting, next year,

I purpose growing chiefly the foreign seed this year acclimated.

While speaking of this, valuable product, it may not be out of

place to mention that for the last two years I have succeeded in

raising two crops of early Sovereign potatoes, and one-third of a

crop of Red-top turneps from the same ground during one season

by the following method of planting : As early in spring as the

condition of the ground will permit ; the first planting is made

in drills three feet apart ; from the first to the tenth of June, ac-

cording to the forwardness of the first, I put in the second be-

tween the rows, opposite the centre of the space between the first

planting. About two weeks elapses before they appear above

ground, and a fortnight more before attaining any important size,

which brings them into the early part of July, at which time the

first crop is ready to be taken off, leaving the entire space for the

second. Toward the latter part of August we find between the

rows of potatoes room to drill in turnep seed, which, before re-

quiring more space, the second crop of potatoes is at matmity,

which wlien taken off leaves the entire ground for the turneps.

By this mode of planting about four weeks is saved for the second

crop, to which the success of the experiment may be attributed.

Notwithstanding there are several varieties of potatoes which

are a few days earlier, I still prefer the Sovereign. With me
they have kept as well through winter as the later kinds, and

have never been afiected with the rot.

Garden Products.

The basis of successful cultivation being dependent on the con-

dition of the soil, which, especially with land that has been

worked for a long period of years, is attributable to a system of

manuring as well as the quantity of manure applied. It is of

the first importance that a judicious preparation of the soil should

be adopted, and as every tiller of the ground who is desirous, with
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the view of advancement, of tracing effects to causes, has some

practical method, I beg leave to offer the plan pursued by me
in preparing ground devoted to the cultivation of garden pro-

ducts.

As soon as the ground is cleared in autumn, I spread over it

barn-yard manure, selecting that which is well rotted and free as

possible from seeds, incorporating it with the soil by deep spad-

ing. In spring it is again broken up, and a coating of wood ashes

and charcoal applied, winch is thoroughly mixed with the soil,

pulverizing it at the same operation.

The bam-yard manure is employed to furnish humus, the ashes

to supply potash, which enters largely into the composition of

most garden products; the charcoal to supply free carbon, which

in connection with the carbonate of potash furnished by the ashes

is freely taken up by the plants, and I have observed this course

of manuring to be attended with excellent results.

Very respectfully,

JACOB P. GIRAUD, Jr.

Bergen, JV. /., Dec. 26, 1850.

THE MAIHINERY AT THE LATE FAIR.

BY A. CHANDLER.

The machine room was an object of great attraction. The man-

agers replaced their old boiler, which had become somewhat de-

fective, and inadequate to supply the power required, with three

new cylinder boilers, set on the plan ofD. Griflfin, which furnish-

ed an abundant supply of steam, at a cost for fuel 30 per cent

less than the old one. The room was enlarged by adding 25 feet

to its length. The shafting and counter shafting was also ex-

tended and put in complete order; the whole at a cost to the In-

stitute of near $3,000. Notwithstanding these arrangements, af-

fording adequate power and shafting in a room 25 by 180 feet, it

was not sufficient to accommodate the machines that were offer-

ed for exhibition requiring to be put in operation. And it is a

fact creditable to the ingenuity of our people, that the greater
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portion of the machines exhibited, were either^new inventions,

or important improvements on old ones.

WOOD PLANING MACHINES.

There was six machines lor this purpose on exhibition, and the

competition unusually spirited. The machines of S. B. Schenck

and J. H. Lester, do the work of planing the surface, tongueing

and grooving complete, in one operation with revolving cutters.

That of Norcross performed the planing with revolving cut-

ters ; the plan for tongueing and grooving was shown in model.

The machines of Norcross, Lester and Schenck, cut upon the

principle of an adze, lengthwise of the board in curves upward

from the surface, and the cuts must be in rapid succession to

leave a flat surface ; the shavings are consequently fine and light.

Kittle's machine performs its cut flat across the surface of the

board in sweeps indicated by the curves o^ a circle, and having

cutters in the form of gouges, removes heavier shavings at a cut,

and of course more expeditious. These are followed by a single

stationary cutter for smoothing, with reciprocating cutters to

tongue and groove the edge.

The machines of J. P. Woodbury and E. G. Allen have sta-

tionary cutters for planing the surface. Woodbury's has rota-

ting cutters attached for tongueing and grooving. Allen exhibi-

ted a separate machine for tongueing and grooving. The revolv-

ing cutters pass a board at the rate of 35 to 40 feet per minute.

The stationary cutters, lor surface planing, pass from 80 to 120

feet per minute. It was conceded that Allen's did the most work

at surface planing in a given time.

All these machines are intended for planing pine or other soft

wood, which is mostly used for flooring, ceiling, &c. The sta-

tionary cutters are most expeditious, and do good work. But it

remains to be determined whether by the increased velocity too

much heat may not be generated, the tendency of which would

be to soften the knives, gumming, and other interruptions that

may prove to be more than equivalent to the gain. Another

year \^'ill practically settle the question of superiority ; as sever-

al of the stationary cutters are put or being put in operation in

the city of New-York and elsewhere.
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McCULLEY'S IMPROVED SPINNING FRAME.

This machine attracted attention for tlie workmanship it dis-

played. It claims advantages over all other kinds of throstle or

common ring spinning frames, among which are, a saving of

halfthe power ; occupies less space ; requires but half the oil ; les-

sens the cost ofrepairs one half, dispenses with drums and all band-

ing ; can be operated at greater speed, with other minor advanta-

ges. The machine has been some two years in operation in the

U. States and Europe, and its claims are attested by highly re-

spectable manufacturers. The proprietor of the patent is Arthur

M. Eastman, Boston, Mass.

ENGINE LATHES.

The lathes on exhibition were of the most excellent workman-

ship, and elicited unusual praise. They were from the follow-

ing manufacturers : McCulley's, from the Lowell machine shop ;

D. D. Badger & Co., New-Yovk ; A. Inslee & Co., Newark, N. J.;

E. & S. D. Gould, Newark, N. J.; T. J. Lindall, New-York; J.

Snow & Co., Meriden,Conn,

UPRIGHT DRILLS.

One from the Lowell machine c^., and one from A. Inslee &

Co., Newark, N. J., were of very superior workmanship.

EMBOSSING PRESSES.

The immensely powerful and well constructed presses of Messrs.

David Dick and F. J. Austin, of the city of New-York, accom-

plish all that is required in embossing in the most perfect and

^expeditious manner.

COMPOUND PLANER.

This machine is intended for planing iron surfaces. It is so

constructed that it may be applied to a variety of uses in this de-

partment of labor with advantage. It performs its work with

great accuracy, and the workmanship displayed on the machine

itself, is highly creditable It is from tlie Lowell machine shop.
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LATH MAKING MACHINE.

Mr. C. Graff, of Philadelphia, exhibited an entirely novel ma-

chine for this purpose. It does its work complete, saves much
labor, and is so portable that it maj with ease be removed to

any place where its services are required.

LEATHER SPLITTING MACHINE.

Rowe's patent, exhibited by Messrs. Brown, Strevell & Zeli, of

Albany. This machine does its work with great exactness and

rapidity, and for the purpose intended, was deemed by the judges

to be very useful.

ROPE AND CORDAGE MACHINE.

Messrs. Slaughters & Perry, Frederickburg, Va., exhibited a

machine for making rope and cordage, which attracted much at-

tention. Its simplicity, compactness, and tlie perfection with

which it completed its work, were much admired and gave con-

clusive evidence of its utility.

9

MACHINE FOR BACKING BOOKS.

This is a new invention, by Mr. Charles Starr, of the city of

New-York, a practical binder, and not an improvement of a pre-

viously existing machine. It is a substitute for the hammer in

forming the grooves to receive the boards or covers of the book,

and keep them in theii- proper position.

By the ordinary method, the book after the back is glued and

rounded, is placed between a pair of jaws made either of wood

or iron, which are inserted between the cheeks of an ordinary

cutting press, where it is held fast by the screws which pass

through the two cheeks of the press. The edges of the jaws

are placed just far enough from the back to allow a groove to be

formed of the thickness of the cover. When thus prepared, a

hammer is applied to the back, and by repeated blows over the

whole surface of the back the grooves are formed.

The machine now introduced, requires the book to be inserted

between the two iron jaws which are suspended by axles or
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journals, that the book, by means of a crank, may be so turned

as to present any part of the back to the face of the roller. A
steel roller, two Inches in diameter, and corresponding in length, or

nearly so, to the length of the book, and parallel with it, is held

between two movable brass boxes, by a shaft passing through the

centre of the roller, and through the boxes, serving as a journal

on which the roller is turned. When raised from the book,

this roller is about half an inch above the back, inclined a little

on one side. Two sliding gages, shaped to the back of the book

are placed immediately above it, and in front of the roller, and

when tlie book is inserted between the jaws from underneath, it

is forced up by the hand against these gages, which perform the

double purpose of regulating or equalizing the round of the

book, and of determining its height to allow of the formation of

a groove of the size required. These gages are attached to sliding

bars, which pass through the frame on each side post, and con-

stitute inclined planes, raising the gages from the back of the

book, as they pass oft' beyond the two ends. When the book is

fixed in its position, and is held fast by the screws which pass

through the jaws, the gages are thrown back as above stated, by

a lever which at the same time disengages two pins or hold fasts,

that keep tlie jaws upright while the book is being adjusted, al-

lowing them, when thus free, to swing back and forth under the

pressure of the roller.

"When the book is thus prepared the roller is let down upon

the centre of the back, which being turned by a crank, allows

the roller to pass down from the centre to each side, by which

means the grooves are formed over the edges of the jaws.

Two levers, loaded with weights, and bearing upon the pins

connected with the brass boxes above mentioned, press the roller

hard upon the back by means of tlie weights. The whole is

under the control of the foot, a treadle being connected with the

levers by two upright connecting rods. The weights are held

suspended, and the roller is consequently kept in a raised po-

sition by a ketch which is disengaged by the foot to produce the

pressure.

A cast iron frame, consisting of two upright posts and a cross

piece at the top, connects all the parts and holds them adjusted
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in their proper place. The frame stands on an iron table, to

which it is made fast by bolts from underneath.

A smootli roller is used for sunk band or smooth backs, and

for raised bands a roller is used with grooves turned in its surface

corresponding to the bands on the book.

The advantages in backing books with this machine over the

common method, are mainly three. First. The preserving of the

book comparatively free from the wrinkles or irregular folds

that are generally produced by the hammer. This is an advan-

tage of primary importance. Second. The securing of uniform-

ity and regularity in the shape of the backs, by means of the

gages and an even surface over the whole back by means of the

roller, wliich leaves it straight and free from indentations, such

as are produced by the hammer; and in raised bands, the full

size of the bands underpressed. And third^ despatch; saving a

portion of the time usually occupied in backing with the ham-

mer, but to a much greater extent in raised bands and flexible

work than in the case of sunk bands or smooth backs, varying

from ten to one hundred per cent. A great saving of noise

might also be mentioned.

MACHINE FOR FINISHING BOOKS.

This is also an original invention by Mr. Charles Starr, of the

city of New-York, and is designed for embossing, lettering and

gilding the backs of books, after they are covered. Although

this machine is well adapted to accompany the backing machine,

there is no necessary connection between the two, and either

may be used without the other.

The finishing of the backs of covers has heretofore been done

by one or two methods, both differing from the mode adopted in

the use of this machine. First. Ey embossing or gildin^' the

covers before they are put upon the books, making use for this

purpose, of a machine wliich performs the operation by the use

of a platten, producing an even or level pressure. There is no

diiSculty in producing good work in this way, but the objections

to this method will be hereafter stated.
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The frame work and table of the Jfiiiishing machine resemble

those of the backer with one exception. The entire side posts of

the former are upright, whereas the upper pai-t of tlie frame of

Ihe latter has an inclination of about thirty-five degrees back-

ward. Instead of the jaws, as described in the backer, for hold-

ing the book, the finisher has an iron box, or book-holder, open

at the top, and enclosed by tlie bottom, two sides and two ends;

one side being movable. In this box the book is inserted at the

top, the front of the book resting on a false bottom placed inside,

of the thickness required to sustain the book in its proper eleva-

tion. When the book is inserted, the two sides are brought

together upon it by the screws whicli are turned by a crank and

suitable gearing, as is done in the case of the backer.

This box is suspended in the same manner as are the jaws of

the backer. The embossing and gilding tools are held and ope-

rated in the same way as the roller in the other machine, the

tools being lieated by steam or hot irons in the head or tool-

holder.

Both in backing and finishing by these machines, it is requisite

to raise and lower the jaws and box, in proportion to the thick-

ness of the book to be operated on ; so as to bring the centre of

the radius of the book to correspond to the centre of the journals

on whicli they are turned. The head or tool-liolder, must also

be raised or lowered by means of the screws at the top of the

frame, and the lifts between the head and the frame.

The advantage of tliis method of finishing books, bound iu

leather, over that of the fiat pressure before they are covered,

consists in the following particulars. In the latter mode a case

is made for tlie cover, ami an open or loose back is the conse-

quence. A book thus bound is but faintly held together. Or

the leather must be put upon tlie book dry, with extra care, and

consequent loss of time, and accumulation of expense ; to pre-

.serve the embossing from being obliterated, or tlie gilding from

being defaced. Whereas, by the use of this new machine, the

books are forwarded iu tlie usual manner with tight backs, the

leather being firmly glued on the back.
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In finishing books in the ordinary way, after they are covered,

whether embossed or gilt, small hand tools are applied with

great care and patience, requiring the consumption of a great

deal of time ; a large portion of which is saved by the use of this

machine, which also secures great accui-acym executipn.

In the case of plain work, or what is termed '• sheep lettered

books," a sufficient amount is saved by finishing with this ma-

chine to pay for coloring the leather a handsome blue or other

color, at one dollar and fift}' cents per dozen, and then instead

of the common sprinkled cover, we have a liaudsome colored and

•embossed cover, at the same price.

Whether, therefore, we have reference to fine or common bind-

ing the use of these machines offer great advantages both in style

and expense.

EDGE TOOLS.

It is with no ordinary feelings of pride that we refer to this

•department of American manufactures, as illustrated at our 23d

Annual Fair.

The exhibitions made by Messrs. D. Simmons & Co., from their

manufactory at Cohoes, Albany Co., IS". Y., are unrivalled, not

only in the U. States, but in Europe. This manufactory is the

oldest in the country, and such is the quality, beauty, and finisli

of their articles, that they have obtained a reputation through the

length and breadth of the States, Canada, the West Indies, South

America, in England, and on tlie Continent. They now turn out

daily from 100 to 125 dozen chopping axes, 6 to 8 dozen broad

axes, 5 to 6 dozen carpenters' adzes, about 45 dozen hatchets of

different kinds, large quantities of Spanish tools of various kinds

adapted to those markets. Notwithstanding the immense help of

machinery in manufactui-ing their goods, they give employmeiit

to 350 men, nearly all of whom have families. We add with

pleasure the fact that Messrs. Simmons & C. will soon be in the

field against the world. A case containing a large assortment of

their goods is now on its way to the World's Fair in London.

We have nothing to fear from the result.
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We should do injustice did we not particularize other exhibit-

ors. The edge tools from Mr. Lemuel Smith, East Smithville,

N. Y., were highly creditable. We regret that we are not in

possession of full statistics of these and other manufactories.

Mr. T. H. Witherby, Milbury, Mass., exhibited some of the

most highly finished chisels and drawing-knives we ever saw

;

and we understand their reputation for quality fully sustains

their appearance.

Long & Davenport, of N. York, exhibited a case of very splendid

augers.

The case of planes from J. W. Farr, 329 Fifth-st., N. York,

were of very excellent workmanship. In the manufacture of

these articles, beech of the second growth is most commonly

used ; but it is said there are other woods of our country equally

as good, maple, button-wood, &c., but habit confines the choice

to beech, with some occasionally made of box. The irons are of

domestic make, of which the materials are in all respects superior,

answering every purpose ; but as a general thing they are not so

]?rell finished as those imported. Twenty-five years ago nearly

all our planes were imported, now there are very few.

The exhibition of tinners' tools from Messrs. Logan & Vail, of

N. York, was extremely beautiful in point of workmanship, and

admirably adapted to the purposes intended.

Such is the superiority of the domestic articles in edge tools,

that in some particulars the foreign article, though ofiered at half

price in this market, meets with but little encouragement. We
have it from good authority that importations have ceased to

affect the manufacture of edge tools in the United States.

A. C.

POCKET CUTLERY.

The manufacture of pocket cutlery ha^ labored under much

embarrassment in our country, and has hitherto met with but

partial success, and all evidence of progress in this branch of

American interests is worthy the attention of the friend of home

manufactures.
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The Waterville Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.,

(to which one gold medal has been awarded for two successive-

seasons,) have by years of persevering industry, brought the

manufacture of pen and pocket cutlery to a degree of perfection

unsurpassed by any manufacture of these goods in the world.

Eight years since, the president of the company, and its origi-

nator, (G. Kendrick, Esq.,) conceived the possibility of estab-

lishing the business on a permanent basis in this country. The

dilficulties of the experiment may not be understood by those

who are unfamiliar with the business, but when realizing the

great disparity between the rates of manual labor in Europe and

in our own country, and further realizing the great difficulty of

applying machinery to any portion of this manufacture, the

obstacles to the profitable prosecution of the business seem al-

most insurmountable. They were dependent, in the first place,

upon foreign laborers, who alone had the requisite experience

for the production of these goods. This class of mechanics were

few in number in this country, and, consequently, commanded

wages far above the rates received in England. For several

years their workmen were tliose who had earned their experience

in English shops. During the first four years they employed

about fifty men, but within the past four, they have increased

the number to two hundred, of whom about one-half are Ameri-

cans.

This manufacture is peculiarly dependent upon hand labor.

Every department, from the forging of blades out of the bar of

steel, to the shaping of the handles from the various materials,

requires the careful guidance of the hand, governed by the ex-

pert eye of experienced workmen. Every knife passes through

the hands of about fifteen diiTerent workmen before it is com-

plete. In each, experience and great care are indispensable,

especially in receiving a temper which shall be of the finest

quality, a point of excellence which this company have reached

most suscessfully. In this dependence upon hand labor lies the

greatest obstacle to the success of the manufacture in this coun-

try, though the difficulties of this interest did not end here.

The market was firmly held by foreign makers, whose years of

profitable trade had given them strength for successful competi-
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tiou. Their goods had been long before the people, and their

reputation established. But the opposition of the foreign man-

ufactiuer was not all. The importers of pocket cutlery were

almost universally opposed to the production of these goods in

our own country. In fact, they had deemed it almost a tiling

impossible, tliat with the disadvantages attending this manufac-

ture, it sliould be established as a permanent branch of Ameri-

can interest. Their project was deemed most unwise, and its

prosecution discouraged by many engaged in the importation of

pocket cutlery.

Notwithstanding these ill omens, the ordeal has been passed,

and dui'ing its progress, English goods have been reduced largely

in price, and through the true appreciation of the actual con-

sumers, the wares of this company have met with a ready and

constantly increasing sale.

We hail this successful experiment in a branch surrounded

with so many difficulties, as new evidence of the inevitable ten-'

dency of our own manufactures. While they give us the power
of supplying the liome demand, they reduce the price of the

article to the consumer, and each successful branch of Ameri-

can interests established, gives us increased honor abroad and

greater independence at home.

An important fact with reference to the manufactures of the

Waterville company is, that their goods are produced entirely in

their own shop. No portion of their knives is partially manu-

factured abroad, but they are entirely made from the materials

by this company. Their motto is " Excelsior,'^ and they are de-

termined to spare no effort in bringing the manufacture of pocket

cutlery to the highest standard of excellence possible, and to so

adapt their goods to the wants of our country, that all the inhab-

itants of our wide-spread republic may demand an American

knife, as indispensable for the use of an American citizen.

The facts within our reach do not admit of a precise estimate

of the extent or amount of this business in our country, though

we believe that the capital invested will reach about $200,000,

and the amount of goods produced annually nearly the same
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amount. Of this, the Waterville company have a capital o$f 125,-

000, and manufacture about |1 50,000 per annum.

CHURCH BELLS.

The enterprising proprietor of the beH foundry at West Troy,

N. Y., Mr. Andrew Meneely, made a selection from his stock, of

ten bells, wliich he arranged at tlie entrance to Castle Garden, as-

a chime. They were skilfully played at intervals during the ex-

hibition, and afforded much gratification to the numerous visitors.

The bells were decided to be all good castings, by the judges to

whom they Avere submitted. In a chime or peal of bells, there

is a requisite proportion as to size, weight and figure, to be ob-

served, in order to ensure their accuracy and beauty of tone,

which, as these were a selection from the stock on hand, it is

probctble could not be rigidly adhered to j nevertheless they were

in excellent harmony. A. C.

CHANDELIERS, GIRANDOLES, LAMPS, GAS BURNERS AND
FIXTURE.

In this department of art, our exhibition was very full ; the

specimens were of a most beautiful and highly finished character,

reflecting the highest credit upon the manufacturers.

The display of chandeliers, girandoles and candelabras, from

Messrs. Allcock and Allen, No. 341 Broadway, N. Y., was very

extensive
;
patterns of the most beautiful kind, and all the arti-

cles were highly finished. This exhibition was admirable.

From Messrs. Archer and Warner, 119 Chestnut-street, Phila-

delphia, the display was also magnificent. We would allude

particularly to their large chandelier with gas burners, which

was lighted during the evenings of the exhibition, and elicited

general admiration.
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Gas-burners in great variety of form, beauty, and perfection ol

workmanship, lamps of silver, plated ware, and white metal, in

almost endless variety, graced the exhibition.

It is gratilying to be able to announce that such has been the

recent progress in the perfection of the domestic products in this

department, that foreign importations have nearly ceased. The

glass drops and brilliants with wliich they are ornamented, are

still imported from Germany, and constitute almost the only ar-

ticle of foreign production now found in our markets. A.C.

MANUFACTURE OF SHOVELS, SPADES, SCOOPS, &c.

Our domestic productions in the department of manufactures

above stated, has rapidly increased within a few years, and has

now nearly shut out the foreign articles. This has been accom-

plished by superiority of workmanship. Those imported will

not compare with our own. In new England the manufacture

is extensive, also in Ohio, Pennsylvania and New-York. In our

neighboring city of Brooklyn, Messrs. Duryea, Rhodes & Co., now

turn out eighteen dozen per day. We notice this more especial-

ly for the purpose of adding one more to the list of our domestic

manufactures, which the enterprise, skill and perseverance ofour

countrymen places beyond the reach of tariff regulations.

A. C.

AVOOLLEN GOODS.

The display of woollen goods at our 23d exhibition, although

presenting many very excellent specimens, highly creditable to

the manufacturers and the country, was nevertheless, and we

regret to say it, not equal to the exhibitions of former years. The

reason, it is presumed, are too well understood to require recapitu-

lation, and we refrain from comment on the present occasion.

Broad Cloths.

Three pieces of black, from Messrs. James Roy & Co., Water-

vliet, N. Y., took the first premium; wool exceedingly fine and
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the goods liighly finished. An elegant dress coat of very superior

workmanship has been made of this cloth by Messrs. W. T. Jen-

nings & Co., of N. Y. city, to be exhibited at the World's Fair in

London, 1851, Four pieces of black from the Utica Globe Mills,

were considered highly creditable.

Cassimeres.

Four pieces of fancy, from the Burlington Mills, Vt,, were of

superior quality. Two pieces of plain, from Messrs. J. & R. H.

Hotchkiss, Woodbury, Conn., were reported Af excellent quality.

Four pieces of black doe skin, from Messrs. Wethered & Brothers,

Baltimore, were very excellent, and received much attention.

The fancy cassimeres from the Stafford Co., and the merino jeans

from Messrs. Joseph Dean & Co., Newark, Del., were of good

•quality and worthy the commendations they received,

De Ladnes.

The specimens of cashmere de laines,fromMr. Robert Rennie,

Lodi, N. Y., and the mousseliu de laines, from the Manchester

Print Works, Manchester, N. H., were very creditable.

The American Institute cherishes a hope that at no distant day

it will possess the ability to aid essentially this branch of indus-

try, by offering such rewards as may induce the cultivation of

madder in our own country, of superior quality, for which much

of our soil is so well adapted, and our climate is deemed to be

vastly superior. New designs and new tissues also will soon make

their appearance, if excited by moderate stimulants in the form of

rewards for superiority.

Shawls^

Long shawls, from the Bay State Mills, Mass., and those from

Messrs. James Roy & Co., Watervliet, N. Y., were of a very

superior quality. The perseverance of the proprietors of these

establishments merits the highest praise. Notwithstanding the

disadvantages under which the manufacturers of wool have been

laboring, the superiority attained by their efforts has placed the

foreign article in the back ground, the domestic now claims the

preference. The same class of shawds from Mr. D. Kellogg,

Skaneateles, N. Y., were excellent, and deserve commendation.

[Assembly, No. 149.] K
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Blankets.

Superior specimens were in exhibition from the Rochdale Mills,

N. Y., and also from Messrs. Hall L Springfield, Rochester, N. Y»

White and Red Flannel.

• Six specimens from Messrs. Gilbert & Stevens, Ware, Mass.,,

were of decided superiority. The appearance of these goods was

a strong commendation. We learn from one who has made an.

actual test of their quality, that he considers them equal to any

Welsh tiannel of the same degree of fineness, that has come under

his observation.
* A. C.

CARPETING.

The display of cari>eting at our 23d Annual Fair, attracted

deserved attention. The specimens of Brussels and velvet tapes-

try from A. & E. Higgins & Co., 62 Broad-street, N. York, were

superior to any thing of the kind heretofore produced in the

United States. The manufacturers have attained a great degree

of perfection within a very few years. The specimens w^ere pro-

nounced by competent judges equal to any imported. We
understand Messrs. Higgins & Co. are very extensively engaged

in this manufacture, and merit the attention of all who are

interested in the success of domestic production.

The specimens of Brussells carpet from the Bigelow Carpet Co.,,

Clinton, Mass., Avere deserving, and received the highest commen-

dations. The brilliancy of their colors, and exceeding evenness

and compact quality of the fabric, did this company great credit.

There were specimens of rugs and three ply carpeting on exhi-

bition, of excellent quality.

It would be very interesting to know what portion of the con-

sumption of the country is now supplied by the domestic article

of carpeting, and also the effect of our present tariff upon it. On
these subjects we shall endeavor to obtain full and accurate

information for future comment. In looking over the official

tables of imports, we were somewhat surprised at finding the
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annual value of this article imported, so variable, for the last 20

years. For instance, in 1830 the value was $201,049, in 1832 it

had increased to $557,775, and in 1839 to $612,607. In 1842 it

had declined to $242,309. In 1848 the amount in value was

$643,187, the largest in 20 years. In 1849 (the last report pub-

lished) the import of carpeting amounted to $493,058, in value.

We sincerely hope to have the pleasure of placing the article

of carpeting in the list with those articles which, through the

indomitable enterprise and energy of our people, have rivalled the

foreign productions, and driven them from our markets. A. C.

NEEDLE WORK AND FANCY. ARTICLES.

The Board of Managers tender their acknowledgments to the

Committee of Ladies, to whom was submitted, at the late Fair, a

list of more than one hundred specimens of needle work and

fancy articles for examination and report. The alacrity and im-

partiality with which this service was discharged, aided the

managers very essentially in bringing the Fair to a close ; and we

are happy to assure them that their decisions have met the general

approbation.

Among the articles reported on we particularly notice the

following

:

The shirts from Mrs. Mary Cleveland, 603 Broadway, decided to

be the best, made in a very superior manner. Those from Mrs.

Van Houten, 82 Nassau-street, and from Mrs. E. Haiglit, 200 Grand-

street, were very exicellently made.

Embroidered ladies sacks and mantillas, from Messrs. Brodie &
Bell, 61 Canal-street, very superior. Those from Beekman &
Cutter, excellent workmanship.

Case of millinery from Mrs. W. Simmons, 564 Broadway, was

deemed the best. That from Mrs. W. Rollings, 191 Spring-street,

very good.

The ornamental hair work for jewellers, from Miss Linherr,

293 Broadway, pronounced to be of the most exquisite workman-

ship, surpassing any exhibition before presented.
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Two boxes of artificial flowers, made of floss silk, by Miss C.

Nichols, w^ere very beautiful and ingenious. The best artificial

flowers were from Edmonds & Gill, 88 Cedar-st. The artificial

leaves from Leon Guillaume, 122 William-st., were very superior

and the best on exhibition. These articles are the product of

female labor, and constitute a very appropriate occupation. The

value of the annual importation is very large, and we hope to

see the domestic product encouraged. The specimens on exhibi-

tion were equal to the best imported.

Muslin embroidery from Mrs. C. Porter, 542 Washington-street,

was the best. That from Miss S. K. Lynds, Brooklyn, very good.

Two specimens of embroidery by a very old lady, extremely

well done.

A cushion and handkerchief, from Miss M. G. de la Tour,

specimens of beautiful embroidery.

One pair of silk stockings from Miss Lucy Curtis, Southberry,

Conn., very beautiful.

Lace veil, very neatly worked by Miss E. A. Ferguson.

Shetland wool shawl, very handsome, and neatly made, by

Miss Ellen Kemble, N. Y.

One skein of yarn carded and spun by Mrs. Eenjamin, who is

105 years old.

A basket made of cloves, by Edward Rauskie, a blind boy.

A child's worsted hose, beautifully knit, by Mrs. Willis Patten,

N. Y. A. C.

"AERO-THERME OVEN;' EXHIBITED BY B. RODRIGUEZ, OF

KEW ORLEANS.

This is undoubtedly an original conception, and entitled to

favorable consideration. Ovens constituted on this plan, for

extensive baking establishments, are kept constantly and uni-

formly heated by the process of converting coal into coke, or
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wood iuto charcoal. Mr. Rodriguez placed before our committee

at the 23d Annual Fair, evidence of a very satisfactory charac-

ter, that at New Orleans and Cincinnati, ovens built upon this

principle were in successful operation, converting from fifteen to

twenty barrels of flour per day each into bread of singular uni-

formity and excellence, as far the baking was concerned. The
coke or charcoal resulting from the process, sells in the markets

for more than the cost of the material used in producing the

necessary heat.

Bread baked for our navy and commercial marine, as well as

the bread for ordinary use, in our commercial cities and along the

sea board, amounts annually to an immense sum. The portion

of its cost which arises from the consumption of fuel, we are

unable at the present time to state. It is certainly no inconsid-

erable item. By the process of Mr. Rodriguez this portion of

the cost of bread, it seems, may be entirely saved. A. C.

COPPER AND IRON IN COMBINATION.

Mr. E. G. Pomroy, of Covington, Kentucky, presented at the

rooms of the Institute, in August last, specimens of iron and

copper, apparently in perfect combination. Mr. P. asserts that

it is capable of being rolled into sheets of any desirable thick-

ness, drawn into wire, or made into bolts, presenting in all cases

the appearance of entire copper, and as he believes, may be used

for any of the purposes of copper with advantage, as it can be

afforded at 50 per cent less in cost. We have no knowledge of

any application of the metals thus combined. Its appearance

was favorable, and under the operation of the hammer it sustain-

ed in appearance the character it was alleged to possess. A. C.

SUPERIOR UPLAND COTTON.

J. V. Jones, Esq., of Burke county, Georgia, exhibited at our
23d Annual Fair a bale of very superior upland cotton, which
for length of staple, silkiness, and purity of color, claimed par-
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ticular attention. This was the result, we understand, of a

careful selection of seed and attention to cultivation. The planter

has been three years in producing this result. In 1848 he select-

ed the seed from one boll which produced eleven stalks, from

the seed of which he was enabled to plant one acre in 1849, the

produce of which was one bale of 470 lbs., which was sold on

the 19th of January, 1850, in Augusta, at 14 cents per pound,

two cents above the highest market price at that time. It was

pronounced by the best judges of cotton at Augusta and Savan-

nah to be the finest bale of upland ever seen in those markets.

It was ginned as it was picked from the field.

Planters and cultivators generally have been too much in the

habit of neglecting the selection of their seed. It may with

safety be adopted as a rule that whatever the cost may be for

carefully selecting the most perfect seed, the improved quality

and quantity of the crop will more than repay. We cannot

" a-athcr graces of thorns^ or figs of thistlcsP A. C.

GLASS,

Is one of the most important articles for the convenience,

comfort, and luxury of man, which art has achieved. The time

when the art of making glass was discovered, remains undeter-

mined. At this distant period, we may not expect that sufficient

additional light will be thrown on tlie subject, by which the

date can be fixed with any degree of precision. It is supposed

to liave been known to the ancient Egyptians, but there is noth-

ing- very positive to sustain the supposition. It is said the beads

wherewith some mummies are adorned, composed of earthern-

ware,have an external covering of glaze, and that recent searches

among the tombs at Thebes have disclosed some pieces of glass

of a blue color. Some writers assert that the Cliinese to this

day are wholly unacquainted with the manufacture of glass, and

yet their earthern vessels are, and have been for centuries, cov-

ered with glaze.
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The best authority ascribes the discovery to the Plicenicians.

The beautiful glass made by the inhabitants of Sidon and Alex-

andria, A. D. 79, was cut, engraved, gilded, and stained of the

richest colors in imitation of precious stones, and exported to all

parts of the then civilized world. From thence it was carried

to Rome where it was practised for a long period. Venice sub-

sequently excelled in tlie manufacture of glass, and enjoyed a

monopoly of it for many years.

The first window glass manufactory in England w^as begun in

1757. Sheets of blown glass for looking glasses and coach win-

dows were made in England in 1673 by Venitian artizans. About

1688 tlie casting of mirror plates commenced in France, and

such was the progress and perfection of its manufacture there,

that for near a century France held a monopoly in this depart-

ment of the art Immense improvements have been made in

the manufacture of glass, and it has been supposed to have

reached perfection only in England and Bohemia.

English flint glass has been celebrated for many years. Tlie

beautiful crystal appearance of the vessels made of it, particu-

larly after having been cut; such as tumblers, wine glasses,

decanters, and dishes of various kinds, have obtained for it

almost universal admiration ; and it constitutes an article of vast

amount in the annual exports of Great Brittain. The name of

flint glass originated in th« fact that formerly the silicious portion

of it consisted of flint, which was calcined and ground. The use

of flint has been entirely disccntinued, and sand, of a peculiar

quality, substituted.

In Bohemia, one of the Austrian States, witli a population of

four to five millions, one fourtli of the whole are engaged in

manufactures. Few of their products are mucii known in foreign

countries, except their linen and glass. The Bohemian glass,

though not so j^ure as that of England or France, has stood un-

rivalled for the beauty of its gilding, staining, painting, and its

lightness and rich appearance.

The peculiar properties ol glass are exceedingly interesting

;

some of which we will state It is highly elastic, sonorous, and
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has been made malleable. It naturally absorbs a portion of

light—in one form, it polarizes light—as a lens, it refracts it j.

with a polished surface, it reflects it—in the form of a prism, it

decomposes it. The refracting power of glass is said to be ia

exact proportion to its density. It transmits nearly all the heat

of the sun's rays, but refuses to transmit the artificial heat of

ordinary fires, detaining or absorbing the whole of it.

It resists all the acids except the fluoric, by which it may be

dissolved at common temperatures. It may be easily drilled if

the drilling tool be lubricated with camphorated spirits of tur-

pentine. Bells have been made of glass in Sweden, which rival

those made of metal in power and sweetness of tone. Flutes and

other musical instruments have also been made of it. Glass may

be drawn into fine threads and woven with silk so as to produce

the most beautiful fabrics. It is electric by friction, but a very

imperfect conductor of electricity. If large quantities of electri-

city are made to pass through it, the glass is reduced to powder

by the shock. It melts at 10.179° F., or TO'' Wedgewood ; will

expand the TiVitli ^^ its length by raising its temperature from

^2° to 212° F.

Nature elaborates a substance nearly, if not quite resembling

glass, and uses it for the preservation of a variety of plants ; for

instance, bamboo, rattan, the stalks of Indian corn, wheat, rye,

oats, barley, rice, the sugar cane, &c., are all covered with a

thin coat of silica, which renders them impervious to water.

It would be difficult to compute the value of glass, looking

alone to the aid which science has derived from it. It is only

about 240 years since Gallileo first discovered the satellites of

Jupiter, through the aid of a rude and very imperfectly con-

structed telescope. The immense advances which the science of

astronomy has since made, so vastly important to the pursuits of

life, have been mainly through aid derived from the material of

glass.

It is about sixty years since glass was first manufactured in the

United States. The first establishment was erected in Boston for

making window glass. The business has advanced to a very
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great degree of perfection ; so that now, the domestic article, in

a variety of forms, stands second to none.

We would call particular attention to the exceedingly beautiful

specimens of flint glass from the Brooklyn Flint Glass Company,

exhibited at our 23d Annual Fair. They favorably compare with

the best imported flint glass. And also from the same establish-

ment, to specimens in imitation of the Bohemian glass, which

fully equalled the best imported, and in some particulars even

surpassed them.

The plain cut and colored glass from John L. Gilleland, No. 9

State-street, N. Y., was of superior workmanship and beauty.

Painted glass from Woram k Houghwout, 561 Broadway,

attracted much attention.

Specimens of glass from the New England Glass Co., Boston,

Mass., were highly meritorious.

The exhibition of engraved glass from William Oppitz, 136

Nassau-street, N. Y., was superior to any thing of the kind ever

exhibited at our Fairs, entitled to, as they received, the highest

commendations. These specimens will bear the most critical ex-

amination. The perfection to which Mr. Oppitz has carried the

art is truly astonishing. We trust he meets with encouragement.

^ Specimens of window glass from the Clyde Glass Works, for

thickness, evenness of surface, and color, were deemed superior.

The glass water pipe from the Albany Glass Works, was a new

and very acceptable article, applicable to a variety of useful

purposes.

We regret that we are not furnished at the present time with

more ample statistics in regard to the consumption, domestic pro-

duction, and importation of glass ; it would be exceedingly inte-

resting to note particularly the progress of its manufacture in our

own country, which we must defer for the present.

December, 1850. A. CHANDLER.
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WOOL.

The only specimen of wool presented at our 23d Annual Fair

was one bale of pure ?axony,fromMr. J.B. Smith, Wolcottville,

Ct. The judges pronounced it of excellent quality, and the com-

mittee awarded a silver cup. It is to be regretted that we had

not a more extensive show, since we are undoubtedly producing

some of the finest wool in the world.

Within a few days, Mr. Brown, of the firm of Perkins & Brown,

of Akron, Summit county, Ohio, presented at the rooms of the

Institute, specimens of w^ool from their flocks. The specimens

were of two kinds, cilled clothing and combing wool, the product

ofpure saxon and saxon crossed with the merino. We have seldom

seenw^ool to exceed these specimens. The proprietor assured us

that they sold their last two years' clip at an average price of 62^

cents per pound. Mr. Brown exhibited to us a letter from

Messrs. Mc Farlane & Stapley, of London, dated November 8th,

1850, in reference to this wool, from which we are permitted to

make the following extract in testimony of its superior fineness.

" Dear Sirs—Your favor of 8th of July and 24t]i ultimo, came

duly to hand. We should have replied earlier to your first letter,

but have ever since been in correspondence with the house in

Aberdeen, to whom the bale of wool had had been sent, and they

forAvarded it to Yorkshire to have it combed, their combs not

being fine enough. After all this delay w^e have just received

the bale back again, without anything having been done with it.

But we shall use our best endeavors to report something more

satisfactory very shortly." A. C.

To the President and members of the American Institute :

Gents—Agreeable to the promise in my communication of

September last, I beg to hand you a few more items lor your j(;ur-

nal, trusting tlie same will be acceptable to your numerous

readers.
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Cossack Asparagus. This plant is known to our Botanists as

naturally abounding where the waters are not too deep; it is

preferred by the Cossacks to all other vegetables. Dr. Clarke

speaks of its excellence from personal experience, when among

those people on the banks of the Don. It is prepared like the

asparagus, being cut when the shoots are pushing, and the tender

blanched parts boiled in water with a little salt, or cut up and

stewed with yolk of egg, nutmeg, salt and butter. It may be

mentioned here that the French cuisine is indebted to the Cos-

sacks for various culinary plants, among which are Tarragon and

a delicious species of Rhubarb.

Musa Cavendishii, A very splendid specimen of this species

of Palm is now in the botanic garden of Edinburgli, under the

direction of Mr. Mc Nab—the fruit is considered by horticultu-

rists as a successful rival of the pine apple ; the culture, it ap-

pears, is much easier, the produce greater, and tlie flavor of the

fruit nearly equal to that of the pine. As an addition to the

•orange, &c., of our southern States, this palm appears particu-

larly suited.

Grasses. Among the samples introduced into England lately,

for commercial speculation, is a variety of grass from Cliina,

possessing all the fibrous qualities of tlax, but in a much higher

degree than any hitherto known and surpassing in strength, fine-

ness, and length of staple. The linen made with it resembles

French cambric, but lias a more silky appearance. This grass

can be suj^plied in any quantity.

Panama Grass. I would suggest the enquiry whether this ar-

ticle could not be profitably worked up by our palm leafhatfac-

tories in the eastern States.

Cocoa-nut Sugar. The Ceylouese have recently introduced the

plan of tapping the cocoa trees, and drawing olf the sap, the

sugar from which, it is stated, is equal to that from the cane.

The flow of sap, we are told, is most abundant.

Cane refuse. The refuse of tlie sugar cane, which after ex-

pression has generally been used in heating the boilers, is more

particularly recommended as a manure for the growing canes.

This plan is said to be attended with profitable results.
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Assam Tea, At a late meeting of the London Asiatic society.

Dr. Wallich strongly recommended the mixing in small quanti-

ties, the Assam tea Avith that from China, to which, he stated, it

imparts " extraordinary strength and flavor."

The Doctor stated that the fault of the climate of Assam for

the growth of the tea plant, is that it is not cold enough. The
tea being a hardy plant, requires four or five months wintering,

after which the new leaves are of a beautiful green. The prices

in Assam are 18 to 20 cents a pound.

Prof Boyle fully supported the observations of Dr. Wallich,

and suggested that if the plant could be obtained from Northern

China, the results would be infinitely greater, as all the best tea

was produced there. Important results were confidently expect-

ed from the tea plantations in India, depending however on a

more general culture.

Citrons. Among the fruits lately exhibited at the London

Hortic. Soc, one specimen, the C. Mellarosa, was particularly

distinguished. In appearance it greatly resembled the tomato

;

flattened at the base and top, and ribbed, showing a disposition

in the parts to separate, as in the case of the Chinese fingered

citron. This species was highly perfumed.

A very curious and important fact, recorded by Athenseus,

shows that the citron possesses the peculiar power of resisting or

counteracting the venom of the serpent ; the discovery was acci-

dental, but fully established by actual experiments on a slave

condemned to death by serpentine venom, and who escaped by

eating citron.

Glucose. A new process of making sugar has been patented

by Mr. Geo. Riley in England : the meal of Indian corn (maize)

is boiled under pressure greater than that of the atmosphere, in

water acidulated with sulphuric acid.

Pulverized wood. Young branches of white wooded trees have

been ground up, and used by a writer, (Mr. Daniells) in Cham-

ber's Journal, Sept. 1850, and given to horses and cattle in the

proportion of 3 pints barley and 3 pints wood-feed, on which

even gig-horses do well—^rationale, the woody matter of trees in
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its chemical nature, being nearly allied to starch, furnishes the

ordinary material of food in another form.

Pottery. A potter, in Cornia, has lately introduced fine fila-

ments of the asbestos into the mass of kneaded clay. By this

process the articles are said to be lighter, less brittle, and better

able to bear the sudden efiects of heat and cold, than those of

the common fabric.

Porpoise leather and oil. At the Montreal industrial exhibition,

Oct. 1850, some porpoise skins, tanned and curried, were shown,

the appearance of which denoted a firmer texture than calf-skins.

They have been used in manufacture of shoes ; and the Hudson

Bay Company prefer this new leather for their straps in prefer-

ence to all others, for toughness and durability.

The porpoise is very common in the St. Lawrence and the

Gulf, and yields considerable oil, which on analysis has been

pronounced equal to best whale, and has been used as such in

the light houses.

Gentlemen,

With much respect,
i

your very obedt,

E. G. LANGDON.
December 2, 1850.

RELATIVE TO IMPROYEMENTS IN AMERICAN PRINTS.

The following letter from Messrs. J. Bunnell & Co., of Paw-

tucket, R. I., in reply to a letter of enquiry, contains important

information relative to the pursuit in which they are engaged.

We approve their suggestions, and regret our inability at the

present time to embrace fully the propositions intimated. We
trust It will be in our power before long, and our friends may

rest assured that no time will be lost by the American Institute

in applying all the means placed at its disposal for the encourage-

ment of the arts, and the protection of labor in our own land. It

is indeed lamentable that the stimulants required in the various

departments of productive labor, calculated to induce improve-
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ment, and place us on an equality if not in advance of other

nations, have derived no aid from our own government. The
position we have attained has resulted from individual enterprise,

struggling for the last half century against a course of legislation

so vascillating and injurious as to make it appear almost a miracle

that any tiling has been accomplished. A. C.

Pawtucket, 4th May, 1850.

Adoniram Chandler, Sup.^g Agent :

Dear Sir.—Yours of the 24th April was duly received, but

we have been prevented by a press of business from replying till

now. We are glad to learn that your Institute is beginning to

take an interest in the branch of industry in w^hich we are

engaged, and we have no doubt that a decided improvement will

be the result. Such has been the case in England, and in a very

striking manner in France, and there is no reason why it may not

be so here.

We think you are not quite correct in saying that a very

general prejudice exists against American prints. This was the

case formerly, but if you will take the trouble to enquire of the

large Houses in New-York they will, we think, convince you that

in many styles exhibited there during the past two years, the

Americans are admitted to be but little behind the English, either

in lustre, durability, or originality, while in several instances the

British printer has distinctly allowed the superiority of the

American articles, in every particular. The prejudice is now
confined, principally, to towns remote from the large cities, where

it is often fostered by the country dealers, who often sell American

prints under the name of English prints, for the sole purpose of

humoring this prejudice in favor of a foreign production. The

fact, however, that American calicoes are thus sold after they get

into the hands of the retailers as British calicoes, is sufficient to

show that the quality is not considered inferior.

The best mode of stimulating improvement in our business is,

undoubtedly, the mode adopted in France where paper diplomas

have been found to produce little effect with manufacturers who

are unable to get up a proper assortment short of $200 or $300.
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We refer particularly to the mode adopted by the "Society

d'Encouragement," and the " Societe Industrielle" of Mulhouse.

The latter society has done more, probably, than any institution

in the world to improve calico printing. In fact, they have ele-

vated it to the diaaity of one of the fine arts. There is nothing

which the French printers will not achieve under the amazing

stimulus imparted to their industry by that Institution. We see

the effect in the new tissues, new colors, and new designs which

are every year appearing, and which make both the English and

American printer subject to the French printer.

One of the subjects which we take the liberty of recommending

to the especial notice of the Institute is the cultivation of Madder

in this country. Madder should no longer be brought to the

American printer, at vast expense, across the Atlantic. The rich

bottoms along our western rivers will grow madder of far better

quality than can be grown in Europe. The cost of cultivation

here would also be less than in Europe ; for, in the first place,

the land costs nothing here, and in the second place, it requires

little or no artificial enriching. There is also a decided advan-

tage in the intense heat of our summers which would allow the

roots to be dried in the open air instead of by artificial heat,

which injures the coloring principle. The madder consumed in

this country, annually, amounts to nearly ^2,000,000. This

amount, if madder was grown here, would go into the pockets of

our farmers, and would do more than any thing else to eradicate

their prejudices against American calico. Not only that. It is

our conviction that it would be found that madder could be cul-

tivated sn much better and so much cheaper here than on the worn

out lauds of Europe, tliat in. a few years we should supply Great

Britain, Germany, and even France herself.

We enclose a list of such prizes as we think would awaken

attention, and stimulate invention in our branch of industry.

We also send a list of the printing establishments, of the correct-

ness of which (owing to the constant fluctuations in this business)

"we cannot vouch, nor are we able to give the annual production

of each with anything like accuracy, without an application to

each printer.
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We shall always be ready to render any assistance in further-

ance of the laudable objects which the Institute has in view.

We remain, Dear Sir,

Your obed't serv'ts.,

J. BUNNELL & CO.

We recommend, as the best mode of stimulating improvement

in calico printing, the offering of a series of valuable prizes, as

follows, and continuing them from year to year until the require-

ments are fully and satisfactorily answered, viz

:

$1,000 for the production of 100 hhds. American grown madder.

A gold medal, worth say $100, for an improvement in the

present mode of dying, whereby the durability and lustre of the

dyes shall be increased, without materially increasing the cost of

production.

$500 for the introduction of a new tissue, all wool, or cotton

and wool, and woven by machinery, which, when printed, shall

not greatly exceed in cost the cotton and wool de laines now
made.

A gold medal for the discovery of a process whereby " steam

colors," as they are called, shall be rendered less fugitive than

at present, without enhancing the cost or lessening the brilliancy

of the colors.

IMPROVEMENT IN COUNTRY RESIDENCES.

The Rensselaer county Agricultural Society have made a

praiseworthy movement in reference to this important matter, as

will be seen by the annexed report, which they request to have

inserted in our volume of Transactions.

To the Executive Committee of the Rensselaer County Agricultural

Society:

Your committee appointed by this society pursuant to the fol-

lowing resolution adopted by the executive committee. May 14th,

1850, as follows:
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Resolved, That a committee he appointed to enquire into and

report upon the expediency of the " Rensselaer County Agricul-

tural Society ," granting or awarding premiums on residences,

country seats, or gardens, or for beautifying and adorning the

same, and that a committee report a suitable plan for the consid-

eration of the Society in relation thereto would respectfully sub-

mit the following report

:

That the deep and abiding interest which has for years been

exhibited by the members of this society in agricultural improve-

ments, is not confined to that subject alone. It has not only ex-

tended a generous and liberal patronage to the honest tiller of

the soil, to the industrious and laboring mechanic, to the daily

tolling manufacturer by the side of the flowing stream, or the

pondrous steam engine, but has likewise extended its beneficent

and fostering care to tlie " Fine Arts" as well as to the Florist

and Culturist, and they too have, by their untiring exertions,

improved the knowledge of the " Arts," and of the science of

gardening in all its departments, and the skillful artisan lias in-

troduced newly invented implements into general use. Thus we

see that the various branches of the industrial pursuits of the

country receive the attention which they so eminently deserve.

The subjects embraced in the resolutions have attracted the

attention of those whose affections for " hearths, homes, and rural

scenery," render them the advocates as well as the admirers of

" beauty and style," as illustrated by the beautifying and adorn-

ing of the homes of their childhood, or of their maturer years.

The tijne has arrived when "country seats" are and have

become fashionable, and "fashion rules the world." People

begin to view with pride and pleasure the fine grounds and gar-

dens of the tasteful farmer, who has had the foresight and saga-

city to improve and cultivate his grounds, and to give the ap-

pearance of his dwelling an air of comfort and enjoyment, which

is so delightful to the beholder as well as to the occupant.

The love of rui-al life is rapidly gaining ground in this coun-

try. People prefer to enjoy the delights of the country during

the summer months, and to breathe the air of heaven free and

[Assembly, No. 149.] L
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clear of the dust of cities. We speak only of those who

are deprived of the blessings of tlie gifts of nature which the

rural population enjoy, who strive to cultivate the home feeling

and multiply the objects of attraction and comfort in the " coun-

try residence," well knowing that the quiet and resistless beauty

of a sweet country home is most favorable to the development of

the good qualities of the heart. It improves the mind, invig-

orates the body, and gives to the human constitution vigor and

elasticity.

Your committee cannot too much admire the refined and cul-

tivated tastes of the gentlemen of this county who have led the

way in " rural improvements." We owe them a debt of grati-.

tude, and we hope soon to see the beneficial effects of their noble

example-

The spirit of useful improvement is onward. W^o see it most

aptly illustrated in agricultural and horticultural developments.

The taste once created knows no bounds. Those who love to see

the productions of the farm, likewise love to see the elegant and

spacious mansion. A well arranged and laid out garden, as well

as ornamental trees, with all the luxuries that appertain to a well

arranged " country seat."

It may be urged that " country seats" are expensive, and but

few of our farmers can afford the expense of such an establish-

ment. This, in the main, may be true, but the beauty of a

" country seat" consists in the trees, shrubs, and grounds, which,

if arranged with the least regard to beauty or utility, are of them-

selves the sum total of an establishment. Forest trees cost the

farmer little or nothing—shrubbery is not expensive, and two or

three acres of ground appropriated for the house, yards, garden

and flowers, or orchard, will yield more in value of fruits and

vegetables than any other portion of the farm.

Your committee are of the opinion that this society cannot in

any manner, better promote the cultivation of choice and supe-

rior fruit, than by the encouragement of rural tastes and rural

refinement. Few people, after having taken pains and exerted

themselves to plant trees and shrubs and beautify their grounds,
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will quietly neglect their garden, or the fine vegetables which,

are so easily raised, for they are too tempting to the palate to be

neglected. The person who has a taste lor the beautiful, has an

equal relish for the good. It only needs a little time to fit up the

grounds around the dwellings of the farmer beautiful and taste-

ful in their appearance, wearing an air of comfort and luxury

whicli would well repay the owner for the slight care and atten-

tion bestowed upon them. In a country like ours, it is the duty

of all those engaged in agricultural pursuits to add something to

the beautiful as well as to the useful departments of agriculture.

No class of men have an equal riglit to be as proud as the

farmer. He serves no man ; for him God has given " seed, time,

and harvest ;" if one crop fails another is unusually abundant
j

he knows no want ; the earth produces in abundance the good

things of this life, or the means of procuring them. With a

little care, prudence and industry, his table can be supplied

with all the delicacies of the season, and all that the country

affords.

The artisan, whose life is spent in the dense and crowded cities,

without so much as to look at the green fields and gorgeous for-

ests, invents and puts into practical operations all the improve-

ments which the heart of man can wish, to aid the farmer in his

avocation. No class of men can boast of being as well supplied

with useful implements in their business as the farmers. Ingenu-

ity seems to have exhausted its resources, as it were, in inventing

labor-saving machines and implements for the farmer's use, and

it would seem as if not half the labor is now required to culti-

vate the same amount of land as formerly.

All improvements should, as far as they are useful, be adopted

and engrafted upon the original implement or design, and there-

by improve and perfect the whole.

To improve, not to destroy, is the object of all useful inven-

tions. No body of men know as well as the farmers that all

radical reforms are not improvements, and the farmers are a class

of men not easily humbugged, and if they should be, woe to the

source from which the humbug cometh.
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What should the farmer do in return for the artisan, whose life

is wasted by anxious and ceaseless toil, and who is shut out from

rural blessings ? We answer—do his duty to himself ; it is all

that is asked or required of him. We claim it to be the duty of

every man who is a farmer, to plant fruit and ornamental trees,

to cultivate and grow the vine, as well as all useful vegetables
;

to beautify and adorn his grounds and garden with flowers,

plants, and shrubbery, and so arrange his yards and grounds as to

give his habitation as Eden like appeai-ance as possible. Should

our farmers be thus true to themselves and dutiful to nature, then

with truth of our country it might be said in the language of

the poet—'Tis

" the land of the myrtle, the cypress and vine,

Where all but the spirit of man is divine."

Nothing is so attractive to the tr^iveler as the fine " country

residences." They are something for the eye to feast upon.

They please the imagination and cheer the heart, and bring with

them all the associations ot happiness and home. "Country

seat" gives value to the farm upon which it is situated.

One blessing follows another. Sociality, refinement, and learn-

ing follow in the train of rural improvement. The mind keeps

pace with the outer man, and the love of the beautiful in nature

inspires the mind with the love of the useful and the good. It

stops not there; it teaches the mind "to look from nature up to

nature's God."

Your committee would therefore recommend the adoption of

the accompanying resolutions by the Society

:

Resolved, That the Rensselaer county Agricultural Society, for

the purpose of giving encouragment to those who will " beautify

and adorn" their "country seats," hereby establish an award on

"country seats," including dwelling, grounds, gardens, trees, and

shrubbery, and will, in the annual report of this society to the

State Society, recommend the publication by the said State

Society of the drawing and description of such "country seats"

as the society shall by their committee deem advisable.
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Resolved, That a committee consisting of five members of this

society shall l)e appointed in the same manner as otlier commit-

tees of the society are, to be called " a committee on country

seats," whose duty it shall be, at each annual Fair, to examine

and report upon all such drawings and description of " country

seats" entered for competition. Said committee in their award

shall designate the name of the '-country seats" entitled to the

honor of said recommendation to the State Society, and shall

likewise award said successful competitor each a diploma and a

copy of the Transactions of the State Society and of the Ameri-

can Institute.

Resolved, That any person, a member of the "Rensselaer

county Agricultural Society," owning or having an interest in

any "country seat" in this county, who shall on or previous to

the first day of each annual Fair, make or cause to be made an

accurate drawing and description of such " country seat," and

file the same with the Recording Secretary of this society, shall

be entitled to compete for the honors above specified.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

JOHN FITCH,
HORACE HERRINGTON,
JOSHUA S. LEWIS.

Troy, July 9th, 1850.

PROGRESS OF TEA CULTURE IN THE U. STATES.

Grove Tea Planta
August 12th, 1850.

Greenville, S. C, Golden Grove Tea Plantation, 1

H. Meigs, Esq.,

Dear sir : I have not had the pleasure of hearing from you for

many months, and know not at what point of the new organiza-

tion of the Am. Institute you are to be found. I am always glad

to hear from you. Know, that since the arrival here ofmy last tea

plants, in beautiful condition , the first week in June,from the North-

ern part ofChina, I have spent the chief part ofmy time upon my
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tea plantation, and am pleased to inform you that the plants and

seedlings are coming forward satisfactorily. These are the first tea

plants I have received direct from China in sound condition. It

has taken two years to learn the art of importing tea plants from so

great a distance. The plants which I brought from London in

'48, are now in strong and most prosperous growth, and require

but very little attention from my hands. The chief labor is sub-

duing the -weeds and keeping the garden clean. This location is

so far superior to the old one in the village that I have quite

abandoned the idea of putting out any more plants there, or of

planting any more tea huts, but devote my whole force to the

plantation at the grove. I have received two parcels of nuts

from different parts of China, and planted them in June. I have

now a pretty good additional supply of tea nuts, far more than

all I have before received, on the way from New-York, since the

last of July. I hope to receive them next week. If they germi-

nate tolerably well, I shall have a great increase of productive

plant to my stock. The plants in the village, reduced from va-

rious casualties to about 80, are now coming into blossom bud,

and were it not for the hope of gathering seed from those plants

this year, I should remove them to this place, but as I think they

will now stand any weather, shall probably let them remain an-

other year, and if I am disappointed in my expectations, tra)^sfer

them early n^xt spring and concentrate the whole at this place.

During vacant time I have occupied myself very agreeably in im-

proving my farm. My small crop of corn, oats, buckwheat,

mind the cakes, peas, birans, &c., all designed to supply the es-

tablishment, look well, and promise a sufficiency for my objects.

It would do your kind heart good to see my fruit trees loaded

with apples and peaches of choice varieties. I save the fruit

and make it available to some good purpose. I have just finish-

ed a cider mill, and purpose beginning to manufacture in a day

or two the summer fruit and follow it up as the autumn fruit

ripens. I planted out, during winter and spring, as choice a

collection of all kinds of fruit trees as I could find in the coun-

try from Long Island to Carolina, and shall probably have as

fine a fruit orchard of pears, peaches, plums, apricots, nectarines,

almonds, quinces, damsons, cherries, strawberries, &.c.,&c.,as
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can !>e found in this part of t]ie country. Among other things

I have three African dates, fifteen English walnuts, forty-one

Spanish chestnuts. I intend to replant the two latter this au-

tumn upon a plantation unoccupied for five years. I find plenty

of work ; I have a good farm-house, besides out-houses, in which

I can sit ci nd overlook the gro7»'ing fruits and labors of one year's

work. My tea field here is a valley running north and south,

and the ceut^.r of that valley I have trenclied 1,400 feet, three

feet wide and two dee]?, v.'ith a descent from the northern reser-

voir of water to the southern of twenty feet. This trench I

divide by danis'about 100 feet asunder, and thus have an ample

supply of v.ater running three feet from the first row of tea

plants, vrith sufficient capacity to irrigate the valley at pleasure.

The chief part of tlie valley is bottom land, and suliiciently rich

without the aid of manure at present.

The capabilities of this small plantation of about 300 acres i&

the most extniordinary. I should like you to see it. The people

here know nothing but to plant corn and cotton, and have

recently, so I hear, given out that the tea cultivation is a

total failure. Why, they do not appear to know the diifer-

ence between a tea plant and its cultivation from a saw mill.

Ko one,''or very few, understands or appreciates my undertaking,

can enter into my views or appreciate the enterprise, or cares a

pin whether it succeed or not, but rather looks with jealousy

and contempt upon a blockhead dreaming of future results.

None of these things move me one hair. I ought by this time

to know something of my own business.

My kind regards to the gentlemen of the Institute.

The railroad from Greenville to Charleston by Columbia runs

through my farm, is now going forward with great spirit for such

a country, and will open great facilities for future operations.

Yours most sincerely,

JUNIUS SMITH.

17tli August. My apple and peach trees are so loaded with

choice fruit that I am obliged to convert the former into cider,

and the latter into brandy, to save them from a total loss. The
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branches give way under the pressure of abundance. I have

made 100 gallons of cider and 25 of vinegar this week and have

filled all my casks and only just begun. I wish you could see

and taste my fruit.

Yours, &c.,

JUNIUS SMITH.

Water and nutmeg melons in abundance of finest quality.

J. S.

Golden Grove Tea Plantation,
\

Greenville, S. C, Jan. 1, 1851. ^

Adoniram Chandler, Esq.,

Corresponding Secretary Am. Ins.

:

Dear Sir—I am in receipt of your favor of 28th November,

and am always glad to hear from the American Institute, and

should be well pleased to hear from the individual members

with whom I formed an agreeable acquaintance the short time I

resided in your city.

My time and labors are devoted to the main object which

brought me to this part of the country. My supply of tea nuts

last year, 1849, was very short, and a large proportion of those

received, together with all the tea plants, perished in transpor-

tation. Thus, to a casual observer, it would seem that all was

lost. But I regarded the disaster as a trial sent as a matter of

discipline to give force to a bended, not a broken bow. The

apparent loss was a great and substantial gain. My attention

was directed from modes of transportation, which this experience

proved would not answer, to others, which I judged from reason-

ing, for I had no other guide, would afford greater security. I

was correct in my views.

My instructions transmitted to China, were faithfully execu-

ted, and the three different methods in which I directed the nuts

to be packed, proved perfectly successful ; every package came

to hand—one after a passage of 180 days from Canton to New-

York—in admirable condition. The tea plants packed in China

under the direction of a gentleman of great horticultural experi-
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ence, arrived also, from the northern parts of China, in beautiful

condition. These plants are all of the green tea species, of the

first quality grown in the tea plantations of China, and were

planted out on this place the first week in June. They have

grown well for the sliort time they have been in the American

soil, and look fresh, green and healthy. I began planting tea

nuts about the same time. Some of black tea species, planted

5th of June, germinated first week in September, and are now
tine, vigorous plants.

In order to test the climate, soil, and system of cultivation, I

have adopted the plan of planting tea nuts every month, in

varieties of soil and different temperatures of heat, as you will

notice that I have no other guide but my own experience and

judgment in adapting the cultivation of the tea plant to this cli-

mate, soil, time of planting, &c., &;c.

All written authorities, in reference to the cultivation of tlie

tea plant, relate to foreign countries, and do not afford any sure

criterion for our government in regard to our own country. On

the contrary, whenever I have followed advice and recommenda-

tion of foreigners, I have always been in error. It is for this

reason that I am laboring to form an American system of plant-

ing and cultivating the tea shrub adapted to this country, not to

Asia. If it please God to spare my life, it is my design to pur-

sue the same system in regard to the curing of the tea leaf.

The peculiar advantages which, it appears to me, our country

holds out for the growth and cultivation of the tea plant are so

great, that I think nothing should be omitted which tends to the

formation of a more perfect system of managing the tea plant in

this country, than any we can import from abroad, where the

climate, soil, temperature, liabits of labor, and the like, must

necessarily be in some measure, if not altogether, of a dissimilar

character.

^ My good success in a pretty large importation this year of tea

plants and nuts, is gratifying, seeing it carries with it a hand-

some extension of my tea plantation, and enables me to supply

with a more liberal hand, the demands of others, than I have

heretofore been able to do.
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Your agricultural report of 1818, I received, but none of a

later date has been received. I should be happy to receive the

following numbers or rather volumes. In the absence of a direct

opportunity, please to leave them with Messrs. Cook & Smith,

Wall-street, who will forward them to me.

Your obedient servant,

JUNIUS SMITH, LL. D.

VExNTlLATlON.

The committee appointed by the trustees of the American In-

stitute on the 3d day of May last, to whom was referred the sub-

ject of ventilation of steam vessels for river and sea navigation,

respectfully

REPORT

:

That they have had the subject under consideration ; that they

have examined sundry steam-vessels in regard to their condition

in respect to ventilation. It appears that the close and crowded

condition of the sleeping apartments, and the consequent impu-

rities in the atmosphere of steamboats plying upon our rivers,

and the dangeious currents orcoid air to which tlicir passcL'gers

are exposed while heated or sleeping, are generally known and

are the subject of frequent complaiflt. But the full measure of

the evils and its influence on public health, are not sufficiently

appreciated. The universal discomfort, the frequent sickness and

occasional deaths thus induced, are regarded by competent medi-

cal observers as causing directly and remotely a larger amount

of mortality than is occasioned by the explosion of steam boilers.

Abuses of a similar kind in vessels engaged in the exportation

of slaves from Africa in times past when that trade was permit-

ted, induced the Parliament of Great Britain to legislate on the

subject. It limited the number of slaves so that each one was

allowed at least a space equal to his length and his breadth 6d.

the floor of the vessel. Moreover, Avhen the slave trade was re-

gulated, traders were permitted to carry only three slaves for
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every two tons. It is believed that this allowance is often ex-

ceeded in our river boats.

Mr. Gladston recently declared in the British Parliament that

Mr. Jenkinson stated that under the act of Sir Wm. Dillon, " the

mortality in slave vessels was reduced to three per cent." That

in the Dutch vessels the mortality was from 5 to 7 per cent.

That in emigrant vessels dui-ing the year 1848—19, the mortality

was 5 per cent, nearly double Mr. Jenkinson's estimate for slave

vessels.

In the sleeping cabins of many of the boats, there arc generally

placed on each side of the cabin and throughout nearly its whole

length, three tiers of births, (one over the other) and in the cen-

tre two other ranges also, each of three tiers ; the cabins usually

being less than 18 feet wide. But in many boats there are two,

and in some three, sleeping decks, one above the otlier, the up-

per decks receiving the foul emanations of the lower, not from

the lungs and persons of the crowded passengers alone, but also

from numerous and oftentimes smoking lamps. Thus it appears

passengers, among whom aie children and invalids in search of

health, are croAvdedmore closely than the slaves were permitted

to be packed under the act of Parliament, for if laid upon the

floor each passenger would not have his length and a breadth of

18 inches ; thus he has not even the slave's allowance. The

number of passengers permitted to slave vessels according to their

tonnage is, It is believed, often exceeded in our river boats.

The committee see no reason to doubt that the mortality in

our night rivrer boats would be as grea,t as in slavers sailing un-

der the olvd regulations, if the passages were as long as from tho

^ coast of Africa to America.

Your committee believe that abuses such as thus shown should

not be permitted longer to pass unnoticed. Many of these evils

are capable of being rem^edied by adequate ventilation. There is

a limit to the crowding together ofhuman be iL!;;s, beyond v>'hich,

in spite of all the known principles of science and the best ap-

pliances of art, all comfort is destroyed, and life endangered.

This limit, it is believed, is passed in many of our public assem-
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blies and in our steam vessels. This is a matter which legisla-

tive action alone can remedy.

On the river wliere steamboats first floated, at the port wlience

they first put out to navigate and cross the ocean, it is proper

that the reform should commence, and tliat the American Insti-

tute, tlie fostering mother of the arts, should assume to direct the

attention of scientific engineers and skilful artisans to this impor-

tant matter.

There are two aspects in which this subject is to be viewed,

1. Its principles. 2. The application of them. The supply of

pure air requires the removal of tliat which has been breathed or

rendered impure by combustion or exhalation from crowded per-

sons or other sources. The principle upon which all ventilation

is eflected is, first,. that of the horizontal movement as in winds

or by the passage of vessels through the air ; and, secondly, of the

vertical movements depending upon differences oi specific gravity.

The first cannot be relied on as it fails in calm weather and in

steam-vessels when they are moving in the same direction and

with the same velocity as the wind.

The difference in the specific gravity of heated and impure air

is always suf&cient to produce motion of the air, and furnish

adequate ventilation. An erroneous idea prevails with many

persons, that an increased proportion of carbonic acid gas, which

is very heavy in comparison wdth atmospheric air, being emitted

in expiration, the air expired would be heavier than pure air.

This is erroneous, inasmuch as the expansion by heat, of the ex-

pired gases, more than compensates for the small additional per

centage of the heavier element. In their own smoke flues and

in the heat of their fires, steamboats possess a most powerful and

most effective means of ventilation, depending upon the principles

of the greater lightness ofheated air. The foul air of their cabins

and rooms is pure enough for their fires and may be readily

drawn out to supply them.

It is not the province of the committee to enter into details

as to the modes by which ventilation may best be effected ; they

content themselves with pointing out some of the most promi-

nent defects of the arrangement on board of steam vessels-
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1. The air of the lower cabins is discharged into those above.

2. There is no adequate means for the entrance of air indepen-

dent of that designed for the -discharge of it.

3. Air is admitted by windows opening upon the berths, to the

great danger of those who occupy them.

4. Or it is admitted in large quantities, injurious to the health

of those exposed to it.

The desideratum is to admit air through small apertures so as

to create no dangerous currents, and to provide for its exit

through independent escape flues, one or more for each deck,

and to have the lights under small tubes to carry of their smoke

and vitiated air.

Your committee therefore, respectfully recommend that the

American Institute should encourage the improvement in better

ventilation of steam vessels, and for such purpose it is expedient

to offer a gold medal for the best plan of ventilation for steam

vessels with models or adequate drawings, and which shall be

found effective for the object and which shall be approved of

and adopted by the Institute.

All which is respectfully submitted.

ALEX. H. STEVENS, ^

JAMES TALLMADGE, y Ccmmiitee.

JAS. RENWICK,
American Institute^ \^th May, 1850.

AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION.

New-York, 35 City Hall Place,

December 6th, 1850.

My De.^r Sir:—
I have so often, in tlie appropriate time and place, expressed

my opinion in as strong terms as possible, of the necessity which

exists for the establishment of an institution for the encourage-

ment of practical agriculture
5^
and so much has been better
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written and said by others, to the same eflect, that I fear but

little force or novelty belongs to the views liereiu submitted.

Such as they are, however, I hope they will contribute sometliing

to the concurrent testimony of all enlightened men Interested in

agricultural improvement, and I place tliem accordingly at your

disposal.

The necessity for some means to assist the progress of enlight-

ened agriculture arises out of the following considerations

:

1. The great extent of country involving a climate and soils

capable of growing almost every edible production.

2. The condition of our agriculturists ; the nature of their

calling necessarily precluding them from seizing the best oppor-

tunities for makiDg themselves acquainted with the highest

condition of their art.

3. The backward condition of the philosophy of the science

as connected with this country ; the great dependence which this

country, in theoretical matters, places upon European data.

1 . That there are particular zones of the earth best adapted,

from their annual mean temperature, for the sure growth of cer-

tain plants, is an admitted fact. This limit is not sufficiently

well understood, nor well defined in practice at present. The

physical geography of the State, as far as its capability of grow-

ing plants is concerned, requires more careful study and observa-

tion, not merely with regard to what it does at the present time

sustain, but also to what it is capable of supporting. There ar©

many valuable vegetable productions indigenous to the eastern

hemisphere, which might be made to flourish on our continent

were the climate and habitats peculiar to them carefully studied.

The study of our soils, in connection with climate and zones,

of vegetation, is only in its infancy. Climate being the same, a

variety of soil produces a dilferent vegetable growth. This is

shown in a very marked manner in the vintages of the Rhenish

provinces, where the vines in one vineyard will differ in flavor

£i'om those of the neighboring yards, owing to a variety in the

soils.
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The occupation of tilling the soil is exerted so laboriously on

the physical frame of the agriculturist, and the whole of his

time so absorbed in the pursuit that he has but little to spare

beyond the hours of rest. lie thus has frequently but little time

and leisure to make himself acquainted with the progress of this

art in other countries, and even in lils own State and country he

is often in equal ignorance of what improvements intelligent

cultivation is producing, owing to his being in that profession

which of all others travels least. The farmer of all others,

knows least of what his brethren are doing, and he requires not

only that some one of experience should occasionally communi-

cate to his neighborhood the ai)parent improvements in practice

recommended, but also, that such an one should do it with that

amount of skill and provision tliat would ensure remuneration,

or prevent loss whenever it might be carried into practice.

The early period of life at which many young men commence

to farm, prevents them having the advantage of seeing the better

practice and more enlightened experience of our intelligent cul-

tivators ; and since this is a practice not likely to be altered in

this or the next generation, it is desirable that some opportunity

would be alTorded whereby in one spot might be found concen-

tered facilities for observing good practical agriculture, for learn-

ing the theory of their art, and for perfecting themselves in gen-

eral education. Even a single year spent by a youth at such an

institution would exercise an important influence upon him in

all his after conduct upon a farm. It would render him more

alive to the importance of an agricultural education for an agri-

culturist, and give him that tone of mind which would induce

him to adopt acknowledged improvements.

Notwithstanding the various geological surveys carried out so

extensively in many of the states, and in none more so than this,

yet it is remarkable that much of the information contained

therein has not reached or influenced the agricultural commu-
nity. The points of distinction between American and Euro-

pean soils have not been fully contrasted. Nor has the difier-

ence which a varied climate and latitude exerts upon soils of a

like chemical and physical character, been much attended to.

This is to be lamented, for without attention to this particular,
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great errors may be fallen into. It may occur occasionally thus.

European agriculture being more advanced, and a greater num-
ber of ascertained facts existing there ; these facts may be as-

sumed to he true and applicable here—a very erroneous assump-

tion. The error of adopting chemical analysis of one country's

crops as being the true analysis of the crops of other countries,

is nov7 fully exposed, and it is only by a series of well conduct-

ed analyses, prepared under varied circumstances of climate and

soil, that at last there can be arrived a general formula^ which

will express without error what the constitution of any plant

may be. Once the general formula is obtained, the specialformula

of any locality may be estimated from its soil.

Another instance occurs with regard to the use of lime. This

mineral exists very abundantly in the soils of western Europe,

and without its presence in a marked quantity, the cereal plants

do not flourish. In Britain it is a common impression that soils

which contain less than three per cent, of lime will not raise

wheat crops remuneratively, and hence the rule in practice to

bring the quantity of lime as near as possible to five per cent, by

artificial addition, to form a good wheat soil. Such a recom-

mendation would, in this country, if followed into practice, be

not merely useless, but injurious in its result. In point of fact,

we find luxuriant crops of wheat growing upon soils containing

less than one per cent., and this is the character of some of the

finest wheat lands in this State. This absence of lime is not

peculiar to this State. Throughout tlie whole Union, as far as

is examined, the proportion of lime in the soil is very much be-

low the European standard, and as abundant crops are harvest-

ed, it is not required. Hence the error which would ensue from

adopting an European maxim.

Solar heat in lower latitudes appears to effect what lime does

in colder and more humid regions; and the influence of this

element upon our soils, not merely in decomposing organic mat-

ter more rapidly in the soil, but also its power of pumping up

nourishment from the saline matters of the sub-soil by capillary

action, deserves more study than it has obtained. We sliould

never forget that if the sun's rays are capable of making a gar-

den out of a cold marsh, they are also capable of making a far-
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tile region a desert. Tlieir influence requires to be husbanded

and controlled by turns, and to do this, their influence requires

to be studied.

The " balance of nature," as it is now termed, deserves the

anxious attention of the agriculturist : the relations which earth

and air, light and heat, water and electricity, bear to the growth

of esculents, the rearing of stock, and the support of man, are

the great points requiring attention and investigation to be pushed

further than heretofore.

This the agriculturist cannot do ; he has neither the time nor

the means at his disposal. It requires the co-operation of ex-

perimental science ; and it is too much to expect the physicist,

the chemist, and the geologist to devote their time to aid in the

solution of questions, which however interesting in the abstract,

yet from their occupying considerable time, draw away from the

means of subsistence.

These questions of importance to the agriculturist, will be

neglected, or their prosecution deferred, unless an institution be

set apart for the special purpose. The endowment of an Agri-

cultural College, with an Experimental Farm annexed, is the

great means of supplying these wants. In such an institution,

the points alluded to might be satisfactorily resolved, and their

bearing extended. The relations between the soil and the plant

here be truly determined, as far as regards this State.

The establishment of an Agricultural Bureau at Washington,

as recommended by the President, by no means would diminish

the necessity for an educational Agricultural College and an

Experimental Farm for the State of New-York. The business

conducted in the latter, should have for its object solely the de-

velopment of the agricultural resources of this State. The New-

York farmer is now almost placed between Scylla and Charybdis

;

he has to compete with the south and the west : with the early

vegetation of the former, and the cheap production of the latter.

Competition he cannot escape ; and the only means he has to

oppose his antagonists is to stimulate the productiveness of his

[Assembly, No. 149.J M
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ground to its ne plus ultra. Here the aid of science is invoked,

here is the necessity for an Agricultural College.

I am, my dear sir,

Yours , very respectfully,

THOMAS ANTISELL.

To A. Chandler, ^c, ^c,

American Institute^ JV, Y.

TRIAL OF FIRE ENGINES.

Troy, N. Y., Jan. 28th, 1851.

Gen. Chandler:

Dear Sir—Enclosed I send to you a report made to the Execu-

tive Committee of the Kensselaer County Agricultural Society,,

by the committee appointed for the purpose of witnessing the

trial of fire engines at our late County Fair. I would ask for the

report an insertion in the next volume of the Transactions of the

American Institute. We think it to have been the finest effort

of the kind ever witnessed in this country, and that no other

engine ever came up to the effort of No. 13. The trumpet

awarded was a beautiful specimen of art.

Yours, &e.,

JOHN FITCH,

Cor. Sec. Rens. Co. Jig. Society.

REPORT.

To the President and Executive Committee of the Rensselaer County

Agricultural Society:

Your committee on the trial of fire engines beg leave to report

:

that there were nine engines entered for competition ; seven from

Troy, and three from Lansingburgh, as follows

:

Troy. Foremen.

No 1, W. C. Dauchey.

Washington Volunteers, J. H. Congdon.

No. 7, Chas. Dummery.

No. 8, Wm. Flack.
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Troy. Foremen.

No. 9, J. H. Allen.

No. 10, G. M. Capron.

No. 13, J. Ostrander.

Lansingburgh.

No. 2j Edward Mercer.

No. 4, John McMurray.

No. 3, A. C. Surges.

The trial of each was made in the order above, except No. 9,

which was by a vote of the fire department ruled out in conse-

quence of some change made in their pumps, after coming on the

ground. And also No. 3 of Lansingburgh, which did not enter

for competition, not being a full company.

The trial was made according to the rules adopted by the fire

department, and assented to by your committee, with the follow-

ing results

:

Each engine, in its turn, was placed on a platform at the river,

throwing the water through 300 feet of hose into a tank pre-

pared for that purpose, more than 23 feet above the platform.

Each company of 75 men working their engine 8 minutes, when

the water thrown into the tank was measured, the time and meas-

urement being accurately marked by your committee.

Each engine filled the tank as follows

:

No. 1, 38 inches, measuring 1 ,748 gallons.

Washington Volunteers, 41^ do, do 1,897 do, 2 qts.

No. 7, 42 15-16th, do 1,975 do, 1 qrt.

No. 8, 43| inches, do 2,008 do, 1 qrt.

No. 10, 42| do, do 1,966 do, 2 qts.

No. 13, 45 7-16ths, do 2,090 do.

No. 2, Lansingburgh, . . 42^ inches, do 1,943 do, 2 qts.

No. 4, do, .. 35 do, do 1,610 do.

No. 8 met with an accident and an intermission, caused by

some portions of the platform giving way, after they had played

two minutes, and after playing five minutes, an accident hap-
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pened to their engine which caused the company to cease play-

ing.

No. 4 of Lansingburgh, met with an accident in breaking

some planks on the platform, at the river, which lowered one

side of their engine so much that it could not be worked to its

greatest capacity.

The two companies from Lansingburgli being the next to ex-

periment, labored under some disadvantage in consequence of a

severe shower, which continued during their whole perform-

ance.

The trial through the pipe for the second premium, was dis-

pensed with for the present by a mutual agreement of all the

companies, in consequence of tlie bursting of six pieces of hose on

the two first trials, it being found that there was no hose on the

ground which would stand the pressure ol water when the en-

gines were worked by the full force of the company. New
gutta percha hose was tried, and gave way almost immedi-

ately.

On Saturday morning, engine company No. 9 brought their

machine on the ground, and worked under the inspection of a

part of the committee, playing through the same liose from

the river into the tank, for the same time, eight minutes,

with the following result—44^ inches in the tank, and 2,047

gallons.

The committee award the first premium to No. 13, Jonathan Os-

trander, of Troy, for having thrown the greatest quantity ofwater

from the river into the tank, being 43 gallons over the next high-

est. No. 9, and 82 gallons over No. 8, and 480 gallons over the

lowest.

The committee will make a further report on the machines, as

to the capacity of pumps, length of stroke, &c., as soon as con-

venient.

On Saturday afternoon No. 4, ol Lansingburg, which broke

through the platform the day previous, played through the same
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hose into the tank, and filled it to 37| inches, an increase of 2|

inches on the day previous.

FRANKLIN TOWNSEND,
PETER ROWE,
A. VAN TUYL,
G. M. SELDEN,
JOHN FITCH,

Committee,

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES OF

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE,

On the pamphlet entitled " Description of the causes of the explosion

of steam hollers^ and of some newly discovered properties of heat

^

^c," hy James Frosty and on the experiments and theories therein

described and set forth.

After perusing the said pamphlet, several members of the

committee proceeded to the residence of Mr. Frost at Brooklyn,

where they carefully examined all the apparatus devised by Mr.

Frost, for the illustration of his theory, witnessed a number of

his experiments which he performs by means of them, and assist-

ed at the trial of an engine propelled alternately by steam gener-

ated in the usual manner, and steam heated after being generated,

out of contact with water.

In respect to the apparatus, they report that it is planned with

much ingenuity, and upon principles which admit of no doubt

as to the accuracy of the results exhibited by experiments per-

formed with it. These results will be hereinafter spoken of in

detail. In respect to the engine they found a very marked and deci-

ded superiority in the measure of the work performed by it,

when the steam was heated after being generated. In the ab-

scence of those members of the committee practically skilled in

the action of steam engines, however, they do not venture to

assert that the principles upon which the engine acts when pro-
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pelled by steam heated after being generated, is certainly capable

of convenient application to the steam engine. Enough, how-

ever, was obvious to them to enable them to report that the prin-

ciple is in itself true, and that the application of it to practical

use is well worthy of careful investigation.

The experiments described by Mr. Frost, of which a sufficient

number were witnessed by the committee to enable them to as-

sert that there is no reason to suspect any fallacy in their results,

may be divided into two classes :

1

.

Those by which the expansive force and tension of steam,

heated after being generated, to which, in the remainder of this

report, tl\e name of dry steam will be given, and determined

:

and

2. Those by which the relations of dry steam to sensible and

latent heat, are investigated.

In relation to the experiments of the first class, it is proper to

premise, that previous to the publication of the experiments of

Mr. Frost, it was held and admitted by all scientific men that

the vapor of water and of all other bodies did, like atmospheric

air, obey tlie law known by the name of the experimenter who

first investigated it, Guy Lussac ; and did, in conformity with

that law expand 4 loth part of their volume at the temperature

of freezing water, for every increase of 1° of Fahrenheit in their

temperature. The accuracy of this law, after being received

universally for near half a century, has recently been called in

question, even in its application to the gases, the experiments

under consideration seem to show that it is very far from being

true in dry steam. Guy Lussac appears to have been too hasty

in admitting the universal application of his law ; and even in

the cases whence he derived the inference that it was true of

a vapor of water, his experiments, as far as your committee have

been able to ascertain, did not extend to the particular points

which have been the chief subject of Mr. Frost's investigations.

The published results of Guy Lussac, derived from his experi-

ments on the vapor of water, extend from 32° F. to 212° F., and,

therefore cease exactly where Mr. Frost's begin. Tliere is,
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therefore, in reality, no received law to be set aside. That of

Guy Lussac remains unchanged, although restricted by the lim-

its of the experiments on which it is founded ; and any other law

determined by experiments beyond these limits, is not in opposi-

tion to, but an extension of his law. It has been considered

important that these fact should be stated, inasmuch as the in-

vestigations of Mr. Frost might be rejected without examination,

as contrary to a well established law of nature, were it not clear-

ly shown that tliis law has been too far generalized.

By means of various apparatus, fully described in his pam-

phlet, Mr. Frost has obtained the following relations between the

volume, temperatures and tensions of steam, heated out of con-

tact with water:

Temp.

212°

216

228 .

450

600

650

Volume,

, 1
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ferent pressures, and in steam generated at the temperature of

212°, and heated afterwards out of contact with water. In the

first of the two cases, he reaches the conclusion that " natural

steanij however varying in density or temperature^ is one invariahle

atomic coinpound of water and caloric, and as definite as any chemical

atomic compound whatsoever^ This, when translated into more

familiar language, is no more than the well-known law which

has long been received as approximately, but not exactly true,

viz, that the Slim of the latent and sensible heat in the vapor of water

^

whatever he its temperature or density, is a cojistant quantity. Mr.

Frost's experiments do not appear to furnish better grounds for

considering this law as more than approximately true, than those

of others ; and to receive it as more than an approximation, is at-

tended with difficuities which have so often been pointed out,

that it is unnecessary to state them in this report. Upon this

law, however, Mr. Frost founds an argument against the profita-

ble application of high steam, on which head it is sufficient to

state that on this very law is founded tlie reason why liigh

steam can be employed with advantage ; because the tension due

to its increased temperature is obtained without cost. In respect

to steam generated at 212°, and subsequently heated out of con-

tact with water, Mr. Frost infers that the increased tension which

has been exhibited in the tables above set forth, is obtained by

the addition of comparatively small quantities of heat. Thus to

raise the dry steam from a temperature of 212° to 650° and give

it a tension of 9.8 atmospheres, requires no more heat than is to

that which is required to raise water from a temperature of 50°

and convert it into steam of the tension of one atmosphere, as

38 : 32. Upon this Mr. Frost founds a theory, that steam heated

out of contact with water, becomes a new atomic combination

" of water and caloric." We do not see that it is necessary to

resort to this hypothetical mode of expression, nor is there any

experimental evidence of a change in the relations of the aqueous

matter to latent heat. All that occurs can be explained in lan-

guage more familiar, and which, although also hypothetic, is so

universally received that it may be used wdth as little risk of be-

ing misunderstood, as if it truly expressed facts. In this lan-

guage the amount of the discovery of Mr. Frost may be stated, by

saying that steam heated out of contact with water has a very
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low capacity for specific heat. Following out his owu hypothe-

tical views, Mr. Frost chooses to call his supposed new combina-

tion of aqueous matter and " caloric" by the name of Stame.

Your committee are not of opinion that the use of such new name

is of absolute necessity, and hare therefore avoided its employ-

ment, particularly as the epithet dry^ if applied to steam not in

contact with water, is fully and sufficiently expressive of every-

thing that is positively known, or which requires to be expressed

in language by way of distinction between steam heated out of

contact with water, and steam in contact with water whence it

has been generated.

In expressing a difference of opinion from Mr. Frost, in rela-

tion to the law of the constancy of the quantity of heat in ordi-

nary steam, and in respect to the necessity of a new name for dry

steam, your committee do not intend to detract in the least from

his liigh merit, nor from the value of the deductions he has made

from his experiments. These deductions are of great value as

additions to the theory of elastic fluids, and afford an explana-

tion offacts and occurrences which no previous theory has reached.

We have seen that an increase of the temperature ol dry steam,

from 212'^ to 650*^, or little more than 400° increases its elastic

force nearly ten fold, and that this increase of force can be at-

tained by an expenditure of heat not greater than one-fourth of

that by which the steam was originally generated. Can it be

doubted that in this simple but hitherto unknown fact lies the

cause of by far the greater part of the explosions of steam boil-

ers. It is conceded by almost all who are comjDetent to examine

the subject, that the dangers which might otherwise accompany

the use of steam generated in a boiler no part of whose surface is

hotter than the water it contains, can be prevented by the use of

the common safety-valve, and the very weakness of parts of a

boiler, may prove a source of safety. On the other hand it is al-

most always possible to infer that there have been causes capable

of heating some portion of the boiler to temperatures far above

those of the water it contained, previous to all positive explo-

sions. Now if an additional heat of 400° suffices to increase the

elastic force of dry steam nearly ten-fold, how great might the

increase of elastic force become, if the steam were in contact
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with incandescent metal, and heated from 1600° to 2000° above

its normal temperature.

The low capacity for heat which has been found by Mr. Frost

in dry steam, accounts for the fact that explosions arising from

the cause we have referred to, are often preceded by a diminu-

tion in the force with which the engine works. It also enables

us to explain how it happened that although the very action pro-

posed by Mr. Frost, namely, the heating of dry steam, has been

employed for many years in the " Steam Chimneys" so familiarly

known, no very important advantages have been gained by their

use. In this case the steam has parted with its temperature to

the cylinder and steam passages just as rapidly as it has acquir-

ed it.

In this cause also we are to find the reason of the difl&culties

which Mr. Frost has experienced in applying the principles de-

duced by his experiments to the actual working of an engine.

These difdculties he has overcome in an engine of small size, by

methods extremely ingenious and suflSciently simple.

It should be considered that we know that incandescent me-

tal may drive off water in globules, and that this incandescence

is often produced in particular spots of the boiler, by means ofan

accidental high heat produced by peculiar arrangements of fuel

and draught of air, and particularly where there is not enough of

water in the boiler. In such cases an explosion may be the con-

sequence.

It should also be considered that more of the metals than is

usually admitted are capable of decomposing steam when intense-

ly heated, and are thus oxidated. These considerations show

that there must be difiiculties or even dangers in the use of dry

steam, and ought to be taken into account- in any attempt to re-

duce Mr. Frost's principles to practical application.

JAMES RENWICK,
H. MEIGS,

HENRY R. DUNHAM,
Committee.
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TRANSLATION.

[Communicated to the American Institute^ by H. Meigs, Esq.]

RaspaiPs System of Organic Chemistry, on circular polarization^

employed as a means of distinguishing chemical species.

Biot's very interesting inquiry on this order of phenomena,

led to results that are incontestible. He says when a ray of light,

polarized by reflection, passes across a tube full of any liquid, if

it is viewed through a plate of tourmaline* placed perpendicu-

larly to the course of the ray, it is found that it deviates to the

right or left ot the position which it occupied when the tube was

empty; and then it is said that the liquid has turned the plane

of polarization to the right or left. (Polarization of light is a

modification of light after it has undergone certain reflections

and refractions, which, as is said, give poles to the ray like those

of a magnet, or sides with the opposite properties.) This deviation,

whether to the right or left, increases with the density of the

liquid and the thickness of its mass. This property, wliich was

first discovered of Quartz by Biot and Arago,was called by Biot

polarization by rotation^ and by Fresnel circular polarization. The

recent researches of Biot consist in the application of this law to

the determination of Organic species. It results from them that

the soluble substance of fecula (of the nature of starch) obtained

pure, turns the plane of polarization upwards and to the righfj

more than any other substance. That sugar, whether from the

cane, the beet, or the mallow, produces a like, but less deflection;

but that gum arable and grape sugar, from whatever plants ob-

tained, turn the plane of polarization to the left; but when these

are solidified they turn to the right.) and although agai?i made liquid^

will never again turn it to the left.

These results are justly deemed very interesting, and strongly

invite us to further research.

* The most perfect form of Schorl, a black, prismatic, brittle crystal, becomes

electric by heat or friction, has much lustre. The ancients called it Lyncurium. Its

chief components are Silica and Alumina, with about ten per cent, of Soda and a

little Oxide of Manganese and Iron. The transparent colored varieties are some-

times made ornaments of rings, and this substance is valued on account of its im-

poj'tance in experimenting upon the polarization of light.
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REPORT ON THE ATLANTIC DOCK MILLS.

The American Institute having received an invitation from

Mr. Bronson, agent of the Atlantic Dock Mills Company, to visit

their establishment for manufacturing various bread stuffs from

Indian corn by J. R. Stafford's patent processes

:

At a regular meeting of the Institute, held on the second day

of January, 1851, the undersigned were appointed a committee

for that purpose, and having performed their duty, beg leave to

report the result of their examination.

The said mills are located on the northerly side of the dock,

occupying the three story stone building numbered 17, 13, 19

and 20.

This establishment is probably the largest in the world engaged

in the exclusive manufacture of bread stuffs from Indian corn,

such as corn flour, corn farina, corn meal, and other varieties,

by cracking, by grinding, by evaporating all moisture from the

articles by proper steam heat, and by motion and ventilation

during the drying process. All the machinery is admirably

adapted for producing the said articles of excellent food. This

drying process is by a moderate temperature which, while it

sufl&ces to drive out all moisture without the slightest injury,

but gives peculiar sweetness to the taste which is not given by

kiln drying.

These mills are able to prepare and clean the flour, the meal,

farina, grits, &c., more perfectly than can be done by any other

known process.

We noticed in the packing room, the several articles made

from yellow and from white corn, put up in every variety of

sized package to suit customers.

The whole business is conducted in so clean and methodical a

manner as will give satisfaction to all those who use this delicious

article of food.

Respectfully submitted,

HENRY MEIGS,

JOHN A. BUNTING.
January 20, 1851.
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At the request of the eommittee we, the undersigned, examined

the mills referred to in the above report, and we concur with the

committee.

JOHN CLOWES,
R. L. PELL.

January 20, 1851.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE
MANUFACTORY OF MESSRS CADWELL, PAYSON & CO.'S

EXCELSIOR SOAP.

The undersigned, members of the special committee appointed

on the request of Messrs. Cadwell, Payson & Co., to examine their

manufactory of excelsior soap, situated at the corner of Riving-

ton and Cannon streets, proceeded there on the 21st of November

last.

The proprietors politely conducted them to all parts of the

building, which is 100 feet long, 50 feet wide, and four stories

above the basement ; a six horse power engine gives the neces-

sary power of elevating materials to the stories, stirring mixed

material, cleaning the conducting pipes by blowing steam through

them when necessary to clean them for oven heating, &.C.: croton

water throughout the building elevated partly by steam.

For boiling a kettle with plank upper containing 100 barrels.

The soap is made in about one hour to the weight of 4,500

pounds. They make daily about seven tons with power if nec-

essary to double that amount.

The committee do not feel at liberty to state the materials of

the soap. They are enabled to say that the cost of one pound

of the soap to the company is about one and an half cents.

The committee think it a very good soap when compared with

other common soaps ; is preferable in one respect, that it can be

well used in hard or in soft water. In conclusion, the commit-

tee deems the excelsior soap a valuable acquisition to the com-
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munityon account of both its useful qualities and its cheapness.

It is likewise valuable from the fact that the main body of this

soap is found readily in our country in inexhaustible quantities.

H. MEIGS,

GEO. F. BARNARD.

ANALYSIS OF SOIL FROM WESTCHESTER COUNTY.

General Chandler :

Dear Sir—Enclosed you will please receive the analysis of a

surface and sub-soil from Westchester county, New-York. The
farm from which this soil is taken lies adjoining the Harlem

river. Accompanying the analysis is a copy of my instructions

for its improvement, &c.

I remain yours, &c.,

J. J. MAPES,
Editor of The Working Farmer.

Newark, Dec. 20, 1851.

Dear sir—Some delay in the analysis of your soil has prevented

my replying at an earlier date.

I am sorry to find that your soil owes so much of its fertility

to the manures you have" used, the results of which, by full

cropping, have been removed, and the ultimate constituents re-

maining are not of such kinds as to give permanent utility, nor

even maximum crops, by the use of stable manure alone ; nor

can that kind of manure be used alone with a due attention to

profit.

I give below a table, arranged so as to enable you to compare

your soils with those of known fertility, by which you can see

at a glance what are the deficiencies of your soils, and thus be

able to correct them, and render their character more permanently

fertile.

All this may be done without any material expense, as com-

pared with the increased crops of the first three years, beside
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rendering the soil so replete with proper constituents that the

after manurings need be less in quantity, and consequently in

cost, and thus for the flrst five years the expense for manures

will be less than for the last five years, in addition to leaving the

soil in a much better condition than it now is. The manurings

for the five years commencing with A. D. 1855 will not cost one-

third wiiat you have probably expended from 1845 to this date

for manure.

No. Constituents.
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vicinity. This black muck has been washed from the Iiigh

lands during all time, and is highly valuable after proper treat-

ment, both for supplying organic matter to the soil and as the

recipient of the fluid manures of the stables, pig pens, &c., &c.

Even the salt marsh, by being ditched, and thus improved, will

furnish a suitable material.

This or any other organic matter may be rendered pulverulent

and suitable for use by the following process, viz

:

To make chloride of lime and carbonate of soda.—To three bushels

of lime, (shell lime, if you can get it,) fresh from the kiln, add

one bushel of common salt, dissolved in water. This will slake

the lime—and it may be found difficult to cause the lime to re-

ceive all the salt water the first day; but by turning over the

mass each day, the whole of the pickle may be added. This

mixture should be turned once each day for a fortnight, so as

frequently to expose all its parts to the action of the atmosphere.

After this time a chemical change will have taken place, and the

salt and lime will have changed to the chloride of lime and car-

bonate of soda.

Common salt is composed of chlorine and soda, and after its

intimate admixture with all the /me, this last substance will

combine with the chlorine, and thus form chloride of lime;

while the soda, being set free, will take carbonic acid from the

atmosphere, and become carbonate of soda. Commencing, then,

with lime and salt, you will have resultant chloride of lime and

carbonate of soda, which I will call, for the future, decomposing

powders.

The muck should be dug some time before it is required for

use, and thus it will have time to drain itself of excess of mois-

ture, and be lighter to cart. If dug in the fall, or during the

milder parts of winter, the frequent freezings and thawings will

leave it in a fine pulverulent condition by spring.

Prepared Muck. To each cord of this muck add four bushels

of the decomposing powders, and in 60 days in summer or 90 days

in winter, it will decompose all the roots, &c., and leave the

mass light and powdery.
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A large stock of this prepared muck should always be on

hand, near the stables, barn-yard, pig-pens, &c., ready to be used

in composts, &c.

Properties of prepared Muck. Muck so prepared contains

nearly the same ingredients as cow manure, and for some crops

is fully equal to it, without any further admixture. This is

peculiarly true when used for raising potatoes j I have raised

very large crops with this manure alone.

Prepared muck has peculiar powers for retaining those por-

tions of manures mixed with it, which under ordinary circum-

stances are volatile. Thus equal bulk of night soil and prepared

muck when mixed together, are inodorous; all the volatile

manures, such as guano, &c., if previously composted with

prepared muck for a month, may then be applied to the soil and

will remain until used up by growing plants, instead of escaping

from the soil in a single season, by evaporation, all the more

powerful manures may be used safely when previously mixed

with prepared muck.

Manure heaps which are fermenting and throwing off large

portions of ammoniacal and other gases will cease to do so when

covered with prepared muck, all gases will be absorbed by the

muck, thus rendering it equally eflfective, as manure, to the rest

of the covered mass.

When placed under the bedding of [cattle, it absorbs the

liquids, and retains the volatile matters which may be removed

to the manure sheds every ten days .and replaced by seven half

cords ; and thus the whole be converted into effective manure.

In other words, the amount of urine voided by six oxen in 10 days

is entirely sufficient to put seven half cords of prepared muck

into a state of fermentation, after ipassing through which the

muck is an efficient manure.

The solid excretise of animals when composted with 18 times

their bulk of prepared muck, will be found to cause the whole

mass to ferment, and thus render the whole suitable for manure.

Cattle yards and pig pens should be freely supplied with

prepared muck, and thus all the fluid and volatile portions

[Assembly, No. 149.] N
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would be saved, if taken up and housed or covered with a roof

of prepared muck, to receive the excess gases, when too small a

portion of muck to retain them, is mixed with the excretise.

By liberal use of this article, you will not only render all other

manures more lasting, but will, at the same time be adding the

necessary amount of organic matter to the soil. Three cords of

prepared muck added to an acre of ground, will supply nlore

organic matter to the soil than would be furnished by the

ploughing in of a full crop of clover. Whereas, when applied

unprepared, it only acts as a divisor and does not supply the

requirements of soluble organic matters. A soil once fully

charged with this material will ever after be capable of re-sup-

plying itself with the organic constituents of the atmosphere,

like an old garden soil.

Chemical value of the Decomposing Powders.

The decomposing powders used in the preparation of the muck
(chloride of lime and carbonate of soda,) will assist in adding to

the soil Nos. 4, 9, 10, and 13, and this too, in addition to their

use in the decomposition of the muck.

JVo. 2. As other ingredients are deficient, the silica is in ex-

cess, and only requires division by additions of organic matter,,

as recommended above, to make it more retentive of both mois-

ture and manures.

JVo. 3-. Your soil is not deficient of alumina, although the

free alumina is not large, its amount of silica of alumina is fulK

J\''o. 4. Lime is deficient in your surface soil, a large portion of

what has been previously used being now resident in the sub-

soil. Lime always sinks rapidly from surface into sub-soils

when the surface soil is deficient in organic matter.

I would not advise the addition of lime except before or after

the addition of organic matter,, but not at the same time. Much

lime may be added in the form of sulphate of lime, (plaster of

paris,) but this should find its way to the land through the sta-

bles, as plaster sprinkled freely about cattle stalls, barn yards

&c., absorbs and retain^ large quantities of ammonia and other

volatile matters which would otherwise be lost.
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The free use of plaster of Paris will also assist to supply No.

11, (sulphuric acid) of which the soil has 7ione, and without

which many plants cannot fully succeed.

Much lime will also find its way to the soil from the decom-

posing powders of which it forms a part. When your soil shall

have received a sufficiency of decomposed muck you may add

lime with an unsparing hand ; but when added in great excess

to soils deficient in vegetable matter it causes great loss of the

more volatile constituents.

JVo. 5. This need not be artificially added unless yon can pur-

chase a quantity of soiled or damaged Epsom salts, in which

case it may be added, as the sulphuric acid contained in the salts

would probably be worth to you what the w^hole would cost

;

100 lbs. of this material, at a cost of 1| cents per lb. would be

a judicious application ; but it should reach the soil through the

manure heap. Those who use stone lime find it to contain

enough magnesia for the necessary supply but its presence in

large quantity is deleterious, and in moderate quantities is read-

ily obtainable.

JVo. 6. Of oxide of iron, you have enough as it pervades both

the alumina No. 3, and No. 6.

JVo. 7. Oxide of manganese. This is not a necessary ingredi-

ent of the soil and by the use of muck you can add the small

portion required by plants.

JVo. 8. Potash. Of this material your soil is sadly deficient and

it should be added to your compact heaps in liberal quantities.

The cheapest sources for you to obtain it from are, floor scra-

pings of the New-York potash w^arehouses, wood ashes, spent

lye ot the soap boilers, (which contains both potash and soda

as carbonate) waste potash water from calico print works, &c.

JVo. 9. a?id 10. Both soda and chloride will be supplied by

the use of the decomposing powders, as they are both contained

in common salt, and it is probably due to this fact, that your soil

is not so deficient of soda as of potash ; the spray from the salt

water adjacent to yoiu' grounds having kept up the supply of
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soda, the quantity as you will perceive, is much too small and

should therefore receive the |)romised increase from the decom-

posed muck.

Tfo. 11. Of this your soil has none, and hence the propriety

of using plaster of Paris, sulphate of soda, and any other sul-

phates which can be had cheaply ; the next paragraph will show

how this substance may be had.

JYo. 12. This substance, phosphoric acid, is one of the most

valuable the soil can contain and next to the salts of ammonia,

should receive our attention. Your soil is deficient of it alto-

gether. Combined with lime, phosphoric acid forms phosphate

of iivie, which through plants supplies the materials to animals

for forming their bones, and it also enters largely into the com-

position of milk ; without its addition your soil would not pay

as a dairy /arm; with it, the results might be different. Phos-

phate of lime exists largely in bones, and bone dust is much

used as a manure, but they decay but slowly in the soil if applied

in the raw state, and the cost of grinding is very considerable.

A much better method is to dissolve rough bones in a mixture

of three parts water, to one part sulphuric acid and throw the

fluid evenly through the compost heaps ; by treating bones with

sulphuric acid, the phosphate of lime, which is insoluble in water,

is changed into the super-phosphate of limey which is soluble, and

hence is immediately ready for the use of growing plants ; the

sulphuric acid used combines with part of the lime, and the re-

sultant sulphate of lime although not soluble in water, is soluble

when an excess of sulphuric acid is present, and thus becomes

thoroughly divided through the compost ; this plan is peculiar-

ly adapted to your soil as the sulphuric acid is as necessary as

the phosphoric, both being absent.

The refuse burnt bones of the sugar refiners, if treated with

sulphuric acid, will supply the phosphate of lime.

I have just finished the analysis of a mineral phosphate of

lime found in New-Jersey, and which promises a cheaper supply

of this article to farmers—it is the chlor-apatite of the mineralo-

gists, and dissolves in sulphuric acid.
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J\'b. 13.

—

Carbonic Acid.—Soils contain this gas in preportion

to their other constituents, but after adopting the plans recom-

mended above, your soil will supply itself -with this material

from the atmosphere.

You will now readily perceive how you can supply yourself

with the deficiencies of your soil, and that too without so large

a disbursement of capital as formerly used for the purchase of

manure. You will readily see, by reference to an analysis of

horse manure, such as you have been in the habit of purchasing,

that it does not contain the constituents of plants in such propor-

tions as to supply the present deficiencies of your soil, and if you

will follow the plan now proposed, using only one-third your

usual quantity of stable manure, and that composted with many
times its bulk of prepared muck, with the ingredients above

recommended added to the compost, you will find a marked im-

provement the first year, largely increased crops tlie second

year, and a permanent capacity in the soil for giving a full effect

to all manures afterwards added.

As your soil now is, the volatile portions of manures escape

without being all used by the plants. The proposed plan will

remedy this evil, and your manures will last as well as in a

strictly clay soil.

Peruvian guano, if now applied, unless previously composted

with charcoal dust, gypsum, or some other material capable of

retaining ammonia, will last but one crop, and night soil, the best

of manures J
but two crops ; 6ut, add the prepared muck in suffi-

cient quantities, and either of these manures will do good ser-

vice. As you are desirous of raising heavy crops of esculents,

much good manure may be cheaply made from the wastes of fac-

tories, easily and cheaply attainable ; thus, the waste from glue

factories, for your use, when composted with prepared muck,

are cheaper than stable manures, costing nothing but their cart-

age Irom the city.

Peruvian guano at $50 per ton, if composted under cover with

prepared muck, is cheaper than stable manure alone, at no cost

but the cartage. You will readily understand this fact thus
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200 lbs. of Peruvian guano composted, after being finely pow-

dered, with one cord of decomposed muck, to whicli half a bu-

shel of bones dissolved by sulphuric acid is added, will do more

service to your land than ten loads of stable manure, of a half

cord each ; the bulk will be but one-fifth, and hence the expense

of spreading will be much less. To dig one cord of muck from

your meadow, including cartage, will cost, $0 31

200 lbs. Peruvian guano, 5 00

Half bushel of dissolved bones, 60

|5 91

which is less than the cost of carting ten loads of stable manure

from the city.

One hogshead of the ammoniacal liquors of the gas-works, with

twenty-five cents worth of sulphuric acid thrown into it before

being composted with ten loads of your muck, will make a ma-

nure very eflacient for your soil ; and after the missing inorganic

constituents are once added, such a compost would be worth prac-

tically its bulk of stable manure.

Nitrogenous manures are always valuable to vegetable gardens,

and if you will refer to an analysis of Peruvian guano, you will

find that it contains many of the ingredients required by your

soil for permanent improvement, besides supplying the ammonia

and other nitrogenous matters so valuable for immediate use.

Guano should never be mixed with manures intended for fer-

mentation ; if simply mixed through decomposed muck or char-

coal dust, it will, by its volatile character, disseminate itself

through to the mass and be retained by it. So large a garden as

yours requires an extensive manure-shed, to which the results of

the stables, barn, &c., should be frequently removed, and unless

at least ten times the bulk of muck has been added to the ma-

nures before being brought there, it should be there added. At

the corner of this shed should be a cistern to receive the drain-

age of the heap, supplied with a pump to throw the drainage

back on the heap, which pump should be used twice a week. If

the heap give no drainage, then throw water into the cistern and

pump up.
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Compost h-eaps should never be dry, or they will fire-fang^

which is collateral with burning, as it leaves only the ash with

the part affected. To this cistern may be added any fluid water,

dissolved bones, urine, spent lye of the soap-boilers, potash, soda,

or any other requisite soluble material, and thus the labor of

turning over this mountain of manure is done away with; the

soluble portions of every part of the manure is carried to every

other part, and thus a more even mixture is brought about than

could be had by one hundred turnings over of the mass with

forks. With such an arrangement the gardener may at anytime

supply himself with liquid manures for special purposes, for if

the cistern contains no leakings, he can pump up water, and on

its return it has full strength, and is ready to be applied to the

land by the sprinkling cart. Indeed, many European gardeners

«se all they can of their manures in this liquid form, for if the

soil is properly prepared to retain it, tlie manures so applied are

equally lasting and much sooner at the roots of the plants for

use. Crops raised by the application of liquid manures grow

evenly, clearly proving that the iiuid supplies their roots equal-

ly, whereas, when applied in more solid form, a single plant find-

ing a mass succeeds, while a less fortunate neighbor is not so

successful.

I have endeavored in the above to give all the necessary in-

structions, but should you find any points not clearly explained

it will give me pleasure to supply the deficiency.

JAMES J. MAPES,
Consulling Agriculturist^ JWioark, jY. J.

STEAM AND ITS USES:

Jl Lecture^ delivered before the Jlmerican Institute^ by James Fkost,
Civil Engineer.

[As reported for the Tribune.]

OnWednesday evening, James Frost, Esq., a distinguished prac-

tical engineer and scientific scholar, delivered before the members

of the American Institute, a lecture upon steam, with special refer-
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ence to a new discovery of the action of heat upon water, where-

by vast results may be obtained by very trifling outlay.

The many strange misunderstandings and gross misrepresent-

ations disseminated on these important matters, induced the lec-

turer to examine for the first time, and disclose how enormously

Gay Lussac, Dr. Dalton, other chemists, and all writers on the

steam engine had erred, in stating it required four hundred and

eighty degrees of heat to double a volume of steam heated apart

from water, by showing it required but four degrees of heat to-

double a volume of steam heated apart from water, and but six-

teen degrees of heat to treble a volume of steam heated apart

from water ; and having at the same time described simple in-

struments and easy means for proving these useful facts, and

more especially the immediate deduction, from steam being an

invariable atomic compound of water and heat, an additional

quantity of heat must, of necessity, constitute it a distinct che-

mical element, we have named Stame, and shown it to be both

mechanically, economically, and chemically distinct from and

of immensely greater value than steam.

This great chemical discovery of a new element, which can

neither be over valued nor disproved, has become exceedingly

distasteful to numerous engineers, bacause it so immeasurably

exceeds their best performances ; to many learned men, who, too

indolent to examine, or too conceited to believe, because it ex-

ceeds their book knowledge and cherished theories, whence

these gentlemen have learned a little, because but little can be

learned of the inscrutable properties of matter and of heat, with

their peculiar modesty, assume the knowledge of every property

thereot, however incomprehensible to the best understanding,

and ridiculously attempt to deny or to detract from any new

facts that contradict their impoten": theories, 'all of which yet

broached on the subject of heat, are so insufficient and puerile

as to be discreditable to the age.

An atrocious attempt of several members of one of the most

learned universities of this country, to substitute, by arrogance

and fraud, old pernicious vagaries for truth, will be given here-

after, for the purpose of showing as evil a spirit as tortured Ga-
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lileo for disclosing a sublime truth, still exists in an American

University, and, unhappily, this is not the only instance of seve-

ral I can adduce.

Again, a more learned and liberal professor, who has long de-

voted particular attention to the subject of steam, has been

attempting an apology for the astounding errors of Gay Lussac,

and Dr. Dalton, by stating their experiments having been made

on steam of less temperature than two hundred and twelve de-

grees, were established laws of nature : while all mino having

been made on steam of greater temperature than two hundred

and twelve degrees, though true, they were from that cause in-

comparable with those writers' experiments, and therefore, there

was no diflerence between us.

Very unhappily for those established laws, and for this most

learned and able apology—but more happily for science and the

general welfare of mankind, they have led me to investigate the

combination of greater heat with steam below the temperature of

two hundred and twelve degrees, because it has disclosed the

greater discovery that a volume of steam below two hundred

and twelve degrees, heated apart from water, is proportionally far

more expanded by extra heat, than is steam above two hundred

and twelve degrees expanded by extra heat ; and these newer

facts will become unquestionable to auy competent judge perus-

ing the details of instruments and means piu'sued for eliciting

the truth.

The speaker then detailed the mechanical means and the in-

struments by which he produced the results above stated. But

this part of the lecture would be unintelligible without diagrams,

and we must therefore pass it over.

The great economy that will result from the conversion of

steam to stame, and its costliness for motive force, cannot but

be apparent to any competent and candid judge, but great as is

that economy, it possesses other great recommendations.

First let it be considered how desirable it would be that

marine steamers should be propelled with double their present

speed and less fuel. To accomplish this, it is well known four
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times tlieir present power would be required. To produce this,

sixteen boilers and water must be employed instead of the pres-

ent four in each ship. Eight engines instead of the two in each

ship, four paddle wheels driven at double the speed of the

present slow wheels, while double the tonnage of coal will be

also indispensable.

As marine steamers are already burdened wdth fuel and ma-

chinery to their utmost capacity, the foregoing enumeration

shows their utter incapacity for this or any great improvement,

however desirable for the advance of civilization, and only to be

eflfected hy the use of stame instead of steam.

By comparing the peculiar properties of these distinct elements

it will be perceived that with tlie addition of a heater to the

present four boilers in use, they w^ould furnish from the present

fuel, a fargreater amount of elastic fluid (stame) of equal tension

with the steam the sixteen boilers w^ould supply with four times

tlieir present fuel, and as the voyage would occupy only Jialf the

time, half the present heavy tonnage of coals would better suffice

than the double tonnage the sixteen boilers would require and

consume,

Then again, the substitution of simpler, lighter, more scien-

tific and powerful direct acting engines for the present enormous

ana needless, complex and cumbersome old fashioned engines,

(the bed pktes alone weighing much more than a better engine

need to,) light propellers and shafting instead of the awkward

and incoAvenient paddle wheels, enormous shafting and needless

wheel-houses, all of which old fasliioned contrivances, would be

jendered useless or destroyed by the first broadside from a man-

of-war steamer; properly propelled by a power which, with all

lighter and efficient machinery, boilers and heater, would (if

reason and invention were preferred to copying,) be placed below

the water line, and indestructible. A fuller description of these

important matters will follow after we have shown the benefit of

employing stame for locomotive purposes, whereby society may be

immensely benefited at little expense either of money or intellect.

Having observed in a common locomotive boiler witliout steam

blast, lead was melted by the smoke in its passage from the
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boiler tubes to the chimney, tlierefore were the steam conducted

from the boiler through a tubular heater placed in smoke box,

which heater in such well regulated heat would outlast the boiler,

while the steam converted to stame without expense, would be

so increased in volume and efficiency that two-thirds or more of

the fuel and water now consumed in locomotives, would as well

serve for their propulsion at present speed, or by suitable arrange-

ments be propelled with fewer stoppages and vastly greater speed

or power, by the combustion of only their present amount of fuel.

Ar! desirable will be these improvements, as shameful and

foolish will become their neglect, when the importance and

great number of engines are recollected, for the saving of which

they are susceptible, is immense, and the corresponding credit of

eifecting it more immense, and should redound to the honor of

this country, as it would do if not hindered by inefficient theo-

retical blockheads, and might be returned to England as a small

and grateful acknowledgment for the steam engine, spinning

jenny and power loom.

Next, steam coaches, so desirable and often attempted on com-

mon roads in England by Gurney, Hancock, Church and others,

though unsuccessfully, may now be certain of success, by using

stame instead of steam, for if those coaches could run as they did

with their limited power, others of a similar construction, deriv-

ing four fold power from the same amount of fuel and water

could not fail to answer admirably, and the incessant attempts

of agriculturists to substitute steam power for horse power would

be as wonderfully encouraged and promoted, by finding that

steam power may be quadrupled by the same expenditure of

fuel and water in high pressure engines supplied with stame.

Again, if these coaches can travel on common roads, what can

hinder such coaches running on plank roads, an 1 successfully

competing with locomotives on rails, for running as smoothly on

planks, requiring neither turnouts nor switches, so often mis-

placed, and misleading to the destruction of engines and life

;

which awful contingencies these coaches are free from, and ought

to be introduced, and might be, with profit and public advantage,

if only limited in size and weight.
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Then let it be further considered how much the general con-

venience and prosperity of the inhabitants of cold countries may
be promoted by the use of stame, in a manner and degree hitherto

unexpected and unattempted, and otherwise unattainable by the

present comparatively improvident use of fuel, for if the quantity

thereof, now daily used for domestic purposes were employed

to propel a small steam engine, it would be found insufficient for

any useful effect ; but converting steam to stame, being in fact

tantamount to converting one pound of fuel to four pounds, the

quantity now used for domestic purposes, being thus quadrupled

in efficiency, would be found sufficient for the production of a

general highly beneficial power.

Then again comparing the peculiar properties of stame with

steam, each escaping from a high pressure engine, steam will only

boil and warm, while stame will bake, roast, boil and warm, so

that stame is not only four times as cheap and powerful a motor

as steam, but incomparably more useful, because after stame has

propelled machinery with fourfold effect, it will still serve for

every domestic purpose, and in many cases better, more conve-

nietly and far more salubriously than fuel, now employed tor do-

mestic purposes alone, and thus double the profit that has hith-

erto been derived from domestic fuel may thus be easily or better

realized.

Every farmer may thus obtain a constant costless power for

performing the laborious part of his thrashing, grinding, and

other wearisome occupations, and while adding to his oAvn power

the costless willing force of a giant, his family while exchanging

stove heat and noxious gases for salubrious stame heat, may ex-

change pale faces and headaches for rosy cheeks and robust

health.

The inhabitants of cities may equally obtain similar advanta-

ges, by similar means, and obtain an inconceivable amount of

costless force (and will peculiarly increase its value at home,

when employment is scarce and labor is superabundant,) for in-

numerable, ingenious and profitable purposes, and which could

by no other means be attempted, which costless force, hitherto
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unseen and unknown to engineers cannot be estimated of less

value in New-York alone, than the power that fifty croton rivers

(devoted to that sole purpose) could furnish during half tlie year,

and this costless force would continually increase with increasing

population, and thus the onerous expense for fuel may be con-

verted into active, comfortable, and lucrative employment for

thousands who now languish in uselessness and wretchedness du-

ring the tedious wintry months.

Mr. Frost had a working model in the room, and gave actual

experiments ofthe propositions which he advanced.

In September last a committee of the American Institute made

a report (written by Prof. Renwick) upon the discoveries of Mr.

Trost. The conclusions of that report are in the main favorable

to Mr. F.

Having seen the thermometrical degrees at which steam, apart

from water, is expanded by heat into larger volumes, it becomes

important to learn tlie actual quantity of heat required for each

expansion, and the apparatus represented by the lecturer's dia-

gram, will show, first, how small is the quantity of heat requir-

ed for doubling a volume of steam apart from water, when com-

pared with the quantity of heat required for forming a second

volume of steam of same tension ; and, secondly, shows that heat

in combining with steam is subject to and controlled by peculiar

laws, perfectly distinct from those which obtain when heat com-

bines with water for the formation of steam, which requires equal

increments of heat for equal increments of volume, while on the

contrary, when steam apart from water is expanded by heat, it

is not only doubled in volume by a comparative trivial quantity

of heat, but every additional increase of volume is obtained by

a still smaller and rapidly decreasing increment of heat, so that

the greater the decrease of volume the smaller will be the quan-

tity of heat required for that latest volume, and although this is

so contrary to the general laws of heat, and therefore so adverse

te common apprehension, the diagram and table will not only

show it to be a chemical fact, but will furnish the easy means for

any competent person to verify the fact, which must be acknow-

ledged to be of the first importance, for, were these facts under-
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stood, the present cost and weight of apparatus, and of fuel for

the production of motive force, wouhl both appear so extrava-

gant, unscientific and wasteful, as Avas the use of steam for mo-

tive force, before the days of Watt
;
yet, at that period, as at pre-

sent, engineers conceited they fully understood the subject, "o/"/

attempted^ never reached^

Though it requires four times the force for double speed, it is

evident, that were the present enormous rate of fuel consumed

in steamers judiciously applied, it would furnish abundant

power for propelling them at much more than double speed,

while the consumption of fuel for the voyage would, of course,

be reduced to much less than one half.

This increasing force obtained from decreasing quantities of

heat applied to steam apart from water, not only proves the pro-

digious economy of this means of obtaining motive force, but

points out the j^liysical cause of the superlative explosive force,

attendant on greatly and suddenly heated elastic fluids.

Many other and valuable advantages incidentally occurred du-

ring the experiments, which are omitted, because enough is given

to stimulate the most torpid. We will, therefore, only add

—

The following advantages have been frequently verified by sev-

eral of the most eminent engineers and learned and competent

men of New-York and other places, by a condensing engine and

apparatus so constructed, when actuated alternately by common
steam and by moderately heated steam, and so that the compara-

tive quantities of heat and ot water actually employed for motive

force in each separate experiment could be accurately measured,

as well as the power exerted by the engine.

The general results showed that more than six times the mo-

tive force was realized from equal quantities of heat and water,

when employed to actuate the engine with heated steam or

stame, tlian was obtained from the use of natural steam, each

being alilie produced from the same constant fire and time, and

same engine, which engine, apparatus and scientific instruments

are described in tliis work ; and testimonials of competent and

respectable engineers are open for inspection.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY, AND NEW METHOD OF DE-

MONSTRATING THE LAWS OF GEOMETRICAL OPERATION.

Sijjiopsis of a lecture delivered by Seba Smith, author of " JYew Ele-

ments of Geometry y''^

before the menibers of the American Institute^

Jan. 21, 1851.

After adverting to the great importance and value ol geometry,

as one ot the principal foundations of human knowledge, and

the high estimation in which it has been held by sages and phi-

losophers of all ages, the lecturer presented a brief comparison

between the geometry of the ancients, particularly the Greeks,

and the geometry of the moderns. The Greek method of invest-

igating geometrical subjects, was by rule and compasses, and

arithmetical calculations. They worked upon real magnitudes,

things which they could see, and feel, and measure, and com-

pute with rule and compasses. The moderns, on the contrary,

during two centuries past, following the example of Descartes,

have confined their geometrical investigations almost entirely to

the algebraical process ; working upon ideal quantities, mere ab-

stractions, which they could neither see nor feel to be true repre-

sentatives of magnitude. Hence the reason why the Greeks

made great and rapid advances in geometry, while in modern

times the science has made no advancement at all, but remains

upon the same level where the Greeks left it. Hence the reason

too why with the Greeks geometry was a popular study, and its

beauties and benefits diffused among the many ; while with the

moderns it is considered dry, tedious, and forbidding ; and its

knowledge is limited to but very few. So common and necessary

was a knowledge of this science considered among the Greeks,

that Plato had inscribed over the entrance to his academy the \

words " Let no one who is ignorant of geometry enter here."

But in our modern colleges, instead of all the pupils being re-

quired to understand geometry when they go in, not even one in a

hundred of them have a respectable knowledge of it when they

come out. Mr. Smith contends that when the true principles of

geometry are understood, as laid down in his volume of " New
Elements of Geometry," lately published, and the proper method
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of teaching the science shall be adopted, it will become one of

the most common and most delightful studies of childhood and

youth ; its principles and its terms will become familiar as house-

hold words, and its admirable discipline and beautiful harmo-

nies will be almost universally enjoyed by young and old.

Mr, Smith proceeded to explain the discoveries he had made
in the laws of geometry, which greatly simplify the science,

invest it with a new philosophy, and change it in fact, from an

abstract to a mechanical science. In this view of the philoso-

phy of geometry, he found himself sustained by Sir Isaac New-

ton and Dr. Barrow, and he quoted passages from those profound

mathematicians directly to the point. Geometry, said Mr. S.,

has but one single object, and that is the measurement and com-

parison of magnitudes. Whether the magnitude be a material

substance or a limited portion of space, the object and the oper-

ation are precisely the same, viz : the measurement of so much

bulk or quantity of extension. Now for the accomplishment of

this very simple and direct operation, the early geometers adopt-

ed and brought into use three different kinds of units, which they

assumed to be unlike in their nature, axii^ incapable of being made

measures of each other. The unit of a line, they say, has length

and nothing else ; the unit of a surface has length and breadth

but no thickness; and the unit of a solid has length, breadth,

and tliickness. And for more than two thousand years, the

world has been sadly perplexed and bothered, and science greatly

retarded, by mixing up these three heterogeneous quantities in

all geometrical operations. And during the last two hundred

years, these perplexities and difficulties have been doubled by

throwing geometry into the hands of algebra, where the three

heterogeneous units are subdivided into positive and negative

quantities ; thus compelling the operator to make use of six

most uncongenial and unlike instruments of measurement,

where the nature of the case required but one, and where there

never should have been but one.

These two definitions, "a line is length without breadth," and

" a surface is length and breadth without thickness," Mr: Smith

wholly repudiates, because he finds them entirely contradicted

by the perfect laws of geometrical operation. All solids have
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always been measured by cubes ; and the la^ s of geometrical

operation recognize but one kind of unit, and that is alwiiys a

perfect cube. The law/ of geometry make lines and surlaces to

be as truly solids^ that is, to consist of cubic quantity^ iis the solid

itself. Lines and surfaces are n > part or property of the solid,

but separate and distinct quantities applied to the solid by the

laws of geometry for the purposes of measurement; and those

laws make every surface to have the thickness of the cunic unit

used in the calculation, and every line to have the breadth and

thickness of the cubic unit.

Mr. Smith then proceeded to demonstrate the truth of his

theory by the vieasurement of water in diiferent gecmelrical forms.

For this purpose he had an apparatus constructed of tin vessels,

upon the scale of a cubic inch for the unit. This apparatus con-

sisted of sphere?, tetrahedron^, cubes, octahedrons, cylinders

and cones; and one inch being taken for the unit, the surfaces

consisted of pans one inch in depth, exactly covering every face

of each solid ; and the lines consisted of tubes one inch square,

that is, having the breadth and thickness of the cubic unit. The

proper diameter of the quantity of extension of all solids, ac-

cording to Mr. Smith, is an inscribed sphere ; and computing

any solid in numbers., if diameter is one, the contents or solidity

equals one-six h of the surface; if diameter is three, solidity

equals half the surface; if diameter is six, solidity equals the

surface, &c. Mathematicians have always said there is no geo-

metrical agreement between the solid and its surface because the

surface has no thickness ; but in every instance Mr. Smith show-

ed that, if the diameter was one inch, the solid six times filled

just filled its surface pans ; if the diameter was three inches, the

solid twice filled just filled its surface pans; and if the diameter

was six inches, the solid once filled just filled its surface pans.

This law extended to the cylinder and the cone as perfectly as

to the cube or the tetrahedron. He also poured solids into lines

and surlaces into lines, showing in every instance exactly the

same agreement between them in cubic quantity that is known to

exist in arithmetical yiumbers; for instance, if an octahedron,

whose diameter is wie, be calculated in numbers, the contents or

[Assembly, No. 149.]
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solidity is half the square root of three, viz: the decimal .866-|-j

and the diagonal line in numbers is the square root ot three,

viz: 1 .732-|-, which is just double the former number ; that is,

diametc r being one the diagonal line in numbers is double the

solid, and it proved exactly the same in cubic quantity, for taking

an octahedron of one inch diameter, tilling it twice and pouring

it into the diagonal, just filled the diagonal. In the octahedron

whose diameter is two, this proportion was exactly reversed. If

computed in numbers, the diagonal line is the square root of

twelve, viz: 3.464-}-, and the solid in numbers is 6.928-|-, just

double the former number, and the contents of the octahedron,

two inches in diameter, poured into its diagonal just filled it

twice. To mention a single example of pouring surfaces into

lines, if the tetrahedron, whose diameter is one, be calculated in

numbers, the surface is found to be 10.392-}-; and in the octahe-

dron, whose diameter is six, calculated in numbers, the diagonal

line is found to be 10 . 392-}-. Mr. Smith took the surface pans of

the tetrahedron, which was one inch in diameter, filled and

poured them into the diagonal line of the octahedron, which was

six inches in diameter, and the surface was found to be exactly

equal to the diagonal line in cubic quantity, as it is in numbers.

In conclusion Mr. Smith called upon teachers and scientific

men to give this important subject a fair and full examination,

and if the principles and demonstrations are found to be correct,

to give the world the benefit of the new truth.

ON FOOD.

[Communicated by a Member.]

The preservation of our general health depends upon a proper

selection of food, as well as the most judicious modes of prepar-

ing it. All our organs are daily experiencing waste, and re-

quire a fresh supply of materials to replace it, so great is this

waste, that probably it only takes a few years to change the sub-

stance of which we are formed entirely. It is to supply this de-

cay that God has given us an instinctive desire for food ; this foo
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on reaching the stomach immediately undergoes a chemical

change, which is called digestion ; this change is produced by the

gastric juice, which is secreted about the internal region of the

stomach, and is different in every respect from any other liquid

;

it consists by analysis of liydrocholoric acid, gastric mucus and

water ; and by its extraordinary solvent power, reduces aliment

to a paste of a gray color, called by chemists chyme, this chyme

in its passage through the digestive organs meets with sundry

secretions known as bile, these change it into a fluid called chyle,

this is taken up by tlie lacteals, and after undergoing several

changes is conveyed to the blood, and through it carried to eve-

ry part of our animal economy ; thus continually renovating and

renewing our nature. Therefore you will readily perceive that

upon the nature of our food, and the mode of preparing it, de-

pends the action of our digestive organs, and consequent

strengthening of our corporeal frame, although the substances

used by man as food seem to be almost infinite, whether animal

or vegetable, still chemistry finds them composed of not more

than fifty-four elementary ingredients ; and each animal or veg-

etable substance contains from two to five or six of these ingre-

dients united in one, and as they cannot be farther separated

they are called elementary substances. Formerly the learned

men declared that the elements forming all bodies were only

four, viz : water, fire, earth and air. This doctrine is now known

to be erroneous, from the fact that earth, water, and air have

been found to be compounds. All animal and vegetable mat-

ter used in our animal economy as food are principally composed

of four elements, and they are nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and

carbon, consequently we are composed of precisely the same,

like produces like, showing us how to judge of the value of

the class of aliment we can employ most judiciously to sus-

tain and renew nature ? The first step towards civilized

life was the raising of vegetables, herbs, roots, and fruits,

which have been multiplied and improved to a most extraordi-

nary degree, and the domestication of animals. The gardener

and the agriculturist have contributed extensively to the com-

fort of man, and they in their turn have been taught much by

chemistry, for instance the chemist has proved to us that whole-

some aliment can be extracted from dry bones ; that saw-dust
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by the addition of clialk and sulplmric acid may be converted

into gum arable, and this again by a simple chemical process

may be changed into sugar. Sugar may be made from flax, or

from linen rags, and old ropes, also from starch. Animal food

is more powerfully nourishing to our system than vegetables.

It contains the four elements, and nitrogen, included necessary

to our being ; when animal bodies decay, they are at once con-

verted into vegetables, both consisting of the same elements ; so

that the hydrogen and oxygen which one day appears to us as

a vegetable, may the next form one of the component parts of an

animal. Matter once formed by the Creator exists forever,

throughout creation ; different applications of the very same

matter are eternally taking place ; vegetables are the food of an-

imals, and conduce to their nourishment and growth, animals

are the food of man, and when man in turn dies he decomposes

and mixes with the soil, and in due course of time furnishes food

to vegetables.

It has been suggested frequently that man in the early ages

lived entirely upon vegetables, and that eating the flesh of ani-

mals was caused by degeneracy. The formation of man seems

to throw some light on this subject. Carnivorous creatures may

be distinguished from the herbivorous by the structure of their

teeth and digestive organs. For instance, the teeth of animals

living upon flesh and vegetables are short, as those of the car-

nivorous tribe ; the herbivorous, feeding chiefly upon vegeta-

bles, are very long. Man must be considered an omnivorous

animal, as he enjoys a wide range in the power he possesses of

extracting nourishment from an immense variety of substances,

thus enabling him to extend his power to the remotest regions of

the earth, showing how ? onderful the productions of nature are

suited to his wants, in every climate feeling the genial influence

of the sun. In warm regions, he selects for his principal food

vegetables, as being the most appropriate, as the flesh of carni-

vorous animals would be too stimulating, form too much heat

and blood, and, furthermore, vegetables are exceedingly abun-

dant and delicious. In frozen regions, he selects animal food,

because it keeps up the animal warmth of his body, strengthens
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him to endure the cold, and acts as a stimulus to his energies

;

besides all that, vegetables are scarce and difficult to be obtained.

The Esquimaux have no vegetables at all, and live totally upon

flesh and fish.

All animals, and all fish, may be safely used as food, with a

very few exceptions, I cannot except any by name, for the reason

that travellers say all the animals, fish, and nearly all the larger

insects, are used as food by various nations of men.

Dr. Johnson remarks, " it is not very easy to fix the princi-

ples upon which mankind have agreed to eat some animals and

reject others ; and as this principle is not evident, it is not uni-

form. That which is selected as delicate in one country, is by

its neighbors abhorred as loathsome. The Neapolitans lately re-

fused to eat potatoes in a famine. An Englishman is not easily

persuaded to dine on snails with an Italian, on frogs with a

Frenchman, or on horse-flesh with a Tartar. The inhabitants of

Skye hold not only eels, but pork and bacon, in abhorrence."

In America, eagles, rats, cats, mice, dogs and horses, are not

eaten, still they are all used as food in other countries, and some of

them are considered great luxuries. The flesh of the larger ani-

mals is generally selected as food. I do not approve of this

plan, for the reason that the fibre is large, the grain is coarse and

not so palatable as smaller animals. Mutton, for instance, is

more delicate than beef, and so birds and fish than mutton.

The flesh of young herbivorous animals, contains a larger per

centage of gelatinous matter than the old of the same species
j

therefore it is that their flesh is more soluble, and feels the effect

of hot water sooner, boils much more tender, and is more nour-

ishing to persons of weak digestion. The flesh of old animals

contains much less gelatine, but more albumen and fibrin, con-

sequently it is a stronger food, and has more flavor, until the

animals becomes old, when the flesh is apt to be stringy and in-

digestible. Veal is less digestible than beef, and lamb than mut-

ton. The meat of the female is always finer grained ond more
tender than the male. The flesh of all animals, quadrupeds,

fish and birds, may be much improved for the table, becoming

more tender, fatter and larger, by means of a certain process
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known to all feeders. Full grown cattle intended for the butcher

are in season in November, December and January.

Females are out of season when suckling their offspring, or a

short time thereafter. The flesh of animals stall fed on oil cake

and other similar matters, are not so wholesome or fine flavored

as those fed in the open air and daily exercised to a certain ex-

tent. A stall fed animal deprived of exercise, will fatten in one-

third less time than the exercised animal, and there is the same

difference, in my opinion, in the value of the food. It is well

known, that sheep fed upon mountains where they are compelled

to roam a great distance for food, although lean, are superior to

any other in flavor. Wild animals are never fat, but owing to

the fresh air they breathe, and constant exer.ise, their flesh,

though sinewy, tough and fibrous, is very high flavored and

wholesome. Wild birds, too, are much more delicious than the

domesticated.

Carnivorous and herbivorous animals are the two classes of

quadrupeds used as food. The former live upon flesh; their

fibres are excessively tough, and their flesh coarse and unpalata-

ble. The herbivorous form the most delightful and wholesome

food. I believe if a carnivorous animal were domesticated and

fed upon vegetable instead of animal food, that his flesh would

become equally nutritive as that of any herbivorous animal.

White meats are thought to be the least stimulating, thougli they

are the most gelatinous. It is considered very remarkable that

travellers, with all the aid of zoological knowledge, have thus

far failed to ascertain the originals of many of our domesticated

animals. Another remarkable fact is, that all our animals while

living are called by their English-Saxon name, and the moment

we kill and dress them, their English names immediately become

Frenchified. For example, the pig, deer, sheep, calf, and ox,

while living: when dead are changed to pork, venison, mutton,

veal, and beef. The terms applied to cattle of different ages

are, when male, a bull ; when castrated, a strik; a year old, a

steer J
five years old, an ox; a female five years old, a cow;

first year, a calf; after the first year, a heifer; when near calv-

ing, a young cow; a castrated female, a spayed heifer.
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Mutton as food, in the long-wooled slieep it is apt to be coarse

grained, but easily fatted. In the smaller breed, with short wool,

the flesh is fine grained and very high flavored, particularly if

the animals are fed upon proper food. You cannot have a large

and fine yield of wool and delicious mutton from the same ani-

mal, for the reason that the management favorable to the cultiva-

tion of long wool is not favorable to the production of fine

mutton. The flesh of the ram is strong, tough, and has a dis-

agreeable flavor. The ewe Is fine when less than two years old

;

after that age, the meat becomes tough and coarse grained. The

flesh of tlie wether is much sought after. In sheep, the mutton is

not considered in perfection until the animal is at least five years

old; younger than this, it is not so good. We generally kill

them at three years old ; two years is too soon for superior and

highly flavored meat. Mutton, to be good, should be dark in

color ; this is effected by permitting it to hang up as long as pos-

sible without taint. Lamb, as food, is not so exciting as mutton
j

but if fatted on grass, and permitted to suck, it is more tender

and milder. There is a breed of sheep in Asia Minor and in

Southern Africa, remarkable for their immense, fat tails, which

consist of a mass of marrow and fat, which is used for cooking,

and in the place of butter; these tails sometimes weigh 45

pounds. In order to prevent the possibility of injury to this

great luxury, the shepherds fasten thin boards under the tail to

sustain it, and frequently attach small cars to the sheep to support

it. The hog, as food : the hog is partly carnivorous and partly

herbivorous; he is one of the most useful of all domestic qua-

drupeds, and forms the principal animal food among our labor-

ing population. The fat of the hog differs from that of all other

animals; in its consistence, quality, and distribution over the

animal's body, the horse and the dog have no such, and the fat

is equally mixed with the meat. Whereas, the fat of the hog

covers the animal nearly all over, forming a thick layer between

the skin and the flesh. Cooks divide hogs' flesh into ham, bacon,

fresh and pickled pork, and roasting pig. They are almost uni-

formly employed in one of the ways mentioned as food for man.

Swine are sold under different names in the market; until six

weeks old, they are called pigs; six months old, porkers; two

years old, bacon hogs, or simply hogs. The flesh of the hog was^

highly esteemed bj the ancient Romans; held in abhorrence by
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the Turk and .T(mv, being considered by chem the emblem of

gluttony and lillli, ;nid has always been proscribed by the Eastern

legislat'iis. liut auuing us no animal atiords a more extensive

series of sa\oi\ l^Mjd, ;ind every portion of tlie animal is made

use of in our doiuoiic economy. The hog by nature is indolent,

and liltliy in his i^ciieral habits; still, nothing delights him more

than a comt'orlaMc sly well replenished with fresh straw.

There is no niiat in domestic use that will take salt so readily

as pork; th;it is pn/uably the reason \^i\y it is so much sought

after I'oi- naval stor, s. Deer, as food : deer, or venison, forms a

delightl'ul, hi.i;!ily n iiritive, and very wMiolesome, food. Buck

venison is gcncrallv ineli^rnd, and is in season from November
to Fcbi-ii.ii-y. The yiain of the meat is vtry like that of mutton,

but t)ic taste entirely different. Tlie moose, or elk, affords a

most delicious, digestible, and exceedingly nourishing fjod. The

Indians on our northern conlines dechire that they can travel

twice as iar tui a meal of moose liesli as they can on any other

animal food. The tongue and nose are both considered great

delicacies by the inhabitants of Canada.

The goat in former days was held in high estimation as food

The mei.t of the wether goat is considered the best; it is very

lilvc, and but littk-. inferior to, venison. The flesh of the kid is

vtiy fine; I ate it onee on the Mount St. Gothard, in Switzer-

laufl, and really imagined I liad ntver before tasted any meat

equal to ii. I was very much Jatigutd and hungry from the

ellecisola long ramble among tlie nujuntains, wliich may account

for it in some.nn asuie; but siill I am inclined to think it a very

fine dish. The milk is coiisideied to be more Avholesome, as a

diet, than that "f any other animal.

Ral>bi!s: I lie Ih >h of this animal is apt to be dry and void of

fat, if ial<(n for ihe table in a WMld slate. The large, domesti-

cated w!iite i;i''bi. iias a white, delicate, and high flavored flesh,

which, w!ieii ' - i in the most approved style, is quite equal

to tnrke.N

.

'J'j V i.
.1''

' .
;• come iievt in order as f.od for man, and

they rur"i^ ..iisi(!er;d)lc and varied supply, which may

be d,\ idti! • a... e:

—

'he (itmiesti attd, such as the goose,
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barn-yard fowl, duck, and turkey ; and the wild, generally

termed game, as the woodcock, grouse, partridge, &c. There are

numerous other birds which are eaten, but not termed game;

such, for instance, as the lark, pigeon, and robin. Some of the

domestic fowl have white flesh, such as the turkey, partridge,

and common fowl ; others have a dark colored flesh, as the duck,

goose, grouse, and others.

The food given to different birds influence in a great degree

their flavor. Those fed upon cereal grains and vegetables, as

the barn-yard fowl and turkey, have a delicate and white flesh

;

others, that are fed on animal as well as vegetable food, such as

geese, ducks, &c., have a dark, rich, high flavored flesh; and

those wliicli are aquatic, and live chiefly upon fish, partake of

their flavor, and have a rank, disagreeable, fishy taste. The fat

of birds is entirely unlike that of quadrupeds ; it is not marbled,

or dispersed through the muscular system. Different parts of a

fowl are very different in flavor and appearance; the muscles

that move the legs when cooked are dark, while those which

move the wings are white. Each part lias its advocates among

connoiseurs : the legs of woodcock are infinitely to be preferred

to the breast. Generally speaking, the flesh of all birds is very

nutritious and easily digested, even by valetudinarians. The

eggs of fowl are exceedingly nutritious ; those produced by the

barn-yard hen are probably, when newly laid, the most delicate

and esteemed, espe<!ially if the bird has been fed upon proper

food.

Fish as food.—Of this variety of good, we have in the ocean,

rivers and lakes, an inexhaustiole supply. It is less nutritive,

and far less stimulating than butcher's meat ; being very tender

and soluble, it occasions less excitement of a febrile nature, and

is more easy of digestion ; consequently it is well calculated as an

aliment for invalids and persons ofsedentary habits. It is to be pre-

ferred in its fresh state, but enormous quantities are dried, pickled

and salted. In Liberia and large portions of Iceland and Norway,

dried fish is the principal part of the nourishment of the inhabi-

tant ; in Greenland and the polar regions, they have scarcely any

other. Fish may be divided into three divisions, relatively to

waters in which they live. 1st. Those which exist altogether in
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the ocean are named salt-water fish, among them are the herring

and cod. 2d. Those which inhabit fresh water, as the carp, trout,

pickerel, &c. 3d. Those which migrate from salt to the fresh

water, living a portion of their time in each, alternately, as the

shad, sturgeon, salmon and others. There is a wonderful varie-

ty in the structure, muscles and firmness offish. The muscles of

eels are fibrous ; of cod, they are disposed in flakes ; of the whale

and sturgeon, they are nearly allied to the flesh of animals. The

muscular portions of fish, generally speaking, are not so firm as

those of animals ; in some it is oily and fat, in some dry, in others

gelatinous. As a general rule fish are in the best condition for

the table before the spawning season, and while they are filled with

roe, particularly smelt and mackerel. Immediately after spawn-

ing I do not consider any fish in season, or in fact wholesome as

food. You may always discover whether a fish is in season or

not, by observing the muscles when boiled ; if they are very firm,

and present a curdy, white appearance, the fish is in season; if

on the contrary the muscles appear bluish and transparent, the

fish is not in season. Fish are said to surpass all animals in fe-

cundity ; a million and a half of ova have been found in a stur-

geon ; one hundred and thirty thousand in a mackerel ; one hun-

dred and seventy thousand in a carp ; one hundred and sixty-

«€ven thousand in a pike, and three millions in a cod fish.

Shell fish.—Under this head may be named two divisions of

crustaceous animals, as crabs, shrimps and lobsters ; these have

feet covered with shells, and molluscous, as oysters, cockles, &c.j

these are in very great variety.

The lobster, though nutritive, is not generally imagined to be

digestible, and that is the reason they require condiments in

their preparation, such asj pepper, vinegar, oil, etc. When
stale they are no doubt exceedingly unwholesome ; Ihey are in

season from April to September.

The crab is equally nutritive with the lobster, and about as

wholesome ; they are in season during all the mouths in the year

-except May, June and July.

Oysters are generally considered extremely nutritious, and a

lighter food, particularly when eaten raw j by cooking they loose
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their saline taste, and mucilaginous matter. They are not fit for

the table during a spawning season.

There are many species of the turtle made use of as food, taken

from the ocean, and likewise tortoises or land turtles. Thev are

generally considered a delicious article of nutriment.

The crocodile is eaten in Africa ; the lizard in South America

;

the frog in France j the toad is likewise eaten in Africa. Locusts

are considered a great luxury, both salted and fresh, in Abyssinia

and Barbary. "Diodorus Siculus describes the natives of Ethio-

pia as feeding upon locusts." " John the Baptist lived upon lo-

custs and wild honey."

Vegetables used as food are consumed by man in larger pro-

portions, probably, than any other description of matter. Diodo-

rus Siculus and Pliny inform us that the primeval races searched

the fields and forests for wild plants to eat. The Grecians are rep-

resented at an early day as living chiefly upon acorns and wild

pease. In some warm climates, even at the present day, vegeta-

ble nourishment forms the principal nutriment. Some plants

may be eaten with impunity while young and tender, which

"when more advanced in their growth become poisonous. The

seeds of some plants are used as food ; the leaves of others ; and

others still the roots. Some require that their poisonous juices

be extracted, after which they are delicious as a vegetable. The

fibrous parts of vegetables are not generally considered digesti-

ble ; the skins of grapes will pass tlirough a man unchanged,

likewise the husks of pease, corn, oats, and other cereal grains,

will pass through the stomach of horses, birds, &c., still possess-

ing the germinating power, owing to the indigestible husks en-

veloping them. Vegetables so closely resemble animals, that the

only difference I can discover between the two is, that the vege-

table is devoid of sensation and the animal possesses it. The an-

imal receives its food through its mouth, the vegetable through

its roots ; their powers both depend upon the vital principle

;

they both digest, assimilate, transform and convert into nourish-

ment the substances that enter their systems. The mode by

which these numerous changes are performed, must be left to the

<;hemistry of nature to discover'.
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Vegetables as well as animals are provided by the Creator

with an apparatus for breathing the air that is essential equally

to the lives of each; they each secrete different matters, and

require several kinds of food; together with a number of tem-

peratures to enable them to grow and flourish. Animal and

vegetable, have approached so near to each other as to have

rendered it next to impossible to discern to which of the two

kingdoms they really belonged. They both consist of the same

elements as before named, hjdrogen, carbon, oxygen and nitro-

gen ; and how they compose their principles of life out of these

few elements Is perfectly incomprehensible to me; as much so as

the phenomena by which they propogate their species. The

vegetable kingdom may truly be called the source from which

spi ings the prosperity or misery of man. The instant man ceases

to bestow his labor upon the earth, it becomes barren, and all

tne greatness of its inhabitants vanishes with agriculture. When
the people who formerly Inhabited Asia, India, Egypt and the

rich country bordering on Mount Atlas, were an agricultural

people, they possessed magnificent harvests, innumerable flocks,

splendid forests and rich fields. By the ambition of prin-

ces, war instead of agriculture became the order of the age,

consequently these once powerful nations, became degraded and

the traveler now finds sterile fields, sparse harvests, and a star-

ving populace. Thus the moment the rage of conquest supplants

the labor of the agriculturist, whole countries are almost depopu-

lated, barbarism returns, cities are overturned, and the natural

riches of the earth vanish. By the skill of the gardener and

agriculturist, we now enjoy as food, a great number of plants

under the folhnving numerous heads, to wit: edible marine

pl.iuts; edilile fungi; leguminous vegetables; esculent roots;

spinaceous plants; the cabbage tribe; alliaceous plants; aspara-

genous phniis ; acetaceous plants
;
pot-herbs ; sweet-herbs; plants

used for Imts
;
[slants used for pickles ; under these general heads

a vast (riltc of useful vegetables might be named if necessary.

The most dci glitful of all food provided by the Ruler of the

universe, is still lo be named, and that is fruit; the hardy varie-

ties of whi<-i'.ai(t loriunately within the reach o' all. We are

indebkc! ' lla- lii.cians and Romans and other enlightened
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ancient nations, for their early introduction through conquest,

into England and Spain; and in due course of time, in to our o^vn

country, after their acclimation there. In this manner the fruits

of once highly cultivated Asia, such as the peach, cherry, jdum,

apple, pear, orange, fig olive, and very many others, natives of

that country have reached us ; and through us will soon find

their way to the islands of the Pacific ocean, Califurnia and

Oregon. Nuts are an article that were much employed as food

by ancient nations ; and are still used in some countries exten-

sively, as a source of aliment ; the kernel of nuts contains a veiy

large per centage of oil ; consequently they are ver v nutiitious,

but the most indigestible of all the vegetable tribe. Berries

(Bacca,) is a name by which numerous small fruits without

membraneous covering, consisting of a pericarpium full of pulp

and juice, with the seeds disposed throughout it are known.

Those used as food usually grow upon shrubs in cultivated

grounds; such as the cranberry, gooseberry, raspberry, currant,

barberry, &c. The S2)ices used in food do not come to maturity

in the open air in our latitude, they are the productions of the

Spice Islands in the Indian ocean.

Dr. Paris observes that the use of spices was not intended by

nature for the inhabitants of temperate climes : they are heating

and highly stimulant ; more weight should not be given to this

objection than it deserves. Man is no longer the child of nature,

nor the passive inhabitant of any particular region ; he ranges

over every part of the universe, and elicits nourishment from the

productions of every climate. It may be, therefore, necessary

that he should accompany the ingestion of foreign aliment with

foreign condiment. Nature is very kind in favoring the growth

of those productions which are most likely to answer our local

wants. Those climates, for example, which engender endemic

diseases are, in general, congenial to the growth of tlie plants

that operate as antidotes to them.

Spices stimulate the appetites of some, and destroy the tone of

the stomach of others. Bread, the staff of life, though named
last, is by no means the least of man's comforts, since he first

became civilized, even until now, no aliment has been more uni-

versally employed as nourishment. To the cultivation of cereal
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grains for bread, we owe onr present advanced condition of so-

ciety ; before its introduction, whole districts of country were
only used for pasturage and hunting grounds ; and there was no
such thing known as territorial division of lauded property.

The invention of bread was ascribed by the Greeks to Pan, but
like most arts of early times, its invention is involved in obscu-

rity. The Egyptians were acquainted with bread at a much more

remote period.

It is mentioned in the Bible, in the days of father Abraham :

^' And Abraham hastened into the tent to Sarah, and said, make

ready quickly three measures of fine meal, knead it, and make

cakes upon the hearth." Bread, like all farinaceous matter is

exceedingly nourishing, particularly on account of the gluten it

contains, if not eaten too frequently when fresh, in that state it

is apt to produce acidity, derange the stomach, and lay the foun-

dation for dyspeptic diseases. There are various other articles

used for bread besides cereals, too numerous to mention. " By

boiling grinding and drying, Dr. Davison says, the tops and bark

of gooseberry bushes, holly and hawthorn, the inner bark of the

elm, roots of fern, and sundry other plants, may be converted

into wholesome food." Subject, milk as food, should form a por-

tion of this, but as it was discussed fully at the last meeting of

the club, I will not allude to it.

IMPORTED CATTLE.

A. Chandler, Esq.,

Sir—Having, at the show of the American Institute, in Octo-

ber, 1850, exhibited the imported short horn bull. Earl of Sea-

ham, and with him won the first prize in the oldest class of short-

horn bulls, I deem it proper to give some account of him and

his family, and of the short-horn cattle which, in the last two

years I have imported for Colonel Sherwood and myself.

The propriety of placing on record the history of animals,

which the Institute has deemed worthy of its premiums and hon-
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ors, is obvious. By its awards, a character is conferred, and a

value given to the cattle which receive them. The position

thus conferred induces the acquisition of particular strains or

blood for breeding purposes. How important, then, that all

which relates to a proper knowledge of the animals, stamped by

the Institute's approval, should be within reach of breeders and

farmers, to inform and guide them.

In 1849 and 1850, I selected, in England, and imported to

this country, thirteen short-horns from the celebrated herds of

Mr. Stephenson, of Durham, and Mr. Bates, of Yorkshire, for

Colonel J. M. Sherwood, of Auburn, and myself.

In October, 1850, 1 exhibited at the show of the American

Institute, the bull, Earl of Seaham, and the first prize for short-

horn bulls, two years old, was awarded to him. He was shown

at Albany in September, 1850, and won the 1st prize for two

year old short-horn bulls, of the New-York State Agricultural

Society.

I give the full particulars of this importation of short-horns f

their ages, colors, pedigrees, and breeders.

The animals of this importation may all be found registered

in the English Short Horned Herd Book, a work now consisting

of nine volumes, devoted exclusively to the registry of short-

horn cattle. The numbers appended to the bulls, in the follow-

ing pedigrees are their numbers in the Herd Book.

Earl of Seaham, (10,181.)

Roan, calved April 21, 1848, bred by John Stephenson, Esq.,

Wolviston, Durham, England, the property of J. M. Sherwood

and A. Stevens, New-York; got by the Earl of Antrim (10,174,)

dam. Primrose by Napier (6,238,) grandam. Rose Ann by Bel-

lerophon (3,119,) great grandam. Rosette by Belvedere (1,706,)

gr. gr. g. dam. Red Rose by Waterloo (2,816,) gr. gr. gr. g. d.

Moss Rose by Baron (58,) gr. gr, gr. gr. g. d., Angelina (bred by
Sir Henry Vane Tempest, Bart, of Wynyard,) by Phenomenon

(491,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., Anna Boleyne by Favorite (252,)

gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., Princess (bred by Robert Colling, of
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Barmpton,) by Favorite (252,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., Bright-

eyes by Hubback (319,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d.,Brighteyes

(bred by Alexander Hall, of Haughton) by Snowdon's bull

(612,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., Beauty by Masterman's

bull (422,) gr. gr.gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., Duchess of Atholl,

(bred by John Hall, of Haughton,) by Harrison"''s bull (292,) gr.

gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. ;gr. gr. gr. g. d.. Tripes (bred by Mr.

Pickering, of Foxton,) by the Studley bull (626,) gr. gr. gr. gr.

gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d.,bred by Mr. Stephenson, of Ketton,

in 1739. The female ancestors of Tripes were bred by and in

the possession of Mr. Stephenson, and his father of Acklam,

Yorkshire, nearly sixty years. Mr. Stephenson, of Acklam,

brought his first cow of this tribe from the Aislabie family, of

Aislabie, in 1684.

Red Rose.

Red, calved in 1846, bred by John Stephenson, Esq., the pro-

perty of J. M. Sherwood, Auburn, New-York
;
got by Napier

(6,238,) dam Tuberose by South Durham (5,281,) grandam,

Rose Ann by Bellerophon (3,119,) &c., as in the pedigree of Earl

of Seaham.

Red Rose HI.

Roan, calved in 1848, bred by John Stephenson, Esq., the

property of J. M. Sherwood; got by General Sale (8,099,) dam,

Maid of Orleans by Mameluke (2,258,) grandam, Helena by

Waterloo (2,816,) great grandam, Moss Rose by Baron (58,) &c.,

as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.

Red Rose III. won the second prize for yearling short-horn

heifers at the New-York State Agricultural Society's show, at

Syracuse, in 1849, beaten by Princess H.

Tuberose H.

Roan, calved in 1848, bred by John Stephenson, Esq., the

property of J. M. Sherwood; got by Earl of Antrim (10,174,)

dam, Tuberose by South Durham (5,281,) grandam. Rose Ann by

Bellerophon (3,119,) &c ,as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.
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Princess I.

Red, calved in 1846, bred hy Mr. Stephenson, the property of

A. Stevens, of New-York; got by Napier (6,2:38,) dam, Rose

Ann by Bellerophon (3,119,) &c., as in tlie pedigree of Earl of

Seaham.

Princess II.

Roan, calved in 1848, bred by Mr. Stephenson, the property

of Ambrose Stevens, of New-York
;
got by General Sale, dam,

Duchess hj Mr. Eates' Fourth Duke of Northumberland (3,649,)

grandam. Rosette by Belvedere (1,706,) &c., as in the pedigree

of Earl of Seaham.

Princess 11. won the first prize for yearling short horn heifers

at the show of the New-York State Agricultural Society, at Syra-

cuse, in 1849; and the first prize for two year old short horn

heifers at their Show, at Albany, in 1850.

Princess III.

Roan, calved in 1848, bred by Mr. Stephenson, the property

of Ambrose Stevens; got by Napier (6,238,) dam. Rose Ann by

Bellerophon (3,119,) &c., as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.

Princess IV.

Roan, calved in 1848, bred by Mr. Steplieuson, tlie property

of Ambrose Stevens
;
got by Napier (6,238,) dam. Princess I. by

Napier (6,238,) grandam, Rose Ann by Bellerophon (3,119,) &c.,

as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.

Princess V.

Roan, calved in 1849, bred by Mr. Stephenson, the property

of Ambrose Stevens; got' by Earl of Chatham (10.176,) dam,

Tuberose by South Durham (5,281,) grandam, Rose Ann by Bel-

lerophon (3,119,) &c., as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.

Lord Vane Tempest.

Red and white, calved in 1849, bred by Mr. Stephenson, the

property of J. M. Sherwood
;
got by Earl of Chatham (10,176,)

[Assembly^ No.
149.J P
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danij Princess I. by Napier (6,238,) grandain, Rose Ann by Bel-

leroplion (3.119,) kc, as in the pedigree of Earl of Seaham.

Lord Vane Tempest, won the 1st prize for short-horn bull

calves, at the sliow of the New-York State Agricultural Society,

at Albany, in 1850.

WOLVISTON.

Red, calved in 1850, bred by Mr. Stephenson, the property of

Ambrose Stevens, got by Earl of Chatham, (10,176) dam Princess

by Napier (6,238) graudam, Maid of Athens by St. Albans (5,047)

great grandam Helena by Waterloo, (2,816), great great grandam

Moss Rose by Baron (58) &c., as in the pedigree of Earl of Sea-

liam.

Third Duke of Cambridge (5,941).

Roan, calved Sep. 1841, bred by Thomas Bates, Esq., of Kirk-

leavington, Yorksliire, England, the property of Ambrose Stevens

and J. M. Sherwood, got by Duke of Northumberland, (1,940),

dam Waterloo II, by Mr. Stephenson's Belvedere (1,706), gran-

dam Waterloo, I, (bred by Mr. Parkin, of Thorpe) by Mr. Ste-

phenson's Waterloo (2,816) great grandam Lady Antrim by Wa-

terloo, (2,816)5 Anna by Lawnsleeves, (365); Angelina, by

Phenomenon (491) &c.

Waterloo Y.

Roan, calved in 1841, bred by Mr. Bates, of Kirkleavington,

the property of A. Stevens, got by Duke of Northumberland,

(1,940), dam Waterloo III, by Norfolk, (2,377) graudam Waterloo

I, by Mr. Stephenson's Waterloo, (2,816), &c., as in the pedigree

of 3d Duke of Cambridge.

Buke of J\''ortliimilerland (1,940) bred by Mr. Bates, was got by

Mr. Stephenson's Belvedere, (1,706), dam Duchess, 34th, by Mr.

Stephenson's Belvedere, (1,706) &c.

Fourth Duke cf JVorthumberland, (3,649), bred by Mr. Bates,

was got by Short-tail, (a soii of Belvedere 1,706) dam Duchess

34th, by Mr. Steplienson's Belvedere (1,700).

Shori fail (2,621) bred by Mr. Bates was got by Mr. Stephen-

son's Belvedere (1,706), dam Duchess, 32d,by Second Hubback,

&c.
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Of the bulls in the above pedigrees, Mr. Stephenson, bred -Ear/

of Chatham, (10,176) by Napier (.6,238), dam by Mr. Bates's Fourth

Duke of Northumberland (3,649) ; Earl of Mtrwi, (10,174)

by Napier, (6,238) dam, Maid of Orleans by Mameluke,

(2,258) ; Getieral Sale (8,099), by Napier, (6,238), dam Rose

Ann, by Bellerophon, (3,119); J\apier (6,238) by South Dur-

ham, (5,281) dam Rosette, by Belvedere, (1,706) ; South Dur-

ham, (5,281) by Belvedere (1,706), dam Helena by Waterloo,

(2,816); 5e//e;o/?/i07i, (3,119,) by Belvedere (1,706,) dam Hele-

na, by Waterloo, (2,816); Belvedere, (1,700) by Waterloo,

dam Angelina H, by young Wynyard, (2.859), graudam Angelina

by Phenomenon, (491); Waterloo, (2,816,) by young Wynyard,

(2,859,) dam, Angelina by Phenomenon, (491.) Mr. Stephenson

also bred Angelina II, the dam of Belvedere.

- Young Wynyard (2,859,) by Robert Colling's Wellington, (680,)

dam Princess, by Favorite, (252,) was bred by the Countess of

Antrim, widow of Sir Henry Vane Tempest, Bart.

The cuts, except one, which illustrate this article, are portraits

of animals mentioned here as imported, or are sires and dams of

those tracing in the pedigrees. The head of Mr. Stephenson's

Waterloo, presents the finest short horn head imaginable. The

cut of the head of the white cow, is an illustration of what a

fine head may be, and actually has been.

More than two centuries since the Aislabie family of Aislabie

and Studley, possessed an extraordinary tribe of cattle. From

hem, the Pennimans of Ornisby, the St. Quintins of Scampston,

and the Milbanks of Barningham, procured cattle. Mr. Sharter

of Chilton, near Ketton, procured cattle from Barningham, and

from them bred the Studley bull. (626.)

In 1684, Mr. Stephenson of Acklam, bought a cow of the Ais-

labie family, and afterwards sent cows to Studley to be served,

and used bulls from Studley in the possession of the Pennimans

of Ormsby. In 1731, Mr. Stephenson jr., (son of the one named

before,) removed from Acklam to Ketton in Durham, and took

with him the cattle descended from the original eow got of the
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Aislabies ; and he took no others than those so descended in the

female line only. Mr. Stephenson of Ketton and his son, re-

mained at Ketton until the year 17G5. From the last Mr, Ste-

phenson of Ketton, Mr. Hunter of Hurworth, procured the

grandam of the celebrated bull Hubback, (319,) and she and of

course her grand sort Hubback were of this tribe.

In 1739, Mr. Stephenson of Ketton, sold to Mr. Pickering of

Foxton, a female of the Studley or Aislabie tribe of cattle ; out

of this cow he bred, by the Studley bull, the cow Tripes. Mr.

Pickering sold Tripes to Mr. John Hall of Haughton ; Mr. Hall

bred Duchess of Atholl, got by Harrison's bull, (292) out of

Tripes; and out of Duchess of Atholl, he bred Eeauty, got by

Masterman's bull, (422). On the death of Mi. Thomas Hall^

Mr. Alexander Hall succeeded to his estate, and he bred Bright-

eyes, by Snowdon's bull, (612,) out of Beauty by Masterman's

bull, (422,) and out of Brighteyes by Snowdon's bull (612,) he

bred Brighteyes by Hubback, (319). Brighteyes by Snowdon's

bull (612) and Brighteyes by Hubback, (319) were sold by A.

Hall, to Robert Colling of Barmpton. Mr. Colling bred Bright-

eyes by Favorite, (252) out of Brighteyes by Hubback, (319)

;

and out of Brighteyes by Fav^orite, he bred Princess, by Favor-

ite. (252). Princess was sold by Robert Colling to Sir Henry

Vane Tempest, Bart, of Wynyard. Sir Henry bred Anna Boleyne,

by Favorite, (252), out of Princess; and Angelina by Phenome-

non, (491), out of Anna Boleyne. Sir Henry died in 1813, and

his widow, the Countess of Antrim, in 1818, sold Angelina to

Mr. John Stephenson, of Wolviston. All the sires and dams in

the pedigrees of tliese imported cattle (whicli were bred by him)

occurring after Angelina, except Mameluke and Fourth Duke of

Northumberland, were bred by Mr. John Stephenson.

I give the certificate of Alexander Hall, as to this tribe of cat-

tle. The facts in relation to the Stephensons, of Acklam and

Ketton, were obtained from the papers of the late Dr. Stephenson,

of Heddon, who was born at Ketton in 1745.

Mr. Hall says : " Mr. Charles Colling bought a heifor of me,

got by Mr, Fawcett's bull, afterwards called Hubback, (which

heifer bred the bull Foljambe.) This heifer's dam was got by a
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bull owned by Mr. C. Colling, senior ; the grandam was got by

Mr. Harrison's bull, (292) out of Tripes, by the Studley bull,

(626.)"

" Mr. Robert Colling bought a twin heifer of me that was got by

Mr. Snowdon's bull, (012,) the sire of Hubback, and also a heifer

calf got by Hubback out of her ; and he bought her sister a year

or two after, which he fed off, and slie was an extraordinary fat

one. Their dam was got by Mr. James Mastermau's bull, (422,)

and was out of Mr. Thomas Hall's cow, sold to the Duchess of

Atholl. This last cow (called the Duchess of AthoU) was got

by Mr. Harrison's bull, (292,) and was out a famous good cow of

Mr. Thomas Hair3,that was a great griizier and \yas called Tripes.

Tripes was got by the Studley bull, (026.)''

'' The dam of the twins, sold by me to Mr. Robert Colling, get-

ting only grass, with no other food, gave eighteen quarts, ale

measure, of milk, at a milking, or thirty-six quarts a day for six

weeks after calving, and did tliis two years in succession, having

twins eacli year. I sold her milk at Darlington (two miles from

Haughton, where I lived) twice a day, and it was measured."

" Mr. Robert Colling called the first twin heifer that he bought

of me. Bright-eyes, for the reason tliat she had remarkably bright

eyes. The grandam of tliis Bright-eyes, and the grandam of

Haughton, (Foljambe's dam,) were both by Mr. Harrison's bull,

(292,) and Avere own sisters, out of Tripes."

" I bred a fine cow out of Bright-eyes' dam, that was put dry

of her milk in October, and sold to the butcher on the first Mon-

day of March following, at twenty-five guineas, and weighed

eighty-four stone (1,170 lbs.) in her four quarters, or beef only."

" My brother, Mr. Tliomas Hall, bought the cow Tripes from

Mr. Charles Pickering, ot Foxton,near Sedgefield, who bred her;

And her dam was bred by Mr. Stephenson, of Ketton, of whom
Mr. Pickering got her."

" Mr. Thos. Hall sold a sister to the dam of Bright-eyes for

twenty-five guineas, to go south. Another one half sister to the

dam of Bright-eyes, was sold to Mr. Hill,of Blackwell,for twen-
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ty-five guineas ; and she bred a heifer that was matched against

one owned by Mr. Hammond, of Hiitton Bonville, and won the

match. Mr. Hammond's stock, at that day, were in great re-

pute."

" I bred many extraordinary cattle from this tribe of short

horns, and sold them at high prices for those days."

ALEXANDER HALL.

Mr. Bates, the celebrated breeder, used the blood of Mr. Ste-

phenson's herd, with signal advantage. He bred his herd main-

ly to Mr. Stephenson's bull, Belvedere, from 1831 to 1838, and

his prize animals got by Belvedere were numerous and extraor-

dinary for their excellence. Among these were the very distin-

guished bull, Duke of Northumberland, (1940,) winner at the

great English show in 1839, of the 1st prize ; and 1st prize at

Yorkin 1842; Duchess, 34th, winner at York in 1842, beating Mr.

Booth's celebrated cow Necklace, (which won nineteen premiums,

and was never beaten save this once ;) Duchess, 43d, winner of

the 1st prize at Oxford for yearling heifers in 1839 ; Duchess, 42d,

winner of 1st prize for in-calf heifers at Oxford in 1839 ; Princess

ol Cambridge, winner of the 1st prize of cows at Cambridge, in

1840; Duchess, 43d, winner 1st prize as best cow at Hull in 1841,

and Duchess 42d, of 2d prize for cows at same show. Mr. Bates's

bull, Duke of Cambridge, won 1st prize as bull calf at Cambridge

in 1840, and 1st prize as a yearling bull at Hull, in 1841 ; and

he was got by Duke of Northumberland, dam by Belvedere, gran-

dam and great-grandam by Waterloo.

Such is the history of this tribe of cattle, and of the animals in

particular, which Col. Sherwood and myself have imported from

Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Bates.

A. STEVENS

NEAT CATTLE OF THE UNITED STATES.

[Communicated by a Member.]

It is proposed to show, in this article, the advantages to the

farmer of cultivating the native breeds of stock or cattle, for his

farm. What we mean by native breeds is not only those purely
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native, aud that have been so for many generations in both lines

of ascent, but the various mixed breeds, or as they are usually

called, grade sfock^i, obtained by crossing the pui'e native with

the best foreign breeds, and creating a new race or class of na-

tive breed, and having their origin here and with a view of im-

proving borh. The best native American breeds fifty or sixty

years ago without a particle of intermixture with any of foreign

origin, or any thing of a recent foreign origin were properly

bred, reared, and taken care of equal for all important purposes

to any in the world. As milkers, as working cattle, they were

certainly not inferior to any of that day; perhaps for butchers

meat they might have not been equal to some foreign breeds, and

this, not so much because they were not susceptible of it, but we

were a young country, and could not generally afford to spend

the time and money which the Englisli and some otlier foreign

nations did in feeding and preparing their animals, and making

them hog fat for market. We could not get so well, or not well

enough paid, at that day, for the labor and expense of such a

system. Single cases are recollected and could be cited, where

oxen, coAvs, heifers, and steers, more than fifty years ago, Avere

made as fat and as fine beef, in every way, and with expenditure

of as little time and money in doing it, as in any European coun-

try of that day. The original stock came from Europe, and

more especially England, perhaps nine-tenths of it, and at dif-

ferent periods of the last two or three centuries. Some of these,

no doubt, were of the best breeds then known in England, and

the race were supposed, by some, to have improved here after it

got acclimated, and with the care and attention bestowed upon it

by our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, not only as milkers, but also as

.

beef or butchers' meat.

Such a foundation would be the best in the world to build'

upon, either by perpetuating the old race without any mixture

of foreign, or by crossing it witli the best foreign breeds ; either

would do, as either would make a good race. The great object

with all animals, liuman or brute, on emigration, or importa-

tion, is to acclimate them ; to accustom them to the climate to

which they emigrate or are removed. It is usually observed by

the best physiologists, that there is a shade of difference in all
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climates ; those situated far apart and in the same latitude, are

often very different, and there is considerable dificrence often

found in places quite near each other, so as to affect the health

of man and animals, in a greater or less degree, on a change or

removal. Sometimes, in places quite near, it is owing to local

causes whicli are easily ascertained, at others, to supposed or

speculative causes, when the true one may be a mere change, and

requiring a residence for a time to habituate the person or animal

to the real or supposed causes of unheal thiness.

The second generation arc often improved by the change in all

the attributes of health, such as strength, hardiness, size, and ac-

tivity. It is now well settled, by the best farmers and graziers,

both scientific and practical, and those who have written most

ably on the subject, that the best breed of cattle that nov/ exist

in Great Eritain, and which are equal to any in the world, have

been matured and acquired within the last fifty or sixty years.

This lias been effected by various crossings of different animals

of the best stocks of some of the southern counties of Scotland,

with tliose of the northern counties of England. Tliis, wc believe,

was the beginning of llie improvement.

As an instance, and to show how it commenced and progressed

througli the United Kingdoms, we will take tlie famous Dur-

ham breed. The late Rev. H. Berry has, perhaps, given the

best history of its rise and progress. "Durham and Yorkshire,"

lie says, " have been famous for ages for a breed of these (Dur-

haras), possessing extraordinary value as milkers." "Which
qualities," Mr. Youatt, who wrote some time after, says, "taken

as a breed, have never been equalled. The cattle so distinguished

were always, as now, very different from the improved race.

They were generally of large size, thin skinned, sleek haired, bad

handlers, rather delicate In constitution, coarse in offal, and

strikingly defective in substance ot girth in the fore quarters.

As milkers, they were most excellent, more for quantity than for

quality. When put to fatten, as the foregoing descri2:>tion indi-

cates, they were found slow feeders, producing an inferior quali-

ty of meat, not marbled or mixed as to fat and lean, the latter

sometimes of a very dark. hue. Sucii, too, are the uniminoved
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short horns of the present day. About the year 1750, in the

valley of the Tees water (Durham), commenced that spirit of im-

provement in the breeders of the old short horns, which has ended

in the improved modern breed.''

Many gentlemen were zealously engaged in this; among oth-

ers, Mr. Colling. He produced by judicious selections and cross-

ings, the celebrated bull " Hubhack,''^ from whom are descended

the best short horns of tlie present day. Of this breed were the

two famous Durham oxen, which long travelled through the

country and were shown at fairs, and were superior in weight

and size to any known at that day or before, (1802,) weighing

4,480 lbs., the largest one.

Some of these unimproved sliort horns were crossed by breeds

from Galloway, Ayresliire, and other parts of Scotland, with

great success. The Scotch breeds are smaller, more hardy,

good milkers, more distinguished in this for quality than quan-

tity ; fatten easily, and make good beef.

These improved Durham races have spread more or less through

England, Scotland, and perhaps Ireland, and improved still more

probably, by various crossing with the best breeds in all these

countries. Climate, pastures, feed, and care, geBerally, would

contribute towards improving them still more. Thus this famous

race cf Durhams progressed from generation to generation, each

succeeding race considerably better than the preceding, until

they reached the perfection of the present day.

So with other eelebrated breeds of cattle in Great Britain, the

Devon, the Leicestershire, Hereford, and Alderney; some of these

are distinguished for milk, others for fattening as beef, and others

as working oxen; all, no doubt, more or less improved by judicious

crossings of eminent breeders at diflerent periods with some of

the best breeds of the three kinsdoms.'O^

Animals, and especially neat cattle, are attached to locations

where they have their origin ; they get enured to the climate,

feed, and kind of care bestowed upon them ; and these cattle

would be likely to be improved by ell good husbandmen, who
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would keep pace with improvements in this, as with everytliing

else ; tluis each succeeding generation would be more healthy,

grow more vigorously, and be more useful and more profitable

to their owners.

It is contended here that the Americans, by pursuing a similar

system, might have raised up a breed equal to any in Great

Britain ; they had as good a foundation to commence upon ! It

may be said to have been the same. Here is where our various

breeds originally came from. Our ancestors, most of them,

emigrated from England, Scotland, and Ireland, and brought

with them from different places in all these countries their cat-

tle of every species, as well as farming implements.

Some of the former, no doubt, consisted of the same breeds

and blood that our English friends originally possessed, and

which we might, and, no doubt, in some cases, have improved

upon by judicious crossings, feed and care, and attained a per-

fection in breed equal in every respect to them.

We are searching our own country through, and buying at

great cost animals of tlie same stock from which ours sprung.

But tliis is not the worst, we are chasing the seas over at a still

greater expense, and to be certain that we are not deceived, to

purchase on the very soil and homestead of the animal, one su-

perior to anything we left behind.

His genuineness to be further authenticated by a herd-book,

enumerating a long list of progenitors in both lines. The cost ol

transportation and risk of a long journey by land and water to

be added to tliat of the animal or his stock, when offered for sale

here. No blame is to be attached to those who show this spirit

and enterprise, on the contrary it is to be commended, the blame

lays with the great body of our iarmers in not taking the neces-

sary pains to cultivate the best breeds at home. These are equal,

naturally, in every respect, to our English friends; their origin

being the same, all it wants is similar judgment, care and assi-

duity in breeding, rearing and keeping them, this has been done

by some at different periods and in different localities of our
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country, as we shall show. The Oakes cow, Danvers, Mass., is

well known in our annals of great milkers, and a native ; in

1815, she produced 484^ lbs. butter. During this time one

quart was reserved daily for family use, and she suckled her

calf four weeks. She produced in one week 19^ lbs. of butter,

and an average of more than 16 lbs. of butter per week, for three

months in succession. A cow at Greenfield, Mass., in 1830,

from March 27th, to May 25th, made one hundred pounds of

butter, and reserved 160 quarts of milk. In 14 days she made

29 lbs. of butter. In Dorchester, Mass., there was made from a

cow before grass feed, in April, 2| lbs. of butter, with 2 quarts

of cream, only two or three minutes in chui-ning. A cow in

North Adams, produced lately, 425 lbs. of butter. 400 lbs. of

which were made in 9 months. A cow of Shelburn, Vermont,

has yielded 26 quarts in a day, and at two milkings in 24 hours,

were made 3 pounds 14 ounces of butter. This cow was bred in

Vermont. A cow of S. Henshaw, Springfield, 17| lbs. of butter

per week, and in one case, 21 lbs. of excellent butter. Another

of D. Morris, same place, 7 years old, produced in five months

between the 1st April and Sept., 206 lbs. During the time,

says the owner, we used milk and cream in the family freely

;

some weeks Ave have made 14 lbs., exclusive of milk and cream

used for family pm-poses. This cow had always been a good

milker, milked quick at regular hours, and to the last drop,

strippings the best. Food in winter good hay, and from 2 to 4

quarts of rye bran at noon, water three times a day. In summer

besides pasture, 4 quarts of rye bran at night. Tlie owner fur-

ther says : from his own experience, " he feels quite sure that

many cows which have been considered as quite ordinary,

might, by kind and regular treatment, good regular feeding, and

proper care in milking, (each of these last highly important,)

have ranked amongst the first rate." These samples, it is said,

are all purely native cows, and taken principally from the late

Mr. Colman's statistics of cattle, but more particularly of cows,

and there is no better authority. There will also be found in

the various works of the same author, the average produce of

dairies in Berkshire, Cheshire, and some other counties of Mass.,

at about 425 lbs. of good cheese, and if butter is run upon, about

210 lbs., and 2,200 quarts of milk to each cow, the season or
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year. This average dilTers very little from the average produce

of the best dairies of Gt. Eritaiu; so little as hardly to make it

worth noticing. In Connecticut, New-York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, and some of the Western States, especially Ohio, the

average produce of the best dairies is very similar to the above.

This may be easily ascertained by consulting some of the agricul-

tural periodicals of the day, and also Transactions of the State

Agricultural Society of New-York, wh.ere some reliable statistics

may be found.

The points ot a good animal of the improved race of Yorkshire

Durhams, as given by the best and latest English writers, say,

" a milch cow good for the pail as long as she is wanted, and

then quickly got into marketable condition, should have a long,

with rather a small head, a large headed cow will seldom fatten

or yield much milk. The eye should be briglit, yet with a

peculiar placidness and quietness of expression, the chops thin,

and the horns small. The neck may be thin towards the head,

but it must soon begin to thicken, especially when it approaches

the shoulder. The dewlaps should be small, the breast, if not so

wide as some, should not be narrow, and it should project before

the legs, the chine, to a certain degree fleshy, and even inclining

to fullness ; the girth behind the shoulder, deeper than is usually

found in the short horns ; the ribs spread out wide so as to give

as globular a form as possible to the carcass, and each should

project further than the preceding one, to the very loins, ribbed,

as is called, home; common consent has given to her large milk

veins ; a large milk vein indicating a strongly developed vascular

system, one favorable to secretion, and to that of milk among the

rest. The udder should rather incline to be large in proportion

to the animal, but not too large ; skin thin, and free from lumps

in every part of it, the teats of a moderate size. The quantity

given by some of these is very great ; it is not uncommon for

them, in the beginning of summer, to yield 30 quarts a day.

There arc rare instances of their yielding 3G quarts ; the average

is about 23 to 24. The milk, however, is not so rich in its pro-

duce of butter as the long horn, the Scotch, Devon or Alderney."

This Yorkshire Durham breed is probably more universally

sx)read through. Great Britain tlian any of the choice breeds. Its
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points for fattening are generally allowed to be superior to any

other. Tlie samples of native American cows, as cited, are cer-

tainly very little, if any, inferior to these ; if there is any dilBfer-

ence it may be ascribed to the keeping. The English here furnish

an example to be admired and followed. In the first place they

spare no pains or expense to get the best breeds for milk and

fattening, will go any distance in their own country to procure

them to cross with their own on their farms at home. In feed

and shelter they are equally assiduous and pains taking ; they

cultivate the most nutricious grasses, their moist, temperate cli-

mate favors the groivth ot these and preserves them in their

green succulent state through most of the season ; change often

their feed, as well in grains and the more substantial aliments,

as in their pasture fields. This is done for the benefit of their

manure [is well as cattle—the richest feed always makes the best

and most efficient manure
;
protect them well from the weather

in winter by covered stalls and stables, gutters, pipes, tanks, pure

water, cleanliness, and every convenience for th^ comfort, health

and thrift of their animals, and these not only to enrich but

preserve and increase their manure. If we do not take the same

pains in all these things, we are doing much better than we for-

merly did. Indeed it was necessary, we have been driven in a

measure from the wheat and flour market by our western friends
j

let us not lose the cattle market too. The butter, milk and fruit

market we cannot very well lose, although we may have inroads

made upon these for a while by the increased facilities of travel

and conveyance, until the population on the seaboard grows up

to the supply, and the demand is ample for all; besides, railroads

are available to us and bring us nearer to the market too. The

expense of travel in any way must be added to tiie cost of an

article, and however small, it is something and deteriorates

somewhat from the heat and fatigue of travel ; especially the

cattle, these will want our pasture fields and grain for awhile to

rest and recrnit them. If years ago'our farmers generally, and

some of them no doubt did, had taken similar pains to procure

the best breeds in their neighborhood, and at a distance, they

could hear of to cross with their best at home, they might have

had a stock now nearly or quite equal to the Yorkshire Durhams.
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This is the way the English began in the valley of the Teeswater

(Durham) as stated. The famous Oakes cow, Mr. Jaques' cream

pot breed, the Springfield cows, and a number of others individ-

ually cited, (American) as well as large farm daries in whole

sections of our country, are equal in the production of milk,

cheese and butter to any of the improved Durhams. Ours are

not known by those who made it their business to inquire and

ascertain the fact to have a drop or particle of any blood in their

veins but the best native blood of the country and neighborhood

where they were bred and reared—some of these of fine form

and others not. Indeed we know from unquestionable soui'ces,

and many farmers advanced in life, in almost every part of our

State, at this day w'ill tell of cows of the most ungainly appearance

in their dairies within the last sixty years ; some so devoid of

symmetry and proportion that they might almost be mistaken for

a different animal, big, uncouth heads, large bones and these

prominent, long irregular horns, hide thick and lumpy, hair long,

coarse and knotty^ hips projecting some inches above the body

and looking as if ready to burst through the skin, back bone the

same and knobby, legs long, lean and crooked, and a little thin

withal after passing the winter, so that altogether, in the signifi-

cant language of the barn yard, she might be pronounced an

" ugly, scrawney, mean looking critter.'''' After calving in the

spring and slopped a little she has been put in first rate pasture

in May or June, and "vvould yield for two or three months from

twenty-four to twenty-six quarts of good rich milk a day. No

indications of the milker except in her bag, teats and milk ves-

sels, and these not very striking until she reached the pasture

fields.

Nearly or quite a century ago, traditionary records in families

—

not to be doubted any more than the birth of a member of the

family, which is generally recorded in writing—of cows coming

forth from their herds, bred, reared, and well taken care of from

calves, handsome in form, producing from 27 to 30 quarts a day of

the richest milk. This has occurred in our own State, in Con-

necticut and otlier Eastern States, and no doubt in some States

south of us. This was before the improved Durham race was

knowm, even in England, and was considered extraordinary at
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that day and would be now. Would it not be best, then, to cul-

tivate by crossing tliese breeds with some of our best natives

than some of the best foreign? The one possessing symmetry of

form is preferable to the ugly, unsightly one ; as we should be

more likely to get from this a better race for fattening and work,

as well as milk. We think it would be preferable; such a breed

would be inured to our climate, having always been in it for

many generations. It would be considerably cheaper, as we

should not have to pay for the expense of importation, and the

additional value which novelty and fashion, with some of our

plain republican population, throw around everything of foreign

origin. Tliese two circumstances, acclimation and cheapness,

ought to have considerable influence with our farmers at this

time. The first is important for the health, hardihood, and thrift

of animals, and the last for the health and thrift of the farmer's

purse. We are not apt to think anything so extraordinary that

occurs near us. and that we are familiar with, as when occurring

at a distance and in a foreign land. This circumstance alone

often blinds us, and makes us overlook merits because they are

common ; and we imagine these only to exist in things beyond

our reach, and whose reputation we hear of through impure

channels, and see emblazoned upon paper, and put in motion by

the interested and selfish both at home and abroad. From what

has been said, it may be inferred that there is no certain rule,

especially as regards milkers, about the great race they sprung

from ; that one of these may come out from a herd whose descent

cannot be traced to any source, by any line—possessing beauty of

form or great milking powers—that may possess one or both of

these in a high degree. Indeed, we wall venture to say that the

last class of native cows which possess symmetry of form and

milking properties that the owners or families of that day knew
nothing, or very little, about the breeds from wliich they sprung,

and cared as little about it. All they knew was, that such an

animal came out of their herd, and all they troubled themselves

about was to have as many calves from her as they could from

crossing with the best of their own herd or some of the neighboring

herds.

Look at the celebrated Cramp cow of England, one of the

greatest milkers on record of any country or age. In 1808 she
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produced 5,782 quarts of milk, and 685 lbs. of butter. This cow
was bred in Lewes, Sussex. We have never heard or seen it al-

leged by any one that this cow was descended from any of the

great breeds which those of the present day are descended, nor

do we believe she was ; these breeds had not attained their great-

est celebrity until some years after 18U0. Besides, in her histo-

ry, it is expressly said that she was of the Sussex breed, and all

the English agricultural writers that we have seen and who speak

on the subject, say that the Sussex breed were never famous for

milkers, but were considered good fatteners. Mr. Colman thinks

the old stock of New-England must be ot the JVorth Devo7i,as many
of them possess points resembling tliat race, and have been fre-

quently called American Devons. The most valuable working oxen

are chieily of this breed, and which also contribute materially to

the display of beef in the New-York, Philadelphia and Boston

markets. " The prevailing color of the New-England cattle is

deep red. The oxen are remarkable for their docility, strength,

quickness, and power of endurance ; the cows are fair milkers,

and both are hardy and fatten readily." In oxen we think we

fully equal our English friends in form and appearance, and go

ahead of them far in disciplining these animals to the yoke and

fitting them in a short time for performing every kind of hard

labor in husbandry in the best manner. A good pair of these or

a number of yokes together, and driven and managed by one who
knows them, and they him, will travel faster with a heavier load

without fatigue, and at considerably less expense, than any

horses. Such is their discipline and steadiness of character that

they will exert tlieir strength longer and in unison ; single pairs,

or almost any number of pairs, step more uniformly every way,

back and forward, not thrown out of line or in the least confusion,

no more than a regiment of the best drilled troops. Mr. Colman

has seen, a few years since, nearly three hundred yoke of these

together in Connecticut, for exhibition at a fair, remarkable for

their uniform color, (red,) symmetry of form, size, and every

mark of strength and hardiness. Such a race, we maintain, could

not have had a mean or common origin ; they have existed more

or less for a 150 years, as tradition and other records will show,

improved, no doubt, much in its progress down to the present

day. Such a race too must have contained among it at different
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periods, auimals valuable for milk and fattening; indeed,

tjie oxen here described attest it possessed the latter. We think

we may challenge the world to compare or equal us in working

oxen. No cattle can work, fatten, or give large quantities of milk,

without plenty of feed, and this good, and taken quietly and at

their ease ; in this, too, (feed,) we abound, if only properly man-

aged and judiciously distributed. The English, as we have ob-

served, surpass us in the care bestowed upon their animals, es-

pecially cattle for fattening, and owing to this, perhaps, they

have a greater number of superior ones than we have. We can

cite many cases of as large and as fat animals as ever they pro-

duced, and if they are not of the pure native breed, they are

mixed and produced by crosses of the best improved foreign, and

some of our best native breeds. When we say foreign, we do not

mean they had their origin abroad, but they descended from

those that had, and some instances may be given of as good from

the pure native breeds. We will name two or three samples,

and numbers might be cited. The ox Leopard, ot Bridgetown,

N. J., in 1812, weighed 3,360 lbs.; a pair of cattle bred at Wood-

bury, weight of the two 6,082 lbs. in 1837; a calf, purely native,

bred and fattened on the banks of the Hudsoif in our State, and

took the premium at a county fair, and sold when two years old

in 1844, weighed 2,000 lbs. At the fair of the American Insti-

tute, in 1850, a pair of oxen, bred and fattened on the banks of

the Hudson, and took the highest premium, weight 6,580 lbs.,

and purely native. The mammoth ox, Bed Jacket, also exhibit-

ed at the same fair, weight 4,500 lbs., and believed to be the

largest one on record. The most profitable cross for our farmers, if

they do deal in foreign breeds, as experience has fully shown, is

to cross with the best of these after the first generation, on the

best natives; the former then get inured to our climate, feedand

manners of treatment. Habit has much to do with everything

that has life, plants as well as animals. Our friends of the west,

especially Kentucky and Ohio, have cultivated largely the Dur-

ham breed ; these make fine, handsome cattle, and fatten easily

on their ricli pastures. They are delicate though, less hardy,

and cannot stand the fatigue of travel to the eastern markets like

the natives. The former lose more flesh, and get diseased, have

[Assembly, No. 149.] Q
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affections of the liver, owing, it is thonght, to the water of the

west ; feet get tender, often so bad as to lay them upon the road.

These are all considerable drawbacks on the profits of the drover

and grazier. Our flies are harder upon our cattle than they are

in Europe, especially in England; we have more hot sun, these

affect the delicate thin-skined Durhams most; indeed, all suffer

by them more or less. It is a common saying among our farmers,

that their cattle "do not do so well in fly-time." They are more

disturbed in their quiet and feed. Our farmers must and will

exercise their best judgment in these matters; all we can say is

that beauty and appearance in animals are very desirable, but

profit, we think, must and will have some weight with them as

with most people in every business, and it will not only weigh,

but preponderate in the scale of profit and loss.

AMERICAN GRASSES, MANURE, AND INSECTS.

[Communicated by a Member.]

We embrace th'ese three subjects in the same article, intend-

ing the grass for the princpal one ; manure and insects as merely

incidental. These latter are important in the relation they bear

to the former ; manure makes the grasses grow, and increases them

much ; insects injure and destroy the grasses. It is essential then

for us not only to find or point out what will be the best soil and

food for the latter to secure the heaviest and most nutritious

crops, but how we can best combat their greatest enemy, the in-

sects, and kill them, or at least diminish their numbers so far as

to make them much less destructive. If we can throw no new

light on the various matters here inquired into, or our inquiries

contain errors or inferences drawn, not warranted by premises

or correct reasoning, we may induce or excite others more com-

petent to come forward, and who are able to detect errors and

enlighten and clear up what was before involved in doubt and

obscurity. On this ground we invite opposition and scrutiny,

and s^-all be pleased to have any errors of ours, in fact or reason-

ing, pointed out and corrected. With such a result, the public

will be gainers by our agitating the subject, and we shall have
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ample cause for pleasure, as the public good is, or ought to be,

the great object of every good member of society.

This collision of opinions on all important matters like these

here agitated or inquired into, must be friendly to do good, inten-

tions pure, and mauner kind aiid courteous. In most of the com-

mon atfairs of life, as well as those intimately connected with

science like agriculture, the best people differ much in opinion
;

truth is often elicited by this difference or opposition, and error

or falsehood disappears before its light.

The grasses that naturally spring up and grow on high ground

or mountainous regions, are often the best for producing rich

milk and the sweetest butter.

The highlands of Scotland are famous for the richness of their

milk and the high flavor of their butter. The cattle fed and

bred about these regions, are generally not so large, more hardy

and compact in their frames, fatten quick, and make delicious

beef, especially when removed for a short time on the luxuriant

pastures of the lower grounds. The cows do not give so much
milk as other breeds differently located, but they make up in

quality what they want in quantity. These high ground grasses

spring up naturally and mostly without cultivation j are short,

but juicy and nutritious; neither are they so thick on the jrround

as the grasses of the cultivated lands below. The grounds are

mostly moist and loose, get very little manure except from de-

cayed leaves and old wood. Hence it may be said the plants

that grow upon them are in a great measure the products of na-

ture in a wild state, and if they have not the hand of man to

soften and tame their wildness, they do not suffer from his mis-

management and errors ofjudgment in culture. The valleys and

hill sides of these regions are often made rich by nature; streams

flow down upon, and through tliem; springs burst out from their

sides, formed by rains issuing from the clouds which almost con-

tinually hang over and upon their summits. These carry down
the debris or ruins not only of rocks but of various vegetable

substances, and deposit Ihem on the side hills and valleys below

as manure, and of tlie best kind, mixed and compounded by the
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unerring hand of nature. These valleys contain none, or very

little of the sour, coarse grasses which infest (he uet swampy
grounds below, and which cattle will not touch if they can get

anything else, and then only to prevent them from starving, so

deficient are they in flavor and nutriment.

A considerable portion of our highlands on the Hudson river

contain many such valleys and side hills, and have some very

good farms in and upon them ; they grow the best of these natu-

ral grasses, and as much grain as the owners want for domestic

consumption ; the great object is the dairy, and no better butter

and cheese, especially the former, upon which they chiefly run,

can be produced in this or any other country. Fruits, too, ap-

ples, peaches, pears, plums, &c., large and high flavored, and not

so liable to be cut off by changes of seasons and some other causes

as below. We speak of these from personal knowledge, as we
have often traveled through parts of tliese mountains, been upon

some of these farms, examined and admired them, and been re-

freshed by some of their delicious products. These mountain

grasses would not grow as well on the grounds below, or if they

would, (and no doubt there are some there similar to them,) they

lose the sweetness which they possessed on the mountain hills

and valleys ; rich manures and the system of low land culture

adulterate their juices and render them less palatable to stock.

Plants, like animals, have their habitat or liome ; they get accus-

tomed to this home, and are more tenacious of the habits acquir-

ed there, and cling more to them than animals. Hence, on a re-

moval to a short distance only, unless done with the greatest

care, they degenerate somewhat in their new home, and must

get domesticated in it to thrive and do w^ell. The ancients were

well aware of this, and Virgil, nearly two thousand years ago,

advises in transplanting from one locality to another, whether

distant or near, to mark on the shrub or tree, removed, the sides

exposed east, west, north and south, and expose the same sides

to the same quarters in the new locality. He farther advises a

removal ofa portion of the earth in which they first grew to their

new home, and bed, as most congenial with their habits, and

they would be more certain to take root and grow. Grasses are

often, as is well known, transplanted, to form a new bed of turf
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or sod, and much of the old oue adheres to the roots and is car-

ried with them on removal. The grasses A\hicli are succulent,

and have the largest stems and many joints, and these rather

large, sometliing like the Indian corn plant or sugar cane, gene-

rally contain the most sacharine, or sugar and mncilage. When

the structure is of a light glaucous or sea green color, the sugar

is generally in excess.

Grasses which have culms or stems furnished with numerous

joints, leaves smooth, succulent flowers, in a spike or close pan-

icle, flowerets blunt and large, contain most gluten and mucilage.

When the structure is of a glaucous color, and the flowerets woolly,

sugar is in the next proportion to mucilage. Grasses, with strong,

creeping roots, culms few, flower in spike, contain the greatest

proportion of bitter extract. It must be recollected that sugar

and mucilage are the most important ingredients in the grasses.

The sweet scented vernal grass is considerably esteemed, not so

much fur its nutriment as for its fragrance. It has been analyzed

and found to contain less of the former than several other kinds.

It has been found in Europe by intelligent, practical farmers, that

cattle do not eat so freely of it nor relish it as well as several

other grasses. Sheep, it is said, will not touch it. This shows

that it is not always the sweetest and most brilliant flowers that

are most useful. It abounds, more or less, in most good mead-

ows mixed with other grasses. It is supposed, by some, to give

to hay its fragrance. This is mere supposition, as we think all

the nutritious grasses^ if properly cured, would have a similar

fragrance, if there was not a spear of vernal in them. There is

considerable of it in the rich pasture fields of Pennsylvania,

mixed with other fine grasses ; some think it gives to Pliiladel-

phia butter its fine flavor ; it may be so, but we think its superior

flavor due more to other grasses as cows prefer these, and con-

sume more of them. Sinclair, Donaldson, and some others, place

it in the lower order of the better grasses ; these last undoubt-

edly have some influence on the flavor of butter -, but this, we
think, is owing more to a combination of causes for which our

Pennsylvania friends are famous in the manufacture of their very

superior butter.
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TJie. annual meadow grass is the most common of all grasses,

being the first herbage with which nature covers the earth, the

root is annual ; it is said to be almost the only grass that will grow

near works and places wliere the smoke of coal abounds. For

this we cannot vouch, wo should incline to a different opinion

until we liad further evidence. As the ashes of hard coal in a

proper state will benefit more or less most grasses ; although

not as much as wood and vegetable ashes if so we do not see why

the smoke should be prejudicial. Though an annual grass, it is

found in most meadows and pastures perpetually flowering, and

affording an early sweet herbage, relished by all stock ; it is said

birds are extravagantly fond of it. It hardly requires sowing,

as it spings up every where of itself, partly from its dispersed

seeds, and partly from its roots and stems ; although called an

annual it's habits are more like a perennial. It is short and

belongs to the dwarf class. The English think highly of it both

for pasture and hay, especially the former ; its shortness is an

objection to it for the latter. It is very prolific, grows naturally

in all good meadows, mixed with other grasses, with little

trouble ; most good meadows have more or less of it in; milch

cows are very fond of it ; it is said to increase and enrich their

milk, and add to the flavor of their butter. A few persons do

not think so highly of it.

Italian rye grass is cultivated in Italy, France, and oth^r parts

of Europe. There are a great variety of th;? rye grasses, end

some of them great favorites with the farmers of Great B.'itain,

others not as much so ; it depends, they say, a good deal on

locality and soil, and some of them will not thrive under a sud-

den change of locality, but dwindle, and run out, or disappear.

In our country it has never been much cultivated, and when it

has, we believe not with much success; at any rate, not with

enouoh to increase and spread its cultivation. The Italian

variety is said to be among the best, if not the very best. In a

number of the British Farmers' Magazine, published a few years

since, it is said: "This (Italian rye grass) has been tried ibr four

seasons, and proves to be superior to every other grass for win-

ter and much the earliest for feed, of any grass, in the spring;

but what renders it still more valuable as a feeding grass is, that
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it is preferred by cattle to any of the common sorts, a fact which

has been proved by experiments in various parts of the country;

and the rapidity with which it again shoots forth, after having

been mown or fed off, renders it particularly advantageous for

light soils, as the common rye grass never sends forth a second

crop, either for feed or seed, of any consequence. In poor land

it may be safely sown with clover, as it has been on the Con-

tinent, to the great increase of the crop and benefit of the quan-

tity of the hay." Sir J. Sinclair, one of the greatest scientific

and practical farmers of his day, says of it (Italian rye grass)

:

" It is a matter of astonishment it should not have been long aga

introduced into this country, (England,) and cultivated on an

extensive scale. If sown in autumn, after a crop of potatoes

and other roots, it produces a crop next spring fit to be cut for

soiling cattle, 8 days earlier than lucern, and a fortnight before

red clover. Care must be taken, however, to have good seed

—

the Italian^ and no other variety—and not to sow it too deep. It

produces two excellent crops in one year, the first of which

should be cut as soon as it comes into flower, and the second will

produce a considerable quantity of seed. From its early growth

in spring, when other articles for feeding stock with advantage

are so difficult to be obtained, it is likely to become a valuable

acquisition to British husbandry." These authorities are cited

to show the reputation of the grass in England, and whether our

farmers would think it an object of cultivation here. Donaldson,

one of the latest writers on the grasses, says : " Its durable quality

remains to be proved, and, like other foreign productions that are

cultivated in our latitude, it may soon become acclimated and re-

duced to the standard of fertility that is fixed by soil and climate,

and ordinary cultivation." If it grows so well and is s:;? popular on

the continent, especiallyFrance and Italy, we should think it would
suit our soil and climate better than those of England, and that

it would become acclimated sooner here than in the latter place.

Whether it has been tried to any extent among us or at all, we
cannot tell. Jls to barn yard manurefor the grasses^ this is one of

the best, and under all circumstances the very best for our far-

mers for all crops and for their land generally, there are perhaps

many artificial and special manui-es which exceed it in strength
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and portableness,but none tliat equal it in cheapness and durabil-

ity. Several other kinds as manufactured, and prepared are ren-

dered more portable and made comparatively easy of conveyance

to and from distant points, this the farmer has to pay for, and often

pretty dear, and runs the chance too, of being imposed upon in not

getting in any respect, the article agreed for, or of getting it in

an adulterated state, and very inferior in quality. These ha-

zards, besides the first cost, often makes the article come much

dearer than his own, which is made on his premises and which

he konws all about. The first cost too often makes his purse

much lighter, if tlie article lightens the labor of his men and

cattle in moving it about. The farmer frequently gets no re-

turn for this lightness if he uses tJie foreign or manuJactured

stufi" it extends to his crops, and they are light of course, he

cannot replenish his purse and restore taeight to that, which

makes the whole operation weigh pretty heavily on his feelings.

These disappointments often occur in Europe, with those who

are better acquainted with these chemicals, or as they might so

be called, mysterious compounds, that are manufactured and sold

for manures. If some of our European friends don't know them-

selves, they have the means of knowing generally at hand. Take

the old fashioned barn yard manure, and this every farmer does,

or ought to, know something about ; this if properly preserved

and applied caijnot fail. It contains more or less of all the in-

gredients which plants require as food. Occasionally from some

particular causes one of these ingredients may be wanting in the

soil or manure, or there may not be enough of it for^the healthy

growth of plants, if the farmer cannot tell what it is, let him

employ a competent chemist and he will soon tell whether it is

lime, phosphate of lime, or bone earth, gypsum, potash, char-

coal or any thing else. These are all plain articles easily pro-

cured and known, and there cannot be much cheating in furnish-

ing them, and not any with a little circumspection.

Donaldson says: "the putrescent mass (meaning farm yard

manure,) of animal and vegetable matter, properly prepared and

applied, beats every other manure yet brought into competition

with it
J
we often find failures in the efiftcts of other substances,

but none from that article. Some substances are equally quick
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in effect, but none so lasting, leaving an earthy residuum which

adds to the staple of the soil."

As a general dependance, it is the best for grass lands, inclu-

ding permanent pastures ; our hot suns do not permit them to

be used at all seasons, or on all lands. In May, or about the

first of June is the best time, just as the young grass starts or be-

gins to grow ; spread it right from the barn-yard, where it has

been lying in heaps during the winter, about half or two-thirds

rotted, well over the grass lands ; the grass will grow up through

it and get above it, it will soon sink and be washed down by rains

about the roots. The rains will dissolve its soluble parts, which

will enter the earth around the roots, and the pores of these will

absorb or suck it in as they want it, and in a few weeks the

benefit of the application will be seen by a vigorous start and

growth of the grass, soon over-topping tlie neighboring grass-

where none has been applied. We have often, years ago, wit-

nessed its effects on grass lands applied in a similar way, and no

later than last summer we saw it exemplified on several farms

we visited in June and July ; some of the fields of these farms

and meadows had cattle feeding upon them, others beside them

not j there appeared to be little or no difference in the size or

growth of the grass, all nearly quite alike. The fresh manure

of the cattle dropt was added to that before spread, and this also

would soon disappear and be lost amid the luxuriance of the grass.

The efiects of these fresh droppings appeared to make up for the-

loss sustained by feeding, and all seem to have a uniform height,

color, and richness. No manure could be seen anywhere, unless

the ground was pretty closely inspected, and then only a little of

the coarser and more insoluble parts, and which required a little

more time for solution, or unless the droppings were very recent

and had not time to descend and disappear among the thick

grass. We do not think a particle, or certainly not any worth

estimating, could have been lost by evaporation. The sun

could have none, or very little power on manure upon ground

under such circumstances, and certainly not power enough to

create ascending vap/'^r from it and cause any loss from that

source.
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This land had been used to good husbandry, and often been

top dressed in this way. It is very ditfereut with land with lit-

tle grass upon it, and no soil, no heart to bring it forth and start

it early in the spring ; and perhaps never had anything, or very

little put upon it to give it heart and soil, and what little grass

there was upon it, fed close otF the season through. Manure

upon such a surface, exposed to a hot summer's sun, and nothing

to protect it, would do very little good ; its essence, or much the

greatest portion would be lost by evaporation. Those who form

it in this way, certainly have no right to complain of the useless-

ness of surface manure on grass land ; such land can only be put

in fine grass, by the spreading ofa good coat of barn yard manure

over it, and immediately ploughing it in, and that deep and

thorough, and sowing it with grain and grass seed, the old

fashioned way of restoring old worn out pasture fields. Sor?:e

farmers put dung on their pasture grounds in autumn, near win-

ter. This cannot be so good, it is spending the essence of the

dung before the time required to give a spring to vegetation ; it

lays all winter in a passive state, that is, no action from it that

«an benefit plants. These are more than passive, they are tor-

pid or temporarily dead, and no useful combinations can take

place between them, the one cannot consums food, and the other

is in no state to yield it. Donaldson says, "the application ofdung

to grass lands during the frosts and thaws of winter should not

be practiced ; the juices are washed away from the dung when

the land is not in a state to receive it ; rains and snows dis-

solve the subtances, and both elements are in a state where no

useful combinations can be eifected." He decidedly recommends

the spring in preference to autumn or winter.

Insects.—Our grasses with all our plants suffer very much from

insects, and this evil is increasing in our country ; we have more

heat in summer, than many parts of Europe, and this multiplies

the enemy, makes them more active and vigorous, aud more able

to do miscliief. As the population ofour young country increases,

our forests cleared up and cultivated, our plants increase in

number aud variety ; the delicate flowers and seeds of tlic various

grain, fvuit and oruaniental plants, afford a more abundant and

palatable food; for this destructive enemy, like most animals, in-
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significant as he appears, has a choice of food, and selects the

sweetest as well as the richest for his repast. If he follows in

the track of industry and civilization, and lays waste the pro-

ducts of these, he does no more than more important beings have

done, and for the same reason, as here he finds the choicest and

most valuable spoils. Famine and pestilence in the old world

have often followed on the track of both, and both in different

periods have made the human race suffer for not checking him

in season, but letting him become too powerful for resistance.

Modern Europe has sufiered frequently from the ravages of in-

sects, and sections of it have more than once been desolated by

them, and reduced to a state of famine or near it. Of late they

have learned wisdom from their sufferings, they studied the

character of their enemy, and combated him in every way when

he threatened an invasion, and repelled him. The people of dif-

ferent neighboring districts, acted in concert, and by simultane-

ous movements attacked and crushed him, or as large a portion of

him as they could. The public authorities paid them for these

efforts, and employed men, women and cliildren to join in the

contest, and rewarded them according to the numb'-r or quantity

of the enemy they slaughtered. They have gone further, they

have encouraged and protected all the natural enemies of the

common enemy. All birds and animals known to make war

upon and kill insects and devour them for food, have been pre-

served with the greatest care, and not any permitted to be kill-

ed hy spoiLsmeii or, others under severe penalties, and these en-

forced with rigor whenever the law was violated.

Our sister state, New Jersey, has lately set us an example in

this respect; she has enacted laws preserving birds that are

known to prey upon insects, inflicting penalties upon those who

destroy them. Our State, and others, will be obliged before long

to follow so laudable an example, if we wish to preserve our

plants and fruits ; some years the products of our agricultural

industry generally are diminished almost one half, and a few en-

tirely destroyed. Many of our farmers and people don't appear

to be aware of the real cause of the injury, they are apt to ascribe

it to something else, the season, or a neglect of doing at the i-roper

time or manner what their soil and plants require. It is diilicult
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to convince tliem that so small, weak, and contemptible an enemy

can do so much mischief, such arc Jiis numbers, so quiet, un-

tiring, and insidious is he in his attacks. We witnessed in June

and July last the ravages of some of them, the Jipkides^ or plant

lice, the smallest of the tribe, in myriads on the apple, cherry,

pear, and plum tree leaves, and currant bush, aided by another

small insect called the leaf-roller ; the surface of the leaves was

raised up in little ridges, and these on a close inspection aj^pear-

ed to be alive with animalculaj, the leaf brownish in color,

something like the rust of iron, and partly rolled up, and some

of them apparently dead, sap sucked out of them. Other tribes,

large enough to fly, move about, and be seen distinctly, the wing-

less tribes too, such as crawl or creep, most of the ant family,

some of the worm class, were seen running up and down the

bodies and limbs of the trees and eat holes into these, enter them

and live in their wood ; others infest the biirk and crevices of

trees, all living and breeding in and about the tree, and all

equally busy in the work of destruction. The little birds, their

great enemy, were not idle, they were equally busy, the wren,

the king bird, the woodpecker, and cat bird, catching the flyers

and picking the crawlers from the bodies and limbs ; some would

thrust their bills under the bark and in tlie crevices and holes

and drag out the culprits and devour them or carry them to their

young ; others scrape the plaiit lice and pick the leaf-rojiers lio-:;)

the leaves in which they were coiled, and make a meal of what

appeared so small as hardly to possess life. Tlie crow, black

bird, and other kinds, were seen following the plow and scratch-

ing the newly plowed earth for the insect foe in the worm state

and destroying him. We have it from the most unquestionable

authority, as well travelers in whom confidence may be placed,

as from journals of tlie west, that some of tlie western states have

suSered greatly from insects the last summer, (1850) ; some

counties in Ohio have been literally in their grasses, Indian

corn, and some other plants laid waste, and tliat chiefly by the

common grasshopper, called in Europe tlie locust. We have

seen in some of these journals that Indian corn, and grass or iiay

have risen greatly in value, and especially the latter, that some

of the farmers have been obliged to sell a p::rtion of their stock

at greatly reduced prices, not beini^ able to winter them, that
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hay was considerably higher than it was in cities on the sea board.

Could not this evil have been greatly mitigated, if not entirely

prevented, through the exertions of man, with the aid of the

natural enemy of insects, birds, and some other animals ? If the

evil could have been lessened one-half or one-quarter the public

at large would have been great gainers ! This will have to be

done at some future day throughout our land, to organise in

bodies and fight the enemy, and protect the birds and other

animals, his natural enemies, by penal laws. A volume, or

volumes, could be written on this subject, as there has been in

Europe within a century or two, so great has been the devas-

tations committed, and such the terror excited by this ap-

parently insignificant animal at different periods of the world.

To show the character and habits of insects more strik-

ingly we will quote a few sentences from M. V. Kollar,

a European entomologist of reputation, says : " The food of

insects is indeed procured from an extensive pasture. From

the majestic oak to the invisible fungus or insignificant

wall moss, the whole race of plants is a stupendous meal

to which the insects set down as guests. The larger plant con-

suming animals, limit their attacks to leaves, seeds, and stalks
j

not so insects, to the various families of whicli every part of a

plant yields suitable provender. Some which live under the

earth attack roots, others choose the stem and branches, a third

division live on the leaves, a fourth prefers the flower, while a

fifth selects the fruit or seed. Of tliose which prefer the foliage,

some take nothing but juice out of the sap vessels, as the aphides,

or plant lice ; others only the upper or under surface of the

leaves, like the leaf-rollers j" witli numerous other branches ot the

great family. This is only a small sample.

In Europe the farmers sometimes complain that their lands

will not bear clover, they get tired of it, or what they call clover

sick: high manuring they say will not cure this sickness. This

happens occasionally in Great Britain and on the continent.

Whether it has ever occurred in America we do not know, very

likely it has rarely, though as yet, as we advance in years as a

nation, probably we will be afflicted in a similar way. We have

a great variety and abundance of ground at our command, and
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shall have for many years to come. One of our remedies for

this, and other important diseases similar to it, of tlie products of

our farms, is change, sell out, and buy another, tliis is no eifort

for us, we are accustomed to such changes. In Europe, to talk

to a man about changing for a similar cause his cattle, sheds, or

pig pens, much more his homestead or mansion where he had

lived and his ancestors before him, perhaps for centuries, and

he would be sick, as well as his land of clover. Professor Johns-

ton in speaking of this disease, thinks it owing in a great measure

to the neglect of tlie use of farm yard manure or using too little

of it. The Turnip is a very general crop in Europe, and especi-

ally Great Britain. Bone earth is the manure almost exclusively

used for these, they do better with this than any thing else, will

yield more from it as a food. We have never heard that they

were tired of it, but appear to grow under it as well as ever. In

their rotation system, wheat or some of the other grains and the

grasses generally follow turnips. Grains and grasses require

some bone earth, but they want something else. Farm-yard ma-

nure contains more or less of all the essential ingredients which

most plants require as food. The Professor says, " if farm-yard

manure in sufficient abundance and of good quality be applied

along with the root crop the land obtains a certain more or less

abundant return of all these suhstances which the last rotatimi of

crops had carried ojf from it and which the new rotation will re-

quire for food. When the clover comes round, therefore, a sup-

ply of proper food is ready for it as well as for the wheat which

is to follow. Neither bones or rape dust nor any such single

animal or vegetable substance can replace farm-yard manure for

an indefinite period, because it does not contain all the

substances which the entire rotation of crops requires." We will

cite one more high authority to show the importance in which

farmyard manure is held in Great Britain. Professor Anderson?

Chemist of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, in

a late lecture delivered there after naming tlie great advantages of

farm-yard manure, concludes : " I beg it to be understood as my
decided opinion that farm-yard manure must always be tlie far-

mer's main stay." All the most intelligent and best practicable

farmers of Great Britain of the present day accord with tliis

opinion. Wo are afraid we shall make some of our readers
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clover sick or fired of the grasses generally as well as the other

topics here discussed if wc continue the discussion farther at

present.

EXTRAORDINARY COW.

Genl. Chandler.

Sir—^I here give you an account of the fat cow Grace, which

was viewed in March last, by a committee of the American In-

stitute, consisting of Gen. Tallmadge, Mr. Meig^, yourself and

others.

This fine cow was bred by Mr. Lewis F. Allen, and sold when

a heifer to Mr. Sheafe, of Duchess county, and of him I pur-

chased her. Mr. Sheafe showed her when only three years old,

in the class of aged cows at the show of the New-York State Ag-

ticultural Society at Poughkeepsie in 1844, and she won the third

prize.

In 1847, 1 exhibited Grace at the show of the New-York Agri-

cultural Society at Saratoga, and she won the first prize as the

best milch cow.

In 1850, supposing she had ceased to breed, she was fed by

Col. J. M. Sherwood of Auburn, and was by him and me jointly

shown at the show of the New-York State Agricultural Society

at Albany, in September of that year, and won the ^'st prize as

the best fat cow shown.

In March 1851 , she was brought to New-York city, and slaugh-

tered. On being killed it was found that she was with calf, and

six month gone.

The live weight of this extraordinary cow was, with her calf

in her, 1795 pounds. The calf and its appendages weighed 60

ix)unds, leaving her live weight 1745 pounds. Her four quar-

ters weighed 1210 pounds j her fat 153 pounds j and her hide

101 pounds
J
total 1464 pounds dead weight. Her dead weight

was 83 lbs., and 89 hundredths for every 100 lbs, ; her shrink-
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age being thus only a very small fraction (eleven hundredtlis,)

more than 16 pounds in the hundred of live weight, or 10 per

cent. I do not recollect that any animal ever dressed a greater

dead weight for the live weight.

On being cut up, the beef of this fine cow showed superbly.

It was beautifully marbled, and the whole caxcass was remark-

able for its great amount of lean meat.

Grace was a pure Short Horn, was calved in 1841, and waa

got by Victor (9,780,) dam Daisy by Bertram II, (3,114,) gran-

dam Delight, by Devonshire (966,) great grandam Daisy, by

Admiral (1,608,) gr. gr. g. dam, Yellow Rose, by Young Den-

ton (1,963,) gr. gr. gr. g. d., Arabella, by North Star (460,) gr.

gr. gr. gr g. d., Aurora, by Comet (155,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d.,

by Henry (301,) gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. g. d., by Danby (190,)

(See American Herd Book, page 182, and English Herd Book,

vol. 8, page 370.)

Grace left no progeny behind her, except one bull, now three

years old. All her calves were bulls, and she produced five,

and was in calf with her sixth.

AMBROSE STEVENS.

JVev}~York City.

. FRANCIS' METALLIC LIFE-BOAT.

.JSTew-York, Fehy., Qth, 1851.

Genl. Chandler,

Dear Sir—It affords me great pleasure to believe that the

American Institute has been instrumental in some degree, in

bringing before the public some five years since, the name of a

man, who has in that short period, by his own unaided inven-

tive genius, done more to preserve and secure life from ship-

wreck, than any man now living. I allude to Joseph Francis, in-

ventor of the " Metallic Life-Boat." He has struggled without

aid in a pecuniary point of view ; and against the prejudices,

opposition, and conflicting interests of sliip owners, boat builders

and the people at large. Now the whole coast of Long Island
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and New-Jersey are lined with his life preserving cars, and

boats, under appropriations by Congress. The coast of Florida

and Texas are to be. I have recently read the following letters

respecting Francis' Metallic Surf-Boat, which have given me
great pleasure.

Cape May Court House,

Lieut. John McGowan:
Dear Friend—I am just off the beach, Ludlam's, immediately

opposite the boat house, where there is a large steamer ashore,

the Eudora, from New-York, bound to California. Knowing your

desire to know how the Metallic Surf-boats work, it affords me

great satisfaction to acquaint you, I landed all the passengers

this day and their baggage through a heavy north-east surfwith-

out diificulty. My men remarked, " It was only fun to play in

the breakers with her." She is the finest thing I have ever

seen for the purpose for which she is intended, and does the In-

ventor great credit, I have acquainted Mr, W, R. Jones, of

New-York, with her performance.

(Signed) R. C. HOLMES.
Collector of the Customs.

J^ew-Jersey^ March 13, 1850]
Squam Beach, Monmouth Co,,

Walter R, Jones, Esq.,

President of the Board of Underwriters of Jfew- York.

Sir—I was present, and superintended, and sent the line on

board the ship " Ayrshire," on the 12th of January, 1850, and

by means of the Metallic Life Car, we landed in safety her pas-

sengers, in all, two hundred and one, which, in my opinion, at

that time, could not have been otherwise saved, as the sea was

so bad that no open boat could have lived. We attached the

line to the shot and fired it from the mortar. It fell directly

across the wreck, and was caught by the crew on board, and the

hawser hauled off, to which we attached the Metallic Life

Car, and pulled her to and from the wreck through a ter-

rific foaming surf. Every soul, men, women, children, and

infants, came through the surf during that cold snow storm, dry

and comfortable. During the whole time of landing these per-

sons, one of the India rubber floats put around the cars outside,

[Assembly, No. 149.
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by order of the government officer wlio superintended, was full

of water, and the otlier full of air, showing the ability of the

Metallic Boat to do her work, even under such disadvantages as

having air on one side, and the weiglit of the water in the india

rubber float on the other, in a heavy surf. The ship came on

shore abreast of the station house, and they are ten miles apart

;

now, if she had struck between the two houses, or even four

miles from shelter, many of those we saved from drowning,

would have perished with the cold ; but, as it was, all were

landed dry and comfortable, and no one suffered, as we immedi-

ately put them in the house, and found the benefit of the fuel

there provided by government ; and this, in my opinion, shows

the necessity of having the stations nearer together.

I have had much experience in wrecking, and was present at

the wreck of the ship " John Minturn," and now say decidedly,

(and many others who were present at both wrecks join with

me) that if we could have had the mortar and Metallic Life car,

we could have saved a great proportion, if not all of the souls

from the John Minturn, which was wrecked on this beach.

The car is also very valuable far landing specie, jewels, silks,

and packages, of all kinds, that could not be saved by an open

boat. We can also communicate with the ship, by means of the

mortar and car, as soon as she strikes, without waiting as here-

tofore for the storm to cease, by which time she may go to pieces,

and all be lost.

With the above arrangements well attended, there need be

few lives lost and much less property.

(Signed.) JOHN MAXON.

The very surf boat above mentioned, by means of which, two

hundred and one passengers were landed in safety, and perfectly

dry, was on exhibition at the Fair of the American Institute,

where it justly elicited universal interest.

The Judges on Naval Architecture made the following report

at the 20th Annual Fair of the American Institute :
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The Galvanized Iron Life Boats have superior advantages over

all others for the following reasons

:

1st. Their endurance under severe trial, it being almost im-

possible to meet with sufficient injury to disable them from sus-

taining their compliment of persons for any length of time, in

case of storm, wreck, or fire.

2d. Their extreme lightness, united with strength.

3d. Their inability to become nail sick, worm eaten, or leaky

from exposure to the sun, however long they may be out of

water,

4th. These Life boats may be used at sea to preserve life when

nothing else can live, or for the daily use of the ship, being al-

ways in readiness for either service.

I have myself used one of these boats at my farm for the last

three years, and put unqualified confidence in her ; she cannot

burn, break, rust, corrode, sink, shrink or rot. They are inval-

uable, and superior in every respect to every other kind of boat

now in use, and I confidently recommend them to all my agri-

cultural friends living in the vicinity of water.

I am, sir, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

B. L. PELL.

- MANUFACTURES OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

We were very much gratified by the exhibition, at our late

fair, of a buggy wagon, of superior workmanship, from the manu-

factory of Mr. J. C. Thornton, Columbia, South Carolina, every

part of the work of which was made there, and the wood, consist-

ing of black walnut, ash, white oak, and elm, was the product

of the forests of that state. Mr. T. employs sixteen hands, hav-

ing constantly as much as they can do. His work claims there

a preference over work from the north, and his total sales per

annum are from 60 to 70,000 dollars, which includes articles in

his line purchased elsewhere. At Columbia there are now ex-

tensive tanneries, steam mills for sashes and panel doors, plan-
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ing mills, saddle and harness manufactories, boot and shoe manu-

factories, and in the vicinity there are in process of construction

two cotton mills. Manufacturing is rapidly on the increase, and

the planters generally are favorably disposed.

An association has been organised at Charleston, denominated

the South Carolina Institute, for the promotion of agriculture,

manufactures, and the mechanic arts, under the auspices of

which a fair was held at Charleston during the last autumn,

when a large number of premiums were awarded for articles of

merit, among which we notice the following : for book-binding,

printing paper, tallow candles, soap, thrashing machine, work

for engines, and patterns for mill gearing, cotton gin, coaches,

to a lady for a blanket and carpet made ot cow's hair, to a lady

for cassimercj to a manufactory for black cassimere, to a young

lady for domestic silk, to a lady for silk gloves, for cotton yarn,

striped homespun, shirtings, sheetings, drills, osnaburghs, axes,

wine and brandy, wrought and cut nails, muscadine wine, cream

ale, wool hats, shoe lasts, pine burr bonnets, Sea Island cotton,

calfskins, upland cotton, Florida tobacco, brown sugar, pottery,

and flour, with a great variety of other manufactures. The ex-

hibition consisted of the products of North and South Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida.

This is certainly a good beginning, and with our whole heart

we wish them success. It will afford us the greatest pleasure

imaginable to find at our annual fairs here in New-York speci-

mens of the handicraft of our countrymen of the south in com-

petition and rivalry with the manufactures and mechanical skill

of the north. They may always rely, that at the hands of the

American Institute, they will meet a most cordial welcome.

A. C.

IMPORTED SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

A. Chandler, Esq.,

Sir—Having shown ten ewes at the Cattle show of the Ameri-

can Institute, in October, 1850, 1 deem it proper to give you an

Account of them.
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These ten ewes were imported from England in September,

1850, together with a buck and one other ewe. The buck died

soon after landing from the ship, and one of the ewes also died

from a broken leg arising from an accident at sea in a gale.

These sheep were bred by the most distinguished breeder of

South Down sheep in England, Mr. Jonas Webb, of Babraham,

Cambridge, England. Mr. Webb commenced showing bucks

alone of»his breeding in 1840, at the shows of the great English

Agricultural Society, and he has steadily every year won all the

first and second prizes till 1850, when for the^n-^ ti7ne he was

beaten, and then only by bucks got by his own rams and their

dams by his own rams. Mr. Webb now only shows shearling

bucks, and his long list of winnings shows his superior breed.

He has annual lettings by auction of his bucks, and generally

lets about 150 each year, at prices varying from 20 guineas to 60,

80 and 100 for the use ot a buck for one season. The buck which

I brought out was the second highest in price at his letting in

1850 for shearling rams.

At the Fair of the American Institute, I showed all the sheep

of this importation, ten in number, that were alive at the time

of the Institute's show in October, 1850, and they won all the

premiums for ewes of their class.

In January, 1851, I imported from Mr. Webb twenty more

South Down ewes, ten being lambs of 1850. The ten ewes were

shearlings, and all ten have dropped lambs, got in England by

Mr. Webb's celebrated buck Favorite.

It will thus be seen that I imported thirty-two South Down
sheep, thirty of which survive, and of these eleven have dropped

lambs got in England. Col. Sherwood, of Aubui-n, now owns ten

of these ewes.

These sheep coming from the very best source in England,

(for Mr. Webb has no equal as a breeder of South Downs in Eng-

land,) must contribute to the improvement of South Downs in

this country.

AMBROSE STEVENS.
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SEED POTATOES FROM CALLAO.

The American Institute gratefully acknowledge their indebt-

edness to Capt. Phineas Windsor, of the ship Angelique, which

arrived at Baltimore in November last, from Callao, for his kind-

ness and attention, which will be best explained by the follow-

ing letter.

Baltimore, J^ovember, 25, 1850.

To the American Institute of the city of J^ew-York :

Please accept of the accompanying samples of potatoes. There

are four kinds,—three of them are the choicest of all Peru, to-

gether with specimens of the original wild potato of Peru. The

latter require to be planted three successive years before they

will come to maturity. Supposing they would be acceptable to

the Institute, I take the liberty of sending them.

Respectfully,

PHINEAS WINDSOR,
Shij) Angelique,from Callao.

The above specimens were duly received as per date. Eut the

letter was not received until within a few days. We are happy

to say that the potatoes were carefully preserved until the ex-

planation reached us, since which they have been placed under

the care of Mr. Wm. Kent, gardner and florist, Prospect Hill,

Long Island, and we anxiously expect the next season, to be

able to distribute seed among the attendants at our Farmers club.

A. CHANDLER,
Cor. Sec'y.

TEA.

From the Revue Horticole, Paris, 1850. Translations by H. Meigs, Esq.

In the districts of the province of Fo-Kien, where they culti-

vate the Bohea, the temperature resembles that of Kiang-Nan,

snow and ice prevailing for some six or eight weeks. The tea

bushes tied in bundles to enable them to sustain the weight of

the snow. The small rivtr Kien Kio Kee which winds through
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the vallies of Fo-Kien freezes every year. We met on the roads

gangs of vagabonds who demanded alms of us and they tried to

excite our charity by scattering straw and other like material

orer the icy surface of the road to prevent our pedestrians and

our beasts of burthen from slipping.

Father Carpiua, who resided a long time in the eastern part

of Fo-Kien, assured Mr. Ball that the teas had never been dam-

aged nor the crops retarded by winters as severe even as that of

1815, when snow fell to the depth of nearly Mree /ee^ in the

canton of Fo-Gan, in latitude 27° and to the depth of overfour

feet in that of Ning-ti. In that year and in 1816, the river Mo-

Yang was frozen so that boatmen had to break the ice in order

to get their boats along. This river is about the size of the

Guadalquiver at Cordova.

The Camellia, which is a congener of tea, grows in all parts

of China yet visited by our travellers. At Shanghai in latitude

31° 24' the climate may be considered as analogous to that of

Japan, which is the native land of Camellia—and Thunberg as-

sures us that the cold is intense there, the thermometer indicat

ing many degre?s below the freezing point (the French writers

zero) even in the warmest provinces. In the winter of 1845-

1846 the river Woosang (in Shanghai) was frozen so hard that

the Englishmen skated upon it. The Camellia in open air near

London was not injured by the cold winter of 1837-1838, aitho'

the cold was at times below the zero of Fahrenheit. In that

winter some Camellias in the garden of the London Horticultu-

ral Society, in open air near brick walls, which gave some

lateral protection, were not in the least injured by a cold of 4^
degrees below Fahrenheit's zero. Those plants exhibited after

this weather, the most brilliant health and flowered most abun-

dantly.

White Transparent Carrot.—From Mulhause—Smaller than

other carrots, but very white and transparent.

White Flat Beetfrom Vienna.—This is much like the flat turnip.

Yellow Globe Beet.—Grows almost out of the earth—flesh very

white, compact, and probably more nutritious than the scarcity

beet. The red globe beet is inferior to it in all respects.
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Cannabis Tsing-Ma^ or Chinese Hemp.—Grows to the lieight of

from eigliteen to twenty-four feet—fibre finer than the common

hemp, requires a longer summer.

HUNGARIAN CATTLE.

In 1850, Roswell L. Colt, Esq., of Paterson, New-Jersey, im-

ported to the United States, a bull and heifer from Hungary, of

the Murzthal breed. The importation was made in consequence

of a high commendation of this race of cattle contained in the

Patent Office report for the year 1847,

Mr. C. L. Fleischman w^as in 18-17, sent out by the Commission-

er of the Patent Office to Germany, on a tour of observation. In

his report he speaks thus of the Murzthal cattle.

" Agreeable as the general impression must be which the Swiss

cattle at the Marienthal Dairy make upon the stranger, it is

nothing when compared to the sight, reserved here for the farmer of

the fine stock of Murzthal cow^s. This race combines nearly every

one, if not every excellence ; abundance of milk, disposition for

fattening, and great strength for draft ; and is raised here in its

hio-hest perfection. The full blood of this race is characterised

by the small-shaped head, with broad forehead, and broad mouth,

short and fine horns, extended body, broad back and handsome

neck, high and slender, tail of considerable length, fine bluish

hair, big udder, and on the w'hole, by the stately and soft entire

appearance."

Induced by this representation, Mr. Colt through the agency of

Gen. James Watson Webb, charge of our government to Austria,

procured a bull and heifer of this breed, and they arrived here

last summer.

In September 1850, these animals w-ere shown at the fair of

the New-York State Agricultural Society, and Mr. Colt received

a diploma, and the thanks of the society for their exhibition.

In October 1850, Mr. Colt exhibited these Hungarians at the

show of the American Institute, when were awarded to them the

premiums named in the list of the Institute.

Portraits are given of both of the Murzthal cattle.
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THE PEACH OF EGYPT—BY MR. FOREST.

Translated from the AnnalesD' Horticulture, Paris, July, 1850, by H. Meigs, Esq.

In a garden attached to the Chateau of MandiHy, in the de-

partment of Yonne, belonging to Mon. le Compte de Bressieux,

a great friend of horticulture ; there is a peach almost utterly

unknown in France. I will say a few words about it.

It has one quality which has hitherto been unknown in peach

trees, that of great capacity to bear hardships, and to resist all

the maladies common to our peach trees. This one can be easily

raised any where, almost, in open air, for it wants no shelter at

all. The specimen in question, has a kind ofpyramidal form,

and is about fourteen years old. Mr. Bressieux, has raised a

number of them from the pits, and their fruit is identical with

that of the mother tree- They are covered with fruit, and with

deep green foliage. They present a perfectly robust appearance,

while our ordinary peach trees in the same garden are stripped

of both fruit and leaves—a sickly appearance too frequent in our

peach trees One of these Egyptians, at three years of age, ri-

pened eighty peaches. The original came from Egypt with our

armies in 1802. It was brought over by a military surgeon be-

longing to Dauphiny. The pit separates from the flesh readily.

The size about the same with that of the Teton-de Venus, (breast

of Venus,) and it ripens at about the same time.

ACTION OF SULPHATE OF IRON (GREEN VITRIOL) ON

VEGETATION.

Translated by H. Meigs.

Mr. Eusebius Gris has made a fine discovery of the property

of this article in rendering plants healthy and of strong growth.

Numerous experiments give results as follows :

On 4th of May, 1849, while a shower was about to fall, he
threw broadcast over a piece of wheat a small quantity of pow-

dered sulphate of iron ; the rain fell two hours afterwards and
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soaked it into the ground. When harvested this piece of wheat

yielded 6^, while a piece of the same size and condition along side

of it gave 4^ of weight of the whole plants. After being thresh-

ed out and fanned, the sulphatized wheat weighed 2| and the

other 1^. Beans treated in the same way compared thus : those

sulphatized weighed 2 J, the other 1^. Potatoes thus treated

gave 9 for the sulphatized and 6 for those not, and all the sul-

phatized plants and fruits are more beautiful. Tliis result ap-

pears in potatoes, wheat, beans, onions, carrots, cauliflowers,

asparagus, peaches, pears, vines, &c.

CALCEOLARIA—SLIPPER FLOWERS.

A genus of Scrophulariacea:.

Translated by H. Meigs, Esq.

These plants are found iii abundance in all parts of the world,

from the coldest regions in which flowering plants can vegetate to

the hottest place w'ithin the tropics. Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom.

Revue Horticole, Paris, 1850.

We borrow from Van Houtte his culture of these charming

plants, which after having remained almost a monopoly of Bel-

gian Horticulture, has at last become definitely established in

France. The Messrs. Boudoux, of Paris, and Mr. Belot-Defou-

g(>res, at Moulins, have furnished us with many beautiful varie-

ties. If the cultivation of the calceolaria calls for all the atten-

tion of the gardener, yet by way of recompense it indemnifies

him amply by its vigorous and brilliant flowering and long dura-

tion, and is worthy of all care. Sow annually, in August, in a

well drained bed of earth, in the shade, under glass, or in a cold

glass conservatory without covering the seeds. Put each young

plant in a pot, and keep througii the next winter on a little

table in the cold conservatory, where it must be well aired and

exposed to the rays of the sun ; early in spring change it into

other pots twice at least before flowering, in order that the young

plants may acquire a great vigor and produce abundant flowers.

Humidity is bad for them. Whenever the weatlier permits they
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must be well aired. The soil must be but slightly humid during

the winter; but in spring, after tiie first re-potting, water abun-

dantly, but not so as to hurt them. They flower commonly in

Mciy and June, and they must then be in open air, in the shade

of cloth stretched over light frames-'or shade of quick hedge.

Wet them by means of a syringe, causing a shower, abundantly,

and they will now soon repay all your trouble by giving an

admirable and luxuriant flowering. When this foils away ex-

pose them to the full rays of the sun in open air, but sheltered

from liigh winds. Watch the maturity of their capsules and

hasten to gather the seeds, else they will be lost by scattering on

the ground, where you can hardly see one, so very small are tiiey.

If you keep the old plants till next year they will not reward

you, for they become deformed and give meagre flowers. For

varieties you can with great care hybridize them—the organs are

very delicate. Van Houtte has brought them to the perfection

which we now behold, by his ingenious and persevering care.

Grow abundantly in Chili, Peru, New Grenada, &c., among rocks,

rich plains, woods, &c.

*

IMPORTED DEVON CATTLE.

In October, 1850, I exhibited at the show of tlie American In-

stitute, seven Devons, and witli them won all the prizes for

whicii they were shown. All that I imported were shown, save

one bull which I sold to Mr. Lemuel Hurlbut, of Wincliester,

Conn. These seven consisted of one heifer three years old ; three

he.fers two years old; one heifer, a yearling ; and two bull calves.

The three year old won the first prize for aged Devon cows ; the

yearling heifer the first prize for yearling Devon heiiers ; and

the two bull calves the first and second prize for Devon bull

calves. As tliere was no prize oflered for the two years old heifers,

the two. year olds could not win
;
yet the committee awarding

the premiums, deemed them wortliy of a special extra premium,

and awarded one.

These Devons were derived from the first breeders in Devon-

shire. Mr. James Quartley, of Molland, Mr. Merson, of Erins-
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worthy, and Mr. Davy, of Flitton Barton, Devonshire, England.

Mr. Quartley is the most distinguised breeder in England, and

has won more prizes than any other. The last show of the great

English Agricultural Society, was held in 1850, at Exeter, in

Devonshire. The display of Devons was the best ever seen, and

Mr. Quartley, won every premium save one. One of the bull

calves Avhich I imported, was got by Mr. Quartley's first prize

bull that won at the Norwich show, 1849, of the English Agri-

cultural Society, and was out of his first prize cow, at Exeter,

1850 ; and the yearling brother of this bull calf, won the first

prize for yearling bulls at Exeter, and his two year old sister,

won the first prize for two year old heifers at the Exeter show

of the great English Agricultural Society.

Four of these heifers have dropped calves this spring, of which

two are bulls.

The accompanying cut of a distinguished Devon cow now in

my herd, will well show what a fat Devon cow can be.

This Devon was got by Mr. Dibble's imported Devon bull, bred

in England by Mr. Davy, of Flitton Barton, and imported 1850
;

her dam was bred by the Hon. Rufus King, and got by his im-

ported Devon bull, and out of one of his imported Devon cows.

The Earl of Leicester, sent these Devons out to Mr. King, in

1819.

The cow represented in the picture, was shown by me at the

show of the New-York State Agricultural Society, in 1849, at

Syracuse, and won the first prize for Devon cows. The portrait

was taken when she had been dry eight months, and when she

was very fat. She is remarkable in her breeding, producing

heifer calves always, of which she has now- had six.

The Devons I have imported, derived as they are, from the

best and purest sources, must be of service in the breeding of

Devons in America.

AMBROSE STEVENS.
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ARTIFICIAL FRUIT.

Mr. Townend Glover, of Fishkill Landing, exhibited at the

Farmers' Club of the American Institute on the 18th inst., spe-

cimens of artificial fruit, amounting to 204 varieties in duplicate,

consisting of apples, pears, plums, cherries, strawberries, nec-

tarines, apricots, quinces, grapes, pomegranates, figs, gooseber-

ries, currants, Osage orange, various nuts, and models of leaves

of various fruit trees, showing the depredations of insects very

minutely.

The above w^ere modeled by Mr. Glover in a composition pre-

pared by himself, and painted in oil colors, representing in a

most beautiful and perfect manner the natural fruit. These

specimens have been transported over 600 miles, and frequently

unpacked and repacked without showing the least deterioration,

which demonstrates the superiority of this method of represent-

ing fruit over wax, which is generally used.

Mr. Glover has engaged to prepare specimens of fruit for sev-

eral Horticultural and Pomological Societies, so that accurate

specimens of the varieties of fruit may at any time be examined,

and we congratulate them on the acquisition of such a collection.

It will aid those who design to purchase trees, in their selection,

and if properly used, may add a guarantee, which in many in-

stances has been sadly wanted. I have ever considered it one

of the grossest acts of wickedness for a person to sell young trees

and other fruit plants as genuine, knowing they were not so,

thus causing many to consume years of their lives in bringing to

maturity plants utterly worthless.

We are happy to state that the Institute, on the recommenda-

tion of the Farmers' Club, unanimously awarded a gold medal to

Mr. Glover.

A. CHANDLER.
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DESTRUCTION OF INSECTS.

The ravages of insects is one of the most formidable annoy-

ances witli wliicli the cultivator, in every department of agricul-

ture, and particularly horticulture, has constantly to contend.

It is undoubtedly true that the subject has been much neglected;

it seems to be important now, when it is admitted that some of

the most destructive species are greatly on the increase, that ev-

ery available method, calculated to arrest their multiplication,

should be put in requisition. And unless there is a very gener-

al concert of action among cultivators, it cannot be expected

that much good will be accomplished.

The terror, at one time created by the ravages of the Hessian

fly, if it has not abated, we are glad to believe has not increased,

and we do not despair of the discovery of an effectual remedy

yet. Many other species are increasing with great rapidity, and

their ravages are very great. It will be well to consider in what

state of the existence of insects they may be most readily and

effectually destroyed. A large number of insects deposit their

eggs beneath the surface of the ground, but it is believed that by

far the greater portion are left above ground. In the egg or iri

the larva state we have heard of no application which has proved

very efficacious. These must generally be left, therefore, to the

care of birds, which should always be protected, caressed, and

encouraged by every means to congregate unmolested throughout

the land. The eggs of insects with their larva, constitute a large

portion of the food of birds. With few exceptions, those insects,

which, when they reach their perfect state are furnished with

wings, fly from one to twenty days, after which they deposit tlieir

eggs and die. During their winged state, therefore, would seem

to be the proper time to attempt their destruction.

We are not prepared to recommend anything, for w^hich we
would claim a preference, as being the best melhod, but simply

design to awaken attention to this important matter, and state

such methods as have been suggested, with a hope that those

more experienced will follow, until something, promising good

results, may obtain general attention.
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It has been intimated that there may annually be multitudes

of insects destroyed by the following method, which is novel,

and entitled to consideration. A barrel is to be perforated with

holes two inches in diameter and six or seven inches apart ; then

coat the barrel with very thick molasses, and place the same on

a post in the garden one foot from the ground ; in the barrel ten

or more inches from the bottom, place a lamp with a large flame.

During the night insects will be attracted by the light and thus

destroyed.

Insects may also be destroyed in great numbers by kindling

up fires in various places after dark. Perhaps it would be well

to prepare a box or basket of stout iron wire or hoops of suffi-

cient size, and fill it with wood projecting through the interstices,

then placing it a few feet from the ground, set fire to it after

dark when there is little or no wind. Should this plan be gen-

erally adopted, the destruction would undoubtedly be very

great,

A. CHANDLER.





ADDRESS
Delivered at the Opening of the Twenty-Third Annual Fail.

By Hon. Henry MiaQ«,

Ladies and Gentlemen,—
On behall of the American Institute, I have the pleasure o

opening the twenty-third Annual Fair.

The old world always used to celebrate the season of fruits,

especially the harvest and the vintage, with joyful sports. The

fall of those good things, bread and grapes, filled every soul with

gratitude to the Giver of all good Behold in this ample amphi-

theatre the ripened fruits not only of our rich gardens and fields,

but of our never-ceasing industry in all the Manufactures and

Arts,
^

The productions of our heads and hands justly cause a proud

feeling in our breast. From om- first rude work t'..- our most

perfect, we rejoice in progress—how great the results of this

most exalted feeling ! Man is said to be not only without im-

piety, but with the highest attribute, the maker of things left un-

made by his Creator. He that cannot make an ocean steamer

that will cut her way through the rough Atlantic, three hundred

miles a day—nevertheless has a full share of honorable pride in

the fact that his fellow-citizens have done it, and the more use-

ful and the more grand the achievements of his brothers are, so

much more proud does he become of his country. He feels it a

title of honor, of high distinction to say,—I too am an American.

And it is also natural for our old relative, England, to witness

the unparalleled increase of Jonathan, and to hear her speech

already that of the most people of the two Americas, to see thou-

[Assembly, No. 149.] S
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sand of presses pouring out daily, millions of papers in that noble

tongue.

England claims the high honor of being the first in tlie West

of Europe, to set all her children at work ; so that while a por-

tion of her sturdy people make the bread, the remainder, large

and small, male and female, are at work in the wonderful arts

of genius and mechanics. And although not fond of a rival, she

is pleased to behold Jonathan doing likewise. She now invites

him to be in London in May and June next, with every one of

his contrivances and the natural productions of his country.

On this spot the other evening, the delightful song of the be-

nevolent Swede, filled thousand of hearts with joy, and from this

spot she poured back into the hands of the people, ten thousand

of their dollars for most Christian uses. One would think that

this temple of the honest industry of our people, was, by

that precious act of Jenny Lind, so consecrated that for ever

after, sin and misery may not enter its gates.
,

The American Institute, true to its title, has ever maintained

one course. It has no sectional or any narrow views. It has on

all fit occasions encouraged Agriculture, Commerce, Manufac-

tures and the Arts in all parts of our country.. It has rejoiced to

know of late years, that the loom is brought near the cotton

field—that all the mechanic arts begin to cluster around that

loom. And throughout our country the fine arts, Painting,

Sculpture, Architecture, &c., are all actively employed,

—

Farmers' Clubs, Institutes, Arts Union, Mechanic Associations,

Premiums at Agricultural and Mechanic Fairs becoming greater

and greater. An Agricultural show at Albany, where the things

shown were excellent, and the people a hundred thousand of them—
the most interesting part of it.

And, gentlemen, allow me to say that here in this well-bred

throng, how would our glory eclipse if the ladies were absent.

We never can make a Fair without them ! In the rich engraved

diplomas of modern times, we behold, for the first time since crea-

tion, the most humble arts elevated so as to be subjects of equal

notice with the greatest. In some of the European engravings^

as in the diploma of the Gewerb Verein, of Lower Austria,—the
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worky union, the industrial association,—the honest cobbler is as

much noticed as the philosopher. That honor ever due to honest

industry in the judgment of all good and wise men, in every age,

is now beginning to be manifested openly.

For a long time past I have observed with great pleasure, the

care which our citizens take in the making and ornamenting all

the implements of industry, by polishing the iron, steel and brass,

by using the richest woods—by even inlaying the implement

with silver, gold, ivory, by gilding the plane-iron of honest Jack,

who begins and does the roughest work of carpentry, and the

gold coat it wears not merely renders it a proud act to handle it,

but prevents it from becoming rusty. The shovel, spade, and the

plough begin to glitter in the sun, and they all work twice as

well for being polished, and the man that uses it is always proud

of it.

This is peculiar to the men of this republic. And these men
have enlarged minds like the continent they own. They have

now stretched their power from the rude, stormy Atlantic, to the

peaceful ocean often thousand miles breadth. The sea coast of

their republic, following the curves of bays and inlets, amounts

to more than twelve thousand miles, and the river banks on

which the farms may some of them have a front, consist of some

three hundred thousand miles.

And that peaceful ocean on which the Indian Proa is safe

—

what a j&eld for Ocean Steamers ! and as they pass by island after

island, receiving the delicious productions of their fresh fruits

and meats and water from their boats, always ready to run

alongside. No fancy can out-vie the scenes yet to come, soon

come on that vast gentle island ocean. Our part here is to pre-

pare the way and keep this side up I For a maxim of old is also

one ofours

—

That if every man takes good cart of himself, all will he

well taken care of. Now for this good care of both soul and body,

above all nostrums for preservation from moral and physical di-

sease, we were obliged to recommend Industry, Industry ! Indus-

try ! ! Three times three would not be too much to take of this

panacea.
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A superb common sense, is the property of nine out of ten of

the men and women of our country. No matter what the ques-

tion may be, or however fiercely debate may rage, the judgment

of this great nation has never once failed in the end as to its true

course and duty to the world and to itself. Hence the almost

incredible march of it, almost as astonishing to ourselves, as it is

to the old world.

In spite of all history, we have up to this hour, made but one

uninterrupted march from the beginning. No civil war, no in-

cnrable wounds have been among us. Those causes of dissen-

tion which have in all former ages been productive of war and

Ct)nsequent desolation—a periodical return of war—so that the

old nations stood still for ages, as to population, have not yet

Operated dangerously among us.

Here in a couple of centuries, from a small boat-full of men,

see more than twenty millions of them. See from the thirteen

colonies, in my time, an empire four thousand miles by two

thousand, or upwards of five thousand millions of acres. Sup-

pose that the population of the whole earth is one thousand mil-

lions, then our republic can give to the whole human race, five

acres each, large and small, so that an ordinary family of father,

mother and four children can have thirty acres for its own use.

All over our great domain we hear the ceaseless hum of human

and machine labor. The latter has become in our time the ob-

ject of wonder. We are almost as much astonished at modern

inventions, as our Indians were at the ships and the artillery of

Columbxis. By the constant habit of observation, and with en-

tire self-reliance, and with liberty which has no other bounda-

ries than those which morality and religion impose, the freemen

of our country will carry to the uttermost perfection all the

arts that can be useful or agreeable to man. To this grand spec-

tacle of American work of only a single year, we most hearti-

ly bid you all a welcome, hoping and believing that many will

profit by the great means afforded to the public for selection of

valuable works lor improvement, and all of us by a view of the

whole.
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Take a fair view : you will find many a single article worth all

your trouble. See the gigantic Dick's Anti-Friction Press cut

iron halfan inch thick, as you cut pasteboard with your scissors.

Among other evidences of increasing prosperity, we may call

to our aid the recent supplies of peaches. In no land was there

ever seen such a perfect deluge of any fruit whatever, since the

days of Eden. Peaches of fine quality sold in the streets every-

where. Peaches sixpence a half peck I not half the common
price of potatoes

!

When we recollect that in all other countries the peach is

confined to the dessert of the few, the rich, (I may say,) here have

we peaches more than enough for every human being ! Our

peach men as they are coming in steamers with their spacious

decks so full of peach baskets that one has hardly room to walk,

pelt the poor Immigrants just sailing up our bay, with thousands

of peaches

!

One gentleman of our Institute, on his arrival from Europe

some years ago, saw for the first time, an orchard of peaches.

He^topped at the farm-house to which it belonged, and desired

from the farmer's wife, a bowl of milk, some bread and butter,

and peaches. He made a luxurious meal. Having finished, he

called for his bill, supposing that he had made a costly meal.

The good lady said her charge was sixpence ! But, madame,

how much.p3r the peaches ! Oh hi, said she, I ask nothing for

them, and if you want any more, you may carry away as many as

you please

!

In these works of our heads and hands, we realize the glorious

fact that God made man after his own image. It is the triumph

of reason over all powers and all instincts—and it is going on to

a future of a brightness inconceivable at this time—for every

successive generation records by the agency of the arts of print-

ing and engraving, what has been gained from the first, and adds

new modifications and discoveries, new forces for further opera-

tions.

The Indians of our Atlantic coast, told us of the Big Bull, who

anciently appeai-ed, destroying their ancestors; that the great
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Spirit appeared to save them, launching fiery darts into him
j

that at length the monster fled, bounding over the Ohio and the

great lakes. So recently a monster of Discord threatened our

peace and safety, but thanks to God ! he has recently bounded

over the Rocky mountains and into the great Pacific sea. He
leaves our broad domain in peace, and the prospects of a future

grandeur, too great for even the poet to conceive.



ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS.

Delivered before the American Institute, at the Broadway Tabernacle,

October 11, 1850,

By Samuel Gsecne Arnold, Esq., Proridence, Rhode Island.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Institute—
Most heartily do I wish that the remarks which I shall address

to you this evening were more worthy of the occasion. In appear-

ing before an audience which, as represen ling the great industrial

classes of our country, yield to none in importance and intelli-

gence, I am incurring a degree of responsibility which should

devolve on an abler mind and riper years. Justice to you and

to myself requires me to say how and why I come. Scarcely a

week has passed since you received intelligence from the Capitol

of the severe and sudden illness of the distinguished gentleman

who should have been your orator.* When it became certain

that all hope of securing his valuable services was vain, your

committee applied to me to assume the task. I come then as a

minute-man to fill the hour though not the place so inopportune-

ly presented. No time has been allowed to collect and prepare

statistics which might have been of use in presenting at a glance

the result of many observations in all those branches of our na-

tional industry, which it is your province to watch over and pro-

tect. But if all is not accomplished which I would wish, at least

I have done what 1 could, and premising thus much, throw my-

self upon your indulgence. This I feel the more emboldened to

do when I consider the character of those whom I am addressing,

for education and talent are, ever courteous, seeking rather to

approve that which is good than to condemn that which is faulty.

*Hon. S. S. Phelps, U. S. Senator from Vermont.
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I see around me a body of men , among whbm are very many who

have attained eminence in some one or more of those departments

which the Institute is designed to cherish—the " merchant prin-

ces" of your city, the patriaichal farmers of your state, the world-

renowed mechanics of your forges and your dockyards, the suc-

cessful manufacturers on your streams—all proud and worthy

representatives of

''The nobility of labor, the long pedigree of toll."

They have brought hither the rich products of their industry and

skill, fruits and flowers which might adorn an Eden, machinery

which, like the artist's work, " lacks naught but soul to make it

human," fabrics which rival any we import, and countless ob-

jects reared by nature or natured by art—all offered as a glowing

tribute to your fostering care, an exhibition worthy of the com-

mercial metropolis of America. To a stranger it might seem

that Castle Garden were the World's Bazaar, and this the market-

day ot Christendom.

The subject which such an occasion must suggest to the mind

of every patriotic American is comprehensive and soul-stirring,

" but all we can expect to throw over it will be but lights and

shadows intermingled, where others would cover it with a field

of beauty and of glory."

American Industry—whai it has achieved^ and haw it may he

fostered.—In discussing this subject I shall consider how large-

ly instrumental were the industrial habits of our people in fram-

ing our political institutions ; the moral influence of the United

States upon the world, as traced in the history of nations, and as

witnessed at the present day ; and in conclusion shall touch upon

the two points of principal importance to the development of

American Industry

—

Protection and Union.

A brief sketch of the history of Fairs may furnish an introduc-

tion appropriate to the occasion. It is not my intention to revert

to those institutions of antiquity which bore a resemblance to the

modern fairs, nor yet to spread btfore you the laws by which

these were regulated and the changes through which they passed.

This subject has already been discusied upon an occasion similar
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to the present. I shall therefore simply refer to the origin of

European Fairs, and hastily note their progress down to our own

day.

Since the christian era, the earliest fairs in Europe of which

commercial history informs us, were those of Italy. The successive

invasions of the northern hordes had annihilated, under Odovcer,

the last remnant of Roman power. In the long period of war

and rapine which preceded the reign of Theodoric, commerce had

been crushed ; but upon his accession to the throne of Italy a

new period dawned upon the world. The sceptre of this benig-

nant conqueror was swayed for the good of his vanquished sub-

jects. The arts ot peace were encouraged, trade was favored,

and the old avenues of commerce which for ages had been closed,

were once more opened to the enterprise of Italy. The Jews,

those unfailing barometers of public credit, hastened to a coun-

try where they might avail themselves of the opportunities pre-

sented by the new order of things, and at the close of the fifth

century fairs were established by law for the interchange of

foreign products with those of Italy. They were small, to be

sure, for as yet the ravages of recent war had kept the country

in a state but little removed from barbarism. But they were the

feeble beginnings of a system destined rapidly to grow in strength, v

and ultimately to fix the relative importance of continental states
'

in the scale of power. Three centuries later we find the Nether-

lands emphatically the land of fairs. Under the reign of Char-

lemagne they were established upon a basis calculated to ensure

the lasting prosperity of that country, and to this day we use the

standard established by them for weighing the precious metals.

In the tenth century the manufacture of woolen cloths, then

monopolised by the Flemings, furnished the materials for a lucra-

tive trade with France in exchange for wine and oil. Free fairs

were appointed by government at which goods sold were exempt

from all duties. About this time fairs were established in Ger-

many and the North, but the principal trade was in captives

taken in war, who were sold for slaves. It was not till long after

this period that we read of fairs in England. They appear to

have been introduced from Flanders in the thirteenth eentury.

They were limited as to time, but so popular did they become,
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that they were often held beyond the time allowed by their char-

ters, and in the reign of Edward III, an act of parliament was

passed forbidding this excess. After this we find them the fre-

quent subjects of legislation in England, and so esteemed for the

prosperity they conferred, as to be the occasion of bitter reclama-

tions between the Londoners and the country people, the former

having attempted a monopoly of the institution to the detriment

of the inland trade and the enlargement of their own. In the

reign of Henry VII. this difficulty was adjusted by act of parlia-

ment.

We have thus rapidly sketched the progress of fairs ffom their

origin in Italy to a period when they had become generally adopt-

ed in Europe, and did our limits permit, we might show by a

comparison of the several countries that political power was al-

ready allied with commercial prosperity, and that those cities

which possessed the elements of strength in the greatest degree

were those most celebrated for the trequency and the extent of

their lairs. Antwerp is a signal illustration of this truth. In

the beginning of the sixteenth century she was perhaps the great-

est commercial city of the continent, and made so, confessedly by

this cause alone.

But how different were the objects which originated and sus-

tained the fairs of Europe from those which animate the kindred

institutions of America. In fact the only points of similarity

would seem to be the outward appearance and the name. A vast

collectioxi of merchantable articles, which nature and art com-

bine to furnish, are collected in one spot. The aggregate is term-

ed "a fair," and here ends the resemblance. The motive of the

one was gain by sale or barter ; the objects of the other are to

stimulate home industry, to diffuse information, to award the

meed of praise and patronage to native genius,—in fine, to urge

onward by the power of associated mind the elements of our na-

tional progress. Associations like this are well worthy of our

age and country. They form no inconsiderable portion of that

moral influence which the Union is now exerting upon the world.

Among the earliest incorporations for this object is the Ameri-

can Institute. How genial and how mighty have been its results,
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let the records of each State, and of almost every country fair

throughout our land bear witness. But the end is not yet. The

wave of influence gathering from the West has rolled across tlue

Atlantic, and borne to the shores of Britain a new idea. It has

been seized upon with that avidity which marks the Anglo-Sax-

on mind when any great and noble purpose is offered for its ac-

tion, and it is being carried out on a scale of grandeur commen-

surate with the enlightened views and the collossal wealth of the

British nation. And you, Gentlemen oi the Institute, some of

you at least, when you visit the " World's Industrial Fair," in

the coming Jmne, may feel a patriotic pride in cherishing the

thought, " This is an American Idea." It will be a " World's

Convention" worthy of the name.

The second section of your Charter recites that the American

Institute is " incorporated for the purpose of encouraging and

promoting domestic industry in this State and the United States,

in Agriculture, Commerce, Manufactures, and the Arts."

American industry ! How vast the theme, how inexhaustible

appears the subject, which is at once the cause and the conse-

quence of our national greatness. The cause—for who can deny

that it is by the restless energy, the indomitable perseverance of

our people, that we are this day masters of the western world 1

The consequence—for is it not equally clear that that power,

which had now extended from sea to sea, and added within a

few short years, one half a continent to our imperial domain,

compels us in very self-defence to conquer nature on the Pacific

shore, and thus re-enact those scenes of stirring industry which

reclaimed the Atlantic two centuries ago ? To labor is the

American's destiny. W^hether at the sail, the plough, the loom

or the anvil, in the laboratory, the office, the counting-room or

the library, each in his appropriate sphere, with head and hand,

is working out the problem of Creation. " Laborare est orare^^

was a maxim of the olden time, and might well have been the

motto of America, for in every sense it can with truth be said,

" we are u nation of worshippers."

Time will not allow us to dwell upon the countless forms

which American industry has assumed, and by which it is per-
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ormiDg so large a part in moulding the spirit of the age. I

would rather direct your attention to the important results which

k has achieved beyond the sphere of its immediate operations.

But the better to accomplish this design it may be well to refer

in brief to a few of those more startling discoveries and inven-

tions, of American origin, which have been chieily instrumental

In enlarging our national influence, either by developing our in-

ternal resources, or by spreading over the world a knowledge of

our power. There are certaili names, which, on occasions like

this, should always be repeated, for they are connected with

themes wliich can never become trite, till the pride of our na-

tionality shall be crushed.

Look where on every stream and lake throughout our land,

the freighted vessel speeds its way regardless of wind or tide—or

venture on the broad Atlantic, and see its storm-tossed waves,

vexed with tlie rival claims of Collins and Cunard—go where

" the astonished tribes of Ishmael witness the majestic steamer

riding on those waters which cover the wreck of the chivalry of

Pharaoh"—or stand on the banks of the Seine, where his mighty

genius was repulsed, but not depressed, by the cynic doubt of

Europe's conqueror—and everywhere, be it reverently spoken,

it is the spirit of Robert Fulton which moves upon the face of the

waters.

Wherever the steam-mill resounds with the hum of industry,

whether grinding flour on his native Schuylkill or cutting logs

in Oregon, there do you find a monument to the memory of Oli-

ver Evans.

And he, " the lightning- tamer," whose pointed iron guards the

safety of every housetop, who taught that even the " artillery ot

God" was not without its purpose in the scheme of divine bene-

ficence, has leit the name of Franklin to shed immortal lustre

pu his native land.

Go to the " sunny south," survey her rich fields, now white

with the bursting ball. Why is that harvest prized? Why
sought by ships from distant shores? You can scarcely work it,

for though soit and silky, it is full of seeds. What is the secret
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that has thus transformed a worthless plant to be the staple of

our Southern States'? It is the cotton-gin, which has placed the

south, and all the manufacturing world beside, under a lasting

debt to the genius of Eli Whitney.

And still another wonder springs from the abundant fountain

of American ingenuity—a more mysterious marvel than the

world has ever seen before. Men converse a thousand miles

apart, and harnessed lightning is their Mercury. The bolt of

Jove is become the veriest slave of Morse.

Suffering humanity shares alike in the discoveries ol science.

" There is not a nerve of our corporeal system but may become

the channel of suffering, not an atom that may not vibrate with

agony." But fell disease is losing half its terror in losing all its

pain. The victim of the surgeon's knife wakes from his ethereal

dream, to pronounce with grateful praise the name of Jackson.

These are a few of the illustrious men who will go down to

history as the benefactors of their race, and whose discoveries

have contributed largely to make up the grand aggregate of in-

fluence which our country is now exerting upon the world.

The extent and the degree of moral ascendancy possessed by the

United States in other lands is a matter, which while it may flat-

ter our national vanity, is pregnant with subjects for reflection.

The proofs that it does exist are many and obvious. History

shows it, and every foreign mail adds daily evidence to the accu-

mulating mass. But the full extent and character of that influ-

ence can only be known by those who "see with their own eyes,

and hear with their own ears," the work which America has

wrought upon the world.

In discussing this portion of our subject I shall present illus-

trations drawn from personal observation, or reliable authority,

and if, in so doing, it should appear to some to savor of unwar-

ranted display, my apology must be the increased interest wliich

is generally felt in individual experience over secluded specula-

tion.
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We know that it is usual to attribute to purely political causes

those results which are most strikingly manifested in political

movements. We see that revolution and constitutional reforms

have attended the progress of that republican spirit which re-

ceived its first impulse and achieved its first triumph in Ameri-

ca. We are led to inquire what was the source of this spirit

that even in colonial days, pervaded every portion of our land.

It was the offspring of minds trained to think and act for them-

selves in the daily pursuits of life. It was the clear and direct

result of those habits of industry implanted by nature in the

Anglo-Saxon race, and strengthened by the necessities of the age.

Here then we have the secret of our success, and the source of

our political system. •

The moral power of the United States is not solely the result

of her political organization, although so often evinced in the

revolutions of other countries. That a nation's influence should

develop itself in this way may be accounted for by the fact

that impressions produced upon the body of the people are felt

by the government before they show themselves in social life, in

the family, or the individual. The disposition which prevails

in despotic countries to attribute every result to the government

as a great first cause, leads the impoverished masses of Europe,

when they hear of our prosperity, to inquire only about our po-

litical system, and then to establish a republic by force of arms,

regardless of the secret which lies beyond, and can alone qualify

a nation for self-government—the industrious habits and widely

diffused intelligence of our people. This superficial study of

the theory of American progress is giving place to more careful

examination of our social system. The world is learning, at the

cost of fruitless revolutions, that it is not Charters or Constitu-

tions that can secure the prosperity of a nation—that to attain

the position which America holds, it is requisite not merely to

possess American principles, but to know something of Ameri-

can customs, to study our social life, and thereby to probe the

secret of success.

The general ignorance upon ordinary subjects relating to Amer-

ica, which prevails abroad, has been often made the subject of
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amusing comment. How many of those who now hear me have

been asked by intelligent men in England to give them a speci-

men of Choctaw or Cherokee, and how many of you have been

complimented upon your proficiency in the English tongue 1

Such blunders one would suppose might be made by the man

who exclaimed in innocent surprise that " even the children

in Boulogne spoke excellent French," but one would scarcely ex-

pect such ignorance of America as is often found among English

gentlemen. It would be easy to multiply instances of this char-

acter, for half the world believe us to be black, or red, and have

a Chinese notion of our geography.

But neither climate nor color is involved in the matter when

the conversation turns upon American prosperity. Then it will

be found that a very general idea prevails of the greatness of

America. Little is known of our history, our laws or our indus-

try, nothing in detail, but there is a confused notion of heroic

chievement, of political liberty of great wealth, and of unexam-

pled prosperity and happiness, all blended together in such a

way as to prepare the mind to receive almost any influence which

may accord with preconceived ideas. In this condition of things

it is natural that*our country should be looked to as a model by

other nations desiring to share in the blessings we enjoy. This

is leading them to inquire more closely into oui* ^condition, and

altlipugh they may not readily apprehend the whole truth, they

will learn enough, and some have already copied enough, to jus-

tify the epithet which our British brethren tauntingly bestow

—

" the model republic."

A rapid glance at -history will serve to prove that the moral

influence of the United States upon the world is incalculable.

Already it has thrice convulsed all Europe. Scarcely had the

treaty of Paris, by the hard-wrung concessions of England, sanc-

tioned the supremacy of the people over the assumptions of roy-

al prerogative, when the great revolution commenced in France,

which washed out in the blood of her sovereign the last remnant

of feudalism in Western Europe. The warriors who had fought

by the side of Washington, brought back to their homes the prin-

ciples of their illustrious chief. Lafayette and Kosciusko became
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the apostles of freedom, France and Poland the scenes of their

action.

Thirty years later the standard of revolt was raised on the

hills of Greece. The spirits of Miltiades, Leonidas, and Pausani-

as seemed to reappear in obedience to the Pythagorian doctrine, in

the homes of Bozzaris, Ipsilanti, and Capo d'Istria.

But it may be asked " what had America to do with this be-

yond furnishing a triumphant example of the same principles

whicli formed the age of Grecian glory twenty-three centuries

ago ?" We answer that that is of itself enough, but it is not all.

A nation's sympathy is not lost in air. It fires the patriot's heart

and nerves his arm. The first ship that hailed with a national

salute the patriot flag of Greece, when it was unfurled in the har-

bor of Napoli di Romania, bore the stripes and .*tars on her en-

sign. This fact is not forgotten. The aid given by private indi-

viduals in this country during that war is still remembered, and

at this day the magic words A/xtptxavog eijxj " I am an American,"

is a passport to the heart of every Greek.

Nor had Europe only heard the voice of Liberty. South

America caught up the spirit of the North, till from the plains

of La Plata to the Andes of Columbia, " Independence or Death,"

was inscribed on every banner. The United Provinces in 1816

commenced the war, which, for eight long years, raged from

Mexico to Cape Horn, till the battle of Ayacucho, the York-

town of Peru, in 1824, made the last Viceroy a prisoner, and

terminated for ever the Spanish power on the Western Continent.

Even imperial Brazil scorned to be the subject of European dic-

tation, and in 1822 declared and won her independence of Por-

tugal.

Meanwhile, the United States was steadily advancing to the

place which the God of Nature has assigned her. The freedom

of the seas, which combined Europe had failed to wrest from

the grasp of England, had been achieved by lier valor. The

practical results of the war of 1812 had been to place the sanc-

tion of the greateet fharitime power of earth on the new Ameri-

can doctrine, that the flag covers the property. Nations, which
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till then liad known the new Republic only as the antagonist of

the mother country, began to recognise in her the successful

champion of freedom, to regard her progress, and to ponder her

principles.

Again the cry of revolution startled the ears of monarchs.

France once more arose in her majesty, and hurled from the

throne the degenerate successor of St. Louis. Again the voice

of Lafayette was heard in the council, and the sword of the

" American General" flashed in the van of the National Guard,

as it had done in the same cause forty-one years before.

Nor was France alone in the field. The land of romantic story,

of chivalrous daring, of self-devoting patriotism, the home of

Kosciusko, " the friend of Washington," again aroused in her

might. Who does not know that the influence of this Union

npon the struggle of 1830 in Poland was something more than a

name. Although the faith of treaties, and the wise system of

policy, pursued by our government, of non-interference in the

affairs of foreign States, prevented our extending national aid,

still the great heart of the country beat responsive to every throe

of Poland, and that sympathy, united with our example, added

sinews to the war.

Here let me relate a touching incident which preceded the

late Polish struggle, and which speaks volumes to our purpose.

The renowned leader of their former contest was no more. Ho
had died in Switzerland in 1817. Ten years afterwards his re-

mains were removed to the free city of Cracow, and interred in

the vault of its cathedral—the ancient mausoleum of the Polish

kings. Near to the city is a small chapel whither he was wont

to retire to mourn over the ruins of his country. On this spot

his countrymen have raised an enduring monument to his mem-
ory, a lofty mound of earth surmounted by a marble cenotaph.

It was done by the whole people, men and women seeking to

share alike in the patriotic labor. The people arose, en masse, to

prosecute the pious work, and on the day of its commencement

a banner was unfurled above the assembled myriads of Poland

[Assembly, No. 149.] T
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bearing the pathetic inscription, and, as it proved, too the sig-

nificant device, " Kosciusko y the friend of Washington.''^

Within a few months from that day the beacon fires of revolu-

tion were blazing on every hill iu Poland. Disastrous as was the

event of that struggle, the result of the French revolution was

more propitious. In every movement the French have hitherto

made they have gained some permanent advantage, and so in

1830, displacing the direct dynasty of Bourbons, fhey adopted a

collateral branch—the " Citizen King" swearing to support a

chai'ter, which in its terms was well nigh as free as our own con-

stitution. How the oath was kept history has recorded.

A period of eighteen years rolled on. The " Citizen King,*'

relying on those wily arts which had already hoodwinked his as-

sociate monarchs, deems himself secure—thinks to brave or blind

his people by the glitter of an hundred thousand bayonets. In

direct violation of the 4th and 7th articles of the charter, he has

forbidden a meeting of citizens to discuss projects of reform. It

is the birth-day of Washington, the significant day appointed for

the banquet. The discussion is adjourned. A mightier question

has arisen to be decided, not between rival factions of the assem-

bly, but between the king and his people. An offer of conces-

sion is made to the outraged masses—the ministry is changed, but

it is too late. A voice is heard from out the vast assemblage who
storm the palace :

" The people read the newspapers now, and

America is not so distant as she once was." That voice pro-

claimed the downfall of the house of Orleans. Rapidly the con-

tagion spread over the whole continent. But we will not dwell

upon the sad picture of prostrate freedom and vanquished hero-

ism, clbeit every page of the bloody chronicle attests the moral

power of our Union.

It is worthy of observation that Irora the beginning to the pre-

sent hour the moral authority of the United States has been in-

creasing iu a ratio with her prosperity and power. At first there

was the stimulus of successful example in revolutionary effort.

We have seen what this achieved. And in each succeeding

struggle for liberty have we not remarked how distant nations

turned to gather wisdom from the light of our example, until the
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very name of the United States of America seems emblazed on all

the banners of freedom.

May we not cherish a just pride in thus becoming theexamplar

of principles common to the whole brotherhood of man 1 What

though our British friends would cast a slur upon our name, and

in tones of irony have called us " the model republic." History

disarms the stigma when it proves the fact. Norway, France,

Greece, Poland, Italy, and all America have copied much, first

from the parchment which made us what v/e are, and next from

the constitution which keeps us so. But there is another name,

only more honorable from being bestowed in all sincerity, by

which other nations call us in just tribute to our prosperity and

power. It is " the Great Republic." We need not look to his-

tory alone to prove our point. The imrecorded incidents of the

past, the unerring signals of the present, evince the influence of

America. With some it is enough we have won our freedom in

open conflict with " the Philip of tlie seas," the dreaded tyrant

which till then had stood unvanquished and unrivalled in the'

world, or that the " sun of Anahuac" had been eclipsed by the

shadow of our conquering eagle, for Mexico till then was deemed

by her feebler sisters of the South to be invincible.

To such as these the prowess of America appears of that gigantic

character which marks the heroic age in the poetry of Greece.

This reputation gives more security to our countrymen abroad

than arms or passports can confer. Ylho that has borne the

colors of our Union across an Eastern desert has not felt the glow

of honest pride as some old Arab Sheik points to the starry en-

sign and tells his swarthy followers, " That is the banner of a
'

mighty nation—I've seen it on the mast of battle-ships." There

is at this moment as much security from the wild sons of Ishmael,

for him who sleeps vs'ith the flag of this Republic above his tent

as for him who bears a Pasha's firman.

With others, America is the land of promise, " a land flowing

with milk and honey," or a country like the Paradise of the Peri,

to which they never may attain, but wliich appears fragrant, and

blooming with all the beauty of Eden. These, in tlic depth of
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iheiT poverty, can only imagine the luxury of wealth, and fancy

ever}'' wanderiug son of America to be the child of fortune.

Many illustrations of the prevalence of this idea might be given,

but I will mention only one. It occurred among the ruins of

Thebes. A little Arab boy, whose pertinacious application to be

received as a guide was refused by our party on the plea of be-

ing too poor to hire him, replied in almost the only words of

English he could speak, " oh no, Americans all rich."

Others again, cherishing a romantic love of freedom, are dis-

satisfied with any degree of liberty which seems to fall short of

that possessed by us, and look on every citizen of this republic

with the eye of fraternal affection. " Sono fanatico pro los

Americanos," exclaimed an Ionian Greek, as he dwelt with

democratic fervor on the happiness of our country, and contrast-

ing it with his own subsidized islands, prayed that they might bo

transferred from the protection of England to that of the United

States.

And yet again, there are nations, which, having the form of

freedom, but wanting the spirit or the knowledge which self-

government requires, are distracted by civil wars and divided by

the rival claims of chiefs and statesmen. To these our country

presents an enviable contrast. To these she is the land of pros-

perity and peace, and no sacrifice seems too great to make, even

nationality itself, that may secure to them a portion of her

heritage.

When the late war with Mexico was drawing to a close, a
* British resident of one of the principal cities of South America,

endeavoring to excite public opinion against the United States,

said to a prominent native of that place, that he " might soon

expect an invasion from the North." " Ojala, que venga!"

—

" would to God it might come," he answered, referring at the

same time to the distracted condition of liis country, then in the

midst of a Presidential election. Thus is it that everywhere the

ideas of liberty, prosperity, and power sre associated with the

name of America. Go where you will, examine the condition of

many lands, their laws, their society, their productions, and
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although in each you may find much to admire, and something

to adopt, no -where on this broad earth will you see united in one

spot so many of those blessings which humanity craves as in this

favored country. From Lapland to La Plata, and from Persia to

Peru, I have witnessed every form of government, and every con-

dition of society ever devised to bless or curse mankind ; and

the result of this world-wide experience has been, with heartfelt

gratitulc to exclaim, '' Thank God, I am an American."

All nations present a market for our skill. Our arts and ideas

are sought and promulgated, even where the charge of copying

from America would be repelled with scorn. A few years since

the foreman of the largest machine shop in the world, at Man-
chester, was a Rhode Islander, from Providence. The active

head of the banking house in London, which has the most wide-

spread correspondence in tlie world, is from Weymouth, in Massa-

chusetts ; and the late leader of the branch in Liverpool, the

lamented Galr, was from my native city. The engineer of the

only railroad in Russia, the late Major Whistler, was an ofl&cerin

the Amerlc^an army, and his successor, the scientific Brown, is

from the shores of Lake Erie. The superintendent of Prussian

manulactuj-es was born in Baltimore. The architect of the

Turkish navy was a New-York man, and his successor was of

Rhode Island extraction. And if we look to India, or our

southern continent, we shall find our country fully represented

in their merchants and their engineers.

We have thus enumerated some of the triumphs which our

nation has achieved, and have pointed to the industrial pui'suitsi

of our people as the source of theii* power. Can we longer won*

der that the influence which American industi-y has wrought, is

felt " to earth's remotest bound,"

And shall we now abandon all that a wise system of protec-

tion to American industry has secured'? When the eyes of the

world are upon us, and Europe is sending her myriads of emi-

grants to people the great valley of the West, shall we scatter to

the winds a fabric which the toil of years has reared, and cease

to be " the model" by becoming a dependent nation? How sui-

cidal is that policy which^ with all the facilitiee for independ-
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cnce, would compel us to rely upon foreign nations for that which

our own industry can furnish 1

A system which admits the paui)er labor of Europe to compe-

tition with our own, degrades the American operative, and must

either destroy the great manufacturing industry of the country, in

its various branches, thus making us dependent for so much, or

it must reduce wage? from the remunerative scale which they

cow hold, to one of bare subsistence. In either case the farmer

suffers in common with the rest. The number of consumers of

agricultural produce is lessened, and the number of producers

will be greatly increased. The prosperity of one department of

industry is the prosperity of all, and tiie depression of any one

must be felt by all.

It is the misfortune of this country that a measure so vital to

all its great interests, in every section, should ever have found a

place in the arena of party politics. It is a national, not a sec-

tional, or a party question—like that of the Union itself—though

alas ! both are becoming, in our day, involved In the strife of

parties.

Not thus has the measure been treated by those nations with

whom we have most to do " Free trade," as it is called, is to

Engknd what Protection is to America. In both countries the

object to be attained is security to labor. In England the man-

ufacturers force the measure of free trade from the great land-

holders as a defence against their rapacity, and the measure is

in itself one of stringent protection to the operative.

Ad-am Smith, a pensioned officer of that ministry who declared

that " not a hob-nail should be manufactured in America," while

he puts forth his beautiful theory for the benefit of other nations,

is careful to remark tliat '• itv»'ouldbe absurd to expect unlimit-

ed free trade to be adopted in Great Britain ;" and of the famous

Navigation Act, passed in the reign of Charles II, which was the

most fetriugent protective enactment ever framed, and to which

England owes her commercial supremacy, he says, " after all it

must be allowed that this act is the wisest of all the commercial

regulations of England." Such is the testimony of the father of

free trade to the falsity of his own theory, lest it should be adopt-
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ed at home. Were Richard Cobden an American, if we may be-

lieve his own declaration, he would favor the tariff of 1842.

This is the position of the great champion of free trade in Eng-

land in our own times.

But there arc men who can neither see the distinction between

tlie two things which are called by the samo name, or discern

any difference in the application of the same thing to different

circumstances.

Why is it that England has the balance of trade alvrays in her

own favor and against all otlier countries? Tlie wisdom of her

commercial regulations is beyond praise. Slie consents to no real

reciprocity in trade, but charms the world by a voirvinal equality,

and lulls it by a word. There is no reason why the oalauce of

tradev.dthEnglandshould.be against us, as has almost always

been the case, except for a short time when the famine in Europe

made England dependent on us for subsistence, and opened her

market to our agricultural produce.

At present our commercial system would seem to be as bad as

the most malevolent ingenuity could devise. Advalorem duties

computed upon foreign invoices are bringing ruin upon our mer-

chants and manufacturers alike—closing themillsof theone and

absorbing the profits of the other. The inducements to fraud-are

too obvious and tempting to be withstood. The advantage is en-

tirely in the hands of the foreigner. The fcicilities for deception

by false invoices proffered by our present tariff are seized upon

by the merchant abroad, who may either send two invoices, one

for the custom house, and another for his agent, or where the

agent has some apology for a conscience, may send but the one to

enter by, thus relieving him from the legal liabilities of perjury.

There is good reason to believe that instances of both these frauds

are of frequent occurrence. A single example from the mass of

evidence upon this point will suffice. A merchant of your city

who had been in the habit of purchasing Hamburg cigars at the

wholesale price of eleven dollars per thousand, wishing to make
a large shipment of the article to a foreign market, applied to a

German dealer to sell them to him, subject to debenture and was

refused. After much persuasion, however, he prevailed, and
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found the article entered at the custom house at one dollar and

three quarters per thousand. What honest merchants can suc-

ceed in business against such outrageous fraud as was here de-

veloped t Yet this is but one, and perhaps not an extreme in-

stance of the operation of that ruinous system which is fast

throwing our foreign trade into the hands of ambitious and un-

scrupulous strangers.

A system which even in its most favorable aspect, allowing

each party to be equally lionest, throws the business into the

hands of foreigners, is unworthy of a free people. The French,

the German, the British raanufactm-er, can afford to ship his

goods at the simple cost of production. The American importer

must pay not only this but also a profit to the seller. Here,

then, granting that no unfair advantage is taken, but that each

party invoices his goods at their actual cost, the American is

undersold in his own market

The influence of this foreign t^ff is felt at our elections.

The sympathy of our foreign population is readily excited in

favor of their wealthier countrymen, to sustain a sjistem which

is enriching them at the expense of American industry. The

foreign merchant amasses property, and then returns to his own

land to enjoy the gain wrung from the privations of the Ameri-

can laborer.

If no other amelioration of our condition can be hoped for,

let us at least have a home valuation, tliat thereby the Ameri-

can, in his own market, may be on some sort of equality with

the foreign merchant. But the advalorem system, even with a

home valuation, would fall far short of that measure of just and

equal protection which the state ol our country requires, and

which specific duties only can ensure. The home valuation

would be liable to vary in different sections of the country, and

new sets of appraisers would conflict in their estimates with

those who had preceded them-

A system of specific duties, uniform and determinate over the

whole country, would effectually prevent this difficulty, would

disarm fraud, and tend to improve the quality of this article, of
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whatever kind, which is imported—for if an equal duty is

charged on all goods of the same general description, we may be

sure that the better qualities will be imported, since the price

will be determined only by the intrinsic excellence of the arti-

cle, the cost of production being then the only element to c-ause

a difference in price.

To the American manufacturer, at the present time, the ques-

tion of protection is one of life or death. A few facts, hastily

gathered at the moment, and pertaining only to a very small sec-

tion of our country, will best illustrate my meaning.

Within the past month, in a circle embracing a space of only

thirty miles around the city of Providence, 75 cotton mills, run-

ning more than 7,200 looms, and about 315,000 spindles, have

be^n closed. This list probably does not contain all that have

suspended operations in that vicinity during that time, although

it perhaps includes a few which closed rather earlier. The

largest establishment in America, employing about 800 opera-

tives, is among the number. Many of the mills which are still

in operation are running on short time, and many more will

close entirely as soon as their present stock is exhausted. Ot

the 40 woolen mills in Rhode Island, a few are already closed,

and the larger number are stopping a portion of their machine-

ry. Heffe is a sad picture of wasted capital and prostrate indus-

try ; but it is one which is to be observed in nearly all depart-

ments of operative labor in every portion of our land.

The forge fires of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Mai-yland are

quenched. Thousands of laborers in those States are "eating

the bread of idleness," and where a few months since the clang

of industry resounded, silence and desolation brood.

We ask for some legislative aid which may avert the threaten-

ing tide of ruin. A high tariff we neither ask or need. Thanks

to the superior wisdom of a former rac-e of law-givers, the paan-

ufacturers of America are placed beyond the necessity of pro-

hibitory, or of very restrictive measures.

A tariff wliich, if it does not discriminate in favor of home in-

dustry, shall at least not discriminate against it, by placing a
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higher impost on tlie raw material than on the goods made from

it, is such as we require. A tariff for the protection of the

laboreTy not one which is enriching the capitalist by crusliing the

feebler operative, is what the exigencies of the times demand.

Capital requires no aid; it can protect itself. The American

laborer needs protection against the competition of famished

Europe.

Crush our manufacturers—break down those smiling villages

which are circling every mill-site in America with images of

peace and plenty—sow our fields with salt, and let our ships lay

rotting in the docks—prostrate every form of industry till the

voice of joy and gladness is lieard no more, and the wail of want

and wretchedness shall fill the land—and still, capital will sur-

vive the cruel stroke. It will seek otlier forms of investment.

It will cross the sea, and under some more cautious government,

less fond of rash experiments in finance than our own, it will

find a place to expand and multiply.

But where will the laborer be 1 He must stay behind ; too

poor to move and deprived of the power to work, he must drag

out his days in indigence and sorrow ; or he may till his little

acre and earn a bare subsistence, the citizen of a country depend-

ent on all other lands for all but bread, a country where the few

are rich and the many are poor—the invariable fate of states re-

lying solely on agriculture for support.

Away then with the insensate jargon which rails about " your

lordly manufacturers." All that is " lordly " in them is what

every American in a fair field, and industry and skill to aid him

may secure—the wealth and distinction which pertains to " the

nobility of labor,^^ and the character which adds lustre to " the

long pedigree of ioil?^

How much have wo achieved in commerce under the genial

inflilence of former tariffs. With our cheap cottons v e have

driven England in a good measure from her own East India mar-

ket. We have secured the trade of the Levant beyond the rival-

ry of France or England. In the bazaars of Upper Egypt, in

the Thebaid, I have seen our cotton fabrics bearing the marks
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Pawtucket, R. I., and of Utica, N. Y. Our locomotives found

their way abroad and drove the English from the markets of

Central Europe. And now that recent treaties with South

America have placed us on the same commercial footing with

Great Britain, a rich field for enterprise is opened in those coun-

tries. Let us not abandon the vantage ground which our indus-

try has gained. Let us be true to ourselves, that our country

may press onward with unfaltering step in the march of prosperi-

ty and power,

I have thus far, gentlemen, endeavored to direct your atten-

tion to some of the results which American industry has achiev-

ed, to show how it was instrumental in framing our political in-

Btitutions, and thus in securing to our country an incalculable

Influence on the destinies of the world. I have traced the effects

of that influence in the revolutions of nations, and in the milder

forms in which it is developed, and I have considered the doc-

trine of protection, as " the one thing needful to preserve the in-

terests of American industry unimpaired."

One subject more presents itself and demands our serious at-

tention. It is one before which all others shrink to insignificance.

It has been said that the industrial interests of the United States

might survive their Union. True it may be so—as the fragments

of the Memnonium survive the armies of Cambyses, to show

what Thebes has lost—as the riven oak survives the thunderbolt,

to witUer &,nd decay—as the tribes of Israel Burvive the curse of

God, to be the reproach of men. It has been said that manu-

fectures and the Union are alike " rooted in interest and attach-

ment beyond the power of those to rend or destroy, who can calm-

ly calculate the value of the one, or blindly deny the importance

of the other." The time has come when both these contingencies,

supposed impossible, are realized : one is sacrificed to the spirit

of party ; the other, if not " calmly calculated," is at least mad-

ly assailed in the blindness of sectional strife.

If we would not destroy all that we have created, involve our-

selves in ruin, and dash the cup of hope from the lips of expec-

tant man j if we would not belie the language of our glorious

declaration, and te^r open with sacrilegious hands the graves of
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its immortal signers; if we would not have the name of "Wash-

ington " a word of scorn, and the title of " Republic" a synonyme

of " folly ;" if we value our country more than our own self-in-

terest, and our Constitution above the narrow limits of our State;

if we fear God who has ordained us for his work, or regard man

who waits its fulfillment at our hands,

—

ice must preserve the in-

tegrity of our Federal Union.

Can it be that any considerations of sectional interest or private

ambition can operate to annul, in the mind of a single man, the

solemn responsibilities which attach to him as a citizen of " the

great republic," as an American and as a man ! How blinded

by the passion of party, or deceived by the foly of Satanic ambi-

tion, must he be who would think to rear himself a monument

from out the ruins of this glorious national fabric. Such fiend-

ish counsel should excite only the pity or the ridicule of men, al-

though it be urged with all the eloquence of Lucifer. " In Union

there is strength"—a maxim older than Esop, and acknowledged in

the foundation of this Ilepublic by those now beatified spirits

who responded to the first prayer in Congress-

Sf) long as this Union sustains its name, the Great Republic,

pursuing the prudent policy of its founders, developing its vast

industrial resources, and everywhere making itself respected, it

will be the beacon-light, for ages hence, to guide the new-born

nations in the path of liberty and peace.

But should we fall —" eye hath not seen, or ear heard, nor

hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive " the untold

horrors that await us.

My countrymen, let our daily labor and our nightly prayer be

for protection to American industry, and the Union of the Ameri-

can States.



ADDRESS
Of Hon. HENRY W. BILLIARD, of Alabama, before the Amencaa

Institute. Delivered at Castle Garden during the Twenty-third An-

nual Fair, October 14, 1850.

With some remarks, by Gew . Tallmadoe, President of the Institute.

On Monday evening, Oct. 14, 1850, an Address was delivered

before the American Institute, at Castle Garden, by Hon. Henry

W. HlUiard, of Alabama.

A large and attentive audience having assembled at the ap-

pointed hour, Gen. James Tallmadge, President of the Institute,

ealled the meeting to order, and opened the proceedings with the

following remarks

:

Fellow Citizens : It is with great delight that we again meet

you upon the occasion of the Great Fair for Agriculture and

Mechanic enterprise. The occasion is one of great moment to

the laborer ot our country ; and to that portion of our commu-

nity to which we look for the promotion of our industry, and,

when it is necessary to be the champion of our country's rights

in the open field.

Under this view of the subject, our custom is to ask some

friend to be attendant upon the occasion for the purpose of de-

livering an Address. We have had the great good fortune to

find such a friend from the State of Alabama—the Hon. Mr.

HiLLiARD ; he, who, when recently in the angry debate on the

floor of Congress, some talked of the dissolution of the Union,

rose in his place and said, though a Southern man he was for

the Union. I ask the pleasure and honor of introducing him to

this audience for a short Address.
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Mr. Milliard then rose, amid loud applause. He said :

I feel myself honored, fellow-citizens, in being thus introduced

to you by the venerable and distinguished President of th«

American Institute, who has so long devoted his talents and en-

ergies to the cause of industry, and the development of the re-

sources of this great State.

And I feel myself honored, too, in being thus received by you,

representing as you do the industry, the skill, the wealth, and

the enterprise which are so rapidly advancing our country in

civilization.

I come to you from a distant State—a State known to you

mainly so far by its Agriculture, yet not wanting in Mineral re-

sources, and already engaged successfully in Manufactures. But,

coming from that State to this Emporium of commerce—this

city which has already outstripped every city on the Continent

of Europe, and which is destined soon to rival the great Me-

tropolis of England itself; coming to this city, I feel there are

some considerations which bind us together in common sym-

pathy.

I can, on the present occasion, when there is so much all

around you to interest you, advert to but one or two of these

considerations. The first of these is, that we belong to the same

country ; we are all Americans ; we are all citizens of one Go-

vernment. I come from a State washed by the waters 'of the

Gulf of Mexico, and I am now in a city belonging to a great

State, washed by the St. Lawrence, and stand this evening in a

building against which the waves of New-York Bay break
;
yet

the broad expanse which stretches between New-York and Ala-

bama, between your home and my home, is our common country.

Every part of it, every plain and mountain, and stream, and

village, and city, all belong to us ; and over the whole extent of

it, the same great and beneficent political system spreads its ma-

jestic proportions.
^

The same flag that floats over your shipping, floats over ours;

the same historic recollections which warm your hearts, warm

ours ; and the same future that has opened to your eyes, has
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opened to ours. Diversities I know there are; great States

called by different names there are ; but they are not hostile

States. No fortress frowns upon the streams which mark their

boundaries ; it is but an extension of the same family ; they

have spread from the Atlantic shores to the Mississippi—to the

Rocky Mountains—to the Pacific Coast—Init they have borne

with them everywhere the same religious and political institu-

tions.

As Americans, therefore, I know that in this we shall sympa-

thize with each other—we have a common country ; common in

its origin, common in its history, and common in its destiny.

There is another consideration to which I will advert. It is this

:

We are all alike interested in the success of American Industry

:

we feel we are pledged to this great cause. The industry which

belongs to the North, interests us of the South ; and, gentlemen,

I say to you, standing here as a representative in the Congress of

the United States, in my judgment the common government ought

to grant a wise, moderate, and steady protection to American

Industry.

I believe that Agriculture—the first great employment of man,

the noblest employment of man ; agriculture, which takes one

from his fireside into the fields, where with the plough he turns

the soil to the face of heaven and casts the seed in with his hands

—agriculture should enjoy the support of the government;

whose protection should also be equally extended to the Mechanic

Arts. Let the artisans who labor at the forge or in the work-

shop feel that his government cares for and protects him, and he

will feel an interest in the prosperity of his government.

I regard tliis exhibition as one of the noblest displays of Ameri-

can character. It is like America !

\

Some years since, when in Europe, I witnessed an Exhibition

of Industry in Paris ; it was composed chiefly of articles of beauty

and grace. Every where the eye rested on some article, marked

by exquisite skill. Everything attested the perfection to which

art had been carriad in some of its branches.
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But when I entered your Fair to-night, I found that you are

employed chiefly in the production of useful articles. I found

here the plough, the scythe, the axe ; and among these the manu-
factures of our looms. Of all the branches of human Industry

and specimens of excellent skill, the great elements I see are

those of power ; mighty Industry spreading happiness over the

land.

In former times wealth and industry were expended for the

benefit of the few. The head of a powerful dynasty, one who
had his retainers, enjoyed chiefly the result of their labors. It

is not so now. The skill of the Mechanic, the power of the

Artisan, and the wealth of the Capitalist—these are now em-

ployed for the benefit of the masses ; not to make the great greater

and the rich richer, but to spread comfort among the masses, to

make the firesides smile with happiness and their children re-

joice in the home of Industry.

This is tlie great picture which America presents ; Industry

diffusing wealth among the masses. It is a glorious spectacle of

wide-spread happiness. The tendency of our institutions is to

diffuse wealth, rather than to concentrate it in a few hands ; and

I rejoice that it is so. But understand me—wealth is entitled to

protection as well as industry. I have no sympathy with that

class of reformers who would strip the wealthy of their posses-

sions, and scatter them abroad in the vain hope of augmenting

the sum of human happiness by destroying the great principles

which bind society together. Far be it from me, gentlemen. I

would have every man enjoy his individual property ; I am for

that sort of industry which spreads wealth among the laboring

classes, and elevates them gradually to the sca,le that rises above

them.

Government is constituted for the good of those who support

it ; no government can bo stable, or powerful, which is not ad-

ministered for their benefit. I find that I have announced a great

political doctrine ; it is one which history teaches, and future

generations will write it upon the face of the whole earth. No

government ought to stand which overlooks or neglects the wel-

fare of its people. The American Government, the greatest
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popular government wliicli the world has ever beheld, is estab-

lished for the protection of its people in all their rights at home

and abroad. When the American citizen quits his own shores,

he looks to his government for protection against the tyranny of

other governments,—upon the high seas he fiels in the flag that

floats over him, ample security, because the whole power of

America goes with that flag,—and wherever he may go in his

travels, he feels that his far-distant home guarantees his safety.

But, gentlemen, this is not the only object for which our

government was established. The citizen must be protected in

the enjoyment of the fruits of his industry. The government, in

conducting its great operations, must not overlook the indi-

vidual prosperity of its people, or sacrifice their personal welfare

merely to advance the wealth or the glory of the State. It

should in its action, foster the labor of its people. I do not mean

that it should shower benefits upon the indolent ; far from if.

We raise our revenue by laying imposts. Now are we to do this

for the purpose of raising the greatest amount of revenue and

thus increase our Treasury? Far from it. We are so to lay

them upon Foreign Imports as to discriminate in favor of our

own industry ; not so as to keep out the foreign article, but to do

what shall result to the benefit of the producer at home. While

we thus raise an ample revenue, and carry on the government,

we shall make the system tributary to the prosperity of the whole

country—the North and the South—and to all classes—the man-

ufacturer and the planter.

And now, gentlemen, allow me to say, speaking to you as a

Southern man, that the diversified interests of our great country

must all be respected. There must be no war made by the South

upon the property and the industry of the North ; nor must there

be any war made by the North upon the property and the indus-

try of the South. I appeal to you, Mr. President, distinguished

as you have been in public lire, personal character and mind, to

hear me, when I utter this great truth. We must make no war

upon 3^our property and industry, and you must make no war up-

on ours. This is the great conservative element of our Union;

it is only upon this grant that we can hold together as a general

[Assembly, No. 149.] U
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government. We are one people—with a common origin ; our

interests, however diversified, are yet kindred and dependent

;

our history and our destiny are the same. While we understand

each other in this repect, there is no difficulty in upholding the

government. I am a Southern man by birth, by education, by

innumerable and indestructible ties ; my ashes will mingle with

Southern soil ; but my heart beats with exaltation, which I should

attempt in vain to express in words, when I survey the growth,

the prosperity, and the rising glories of this whole country.

Your resources, great as they are—your wealth, teeming as it is

—

this magnificent display of mechanic art—none of this awakens

within me any jealous or unworthy feeling. I rejoice in your

prosperity—I would cheer you in the bright career which opens

before you ; all this constitutes a part of the power, the glory of

my country ; and I look forward to the day when, in the midst

of the great agricultural regions of the South, a varied industry

will appear to add new embellishments and new riches to a re-

gion for w'hich Providence has already done so much. Our

manufacturii:g establishments are multiplying, and will, I hope,

soon rival yours. My own State is making rapid progress in this

way. It is with this feeling that I greet you this evening—an

American citizen, addressing American citizens !

I desire the Union of these States to stand through all coming

time. On the occasion to which my honorable friend, the Presi-

dent, has referred, I said in the House of Representatives what I

am happy to say here :
" I Jiave never looked to a destruction of

the government, as a remedy for existing evils. Rival States

would soon become belligerent States, and armies would be em-

ployed to decide the supremacy between them. The flag that

floats, to-day, over every part of our wide-spread country, from

the banks of the St. Lawrence, in full view of the British posses-

sions, to the shores of the Pacific, where it catches the eye of the

navigator returning from Asia, and from our ships, which bear

it upon all the waters of the earth, is known and honored as the

ensign of a great and powerful Republic. It is associated with

all the glories of our past history ; its folds glitter before the

eyes of mankind as the sign of hope and universal freedom ; and

I trust that it will forever, fly over States free, properous, and
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kindred; not divided into petty principalities, or feeble leagues,

bat united as they are to-day, under a government, the freest,

the happiest, and the noblest upon which the sun has ever

shone."

The sentiment I adhere to—here and elsewhere I proclaim it

—

I desire to see the Union which binds these States stand. To

perpetuate it, we must be just to each other.

We occupy a great central position ; Europe lies on one side

of us, Asia on the other ; and if we hold together as one people,

no glass is broad enough, or clear enough, to read the horoscope

which the Future opens before us. Here agriculture will yield

its exhaustless treasures ; here commerce will bring the products

of every clime ; mechanic industry will achieve its greatest

triumphs ; the arts will produce their noblest works ;
intellect

will accomplish its highest labors and exhibit its grandest dis-

coveries ; civilization will here make its abode, and surround it-

self with every thing which can adorn and brighten liuman

life.

Let us then stand by the Constitution. The enemies of the

Constitution are the enemies of the government—the enemies of

the country. The Government cannot exist unless the Constitu-

tution is to be obeyed. If some of its provisions seem to bear

hard on you, you must remember that some of its provisions

seem to bear hard on us. The Constitution must be respected

—

its authority is supreme. We must bear and lorbear. When a

crisis comes, which appeals to our sectional sentiments—a crisis

which would array the North against the South, let us rekindle

our patriotism, by going back to the scenes in which the great

and good men took part, who formed the Constitution, and we

shall learn from them to deal with each other as members of the

same great family, and to cherish a patriotism broad enough to

embrace our whole country.

I thank you, fellow-citizens, for your kind indulgence in bear-

ing with me, and for the very cordial manner in which you have

responded to the sentiments which I have ventured to express.
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The Hon. Gentlemen then resumed his seat.

The Governor's Island Band struck up an appropriate air.

The President of the Institute, Gen. Tallmadge, then made a

few remarks substantially as follows :

Fellow Citizens : We have the pleasure to-night to ask jou

to look about and witness the remarkable fact that you are now
standing in the largest room in America, if not the largest in the

world, and that this is filled with the domestic products of your

own country in various departments. Our public officers are now

taking part in the national prosperity of our manufactures by ex-

tending over them the protection of the laws. I hold in my
hand a communication from the American Consul of Upper

Egypt, transmitting a specimen of " Mummy Wheat" disentomb-

ed from the ruins of Thebes, where it has been for two thousand

years. This wlieat is still enclosed in its original envelope, and

retains its powers of vegetation. It was forwarded to Hon.

Edward Stanley of North Carolina, and was by him kindly com-

municated to the American Institute. We acknowledge it with

thanks to the individual, not unmingled with hopes for the per-

petuation of the present happy condition of our county.

The proceedings of the evening were concluded with the music

of the band ; and the assemblage then dispersed.



ADDRESS

Delivered at the close of the Tweniy-Third Annual Fair of the American

Institiile on awarding the Premiums, by James Tallmadge, LL. D.,

President of the Institute, at Castle Garden, October 23, 1850.

Reported by Augustus Mavekick.

The closing address at the Tweuty-third Annual Fair of the

American Institute in the city of New-York, was delivered by

Hon. James Tallmadge, President of the Institute, at Castle Gar-

den, on Wednesday evening, Oct. 23, 1850, before a large and at-

tentive audience.

Gen. Tallmadge spoke extemporaneously, and in substance

as follows

:

Fellow Citizens :—We rejoice to meet you again on this

Twenty-third Anniversary of the American Institute, and on oc-

casion of awarding the Premiums ol the present Fair, for success

in competition, for excellence in improvementj and for domestic

productions. We appreciate that from our infancy to this day of

manhood of twenty-three years, the people of the city of New-
York, of this state, and of the United States have been our friends,

our patrons, our champions and our contributors whenever oc-

casion required. We feel the obligation, and avail ourselves of

this occasion to return our thanks for the support and patronage

which you have so liberally bestowed.

To you our patrons, therefore, it becomes a high duty that we
should begin our proceedings this evening with rendering a re-

port of our finances for your consideration. It affords me plea-

sure to tell you that these Fairs were first held twenty-three years

ago in a small and common room ; now they require the use of
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the largest room iu America, besides the machine room, and the

long avenue leading into the Castle. Look around you now, and

behold tlie scene which presents itself.

The receipts from this year's exhibition have been about

twenty-two thousand dollars ; and, counting our free tickets given

to charitable institutions, to distinguished individuals, to com-

mon schools, and to others whom propriety would admit to re-

ceive them—added to those who have entered upon the payment

for their admission tickets—we can say that we have had three

hundred thousand visitors at the Fair during tlie last three weeks.

These facts show the tone of public sentiment—the love of or-

der, industry, domestic production, and the pursuits of peace.

Out of these moneys, our expenses will be first paid ; and then,

the amount required for the Premiums awarded, and the balance

reserved as a payment upon the debt incurred for the Library,

and purchase of the house and rooms, 351 Broadway, for our

convenient accommodation. We feel, and we have a right to say

that our finances, as well as our popular condition, stand with

the utmoat manifestations of prosperity. It is matter for some

exultation that Eighteen States are now represented here in com-

petition for the premiums of the American Institute ; among

which the Institute hailed with great satisfaction Georgia, Vir-

ginia, South Carolina, Louisiana and Texas.

The occasion, continued Gen. T., invites us to a slight retro-

spect, and seems to render it a duty to submit a few isolated re-

marks on the past and present condition of our country.

Holland, in her bygone days, as an opening to her surplus

population. Colonized and settled the now Middle States of the

United States. England was torn asunder by her intestinal com-

motions. With miserably imbecile monarchs ; with an unprin-

eipled aristocracy and a corrupted nobility ; with a people bur-

thened, taxed and oppressed ; with every right violated and al-

most every wrong inflicted, which incapacity and misrule could

devise—she sought refuge in religious persecutions, in the shed-

ding of blood, in the beheacHng of her kings, and in civil war.

She too in the throes of her afiiiction, undertook colonization.

The then Southern portion of this country was blessed with a
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climate genial and a soil fruitful beyond comparison, surpassing

in richness even the lands of Egypt. The sprouts and scions of

titled greatness, crowded at home, were established there in the

relation of Master and Slave ; and to produce for export, while

looking for supplies to import from tlie parent country. Thus

early was implanted the deep feeling derived from the Spaniards,

which spread to other countries during the dark ages, but which

is now against Commerce and Manufactures, with a peculiar In-

stitution, opposed by the civilized world. The genius and the

dignity of Labor fled the land.

The eastern portion of this country, now known as New Eng-

land, was in those days deemed a God-forsaken region, cursed

with a climate too inhospitable for a Christian to endure, and a

soil too barren to afford even to labor anything beyond a miserable

subsistence. The government, however, wearied with the cutting

off of heads, and at length convinced of the great truth "that

the blood of the martyrs was the seed of their church," gracious-

ly concluded the region was good enough for Puritans, and

that the good of the parent country thereafter required only the

expulsion and exile of such transgressors to such a place. The

door was then shut against the prosperity of the Colonies, by laws

making it a penal offence to undertake Commerce, or to attempt

to Manufacture, even for their own supplies. They were re-

quired to remain mere consumers of supplies from the parent

country. This region became the land of the Pilgrims,—the

home of Industry, of Law, of Liberty, and of Religion.

The Puritans introduced the congregational polity ; the Puri-

tans introduced also the free schools. In the log huts of the

early settlers in Massachusetts were commonly found the Bible

and ' Paradise Lost.'

"Full of faith," says Sir C. Lyell, "and believing that their

religious trusts must be strengthened by free investigation, they

held that the study and interpretation of the Scriptures should

not be the monopoly of a particular order of men, but that every

layman was bound to search them for himself. Hence they were

anxious to have all their children taught to read. So early as

the year 1647 they instituted common schools, the law declaring
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< that all the brethren should teach their children and appren-

tices to read, and that every township of fifty householders should

appoint one to teacli all the children." Very different was the

state of things in the contemporary colony of Virginia, to which

the cavaliers and members of the established church were throng-

ing. Even fifteen or twenty years later, Sir Wm. Berkeley, who

was Governor of Virginia for nearly forty years, and Avas one of

the best colonial rulers, spoke thus, in the full sincerity of his

heart, of his own province, in a letter written after the restora-

tion of Charles the second :

—

" I thank God there are no free schools or printing, and I

hope we shall not have them these hundred years ; for learning

has brought heresy, and disobedience, and sects into the world,

and printing has divulged them, and libels against the best go-

vernment. God keep us from both."

Such are two opposite views of the value of learning which

still agitate the world.

—

Edinburgh Review^ October^ 1850, p. 185.

These peculiarities of origin and education between the extreme

parts of our country, had given character to the inhabitants,

shaped their minds, their habits and their pursuits. They have

produced results of rare and curious diversity, and marked the

great truth that

" 'Tis education forms the common mind,

Just as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined."

Unjust legislation, with continued taxation and oppression by

the parent country, aroused colonial sympathies. This school of

adversity led to the Confedekation of the Colonies, sustained the

war of Independence, and produced the glorious Union of tliese

States. In the Convention for the forming of the Constitution,

the bias of early education soon became apparent, and marked

the course of its proceedings. One of the first measures received

and kindly entertained by that Convention, was a proposition,

that no law regulating Commerce^ should be passed by Congress,

but by votes of two-thirds of each branch of that body. It was

lonof debated, and came ^xe\\ nigh producing an explosion of the

Convention. At length Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New^-

Hampshire voted against any law to prohibit the slave trade be-

fore 1808, as a coMPaoMisE
;
provided the southern States would
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gratify them, in return, by not laying the restriction of two-thirds

on the power of Congress to regulate Commerce.*

The fruits that grew from such diversity of seeds are yet in

partial vegetation, and mark as a sequence the measures and pro-

ceedings of the present day. We are now in full tide of commer-

cial, manufacturing and agricultural prosperity. Our country,

small at beginning, now covers America, in the fullness of its

power. We have increased from a few colonies to be the nation

of this continent, and we stand proudly prominent in the civil-

ized world.

The population, wealth, strength and prosperity of the North-

ern States are quadrupled by reason of their Commerce, Manufac-

tures, Internal Improvements, and labor-saving machinery. Mas-

sachusetts has over eight hundred miles of Railroad. New-York

has her canals, and about 1200 miles of Railroad. The South-

ern States, after an age of resistance, and without material ad-

vancement on their part, have come to realize and appreciate

this important fact, and are now fast entering into the competi-

tion, in all its varieties. AVith their climate and soil, the arti-

cles of Madder and Tea, and the Vineyard, wili aflford them new

staples.

" The Georgvd Helicon sets down the number of cotton mills in

the States of Georgia, Tennessee, South Carolina and Alabama,

at 98, in which are invested about $1,000,000. Some 16,000

hands are employed, and 152,000 spindles. They consume

94,000 bales of cotton per annum." It is believed tliese state-

ments are short of the reality. They do not include the whole

South, nor show one-half its recent investments in business pur-

suits. Many new enterprises are on foot at the South. If the

present year does not, tlie addition of a second year will show

many more millions invested in their successful industrial pur-

Journals of the Convention—Published 1818, by order of the 15th Congress.

Communication of Luther Martin to the Legislature of Maryland, 1787.

Letter of Gov. Randolph of Virginia, against the Katification of the Constitution

of the U. S., without the two-thirds clause against the power of Congress to legis-

late on Commerce, 1787.

The Journal of Yates and Lansixg, &c., &c., published at Albany, &c.

[Genet, &c.]
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suits. The Southern Press would confer a favor to collect and

publish correct information on this subject.

Mr. Madison in 1787, said, "The great danger to our general

government is, the Scuthernand JVorthtrn Interests, of the conti-

nent being opposed to each other. Look to the votes in Congress, and

most of. them stand divided by the geography of the country, not ac-

cording to the size of the States.''^ This appreliended danger seems

now to be fast receding. The South cannot but understand that,

in addition to their present agriculture, with the advantages of

climate and soil which nature has so kindly bestowed upon them
;

with commerce, manuiactures, labor-saving machinery and In-

ternal Improvements, witli Railroads and the use of the streams

intersecting their land, they have abundant highways for indi-

vidual and national prosperity.

Nevertheless,we yet sometimes have collisions. The purpose

of the American Institute is to maintain that it is the duty of all

to harmonize, support the flag that spreads over our country, and

to uphold that Union which secures happiness to all the subjects

of this government.

The occasion forbids that we follow out the course of general

remark which it would delight us to present. We will there-

fore ask you to cast your eyes around this room, and remember

the contrast presented twenty-three years ago, to that which

now meets your gaze. Then a small room afforded space for our

domestic productions and our auditory. Now, we stand in the

largest room in America, filled to overflowing with domestic pro-

ductions, and with an auditory of which a small part only can

gain admittance, pressing upon us. These circumstances show

the spirit of the age, and mark an era in civilization. We have,

in addition to this, an adjoining Machine Room of two hundred

feet extent, with a steam engine in motion, and shafting the

whole length of the room, filled with specimens of improved

machinery wliich ought to be the admiration of our country.

Ingenious men must travel thousands of miles before they can

see concentrated, and in action, such varieties of scientific and

mechanical skill, as are seen in yonder room. In few countries

o the world can be produced such specimens of labor-saving
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machinery, as are there displayed. The great object of this ex-

hibition is to stimulate laudable ambition, to awaken generous

and friendly competition, and induce our friends to come hither

and exhibit the results of their skill, to stimulate and improve

others for the public good.

This Society was incorporated by the Legislature of this State

to promote Domestic Industry, in the encouragement of Agri-

culture, Commerce, Manufactures and the Arts. In regard to

Agriculture, remember that on your entrance here, the whole

approach and the long avenue leading up to this saloon is filled

with agricultural implements ; and it is said in Europe that we

surpass every country in this class of manufactures. This Fair

exhibits a concentration of agricultural implements, which for

delicacy of finish and adaptation to the uses for which they were

designed, have not before been equalled.

I cannot forbear on this occasion to say that the agricultural

population need superior Intelligence, and require better means

of Education than are now provided by the Government. They

want a know^ledge of chemistry to show them the analyses of the

soil—the constituent parts most requisite for each crop, and how

to remedy any discovered deficiency by the application of the

most suitable fertilizers, either mineral, animal, or vegetable.

A letter recently received from Prof. Mapes will sufiiciently

illustrate

:

"Gen. Tallmadge,

" Dear Sir—During the last winter I made an analysis of

soil from a field which refused corn last year, and found the soil

deficient in the following constituents :

Chlorine,

Soda,

Phosphoric acid,

Lime,

Potash,

Ammonia.

" The last spring I applied a compost of common salt, decom-

posed by lime—thus supplying chlorine and soda ; spent bone-
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black of tlie sugar refiners, wliich furnished phosphoric acid
;

Peruvian guano containing potash and ammonia—to which was

added a small portion of charcoal-dust and plaster of Paris, to

retain the volatile portions.

" The above was added to the soil at an expense of $1,31 per

acre, and the field planted with corn. The crop is noAV stand-

ing, and the committee of the American Institute on Farms will

state to you that the crop Avill probably be from fifty to seventy-

five bushels of shelled corn per acre ; they having visited the

field last week.

" During the last three years I have visited many farms in

New Jersey, at the request of the owners, and have advised

modes of manuring founded on tlie chemical constituents of the

soil, desired crops, &c., &c., and in no one instance has the ex-

periment failed to produce superior crops. Among these I may
mention that several have raised over one hundred bushels of

shelled corn per acre, and other crops in proportion. Fifty-se-

ven bushels of wheat has resulted in one case, and forty to fifty

bushels in several. Three hundred to four hundred bushels of

potatoes, one thousand bushels of carrots, nine hundred bushels

of parsnips, seven hundred to thirteen hundred bushels of ruta

baga turnips—have been frequently the result per acre of proper

tillage and judicious manuring."

The speaker said, that it was a matter of regret to every one

interested in the improvement of agricultural science, that our

State, which had been so open and generous in creating common
schools—wliich liad provided so many Colleges to promote edu-

cation in the Classics, and in almost every department of science,

had as yet made no provision for an Agricultural School. The

American Institute had for several years made unsuccessful ap-

plications for the establishment of such a School ; and in 1847,

made a provisional agreement for the purchase, by the Stoie, of a

farm of about 150 acres, at Morrisania, for $21,000, to be held by

the State for an agricultural school, and for education in civil

engineering, surveying, and in the mechanical and industrial

pui-suits of common life. A petition was presented by the

American Institute accordingly to the Legislatm-e, to purchase
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the farm. The petition was unsuccessful. The funds of the

State were inadequate to such a purpose, but sufficient only to

continue, by their concert of action, tlie annual bounties to the

several Colleges. Mr. T. said it was understood that the above

farm had since mostly been sold at $1,000 per acre, and the re-

mainder was selling at the same rate. The benefits of individual

patronage and objects of sectarian influence have sustained this

unequal control and monopoly of the appropriations for public

education. Painful, I repeat, that with an expenditure of $254-

800 in this State, the last twelve years only, for colleges, not a

single institution has been established for education in agricul-

ture and the mechanic arts. The terms of admission and con-

tinuance into most of these Colleges require the students to bring

an acquaintance witli, and continue in the study of the classics

and dead languages. Tliis has hitherto precluded ihe admission

of mechanics and agriculturists, and those who design to follow

the pursuits of civil engineering, and other occupations of prac-

tical life. To abolish privileges, give equal rights, foster edu-

cation, and promote industry, will but advance the public

interest.

With a sound, practical education, a boy in this country is

armed with the means af commanding success in life—he stands

on the same platform as the sons of his rich neighbors—starts

with them on an equal footing in the race of enterprise—and

the self-reliance, which is the peculiar property of the poor boy,

is more than an equivalent for the dollars of the rich one. The

intelligence of the community is the wealth of the State—the

foundation and keystone of republican institutions—the guaran-

tee of law and good order. Require a boy from the common
school to learn the classics as the rule of his admission to an

higher seminary, to get an education for his industrial pursuits,

you blight the benefits conferred, and leave him to error, or

drive him to despair. Give a boy money, and you may see him

spend it in profligacy, or lose it by misfortune. Give him an ed-

ucation for industrial pursuits, you fit him for life, and you give

him that which no misadventure can take away—no creditor

seize—no calamity destroy.
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Education thus brought into practical utility, and into "unison

with industrial pursuits is productive of immense public advan-

tage. When the hands are emploj'ed in their pursuits the edu-

cated mind sees wisdom in the forms of the implements and in

the revolving wheels discovers defects, plans improvement, and

learns that the profoundest of the sciences are embraced in the

pursuits of his daily occupation. The experienced laborer be-

comes the scientific inventor ot the most useful and intricate

machinery. It is from such beginnings, and education derived

from such fountains, that skilled labor has its value,

and to which tlie public are indebted for the adaptation of the

useful sciences to practical purposes ; and for the greater advance

and improvement in labor saving machinery—greater within the

last one hundred, than during the preceding eighteen hundred

years.

Education and industrial pursuits create wealth, lead to pub-

lic peace, to national prosperity, and to individual happiness.

The enjoyments and the comforts of life are greatly augmented,

and educated man now holds a new grade in the scale of human
beings.

It is time the few should cease to monopolize and reject the

many, and that the middle classes of society should have schools

provided, and be allowed to partake in the distribution of the

public funds.

A letter of request to the Comptroller of this State, to be in-

formed of the number of colleges in the State ; the amount of en-

dowments for the last few years for their support, and also, the

amount bestowed upon agricultural or mechanic institutions, has

obtained the following official certificate :
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We call for a proportion of these funds for tlie education of

agricultural, commercial and mechanic students, and those aim-

ing at civil engineering and the industrial pursuits of common life.

In order that you may understand the force of this claim, re-

member that about 80 per cent, of our population belongs to ag-

riculture. Fifteen per cent, to commerce and the mechanic arts.

Five per cent, in proportion to population, is composed of the

professions of law, medicine, and divinity ; the latter being less

than one per cent. The students of law and medicine, pay their

tuition. With this small proportion, all the colleges in the

land have required, in their rules of admission, that no student

can enter unless he passes an examination of the four Evangelists,

in Greek, and certain Latin and other classics. They are close

corporations, and marked by exclusions. Thus all the children

of mechanics and agriculturists are shut out from the advantages

of these institutions. It is not my purpose to say that it is wrong

to cherish the dead languages ; to cherish and foster colleges ; but

it is, to say that when so much is given to the^i'c per cent, of

professional pursuits ; or more truly to the one per cent, of the

Clergy and the Beneficiaries, something is due to the ninety-Jive

or ninety-nine per cent, of this community who pay the taxes in

relation to the means of education. There is now too wide and

too long a space between the common school, and even these

colleges, to remain unoccupied. Provision is required for inter-

mediate education, for those in the industrial pursuits of active

life. It may be accomplished, either by the establishment of

separate Institutions, or by requiring the several Colleges now

established, to create a second Department, to teach the living

languages and the sciences for practical life, and to admit students

with the right of selection of the studies which they will pursue,

and to award them credentials according to their proficiency.

The University of New-York, after much discussion, was incor-

porated in 1831, with the declared object to create these two

great departments in Education. In 1837, the address delivered

on the dedication of the building, again declared the object of

the University to have these two departments oi Education ; and

it gave many of its details, by the authority of the Council. It

was so established and organized, and several machinists and
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persons engaged in mechanical and other business pursuits, now

living in this city, were so educated, and hold the credentials of

the University. This department has there latterly fallen into disuse.

It is understood that Geneva College several years ago organ-

ized and established to a certain extent this second department

of education for the Industrial pursuits of common life, and that

the same is continued there in full use.

Union College has also three or four years since organized a

like department tor education, fitting the students for the indus-

trial pursuits of life.

The Brown University of Rhode Island, upon a lucid report

from its able and worthy President, has recently opened that in-

stitution to the admission of students seeking the second depart-

ment of learning for their preparation and admission to the pur-

suits of active life. These cases of Union College and Brown

University stand as witnesses of the liberal and enlightened

minds of a JVott and Wayland.

9
Yale College has its able " Professor of Chemistry," but I am

not informed that the students who do not first enter under the

" Rule to study the dead languages," can be admitted to the re-

citations.

The greater number who bring the improved machinery and

articles of manufacture now before yom, presented for exhibition,

on enquiry are found to be self-educated and self-made men.

Will you look at the specimens of manufacture that have been

presented for exhibition. On looking at them, we feel the tri-

umph achieved by American genius and skill, and we fear not

the competition of others in these important branches. View also

the proud triumphs of agriculture that are spread in abundance

before you ; here are wheat, corn and vegetables, which in variety

and quality are truly matter of admiration. The great truth is

established, that in agriculture and cultivation, we are improving

beyond all parallel.

[Assembly, No. 149.] V
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With the use of glass, and the aid of solar beat only, the foreign

grapes are now successfully raised among us, and are equal in

size and beauty, to those raised where tliey are indigenous. Our

city is singularly liappy in its locality. In addition to the sur-

plus and abundant fruits of its surrounding horticulture and ag-

riculture, nuroerous Railroads with their cars loaded with the

productions of the east, the north and the ffir west, arc hurrying

to its centre—while steam, freighted with the collections from

the South, and the West Indies, is hastening to this great mart of

business and commerce. Few cities in the world have such va-

riety and abundant supply of all the luxuries of the land, and

such a promise of prosperity.

Georgia has presented the finest upland cotton ever produced.

Its superiority comes from cultivation, I'rom a careful selection of

the seeds, and the improvement of the soil. South Carolina pre-

sents a buggy, or single wagon, of great beauty of workmanship

—

from a factory, the proprietors of wliich now employ forty hands

in full work ;^ which, with the cotton factories and other estab-

lishments now being erected in the South, augurs well for tho

opinion that is daily gaining ground, that the South will soon

come to believe that they have the same interests, and that tlio

same legislation required by the North is also required by them.

This is a subject for much congratulation to the country at large,

and is a pledge that the day is not far distant wheii they who arc

supposed to be hostile to the maintenance of the Union, will con-

tribute much to its greater support and glory. A just system of

Manufactures and Internal Improvements, with Steamboats and

Railroads pervading every part of our land, like the veins and

arteries in the human frame, gives health and prosperity, and

secures to us Union and independence.

The American Institute avows itself the friend and advocate

6f Free Trade, but it is that kind of Free Trade which is re-

ciprocal, and not free on one side only^ but equal to both. The

condition of the people of Ireland, or, if you please, of British

India, marks the desolation consequent on an unequal free trade.

It illustrates the destiny and certain ruin of a country wliich

allows its food, or the produce of its soil to be taken in an uu-
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equal trnde, for the fabrics of another. A pound of cotton, worth

perhaps ten cents, may be taken and manufactured by foreign

labor, and arrain returned in the form of line laces, of the value

of one thousand dollars. Iron is capable of the greatest elabora-

tion, and of the highest value, from labor, of any other article
;

the mechanical skill and labor expended upon it totally over-

shadow the original price of the raw material. Take a quantity

of cast iron, worth £1 sterling, and attach its money value whea

converted into finished articles :—Bar iron, worth <£l sterling, ia

worth, when worked into horse shoes, £2. 10s; knives, (table)

£36; needles, £71 ;
pen knife blades, £657; polished buttons

and buckles, £807; balance springs, of watches, £50,0U0,

(|245,500,); Cast iron worth £1 sterling, is worth when co^
verted into ordinary machinery, £4 ; large ornamental w^ork,

£45 ; buckles and Berlin work, £600 ; neck chains, &;c., £1 ,386 j

shirt buttons, £5,986, ($29,031). These facts demonstrate the

wide ditference in the value, between the raw material and the

manufactured articles. The cause and the effect of the balances

of trade against us are thus made apparent, Alark the difference

!

If the same fabric is produced at home, you have no debt, and

our labor is employed ; if obtained by excess of foreign importa-

tion, the balance of the debt is to be paid in coin, and our labor

is unoccupied. Tliis country v\'as colonized and settled with a

view to sucii a free trade. The war of Independence averted its

doom ; while the theory of British free trade, yet held by the

Planting States, lias induced opposition to manufactures and

internal improvements, and has occasioned a steady annual

balance of trade against our country ; and creates an increase of

our national debt, of from thirty to fifty millions a year, accord-

ing to the amount of Imports. There must be couiiicrvuiling regu-

lations, until a fair and equal trade can be obtained, and our

manufactures permanently established. England, before her

manufactures were well established, made it a criminal offence,

by lier laws, to export the raw material. Fines, forfeitures of

estate, imprisojiment, whipping, standing in the pillory, cutting

off tlie right hand to be nailed u^) in the market place; and in

case of a second offence, to be hung and drawn and quartered,j

were then the mild penalties for the ^rotecticn of English free

trade. May we not learn from her example, and copy her laws,
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so far as to withhold our cotton, manufacture it among ourselves,

and export onl}- the fabrics to a wide world of willing consumers ?

The gold of California is a trifling item of public wealth, com-

pared with the unspeakable value of power of indefl'ate produc-

tion of cotton, peculiar to our Southern country.

Nothing will bind us so much or so closely together as protec-

tion to the industry of all sections of the country. With Agri-

culture and Manufactures encouraged,—with Commerce pro-

tected,—\^'ith our supplies produced by our domestic labor,

—

and with one Legislation, Union follows and becomes necessary

to our interests and our strength, and we cannot but attain to a

prosperous condition. It is (need I repeat it?) the unity of

interests and the common pride that each man feels in his coun-

try, that keeps us together. It should be remembered that,

shoulder to shoulder, on the field of battle, we achieved the in-

dependence of our country. The battle of Buena Vista, is alike

the glory of us all.

The occasion forbids me to gratify myself in going through de-

tails of facts, or to provehow much has been doneby the American

Institute to foster and promote Agriculture, Commerce, Manu-

factures and the Arts, encourage the genius of our country, and

maintain the employment and dignity of labor.

Have you net heard of the wonderful perfection to which the

manufacture of glass has arrived among us. The Bohemian

colored glass has been carried to a point of perfection here which

has already rivaled that country, in which it was first manufac-

tured. The discovery of this is complete in our country. The

specimen which is now exhibited was manufactured in the city

of Brooklyn. American skill, and American, industry and

ingenuity, have accomplished this much, and we challenge

Bohemia now to surpass us in this respect. Hete is more that

was manufactured in Brooklyn ; and the result is that at Brook-

lyn, Wheeling and Pittsburgh, and a number of other places, the

glass manufacture of oui' country is entirely and unprecedentedly

successful. Strangers have thought there is less glass shown

this year than usual. The reason of this is, that we could not

afford room for the specimens without excluding other articles
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which were equally deserving of a place. It compelled us to

present only a selection.

Here are the premium and other pieces of broadcloth, which

the manufacturers have sent for exhibition, all of a high quality
;

allow me to say that I have bespoken a suit of it. Here are also

some very fine Muslin de Laines, which will be more prized

when it is known that they are the production of our own

material and manufacture. Our country, which has been bur-

thened with the importation of foreign Shawls, is now teeming

with abundance from our own manufactures. The shawls im-

ported from France and England, but particularly from France,

have been the great wonder on account of the perfection to which

they have been brought. They have carried out of our country

twelve millions of dollars. I hold in my hands one of the shawls

made in the Bay State Mills, in Massachusetts, which employ

2,500 men, and which manufacture 2,800 square, or 1 ,400 long

shawls per day. Each of these is now sold at half the price

formerly paid. The product of these mills this year is one and a

half millions, and this domestic production saves that amount in

debt for the importation of foreign shawls. Here are other speci-

mens from the Watervliet Mills, Skaneateles, and other factories;

I can only allude to the single circumstance that we are manu-

facturing these articles extensively, and by this means we have

stopped the importation.*

Here is linen thread, made in your own country, which until

a recent date we were compelled to import. The American In-

stitute, three or four years ago, offered the gold medal for a

specimen of linen manufactured in this country ; but no answer

was made until last year, when the premium was taken for the

first time.

There is also here, I may mention, a fine specimen of woollen

yarn, which has been made by American machinery. I feel in

every stage of this experience a heartfelt joy that we now have

ceased to look abroad for our supplies. We have the ability at

» It requires 3500 sheep to be kept a whole year to support the Lawrence, Mass.,
MiUs with wool for one single day. They produce 1500 shawls per day, and con-
sume Cochineal to the value of $60,000 per annum. Three years since there were
not 500 inhabitants in Lawrence, and now there ai-e 10,00t).
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home to manufacture every article that wo require for our own
consumption. But before I go any farther, I cannot refrain from

asking you to look at the legislation of Congress in 184G ; its

mistaken policy and the cruel results. It has caused the total

ruin of thousands and tens of thousands of the most useful men

in the country. It tends to the utter destruction of the coal and

the iron, the cotton and woolen interests. The act of Congress

of that date provided a taritf on the raAV materials, higlier than

on the imported manufactured articles, which had the effect of

materially injuring our manufactures and depressing domestic

labor. I hope that the next Congress will wipe from its statute-

book that law, whicli was so irijurious in its effects.

We have been trying for several years to make our own cut-

lery. Here are specimens which are considered better than

those imported. Our country has ?one on in a great career of

prosperity ; but the unfortunate system of putting a tax upon the

raw material has ruined capital and worked injuriously upon

the manufacturers. It has left us this year under a debt of fifty

millions, being the balance of trade against us, for imported ar-

ticle from Europe. It is time that our interests and our labor

were cherished with reasonable and fair protection.

Let it not be supposed that any articles not mentioned are

purposely omitted. We would notice all kindly, for we- feel

that all have contributed alike to raise our country to a promi-

nent position among the nations of the earth. Time forbids.

Walk into the macliine-room, and after inspecting it, I am sure

you will say there is not its equal to be found The same science

which is there concentrated and exhibited cannot be surpassed.

There is Griffin's improved Furnace-fire for the steam boiler, and

a place has been prepared to exliibit the machinery, which works

with wonderful precision and order. That shaft and that engine

lun as steady as a patent lever watch, disturb nobody in the ac-

tion, and the amount of fuel that has been saved, is about one-

third that was formerly consumed. It is also calculated as a heat-

er for separate buildings, and is particularly adapted to public

edifices and for drying rooms.
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In strong contrast with the skill and mechanical ingenuity of

the present day, liere is nu old pod-auger and bit, over one hun-c

dred years old. It serves to show you what changes have been

made, and how much you should feel on witnessing an exhibi-

tion of the machinery of this Fair and the facilities with which

labor is furnished. There is a screw-auger in yonder machine

shop that moves with the velocity of lightning. With chisels

placed by its side, it bores square holes and mortises in timber

with wonderful accuracy and rapidity. Go farther and view

the operations of that planing machine. He whose energies

were formerly exerted in planing boards from day to day, to fur-

nish even then a scanty supply, is now relieved from his slavish

toil. The rough timbers are now by sLeam power made smooth

in an incredibly short space of time, and the laborer is allowed

a little leisure to improve his mind and fit himself for other occu-

pations. V/e have boasted much of Blanchard's invention ofthe

turning-lathe, for unequal surfaces, and forming gun-stocks,

shoe lasts, &c., but there is Cochran's circular saw-mill, which will

saw timber on a line, or with every crook and angle required in

ship-building, with ease and accuracy. Come some distance

further, and you will see there various machines at work. You
will there find the planing machine alluded to, with an extraor^

dinary power, capable of turning out a vast quantity daily, and

performing the labor of many men. So, too, this other is Gould's

machine to plane iron. But see Dick's Anti-Friction Press, breaks

bars of wrought iron like pine sticks. It cuts into form cold iron

rolled into sheets half an inch thick, for steam boilers, and

punches the holes for the rivets with the apparent ease of a

tailor with his shears and bodkin, forming a garment from his

cloth. It shows the economy of space and expense, and illus-

trates the miglity power of steam, directed by the intelligence of

man. Among these wonders is the rope-making machine, of

Slaugliter and Perry, from Virginia, the whole not above the size

of a bale of cotton. Have you not seen the toil of making the

various ropes, from tlie cable to the smaller cordage, with the

Jong and inconvenient rope walks. There is the machine that

takes in the hemp, flax, or cotton, at the hopper ; ropes the

thread, and twists' them with speed; while another wheel fol-

lows, laying the rope complete. Il you want a halter for your
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horse, or for a villain's neck, it turns it out complete in less time

than I take in giving you this explanation. The expense of ma-

king one-inch cordage, is one cent per pound.

Here are new improvements on the grist-mill, grinding grain

with great speed and perfection, reduced to a small space in size

and with a great saving of labor and expense.

Yonder is a machine called a magnetic engine—a new appli-

cation of the power of electricity, which you all know Franklin

first drew from the clouds, and showed its properties by the in-

vestigations of his own great and inquiring mind. I remember

sitting in company with men who laughed at what was term-

ed the folly of Fulton, who attempted steam navigation.

Where is not the triumph of our country complete in the success

of his invention 1 Perhaps such fortune awaits this discovery.

It proposes to work by a galvanic battery, and by its magnetic

power to serve in the place of steam, with an economy of space

and labor, making a saving of nearly one-half. It is yet incom-

plete ; it merits scrutiny.

There is Bishop's improved carding-engine, for wool and

cotton. It claims and appears to be a great improvement, re-

quiring one-third less power and one quarter less space in the

factory, and with other points of economy.

There is Eastman's improved Throstle frame for spinning cot-

ton. It dispenses with the drum and bands—and gives motion

to the spindle with increased ease and economy in space, and

with one-half the cost.

Here let me show you a valuable plan for the ventilation of

ships—it is in the nature of a self-acting pump, like an inverted

syphon or an ox bow, to draw out the foetid air from the hold of

the ship. Valuable when we consider how many of the poor

immigrants die with ship-fever from bad ventilation on board

our vessels.

This cast iron wheel, which is an object of no small importance

to railroad companies, is well deserving of attention. This spe-

cimen, the centre of which is of cast-iron, and with a wrought-
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iron rim, claims to be a great iiiprovement, in addition to les-

sened cost. Those now imported cost $50 ; while these are af-

forded at $13.

Again, we have the pleasure to inform you that after years of

trial to dispense with charcoal in the making of wrought-iron,

we have now arrived at the means whereby we may entirely dis-

pense with it, by the use of anthracite coal. This is a great

saving to the country, and we may look forward to the day when

our forests will be used for other purposes than such fuel.

You have doubtless seen the small kegs made in the machine'-

room. The machine which turns them out is also calculated to

make barrels with great perfection of manufacture, the like of

which are no where to be found. Europe stands astonished at

the tightness and beauty of American barrels.

There is on exhibition here from the state of New-Hampshire,

an improved stone-cutting machine, which does the labor of forty

men per day. A machine was brought forward and proposed to

be used in England, till the sovereign people of that county de-

cided that it should not be used there to deprive them of their

labor. We have no such fears here.

Here is also Cincinnati wine made from the Catawba grape

;

and from the skill of the managers, whose experience makes no

blunders in such matters, it has been pronounced good—so now
we can be joyful when it pleases us to be so, on domestic pro-

duce.

The carpets made here and placed on exhibition are equal to

any hitherto imported, so that we can now furnish our houses

without going abroad for any of the articles required. And I

should not forget to state that the shawls before you, to which I

have before referred, are dyed with American dyes, and are now
prepared to stand the test of experiment.

I thank you for your attention and patience so far ; and in

place of recapitulating more of these articles, I will only say

that in yonder machine-shop there is a vast concentration of

science, which is the offspring of men who are self-educated.
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This machinery is calculated t5 work with great economy. Wo
think the machinery now introduced here saves more lab")r than

any hitherto on exhibition; and should be estimated ot the value

of many millions to our country.

The Cattle Sliow which has just been held at Madison Cottage,

being a part of our annual exhibition, we are happy to say, has

by far exceeded any of its predecessors. The total number of

entries was 304, composed of stock of pure breed, native, and

grade, of which there were superior specimens ; fcit cattle, liorses,

sheep, swine, and poultry, all good and in great variety. The

Ploughing, Spading Match, and Testing of Ploughs, took place

as had been previously announced in the programme, at Tarry-

town ; they were numerously attended, and the result highly

satisfactory.

This day has been nearly spent in reading tlie award of pre-

miums. It is the duty of the American Institute to pronounce

its judgment upon the various articles entitled to premiums, and

confirm at discretion, the reports of the committees. The pre-

miums that have been awarded are as follows

:

92 Gold Medals.

85 Silver Cups.

327 Silver Medals.

510 Diplomas.

136 volumes of Agricultural Books.

$132 and 27 Certificates (apprentices' or minors' premiums.)

$30 and 4 Bronze Medals (Van Schaick premiums on silk.)

$320 Cash premiums.

With this brief statement we now return our thanks to you

for Tyour support and patronage ; and adjourn until the first

Monday in October of the next year.

The president then iiivited the auditory to continue their ex-

amination of the articles on exhibition, or to withdraw from the

Castle to the Battery, where a Pyrotechnic exhibition would soon

take place.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE FARMEKS' CLUB.

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

American Institute, )

^"ew-York, JVbv. 19, 1850. ]

Mr. Tyler Fountain, of Pcekskill, ia the chair.

H. Meigs, Secretary.

The secretary read the f.-illovviiig translation by hira, relative

to Agricultural Schools, and the large trees of Tasmania.

Among the twenty-one volumes presented by the minister of

Agriculture and Commerce of France (by the hands of Alexandre

Vatteniare) to the American Institute, there is one of distin-

guished value. " German Agriculture, her Schools, their organ-

ization and manners, and most recent practical operations, pub-

lished by order of the minister of agriculture and commerce.

By lioyer, National Press. Paris, 1847." Large Octavo. Pages

541, with plates.

This valuable work, which enables us to understand the actual

working of modern agricultural schools there, is worthy our full

consideration.

The general diffusion of Primary Instruction in Germany, caused

at an early day, an opinion of the necessity of a special system

of instruction favorable to the progress of agriculture, the first

and most important of all the industrial pursuits of the country.

Numerous attempts have been made with reference to this object,

and experience has already modified very much the plan origi-

nally adopted for the organization and direction of agricultural

schools. The study of these attempts and their results, may be

useful to those who are now desirous to enter this inviting field

of operation. But we believe that the information we have to

give is essentially of a negative character, and that the problem

is far from being resolved by even the most perfect of the exist-

ing establishments.

If we arc not deceived, an error in principle has presided, up'

to this day, in the formation of agricultural schools we have not
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sufficiently comprehended (perhaps) how few rules of this com-

plex science are of general application. We have too easily

admitted the possibility of finding professors perfectly instructed

and scholars properly prepared to profit Ijy their teaching—and

above all we have much exaggerated the influence which scholars

from agricultural schools can exercise over the general progress

of agriculture.

As to the professors, it cannot be dissembled that unless they

have long directed i)ersouaily the working of farms of some im-

portance, they cannot have more knowledge of agriculture than

that which is analytical and very imperfect.

In an industry like this, so complex, the instruments and pro-

ducts of which are of such a solid nature, the professor ought

always to embrace the whole of it while he is treating of its de-

tails. He alone who has long learned cultivation can arrive at

any hypothesis. Such men are very rare in every country and

they are hardly ever to be obtained for schools. The working

farmer requires a considerable capital. A well informed one

—

an owner of the soil who consecrates his activity, intelligence

and fortune to it and finds in it an independence, will not re-

nounce it to occupy an agricultural professorship, or undertake to

oversee an agricultural school.

And that the scholars of such schools may be usefully pre-

pared for the teaching which they may receive, a great number

of conditions are necessary and difficult to be found together.

The foundation, by the illustrious Thiier, of the school of

Moeglin, iu 1806, appears to be the first attempt made in Germa-

ny, in favor of agricultural instruction.

Moeglin was at first a private school like that of Roville in

France, worked out by Thiier on his private account. The all

powerful word of such an able master as he w^as, and a sort of

agricultural revolution, favored by the introduction of Merino

sheep into northern Europe, gave his^establishment a great repu-

tation and fixed the attention of governments. In 1819, thirteen

years after its foundation, the|.agricultural school of Moeglin was

adopted by the State as a Royal Academy
•,
the working of it to be

at the will of the proprietors, the son and the son-in-law of Von
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Thaer, and the cost of instruction to be paid by the government.

Under this system it was soon found that the working part of it

was for the benefit of proprietors who did not go on to try expe-

riments but worked for profit. The business of teaching soon

fell off and the reputation of the experimental farm of Mceglin

hardly survived its founder, Von Thaer.

The superior agricultui*al schools of Prussia, more recently

founded, are on a similar plan. Schwert understood the vicious

character of it, and in his fine agricultural institute at Hohen-

heim, in 1818, altered the plan. Hohenheim ischool, placed on

public domain and worked at the expense of the public treasury,

soon rose above the mixed schools of Prussia, which hitherto

prevailed. Without being precisely experimental, the work of

the farm became eminently progressive, and notwithstanding

the very injurious and too frequent changes of its Director—ag-

ricultural instruction there received developments before un-

known. The product of the farm was about 1000 francs ($200.)

It is now the most perfect school of the kind in all Germany.

That of Schleisheim in Eavaria, founded in 1822, and that of

Tharan, of Saxony founded in 1830, are evidently chalked out of

this great model of Hohenheim.

It was also reserved for Wurtemburg to experiment like

Hohenheim, on the creafion of working schools for farmers. The

organization ot like schools at Ellwangen, and at Ochsenhausen

in 1842, was a new step in the way of agricultural training.

With the exception of some schools specially consecrated to

the study of some particular branch of farming, or of gardening,

in Prussia, and elsewhere too, the teaching in the German school

was, in reality, more theoretical than practical. Exclusively ac-

cessible to families rich enough to pay for the board and instruc-

tion of their sons for several years, a matter impossible to the

working men of the land. This created two obstacles.

First—The spirit of caste, which in German manners separates

absolutely the different classes of society.

Secondly—The very nature of teaching, suitable to laborers.

This last reason is so powerful, that throughout Germany, as well
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as France, the landed proprietors have tlie strongest repugnance to

the employment of (Rcgisseurs) managers of their farms coming

as scholars from the best agricultural institutes! The ve.y su-

perior school of Hohenheim itself forms uo exception in tliis

respect, and the young nven from the gymnasiums who have

never ctudied agriculture at all, arc preferred as overseers or

managers. In every pursuit the perfection of the process is tho

indispensable thing, and that is not acquired except by long and

incessant practice.

Sometimes an able workman rises to tho condition of a good

engineer, but a very small number of good engineers are good

workmen. This is far more true in agriculture than in any

manufacture, because the work is less divided, more various,

more difGcult, and above all, more painful. The working far-

mer, accustomed to the fitiguc and hard necessity of liis labor,

cannot study; the agricultural engineering scliolar (if I may so

express myself to make my thought better understood) has too

many things to learn to be able to practice.

In the raising of any product the taste of the consumer is to

be gratiiied, and this necessity extends to intellectual as well £S

to material products. Besides, tlie German and French farmers

generally prefer managers (Regisncurs)^ who arc practical, and

come from the v;orking schools, (although of less knowledge) to

the more learned from the Institutes. As to the farmers gene-

rally, they think it derogatory to their sons to take charge of a

farm school after coming cut of college.

A different system has been adopted in some schools. Mr.

Schultz, Ex-Director of the Agricultural Academy of the Eldena,

had founded between 18^6 and 1834, and had re-opened in 1839

a sort of Tlieoretical Agricultural Colh'gc, without anyfarm work

at all. Collections, Museums, and the Administrative Sciences

alone, are taught to about filty scholars. The College has had

few imitators. Sucli is the divided opinion as to Agricultural

teaching. in Wurtcmburg whicl: of all Germany is most advanced

in the way of Agricultural progress and instruction. For tho

land owners and great farmers, a solitary Btipcrior school like

the Ri:)yal Institute of Hohenheim is enough. There they may
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gather the flowers or go to the bottom of Agricultural know-

ledge.

But that we may not deceive ourselves—all tlie means of schooi

instruction, when compared with the population is but as one

droj) ofwater in the Ocean.

It is evident that the economical constitution of farm property

is, at this moment, undergoiug a radical revolution throughout

all Germany, That the obligatory division of lands, redemption

of territorial unions, institutions of credit, use of paper money,

general instruction and enfranchisement of the people are silent-

ly but completely preparing a great future for German national-

ity.

Laborious men who become intelligent and remain sober, gen-

erous, and modest, secure to their country and to their agricul-

ture incontestible superiority.

Hohcnheim is composed of three district schools, united in one

establishment under tho common direction of Mr. do Weckher-

lin.

1st. The Forest school, •

2d. The Agronomic or School of Agriculture for young rich

persons. To this we give the name of Institute, to distinguish it

firom the 3d. The School ofPractical Agriculture for peasants.

The grounds, meadows, plantations, gardens and nurseries,

forming the dependance of a beautiful Royal Chateau. The na-

tional forests and extensive annual excursions, particularly serve

to instruct the Forest Scholars. This School, in 1844, had but

twenty-six scholars, who board at their own expense at Hohcn-

heim, and are under the surveillance of the direction. Wurtem-

burgers, pay GO florins a year for lodging and instructions—while

others, strangers, pay one liundred and eighty. Thej Forest

School was founded in 1820, and the whole number which had

been there up to 18 i2, was only 313.

The Agricultural Institute is organized on very wide and grand

bases, and everything which strikes the eye in the fine establish-
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ment of Hohenheim, tends to make us believe that it is the

principal and most important object ; however when we go to the

bottom of it, and discover the reality, we find that in point of

fact it only occupies the third rank, very far behind the School

of Practical Agriculture.

We think that France has nothing to envy in this School to-

day—that she possesses schools now, conceived in views more in

harmony with the wants of the country.

The director of Hohenheim has a salary of 2,200 florins, equal

to $946 per annum. The minister of the interior of Wurtemburg
receives but 6,000 florins a year.

Scholars are not admitted at Hohenheim under sixteen years

of age, and after a severe examination requiring them to read,

write and cypher perfectly—(a knowledge possessed by every

peasant in all Wurtemburg,) and beside they must know how to

plough, harrow, &c. The term is ended in three years. Here

is a fine library of agriculture at the disposal of the scholars. A
great number of newspapers and journals, ol a special character,

are laid on the round table as soon as they arrive—all the scho-

lars use them at their pleasure.

The Museum of implements and machines, arranged and num-

bered in the order of their utility, is perhaps the most complete

in truly useful things of any in Europe. The printed catalogue

of them contains 667—and it is given gratis to the visitors. In

the machine shops any implement or machine, either in model

or of full size, is made to order for moderate prices.

In Saxony we remark, that primary instruction is in the coun-

try, as well as in the towns and cities, general and perfect. The

peasants have a peculiar character. Their stature is taller,

figure better, features more regular, and their costume more

graceful. The countenance open and free, much more so than

in Wurtemburg, and especially in Bavaria. They have none of

that apparent timidity, nor that politeness which the Wurtem-

burgers have, who believe it to be their duty to salute every

Burgher they meet with, and never fail to do it.
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The Saxon peasant, without any other penalty over him, ex-

cept public reprobation, never utters an oath or uses indecent

language even in the beer shop.

Music.—They love the Valse, and walks under their magnifi-

cent rows of trees.

(Our ancestors could hardly have been any better than our

modern brother Saxon.)
MEIGS.

The rich Saxon proprietors do not believe that Greek, Latin

and German literature, with some notions of law and the study

of all those ridiculous things, called among us, good manners,

are sufficient for the education of a man of the w^orld.

Revue Hoi'iicole, Paris.

Immense Trees.—I translate the following :
" The Baobab of

Senegal—(Adansonia digitata.) The Bald cypress of Oaxaca

(Taxodium disticlium), and the famous chestnut of Etna, have

been often cited as the giants of the vegetable kingdom. But

these sovereigns are dethroned and put into the second rank by

those lately discovered in Tasmania, which leave far behind

them those antique monuments of nature. Last week I went to

see the two largest trees existing in the world. Both of them are

on the borders of a small stream tributary to the river of North

Bay, in the rear of Mount Wellington. They are of the species

named there Swamp Gum, I and my companions (five of us)

measured them. One of them had fallen, we therefore easily

obtained its dimensions. We found its body 220 feet from the

ground to the first branch. The top had broken off and partly

decayed, but we ascertained the entire height of the tree to have

been certainly 300 feet. We found the diameter of the base of

it to be 30 feet, and at the first branch 12 feet. Its weight w^as

estimated to be about 440 tons. The other tree now growing

without tlie least sign of decay, resembles an immense tower ri-

sing among the humble sassafras trees, although they are very

large in fact. The Gum tree at 3 feet above the ground measured

1 02 feet in circumterence, and at the surface ot the ground 1 50

[Assembly, No. 149.]- - W
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feet in circumference. In Hie space of a square mile I think

there were not less than 100 of these trees, none less than 40 feet

in circumference. It must require several thousand yea"rs to

produce the largest one.

H. MEIGS,

Secretary of the Farmers' Club.

Charles Henry Hall.—I am pleastd with the translations just

read -, we are very courteous to strangers. The boasting French

and Germans have not succeeded in their Agricultural Schools.

We boast much of our modern improvements, but our American

forefatliers established and maintained excellent schools in which

the dead as well as the living languages were taught; and they

were capital farmers and gardeners and in the most important

points in agriculture, they were ahead of Old England for a long

time. They practised the drilling system which had become

neglected in England, and their gardens were superior. When
the war of the revolution occurred, agriculture fell off. When
Cromwell ruled and had Milton in his cabinet, they encouraged

agriculture and the arts—they were great men. Cromwell placed

the great Cartoons of Raphael in London. In 1840 England

was not ahead of us in general agriculture, but she was in gar-

dening. Now she is ahead in both, but we have not to go to

France or to Germany to learn much.

In 1792, there were good agricultural societies in Connecticut,

and they continue to this day. I think that Pennsylvania was

before that with her societies.

In 1819, there were cattle shows in Massachusetts and Con-

necticut, superior to those of the American Institute. In 1820,

De Witt Clinton prevailed on the Legislature to give to each

county as much money as it should raise for an Agricultural

Society. At the cattle show of Vernon, there were one hundred

as fine blood horses as I ever saw ; there was the famous Eclipse,

and there was Barclay's horse, which was sold for eight thousand

dollars—there were many of the finest hogs, sheep, &c. The

first premium given on horses, was $50. At the first cattle show

of this Institute, there were first rate cattle and they were pa-

raded through the streets.
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We applied to the Legislature recently for au Agricultural

College, but in vain. Fleischman has taught us much on the

subject of wool. As to our college, we had contracted with Mr.

Morris for about 200 acres of land—opposition was felt to the

project, in the Institute as well as out of it. It fell. If we had

obtained it it would now be worth to us as land, a large fortune.

Dixon H. Lewis told us that if we should establish a college, he

would send three sons to it.

Manson JVash.—The premiums we give are too low ; we ought

to give $100 on best farm, and there should be ten farms in com-

petition, at least. We should address circulars to able men in

reference to our various branches, especially the agricultural.

The study of our soils must be gone into. One of our Professors

states, truly, that there is always more or less difference in the

soils of lots of ground and in farms. All cultivators are deeply

interested to know what their soils are best adapted to produce.

And such vegetables as we introduce from other countries de-

mand particular locations and care. Man himself requires ac-

climation when he removesfrom one condition to another. Animals

generally lose caste when imported. I think that we should

import males to breed from our native stock. So change of con-

dition affects plants—our imported grape vines all fail.

One good observer of cattle, says that he never elsewhere saw

a pair of cattle as good as he saw on the granite hills of New-
England. We must make up our minds that home is best after

all.
' As to our Agricultural College, we have lost that, but we

have found a goodly house for our Institute to transaet its busi-

ness in.

Charles Henry Hall.—^The imported horses I think, rather alter

than degenerate. The Englishman becomes taller here in some

generations, but little things are often best. The Merino sheep

does not degenerate here, he is as healthy here as I have seen

him in his native Spain. Those from France and Saxony are so

too, and more healthy than at home. Ih England they have a

new horse from mixture of foreign blood

—

but they are com-

pelled to bring in the horse from the South full of that Southern

etherial fire. The blood horse puts fat upon his muscles. I im-
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ported a mare from Lord Grosvenor's stud ; her mane and tail

were like those of tlie northern horse. 1 bred out of her the

celebrated Black Maria and Shark. Maria 16 hands high, was
never bi aten in the race. Tlie pure Arabian horse is from 14|
hands to IG hands high.

The chairman exhibited drawings of his farm with the white

pine trees flourishing on it.

Mr. Carter moved that we adopt the 58 th rule of the American

Institute by-laws, viz :
" No member shall speak more than twice

upon one question at the same meeting, nor more than ten mi-

nutes at a time, unless by leave of the meeting." Carried.

The Club adopted the pine tree and its culture as the exclusive

subject for next meeting.

Ordered that these proceedings be printed in the newspaper,

the Artisan. Carried.

The Club adjourned to 1st Tuesday of December, 1850.

H. MEIGS, SecY

American Institute,
I

Farmers^ Club, Dec. 3, 1850.
I

Judge Van Wyck in the chair.

Henry Meigs, Secretary.

The Secretary read the following article, prepared by him, as

an introduction to the discussion on the pine tree and its culti-

vation :

The Pine tree, especially the white pine, is^ one of the most

important and of almost universal utility in building ; we do not

know any wood which is equal to it for the same purposes. Our

population is increasing with sucli vast rapidity that, in another

quarter of a century, there will be as many new buildings erect-

ed as have been built during the last two hundred years. The

demand for white pine will be therefore immense. While all
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hands are busy mowing down (as it were) our white pine forests,

no one hardly ever plants a new pine tree

!

This noble tree is of the order of Pinacese. All the species are

Conifers. They are natives of various parts of the world, from

perpetual snow to the hottest parts of the Indian Archipelago.

The order includes the juniper, larch, cedar, deal, fir, spruce,

cypress, &c. The stone pine, and the pinus halepensis, are much
used by the Greeks in ship building. The gates of the city of

Constantinople, celebrated for having lasted from the time of

Constantine to that of Pope Eugene IV, i. e. 1100 years, were

made of cypress. Of the Juniperus oxycedrus the Greeks some-

times carved the images of the gods. Another of the Pinacese,

the Deodar of India, the wood is nearly imperishable. The Nor-

folk Island pine is an immense tree; botanists call it Eutassa

{Araucaria) excelsa. The Huron pine of Tasmania is called

Microcachrys tetragona. The species in New Zealand, Dammara-

Australis, called by the natives Kawrie, attains the height of two

hundred feet ; it is an invaluable, light, compact wood, free from

knots, and the finest masts in the British navy are now being

made from it. The pines of Northwestern America exceed these.

The stupendous Pinus Lamhertiana attains two hundred and

thirty feet, and so does Abies Douglassi. The Abies is the best

timber.

The White pine of our State is found in large forests in some

places.

1st. On the head waters of the Hudson, and on the rivers

emptying into the river St. Lawrence.

2d. On the Salmon and Black rivers which empty into Lake
Ontario.

3d. On the head waters of the Delaware and Susquehannah.

4th. On those of the Allegany and Genesee. All these forests

are rapidly disappearing before the axe, and it is believed will

disappear in about twenty years from this time, (1850). The
timber of 130,000 acres is consumed now in one year.
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The fine experiment tried by Tyler Fountain, of Peekskill, in

growing this noble tree with perfect success should stimulate all

farmers to plant pines along their northerly borders.

R. L. Pell, of Pellham.—Our steamboat men, a few years ago,

thought that nothing but pine wood could be used for fuel in

their boats. They said that coal could not, because it so soon de-

stroyed the iron bars of tlie furnace. But, as ocean steamers could

not even carry wood enough, they were compelled to try coal

—

and it is supposed, that unless the steamers had taken to coal,

the pine forest would, by this time, have been consumed. The

pine tree should be planted in such situations as are suitable for

its proper growth. The pine soils are also excellent for the cereals.

The pine barrens near Albany are examples of it. The late

judge Buel, burned pines on a portion of these barrens, and sow-

ed wheat as well as all sorts of vegetables, and obtained good

crops. I am of opinion that the excrementitious matter thrown

off by one kind of tree or vegetable, is a good enricher for those

of a different kind. If a young apple tree be put in the place

where an old one grew, it dies. So of the peach. Thence we

learn the importance of a succession of crops. The cereals are

subject to this law—so that they will not prosper unless the soil

be suitably amended.

Lewis G. Morris, of Morrisania,—Believes that the pine tree

exhausts the land—tliat tlie fall of its leaf adds very little fertil-

ity to its soil. Judge Buel did raise fine crops on the Albany

pine barrens by scientific management with clover, with plaster,

and with skill and energy. The pine tree grows best in kind

soil, on land comparatively of but little value. Soon the pine

grounds of Long Island. I have recently remarked the immense

masses ofpine lumber heaped all along the shores of our Hudson

river, intimating distinctly the great consumption of pine trees,

an,d the necessity of providing for a new race. About eighteen

years ago, I planted some white pine on my place. They are

flourishing, and their bodies are already as large as mine.

Mr. Meigs—Observed that in our southern piny regions through

which almost periodically tornadoes from the south-west have
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torn up the pines, the path is discovered by the uniform size ofthe

new pines grown up since that tornado, and occasionally I found

oaks had taken the place of pines in the tornado paths. The

growth of pines in these paths is so extensively uniform, that

they may be compared to the teeth of a hatchel. In some of

these paths the trees are several hundreds of years old.

Mr. Morris.—There is no difficulty in obtaining any number of

young pine trees.

Mr. Bell had observed the young plants growing in some one

direction from the parent tree, indicating that the seeds had fall-

en thus to leeward in a blow. The young plants are quite vig-

orous, and are easily transplanted.

, Martin E. Thompson.—They are quite sure in the transplant-

ing. It is best done in September, but will do at any time of the

year. I have observed yellow pine trees in New Jersey, all

young, not more than forty years old as big as my body, and I

am full sized.

Tho;nas Bell, of Morrisania.—Many years ago I was cultivating

tobacco in Fairfax county, Virgina, and I found that in three

successive crops the soil was no longer worth anything ; and that

in most of the worn out tobacco lands left to their own fate, a

growth of pine trees covered the soil ; and that in some twenty

years, these pines were often cut down and burned on the soil.

' After which tobacco was again planted for another series of three

years. And on such renewed pine soil I have raised the richest

Virginia tobacco. These crops were on light soil, much of which

exists in Maryland and in Virginia.

Mr. Blakeslee, of Watertown. Conn.—Two white pines were

cut down for their bright turpentine ; within twenty years after

they were so cut down a new growth of beautiful white pines

v'-made their appearance, and now they are nearly as thick as my
body ; these must have come from the seeds of the two parent

trees. On another field cleared up twenty-five years ago a growth

of red cedars succeeded ; these are now as large as my arm.
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Judge Van Wyck.—I do not believe tliat there is any tree grow-

ing which is more useful and more beautiful than our white pine.

Its excellent properties for our houses and ships, and our yellow

pine for its timber, tar and turpentine, every species of it more

or less pitchy, and all these are good for our commerce and can

find sale in almost every part of the world. It is our duty to

continue their growth. Pines grow in almost all climates and

localities. One alone appears to prefer swampy land, that is the

cypress, which yields excellent knees for ships, and one species

of it makes the best of shingles. The Larch belongs to the same

family, and has been well cultivated in Scotland. Nearly one

hundred years ago a nobleman planted in the Highlands about

one million of Larches ; these grew well there. It is much used

in ship building, and is found to be more durable, or as much so,

as the Oak. I have visited the fine farm of Tyler Fountain, at

Peekskill, where he has an avenue bf white pines of luxuriant

growth. I understand that they grow best in lands composed

of upper soil, sandy loam, with a sub-soil of clay; such is in a

measure the soil at Mr. Fountain's place.

Mr. Pell moved to continue the subject at the next meeting.

Mr. Blakeslee proposed that the Club should discuss the sub-

ject of breeding Horses and Devon Cattle on the first Tuesday of

March next.

Alanson Nash, of New York, communicated to the Club the

following statement from Vincent J. Williams, of Ohio, which

was read

:

To the Farmers^ Club of the American Institute :

Gentlemen—I herewith enclose to you a statement of the Cattle

trade as carried on by Mr. Williams, and others, at South Bloom-

field, in the State of Ohio.

Mr. Williams is a gentleman, extensively engaged in business,

and is an experienced drover ; he is a friend to the American

Institute, and fully enters into its views and designs in regard to

agriculture and its kindred branches.

I have the Honor to be your ob't servant,

A. NASH, 26 Beekman st.

J^ew-York, December 2, 1850.
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Statement of Viyicent J. Willio.ms^ Drover^ from Ohio.

Mr. Williams resides at Soutk Bloomfield, Pickaway county,

Ohio, about 17 miles south of Columbus ; is a farmer by occupa-

tion, follows driving cattle occasionally ; lias been in the busi-

ness of a drover more or less about 14 years past. He has taken

droves of cattle to Baltimore, to Philadelphia, but principally to

the JYeio York market ; indeed New York is the principal market

for tlie western country in tlie cattle trade.

In the cattle trade there are no less than five classes of persons

who do business.

1st. The raiser or breeder of stock to sell to purchasers.

2d. The collectors and purchasers of young cattle from six

months to one year and a half old to be kept after for one year.

3d. The collectors and purchasers of cattle from one year to

two and three years old. These are to be kept for grazing and

fed on hay.

4th. The fourth class are those who purchase to feed and to

drive for market; and fifth, the butchers.

The last cattle are usually purchased and then fed from four

to six months. The method of feeding is as follows : we general-

ly commence feeding from the 15th of October to the 1st of

Nevember, and continue from four to six months following ; we

begin moderately with corn stalks and ears cut up from the hill.

The cattle are usually put into an adjacent pasture near the

corn field, which often contains from 1 50 to 500 acres of standing

corn planted and grown the same season.

Our corn is the white gourd seed variety ; this is preferred be-

cause it is softer and more easily digested. Our seed is chiefly

obtained from the State of Kentucky.

"When we get our seed from Tennessee, and farther south, the

crop will not ripen the first year.
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In tlie month of September we cut up our corn with a large

corn cutter^ the whole hills, including stalks, blades, and husks,

are cut down, and 140 hills of the corn thus cut down are set up

in a stack in the field, and so on till the whole field is cut and

stacked.

Oui- droves of cattle for feeding are divided in parcels or lots

of about 100 head of cattle each and kept in separate endomres.

To feed 100 head of cattle we begin by taking from the field

of stocked corn, for half feeding our cattle as it is called, 8 stocks

of corn a day for each, four in the morning and four in the even-

ing-

These 8 stocks are supposed to contain about twenty-five

bushels of shelled corn.

This method is continued for about two weeks, but increased

daily until we can put the cattle on full feed.

At the end of two or three weeks we give the 100 head of cat-

tle sixteen stocks of corn each daily ; 8 in the morning, and 8 in

the evening ; this is supposed to yield about fifty bushels of

shelled corn, which is fed out daily to the 100 head of cattle^

Our fields enclosing the cattle do not contain any sheds ; the

cattle run at large in all weathers.

We have a wagon built with a large rack or crib placed on

.four low w^heels ; the rack is about 22 feet long ; the wagon is

driven in the corn field and loaded, and thence to the feeding

grounds, which are in the winter mostly brush or wood lands to

protect from storms. One man heaves out on to the ground the

stalks and corn altogether for each feeding as the wagon passes

round the feeding ground ; two or three cattle will often mess

together.

The cattle are turned into the feeding ground about sun rise,

and remain until 2 P. M., and then passed out into a vacant lot.

About 12 noon, the drove of hogs are let into the feeding ground

which the cattle have occupied and been fed upon.
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These hogs number from 150 to 200. That is a lot on which

100 head of cattle are fed, will furnish food sufficient to keep 150

large, or 200 small hogs. The hogs will eat up all the corn

which is left on the ear or scattered by the cattle trampling on

it, and also the litter which passes from the cattle. This con-

tains a portion of the corn imperfectly digested.

Indeed, the hogs will eat up the litter of cattle thus fed clean,

after the hogs have remained on the feeding grounds some three

hours.

The cattle are then driven into another lot to feed for the

evening.

We give the hogs no other feed than what they pick up on the

feeding grounds.

They will improve in this way from 100 to 150 pounds each

;

during the time of feeding, say from 4 to 6 months. We feed our

cattle no meal, but I am certain that the feeding on meal is the

most economical. The drovers and feeders generally are of

opinion that cattle will get as fat on one-half to two-thirds ofthe

quantity of food when ground into meal, as they now do, fed on

corn stalks and the ears of corn ; but cattle must be loose when
fed on meal, and will not drive as well. They fall away more by

driving, and will not travel well.

Cattle being ready for market, I drive by land ; in droves of

100 to 110 in each drove.

The method of feeding on the road to market, is much the

same as on the feeding grounds ; some drovers feed twice a day

;

but a majority feed only once a day, at evening. While on the

road we drive slow at the first sitting out, not to exceed 8 miles

a day if the excess can be avoided, and vfe increase to 15 miles a

day as occasion may require ; from 10 to 12 miles a day is as far

as a drove will do well ; but even at this rate cattle will shrink

in their weight 100 pounds each, in coming from my feeding

grounds atS. Bloomfleld, to the New-York market.
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My usual route is from South Bloomfield ; first to Zanes?ille,

crossing the Ohio at Elizabethtown, Virginia ; thence to Bedford,

Pennsylvania ; thence to Harrisburgh ; and thence to Easton and

Morristown, and to Hoboken. But one-half of the Ohio cattle

for New-York market, come from Harrisburgh to Lancaster
;

thence to Philadelphia ; to Trenton, Brunswick ; then by steam-

boat to New-York, or cars to Jersey City.

The northern route from Ohio to Boston, and New-York mar-

ket is from Columbus to Vernon, and to Worcester to Warren,

and to Meadville, Pennsylvania, to Jamestown, Chautauque Lake,

New-York ; to Ellicotsville, Angelica, Bath, Ithaca, Prattsville,

Catskill ; thence to New-York by steamboat ; but the recent

route is opened from Bath to Corning, and thence by the Erie

Eailroad to Piermont, in railroad cars.

The first three classes of purchasers of cattle, generally put

their cattle on a grass feed for spring, summer and fall, and in

the winter feed them with hay; but seldom shelter the cattle in

the southern part of Ohio at any time. Some persons give corn

to the two and three years old cattle in the winter and spring to

make them take grazing well for the summer.

We drove 600 head of cattle and more from Bloomfield to

New-York last year, and the expense run from seven to sixteen

dollars per head; hogs that have been fed with cattle, are driven

to market with the cattle and follow the drive, feed in the same

manner as on the feeding grounds. Hogs are considered a clear

gain, and constitute the principal profit of feeding when cattle

are dull and corn is high.

Corn is worth 35 cents a bushel this season in Ohio ; the gener-

al average price has been for ten years past, from 12 to 30 cents

per bushel.

When we can get 25 cents a bushel for our corn fed to the cat-

tle, and the price which our droves of hogs bring in New-York

market, we get fair pay for the expenses of feeding, but nothing

more.
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Hogs are bought for feeding at 1 h and 2^ cents per pound live

weiglit.

The expense of feeding 100 head of cattle for six months may

be set down as follows

:

Dr.

Ninety-one bushels of corn to each one, at 25 cts. per

bushel, per head, |22 7&

And for 100 head of cattle and 200 heads of hogs, 2.275 00

Expenses on a draft of 100 head of cattle and 200

head of hogs, from S. Bloomfield, to New-York

mai'ket, 1,500 00

Gross cost and expense, $3,775 00

Cr.

Price of 200 hogs at 4^ cents per pound, live weight, $1,820^00

Cost of hogs at purchase, at $2 a piece. 400 00

$1,420 00

Sale of 100 head oi cattle at |7.50 a 100, 600 lbs.,. . . $4,500 00

Cost of cattle, 2,500 00

$2,000 00

Gross expense out, $6,675 00

Nett receipts of the same, . . . ^ , 6,120 00

Loss by this operation, |555 00

But most feeders give only 4 months fieed,

thisis 755 00

Difference, $200 00 pr.

But the market value in New-York is often higher than the

above estimate, and all above yields a profit.

VINCENT J. WILLIAMS.

Judge Van Wyck observed that we shall be able to compete

here at the North with the South and West, so heavy are the ex-

pense of driving cattle here.
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Mr. Bell laid before the Club samples of his Mediterranean

wheat, weighing 64 pounds a bushel ; of his white sole flint

wheat, weighing 62 pounds the bushel ; white flint smooth head

wheat, 62 pounds the bushel; yellow Indian corn, 62^ pounds

the bushel. These samples are taken from the parcels which

Mr. Bell will take with him to the World's Fair, in London.

The Club then adjourned.

H. MEIGS. Sec'y.

Farmer''s Club, Dec. 17, 1850.

Hou. James Tallmadge in the chair.

Henry Meigs, Secretary.

R. L. Pell, of Pelham, made the following remarks :

The pine tree, of all the trees growing in the universe, is par-

ticularly considered the " builders' timber," as oak is the ship

joiners. In Europe logs of pine, when only hewn square with

an adze, and sawed into joists, timbers for roofing, girders, &:c.,

are called fir, but when the logs are sawed into planks, they are

called deals, which indicates the form.

England obtains pine timber from the immense forests on

either side of the Baltic, from Prussia, Norway, Sweden, Germany

and Poland, and it is called after the port from which it is

shipped, as Riga, Dantzic; and the deals most in request are

obtained in very great quantities from Christiana, in Norway.

The principal kinds of pine wood known in commerce are the

yellow, white, and red. The yellow is grown in large quantities

in Georgia, and other Southern States ; and usually is called

Georgia yellow pine, it contains a large quantity of turpentine,

and is on that account much more durable and lasting than any

other variety, when it is sawn into plank, it is used where

strength and durability are most required, such as piazza floors.

White pine, or pinus ahiesy holds much less turpentine than yel-

low Georgia, and is consequently less durable j it can, however,
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be worked more readily, does uot warp easily, is less dear than

the yellow, and can be worked with much less labor and ex-

pense. The pine work of this country, stich as doors, surbases, \
inside shutters, are chiefly manufactured from the pinus abies.

The pinus strobus, which abounds in Northern New-York and

Canada, is soft, light, and possesses a fine clear grain, belongs to

the pinus abies family, and is particularly valuable as affor.Ung

boards and plank of great width, rendering it particularly useful

in various joiner's work, but is seldom used for beams, not being

considered sufficiently strong.

All the pine family should be remarkably well dried and sea-

soned before it is made use of for building purposes, and such

pieces as contain sap, should not be used for the reason that it

occasions what is usually termed dry rot, or in other words a

fungi or minute plant, which spreads with great rapidity through-

out the plank or board, feeding upon its sap, causing the fibres

to become brittle, and in a short time inducing total decay

throughout the whole structure, especially if no arrangement is

made to admit a circulation of air, which has a tendency to pre-

vent its ravages ; in all houses built chiefly of white pine, a cir-

culation should in no case be omitted. Where great endurance

is required, the pine placed in confined situations should by all

means be charred, or washed with dissolved sulphate of iron, or

it may be impregnated with corrosive sublimate, Ryan's patent,

rather too expensive for general purposes, still one ot great utility.

Pine should never be used in stone or brick walls, as it will

inevitably decay, and thus tiirow the wall. It has frequently

been used for board timber instead of oak, being cheaper ; the

consequence generally is premature decay, and consequent inju-

ry to the wall.

Yellow pine is the best for floors of houses, in which carpets

are generally used, as it is essential that they should not warp

after they are nailed, but be tight and level ; this description of

stuff being fine grained is not apt to shrink, and consequently

.cannot prove injurious in any respect to carpets.
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The name of the pine tree is supposed to be derived from the

Greek Avord pinos, which word was used by Theophrastus to de-

signate it; others imagine it to be taken from the cettic pin or

pyn, signifying a rock. Thus tlie property belongs to the gym-

Jiospermous division of trees, and dil&is from the firs in the form

of its leave i, which are long and spindling, growing in a group

of from three to five radiating from a centre. There are more

than fifty species of this family, and nearly all of them are wor-

thy of cultivation, not merely as an ornament but as one of the

most important articles of commerce, not only in this country

but Eiu'ope. They are known to succeed on any kind of laud,

but best upon a loam with a clay subsoil. I say best, because

that species of soil has generally been observed to produce a tree

in great perfection for timber.

It may be grown in various ways, by grafting, inarching, lay-

erings, by cuttings, and by seed, which last is probably the best,

and most speedy ; if sown in a fine pulverized rich sandy loam

in April or May, say within half an inch of the surface of the

ground. The best timber is grown in regions, where it progresses

slow'ly to maturity, and has time to perfect itself, say eighty

years.

The Scotch fir is considered the most durable of the pine tribe,

on account of its brightness, tightness and stiffness. It is much
sought after by joiners, and is particularly useful as girders and

rafters, and is considered almost if not quite as durable as oak,

that is to say when grown in Scotland, the climate of which

country is admirably adapted to its cultivation. It might be

grown probably in Canada to the same perfection,—grown in

England it is far inferior to the Scotch. It yields pitch, tar and

turpentine without injury to the tree. The white spruce pine is

a very useful tree to the northern part of America, where its

roots are made use of by the Indians as thread in the construc-

tion of tlieir cauoes, and its bark for the purposes of tanning

leather. It grows about sixty feet high with spreading branches,

the leaves are quadrangular, and acuminate.

The black spruce pine is also a habitant of the colder portions

of North A.merica, and grows usually in low wet lands, to the
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]ieight of ninety feet ; the timber is very strong, and peculiarly

adapted for spars of ships. The essence of spruce is obtained by

tapping the tree.

The Pinus australis is a native of the State of Virginia ; it grows

very erect to the height of eighty feet ; it bears long leaves, three

in a slieath, of a beautiful grass green ; its cones are 7 inches

long, covered with sunken scales * the timber is very valuable,

exceedingly durable, clean and light ; the tree, when tapped,

yields superior turpentine ; it will not grow in England.

Other pines might be mentioned, such as the Pinus pumilio,

Pinus resinera, Pinus trutia, Pinus unicinata, Pinus halepensis,

Pinus austriaca, Pinus pallasiana, Pinus laricio, &c.

President Tallmadge.— It is very desirable that this tree should

be raised, in order to meet future demands for its very valuable

timber ; and in the cultivation of it we should follow the system

of rotation found to be* so useful and even necessary in plants.

When we plant pines, therefore, let it always be on land cleaned

of the hard woods, sucli as hickory, oak and others, because here

the rotation is required, those elements in the soil which sus-

tained them being somewhat exhausted, while the soil has now

become friendly to the pine. We find pine trees and cedars spon-

taneously growing on v»"orn out land left without cultivation,

while we never see a pine or cedar grow spontaneously in culti-

vated soils. Pine trees like a light soil with clay subsoil. When
we undertake to raise pine trees we should leave the soil about

them entirely u.ncultivated, and so, whenfpines have been there,

a ne,^^ race of the hard woods love to grow. Thus the different

races succeed each other. Whence tlie seeds come which grow

these spontaneous races, is an unsolved problem. The pine tree

is subject to attacks from insects. The curculio is one of its ene-

mies and shews its sagacity by attacking the main shaft of the

tree, instead of its branches. Most insects follow the liabitations.

of man—and in cities, a countryman is horrified at the sight of

the devastation of citj foliage by worms, caterpillars, and other

insects. Such a sight scarcely ever to be found in the country.

[Assembly, N-. 149.1 ^
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Mr. Sherman remarked, on tlie great Importance of giviu^- pro-

tection to all our little birds who feed on in ects. •

Gen. Tallmadge.—It is an evil practice of some joung men and

boys, to kill the little birdt;. Tiie tame little cowbird is one

which follows the plough, and eats the grubs as they are turned

out by the ploi.gh share, and has been known to eat them out of

the hand of man.

Mr. Meigs read his translation of a French paper on tea.

Gen. Tallmadge remarked, that as the tea plant was now estab-

lished in Brazil, it is easy fur us to bring the plants and seeds

here—but the great difficulty in raising tea for market, has al-

ways been in the heavy cost of manipulating the tea leaves. This

can only be done where labor is worth almost nothing, where the

population is exceedingly destitute. But there is no doubt we

have the soil and climate suited to grow tea, and perhaps wo here

may invent machinery when required to malce it up as by hand,

then it will become a great and valuable ^aple of our laud.

Mr. Meigs observed, that such machinery would work as great

a change as Whitney's cotton gin did, without which cottcn could

not be worn except by a comparatively small portion of mankind

at this day.

Judge Van Wyck.—It is pretty much so even now with linen.

Gen. Tallmadge said there was another plant to tlio necessity

of cultivating which he desired to awaken the public attention

—

that is madder, which can be raised aiuiost as readily as cai^rots,

and soils for whicli are found at the south in any rsiquisite amount.

MaddfT forms a dye altogether indispensable, and which probably

will never cease to be so, and we ought to grov/ not only as much

as we require at home, but as much as we can export.

Mr. Meigs read his translations relative to the new malady of

the grape vine, the Oidium from La. lUvnc Hortico'e and Annals

D'Horticulture of Paris, 1850 :

" It is no longer the potato that is a victim of disease—the

grape vine now lias a malady hitlierto unknown, v^vaI cf wluch

the cause or causeSi and the remedies or preventives arc, as with
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the. potato, as yet unknown. Alarming accounts are given of it

and its march, and many persons dread lest th? wine of France

should he destroyed. It commenced in 1845, at Margate, near

London, in grape vine conservatories—there it appeared as white

-dust, covering vines, leaves and grapes, resembling wheat flour

or lime dust. The grapes soon stopped growing, began to crack

open, the juices all escaped, and soon nothing remained but dry

horny skins. The smell of these vines was very musty «nd dis-

agreeable. In 1848 the disease reached the suburbs of London.

In the towns of Clapham, Leyton, Bishop's Stortford, Islesworth,

and many cJther locations this appeared. In the latter, among

others, a rich gardener, by the name of Wilmot, gathered but one

bunch of grapes cut cf twelve conservatories; ; all the rest being

destroyed by this new malady ; and out of nineteen conserva-

tories, within a radius of six kilometres, (4 miles) thirteen were

attacked by it and their entire crops of grapes were destroyed,

and tae same result was found on the grape vines gromng m (he

open rir.

It was hoped in France that it would not cross the channel

—

tut it appeared in 1848, all at onccj in the grape conservatories

of Mr. de Rothschild, at Suresnes near Paris, and in the neighbor-

ing vineyards. In 1850 the vines in the immediate suburbs of Paris

were attacked by it grievously, and it invaded also the precious

collection of tlie grape vines of the world at the garden of Lux-

emburg. This malady is found to be a microscopic cryptogame,

a fungus, of which, particular descriptions are given, together

with drawings by the learned and Rev. Dr. Berkeley, of Bristol

in England, who examined it carefully and called it Oidium

Tuckeri, because a very able gardener of the name of Tucker

first brought the malady into notice. On careful examination in

France, the disease is precisely the same there as it is in England.

It attacked first the Frankenthal grape and the Chasselas under

gla s as well as in the open air ; then it assailed the red grapes in

the open air in that neighborhood.

The learned and the practical vine dressers are full of the sub-

ject seeking for iha cause, the prevention or cure. It has attack-

ed various other vines besides the Frankenthal, Chasselas and

Red. But it was remarked that a Muscat of Alexandria Vine,
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surrounded by infected vines remained untouched in the woodT

leaves and fruit.

Mr. Pell said tliat our premium on cattle ii:c., should be en-

larged.

Gen. Tallmadge observed, that some complaint has been made

of the smallness of the premiums awarded, by the Institute on

cattle and stock—but this has been necessary by reason of the

smallness of our funds ; it has demanded great care and ecoiiomy

to raise the Institute to its present condition. But the time is

near when it will be able to make these premiums all tliat they

(v-ught to be. And I will say, now again, that while the agricultu-

ral portion of our people (about eighty per cent of the whole

people) pay the burthen of the taxes—tliey ought to have agri-

cultural schools, whereas certain other Institutions which have

no connection with farming have been favored witli the most

liberal endowments from the State Treasury.

Mr. Pell proposed for the next subject, the Tea Plant,

The Club then adjourned. •

H. MEIGS, Sec.

[Revue Horticole, Paris, 1850.]

BRITISH TEA PLANTATIONS IN INDIA.

Dr. Royle, director of the Eotanic Garden of Calcutta, has re-

cently made an interesting report on this subject, from which we

make the following extracts, with a view to the culture of Tea in

our own country, already commenced successfully in South Car-

olina, by our valued fellow citizen Junius Smith.

Report of Dr. ' Royle.

Some ten years ago the French Government desiring to favor

the culture of tea at home, and to give a new impulse to this new

subject of French industry, sent to Brazil one of our colleagues,

the late Mr. Guillemin, one of the assistants in the museum of

Natural History—with instructions to bring home Tea plants

—

to study there the culture and method of preparing the leaves.

He accordingly went there, and he brought back to Paris a con-
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siderable number of the Tea plants and the Tea nuts, with full ac-

counts of the methods observed. We remember well the

great zest with which this Tea plant was received among us.

Our garden journals were filled with details in relation to its

planting and success here. But this enthusiara, unfortunately,

did not last long—and in reference to it we found ourselves just

where our ancestors were at the time of Julius Caesar. The Tea

plants were soon left to die in the corners of some gardens, costly

as they had been—and we went on to drink the tea from China

as before. The fact is, Tea may be raised in portions of our cli-

mate, but the question of profit is another matter. We borrow

from the Gardeners' Chronicle of London, under the direction of

Mr. Lindley, the following observations. " The introduction of

tea culture into Northern India, is one of the greatest events in

tlie social history of this country. Independently of the com-

mercial advantages which will result from it, labor of production

and management will be a great source of profit and comfort to

the people."

Fannen^ Club, Jan. It/t, 18&1.

Martin E. Thompson, Esq., in the chair.

H. Meigs, Esq., Secretary.

Subjects for discussion

—

The cuUivation of Tea ajid Madder.

Mr. R. L. Pell, of Pellham, made the following remarks :

Mr. Chairman—The result of my researches and observations,

in reference to tea, is, that this beverage, singular as it may ap-

pear, lias almost become a necessary of life, not only in the

British Islands, but throughout Europe and most of America;

notwithstanding it was scarcely used beyond the walls of China

previous to the middle of the seventeenth century. It is not

known by whom tea was first imported into Europe. In 1664 it

was so rare in England, that the East India company brought two

pounds and two ounces of it to the king as a present from Hol-

land. In 1666, Lord Arlington and Lord Ossory brought over
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from Holland a quantity, which was sold in England for sixty

shillings sterling per pound. In 16G7, the first order was given

by the East India company for one himdied pounds, for the pur-

pose of making presents to tlicir friends at court. In 1C78, 5,000

pounds were imported.' In 1845, about 50,000,000 of pounds

were imported, and the duty amounted to 4,603,000 pounds.

Until lately, the world generally has been deficient in accurate

information with re spect to the tea plant, as it was cultivated

principally in China and Japan,—countries to which strangers

were forbidden access.

Linnams imagined that there were two species, one of which

produced green, and the other black j this idea has not been con-

firmed. Botanists ai*e now of opinion that the various qualities

of teas depend upon varieties produced by soil, climate, and the

age at which the leaves are plucked, as well as upon tlicir man-

agement afterwards. Wlien the leaves of black and green teas

are expanded by hot water, a slight difference of character is ob-

served ; but not suficient to consider them distinct species.

The tea shrub belongs to the class and order Monadelphia

Polyandria, in the Linnsean system. More recently it lias been

considered to belong to the order Theaceaj, which includes our

beautiful camellia. It frequently grows to the height of 6^ feet,

when oiltivated and kept within proper bounds ; but if allowed

to run wild, sometimes reaches twenty feet.

In China, tea is generally cultivated in small plantations, and

resembles very nearly the myrtle; tlie blossoms are perfectly

white, and exceedingly fragrant: when they perish, soft green

capsules appear, each containing three seeds, extremely white.

The capsules are pressed for the oil tliey contain, which is used

throughout China.

The tea plajit docs not require a tropical climate, but flourishes

remarkably well in temperate regions ; the best section for its cul-

tivation in China, is between the twenty- seventh and thirty-first

degrees of nortli latitude, though it thrives not only to the north,

but south of these parallels.
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It succeeds well in Tonquin, Ava, Cochin China, and Japan.

I have raised it in my green-liouse, and brought it to perfection.

The best provinces for black tea, are Toklen and Canton, and
fir gseen tea, Kiaiignan, Kiang-si, and Chi-kiang. Tlio most

miserable teas are raised in Wopiug, a district in Canton.

The cultivation of the tea plant is said to require much care.

It is raised Triucipally on the sides of hills, and when it is desir-

able to increase the quantity, and improve the quality, the shrub

is pruned, and not a) lowed to grow higher than three feet. When
the leaves are gathered, they are plucked one by one, and as they

select them, so the kinds of tea vary—each laborer gathers in this

manner ficm 11 to 15 pounds per day. At the age of seven

years, ;he leaves produced are of such inferior quality, that the

trees are cut down, and the young fresh shoots take their place.

The leaves are not usually dried by the cultivator, but are care-

fully picked, assorted, and carried to market and sold to the

dealers, who dry and prepare them, and then dispose of them to

the tea merchants, who sort them according to quality, give a

final thorough drying, and pack them in chests, stamp the chests,

and dls23ose of them.

The youngest leaves afford tea of the most delicious flavor,

and are gathered at four different seasons. of the year.

In 1834, Mr. lieeves gave an account of the preparation of tea

before the House of Commons as follows, to wit :—" The tea plant

in China has two distinct varieties, if not species, which respect-

ively yield the bhick and the green teas. The tree is an ever-

green. The picking of the leaves begins about May, when the

plant is in full leaf, but ready to shoot out other leaves. In the

black tea plant, the first shoot, or the bud coming out, then

covered with hair, forms the fine flowery pekoe. A few days

more growth, makes the hair begin to fall ofl"; the leaf then ex-

pands and becomes the black leafed pekoe. Some young shoots

have fleshier and finer leaves, which make the souchong ; the

next best leaves make tlie campoi j the next congou, and the re-

fuse and inferior leaves the Bohea. These are the states in which

the black teas are collected by the tea farmers ; and some very
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coarse teas used by the Chinese themselves, and cheaper than

the sweet briar leaves could be brought to market in this country.

The tea of Woping, in Canton, is of this characte.r. There is a

greater dilference in the qualities of black teas than of green.

" The varieties of green tea appear to originate, not from the

slages of picking like the black, but partly Irom difference of

treatment and manipulation, partly from difference of soil. A.

large proportion of Twankey is the growth of a different district

from that which produces the Hysons. When a tea merchant

buys green ^tea from the farmer, he subjects it to the following

process : he sifts it through one sieve, which takes out the dust,

the young [hyson and the gunpowder ; then tl'rougli another

sieve, which passes the small leaf hyson of commerce ; two other

sieves successively takeout the second and largest degree of size
;

and what does not pass the third, forms hyson skin. The teas

then undergo the process of firing, in an iron pan, at a great de-

gree of heat, which gives the leaves a tighter twist, and brings

them up to tlieir color. The tea which passes the first sieve is

then put into a winnowing machine, and the fan blows the light

leaf at ^the farther end, and the larger broken leaf at a shorter

distance. The iicavier teas, as tlie gunpowder and hyson, fall

nearer or fartlie\" from the hopper, according to tlieir gravity, and

^are separated by tlie winnowing machine. When fairly made,

the differences between the gunpowder and tlie young hyson will

be this : the young leaf whicli takes the long twist, will form the

young hyson ; and that which takes the round twist, w"ill form

gunpowder. Tlie same mode of manufacture is pursued with re-

spect to Twankey tea, tlie fine leaves of which make hyson."

Another account states, that the drying of the leaves is begun

in the sunshine, after whicli they are carried into houses erected

lor the purpose, wath charcoal stoves, each being covered with a

lai-ge fiat iron pan, on which, after it is heated to a certain de-

gree, a half or three quarters of a pound of the leaves are put , and

stirred about briskly, with a i)rusli, to cause them to dry and

curl up. They are then swept into baskets: and rubbed or rolled

between the hands to curl them still more, and again subjected

to the beat of the stove.
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By repeating this process they are made to assume the appear-

ance which they present. There is no truth in the report, that

green tea owes its color to being dried on copper plates, for it is

in fact dried upon iron plates. This tea has l)een carefully analyzed,

and chemical tests do not detect any copper. It has been stated

that vegetable dyes are used by the Chinese, for the green ; and

it is asserted that they can make either black or green lea from

the same leaves ; but however this may be, those two kinds of

tea are mostly produced from different plants and in different

districts.

Bohea tea is so called from the Wo-ee-hills in Fokien, the

country where black tea is cJiieHy grown.

Congou black tea is the variety usually sold in England, where

tlie consumption of it is very great ; it has a particularly agree-

able flavor and is there a general favorite.

Pekoe or (pe-kow) '' white leaf bud," is the finest of all tlie

black teas. It consists of the early buds of the best tea plants,

and is usually put up as presents, intermixed with flowers, gen-

erally those of the fragrant olive Its infusion is light, inclining

to green, has a violet scent, and agreeable flavor. It is more
common in Russia than in England.

Twankey is the coarsest of the green teas, and is stldom im-

ported.

Hyson teas are the most favorite teas ij^ported into the United

States, together with the hyson skin, which consists of the inferi-

or leaves separated when manufactured.

Gunpowder teals the best of the hyson, or green teas, and is so

named from the minuteness of the grain. It consists of the first

leaves of the green tea plant, and is sometimes mixed with flowers

to make it more fragrant. Several plants are cultivated by the

Chinese for this purpose, among which may be named the Olea

fragrans. Camellia, Sassanqua, Polygaia thuraus, Khanmus
thuraus, &c.

Different tea farms in China p<roduce teas of various qualities,

according to the skill of the manufacturer, difference in the soil,

etc.
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Tea, when chemically' analyzed, is found to contain woody fi-

bre, mucilage, tannin, a narcotic priurjple and Tlieine, supposed

to be identical with Calfcinej one of the constituents of colYee

—

on this account Liebig has conjectured the reason why tea often

satisfies the poor as a substitute for animal food, and wliy persons

who talfc but little exercise are so partial to it as a beverage.

Tea is «)ficn adulterated with the leaves of black currantSj

syriiijga. sweet briar, and cherry tree. During the time of George

the II. in England, it was I'ound necessary to pass acts in parlia-

ment,' specifying severe penalties against those guilty of this of-

fence. The Chinese frequently adulterate their teas, before ex-

porting them, and are said to cultivate hn-ge quantitcs of various

trees ibr this purpose.

Tea has been used as a beverage by the Chinese time out of

mind. In the reign of Emperor Fit:^ong, in the 724th year of the

Christian era, over eleven centuries ago, tea was taxed much to the

dissatisfactiiju of the people, as they considered it a necessary of

life. They drink tea without milk cr sugar ; they usually place

some tea in a cup, and pour belling water on it, and then cover

it up for a few minutes that it may draw, after which they drink

it as hot as possible. Sometimes they beat up the yolk of fresh

eggs with sugar, and mix it witli their tea.

The Tonquinese, Cochin-Chinese, grow and import tea. In

Camboja and Siara it is much used, likewise with tlie Eurmese.

The natives of Hindostan, Persia, Arabia and Turkey Ube it,

but only for i-ts supposed medicinal virtues.

The Tartars in order to make tea portable are accustomed to

moisten it with a glutinous fluid, and then press it into moulds

similar to bricks ; when prepared for use, the brick is scraped and

boiled with butter, flour, milk, and salt, which compound is said

to be palatable even to Europeans.

Many have been heard to exclaim agiiinst the use of tea as a

constant beverage, urging as a reason, that it is poisonous to a

certain extent, and exceedingly injurious to the nervous system,

debilitating the constitution, and acting as a slow poison. Not-
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withstanding, tlie nse of it cnntinncs to find its advocates ; anci

will become mor<3 universal, when all that country situated be-

tween 31 and 38 degrees of latitude, coiisisting of parts of North

and South Carolina, Tennessee, the north parts of Georgia, Ala-

bama, and possibly Lonisiana, become, as I now predict they will,

great tea growing dls'ricts. We shall then enjoy tliat grateful

article of diet, more highly and deliciously flavored, than any

that has ever yet reached ns from that benighted country, China

—

as it is well known to us all, that a sea voyage of 15,000 miles

impair* itti flavor. The Russians drink much better tea tliau w©
do, from the fact that they import it over land, and consequently

obtain it free from the iJl eifects of a voyage. It has been known

to sell as high as $50 per pound at St. Petersburgh. What a lux-

ury ',vill it I:e to us to raise our own ica^ and drink an article at

least as delicious as that cosJing in Russia $50 per pound 1 The
boy now lives who will see all tliis come to pass.

Llebig observes, " W3 shall certainly never be able to discover

how me'ii were led to the use of iha hot infusion of leaves of s

certain shrub (tea,) or of a decoction of certain roasted seeds

(collee.) Some cause there raust be, which would explain how
the practice h.ia beeorrio a necessary of life to whole nations."

Universal experience iias taught mankind, that tea is a very

valuable diluent, and extremely useful when febrile complaints

first begin to attack man ; being astringent as well as sedative, it

is particularly rrfreshing, and renovates the system rapidly after

great, fatigue—and I truly believe the use of it, among the lower

classes particularly, has been exceedingly beneficial as affording

a substitute for stronger and more hurt:ful s'imulants. In China^

the poor people r&ite the tea plant in their gardens, in sufiT.cient

quantities to afford them enough for their own use, and wheu

the leaves are picked, they are dried in an iron kettle, by fir©

heat, ru'il th.ey curl up, and when fit for picking, are placed in

baskets and hung to the rafters of Iheir cor,t;ige3, tliere to remain

one year before considered fit for use.

The following is a list of the teas known in ccnraerce, and

usually exported from China to foreign countries, to wit .

—
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Bohea of Woping or Canton,

Bohea of Fokein, Pearl Gimpowder,

Congou, Imperial Gunpowder,

Cowpoi congou, Twankey,

Fine flowery j>ekoe. Hyson skin.

Cape, Young Hyson,

Orange Pekoe, Hyson,

Ankor Souchong, . Among the green teas.

Souchong,

Among the black teas.

And they cost in China, from one shilling to three shillings

per pound. The names above given, are known in China as cor-

ruptions of their language ; though they generally describe teas

among themselves as inferior, middling, and superior. A good

Chinese tea judge, who has experience in the business, can dis-

criminate teas by the smell, and agreeabieness of their odor.

Tea should never be exposed to the air alter it is piepared tor

packing, preparatory to exportation.

The Chinese prevent this by an ingenious and effectual method

of preparing their packing boxes, which usually come to this

country lined with lead. The operation of getting them in readi-

ness is performed thus. A man places himself in a sitting pos-

ture, upon the floor, before a large flat stone, and at the same

time he holds another flat stone upon its edge. A small quantity

of melted lead is poured upon the horizontal slab by an assistant,

when he immediately lets the vertical stone fall upon it, which

presses it out into a thin sheet ; these sheets are trimmed into

proper shape, and used for the linings to the boxes, w^hich are

made of thin hard wood, dove-tailed at the corners, and covered

with paper containing Chinese hieroglyphics illegible to most per-

sons.

The consumption of tea is enormous, as the following table will

show:
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France consumes annually less than any other nation, still in

1846,

Prance consumed about . ., 255,000 pounds

Germany, 2,100,000 "

Holland, 3,300,000 "

Russia, 6,600,000 a

United States, 10,100,000 "

British America and West Indies, .

.

1 ,600,000 "

Australia, 256,000 "

British India, 1 ,100,000 "

Great Britain, 50,000,000 "

75,311,000 lbs.

This vast amount of tea is imported into tiie several countries

named, chiefly from China. Still it is cultivated in other coun-

tries, and has been for very many years ; and as far back as 1793,

Lord Macartney obtained tea plants from China, and had tliem

planted in Bengal. And to some extent tea has been obtained in

India, particularly in the Nepaul country, where not only the

climate but the soil lias been found particularly favorable.

Mr. Royle in his " Illustrations of the Natural History of the

Hiniala and Casliraere," has published much collected informa-

tion respecting the tea plant, and upon the conditions wliich re-

late to the vegetation and cultivatioU of these plants in China
;

and finally, Mr. Royle came to the conclusion, that tlie Himala

country enjoyed the proper climate, elevation, soil and latitude

to grow the tea plant to great perfection.

Assam is a hilly country, with a fine temperate climate,

suitable to tea culture. Java, Rio Janeiro, and Brazil, have like-

wise tea plantations within their' boundaries ; and the only draw-

back thus far, appears to be the high price of human labor in tlie

diiferent countries that have attempted its culture. If notwith-

standing all these difficulties, our countrj^men undertake its cul-

tivation, between the 34th and 36th degrees of latitude, which

climate is admirably ada])ted to its requirements, it will not be

long before some ingenious eastern man will invent a machine

for gathering, drying, and curling, at a mere nominal cost.
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There are v^lriousJ^]ants growing indidereut countries, used as

a substitute for tea. In Mexico, the Psoivilca glanduhisa is URed

extensively. In New Grenada, they use a plant called Alstonia

theaformis, considered equal to Chinese tea; in North America,

Gaultheria prociimbens ; in New Holland, Conea alba ; and in

Brazil, the leuVes of the Lantana macrophylia, the infusion of

which in hot water is said to have very exhilarating qualities.

There is a tree peculiar to Paraguay, called Ilex Paraguensis,

growing wild and in great abundance in the forests of the eastern

.and northern parts of the country ; the leaves, when prepared,

are called by the inhabitants, Yerva mat6, from a peculiar kind

of tea pot, from the spout of whicli, with a strainer attached, the

liot tea is imbibed. T]us tree is an evergreen, growing a leaf very

similar to the Chinese tea, and reaches a size equal to an ordinary

orange tree. These'trces have been in same instances improved

by cultivation under the auspices of the Jesuit mission, yielding

a fmer leaf, the name of which i^ Caamiuo. When the leaves

are collected, they are dried by fire heat, and packed in hide

bags containing 200 lbs. each. These bags are exported to La

Plata, Peru, Quito and Chili, where the inhabitants are extrava-

gantly fond of it, and drink it througliout the day. It is used

sometimes with sugar, and at other times with lemon juice. It

is said to have a sedative effect, and produces bad consequences

if too frequently indulged in. Paraguay prepares about six mil-

lions of pounds yearly. Kotzebue states that it is used in Chili

alone, to the amount of 01,000,000 annually.

The mode of preparing the infusion of leaves, is nearly uni-

form throughout Europe and America ; to make it as wc make

it, then, it is essential that the water when poured upon the

leaves should be boiling, jind that the tea pot should be heated

by rinsing with some hot water before the leaves are placed in

it, or ot]ierwi-:e it will abstract heat from the water poured upon

the iea, and thus lessen its elTect. A small quantity of water

should be placed upon the tea first, and allowed to draw, when

more should bo added f.>r the iir.^.t inrus:on, wliich is always the

best, containing the principal pait of the aroma.
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Dr. Kitclseiitr says that ^11 the water necessai'j should be

poured ia at firdt, as he considers the second diawiug bad, and

jrecommends the use of two (ea pots rather than two drawings.

X)r. Trusler's method was to make a strong infusion by placing

boiling hot water upon the tea, and allow it to stand twenty

minutes, putting into eacli cup no more than is necessary to jSll

it one-third full ; then each cup was filled with hot water from

an urn ; thus the tea will always be hot, and eacli cup will be of

equal strength ; by this mode, one teaspoonful is considered

enough for three ordinary cups for each person. Dabuisson's

method was to put tea leaves into a kettle with cold water, cover

it tight, set it on the fire, and make it almost, but not quite boil
j

then take it from the fire : when the leaves sink, it is ready for

tise. Doctors always differ.

About forty years ago there was a learned contest among

scientific men, respecting the best substance for tea pots to be

made of, to draw the tea best ; metal was supposed by some to

he tlie most suitable, as tliey imagined it would prevent, in a

greater degree than any other substance, the escape of heat;

others supposed earthenware vras a worse conductor than metal,

and would prevent in a greater degree tlie escape of heat. Each

substance had its advocates ; they generally decided for one,

while experience favored the other.

About this time Professor Leslie; of Edinburgh, found that,

although all heated substances throw ofi" invisible rays of radiant

heat, yet that the quantity projected depended m.uch more upon

the smoothness or roughness of the surface, tiian upon the con-

ducting power of the body ; and t'lat polished metal, although

one of the best conductors of heat, v/as one of the worst r.idiators,

metal not polished being a good radiator as v^'eli as conductor.

Since the date of which discovery, bright metal tea pots have

been considered to be most eil'ectual in preserving th.. heat of

the water j consequently bctli tlieory and practice now agre-e as

to the substance best adapted for tea pots."
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Mr. Meigs read the followiug translations by him :

[Revue Horticole, Paris, 1850.]

French Tea.—These words sound well ! Would not one he led

to believe that France was going to rival China in the production

of that beverage so dear to the children of England \ At least,

if we are to believe M. Lecoq, (of Paris) this might happen, and

that if it don't it is our own fault. As a proof of this, he exhibit-

ed, at the last Horticultural Fair, two kinds of tea of his own rais-

ing and prepared by his own hands ; he calls them Souchong and

Penrl Green Tea. M. Lecoq, who is devoted to the tea industry,

with which he wishes to endow France, whether she will or no.,

assures us that he has now imitated all the various qualities of

the Chinese tea, and that they will bear competition with those

of the Celestial Empire. Very good ! We shall see ! The

hono:feble and industrious gentleman is agoing to the Grand Ex-

hibitionof 1851,in London, to make his tea figure there. Perhaps

our neighbors may ask him to give them a taste of his tea ; and

they are pretty good connoisseurs, and we can hardly teach them

anytliing on the subject of lea tastes.

From Dr. Royle's report on cuhure of tea in I:idia, translated

by Mr. Meigs :

In the beginning of 1827 I spoke to Lord Amherst, then Gover-

nor General of India, of the probability of the success of the cul-

ture of tea in the mountains of the Himalaya, and I made it the

subject of a special report wliich was presented to the Govern-

ment of India that year. In that report I remarked, that the tea

plant is far from being so delicate and so limited in its geographi-

cal distribution as was generally supposed. Tliat, indeed, it

seems to attain its highest degree of perfection in the mild climate

of Nankin, but flourishes in the higher latitutes of Pekin and

in Japan. When Lord Bentinck visited the botanic garden of

Saharunpore, in 1831, 1 did not fail to speak to him of the cul-

ture of teas, as presenting for India a new source of prosperity.

1 was not alone in the opinion that it could be readily acclimated

in India. This idea had been long ago given by Sir Joseph Banks,

but I did not know it—that it would succeed in the Himalaya

mountains. And I)r. Wallich, in 1832, pres'^nted to the House
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of Commons (England) a memoir, in which he recommended the

cultivation of it in the districts of Kemaon, Gurhwal, and of Sir-

more. After some hesitation on the pai-t of the government a

committee was appointed to examine this question, whose report

was entirely favorable ; declaring that there was the greatest

chance of success on the Himalaya mountain basis and the valleys

of that great chain.

In consequence the work commenced. Seeds arrived at the

garden in Calcutta in January, 1835, and they produced a great

number of plants, which were despatched to the localities recom-

mended for nurseries. Some of them at Bhurtport, between the

chains of Eheermental and the Gazur, at the elevation of 4,500

feet above the level ofthe sea ; some at Luchmaisir, near Almorah,

at 5,200. One thing essential to the success of tea culture, is that it

should be in a climate which has a very decided winter of six weeks or

two months^ and in which itfreezes and snowfalls.

Since 1845, the plantations have been much extended. In

Deyra only, the Director, Dr. Jamison, says 100,000 acres are suited

to it. More than half a million shrubs were growing. In 1846, a

large quantity of Himalaya tea was sold at Almorah, at consider-

ably augmented prices. The medium price was six and a half

rupees (about four dollars) a pound ; some qualities sold as high

as $4.60 a pound, and these were chiefly purchased by natives

to sell again in Thibet and in Chinese Tartary. In 1847, the

prices at the same place rose to, for green tea, from $5.40 to $6

a pound. The government then sent Dr. Jamison to create new

plantations throughout the mountainous regions on the north-

western frontier.

Mr. Fortune is now occupied in China with the tea business.

England will soon become a strong competitor with China. The

experiment has been successful, and an immense revenue will be

received by the government on the sal© of its teas.

The snow often falls on the tea plants so deep that, unless they

were bundled together, the separate stalks would be broken

down.

[Assembly, No. 149.] Y
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Mr. Agniar, Consul General of Brazil, presented samples of

tea of Brazil which were distributed among the members of the

club, who were requested to try and report as to their qualities.

Judge Van "Wyck observed that our object is to learn how to

grow tea in our own country. That Junius Smith, a gentleman

of much travel, great experience and worth, has devoted himself

to its introduction, and has successfully established a tea planta-

tion at Greenville, in South Carolina. He entertains no doubt

of the capabilities of large portions of our country, for the pro-

duction of tea to any desired amount, as readily as of any of our

common plants. It is said, that the best tea in China is that

raised near Pekin, 40^ N., and it is cultivated with success

from latitude 22° to latitude 45° north, although the latter is

rather too far north for the best tea. Mr. Smith believes that it will

flourish here, from latitude 35° to 40° north ; that it loves a

temperate climate, and we have it here. Certainly, we ought to

raise all we want, and thus save the vast sums of money now paid

to others for it. Tea is grown in tropical climates, as in Java,

and in Brazil, but I don't know whether the qualities are so

good. The raising of the plant with us in any quantity is an

easy matter, but preparing the leaves of it for use, so as to pay,

here is the difficulty, and this may prove small, on carrying the

experiment through. Junius Smith deserves the thanks of his

country for his devoting so much time, labor and expense to the

great purpose of making tea a crop of this Union.

Mr. Brown.—The Horticultural Society of London, recently

sent Mr. Fortune to examine Oriental Botany, and from his ex-

amination of the habitat of tea in the East, my impression is de-

cidedly that we possess regions so similar, that there will be no

difficulty in successful culture of it here—^but the great difficul-

ty will be the cost of preparing it for commerce. We shall have

to simplify and cheapen the process by some means cheaper than

human hands—and indeed an unpleasant idea occurs, when we
reflect that each leaf of tea has been handled, and by what hands ?

in many cases. And in handling it, a very corrosive juice is ex-

pressed, which acts upon the hands. Yankee ingenuity must
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provide a substitute liere, if we would succeed in making tea one

of the American staples.

Dr. Antisell.—There is not a doubt that tea will grow here in

regions similar to those of China, especially considering that the

United States and China are similarly situated, on the eastern

sides of continents, and the same northern parallels of latitude.

But I doubt whether we shall successfully sustain competition.

The unavoidable tedious process of getting it leaf by leaf—care-,

fully selecting leaves of the same condition, to form one quality

of tea, is entirely too costly for a freeman. Even in Assam

where labor is so greatly cheaper than our own, it has been pro-

ved to be too expensive. The firing of tea leaves might be dis-

pensed with, as it is with that sent over land from China to Rus^

sia, that being prepared by aid of the heat of the sun only. Tea

is found growing wild in Assam.

Mr. Meigs.—In Brazil the hands piclc about fourteen pounds

of leaves a day.

Gen. Chandler requested members who take samples of the

Brazilian tea, to make report to the Institute, as to their quali-

ties.

Mr, Pell.—I have grown tea plants on my place, which yield-

ed their beautiful and highly fragrant flowers, and then the nuts.

I did this in my conservatory.

Dr. Antisell presented for inspection a specimen of phospho-

rite of lime, (phosphate of lime) a great mass of which has been

recently found in Dover, New-Jersey. This native article is ful-

ly equ,al in value, as a manure, to calcined bones. I have ana-

lyzed it, and found it to contain ninety-three per cent of phos-

phate of lime. It is soluble in muriatic acid, like bone. Small

quantities have been found in other places, but here it is in large

masses.

Judge Van Wyck alluded to the statement made by Professor

Johnston, in one of his lectures before the Institute, viz :—that

they were making manure of a like substance in England, pro-

ducing in value, several millions of dollars per annum. It was
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found there, like the specimens before us, in localities with the

ore of zinc.

Mr. Eowman.—The discovery of native phosphate of lime in

such masses, was of importance. He had bought ground bone

at $1 per barrel, sent it to his farm in Virginia, where by putting

it in poor land which had yielded only five bushels of wheat,

the bone and good cultivation had given him forty bushels to

the acre.

Dr. Antisell remarked that the phosphorite was as easily

ground as bone.

Chairman.—The subject of Madder was noticed for discussion

to-day.

President Tallmadge.—I had intended not to speak on the

present occasion, but I will begin where others leave off. As to

the subject of tea, a few words. I have no doubt whatever of our

power to grow tea here, but the whole question (in my judgment)

turns upon the point of preparing the leaves—the manipulation

of them. I will not consent that my fellow citizens shall be

reduced so low as to labor like the poor people of the Eastern

world, who are compelled to pick tea leaves and roll them up,

as is said for wages of one cent a day. But if we can invent

some suitable machinery, which will, like the cotton-gin, super-

sede hand labor, then (as I had occasion to remark, at the last

meeting of the club,) we may supply mankind, or a large por-

tion of them, with tea as we have done with cottori.

As to madder, the well known and indispensable dye, (taking

the place of other much more costly dyes,) we can grow it and

with profit, to any amount. In 1836 we paid Europe for our

madder about three millions of dollars, which cost has already

doubled and must constantly increase upon us in all time to

come, with the growth of our population and manufacture. We
must therefore, if true to ourselves, make all our own madder,

at least, if not for exportation. Madder demands sucli soils as

we have in vast amounts—the fertile, alluvial and other lands of

our country, of which our vast rivers furnish in their valleys,

more that are free from swamps than any other country in the
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world. We must not expect that our shallow ploughing and

neglected culture will answer for madder. Take the margins of

our mighty Mississippi, rich in alluvium, dry enough for culti-

vation at the proper season ; in this particular our country is

peculiarly blessed. He who will grow madder away from these

rich regions of soil, must make his land rich, and quit our bad

habit of shallow ploughing and plow deep : the one produces

with great profit, the other at a cost. We grow rice largely,

although its culture is very disagreeable, immersed for a time as

the growing crop necessarily is in water.

Dr. Antisell's specimen, ofphosphorite for manure, will, I hope,

prove highly advantageous to our country and make it unneces-

sary to pound human bones together with those of horses, found

on the battle fields, like that of Waterloo, and exported to Eng-

land for manure. What, if the enormous sums of England only,

wasted to make this ominous manure, had been employed in

works of peace ? Why, the whole of England, which is only of

the medium size of our separate states, might be covered with a

plate of gold. How rich and how beautiful and how perfect

might England have been made by the wasted wealth of her wars

of ambition 1 Take our own case, equally strong. It is said by

the public press, that our recent war with Mexico has cost us 217

millions of dollars, the one half of which would make a railroad

to California, connect us with the Pacific, by overleaping distance

and by a speed keeping up with time, and ending the journey al-

most with the setting sun.

And while we talk of improvements, let us see that libraries

fit for all citizens be multiplied in our land, rather than only

here and there some piles of Latin books.

My family has tried the Brazilian black tea, and pronounced

it to be as good as the ordinary black tea of China. The leaves

do not appear to me to have been so closely rolled up as the

Chinese—a pound of which occupied a much less space than this

Brazilian.

Subjectfor next meeting.—Milk, and the various articles of food

obtained from it, such as butter, cheese, cream, &c.

The club adjourned.
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American Institute, ?

Farmers' Club, Jan. 2lst, 1851.
\

John Bowman, Esq., in the chair. Henry Meigs, Secretary.

The Secretary read the following paper prepared by him.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

[London Farmers' Magazine, Vol. 11, 1845.]

The Institute is performing its duty by collecting valuable in-

formation and then diffusing it. Washington Irving gave a

beautiful example of this useful task when he made the Analec-

tic Magazine some 30 or 40 years ago under the Latin line,

" sparsas colligere flores," to collect the scattered flowers. The

Institute already possesses and exercises this power. Its library

receives all the most valuable publications of the world relative

to its work. (i. e.) The promotion of agriculture, commerce,

manufactures and the arts.

I quote that valuable magazine, the London Farmers', on the

making of Cheshire cheese, that we may try their modes together

with our own. After the well known precaution as to perfect

cleanliness and coolness of the dairy, it adds that a free circula-

tion of air and shutting out light as much as may be, by cov-

ering windows &c. with wire gauze, line enough to shut out all

insects, is important, and particularly that the temperature of the

dairy must be maintained as equal as possible. The produce of

each milking is set by itself. It should be strained through a

brass sieve, fine enough to catch hairs. If any milk is spilled, it

must be immediately wiped up, or it will become sour, and so

taint the air of the dairy which should be as sweet as a cow^s breath

and as clean as a newpinll

Some persons fancy that by allowing the milk to stand three or

four days, it throws up more cream ; this is a mistake. In forty-

eight hours, milk will throw up to the surface as much cream as

if it stood for a week ; and when we come to speak of the making

of butter, we will show that stale, sour cream cannot be made in-

to firm, delicate butter. Butter should be handled as little as
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possible ; but the buttermilk must be every drop got out by work-

ing it with the wooden skimmer or dish. It must be washed,

but that too as little as possible for much washing weakens its

body, injures its aroma and color. We recommend the first wash-

ing it in clean fresh made pickle, of a pint of salt to three gallons

•of water. Wash a second time with a pickle made of Jour pints

of salt and one ounce of saltpetre to three gallons of water and

expressed again..

Salting.—The finest rock salt should be used. The saltpetre

should be pounded very fine and mixed with the salt. To a fir-

kin of sixty eight pounds, give two and a half pints of salt and

one ounce of saltpetre. It is not advisable to use any coloring

whatever. After the butter is salted leave it in the tub to drain,

for the drier it is, the more waxy it will cut

<aiEESE, Vol. 12,

It has sometimes been a matter of dispute amongst Englishmen

which county or district is most famous for the making of

cheese. If quantity as well as quality be considered, the decis-

ion must be in favor of Cheshire, in which, on a moderate com-

putation, there cannot be made annually, less tlian 12,000 tcnsj

a considerable portion of it, excellent. The fame of this Chesliire

cheese is as old at least as the reign of Henry the first, A. D.,

1100. The Countess Constance of Chester, though wife of Hugh
Lupus, the king's first cousin kept a herd of/cine and made good

cheese, three of which she presented to the Arcllbi^hop of Can-

terbury. The old British did not know how to make good cheese

until the Romans taught tliem.

It is scarcely necessary to premise that milk from which cheese

is made consists of three distinct parts : cream, curd and wliey,

into which, by repose, it spontaneously separates ; but this sepa-

ration can be accelerated by infusing a small quantity of a simple

acid extracted from curd and dried maw skins (rennet) wliich

have been previously steeped in warm water. The art of cheese

making consists in the complete extraction of the whey and in

the proper compacting and curing the curd. The riclmess of the

cheese depends on the quality of the milk, or in other words, on
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the proportion of cream which it contains. I have had lifteeu

years experience in cheese making.

Mr. Pell, of Pellham, stated that he had given attention to this

subject of milk and butter, and would submit a few remarks

:

We prepare numerous articles of diet from milk, from the fact

that it undergoes various chemical changes. It is only obtained

from animals belonging to the class Mammalise, who secrete it for

the nourishment of their young. The milk of each of the mam-
malia tribe is distinguished by different peculiarities, and as the

milk of the cow is the most useful to man, I will first confine my
observations to it.

If milk is taken from the cow daily, she continues her supply

for a long period, and is consequently of inestimable value to us.

We are indebted to her for the most essential articles of our daily

food, to wit

—

cheese^ butter and inilk. When milk is first taken

from the animal after calving, it presents a yellowish white rich

appearance, of an agreeable though saccharine taste, and its spe-

cific gravity is greater than water. It has been frequently ob-

served that the Alderney breed give the richest milk, though the

quantity is smaller than other breeds. The first milk drawn

from any cow is inferior and thinner than that which succeeds

it; as the dairy maid progresses in the operation, it gradually

and progressively increases in richness of quality, until that last

drawn becomes at least ten times richer than the first. It should

not be carried far, or much shaken before it is placed in the pans

preparatory for the cream to rise ; the sooner it can be so placed

after it has been drawn from the cow, the better.

Milk, when exposed to fire heat, will boil at 199^, when a curd

is coagulated, and rises to the top in the form of very thin skin.

If this be skimmed off, another immediately succeeds it ; this is

the pellicle, which continues to rise until the residuum presents

a blue, watery appearance. Milk can be slowly evaporated

without fire heat, until it forms a thick white substance, known

to chemists as franchipane, which may readily be made to form

a delicious custard by mixing it with sugar, almonds, &c.
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If a farmer is desirous of obtaining a large supply of rich milk,

he must be generous to his animals, and keep them well supplied

with rich luxuriant pasturage, otherwise he will be most wofully

disappointed, as no animal shows her keep more rapidly than

the milch cow; and if she has been fed on turnips, cabbages, or

by chance has met with the wild onion in her travels through

the pasture, you immediately observe it, not only in the milk,

but in the butter ; or if fed in cities on brewer's grains, it is at

once perceptible by the blue watery appearance of the liquid.

Milk undergoes, when suffered to remain quiet for a short

time, a spontaneous change, and divides itself into two parts, one

of which, a rich yellowish unctuous fluid with a delicious taste,

containing the butter, rises to the top, and is usually known as

cream—the other part remains at the bottom of the vessel, and is

called skimmed milk after the cream has been taken off". This

matter presents a bluish white color, and if exposed to a tempera-

ture of 70° for 24 hours, becomes a sour coagulum, unfit and in-

capable of forming cheese. During this spontaneous change, an

acid has been formed, separating the milk into two portions,

called whey and lactic acid.

To produce the proper curd, or coagulum, necessary to make

cheese, rennet, or the inner coat of the stomach of some ruminat-

ing animal, for instance a calf, boiled to a liquid, must be em-

ployed, treated to a temperature of 100°. The inside of the

stomach of pigs, or the membrane lining the gizzard of fowls,

is frequently used to turn the milk ; vinegar and other acid will

have the same effect. . The Dutch use muriatic acid in the place

of rennet. Some astringent vegetables will effect the same object.

Molasses, alcohol, and neutral salts, have been used with good

effect.

It is singular that curd formed by spontaneous coagulation is

weak, and unites with water without difficulty ; whereas that

artificially produced is very firm, and perfectly insoluble in
^

water.

Casein, the basis of cheese, is white, inodorous, insipid, and

insoluble in water. When newly made the whey adheres closely

to it ; alter pressure and drying this matter becomes cheese.
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There is considerable sugar in new milk, which has medical

value on tlie continent of Europe, in consequence of which much
sugar is manufactured in a solid form from it by the Swiss ; it

much resembles loaf sugar, but is less white, far less sweet, and

less soluble in water. To make it, take the whey produced in

making cheese, separate the butter it contains from it by gentle

heating, then boil it down to the consistence of syrup
;
pour it

into earthen pots, and set it in the sun until it becomes nearly

solid. When the sugar is required, this solid mass is put into

water and heated until the sugar is dissolved, this liquor is filter-

ed through a linen cloth, which separates the insoluble impuri-

ties, it is then clarified with the wliites of eggs, and deposits,

when cool, a crystalline mass, which is the sugar of milk.

Milk, intended to form cream for butter, should be placed in

shallow vessels in a dairy where the temperature ranges between

50° and 55°, when the cream rises with great regularity. If the

temperature is as low as 40° it rises with much difficulty, and in

either case presents a yellowish-white iiuid, unctuous and smooth

to the touch, and of a delicious flavor. If left standing in the

vessel for a few days it will become a little acid, in which state

it should be churned. No acidity will be perceived in the

butter.

Skimmed milk forms a delicious article of food prepared in

numerous ways ; for instance, if kept for thirty hours, it coagu-

lates and separates into whey, which may be eaten with powdered

sugar and is delightful.

If kept twenty-one days, in a moderate temperature, it passes

into what is termed vinous fiermentation, owing to its saccharine,

and forms a vinous liquor, from which ardent spirits may be ob-

tained.

Skimmed milk, by analysis, affords, in 1000 parts, water, 928.75;

butter, 28.0 ; sugar of milk, 35.0 ; lactic acid, acetate of potash,

and a trace of lactate of iron, 6.0 ; chloride and phosphate ot

potash, 1.85; earthy phosphates, 0.30 ; and a small portion of

sulphur.
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The importance of milk as an aliment in domestic economy is

of vast value, and any improvement conducive to its production,

by enlarging the breed of animals kept for that purpose, or the

mode of feeding and managing the same, should meet with cor-

dial approbation by the community at large. Its use is of great

authority
;
you all recollect what Csesar says in his commentaries,

" Lacte et carne vivunt ;" the inhabitants subsist on flesh and milk,

I imagine our modern breed of cows give at least one-third more
milk on an average, than those belonging to the ancients, owing

to improved breeds and better management. It is not generally

known, still it is a fact, that milk is not only a fluid, but likewise

a solid ; for it no sooner passes our palate, than it comes in con-

tact with the gastric juice of our system, coagulates, and sepa-

rates into whey and curd, the latter of which is very nutritious

to our animal economy, nothing can be more so; as it must be

universally admitted by all who have given the subject a thought,

that it is the natural food of animals, both of the quadruped and

biped species ; it is our, and their first food, and occupies middle

rank between vegetable and animal diet, being peculiarly adapt-

ed to very young, and even old persons requiring nourishing

food. It has been known to become acid when used to excess

by persons possessing weak constitutions; still this is easily coun-

teracted by the use of a particle of magnesia or soda. I declare

milk to be the perfection of diet, and the only substance known
to man as containing the three grand alimentary principles of

food, namely ; the albuminous, oleaginous, and the saccharine,

represented by the white of egg, butter and sugar. The curd of

milk is principally albumen, the butter oil, and a large percent-

age sugar ; thus you perceive it contains them all.

Nature has therefore given us a substance completely perfect

to nourish us in our infancy ; and if we were to use nothing else,

with perhaps few exceptions, the span of our lives would much
exceed four score years and ten 1

From what other substance can so great a variety of delicious

articles of food be prepared as from milk; I answer without fear

of contradiction, none, for they are endless ; some of them are de-

lightful luxuries, some are food, others drink, some medicinal.
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It becomes part and parcel of a great many dishes, and why should

it not, when every nation under the sun lias been experimenting,

and inventing some peculiarity in its preparation of its own, as

will appear if recourse be had to the receipt book for cookery.

For instance a dish called curd and cream, is made by removing

the whey, and substituting cream. Curd and whey is new milk

coagulated by rennet. Clotted cream is fresh drawn milk placed

in a vessel and stirred four times a day to prevent the cream

separating from the milk, and when the mass coagulates suffici-

ently to sustain the spoon in an upright position, it is ready for

the milk.

Devonshire cream is milk brought almost to the boiling state

in shallow vessels over a charcoal fire, and so kept until all the

cream rises to the top ; when it is used to eat with fruit. Tyre

is made by adding buttermilk to fresh milk, and allowed to stand

twelve hours, it is a little acid but very fine.

Two parts of fresh sweet milk curd, and one part of fresh but-

ter, well worked together and pressed in a mould sufficiently to

slice with a knife, is delightful for breakfast, and will keep for

months if packed in a clean vessel, and become well flavored.

There is a very great difference observed in the milk of ani-

mals ; for example the milk of woman is very much thinner than

the milk of the cow ; but yields much more saccharine matter,

and a larger quantity of cream, still the cream is incapable of

producing butter.

Next to human milk comes asses milk ; it resembles it very

nearly ; it has more saccharine matter than cow's milk, and is

thinner, with a much larger per centage of curd. It is particu-

larly easy to digest, and is frequently used by consumptive per-

sons, though apt to produce diarrhcea if taken in large quantities

;

a substance resembling it may be prepared by dissolving four

ounces of milk sugar in a quart of skimmed milk from the cow.

Milk from the goat is thicker and much richer than cow's

milk. It has a singular aroma, and makes a capital cheese, or

delicious white butter j I have eaten it in Italy and the South of

France without being able to detect the difference between it and

cow's butter.
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Ewe's milk is exceedingly like cow's milk. It yields a much

larger quantity of cream, and makes more cheese than any other

kind of milk, though it contains but a small quantity of sugar.

Camel's milk is said to be good. Buffalo's milk is thinner than

that of the cow, but very similar to it.

Mare's milk contains a large per centage of sugar, but very

little butter.

It is an 'easy matter to discover how much water milk contains

by weighing any given quantity of milk, then place it over a

gentle fire until it is evaporated to dryness ; this dry matter must

be weighed, and the difference in weight between the two, is the

loss of water.

If it is further desired to discover the quantity of inorganic

saline substance contained in the same, burn the dry milk pow-

der in the open air until its combustible matter has vanished,

and weigh the residue.

If you would know the quantity of cheese a given portion of

skimmed milk will produce, add vinegar to it, and the curd will

immediately separate, this may be collected, pressed in a cloth,

dried and weighed.

If you would know how to make the most exquisite butter, it

will afford me pleasure ta'inform you, to wit : permit the calf

to draw from the cow, half her usual quantum of milk, and set

the balance for cream, the butter this will yield is delicious be-

yond description.

The milk first drawn is thin, watery and of little value; the

second drawing is better ; but the strippings are incomparably

richer than either ; and will give fifteen times more cream. The

milk likewise is far richer after the cream has been skimmed off,

than the first milk taken from the udder. The first cream that

rises after the milk has been placed in the pans, makes far better

butter than the after-creamings : the color of the first will be

yellow ; that of the second white. Cream should be a little sour

before churned, and at least an hour and twenty minutes spent

churning in summer ; and an hour in winter ; so that the tem-

perature may be kept equable ; if attention is not paid to these

minor matters, the butter will be white, oily and soft.
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There is slCll one little matter that requires more attention

than 1st, 2d or 3d milk, and without wliich butter cannot by any

chance be made fit to eat ; and that is cleanliness, which is in-

dispensable in the manufacture of butter ; it is absolutely neces-

sary that the dairy should be well aired, and located remote

from any cliance of bad odors, cream will absorb them at once,

and taint the butter with them. The taste of butter is unlike

that of any other fat substance, and is exceedingly^ agreeable

when the cows are fed upon proper food ; leguminous plants,

clovers, &c., will enable the cow to give milk yielding good

cheese; while cereal plants containing oily substances, will fa-

vor the production of butter. If the cow eats madder her milk

will be blood-red—and if she be fed upon saffron it will be yellow.

If attention is not paid while working butter, to extract all the

buttermilk, it will spoil in a very short time ; if the dairy maid

works it too much, it will become tough, resembling glue; and

if the cream is warmed before churning, not an uncommon prac-

tice, the butter has a tendency to become rancid. The cream

that is permitted to rise naturally, without artificial heat, will

make the best butter. If it is well made by an experienced per-

son, it will not adhere to the knife when cut.

Butter may be coiisidered the oil of milk separated by agitation,

it is unlike animal fats, from the fact that it contains stearin and

olein, and in addition thereto butyric acid, to which butter owes

its agreeable flavor.

An inferior butter is often made in cheese districts from whey,

separated from curd in manufacturing cheese ; as the pressing

operation is performed, the whey is collected, and allowed to

stand about thirty hours, when the scum thrown up is taken off

and churned.

Butter is very extensively used not only as food, but in the

culinary art, in America, and the northern countries of Europe.

But in southern Europe, olive oil, and oils extracted from sundry

vegetables, take its place. In tropical climates, where the ther-

mometer ranges between 86° and 96°, butter melts, and conse-

quently, if eaten, it must be in the form of oil. In India, butter

is made from the milk of the buffalo, clarified and known by the
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name of ghee. In Arabia this substance is used as a drink for

breakfast.

Beekman states that butter was not used either by the Greeks

or Romans in cooking ; nor was it brought upon their tables at

certain meaJs, as is the present custom. It is not mentioned by

Galen and others of his time as food, though they have spoken of

it as applicable to other purposes. No notice is taken of it by

Apicius ; nor is there anything said of it as food by the authors

who treat of agriculture, though they frequently mention oil,

cheese, and milk. Butter is seldom made use of in Portugal,

Italy or Spain. But in England it has been known and appre-

ciated since the days of her conquerors ; who are supposed to

have taught her the art of making cheese 1—for the manufacture

of which she is still famous.

The liquid left after the butter is made is called butter milk.

" Parmeutier says that it dilfers from milk principally by the

absence of the oily part or butter ; and that it retains the salts of

milk, sugar and casein." It is exceedingly nourishing, easy of

digestion, and may be recommended to invalids. It is a very cool-

ing beverage in summer, and particularly refreshing to laborers

in the field ; but should not be taken freely when the body is

overheated, as it is a refrigerant. When kept for two days it ac-

quires an acid taste, but may still be used with impunity, as its

acidity does not increase the acidity of the stomach, neither does

it cause flatulence, as vegetable acids are apt to do. A capital

dish may be made by putting thick butter milk in a linen cloth,

and after the whey has passed through, there will remain a thick

mass, Avhicli is to be sweetened with loaf sugar, and eaten with

cream.

Cheese is prepared from milk by artificial coagulation, separa-

ting the cream from the milk. The rennet used to coagulate it

as I have before mentioned renders the curd or casein insoluble

in water. This casein is identical in constitution with the albu-

men contained in eggs, or the fibrin of wheat. This is the reason

why chemists insist that cheesy matters found in the milk of

quadrupeds is derived immediately, and without any subsequent

change, from the food on which the animal feeds. The casein
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contained in milk is the cause of its souring, it has the wonderful

property of converting milk into lactic acid. It is this same sub-

stance contained in different kinds of meal that causes them af-

ter a time to turn sour.

So to form cheese, the curd is separated from the whey, and when

kneaded and pressed sufficiently to expel, it wholly becomes

cheese.

If this substance be well dried, exposure to atmospheric influ-

ences will have no effect upon it ; but if moisture is permitted to

remain in it, putrefaction destroys it in a very short time ; a lit-

tle salt is necessary in its manufacture to preserve it ; cheese is

generally colored with marigold, arnotto, &c., which are harmless.

It should be kept in a clean dry room, with pure air circulating

through it ; and the fly known by the name of musca patris,

which deposits its eggs in cheese, producing maggots, must be

kept out. Cheese analyzed is found to consist of carbon, 59,781

;

hydrogen 7,428; oxygen, 11,409; nitrogen, 21,381.

It is generally considered a salutary diet for persons enjoying

good health, but for weak constitutions it is indigestible. Old

cheese prevents injurious effects from the use of fruits that con-

tain acid properties, from the fact that it holds ammonia. You

cannot discover the fatness of cheese by its appearance. It is

necessary to taste it in order to observe this quality. A cheese

devoid of fat when heat is applied to it will dry up. The quality

of cheese varies according to the richness of the materials with

which it is made. At some dairies it is made of skimmed milk
;

at others, with entire milk ; with new milk mixed with skimmed

milk, and with milk combined with cream. If dairymen desire

to make a cheese similar in all respects to that imported from

Wiltshire, in England, I will here name the receipt which I re-

ceived from an agriculturist when there in 1833. The whey

made from whole milk is gently heated, when the curd and

butter will immediately rise to the surface ; this is skimmed off,

and a green decoction of four portions of sage leaves, two portions

of marigold, and one part of parsley are added to it, which gives

it its color.
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In Switzerland, in 1832, the following receipt for making the

far famed Schabzieger cheese was given me by a celebrated

cheese maker, to wit: Cheese is made in the ordinary way with

skimmed milk, and allowed to dry for six months, when it is

ground to a powder, mixed with one-ninth of its weight of pure

pulverized salt, and one-eighteenth of the leaves of a plant

known there as the trifolium melilotus cerulia, or melilot tre-

foil ; to this added oil or butter sufficient to form a paste, when
well kneaded with the hands ; the whole mass is then thorougly

dried, and pressed into any form.

In Italy I obtained a receipt for making a potato cheese, which

is very palatable. Two pounds of sour milk is added to ten

pounds of potatoes, well boiled, and salted to suit the taste; the

whole is then thoroughly beaten to a pulp, and allowed to stand

for five days, when it is again well beaten, and dried in any

shape required.

Great care and constant attention in manufacturing cheese are

desirable w^hen the milk is warmed at 95^, that is to say, entire

milk, to prevent it from becoming singed, in which case the

cheese immediately imbibes a burnt taste. To obviate this, I

would propose that the prepared milk should be placed in a tin

vessel and thrust into a boiler of hot water, and there agitated

until the desired temperature is raised. The fire acting imme-

diately upon the water contained in the outer boiler, cannot injure

the milk unless it is raised to a very high temperature.

In preparing cheese numerous circumstances must necessarily

be considered : such for instance as its treatment in the cheese

room
; the management of it while in the press j breaking up

the curd
;
preparing the rennet ; feeding the cattle which fur-

nish the milk, proper food ; the season of the year when made;

and the proper materials for coloring ; the utensils requisite are

a cheese tub, in w^hich to coagulate the milk, and break up the

curd ; a cheese knife ; cheese tongs ; vat ; cheese cloth ; and

press to force the whey out of the curd ; and finally cheese board

on which the cheeses are placed in the cheese room. From the

1st of May until the first of October may be considered the pro-

per season for making the best cheese. Still it may be manufac-

[ Assembly, No. 149.] Z
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tured throngli the winter, provided that the cows are properly

fed and attended to. The reason has never yet been accounted

for why there is so great a difference between the qualities of

cheese, not only in diiferent countries but in different counties

and districts of the same country.

It is necessary that accurate experiments should be made to

discover the circumstances most favorable to its proper manufac-

ture, as very few improvements if any have been made in its

preparation for a number of years past. Whatever causes natu-

ral differences in milk affects the quality of the cheese prepared

from it. If the milk is poor in butter the cheese will be inferior.

If the pasture be rich, the milk will yield a large portion of

cream, and the cheese will be equally good. If the pasture be

such as to affect the taste of the milk, the cream and cheese will

partake of the same modification. To keep your cows in health,

and enable them to perform their natural avocation, a mixed

food is indispensably necessary—for example, sugar or starch to

form the carbon lost by respiration, fdt or oily matters to add

that ingredient to their animal economy
;
gluten to supply the

constant waste of the muscles
;
phosphates to renew the waste of

bone ; saline matters and sulphates to replenish the excretions.

Dr. Antisell.—It is a most important matter to know the true

condition of milk. Dr. Lyon Playfair supposed that clover and

the aftermath gave to milk its greatest amount of cheesy matter.

Our great population are deeply concerned in the question of milk.

A late law case has drawn out the fact that the swill from the

distilleries gives richer milk, and a greater quantity of solid

matter, than common country milk. Generally speaking, the solid

matter in milk is proportioned to the kind of food. The Swiss

have a mode of determining what proportion of water there is in

milk. Those who keep cows send their milk to a public estab-

lishment, w'here its quality is tried by a hydrometer, and the re-

sults noted in each case. The cows were not so well fed and

kept in ancient days as now. Stall fed cows give generally more

milk than those which live in the fields. The cow takes very

little exercise at any time, if left to her own choice.
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Judge Van Wyck.—In that law case, the physicians and butch-

ers reported that some of the cows feeding on the swill became

•diseased in the stomach, the mouth and feet ; that their milk con-

tained more water than country milk, but more cheese. But I

am led to the conclusion that the distillery swill is not so injuri-

ous to the milk as is generally supposed. Their stables have

been in many instances very filthy, to which probably disease

may also be attributed. Tlie Scotch use methods much similar

to the Johnson stables. They use distilled grains and other matters

all boiled together, making what is termed a mash. Cows fed on

that give prettj good milk ; but cows fed on the Highlands yield

a much better quality of milk, and butter of finer flavor, than any

of that from lowlands, owing to the different qualities of the

plants, the grasses, growing on high or low grounds. Our own
highland butter always commands and merits a higher price than

our lowland.

Chairman.—The facts just stated are generally conceded.

Horses and cattle like it better on the highlands, and I have

noticed that when hay from the high was mixed with that from

the lowlands, the animals would pick out the highland grass as

neatly as fowls pick corn from among buckwheat. When all

your highland hay is gone, then, and not before, will your stock

eat lowland hay.

Judge Van Wyck.—The cows of Epping forest give the finest

butter, bringing the highest price in the London markets. It is

sent to market in tubs of 25 lbs. or 50 lbs. each.

Benjamin Pike, Sen.—The best butter in England is from Bed-

fordshire, from excellent farms made from heath land, on an acre

of which a goose would starve to death. The Duke of Bedford

restored, or rather made those fine farms.

Dr. Antisell.—Butter from warmed milk is not so good. It

would be better to use some chemical agent, rather than heat.

Lactic acid has been successfully tried, being mixed with milk

before the churning—this is practiced in the vicinity of London.

There is no large city, in which there are distilleries, where cows

are not fed on the swill and grains.
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Mr. Pike.—I saw that stable in 16tli street, and I heard the

evidence in the law case about it. When I saw that stable, it

was very filthy.

Subjects adopted for next meeting—Culture of Madder, and

Human food; proposed by Judge Van Wyek. Adj.

H. MEIGS, SecY

MEIG». USE OF AMMONIA IN AGRICULTURE.

The labors of modern chemists have taught us, (and it is one

of their finest discoveries,) that it is to azote that manures owe all

their v^alue, and that their fertilizing qualities are exactly in pro-

portion to the quantity which they contain of this agent.

In its simple form of gas it is not always useful, it cannot be

absorbed by plants except when combined with hydrogen. Be-

sides it is demonstrated now,, that the atmosphere is the grand

source from which all vegetables provide themselves with this

substance. Hence the great utility of burying certain growing,

crops in the earth for manure. The leguminous vegetables are

particularly valuable for this purpose, and long experience more

than the work of science, taught agriculturists to use that par-

ticular family of plants to restore the exhausted fertility of their

lands. Chemistry, properly so called, did notmake that discovery^

but it has come in aid of it, to render the practice clear, and to jus-

tify a usage so long time ago established.

It results from the researches of many chemists—but particular-

ly of Boussingault and Liebig, that the causes which yield the

dose of ammonia to the atmosphere, so indispensable to vegeta-

tion, are two. The most direct one is the decomposition of or-

ganized bodies, all of which contain more or less of tliis agent

azote. All vegetables have it, but it is particularly condensed

in the bodies of animals—it ascends to the air and is dissolved

rapidly in the watery vapor with which air is always charged.

The second cause, less studied, and a few years ago its exist-

ence not even suspected, is the electric discharges perpetually

succeeding one another between or in the beds of atmosphere, in

certain regions of the globe, Boussingault and Liebig do not hesi-

tate to proclaim, that the carbonate of ammonia must have existed
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in the atmosphere previous to the existence of all organized be-

ings.

The phenomena of showers and of storms, all tend to prove

these opinions to be true ; we know that a series of flashes of

lightning passing through humid air, produce a combination of

nitric acid and ammonia, and that nitrate of ammonia always

accompanies rain ; but as this n'trate is in its nature fixed, it can-

not sustain itself in the atmosphere as a vapor, besides it is the

carbonate of ammonia which is distinguished in tlie air.

It is at this day, out of all doubt, that the ammoniacal carbon-

ate is the most energetic agent of vegetation.

For practical illustration—within a conservatory of about fifty

feet in length, take a piece of carbonate of ammonia, about the

size of a walnut, a little moist, rub it either on the heating pipes

or on a piece of heated metal, (if the pipes are not hot,) and the

odor is instantaneously detached—repeat this at the end and in

the middle of the conservatory, and in a few moments the whole

mass of air in it will have a sufficient dose. After the plants liave

for some time breathed this air, syringe them from one end to the

other as much as possible like a shower of rain. The aspect of

the plants changes for the better, even directly under tlie eyes,

.

and grow with unusual vigor.

ANNALES UE LA SOCIETE CENTRALE DE HORTICULTURE, 1850.

[Translated by H. Meigs.]

Report as to a new pea by Mr. Crout, who brought it two years

ago, from Berg, where they had no name for it, but they supposed

that it came from Russia. A committee consisting of Messrs.

Boussiere, Forest and Neumann examined it last August at the

Lausage farm at Villejuif.

We think that it must be ranked with the late peas. It is

about fifteen days later than our earliest peas. It may be

classed as second in ripening. It requires strong pea sticks to

bear it up, for it is very vigorous ; it reaches more than six feet

in height, is of great yield, the pods almost ahvays twins, well

filled with large peas pressing in each others sides. Wllen young
the } eas are of a light, very tender geen color. When dry and

old, of a yellowish hue. We tasted them when young and found
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them although so very large, savoury, melting, marrowy, the

pellicle so thin and delicate that it is impalpable under the teeth^

and it is very sugary. Its great merit besides its fertility, is that

it preserves its juicy and tender character, differing from all others

in these respects, for others as they ripen become harder, floury^

loose their juices and have a tbicli skin, Mr. Crout sows them

about the last of February and gathers the green crop in June.

By sowing every ten or fifteen days, he has them green till frost.

We deem it an excellent addition to our stock. It will become

a great crop we think, proper to give it the name of Mr. Crout,

and therefore name it the gros sucre de Crout, thz great Crout

sugar pea.

Amekican Institute, I

Farmers' Cluhy Feb. 4ih, 1851.
\

Hon. James Tallmadge in tlie chair.

Henry Meigs, Secretary.

R. L. Pell of Pellham, made the following remarks on the sub-

ject of madder

:

MADDER {ruhia tinctorum.)

Madder is cultivated principally for dyers. It is a plant of

very little beauty, and is more like a weed than anything else f

it is a rude, irregular growing plant, the stalks are numerous,

square and usually of a reddish color; they are weak, so that in

their lower part they touch the ground, and in the upper com-

monly entangle one with another ; the leaves are long and nar-

row, they stand, six radiating from a joint like the rays of a star.

The flowers grow at the tops of the stalks, and are of a pale yel-

low ; the seeds are contained in round heads.

The root which is the useful part is extremely long, and of a

beautiful red color; dusky on the surface, but very light within.

The soil for madder should be deep and light : or a loamy soil

that is rich, and has but a small per centage of clay in its com-

position is proper, provided it is deep and thoroughly pulverized

by sub soil plowing and harrowing. Sets of madder are then to

be taken in the spring from the sides and heads of the old roots,
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and planted by a line one foot apart in the row, the line is then

to be moved one and a half feet apart, and another row planted

opposite the middle of the first row, one foot apart; then move

the line four and a half feet and pursue the same mode of plant-

ing, when the sets are all planted in and slightly covered with

earth, let the planter go over the ground with a garden rake and

make the whole j^iece level.

If there should be no showers within three days after the sets

are planted, they must be watered once, after this nature will

take care of them.

When the weeds are two inches high, they must be hoed out,

and the ground broken as deep as possible without coming in

contact with the madder plants or roots. After this hoeing, the

plants are to be left three weeks, when, if necessary, the horse

hoe may be used in the four feet openings without any danger of

coming in contact with roots. The main downright roots are all

that are of value in madder plants. The horizontal or spreading

roots that extend themselves near the surface, are to be consider-

ed in two distinct lights, as they are either larger or smaller, for

at one of these periods they impoverish the main roots, and at

the other they feed and nourish them ; so that you will readily

perceive that at one time they are to be nursed, and at another

destroyed.

It is while they are young that they are of advantage to the

main root.

When it is found necessary to send the horse hoe a second

time, direct the laborer to cut much nearer one row alternately,

in order to break off all the large horizontal roots growing on
that side ; small rootlets will grow on the ends thus broken, and

will be of service to the main root again. The hand hoes must

hoe and clear off' the weeds from the side left by the horse hoe

;

towards the end of summer the horse hoe must again be called

into requisition to cut the horizontal roots on the side left before,

which operation will complete the work for the first season.

The seed and flower of madder are of no use in the plantation

for commercial purposes, and as the seed would only iiupoverish
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the root to bring it to perfection, therefore the stem when form-

ing the flower buds should be cut off sufficiently low to take all

the buds ; enough of the plant will be left to draw up and cir-

culate the sap, and keep nature in her proper course.

By this means a large quantity of rich juice, intended by na-

ture to perfect the plant to ripeness, will go to the main root

;

the horizontal roots having been taken off the useful part of the

plant will be surprisingly increased, so that in the autumn of

the first season the roots will be very strong and greatly increas-

ed. As the cold weather approaches the stalks dwindle away

and die, and from this period the second season takes its date.

Early the following spring, at least two weeks before the plants

begin to shoot, the horse hoe should be sent to cut a deep furrow

in the centre of every four and a half feet opening, and at the

same time the hand hoers must cut up all the weeds that may

grow in the partitions ; after this operation very little if any care

will be necessary, as the growth ot the plants will be too strong

to suffer any annoyance from weeds.

The four and a half feet intervals will require horse hoeing

when the weeds grow, as in the preceding summer, to prevent

their further growth, and to give new supplies of nourishing sap

to the main roots, as well as to cut off and destroy the horizontal

ones. This operation is performed precisely as mentioned for

the first season. By this means the crop will increase as it ought

in every particular, and this season the whole care will be at an

end. In autumn when the plants wither, is the proper time to

take up the roots, this must be done \\ith great care and circum-

spection, for the more they are lacerated and broken in the

ground, the more injury accrues to the madder grower, in the

loss of roots. The regular method of planting will here be ap-

preciated, by the men employed to take them up, as they will

know where to look for tliem one by one, and where they may,

and where they may not work among them.

• When the roots are taken from the ground, they must be cleaned

and all the dirt taken off, and after a quantity of the best sets are

separated for a new plantation, the balance are to be dried for

sale. There is do danger but that the dyer will always be a
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ready and anxious purchaser ; nor need the husbandman fear he

can over stock the market. The use of the root is to dye purples

and red, and as a principal ingredient in numerous other colors
;

such as madder-orange, madder-yellow, and madder-brown.

Some of those who have raised madder, propose keeping it three

years in the ground ; but they surely had not fairly and exactly

tried the difference. It must be allowed, that the roots will give

a little the third year, but not comparable to the very great loss

and consequent disadvantage of a whole year's time; neither are

they so good as the second year 1 The second autumn is the sea-

son when this root has arrived at its perfection, and is, I believe,

the most profitable time on all accounts tor taking it up.

There are different ways of managing madder roots when taken

up, such as stripping off the outer bark, then the second bark,

and so selling it in three forms, to wit : the rind, the flesh, and

the fibre. I would advise the farmer to dry it, and sell it entire 1

The Secretary read from Ure's Dictionary of Arts, &c., vol. 2,

page 792, the following

:

"In a memoir published by the Society of Mulhausen, in Sept.

1835, some interesting experiments upon the growth of madders

in factitious soils, are related by Messrs. Ksechlin, Persoz and
Schlumberger.

A patch of ground was prepared containing from 50 to 80 per

cent, of chalky matter, and nearly one-fifth of its bulk of good

horse-dung. Slips of Alsace and of Avignon madders were plant-

ed in March, 1834, and a part of the roots were reaped in No-

vember following. These roots, although of only six months'

growth, produced tolerably fast dyes, nor was any difference

observable between the Alsace and the Avignon species; while

similar slips or cuttings planted in a natural non-calcareous soil,

along side of the others, yielded roots wliicli gave fugitive dyes.

Others weie planted in the soil of Palud, transported from

Avignon, which contains more than ninety per cent, of carbonate

of lime, and they produced roots that gave still faster dyes than

the preceding. Three years are requisite to give tlie full calca-

reous impregnation to the indigenous madders of Avignon."
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Silk is seldom dyed witli madder, because cochineal affords

brighter tints. The most brilliant and fastest madder red, is the

Turkey or Adrianople. Wool alumed, takes in the madder bath

a red color, which is not so bright as the cochineal red, but it is

faster and far cheaper. The British soldier's coats are so dyed.

In consequence of the Socicte Industrielle of Mulhausen, hav-

ing offered in the year 1826 large premiums for the investigation

of madder, many competitors appeared, but the premiums were

renewed to obtain more knowledge of madder; 2,000 francs were

offered. Haussraann, of Colmar, first discovered that adding

chalk to the dye bath he produced beautiful and solid reds."

We possess the books and it is well to quote all that is useful

or agreeable, for the benefit of those wlio have neither the

books nor the time to study them. Like Smithson we wish to

diffuse knowledge among men according to the charter under

which this Institute exists.

Judge Van Wyck.—I believe that the shortest time in which

madder will require (in our State and those more northerly) to

make fast colors, will be four years—perhaps three may do it.

In reference to the value of it as a crop, considering the ready

and increasing market fur it, I have no doubt that it will long

continue to reward the careful cultivator of it. It must be done

on soils either naturally or artificially rich, as has been remark-

ed at the club recently. Show it to be profitable, and our far-

mers will take it up.

Gen. Chandler presented a sample of ground madder.

Gen. Chandler.—Here is a specimen of madder, grown by Mr.

Gilyam, on Long Island. Mr. G. has been engaged in the cultiva-

tion of this plant in Holland, and is undoubtedly well acquaint-

ed with it, with the most suitable soil, and the proper method of

bringing the plant to perfection, as well as the most approved mode

of preparing it for the market. This specimen is the growth of

two years, and Mr. Gilyam says he can produce 3000 pounds per

acre, at a cost not exceeding 3 cents a pound. If this be so, it is

very certain that it would be a most profitable crop, as its price

in our market ranges from ten to fifteen cents a pound.
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It is difficult to determine, from the published statistics of im-

portation at the present time, the annual value of the import of

this article. In 1836,1 understand, it amounted to between 2

and 3,000,000 dollars. The consumption has undoubtedly more

than doubled since that time. It is certainly very remarkable,

that with an abundance of soil well adapted to its cultivation,

with a vast amount of agricultural labor annually bestowed on

uncertain and unprofitable crops, so little attention has been paid

to madder. It appears to me that it can only be attributed to a

want of knowledge as to the proper mode of its cultivation and

preparation. I have no doubt, Mr. President, that the exhibi-

tion of one successful crop would soon be followed by the produc-

tion of a supply sufficient to meet the demands of our own market.

That it will eventually be done, there can be very little doubt,

and the period can only be hastened by the dissemination of every

species of information relative to its culture.

Allow me to remark, that one of the qualities of madder, which
much enhances its price, is the production of that peculiarly

brilliant color called Turkey red. Madder grown in soils which

are deficient in alkaline matter as a constituent, it is said, will

not produce this color ; nor is it so certain in producing what are

termed /a5^ colors of any kind, as that which is grown in soils

where alkaline substances abound. I cannot at this moment give

you my authority for these statements, nor is it important. The

condition and quality of vegetable dyes, undoubtedly, to a certain

extent, depend on some one or more constituents of the soil in

which they are grown, and these constitute the peculiar virtue

which render them most valuable.

Benjamin Pike, Sen'r.—Mr. Heaton of Herkimer county, has

raised madder there for about seven years past. He finds that in

the fourth year madder is worth sixty per cent more than in any

less time. I think that Mr. Heaton raises two thousand pounds

an acre.

Judg Van \Yyck.—England has raised some of it, but has

found it cheaper to import than to raise it j she has not land to

spare from her more necessary vegetable crops.
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President Tallmadge.—I will submit a few remarks. Our

knowledge is much in our books ; the information given in Ure's

work is very valuable. We owe obligations to Mr. Pell for

gathering and giving us knowledge. I had an opportunity at

Avignon to study the subject of madder. The dyes of nature are

produced from minerals in soils, so are the colors of madder ; one

soil contains some element which causes it to be yellow—a dif-

ferent soil gives red madder. Take a muck soil and make it

richer by amendment and manure, you will obtain peculiar

colors. Original native soils containing lime, silex, &c., may
suit madder. Calcareous matter is indispensable. I have re-

cently remarked, that the rich alluvial bottoms of our river val

lies, would be found highly favorable to its growth, and ninety-

nine times in an hundred, these alluvials will be found good for

madder. They are soils made by nature in the most perfect and

admirable manner. A continent is swept by the torrents which

carry oif to deposit on the banks of our great rivers, all the in-

gredients, organic and inorganic existing in arange of several thou-

sand miles. This alluvium is annual, and the heat of our bril-

liant summer dries them so as to admit of annual culture. Other

countries are troubled with permanent morasses, we have scarce-

ly any. By close investigation, I believe we shall discover

methods of perfecting madder in the shortest time. This is of

great importance, that the fields wanted for other crops, may not

be so loj]g occupied by the madder.

The dye of madder of one year's growth is poor. In the second

year it has been recommended by some experienced men—but in

the third and fourth years it is at its greatest perfection and be-

gins to lessen in value, for it then commences to take a woody

character without increase of size or quantity of dye, or improve

ment in its quality. Our import of this article, was about three

million of dollars worth in 1836 ; from our growth since that time,

I suppose the import must have qiiadriq)led, and must go on to in-

crease with increased rapiditj' to keep pace with our works and

our population. If we can show our country the importance of

growing it, it will soon be produced, not only sufficient for our

manufactures, but for any amount of exportation. Our cotton

doubles in a short period, and demands the relative growth of
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madder. And in truth, we are bound in duty to ourselves to

produce every thing essential to thorough independence. Eng-

land has long forbidden under civil penalties, the exportation of

certain of her raw productions, and has given all encouragement

to other nations to bring to her tlieir raw materials, that she may

have the very great profit of their manufacture. In reference to

the study of madder which is yet not fully understood, we must

invoke the powers of chemistry in the investigation. Let it be

proved to be a profitable crop, and our countrymen will readily

give ample supplies for our commerce as well as our home manu-

factures. Let public feeling be raised, and they will find more

than we can gather on the subject.

Gen. Chandler observed that the well known Turkey red is

said to be produced in madder by the alkali in the soils,

yielding the color just in proportion to its presence in them.

Judge Van Wyck.—Calcareous matter is now well known to

be necessary in soil, in order to give vigorous growth as well as

color to madder.

Benjamin Pike, Sen.—I have raised madder on my Jersey farm?

in order that I might have that among other useful plants.

Where can we obtain the seeds 1

President Tallmadge.—The Institute will find the seeds. The

agent is now requested to provide them for distribution. Our

next subject is Human Food.

Mr. Meigs.—We are pleased to see among us Captain Robinson,

of Newburgh, who brought the Carp from England several years

ago—thus conferring a great benefit upon his country by adding

a fish before that unknown in our waters.

Capt. Robinson.—I brought the Carp from France about seven

years ago, put them into our Hudson river, and obtained protec-

tion for them from our Legislature, which passed a law imposing

a fine of fifty dollars for destroying one of them. I put in Gold

Fish at the same time. Now some of these Carps will weigh

two pounds, and some of the Gold Fish, which are a species of

the Carp, are quite large, some of them being pure silvery white.

Both kinds are multiplying rapidly.
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Mr. Meigs gave the following brief history of these fishes

:

Cyprinus Carpio, the common Carp, and Cyprinus Auratus, Gold
Pish. Carp—olive green, yellowish beneath, oval and dorsal

spines, strong and denticulated. Carp, brought to England in

1814, was naturalized in Germany and Sweden about 1564. The

Gold fish originated in a lake near Mount Tsienking, in the pro-

vince of the Kiang, 30° lat., China. Carp may be carried in wet

cloth, witli a small piece of bread steeped in brandy in his mouth,

considerable distance to other ponds. Carp taken occasionally

in the Volga are five feet long ; in some places it has attained

forty pounds weight.

President Tallmadge confirmed the statement as to the growth

of the Gold fish, some of whicli had been found recently of about

the size of herrings, and that they abound in a bay near Wap-
pinger's creek, near his country seat at New Hamburgh.

Gen. Chandler moved a postponement, to the next meeting, of

the subject of Human Food.

President Tallmadge, after alluding to the growing importance

of flax, and the methods now under investigation for such pre-

parations of it as will render it capable of being wrought by our

present cotton mills, proposed that it be the next subject of con-

sideration by the Club, and I wish also that, for the twenty-fourth

annual fair, next October, proper discretionary premiums may be

offered for tlie Flax.

Judge Van Wyck moved that Flax be the exclusive subject

for next meeting.

The Club then participated in tasting the fine yellow Fall Pip-

pin apples from the Pellham farm, presented by Vice-President

Pell, and the Crom, the Snow apple, and the House or Pound

apple, presented by Judge R. S. Livingston, also the French Bon

Chretien Pear, presented by the Secretary, which was pronounced

inferior to several of our own pears.

EXPERIMENT IN CULTIVATING WHEAT.

176 West \Wi street, K. F., 3rf FeVy. 1851.

My Dear Brother—Sometime in September last, (as I think,)

the following paragraph signed Agricola, was cut by our Brother
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Berry from the Sussex Express, published at Lewes ; and I beg

you will permit me to place it in your hands for careful investi-

gation, that it may be published here as truth by the " American

Institute" of this city, that body having urged me to write.

" In a small tour through a portion of Essex, I passed the Colnes,

and was much pleased with a piece of experimental farming

that has now been carried on for seven years by Mr. J. D. Piper,

of Colne Engine. This gentleman long since, had a conviction

that wheat would Hourish best in solid soils, and that on ground

which was comparatively undisturbed ; this crop might be grown

for many successive years without fallowing. He determined to

try the experiment, and has now grown on the same piece of

land, six successive crops of wheat, without on any occasion al-

lowing a plough to turn over a single furrow. The soil in fact

has not been disturbed by plough,spade,or any other implement,

the only thing used has been a hoe, and this has not be employed

to loosen the soil, but only to remove the surface weeds."

" The course has been to reap the wheat with a short stubble,

and to let that remain in the ground ; to hoe off the surface

weeds and burn them ; and then to dibble in seed between the

old stubble, to the extent of a peck and a half per acre, the rows

being one foot apart. The average product of the last five years

wheat crops, under this system of farming, has been ten coombs

and two bushels (forty-two bushel) per acre. At the present

moment, there is standing upon the same piece of undisturbed

land, the sixth successive crop of wheat, and truly it is a noble

piece of grain, the straw being remarkably good, and the ears

being very large, fall and heavy ; the crop will be at least eleven

coombs per acre. Many farmers A\ould suppose that the land

must be very foul ; this however, is not the case, there is scarcely

a weed to be seen."

" I ascertained that Mr. Piper expended in labor, about £4 10s.

per acre, but notwithstanding this heavy outlay, and all other

charges of rent, tithe, a top dressing of sixty bushels of soot per

acre, &c., tlie clear profit on an acre amounted to six guineas, not

a bad return, considering that the corn was sold in free trade

times, for I am now alluding to the crop of 1849. These facts
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may seem strange, they are, however true, and any one who
doubts them, may visit the spot and have them abundantly de-

monstrated." AGRICOLA.

Questions for Answer.

In what condition was the land, how cropped and manured

in the three last years immediately preceding the experiment 1

What area is thus used ?

What is the surface soil ; as sand, clay, loam, gravel 1

What is the subsoil 1

Is the land plain, or in stetches or lands, and of what size ?

How many grains dropped in each hole, and how deep 1

What kind of wheat 1

When is land seeded 1

Is there a strenuous endeavor to obtain a very strong plant be-

fore winter ; how may we date that time ?

Are we to understand the dibbling is distant one foot between

the rows, and also along each row, i. e. one foot square ?

Could not a horse hoe, or cultivator, or broad share plough,

supercede the hand hoe, and save much of that expense ?

If when the weeds are hoed off and burned before dibbling,

what guide has the dibbler to direct the planting in the intervals

between the late rows; for we suppose the fires would not spare

the stubble of the past crop when destroying the weeds by fire 1

Why may not bone dust, or guano, or dry wood ashes alternate

with soot sometimes, where soot may be scarce ?

Cannot the horse dibbling machine, executing three acres a

day, be substituted for the expensive hand dibble 1

What is the land most like, of that which we have both known

at Ringmer, Henfield or Lambourne, or all of them ; if you think

it best to endeavor to describe them all, that I may possibly re-

member even one of thern ?

Is the land inert or very active by reason of its heaving or fer-

menting quality, as by marl &c ?

Your residence at Maplestead Hall, will doubtless facilitate

the investigation, and you will oblige many, very many by un-

dertaking it. Your affectionate brother,

OB'H. ELLIOT.

The Club then adjourned.

H. MEIGS, Sec'y.
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American Institute,

Farmers' Club, Feb. 25, 1851.

THE GROWTH AND CULTIVATION OF FLAX IN THE UNITED STATES.

Mr. R. T. Underhill, of Croton Point, in the chair.

H. Meigs, Esq., Secretary.

The Chairman announced that flax was the exclusive subject

for discussion, and proceeded to remark that the form of the fibre

of flax is round, while that of cotton is flat. These tacts are

shown by high magnifying powers. Flax, when finely prepared,

feels much like silk, and makes a splendid and delightful cloth,

cool, a great conductor of heat, susceptible of the finest and fastest

dyes, of superior durability, and suitable to the largest portions

of the globe—the warm and the temperate regions. We must

apply our genius to the question of rendering it as cheap as cotton,

for it will grow in vast regions where cotton cannot, and if we

do not hasten, the world will soon be before us in garments

of fine linen. It would be a great triumph for us, if we can set

the world the example of supplying mankind, by machinery,

with it, as cheap as cotton. A vast new field ot industry will be

opened for us, and our rapidly growing population require it, and

all new avenues for prosperous progress.

The flax fibre, combined with cotton, wool, or with silk, in-

creases greatly their durability and strength . Formerly we raised

large quantities of flax-seed for export. Now, so low is the price,

our farmers give up raising it ; but, as the price is rising now, it

will be more extensively cultivated. We must use both the stalk

and seed, if we can. It is said that the fibre is more delicate if

the flax be pulled before the seed is matured.

President Tallmadge remarked that this subject is one which

has assumed peculiar importance, and I beg to submit a few re-

marks upon it. Flax now presents itself, as probably capable of

being manufactured by machinery, like cotton, so as to become

cheap and common, like that, and as linen spinning and weaving

mills are in expectation, as patents already appear in England,

to Claussen and to Doland, for such machinery, we must now try

[Assembly, No. 149.] .AA
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our strength. Fas est ab hoste doceri—it is lawful to learn from

our rivals. It stands us in hatid to look about us, instead of oc-

cupying our time with politics and office seeking. We look out

for the far-searching rivalry of England, seen in all parts of the

earth, with her experimental farms, seeking for cotton growing

climates and soils, and every other raw material to which she

can apply her mechanism, and head the world by it. It is true,

that as yet we grow cotton better than almost any portion of the

globe. . We have about two-thirds of all our lands which can

yield cotton ; but flax is congenial to all the civilized world,

reaching far north and far south. Flax may soon become a com-

petitor with, or superior to, cotton. I wish to awaken my coun-

try from its lethargy on this subject. Let the Institute commence

by awarding suitable premiums ; let it call on the State and on

the general government to take the matter up and excite to im-

mediate action. France, in the days of Napoleon's prosperity,

offered a premium of one million of francs for the spinning of flax

by machinery like that of cotton.

The flax grower has two objects—one is the fibre, and the other

the seed. For raising the seed, follow the books : plough deep,

in rich and well manured soils ; sow thin, in order that the flax

may branch out well and yield much and good seed. If you

plant for the fibre, a less rich soil sown thickly, gives a single

stem slender and of a finer fabric. Some say that if you go for a

crop of seed, you may as well give up all hope of the fibre. Some
men, as old as I am, will recollect the great quantity of flax seed

formerly exported ; while now I see, by last year's report, the

United States exported only about four thousand dollars worth.

In 1815, our exports had already fallen below a million of

bushels. When flax is grown, then comes the hard and costly

labor of pulling it by hand. That will no longer answer for us
;

it is not fit for our people. I will not permit, if I can help it, an

American citizen to toil for Chinese wages, of a cent a day, or any

of the low pauper wages of other countries ; but if we can apply

genius to the work—give almost life to engines—pull, spin, and

weave the flax with machine power, at the low price of cotton,

I am for it, with all my heart and all my zeal.
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The Chairman said, I am told that flax has already been reap-"

ed like wheat.

President Tallmadge continued—In the sowing of flax seed,

we have, in one important point, been ahead of Europe—that is,

in our mode of rolling it. In the best methods of rotting, sepa-

rating the fibre, &c., we have not made a beginning—steeping in

hot water vats ; in cold water ; stagnant unwholesome water

;

dew rotting, &c. I merely wish to call public notice to all this, to

stimulate inquiry ; for England, at this moment, boasts of having

patented better methods, which perform the work of weeks, or

months, in a few hours. I do not yet believe that this has been

accomplished ; but I am persuaded that she desires to forestall

our inventions, and make us think it unnecessary for us to try to

invent what she has already discovered ; and when we succeed,

she will then claim them as hers. I urge my countrymen to pro-

ceed with inventions.

About 20 years ago, Mr. Anthony Dey, a respectable member

of the New-York bar, proclaimed an invention of magnitude, to

dispense with rotting, by crackling flax dry, to obtain the pure

fibre. He was, so far, entirely successful ; but after cloth was

made of it, of seeming purity and excellence, the cloth being

placed in a closet, turned of a dark color, and it was found rotting

and ruined. Here was a mysterious acetous fermentation, hitherto

unsuspected. That which would have been taken out by the old

plans of rotting, now came out as existing in the fibre, the

destroyer of the woven linen, by mildew and mould. Mr. Dey's

loss, by this failure, from this cause, was about twenty thousand

dollars. Chemistry is to be called upon in this work ; let her

now step forward to aid in this vast movement, or be ejected.

From the seed, we have the oil cake which we send to Eng-

land to fatten cattle there. It is good for that ; but when tried

upon cows, the effect of the oil on the milk is as if lamp oil had

been spilled in the milk pail. This effect is perceived when the

cow has eaten the oil cake two days.

Our imports of linen, in 1849, exceeded eight millions of

dollars. This should be home production, and stop the importa-
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tioD. In order to lull us into quiet, England says slie has mixed
flax with cotton successfully, by cutting the fibre of the former

to short lengths ; but I must believe that when so cut, there will

be obtuse heads and points to it, and its strength thereby vitiated.

But we must do the work by machinery. Some say that pound-

ing the flax renders it finer and softer, and more fit for spinning.

Suffice it to say, the long flax fibre has required human fingers to

spin it. We have lately seen a wonderful machine—Hoe's print-

ing press—delivering, in one hour, with a speed almost beyond

observance, twenty thousand copies of the Sun newspaper,

using its nerves and fingers with superhuman accuracy, as

well as velocity. Here is evidence of what can be done by

machinery. Who shall doubt the ability of American genius to

invent equal powers for other purposes 1 Should we succeed in

spinning and weaving flax as we now do cotton, we may have

even Egypt and the world at our feet. Within my memory, our

flax seed was of such a character as to induce England to come

here for the most she required, even in her dear Ireland, for

growing her flax, because her own seed would not answer. She

went, also, to Riga for seed.

By her conduct towards us, at an early day, she put us into

the school of adversity, and it turned out to be the best college

for all other purposes she could have sent us to. Her restrictions

against our commerce and our industry taught us the love of

liberty. It was persecution and the fires of Smithfield which

learned us the wisdom and the value of toleration. If we had

been cherished by her like rich men's sons, we should have proved

the usual fate of men too tenderly dealt with. It was well for

us to have been educated in that school of adversity. We already

see in our approaching manhood, what a constitution we have

received—what a position among the powerful nations we have

already obtained. France has been some 1,500 years in arriving

at her position in the civilized world, and Britain about ten or

twelve hundred years in gaining her attitude, while the United

States, fresh from the school of adversity, has in only seventy

years gained her place among the nations of the earth.

The flax plant gives a certain parasite (I don't mean a politi-

cal one) a chance to climb its stem, which the parasite always
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avails himself of. I mean the slender weed called the " flax

dodd," which engrafts itself in the stem, and injures both fibre

and seed. This was in the flax of Riga, Holland, &c,, while we
had it not. Our seed was, therefore best ; so that any quality of

which we then carried to England was welcome, which has since

been countervailed, and the trade is gone. McCulloch, in 1838,

said that England spun a flax-thread out of one pound of the fi-

bre, to the length of 11,170 yards, while in 1814, it had been
spun but 3,330 yards. The liner thread goes to Brussels and
Paris, to make lace and fine work. In like manner, iron, when
manufactured into hair-springs for watches, yields a value of

1250,000 from one pound of iron, worth ten cents. Such are the

immeasurable advantages of skill and workmanship over and

above the humble raw material. It is our business to supplant

her in all this work here at home. To protect her labor she re-

sorted to cruel punishments, in order to prevent the export of

any raw material which could be made more valuable by the art

or. industry of her own people. For the export of a fleece of

wool, her statutes ordered the victim of tliis policy to imprison-

ment or the pillory for the first offence ; to lose the right hand
for the second ; and to the gallows for a third. I hope and trust

that it never will be our lot to imitate her in such enactments.

Besides an appeal to the powers of chemistry in relation to flax,

we call for powerful and thorough microscopic examination. It is

said that the stems are covered with minute scales—that the fi-

bre is round, is joined by gluten, and is formed of separate parts,

about as long as the fibre of cotton, lapped one on another; and
it is believed that these may be separated, so that then they can

be perfectly well spun by our present cotton mills. Let all this

be searched out. If success should reward our labor, then shall

we be in possession of a fabric worth a thousand times more than

silk, giving a beautiful, strong, and smooth dress for all mankind,

at the low price of cotton goods, Avhich must then take a second

rank, and thereby, with a staple universal in its production, ren-

der us independent in all circumstances.

In the cultivation of flax, weeds have been found to grow up

with it in some regions, thus requiring the planter to go upon his
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knees to weed them out, or spoil his crop of flax. We must pro-

vide against so great an evil, by using either new lands, or a well

cultivated field after a clean crop. We must have no kneeling

except to the Creator of all things. In our land we have seen

weeding done in the flax field. Our beautiful sunshine days are

all on the side of our larmer. England would give us a patent

for only a sight of one of them, in the place of her rain and fog.

I mean that we shall bring flax into the market of the world

pure, free from mineral stains, and in a style of growth and ul

timate manufacture, which will place our country at the head in

this matter as she soon maybe in others. And I will not omit

saying, that our colleges, must now apply their science—their

chemistry—to this great work, or withdraw their pretensions to

useful learning ; and we of this Institute must not only exert all-

our powers, but if need be, pray to Hercules for help !—that is,

apply to the government of this State and that of the United

States, for their co-operation and aid.

The result maintained by the speaker was, that flax is conge-

nial to the soil and climate of every acre of our extended country.

Its Productions.—For seed, oil, &c.,for fibre, fabrics, &c.

Preparation—Rotting.—1st by steeping in hot water ; 2d, by

steeping in cold brook water, 3d, by steeping in pool, stagnant

water ; 4th, by dew rotting ; 5th, by chemical process, new method

not yet established.

Mamcfacture—To crackle, to dress by machinery ; to spin by

machine labor ; to weave by machine labor.

The spinning and weaving to be by machinery equivalent to

the manufacture of cotton.

President Tallmadge then moved the following resolution

Resolved, That the Farmers' Club recommend and desire the

American Institute to provide and offer premium to be awarded

discretionary, in whole or in part, for material, new and essential

advances and improvements in the culture, preparation, spinning

and weaving of flax by labor-saving machinery.
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Judge Van Wyck said : In the olden time we used to cultivate

flax, for it was essential to our household industry ; all well

ordered farms had then as much flax grown as supplied the

needed thread and linen for the family, and soon it was found

that our flax seed was so good as to be in large demand for ex-

portation; and now, notwithstanding the prevalence of cotton

fabrics, we all continue to admire its beauty, durability, and

capacity to receive and hold fast all dj^es. In this, and in many

other respects, it is superior to cotton, and also even to silk. I

trust that our Yankee ingenuity will make it, and make it cheap

;

and- 1,hope that American tea will also soon appear.

Mr. R. L. Pell, of Pellham, moved that the subject of flax be

continued. Carried.

Mr. Ellsworth, late Commissioner of Patents.—While I am
working on my little two thousand acre farm in the West, I often

think of your American Institute with feelings of pleasure in its

useful labors. I am only able to say a few words on the subject

before you, for I am on my way home, and have but a few

minutes to spare. Eut, sir, I have the evidence here in my power,

that we can supply flax cheaper than cotton. I have tried it on

our prairies. We make first a fence around the fields—we do

it for $110 per mile, and so durable a fence, as yet, has not been

made elsewhere. We run two deep furrows to put the bottom

of our posts in ; these posts incline to each other at an angle.

We place side rails on one side of these angular posts ; we turn

the furrows back again on the feet of the posts. We place our

corn stalks, when that is the crop, leaning against these fences,

and thus a shelter is formed for our stock. We plough with a

beam nine feet long, supported in front by two wheels. We have

no weeds the first year, and flax subdues them afterwards. We
get ten to fifteen bushels of flax-seed per acre. We mow it with

a horse-power machine. We sow a field with barley and flax in

equal parts. Barley grows tallest—^both lipen at the same time.

We separate the seeds by sieves which let one kind pass and stop

the other. It will not be long before the travel from us to you,

will enable us to bring you our oxen in four days ; and besides

them, turkeys, venison, mutton, &c., &c. We will give you most
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excellent food, and very cheap, too. I have here specimens of

fibre from Cliiua grass, which is like floss silk. Kellogg, of New-

Hampshire, is preparing flax for cotton mills to spin this year.

We admire the rich colors and durability of these specimens be-

fore us. The rotting of flax is to be perfectand rapid. We make
good paper out of rye straw. Our land can now be bought—next

to mine—for sixty-eight cents per acre ! I had a hoe once for

mixing mortar there. I had no other use for it, and now I have

none, for it has been stolen. As for the flax, we are obliged to

throw that away as yet, all we keep being the seed.

Mr. Abraham Levy, of the Institute, brought from Montreal,

presented to the Institute by the Honorable Moses J. Hays,

President of the Agricultural Society, apples from his Metcalf

farm ; seeds of a Canadian pumpkin which weighed two hundred

and seventy-eight pounds ; black barley from seeds from

Abyssinia , and a specimen of water-proof cloth of Montreal,

called pannus corium, or leather cloth.

Messrs. Crane & Rice, of San Francisco, California, presented a

potato from the farm of Mr. Fuller, of Oregon, weighing three

and a half pounds. It measures at the largest circumference

twenty-three and a half inches, is of a reddish brown color, is in

sound condition, and is said to be excellent, and it is said that it

is common to find potatoes there and in California, of similar

magnitude.

The Hays apples were tasted by the Club, and adjudged very

good. Seeds were distributed among the members. The

subject of flax, and also the large potato, were ordered to lie on

the table, until the next meeting of the Club.

After voting thanks to several gentlemen, the Club then ad

journed.
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American Institute, )

Farmers^ Club, March 4, 1851.
^

CULTURE AND PREPARATION OF FLAX AND HEMP.

President Tallmadge, in the chair.

Henry Meigs, Secretary.

Vice President Pell, of Pellham, remarked that next to flax,

hemp, (cannabis sativa) may be mentioned. It is pretty general

ly imagined to be of eastern origin, and considered too tender to

be naturalized in European countries. It belongs to the nettle

tribe of plants, order, urticece, which are spread over the world.

It produces its male and female flowers on different plants, which

has some influence on its management and cultivation. In coun-

tries where the soil, cliniate and cultivation is adapted to its re-

quirements, it is not uncommon to find it growing fifteen feet

high, and producing a fibre of great strength and beauty. The
manner of cultivating it, and its use, is almost the same as flax,

and like tliat plant, when grown for seed, it is a great exhauster

of the ground, but if pulled green for commercial purposes, it

leaves the earth in far better tilth and much cleaner than

flax. It enjoys another valuable property, which is to preserve

from the ravages of insects any description of crop that it may en-

\ circle.

Hemp requires a far riclier soil than flax—a deep rich loam

,

containing a very large per centage of decomposed vegetable

matter, suits it best ; the richer the land the stronger will be the

fibre. I think a well prepared muck soil will be found best

adapted to its wants. It may succeed corn, and it will leave the

soil well prepared for the succeeding crop, whatever it may be.

The farmer must bear in mind that hemp is readily injured by

frost in spring, and therefore it should not, on any account, be

sown before the tenth day of May. It must be sown broad-cast,

and from two to three bushels per acre. If the land is richly and

properly prepared, and the seed is heavy and of a bright color,

after cultivation will be entirely unnecessary, as its exceedingly

rapid growth will soon overshadow and destroy any weeds that
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may attempt to grow in its vicinity. The seed selected for sowing

must be briglit, lieavy^ and fresh, or it will not grow to satisfy

the agriculturist. The crop is pulled up exactly like flax.

When it is intended for the fibre only, it should be pulled while

in flower, without making any distinction between female and

male plants. The general plan has been to pull the male plants,

when the seed in the female show tliat they have effected their

purpose, as it is grown for seed ar.d fibre at the same time. The

female plants take 37 days to ripen their seed, and consequently

must be pulled that length of time after the males. Therefore

it is that the treatment of hemp differs from all other culti-

vated plants, from the fact that male and female flowers are borne

on diiferent plants—a singular peculiarity, certainly. The seed

on the female plant is found in tufts growing along the stem,

among leaves of quite a considerable size. The male, on the other

hand, is divided into numerous branches, terminating in very

slender spikes, bearing purple clusters of delicate flowers, pen-

dent from the leaves. When the female plants have perfected

their seeds, they are pulled up, bound into sheaves, and stooked

until entirely dry, when the seeds are readily threshed out.

Hemp is spread upon the grass and treated the same as flax.

Sometimes the female plants are stacked and kept until the en-

suing spring, that the seed may be perfectly cured.

If the weather is warm, from six to eight days in water will

soften the external covering of the stem of the hemp so that it

will rub off readily. It then undergoes the final operation of

bruising, when it is ready for market. An acre of properly cul-

tivated hemp will usually yield seven hundred pounds. An
acre cultivated for seed will generally produce from ten to thir-

teen bushels.

Hemp of the finer sorts is manufactured into a valuable kind of

cloth of very great durability, possessing more strength than linens

of the same quality, which improve their color by wearing, a

property not possessed by linen. It is very extensively used

likewise for towels, table cloths, &c., and coarser kinds for cord-

age and canvas, for which purpose it is eminently useful on ac-

count of the great elasticity of its fibre ; more than one hundred
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and eiglity thousand pounds of rougli hemp is required in the

corctage, rigging and sails of a first-rate man-of-war. I think

England Avill depend upon New-Zealand for her hemps—that cli-

mate suits its growth to a charm. An acre in New-Zealand will

produce thirteen tons of fresh cut plants, Avhich, when dried, will

yield two and a half tons of hemp fit for ropemakers, and six

tons of coarse tow fit for ropes of inferior quality, and coarse can-

vas.
^

Flax (linum usitatissimum) is a plant growing to the height

of about two feet two or three inches, with a smooth, slender,

hollow stalk ; the stem divides into numerous branches, termi-

nated by beautiful, shining, veined flowers, to which seed pods

succeed about as large as a pea, each of which contain ten small

seeds filled with an oily meal ; the leaves are sharp-pointed,

narrow and long. Flax is cultivated more or less in all Euro-

pean countries, but can only be brought to lull perfection in a

rich, deep, moist soil, of a loamy nature, containing much vege-

table matter in its composition. Strong clay soils, or dry gravelly

soils, do not answer well for flax. If the soil is made too rich

by the application of manures it will grow luxuriantly and yield

a coarse fibre ; and if it be too poor the produce will be unremu-

nerative. Alluvial soils are peculiarly adapted to its culture

and will grow the most valuable crops, as is instanced in Hol-

land, where the soil is nearly all of an alluvial formation. This

plant may be grown at a great elevation above the level of the

sea if the soil is favorable to it—in fact it enjoys a free circula-

tion of air, which prevents mildew.

Flax should be grown in the rotation of cropping, soon after

the ground has been plowed from grass ; sometimes it will do

"well as the first crop after grass, particularly on a clover lea ; it

may succeed oats if the land is in good cultivation, and reduced

to fine tilth, devoid of weeds, &c.

Land prepared for flax varies according to the previous crop.

When it has been grass, one plowing will be all sufl&cient, parti-

cularly if the ground is well harrowed before the seed is sown.

When flax is to be sown after a corn crop, or oats, I would plow

the field immediately after the corn is taken off" in the fall, that
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it may be exposed to the effects of frost, and pulverized thorough-

ly for the reception of the seeds ; two plowings and two harrow-

ings in the spring will effect this object. After the seed is sown

broadcast, harrowed snd cross-harrowed, I would roll the ground

once with a light roller. The quantity of seed sown must depend

on the object you have in cultivating the plant. If for commer-

cial purposes, it should be sown thick, say three 'bushels to the

acre, when it will grow tall and produce a fine fibre. If sown

thin it spreads, grows low, and throws out side branches, yield-

ing large quantities of seed, plump, heavy and well filled. Seed

for sowing should be obtained from Holland, as that is held in

the highest estimation, ripening sooner, and yielding larger

crops. The same seed should not be used in the same district

repeatedly, as the plant will inevitably degenerate by such a

process. The seed from Holland is superior to ours for the

reason that they pay more attention to ripening and preparing it.

Notwithstanding the Hollanders cannot, and never have been

surpassed by any other people in the world in the cultivation of

flax, still they consider it necessary to change the seed once in

every three or four years, and usually obtain it from Riga. This

seed, when sown in Holland, grows coarse and bulky the first

year, consequently they permit it to perfect seed, which is sown

the second year, and the produce of this sowing they keep for

themselves, knowing that it yields the finest flax, and wortli

double as much as the seed of the third crop, which last is never

used by themselves, but exported to foreign markets. Our agri-

culturists might import from Riga direct, and follow the Dutch-

man's rule of management, making the seed of one crop worth

twice as mucli as the next. If we were to pay the same atten-

tion, and take the same pains as they do, we should most certainly

equal them in quality, as our soil and climate are equal to

theirs.

It is of vast importance to the farmer to know how to judge

good seed from bad. This knowledge is easily obtained ; seed

proper for cultivation should be bright, smooth and very slippery,

and more than this, it must be piamp and heavy enough to sink

in water. The interior, when broken open, should present a

yellowish green appearance, and taste sweet and oily. All other
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seeds are unfit for sowing, and will onlj disappoint the agricul-

turist.

When the plants are four inches high, it will be necessary to

weed them once thoroughly, and it must be well performed, as

they cannot be weeded after this period without much difficulty

and injury to the fibre. If the object of the farmer is to produce

seeds from a crop for sowing, or food for animals, it is essential

that the plants should be allowed to ripen perfectly. If, on the

other hand, fibre is the desired object, the flax must be pulled in

a green state. It should never be pulled while damp, as the

bark will in that case be injured by the hand in the operation.

If any portion of the crop lodge before it is ripe, it must be taken

out immediately, and kept by itself. Each portion of the field

should be pulled as it ripens sufficiently, and the balance left

until fit. When pulled it must be assorted with great care ; the

coarse, the fine, the short, the long, must be kept in separate

bunches by themselves. This matter is neglected by our people,

but the most devoted attention is paid to it in Holland ; therefore

their superiority is thus accounted for.

When the crop is pulled the plants are bound in sheaves and

set up in stooks similar to corn. We now desire to obtain the

fibre, and must, to accomplish the object, destroy the interior

portion of the stem and leave the fibre free from injury. This

may be accomplished in several ways ; one is to place the bun-

dles in soft stagnant water and there allow them to steep ; in a

few days the inner matter rots by fermentation ; before decompo-

sition reaches the fibre the bundles must be withdrawn. They

are now exceedingly offensive, and injurious to the health of

those engaged in the operation, not unfrequently causing fevers,

&c.. Some flax growers place their bundles in running water

instead of stagnant, in which case it will require many weeks to

rot the gummy mucilaginous matter which holds the fibres to-

gether ; tlie fibres, however, will be stronger than by the first

process ; others spread the flax upon grass for about six weeks,

when the action of the rain and dew will effect the same object

and yield a much stronger fibre than either of the other process-

es. Good flax should be fine, soft as silk, glistening, long and of

a silver grey color.
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In dressing flax, the first operation is to separate the fibre from

the core. This is now very expeditiously accomplished by
machinery, instead of the brake formerly made use of. If the

whole of the wood is not taken out, it will be necessary to scrape

it in small parcels on the knee with a dull knife.

Hackling is the next operation to be performed. The hackle

is composed of steel teeth 4 or 5 inches long, made fast to a

bench. A lock of flax is then drawn across the tops of these.

This operation can likewise be performed by machinery. The

hackle must be modified according to the kind of cloth to be

made; whether cambric, linen, or lawn. The sx^inning of flax

by machinery was for years considered next to impossible, and it

is but very lately that they have succeeded in spinning it advan-

tageously. The machinery is necessarily more complicated than

for wool or cotton. The manufacturers of Leeds were the first

to effect this important object.

They form the flax first into what they call roving ; and after

that into yarn ; and in spinning this they are obliged to pass it

through water, which wets the spinner's clothes, and is conse-

quently unpleasant. They divide a pound of flax into a certain

number of hanks—and the number of hanks gives the commer-

cial name to the number of the thread. Low numbers are made

use of for sacking and sail cloth ; from twenty to forty for sheet-

ing, table cloths, &c.; from sixty to one hundred for fine linens

;

and from one hundred and twenty-five to two hundred for

cambrics.

Linen is the principal fabric manufactured from flax, and is

principally made use of for shirts, sheets, table-cloths, napkins,

&c. The fineness of the quality of linen is determined by the

length of the staple in a certain weight, and from the number of

threads found within a certain space of the weaving reed ; the

evenness of the thread and the closeness of the texture determines

the value of linen ; the surface should present to the eye a glossy

appearance of a perfectly white color. Without a magnifying

glass it is difficult to judge linen to a nicety, as the gloss may be

produced by starch. It is safer to buy undressed, rather than

dressed linen. Linens come to us from abroad under various
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names, such as Irish, Scotch and English. Dowlas linen is ex-

ceedingly strong and made for shirts. Drill is twilled linen

made for pantaloons. Linens generally made use of for sheeting

are mixed with cotton, and are called Irish and Union Irish.

Then there is the Lancashire linen, Union Lancashire, Russia,

Imitation Scotch, Barnsley, Yorkshire, &c. There are also un-

bleached linens, brown Holland, Silesia, brown damask, linen

damask, diapers, dorsock, huckaback, tick. We have also the

intensely fine linen fabrics, called cambric, possessing a most

beautiful silky appearance.

The average produce of an acre of flax when prepared for

market, in soil perfectly adapted to its culture, may be put down

at about six hundred weight. If grown for seed, ten bushels

may be considered a good yield. If well ripened, five bushels

may be selected for sowing, and the other five bruised for oil,

which is much used by painters. The refuse is called oil cake,

and is very extensively used for fattening cattle. If I were in

the habit of raising flax, the seed should be fed on the farm, in

which case it could not be considered an exhausting crop, but if

sold it is most decidedly so.

It is as food for stock exceedingly nutritious, and may be fed

advantageously to all kinds of animals
;
you may feed it to calves

instead of milk ; to horses and cattle mixed with bran, crushed

oats, or cut hay, which they relish sufficiently to improve their

condition with great rapidity, and at the same time operate as a

cure for costiveness and inflammation.

Notwithstanding all the advantages that can be brought for-

ward in favor of flax culture, I for one am fully determined not

to raise it on account of the disadvantages in its cultivation that

I can name, to wit

:

1st. It is most assuredly an exhausting crop.

2d. Much labor and manure is required in the preparation of

the land. ^

3d. Much attention is necessary at the season of pulling, as

different parts of the same field ripens at different periods.
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4th. Great care and judgment must be shown in the selection

of proper seed, as on this point rests the chief success of the crap.

5th. The value of the fibre, and its consequent profit, depend

upon the mode of watering it. If the putrefactive process is

proceeded with too far, the fibrous, and also the mucilaginau*

part of the bark will be affected.

6th. If it remains a few hours too long in the water, the fibre

will be weak and brittle ; and if three hours too short, it will

not separate from the stem easily, and will consequently be

coarse.

7th. Endemic fevers are always more or less common in flax

districts.

8th. It is a very hazardous crop, as there is always great va-

riation in the market value ; sometimes it bears a high price, and

at other times is scarcely remunerative. These objections do

not apply to oui* Western alluvial soils, that can be purchased

for one dollar per acre, and that will yield a succession of crops

annually for some years without manure—but to those like mine,

that have been under cultivation for more than a century, and

which do require manuring for a crop.

Recent discoveries have been made in England in the manu-

facture of flax, which that government thinks will enable Great

Britain to declare herself entirely independent of our Southern

States for her raw material, cotton. Chevalier Claussen has dis-

covered a mode of operating immediately upon the flax as it

comes from the field, or upon the fibre after it has been cleared

by mechanical means from tlie woody portions of the plant,

making a more entire separation of the resinous substance than

by the modes now in use in this country, such as dew rotting,

&c., aforementioned, which require some weeks. Mr. Claussen,

by means of chemistry, is said to accomplish this desirable end,

without deteriorating the material, in less than three hours. He

gets rid of the elasticity and harshness of the fibres by splitting

them into strips, until their gravity is less than that of cotton,

and appear exceedingly like it. By this process flax may be

grown and manufactured as cheap, if not cheaper, than cotton.
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By the old process, cotton would take precedence. Eleven

pounds of cotton, worth 88 cents, may be spun to produce 20,000

yards, about 3,800 yards more than eleven pounds of flax would

yield. The manufacturer could afford to sell the cotton yarn for

ten and a half pence per pound, when he could not sell the flax

yarn for less than seventeen and a half pence per pound. By

Mr. Claussen's process, however, the tables are turned. He

increases the produce of flax 99 per cent, over the old mode, and

it is supposed to a much greater extent.

It has another very decided advantage, which is that the flax

may remain standing until entirely ripe, yielding its seed, &c.,

as the riper and coarser it is, the better.

News by the last steamer from Europe informs us that cloth

has been recently manufactured in Great Britain, fifty-four inches

wide, of good quality, composed of wool and flax. They like-

wise make cloth of cotton, one-half flax, and a quarter cotton,

and .the balance flax. A Manchester editor asserts that doubts

have been expressed whether cotton and flax mixed would re-

ceive a uniform dye. He says he has seen samples of the yarn

dyed, and that the colors were uniform, perfect and in every way

unexceptionable. So early as 1783, the British Government of-

fered bounties for the growth of flax. In 1785, there was im-

ported from Russia, in British ships, 17,695 tons.

It is said that pure flax fibre, equal to the finest cotton yarns,

have been produced upon cotton machinery now existing.

The consumption of cotton last year in Manchester alone was

more than 770,000,000 of pounds—equal to one thousand tons

per day. The conclusion the Manchester manufacturers have

come to, as the result of their experiments, is that flax may be

substituted for'one-half, at least, of this enormous quantity ; and

in order to supply the Manchester manufacturers to this extent,

the produce of two thousand acres of flax would be required daily,

which would equal seven hundred thousand acres per annum.

I will venture to assert that the whole amount of flax grown

in Ireland, Scotland, England and WaleS; does not amount to

[Assembly, No. 149.] BB
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one-sixth of that quantity. In my opinion, if flax takes the place

of cotton to a great extent, England Avill look to our rich alluvial

western lands for her main supply of the raw material. I trust

our western agriculturists will take into consideration the im-

mense importance of these discoveries in a national point of view,

if they believe them all, which I must confess I do not.

A few days since, at Paterson, New-Jersey, an English gentle-

man, carrying on the manufacture of linen, informed me that he

had united cotton with flax, and in his attempt had most signally

failed, from the fact that cotton and flax are so entirely different

in their nature, that they will not receive the dye uniformly,

and, therefore, in combination will not produce a fine fabric.

Here are two samples prepared by the gentleman in question and

presented to me ; the fine, well colored, uniform piece, is made

from pure flax ; the light colored, coarse grained piece, is one-

third cotton and two-thirds flax. If the English have not been

more successful in their attempts, and I do not believe they have,

our southern friends have nothing to fear.

Mr. Scott, the gentleman alluded to, further informed me that

a friend of his in England hired three hundred acres of land, for

which he paid eight pounds (or forty dollars) per acre—twelve

thousand dollars per annum—and raised upon it nothing but flax
;

and furthermore, that it paid him. This surprised me ; but when

he stated that a manufacturer in Paterson imported his flax from

England, and paid there forty dollars per ton for it, my surprise

was changed to mortification, to think that a people possessing

millions of acres of virgin soil, capable of yielding a crop of flax

annually for fifteen years in succession, without manure or other

aid, should import flax grown upon foreign soil that had been

under cultivation for centuries, and which had to be manured

and enriched at great cost to produce anything.

The increase in the consumption of foreign flax in the Kingdom

of Great Britain has been from 936,000 cwt.,in 1831, to 1,800,000

cwt. in 1849, and at the present time the spinners are not able to

meet the demands for yarn. The value of flax they imported in

1849 was more than £4,500,000, and flax seed equal in value to

i:i,388,131; oil cake, £644,175; hemp, 45,000 tons, worth
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^1,600,000. The sum total ot all these imports exceeded

X8,000,000, or forty millions of dollars. England exported in

1832, 49,500,000 yards of linen j in 1849, 106,000,000 of yards,

having more than doubled. There are now in Manchester eighty

persons engaged in the manufacture and sale of linen yarns.

They sell 100,000 bundles of tow and linen yarns every month

in Manchester, worth XSSjOOO, and the trade is increasing.

David Gavin Scott, of Paterson, New-Jersey.—I have been for

some years practically concerned in the manufacture and dyeing

of flax, both in Scotland and this country. It is a subject deeply

interesting. This Institute will use the power given to it so as to

concentrate here as in a grand focus, every light, every ray of

useful knowledge, and hence radiate it to the most distant re-

gions, even to the shores of the Pacific Ocean.

Flax was early introduced into England, but increased but

slowly. It went to Ireland in about 1750. Alarmed at the pro-

gress of the Irish in the woolen trade, the British Parliament ad-

dressed a petition to William III. that he would stop that, and

let the Irish take to raising and working flax. William promised

that he would do all that he could. England ordered that

all the Irish woolens should be exported to England only.

The linen iDUsiness of Ireland grew and prospered in the north

of Ireland—not so in the south—and the cry of famine which

came across the waters to us, recently, was all from the south,

where flax and linen did not prosper. England gave premiums

and bounties on the linens of Ireland. Protecting this industry

on a lofty scale it thrived ; but more in Scotland than in Ireland,

for since 1815 the city of Dundee has become in linen almost

equal to Manchester in cotton. In 1850 Dundee spun and wove

forty-five thousand tons of flax This amount had the efiect of

cheapening linen goods. Scotland is using power looms. Last

year two hundred million pounds weight of flax were used in

Great Britain. The English farmers are aroused. Last year they

produced fifty millions of pounds weight, or what was equal to

about one-third of the cotton import. Russia has given to Eng-

land about sixty per cent, of the flax she imports. In New-York

flax is now worth eight cents a pound. Cloth of pure flax is

worth fifty cents a yard.
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The preparation of flax has been made an unhealthy business,

on account of the old practice of steeping it in stagnant waters

containing great quantities of vegetable matter rotting in them.

One of the methods I have seen tried was soaking the flax in hot

water containing soap, which loosens the fibres in a few hours.

All the methods tried have for their object only the loosening

the fibre of flax from the central core. The next part of the

process is to effect the separation. This is done in numerous

ways, but in the most complete manner by a mill in which the

stalks are crushed beneath a heavy stone. The crushed core is

then separated from the fibres. This is called scutching, and

there are numerous modes in use for doing this, but it is most

commonly done by fixing a number of scutches in the same axle

worked by machinery.

The fibres are at length separated from the central core ; the

flax has now become a marketable article ready for the manufac-

turer's hand.

After the flax has been plucked in the field, it is carried off" to

be macerated or steeped in water. The object of the maceration

(which is performed in every country where flax is produced)

for the purpose of manufacturing, is to separate the substance of

the stalk from the rind or barky portion, which consists of fibres,

the common mode of effecting which is thus : when the flax is

gathered it is bound in small bundles and thus deposited in a

pond, bundle after bundle, until a solid stratum of flax is formed.

When it has been piled to such a thickness that the depth of the

water will admit, no more, (generally about five or six feet) the

whole mass is loaded with large masses of heavy wood until it is

all completely immersed.

When it has remained in this state from five to eight days^ it is

taken out and conveyed to a place of mown grass or clean sward

land. The bundles are here untied and carefully spread out

stem by stem. Here it remaius^ve or six weeks^ being frequently

turned in the interim ; all is then gathered and tied up in large

bundles, conveyed to a store and kept dry till wanted.

The object of this soaking in water, is to render the fibres easily

separated from the centre core. The great obstacle in the flax
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industry is the tedious and expensive preparation of it for the

spindle and loom. Donelan says now that by his new patent

process, he can prepare it for one cent a pound, by chemical and

mechanical processes combined, and that the flax is, at the same

time bleached ! One ounce of fact is worth a ton of theory. If

Donelan's patent can do this, no man can estimate the importance

of it to agriculture. There is another invention just now, in

England, that of the Chevalier Claussen, whose patent method

prepares flax in short staple, similar to that of cotton. He can

obtain it also from the China grass, from hemp, from old tarred

ropes and from bamboo. I do not believe in his success. Large

associations are now formed and forming in Ireland and Scot-

land ; in the latter country (mine) we are not apt to be tickled

with new inventions.

One of the noblemen of Ireland has a grand plan to secure food

for the people. In one establishment at Rochdale I saw about

fourteen hundred flax looms at work ; they used one-third cot-

ton with two-thirds flax. I have no great confidence in the value

of that sort of cloth ; I do not consider it durable nor worth more

than one-half of a fabric made of pure flax. I here show you

examples of my own manufacture ; one of which is called in

Rochdale union goods, of cotton warp and flax filling. I sell for

ten and one-half cents a yard ; the other, pure flax, for twenty

cents a yard. The union goods are not, in my opinion, worth

putting on your back. In dry spinning we use the fibre nearly

five feet in length ; in wet spinning, of the fibres cut into short

lengths, we make indifferent cloth, not saleable. The Chevalier's

mode of making short staple of flax will make poor linen ! I

perhaps bear hard on the Chevalier
;
yet such are modern dis-

coveries, how can we place boundaries to progress 1

When flax shall become a great crop, as is very probable, how
beautiful will be the scene of great fields of it in lovely bloom—for

its flower is truly so. "What admirable increase of comfort, of

enjoyment to all men in the use of soft, yet strong, the clean and

silk-like flax, as white as snow. Some persons seem to fear that

these new uses of flax will injure, by competition, our worthy

growers of cotton. I have no fear of that. The fine cotton of
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our southern States will forever bear competition with any fibre 1

Each plant has its peculiar character—both must be had, and

there never will be any rivalship between them. The competi-

tion will be a rich reward for both, and the true glory of the

flax farmer and the cotton planter will be clothing the world

"with beautiful and cheap garments. Such triumphs as these

make the only true glory of man ! Oh ! how far beyond his tri-

umphs in war.

Mr. Meigs stated that Mr. Hyde, who has just arrived from

England, says that a Mr. Wright, a native of this country, but

for the last forty years resident in England, has patented a method,

now in operation, consisting of boilers of great strength, in one of

which about two thousand pounds weight of flax is placed, and

steam from the other boiler is forced among the flax. After some

hours, two alkalies are forced into the flax ; at the same time,

hot water is forced in, and at last, all water being expelled from

the flax, hot air is forced in. The alkalies, with hot water and

steam, dissolve the gum or resin, and dissolve the silex, which

rendered the flax harsh ; and thus, in twelve hours from the be-

ginning of the operation, the flax comes out soft and pure.

Mr. Scott observed that the bleaching of it is the greatest ex-

pense.

Mr. Carter described methods of rotting flax in holes made for

that purpose, about five feet deep. The quality of the water

used is of some importonce. After the flax has been taken out,

the water and mud left in these holes is very rich manure, and

flax enriches the land on which it has been spread.

W. Blakeslee, of Waterbury.—I have raised flax for 40 years.

As to the water employed there is some mystery about it. An

attempt was made in Middletown many years ago, to manage

flax dry, but it failed. Connecticut has a soil well adapted to

raising it. A hard pan not far below the surface soil is good for

flax. I have made a clear profit of sixty dollars on an acre of

flax, some years ago. It does exhaust the soil—yet it will not

grow well more than one year in seven on the same spot, and ma-

nure will not help this. The oily matter of flax is not helped by

the manure. I have had on an acre seventeen bushels of the
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seed and four hundred pounds weight ot fiax. I sowed three

pecks an acre (of good seed.) My flax usually grew about three

feet high. I soon found that our oil was adulterated, for I have

sold my oil to dealers who sold it ten cents a gallon less than

they gave me. The market for it is quite fluctuating. We all

know the value of the oil-cake for cattle-feed. As we could not

here compete with adulteration, and at the same time with the

flax of the West, our business has gone down.

Mr. Pell.—It is well known that flax requires the eleven in-

gredients which are necessary to grow good wheat—less in the

proportions of some of them. But flax does no injury to the soil

if it is cropped before going to seed. In the seven years interval

mentioned by Mr. Blakeslee, the ingredients are restored to the

soil. The grain crops occupy the land eleven months ; the flax

only six months.

Mr. Blakeslee.—Spread flax over a piece of ground to be dew-

rotted, and that ground will not grow flax for seven years.

Mr. Pell.—Plants throw off" excrementitious matter, which is

good for different plants, but bad for their own species. Trees,

as the pines, will hardly succeed each other.

Mr. barter.—Flax dew-rotted is more easily dressed than by

water-rotting ; but the wjoper and lower stalks differ in quality,

which is not the case in water-rotted flax.

Mr. Fleet asked Mr. Scott what was his opinion as to flax in-

juring soil ; for some persons have gone so far as to say that it

ameliorates it

!

Mr. Scott.—I think that flax is exhausting, and not only for

its own growth but also for the growth of other plants.

Judge Van Wyck observed that it was universally so consider-

ed when the flax went to seed, but not otherwise. Our farmers

pursued the same mode of cultivation of it sixty or seventy years

ago that we do now. I have known sixteen to twenty bushels

of seed to come from one acre, and the seed sowed was something

less than a bushel. In Europe they have some better methods

in managing flax than we have I entirely approve the views of
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members to-day, of the immense importance of this subject to the

human race.

Mr. Blakeslee.—Land is always better oft' after a x^roper rota-

tion of crops. Now we get more grain after flax than we do after

oats. "When we air flax in water-rotting, we hasten the rotting

considerably—lifting the flax and letting the air in for a while,

and then putting under water again, and so repeating the opera-

tion a few times ; this may be done by draining off the water and

then letting it on again, where situations will allow it.

President Tallmadge.—In this discussion we should aim to

arrive at practical results. We must instantly dismiss all manner

of theory which fails us in that. This is a great question, the

first division of which belongs to the growing the staple—and

here analysis has recently taught us the very ingredients in soils

required for various plants, one of which demands more or less

than other of those indispensable elements. One result of this

knowledge is the confirmation of great facts, partially heretofore

known, in relation to the importance—the necessity of rotation of

^.j-ops—more rapid in horticulture than in agriculture, being re-

quired in three to five years ia the former. And in the forest

how striking are the evidences of a grand rotation, where tlie pine

trees of ages being removed, other trees of different kinds take

their places for a long period. And we cannot fail, in following

out the principle, to remark that Divine Providence has ordained

immense rotations in all things. Cast your eye upon our world,

ilee the growth of masses of men, and their cities, in their orders

of rotation—growing, ripening and decaying. See Babylon, Baal-

bec Persepolis, Carthage. In some cases even the ruins of their

ma«-nificence can hardly be found. So that in the rotation of

plants in our garden we behold the type of the great rotations of

man. And so of all vegetable and animal life. While these

forms rise, glitter, and pass away, the great elements of air and

earth are constantly restored from exhaustion to health and fer-

tility.

Mr. Blakeslee.—Let us discuss the subject of stock at the first

meeting of the Club in May. Adopted.

Flax is to be continued at the second meeting in March.

The Club 'adjourned. H. MEIGS, 6'ec'y.
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American Institute,

Farmers'' Club, March

FLAX, HEMP, AND COTTON.

Hon. Robert Swift Livingston in the chair.

Henry Meigs, Secretary.

Mr. Meigs read the proceedings of the Weekly Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Royal JigriaiUural Society of England.

At the Weekly Council of the Society, held on Wednesday,

February 12th, Mr. M'Dermott read the tollowing paper

:

REASONS IN FAVOR OF AN EXTENDED CULTIVATION OF FLAX AND HEMP

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

My object, gentlemen, in reading the present paper, at the re-

quest of your esteemed Chairman, is to submit to you, and through

you to the great agricultural body of England, a few facts bear-

ing on the importance which, in a national and individual point

of view, would result from a more extensive cultivation of fibrous

plants in this country. In venturing humbly to submit these

facts and opinions to so important and influential a body of gen-

tlemen as those who compose the Council of the Royal Agricul-

tuial Society, I am tar from wishing it to be understood either

that I conceive them to be ignorant of many of the facts which I

shall have occasion to adduce, or that the subject of Flax culture

is one to which they have not already paid some considerable at-

tention. On the contrary, many of the valuable. reports of your

Society, and the prizes given for Essays on the subject, prove that

it has at various times engrossed your consideration, and formed

the theme of serious deliberation at your Councils. Markets

comparatively undeveloped -, ignorance of the true character and

structure of the plant
;
prevalence of modes of cultivation and

preparation of the fibre, wasteful and injurious in themselves^

and attended with an enormous amount of trouble to the grower,

have hitherto each had their weight in inducing your Society to

withhold its valuable recommendation in favor of an extension

of Flax culture.
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The progress of science, and the skill and enterprise displayed

by many of the agriculturists of England and Ireland, have, how-

ever, now placed the matter upon a perfectly different footing,

and upon one which I venture to submit should induce the Royal

Agricultural Society, in the most strenuous manner, to urge upon

the farmers of the United Kingdom, the propriety of immediately

devoting some portion of their land to the culture of Flax.

Climate and Soil of England suited to its Growth.—That

Flax can be produced in this country is a point upon which I

apprehend little doubt now exists ; and it is unnecessary for me,

especially before such a body as that which I now have the

honor of addressing, to argue such a question. Suffice it, there-

fore, upon this point, to say, that in many respects our climate is

better adapted for its growth than even Belgium, inasmuch as we

are not subject to those severe droughts which, occuring in tlie

spring in that country, frequently inflict very serious damage

upon the young crop. Flax is grown, to some extent, in almost

every part of the United Kingdom—it has been grown with suc-

cess upon an Irish bog, and in the fen districts of England—on

the summit of the Wicklow mountains, and upon the Beacon-hill

of Norfolk, in the midland counties of England and the western

skores of Galway and Mayo, upon rich and poor, clayey, gravelly,

alluvial, and every variety of soil.

Importance attached to Growth of Flax by Government.—
This suitability of our climate and soil to the production of Flax,

and the importance which in earlier times was attached to it, is

sufficiently evinced by the numeioL-ous legislative measures which

at various times, from the reign of Henry YIII. to that of George

III., have been passed in order to promote and encourage its

growth. The " Transactions of the Board of Agriculture" for

1742, contain a letter from Robert Somerville, Esq., of the East

Lothian, in which the writer regrets, notwithstanding these en-

couragements and the bounties offered by the liberality of the

Government, that the cultivation of Flax should then have been

so extremely limited, and the management in every stage, both

of its culture and manufacture, so very detective.
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" This," he says, '^is the most to be regretted, as there can be

but little doubt that immense quantities might be raised in Bri-

tain with little labor, and that, too, upon soils where hardly any-

thing else will grow. The accomplishment of an object so truly

desirable as that of the extended cultivation of Flax, would be

attended with the most salutary effects, by affording employment

for an increased population, and materially lessening ow depend-

ance upon foreign countries.

Oil-Cake.—Upwards of 70,000 tons of oil-cake are annually

imported, the value of which exceeds X500,000, the whole of

which might be produced by our agriculturists with the most per-

fect ease, and with profit and advantage to themselves. In con-

nection with our supply of foreign oil-cake, it is worthy of re-

mark, that by far the larger proportions are sent from those coun-

tries which are the largest exporters of cattle to this country. By

the almost total neglect of the cultivation of flax, our farmers are

thus placed in the anomalous position of dependence upon those

countries for the supply of food for their cattle, which compete

with them in our markets, and in several instances, we are ac-

tually compelled, in addition to the price set upon the cake, to

pay a considerable duty imposed by the government of the ex-

porting countries.

Flax-seed for Crushing.—From Russia we import annually

half a million of quarters of flax-seed, the value of which is up-

wards of a million sterling. Our total imports of flax-seed for

sowing and crushing, from all countries in round numbers, are

about 650,000 quarters, the value of which at the low price of

7s. per bushel, is .£1,820,000. There is no reason wiiatever,

why this large sum might not be annually saved to the pockets

of our agriculturists, nor why the makers of linseed oil should

not be supplied exclusively with home-grown seed for the pur-

pose of their manufacture. The cultivation of flax at home, if

onlyf07- seed, would render our oil-pressers independent for their

supply upon foreign countries, and would give to our agricultu-

rists a return of upwards of JE2,000,000 annually. It would also

give them an article more valuable for cattle-food than the oil-

cake purchased from foreign countries, and which consists of the
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mere refuse and husks which remain after the expression of the

oleaginous properties from the seed ; or if it should be prefered

by some still to use cake, the seed could be sold to the " oil-press-

er," and the grower might fatten his cattle upon cake produced

from home-grown instead of from foreign linseed.

Sowing Seed.—With an increased cultivation of flax at home,

we should also be spared the dependence upon foreign countries

for our supply of seed for sowing purposes, and which we now

import to the value of some X200,000 per annum ; for it is ab-

surd to suppose that flax can be only grown in this country

from foreign seed ; the reason for this opinion being, no doubt,

traceable to the prevalent mode of pulling the flax before fully

ripe.

Manufactures.—Passing on, however, from the agricultural

demand which exists for the production of the crop in the shape

of seed, I will now call your attention to the existing market and

the sources of supply for thefibre of the plant required in our

manufactures. It cannot fail to be a matter of deep regret to

every well-wisher of his country, that in the two main branches

of our textile manufactures, we are so completely dependent for the

supply of the raw material upon foreign countries. Our cotton

manufacturers absorb daily one thousand tons of cotton wool, the

produce of foreign countries alone. For our supply of cotton,

we must, no doubt, still continue to be dependent upon foreign

countries, inasmuch as the material cannot be produced at home,

but there is every reason to believe that by the adaptation of flax

to cotton machinery this extent of dependence will in future be

considerably less than it has hitherto been, provided our agricul-

turists will but come forward in earnest, and endeavor to supply

the new demand for their products thus created. Our linen and

other manufactures in which flax is employed, are all but com-

pletely dependent upon foreign countries for their supply ; and

of the 100,000 tons now annually consumed, not more than one-

fourth is produced in this country. The total value of the flax

fibre imported for manufacturing into linen, sail cloths, tarpau-

lings, rick covers, sacking, and other materials exceeds .£5,000,000

annually; and there is no doubt, judging from the rapid progress

of our manufactures, thatif the supply of the raw material could
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be more readily obtained at home, the consumption would be in-

creased to a still greater extent. The progress of the linen trade,

in consequence of tlie great improyements which have been made
in machinery, has. within the last twenty years, been almost un-

paialleled. The exports of linen, haye increased since that time

from 50,000,000 to 105,000,000 of yards, and its declared yalue

from jei,700,000 to upwards of £3,000,000. No attempt what-

ever, has been made on the part of our agriculturists to meet the

enormous and rapid increase in the demand for the raw material

;

and as a consequence, the foreign producer has been reaping a gold-

en harvest from the monopoly whicli he has possessed. The im-

ports of foreign flax have increased from 936,000 cwt. in 1831, to

1,800,000 in 1842. The value of the increased imports being not

less than two milliojis and a halfj nearly the whole of which is

paid for in money sent out of the country.

Hemp.—We also import large quantities ofhemp, which might,

like flax, be easily and profitably grown at home. The value of

the hemp annually imported is about £1 ,500.000. We have thus

a demand existing for flax and hemp, and for the supply of which

we are dependent upon foreign countries, shown in round num-
bers by the following figures :

Flax fibre „ , i:.5,000,000

Seed for crushing 1,800,000

sowing , 200,000

oil-cake 600,000

nemp 1,500,000

£9,100,000

New Markets.—Hitherto we have spoken only of the existing

markets ; I am now anxious to call your attention to that great

demand which will be opened by my discovery of the mode of

adapting flax to cotton and woolen machinery. The substitution

of flax for cotton is now no longer a matter of doubt. Recent

experiments at Rochdale have completely set that question at rest.

Important as may be the considerations connected at present with

tlie linen manufactures, and cogent as may be the arguments

deduced from them, in order to induce you to obtain possession

of the ground now occupied by the foreign producer—infi:^iteJy
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more importaat, and far more forcible, are those which may be

drawn from the prospective demand now springing up in our

cotton manufactures. The consumption of the raw material must

of necessity be governed by the machinery which exists for its

manufacture, and the spindles of Belfast, of Dundee, and of Leeds,

are already supplied with tlie produce of foreign countries. Not

so, however, with respect to flax and its adaptation to the cotton

manufactures. Millions of cotton spindles are ready at once to

take to the new material and spin it for you, without the slightest

alteration being required in their arrangement, A thousand tons

of cotton daily, or 770,000,000 of lbs. annually, are consumed in

our cotton manufactures, and the result of my recent experiments

has been such as to show that flax may be substituted for one-

half at least of this amount. In order, therefore, to supply the

new demand for a 7iew inaterial thus created, the produce of 2,000

acres will be required for each day, and the whole of the flax

grown in the United Kingdom does not amount to more than

one-seventh of the supply required for Manchester alone. It is

a duty imperative upon the agriculturists of the country to en-

deavor to meet this enormous demand, and not to allow it to pass

into the hands of foreign countries, which will inevitably be the

case, if they do not immediately exert themselves in this respect.

Wool.—But not Manchester alone, but the woolen districts of

England, await with anxiety an increased supply of flax which

shall be available for the pm*pose of spinning in combination

with wool, upon the existing wool machinery. I will not trouble

you with statistics upon the subject of our woolen manufactures.

The populatian of Leeds, Bradford, and otlier towns in the woolen

districts, are kept in a state of prosperity by the employment

which it affords ; and the introduction of flax into that particular

branch of manufactures would have the effect of reducing tlie

price of material by 25 per cent., and of giving an increased

amount of employment in those districts. A firm in Bradford

has already taken steps to carry on the manufacture, and will

alone require the produce of 5,000 acres in the ensuing year.

Deficient supply of Cotton.—In connection with the supply

of the markets already referred to, a further argument is to be
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found in the fact of the present diminished supply of the raw

material from foreign countries. " There is," says Mr. Porter,

in his remarks on the statistics of the cotton trade, in a paper

read before the British Association last year, " a growing opinion

that now, and for some years past, we have reached the maximum

supply of cotton from the United States—a fact which, should it

prove to be correct, makes it a matter of absolute necessity, either

to seek for further supplies of the article from other sources, or

to find some efficient substitute that shall provide the means of

employment for our continually growing numbers." So great has

been the deficiency of cotton in the United States during the past

year, that the prices have risen cent, per cent, as compared with

those of 1849, and our manufacturers are straining every nerve

to endeavor to obtain an additional supply of cotton, and to re-

duce their dependence upon the United States for a supply of

their staple article. The Manchester Chamber of Commerce,

feeling the importance of the subject, have, at a considerable ex-

pense, sent a gentleman to India for the purpose of obtaining in-

formation as to the probable extent to which they might depend

upon that country for an increased supply of cotton. But to

realize this much desired benefit there must be introduced into

India a totally new system of managing this crop, and new and

convenient modes of transit for bringing the produce of the

interior down to the coast for shipment. Those acquainted with

the habits and prejudices of the people of that country need hardly

to be told with what difficulty such a change would be brought

about, and how many years must elapse before the establishment

of railways, or the formation of roads for the conveyance of

the material produced under such an altered system. So far,

then, as the arguments for an extended growth of flax in this

country, founded upon the present position of our cotton manu-

facturers, are concerned, our agricultuiists have to consider the

diminished supply and increased price of cotton ; the diflUculty

of obtaining the requisite supplies from other countries ; and,

above all, the fact that flax can be advantageously employed as a

substitute in those manufactures in which cotton is required.

Deficiency of Flax.—If we again trust to the position of

our linen manufactures, it will be found that there exists in

that branch also a most extraordinary deficiency in the supply of
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the raw material. In Ireland the ouitivation of flax has fallen

during the past year, as compared with 1845, by nearly 60,000

acres. In Russia, from whence we derive our largest supplies,

there has been a decrease in the amount of exports of flax of

nearly 150,000 " poods," or about twenty per cent ; and I find in

the Morning Chronicle, wliicli has devoted much attention to the

subject of an extension of the growth of flax, a circular of one of

the largest houses in St. Petersburgh in which the following

statement occurs :

—

" We are to have a small supply of flax next season, not above

one-half of that which we had two years ago, and such high prices

are consequently paying in the interior, that the dealers will not

be able to lay it down here, to cost less abroad, that it is now sell-

ing for on yom- side ; so that we are not likely to have anything

doing on contract for a long time, if at all this winter, unless the

relative state of the two markets experience mutual alteration

by an improvement on your side."

In Belgium, where the finest qualities of flax are produced,

the cultivation of flax is considerably less than on the average of

former years.

Objfxtions to Growth of Flax : Agriculture.—But if satis-

fied that ample markets exist for the sale of his produce, and that

this sort of moral impediment to its growth has been removed,

the agriculturist may still point to the objections entertained

against the growth of flax, both on account of its supposed ex-

haustive character, and the trouble, risk, and expense attendant

upon its preparation for market, as reasons why he should not

enter upon the cultivation of the plant. With respect to the ex-

haustive character of the plant, and its consequent injurious ef-

fects upon the soil, there appears to be no reason for supposing

that, under a proper and judicious mode of treatment, it is more

exhaustive or injurious than any other seed-producing crop. An
examination of tlie stem of the plant shows that those portions of

it which are required for the purpose of manufacture, are derived

almost exclusively from the atmosphere. Indeed, to so small an

extent do the organic properties of the soil enter into the fibre,

that it has been found upon analysis that 100 lbs. does not con-
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tain upon an average more than 2 lbs. of mineral matters, inclu-

ding lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, carbonic, phosphoric, sul-

phuric acid, and silica. It is the woody parts of the plant, the

resinous matter of the seed, with its capsules and husks, which

absorb from the soil the phosphoric acid and other fertilizing in-

gredients. If the flax, unlike other crops, be not allowed to re-

turn anything to the soil ; if the seed be thrown into the steep-

pit or " rottery" with the stem of the plant, and food for the cat-

tle, the straw or woody parts be rendered perfectly useless for all

the purposes of manure, or mixing with cattle food, then undoubt-

edly flax, like any other crop, would be in itself an exhausting

crop. Eut practical experience, however, has fully proved that

under a judicious mode of treatment, so far from being an ex-

haustive, flax is actually a renovating crop. Numerous instances

might be cited upon this subject. Mr. Edmonds, of Stonehouse,

near Plymouth, stated in 1848 :
" It is a mistaken opinion that

hemp and flax impoverish the land ; from long experience I have

found the contrary ; these are crops that make a greater return as

to manure tJuin any corn cropP

Sir Richard O'Donnell, who is one of the largest cultivators of

flax in Ireland, and who has grown to the extent of 700 acres in

one year, states in the Morning Chronicle^ " As the result of many

years' experience, that when grown in its regular rotation, flax

is so far from being exhaustive, that it tends greatly to improve

the soil and the character of the other crops in the rotation. It

is above all most valuable for laying down land after wheat or

oats, as the process of pulling the flax, by loosening the earth

around the roots, improves greatly the quality of the grass crop."

Mr. Warnes, whose exertions as a practical agriculturist, to

promote the extension of flax culture, are deserving of all praise,

and whose system of agriculture rests upon the growth of flax,

and the fattening of cattle in boxes, upon the seed, incorporated

with the other produce of the farm, both summer and winter, has

introduced the flax plant into every rotation upon his farm : and

judging from the results of his own experience, he states that no

rational assertion can now be urged against the growth of flax,

as the improved systems of cultivation and preparation have ren-

[Assembly, No. 149.] CO
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dered obsolete the clauses in old leases, prohibiting the culture

of the plant, and the antiquated notion tliat fibre and seed can-

not be secured at the same time. So far, therefore, as the ex-

haustive character of the plant is concerned, there appears to be
no sufficient ground for entertaining such an opinion.

Preparation for Market.—A farther objection to the growth of

flax is, however, to be found in the nature of the process hitherto

required to be employed previous to its preparation for market.

So long as it shall continue to be considered necessary for the

grower to embark in the present troublesome and uncertain pro-

cess of steeping the Flax in the straw, it will be in vain to expect

any very general or extensive growth of the plant. Although

considerable advance has no doubt been been made in the pre-

paration of the fibre during the last few years, still the present

mode is far from being suitable to the great body of the farmers

of the United Kingdom.

Dew Rotting.—Under the system of preparing the flax hitherto,

four modes of steeping or rotting the plant are resorted to. The

first consists of the plan of " dew rotting," or allowing the flax to

remain exposed on grass land for a considerable number of days

exposed to the action of the rain and dews, and atmosphere.

The plan, however, is one which, from its obvious inconveniences,

is not calculated to meet with general approval in the present

advanced state of agriculture, and is indeed very rarely adopted.

Steeping in Streams.—Probably the best mode of steeping the

flax is that of placing it in running streams, according to the

mode adopted in Courtrai, the principal flax-producing district

of Belgium. The flax so prepared generally realizes a much

higher price than any other description of flax. There are, how-

ever, certain peculiarities in the water of the river Lys which

makes it admirably adapted for steeping purposes, and which are

not possessed by any other streams in this country. Independent

of the peculiarities of the water, the steeping of flax in running

streams cannot be made generally available in this country, as

they are mostly too rapid in their character.

Steeping in Pits.—In the absence of suitable streams, recourse

is had to a mode of steeping in pits or pools sunk in the ground.
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But so many favorable conditions are required to be obtained,

and so many unfavorable ones to be avoided, in the selection of

the site for the pool, and the supply of the water required, that

it is probable that a desirable or perfect steep-pool could not be

formed in any part of the country. The soil forming the bottom

and sides of the pit will have an influence on the color of the

fibre ; clay, gravel, alluvial and peaty soil, will each impart some

peculiar dye to the material, which more or less affect its value.

The water used in the pit or pool must not be spring water, and

it must not have flowed over any soil containing metallic

deposits ; and rain water is not well calculated lor the purpose.

But, in addition to all these difficulties attendant upon obtaining

the requisite means, the grower of flax has to contend against all

the uncertainties and risks of either over or under-steeping his

flax. " One sultry night," says one of the reports of the Royal

Flax Society, " while it is in the steep, and nearly rotted sufficient-

ly, is enough to carry the fermentation beyond the safe point.

So much is this feared by farmers, that almost all flax is under-

watered ; and although much of it is afterwards mannered on the

grass, yet the greater proportion is brought to market with the

shores still unseparated in bits on the fibres " But while the

sultry nights of summer are unfavorable to the steeping of flax,

and inconvenient to the farmer, inasmuch as his laborers are at

that season generally otherwise employed, it is also obvious that

during the winter, when comparatively little farm labor is carried

on, the process of steeping must be discontinued altogether, in

•consequence of the temperature.

ScHENCK System.—A fourth process has, within the last few

years, been very strenuously advocated by the Royal Flax Soci-

ety in Ireland, which consists in steeping the flax in hot water.

This mode, although doubtless an improvement upon any of the

existing plans, still does not afford the means of obtaining that

complete separation of the fibre which it is desirable to obtain.

The Belfast Society do not pretend that is a mode generally ap-

plicable to the use of the producer of flax, for under what they

term a " division of labor" they propose that the whole process

of preparation, with the profits attendant upon it, and the addi-

tional labor required, shall be taken out of the hands of the
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growers, whom it designates as " a class of persons ignorant of

the commonest chemical principles," and handed over to capital-

ists or speculators who will erect the required machinery in dis-

tricts where the growth of a certain quantity of flax would be

previously guaranteed. According to the reports of the Society,

it appears that the profits upon the preparation of an Irish acre

of flax would be something like 200 per cent, upon the amount

paid to the grower for his produce. The farmer is paid for his

flax a price ranging from iI5 to j£8 per acre; the steeper upon

this principle of " division of labor," receiving a net profit (I

take the figures of the advocates of the plan) of upwards of .£20.

With such indueemmts as these offered by the Flax Society, I

doubt much whether the agriculturists of this country will feel

very much disposed to enter upon the growth of flax to the ex-

tent which the circumstances of the case require ; and in Ireland

I have no doubt but that the whole scheme, fraught with so many
of the abuses of the middlemen system, will soon be found alike

intolerable to producer and consumer.

The whole of these difficulties may, I believe, be easily over-

come by the adoption of a system more in accordance with the

present advanced state of practical science and knowledge, and

which involves the entire abolition of the whole of the existing

modes of steeping the flax in the straw.

Steeping Injurious.—Not only is the present process of steep-

ing inconvenient and unnecessary, but it is highly -injurious, as

it imparts its injurious dyes to the fibre, deteriorates, and gives to

it an inequality of strength, which in the subsequent stages of

manufacture, are exceedingly difficult to overcome. I have

found this to be more particularly the case in the preparation of

the flax into a material capable of being spun alone or in combi-

nation with wool and cotton upon the existing machinery. I am

anxious that the grower should not resort to any of the existing

modes in the preparation of his flax ; for any one step taken in

that direction entails subsequently the necessity of much addi-

tional trouble and expense, in addition to most materially affect-

ing the strength and quality of the yarns and threads produced

from it.
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Purchase in the Straw.—The mode in which I should most

prefer to purchase flax would be in the straw, precisely as it is

left after the removal of the seed. In this state it can be dealt

with a far greater degree of certainty than in any otlier, and may

be within four-and-twenty hours from the time of its being pull-

ed ripe from the field, placed in a condition fit for preparation

for spinning, upon any of the flax, cotton, wool, or silk machinery

of the country.

Facility of Transit.—As there would be obviously many in-

conveniences connected with the transit and carriage to a large

distance of a material so bulky as tliat of flax in the straw, the

grower might in certain cases, by the use of a common breaker

and a pair of toothed cylinders, remove a great portion of the

more bulky part of the plant, and thus send the fibre in a partial-

ly-cleaned state to the market. The chaff obtained from this

partial separation of the straw from the fibre, which contains a

very large proportion of the inorganic matter from the soil, and

which not having been destroyed by the process of steeping, will

form a most valuable material for mixing with cake, crushed

seed, the mucilage formed from it, or other articles of cattle-food.

Landlords,—There is also a third mode which might be made

available in the case of the failure of either of the preceding

plans, which is that of the erection of the required accommoda-

tion by the landlords for the use of their tenants, upon the

payment of such sums as would be calculatec^ to cover the inter-

est of the capital invested, and the cost of keeping the buildings

and apparatus in an efficient state of repair.

Profit.—There remains yet one very important point, to

which I have at present only incidentally alluded; I mean the

profit to the farmer upon the cultivation of flax. If I have suc-

ceeded in convincing jou of the extent and certainty of the

market which exists for the produce, and of the absolute neces-

sity which exists for your endeavoring to obtain possession of

those markets, I have no doubt that I shall be enabled most
satisfactorily to prove tliat you can do so with considerable

profit and advantage to yourselves.
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Seed and Fibre.—It will be found in the first place that the

profit derived from flax under the present modes of steeping,

combined with the saving of the seed is considerably greater

than can be obtained from the cultivation of wheat at present

prices. Mr. Warnes states that the profit upon 14 acres of flax^.

grown and prepared by him last year, was upwards of X6 per

acre over that of his wheat. His figures are.

& s. d.

Prepared flax sold at Leeds, ". 238 16

Valueofseed, 126

364 16 a
Deduct cost of preparing flax, 140

Gross profit, 224 16

Talue of produce of 14 acres of wheat, at 38 bushels

to the acre, at 40s. per quarter, 133

Total balance in favor of flax over wheat, not inclu-

ding 6 tons, 6 cwt., of husks equal to hay, 26 cwt.

oftow,andmany loads of refuse for littering cattle, £91 16

Seed alone.—The above is an instance in v^hich both the seed

and the fibre were saved and prepared. There are cases, how-

ever, in which the flax is grown solely for the purpose of seed^

and others in which the seed is wasted or destroyed, the only

object in such case being to obtain the fibre. In either case there

is a greater profit to the grower than can be obtained from almost

any other crop. Mr. Beare, probably one of the best farmers in

the county of Norfolk, grows every year one or two acres of flax

after wheat, and without manure, for the seed only. His crop

last year yielded 26 bushels, which, at 10s. per bushel, would be

worth <£13 ; while his wheat crop did not exceed five quarters,

which, sold at 40s., would yield but £10, leaving a profit in

favor of flax-seed alone, (the straw being used as litter for cattle)

of £3 per acre. I may state upon this point, as a general rule,

under the present system, that, when grown for its seed alone,

the flax fibre is coarse, and is not considered of so much value

as that of a finer description.

Fibre alone.—Seed destroyed. Numerous instances might

be adduced, from the reports of the Royal Flax Society, to show
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that even iu cases where the seed has been thrown into tlie steep

pits and destroyed, the profit upon the sale and preparation of

the fibre was still greater than that of many other of the crops.

As the example thus set is one, however, wliich is not likely to

be generally followed by enlightened agriculturists in this coun-

try, it is unnecessary for me to trouble you with any figures upon

that point.

New process.—These, however, are returns obtained under the

present mode of steeping and preparing the flax. According to

the plan which I venture to submit, the returns will, I anticipate,

be even more favorable to the grower.

Sold in straw.—In the case in which he may elect to|dispose

of his flax in the straw, the farmer would derive the full value of

bis crop of seed, and the straw would be worth to him <£4 per

ton, the produce being about two tons per acre. He will not be

required, as is the case at present, to pull his flax before it is

perfectly ripe, or before the seed has been fully or completely

formed. Indeed the coarser and more developed is the stem of the

plant, the more valuable will it be for the purpose of adaptation

to the woolen and cotton machinery, and the fine gossamer

threads can be produced from it with greater certainty and pre-

cision than when pulled in an earlier stage of its growth. The

grower, therefore, need be under no fear as to the fineness of his

crop, and he may obtai i from it as large an amount of seed as

his land will produce.

Partial cleaning.—If the difiiculty of transporting the flax

in the straw to any great distance should render it necessary for

the grower to reduce its bulk, by the removal of some of the

woody part of the plant, he will obtain by so doing, in addition

to the seed, a valuable article of food for his cattle, and the en-

hanced value of the fibre will more than repay the amount of

labor bestowed upon it.
•

Complete preparation.—If disposed to carry the preparation

of the flax to its usual stage of adaptation to the spindles of the

manufacturer, whether cotton, linen, wool, or silk, he will derive

a profit larger and more certain than any which he can obtain
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under the present process; while from the refuse straw, impreg-

nated with the salts used in its pieparation, he will obtain a

manure of the richest and most lertilizing character.

The Chevalier Claussen then laid before the council the fol-

lowing ditferent specimens

:

1. Samples of flax in the straw, pulled and rippled.

2. Samples of flax-straw, prepared according to the new pro-

cess, adapted for linen manufactures.

3. Samples of long fibre scutched from part of No. 2.

4. Samples of flax-fibre, adapted for spinning on cotton

machinery.

5. Sample of yarn spun on cotton machinery, some from all the

above flax-fibre, others mixed in various proportions with the

American cotton ; these mixtures being termed by the inventor

flax-cotton.

6. Samples of flax-fibre prepared for mixing with wool.

7. Samples of yarn produced on ordinary woolen machinery,

composed of wool and flax in various proportions, termed by the

inventor flax-wool.

8. Samples of flannel woven from the above.

9. Samples of fine cloth woven from yarn composed of flax and

fine wool in various proportions.

10. Flax-fibre prepared for mixing with silk, and dyed with

colors.

11. Flax-fibre mixed with spun silk, and termed by the in-

ventor flax-silk.

12. A sample of yarn produced from the above.

13. Samples of flax-cotton yarn dyed of various colors.

14. Samples of cloth woven from flax-cotton yarn and wool,

dyed.
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The following are the advantages detailed by the Chevalier

Claussen and his friends, as possessed by the new process over

the old methods :

1. That by the Chevalier Claiissen's process the preparation

of long fibre for scutching is effected in less than one day, and he

always produces a fibre uniform in strength and entirely free from

color, much facilitating the after process of bleaching either in

yarns or in cloth.

2. That he can also bleach it in the straw at very little addi-

tional expense of time or money.

3. That the former tedious and uncertain modes of steeping

are superseded by one perfectly certain with ordinary care.

4. That in consequence of a more complete severance of the

fibres from each other, and also from the bark and boon, the pro-

cess of scutching is effected with half the labor usually employed.

[These advantages referred to that portion of the invention that

includes the preparation of flax for spinning upon the ordinary

flax macliinery, and suited to existing markets. The further

advantages have reference to the creation of new markets for

British produce.]

5. That by the new process flax is rendered capable of being

spun, either in whole or in part, on any existing spinning

machinery.

6. That the fibre, to be mixed with cotton, or spun alone on

cotton machinery, is so completely assimilated in its character to

that of cotton, that it is capable of receiving the same rich opaque

color tliat characterises all dyed cotton ; and, consequently, any

cloth made from flax-cotton yarn can be readily printed, dyed or

bleached by the ordinary cotton processes.

7. That flax-fibre can be alw^ays produced with profit to the

British grower at a less price than cotton can be imported into

this country with profit to the foreign producer.

8. That as a consequence of this advantage, the manufacturers

of this country will be less dependent on the fluctuations of the
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cotton crop for a supply of the raw material, and a more regular

employment will be given to the manufacturing population, and

the present amount of local rates be greatly dimiuislied thereby.

9. That the British grower will derive great benefit from a

supply of the wide demand thus opened to him.

10. That with respect to the advantages of being able to spin

flax in combination with wool on the existing wool machinery,

the first is, that the flax prepared by M. Claussen is capable of

being scribbed, spun, woven, and milled, in all respects as if it

were entirely wool ; having an advantage in this respect over

cotton, which has not the slightest milling properties ; on the

contrary, the flax fibre is capable of being even made into com-

mon felt hats wath or without the admixture of wool. To such

an extent has the milling properties of Flax been proved, that

the sample of cloth exhibited had been woven to 54 inches wide,

and milled up to 28 inches wide.

1 1

.

That the flax fibre will not, under any circumstances,

when prepared for spinning with wool, cost more than from 6d.

to 8d. per lb., while the wool with which it may be mixed will

cost from 2s. to 4s. per lb.; consequently reducing the price of

cloth produced from this mixture 25 or 30 per cent, below the

present prices of cloth made wholly from wool, and being of

equal, if not greater durability.

12. That short-wool refuse, which cannot by itself be spun

into a thread, by being mixed with tliis thread, can be rapidly

spun and manufactured into serviceable cloths.

13. That there is a probability of a further demand being

opened up for this fibre in the flannel and woolen trade.

14. That by tliis process flax may be also so prepared as to

be spun in any certain proportions with silk upon the existing

silk machinery; that when so spun, it is capable of receiving

considerable brilliancy of tint. That the fibre may be prepared

for thus spinning at an uniform price of from 6d. to Sd. per lb.

That as it may be spun in any proportions with silk, it is evident

that the price of the yarns must be reduced according to the
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relative proportions of the materials employed, thus extending

the markets, and giving increased employment to the operatives.

15. That, by M. Claussen's process of bleaching, any useless

flax can be converted into a first-rate article for the paper-maker,

at a less price than the paper-maker is now paying for white

rags
J
and suitable for the manufacture of first-class papers.

In conclusion, M. Claussen and his friends had no doubt that

a plan might be devised by which the grower of flax would de-

rive not only the benefits to be obtained from the sale or con-

sumption of his flax-seed, and the sale of his straw, as stated in

the paper read, and the further advantages to be derived by him

from the partial separation of the woody part of the stem from

the fibre, which would reduce the cost of transit, and provide

for a larger return to the land ; but also the larger profit to be

derived from the transforming of the straw into fibres suitable

for any of the purposes above described, according to the sug-

gestion pointed out in the paper read to the meeting, and thus

secure to themselves that double profit, which, under the present

system, it was all but impossible for them to obtain.

Sir James Graham inquired whether the farmer, in separating

the seed from the straw, would be liable to injure the fibre ? To

which

M, Claussen replied that no such injury to the fibre would

arise from any of the present modes of separating the seed from

the straw, so long as the separation was made longitudinally;

that an ordinary thrashing machine might be so employed as not

to injure the fibre j in fact, that tlie only injury that could arise

would ensue from breaking the fibre across, or steeping it on the

old system.

The Chairman thought it desirable that no time should be lost

in putting the farmer in possession of all the conditions under

which flax could be grown advantageously, and conveyed to

market at a profit, as the time for sowing the crop was near at

hand.
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Mr. Alcockj M. P., stated that coals could be brought from

Yorkshire at 7s. 6d. per ton, but they were a compact heavy

article of transit, while flax would be bulky and light.

Mr. M'Dermott observed that the bulk of the flax might be

reduced by partial removal of the straw by a machine that would

not cost more than XlO, and also by hydraulic pressure, as in

the case of hay for exportation, and that probably the railways

might eventually contract at lower rates for the conveyance of

this new branch of trafiic.

Mr. Majendie thought if the machine was portable, it might be

let out from farm to farm. If the new process did not produce

any injurious effect on flax that rendered it unfit in any degree

for subsequent use in all the ordinary stages of manufacture, it

would prove of great benefit to the country.

Mr. Christopher, M. P., and Colonel Challoner, thought it de-

sirable that the cost of machinery required by farmers for com-

mencing this branch of cultivation, so new to many of them,

should be accurately ascertained.

Mr. Miles, M. P., had been just endeavoring to obtain that

information from one of M. Claussen's friends near him, and it

appeare<l that one machine only was essential, but that two

might, for farther preparation of the flax, be employed, if the

farmer thought proper; the first machine would cost J£ 10, and

.one object of it was partially to separate the fibre, leaving the

slioves or gross remaining matter, amounting to two-thirds of

the original flax, behind, to be returned by the farmer to the

land ; the second machine would cost £bO, and was adapted for

clearing the fibres effectually from the refuse after the first che-

mical process.

The Hon. Dudley Pelham, M. P., conceived it important to

inquire into the effect tliat the introduction of this new system

would have on the relative employment of laborers in flax cul-

ture and its operations.

Mr. Kennedy inquired the price of new " British cotton*' com-

pared witli that of ordinary foreign cotton, and was informed
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that it was from 4d. to 6d. per lb.; while the foreign cotton

ranged from 8d. upwards, according to quality.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs informed the council of the result attending

flax culture in the eastern counties, where the growers had been

unable to obtain a market for their produce. The farmer's capi-

tal was, he thought, too nearly exhausted at the present moment

to render it prudent for him to embark in any new line of culti-

vation, without being first well assured after having overcome all

the practical difficulties of a new crop, and its preparation for

sale, he should find a ready market for its disposal. He hoped,

as in the case of wool, that there would be a probability of farm-

ers having a flax market, so that the article might be taken off

their hands at so much per acre or ton, without loss or risk of

the capital employed. Seeing among them that day a member

of the distinguished family of the Leeds flax-spinners, he would

appeal to him on this point, in the hope that he would be able,

from experience of the whole question, to favor them with an

opinion on the subject.

Colonel Challoner then ascertained, by inquiries addressed to

M. Claussen, that flax injured by the farmer for sale and use un-

der the old system, was available and equivalent to uninjured

flax for the purposes of M. Claussen, who would give as good a

price for it.

Mr. Marshall, M. P., replied that his brothers were the flax-

spinners ; he was only to a limited extent, a grower of flax for

their own use. They were, he believed, in the habit of paying

j£7 or <£8 per acre for the use of land for the flax crop, they

bearing all the expenses of cultivation, while the farmer had the

benefit of the land for the remainder of the year. There was at

the present time, he believed, a considerable market for flax. In

Belgium the " fabricant" relieved the grower of all trouble and

responsibility attending his crop, visiting his farm in person and

taking it at a valuation. On the present plan, the object was to

obtain long fibre ; cloth formed of which in the warp with cot-

ton, and more durable in wear, being employed for sheeting and

shirting. On the new principle, the flax, it appeared, was bro-

ken up into short fibre ; and Instead of steeping in hot or cold
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water, chemical means were employed to facilitate the process

without injury to the material. If land was clean and in good

order, fiax might be grown without manure. But the farmer

could not, under the present system of steeping, both grow it

and prepare it for the manufacturer. With regard to the thick

and thin sowing, that question had reference to the object of the

cultivator, namely, whether a fine fibre and little seed were re-

quired, or a coarser fibre with a full crop of seed. On the banks

of the Lys, in Belgium, where the finest flax had been grown for

centuries, and used for making the finest lace, they practised

thick sowing, three and a half bushels per acre, and obtained

about fourteen bushels of seed per acre, but the stems were long

and straight, without branches and the longest fibre was obtained.

In Ireland and Russia thin sowing was practised, from two to

two and a half bushels per acre, and from sixteen to twenty

bushels of seed were obtained ; but the stems of the flax branched

out more, and an inferior fibre was the result. It would be the

safest plan for beginners in this country to sow thin, and thus get

more linseed and straw. He concluded by remarking that if

M. Claussen succeeded in his laudable endeavors, so much the

better would it be for the farmers of this country.

Mr. Macartney thought that the average growth of flax in Ire-

land had fallen off. He referred to Lord Clarendon's liberal aid

in promoting its cultivation in that part of the United Kingdom,

to the mode in which the factors purchased the crops, to the cost

of conveyance, and to Schenck's improvement in steeping.

Mr. Hammond had grown flax in Norfolk, but, finding no mar-

ket for his produce, he had sent his flax to be manufactured into

linen for his own shirts. He had also had several of the cot-

tages on his estate thatched with the straw, and more beautiful

thatch he never saw.

Mr. Fuller, M. P., had also grown flax, in Sussex, but he had

no better success in getting it olf his hands ; and when he offer-

ed it to a large manufacturing house, he was told that they could

only give him linen in return for it.

Mr. Shelley remarked that there was no difficulty in farmers
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growing flax, the only difficulty was to get a market for it. In

Sussex it could not be turned into money. If M. Claussen could

make it marketable for them, he would find no want of growers.

It was, he thought, of little purpose to tell farmers of the quanti-

ty grown and the price it ought to fetch.

M. Claussen replied that it was both simple and easy to pre-

pare the flax for the spindle, and he would undertake to furnish

persons properly instructed who would direct the farmers how

to proceed. There was one house at Bradford, that ofMessrs. Quit-

zow, Schlesinger & Co., flax-spinners, dyers and merchants, whose

only fear was that enough flax would not be grown for their use ;

and they were, he believed, ready to give X4 per ton for flax of

fair quality.

Professor Way observed that the present system of preparing

flax only applied to existing markets. M. Claussen's method, as

he understood it, had the merit of opening new and extensive

markets for this article ; and there was one important point in

the new plan—that there would be no distinction of flax into fine

or coarse qualities. The farmer, too, under the new system,

would not be obliged to pull his flax, as under the system hith-

erto in use, before it was ripe, in order to procure a higher price

for his fibre ; but, on the contrary, it will not be necessary to

pull it until the seed and stalk were fully ripe. The farmer

would thus obtain a larger proportion of fibre in proportion to

the bulk, and a heavier crop of seed. He understood the quality

of fibre in the new process not to be so essentially of importance

as under the former plan, and that farmers may break the flax to

reduce its bulk. The new material would be intermediate be-

tween linen and cotton ; less valuable than the one, but more

valuable than the other.

Mr. Shelley then rose to propose a vote of thanks to M. Claus-

sen for the favor he had done them in his attendance on the oc-

casion, and the information he had laid before the council. He
heartily wished him success in the practical development of his

new discovery, and hoped that the farmers would reap the benefit

of it, and obtain a fair remuneration for their produce.
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Mr. Miles, M. P., seconded the motion. Kind, indeed, it had

been of M. Claussen to come before them that day, before he had

completely secured his patent, to give them the earliest notifica-

tion of the agricultural bearing of his researches. He trusted

that the result would prove as good for himself as for the far-

mers, whose interests he had then advocated.

The chairman then put the vote, which was carried unanimous-

ly. He was sure they all felt deeply obliged to the Chevalier

Claussen for the favor he had done them. The information had

been fully submitted to their consideration, but of course they

received it without any inference being drawn from such reception

that the council held themselves responsible in any degree for

the opinion expressed by M. Claussen. He thought it his duty,

as their chairman to repeat this caution. On that day fortnight,

namely, on Wednesday, the 26th of February, at noon, M. Claus-

sen had consented to again attend, for the purpose of detailing,

after the completion of his specifications, the details connected

"with his new process. Mr. Beale Browne would probably on

the same day bring forward one statement, of which he had given

notice, of his long experience in the cultivation of flax.

Flax Cotton.—Few persons in England have distinguished

themselves as advocates of British free trade more than Sir James

Graham, a member of the present British cabinet, and now proba-

bly at the head of the ministry ; and as it may interest our south-

ern readers to see his views on the subject of flax cotton, we take

the following from the report of the debate on Mr. D'Israeli's mo-

tion, received by the last steamer

;

" This question of the price of cotton did, he thought, open up

some hope to the landed interest. And from whence did it come 1

-"Via prima salutis

Quod minime reris, Graia pandeture ab urbe."

[Cheers.] As he had said from whence they could least expect

it—from Rochdale. [Hear, hear.] From the house of Bright

Brothers. [Loud cheers.] It had been discovered through their

means that by an invention in science, flax stalk might be used

to great advantage, and in diminution of the cost, in mixture with

cotton wool, sheep's wool, and even, as he had been informed^
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with silk wool, [Cheers.] The loss of the potato crop was

doubtless a severe infliction, but he could consider no dispensa-

tion of Providence more remarkable than that it should liave be-

come the means, by the aid of science and skill, of overcoming

the difficulty consequent upon tlie diminution of the supply and

the increase in the price of the raw material of our principal

manufacture. -By this discovery we should be, in a great degree^

made hidependent of theforeign supply of the great staple ofour man-

ufacture ; and if the cultivation of flax met with due encourage-^

ment they would hear but little more, he was confident, of the

distresses of the weavers of Carlisle."

Sir James is a great admirer of the mutual dependence of nations

resulting from the closing of the mills and furnaces of the world,

by which the planters and farmers of the world are rendered de-

pendent on England for their supplies of iron and of cloth ; but

he would seem equally to admire the mutual independence of

nations, as manifested by the substitution of English and Irish

flax for Georgia and Alabama cotton. How long will our planters

continue to aid in the maintenance of a system of policy that

drives all the spinning machinery of the world to the countries

that can and will grow flax at far less cost than they can grow

cotton ?

Judge Vanwyck.—It appears to me that this subject greatly

Increases in interest as discussion leads to new developments,

and our agriculturists ought to have all the light that can be

brought before them. It is our duty and a great pleasure to be

able to help them by collecting and then diffusing every ray of it.

It is too apparent to escape the observation, that in raising and
'

managing flax we should divide the labors, thus making it very

easy for one man to sow, another to rot, another to dress, &c.,

&c. The farmer will raise enough as soon as he is convinced of

the profits. In old times we made flax one of the regular crops,

enough for each farm, and tlie spinning-wheel was busy in every

good farmer's house. The cloth they made cost something more

than the imported linens, but they wore twice as long. Our wor-

thy friend Blakeslee, of WatertoAvn, in Connecticut, sends us a

very fine sample of his last year's flax crop, the stalks threefeet in

[Assembly, No. 149.] DD
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length. He has raised it for seed and fibre with profit for forty

years past. We should look out for new and better modes of

culture ; we must not adopt the errors of some farmers as to

its exhaustion of soil. As to its preparation, Schenck's system

should be well examined ; hot water steeping and rippling the

flax by machinery, separating the flax from the fibre without

damage to the germination or the oil produce of the seed. For-

merly the seed was, by some, kiln-dried, which killed its germ.

Donelan's plan left impurities in the fibre, which appeared at va-

rious stages of the manufacture.

The committee who examined it disapproved of Donelan's

method. In 1815 and 1816, two gentlemen in England claimed

to separate the fibre by some chemical process, but it was aban-

doned and the people went back to the old ways of water rotting.

In that operation, much depends upon a suitable temperature.

The plan of these gentlemen was the dry one, and that now under

consideration is loosening the fibre from the gum and resin and

dissolving the silex by chemical means. We must wait for a

successful result. In Belgium, Holland, and some in Ireland,

the division of labor prevails in tlie flax crop. The Royal Socie-

ty of Ireland recommended it to the Irish farmers, but they did

not generally adopt it. The demand for linens and lor flax-seed

is now greater than the supply. It is said in England tliat the

manure of cattle fed on oil cake is very enricliing to the land,

more so than from any other food, and will fully restore the

exhaustion caused by growing the seed. When flax goes to seed

I think that it exhausts the soil, taking out some of the richest

ingredients of it, but if we can get them back through the same

article, there is no harm done.

At present, Schenck's patent goes ahead of every other for

cheapness and efficiency in preparing the fibre for usej it is

adopted and more generally used than any other. The society

for improving tlie flax culture of Ireland, in tlieir last report

recently made, recommend it decidedly. It is done in a shorter

time and much better than the old pool system. It is done in vats

or large tanks, containing a large quantity at once, in hot water

of a uniform temperature and perfectly under the control of the
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operator. The seed must be taken off in Schenck's process, and

he will do it and do it well, if required. The committee think

no other system as yet can be adopted in practice, although they

hope and believe some cheaper and more efficient one will in

time be discovered.

Gen. Chandler.—I deem it a fortunate occurrence that the

club has at this time, entered upon the consideration of the

culture and manufacture of flax, because I am confident the three

days already devoted to it, will enable us to compile and place

before the public much valuable, new, and interesting matter

relative thereto, which in all probability will add something by

way of stimulating the general investigation of a subject of so

much importance.

I well remember that in 1808 I had the good fortune to possess

some shirts made of homespun linen, which for comfortable wear,

snowy whiteness, and durability, surpassed anything in that de-

partment of apparel that has fallen to my lot since. I think I

may say, without exaggeration, that one of them would outwear

three of the present day. Shirtings made of American cotton

were not at that period much known, and the general substitute

for linen was India muslin, or hum-hums—a weak, fragile, and

miserable fabric.

The inventions of Arkwright for spinning demanded an in-

creased supply of cotton, which in all probability would never

have been furnished but for the invention of the cotton gin by

our own Whitney. Tlius furnished, cotton rapidly gained in

public estimation, and the continued diminution in its price

caused it to occupy extensively the places and supply the wants

for which we had before looked to the blooming field of flax, the

spinning wheel and the distaff. All this was not accomplished

without the necessity of surmounting obstacles greater, apparent-

ly, than any which now lie in the way of reinstating linen. I

believe there are no difficulties which may not be overcome by

perseverance and the ingenuity of our countrymen properly sti-

mulated. I was much gratitied the other day by the response to a

question which I put to one whom I consider as standing pre-

eminent among the ingenious men of the present day. I asked
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him whether a machine could not be invented for the purpose of

pulling flax. "There is not the slightest difficulty," said he,

with much sincerity ; " it can be done as soon as the wants of

the people demand it. I know what it is ; my back has ached

often at that labor when a boy."

We have had before us during these discussions various speci-

mens of the fabrics of linen, and linen mixed with cotton, and

through the kind attention of Mr. Ellsworth, late Commissioner

of Patents, we have seen the material now prepared and called

flax cotton, the snowy whiteness of which was the principal

distinguishing feature between it and the veritable cotton. If

by any newly discovered process flax can be prepared in quantity

for the price which has been stated, (eight cents per lb.,) equal

in quality to the specimens we have seen, then the wliole matter

is actually accomplished. It can be spun on any machinery

now in existence with as much facility as the material for which

the machine was originally designed, and must inevitably, to a

large extent, take the place of cotton. But we must not be too

sanguine, for although these statements come to us under the

sanction of highly respectable and responsible names, the end,

nevertheless, may not be so fully attained as we might be led to

believe. There is certainly nothing that should for a moment

deter us in the prosecution of an enterprise, the result of which,

if successful, is of such magnitude, and the accomplishment of

which seems to be clearly within our reach.

Mr. Fleet,—Cotton lias attained the supremacy. In place of

flax our farmers have turned their attention to the cultivation of

fruit; and the failure of the efforts recently made to grow silk,

which may surely and profitably be done on every farm, discou-

rages new projects. We shall never succeed with flax if wo

must cut the fibres. That must be first obviated ; still I indulge

in hopes of ultimate success.

Gen. Chandler called the attention of members to the splendid

artificial imitation fruits on the table, the work of Townend

Glover, of Fishkill Landing, N". Y. The fruits exhibited are,

varieties of apples 50, plums 37, apricots 4, nectarines 6, quinces

4, grapes 5, Osage orange and pears 39.
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Mr. Glover will undertake to make the large fruits for one

dollar eachj and the smaller for somewhat less.

Vice President Pell moved that this club request the American

Institute to award the gold medal to Mr. Glover, and request

him to furnish the Institute with a written statement of the

varieties of fruit, that it may be printed in the transactions of

the Institute.

Messrs. Nash and Chandler seconded the motion. Carried

unanimously.

Mr. Glover presented some Louise Bon de Jersie pears to taste.

These pears were taken from the tree in September last. Without

proper care they will hardly keep more than a month. These

have been kept, by a special method, by Mr. Curtis, of Boston.

Raised by F. Tudor, at Nahant.

Gen. Chandler called the attention of the Club to the business

of the 1st and 8th of April next. He moved that the annual

distribution of seeds, grafts, plants, cuttings and Indian corn,

commence on the 1st of April, and the subject of cattle be the

exclusive one for the 8th of April.

Mr. Nash moved the publication of the last circular of the

American Institute relative to the Farmers' Club. Carried.

The club adjourned.
H. MEIGS.

American Institute,

Farmers^ Club, ^pril 1;?^, 1851.

President Tallmadge in the chair. Henry Meigs, Secretary,

CORN AS AN ARTICLE OF rOOD.

The President observed that as the subject for discussion was

the preparation of Indian Corn for food, he called upon Mr. J. R.

Stafford to speak of his new methods.

Mr. J. R. Stafford—Gentlemen : Having been invited by your

honorable secretary to take part in the discussion on Indian corn.
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set apart for this day's meeting, I will now make a few remarks

on the culture, production, manufacture and preservation of this

most invaluable grain—in fact, the great native American staple.

I have paid some attention to its culture, but as my experience

in this respect does not equal that of the several farmers here

present, I shall not speak of its culture but in general terms. I

know a little of the chemical constituents ; for I have but little

faith in chemical analyses of grains to determine their nutrition,

because I find that no two analyses correspond. It is impossible

that they should ; the air that the plant breathes, and the food

that it feeds on, is never the same in different locations ; hence

chemical analyses can but generalize. We are informed by

chemists that wheat is the most nutritious cereal grain that is

produced, because it contains the most gluten and the most of

bone and muscle forming materials. We are also informed that

by far the greater proportion of the latter materials are to be

found in the bran of that grain
;

yet the bran is repudiated hj

common consent, and flour, w^hich displays the least of it, brings

the most money. We know that Indian corn contains starch,

oil, gluten and albumen ; that with the exception of but a few

per cent of fibre, these are the constituents of the grain ; that the

outer covering or bran is mostly silicious ; that it is of but little

weight, and that it is easily separated from the grain. And then

we have the practical experience of a large majority of the people

residing in the Western hemisphere, by its universal use to the

exclusion of other breadstuffs, that man may subsist on it.

Indian corn is also in general use, on the Western continent,

for feeding and fattening all the domestic animals except the dog

and the cat, and no substitute can be so cheaply produced, in

America, to take its place. In its culture, in what may be

termed the corn-growing districts of the United States, which

includes the States of New-York, New-Jersey, Penns}lvania, Vir-

ginia, Delaware, North Carolina, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee,

Missouri, Indiana^ Illinois, and the soutliern portions of Michigan,

Wisconsin and Iowa, this plant has no enemies—the crop is sure,

and the yield varies according to soil, climate and the seasons,

from 40 to 125 bushels to the acre. The cost of production

varies from 8 to 30 cents per bushel ; the value of the land, its
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richness, the yield, and the labor bestowed on the crop, making

the dilFerence. Out of these districts, the climate is either too

cold or too warm, and subject to the attacks of too many enemies

to render a yield that will remunerate the producer beyond his

own wants.

The varieties of maize are very numerous. These varieties

are produced by the soil and climate in which it is grown. For

example, the round yellow flint corn, grown in southern counties

of the State of New-York, when transferred to Delaware becomes

elongated in shape, spongy in texture, and having albumen sub-

stituted for oil in its composition. If it be transferred to the

nortliern counties of New-York the grain becomes much less in

size, more compact in texture, and possessing a much larger pro-

portion of oil. Thus we see that nature has exactly adapted this

grain to the use of man and his domestic animals, if used in

similar climates to that in which it is grown.

A great difliculty has been found to exist in the exportation of

this grain, It is found to heat and become musty, and to decay

if shelled from the cob, and stored in any considerable quantities
;

a difficulty that does not exist with any of the otlier cereal pro-

ductions. To comprehend the causes and to apply a remedy, is

to make the ase of Indian corn as universal throughout the

world, as the restrictions that have been placed upon commerce

will permit.

When this grain is left on the cob, and it is stored in narrow

ventilated cribs, it may be kept fot a great number of years with-

out undergoing change. An examination of any variety will

show that the interior is composed of a spongy matter, which is

a continuation of the fibrous particles that connected it with the

cob. The use of these fibres is to transmit the moisture and con-

stituents of the grain from the cob, therefore, when shelled, this

portion of the grain is divested of the protection of the bran, like

the other portions of the grain, and becomes the medium of ab-

sorption not only of the surrounding atmosphere, but of all the

fumes contained therein. For this reason, the grain of Indian

corn can never be transported any considerable distance in ves-

sels, without it undergoes change, or without it imbibes fumes
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t"hat render its use repugnant to the taste of man or animals.

For if wlien it is placed in vessels it contains an undue quantity

of moisture, it will heat and decay ; if dry, it will absorb moisture

and fumes. And it is for this reason tliat Europeans have be-

come prejudiced against the use of our Indian corn as food for

themselves. Tlieir domestic animals feed upon it from a natural

taste for the grain, but its effects upon them when in the imper-

fect state described, cannot be other than deleterious.

If this grain was left in the Jield a longer period than usual,

and if it was also permitted to remain long enough in the crib,

until the cob should become entirely exhausted of its moisture,

and then be exported on the cob, we, of the Eastern States, could

receive this product of our Western States in perfection and thus

ship it to half-fed Europeans. But to export Indian corn upon

the cob is impracticable, from its bulk, and the consequent cost.

To obviate tiiese difiiculties, kiln drying was resorted to, and has

been in use for many years in tlie United States. The process

consists of passing the grain over highly heated pans, or through

highly heated cylinders, which carbonizes the bran, and heats

the grain to a degree sufficient tliat when placed in a pile of

several hundred bushels it shall, by the force of the licat imbibed,

carry off the moisture of the grain. This latter process requires

24 to 36 hours. Some of the moisture condenses and falls back

on the pile ; this portion of the grain is raked off, and the grain

which is dried has been rendered very triable by the scorching

and scalding procf^ss it has unnpvgorp Tt is th'^n grnnrtd he^^we^n

mill-stones in the usual manner. This is the food which the

slaves of the West Indies are made to eat, and it is this kind of

meal of which quantities were shipped to Ireland and England

during the famine ; and it is such food that many of our sailors

are compelled to eat in our merchant marine. There are but a

very few persons in the United States who are not interested

either in the manufiifeture of it, the W>st India or South Ameri-

can trade, that know what kiln dried corn meal is. It is never

consumed in tlie United States, for you will readily perceive that

to submit it to another cooking process must extract much of the

nutrition left in it j and to use it half-cooked must be productive

of injurious effects.
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The evils attendant upon the imperfect manner of keeping, of

manufacturing, and of attempted preservation of this grain, has

been a subject of deep and earnest consideration with me for

more than twenty-five years, during which time I have been

mostly engaged with its manufacture in different shapes, or in

feeding it. The conclusion I came to several years since, was,

that Indian corn, when divested from the cob, could not be trans-

ported in bulk or in sacks, confined in the hold of a vessel, nor

be kept in bins without undergoing chemical changes which un-

fitted it for use for man or animals. That the exclusion of the

moisture of the manufactured grain by a low degree of heat, if a

proper evaporation of expelled moisture could be secured, was all

that was requisite to prevent its undergoing change if it was im-

mediately placed in the usual packages and excluded from the

atmosphere. That the exclusion of the moisture did not detract

from the nutritious qualities, as it was essential to the reproduc-

tion of the grain that it should be thoroughly dried, as is always

practised by the grower with his seed corn. That the grain being

composed of different substances, some soft and spongy, while

others were of diflfereut degrees of hardness ; that the process of

manufacture by the time-honored practice of grinding was irra-

tional ; that the soft portions were pulverized into dust while the

harder were rendered in size according to their relative density,

and that in cooking a large proportion would either not be proper-

ly cooked, while the balance would be unfit for human digestion
;

and hence the partiality that is known to exist for the coarse and

even manufacture of this grain, known as hommony.

That I have been successful in the process of excluding the

moisture without changing the color, quality, or flavor of the

grain, the numerous testimonials and samples I herewith lay be-

fore this meeting will adduce. That I have also improved the

mode of manufacture, the evenness and distinctness of the parti-

cles in the samples herewith shown, and the entire absence of

dust will demonstrate. These improved processes must convince

you, gentlemen, as they have all others who have seen or used

them, that our greatest staple can be made available in most in-

viting forms, not only to our own people, who are accustomed to

the daily use of Indian corn, but to all classes in all other parts
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of the earth, when our commerce is uot restricted from exchang-

ing our productions for those of other nations on reciprocal

terms.

Mr. Stafford continued his remarks, commenting at length on

the present crisis of the affairs of England, our excessive import-

ations, and the probability that England would return to import

duties on bread stuffs, as a protection to her landed interest ; that

cheap bread was of the greatest importance to her manufacturing

interest, to enable lier to sustain herself in the markets of the

world against the competition of the continent; and that the ad-

mission of Indian corn free of duty would be to her a measure of

the greatest importance, &c.

Gen. Chandler.—I feel constrained to say that there is very

little in tlie past which furnishes the slighest encouragement for

us to expect that we sliall ever be able to furnish Great Britain

with but a very small portion of her bread-stuff's, except in cases

•of famine, or a general war in Europe. Whoever builds his hopes

upon a belief that it wall be otherwise, will find that he has been

mistaken. It may be well to remember that in 1831, under the

operation of the memorable corn law sliding scale, when the duty

in England fell to one shilling per quarter, and she was compelled

to import 18,492,896 bushels of wheat in that year, she obtained

only 393,757 bushels from the United States ! It was the low

price of labor in the north of Europe which enabled her to pro-

cure her supplies there cheaper than she could obtain them from

us. What is there in the condition of things, present nr prospec-

tive, to which we can look as affording any reasonable probability

of a change 1

Mr. Stafford has succeeded admirably in the preparation of

Indian meal for transportation, for which he deserves the thanks

of the nation. I most sincerely hope he may realize all his antici-

pations in regard to it. It may be carried, prepared under his

process, to the remotest parts of the world pure and sweet. The

increasing multitudes of our own species which must be supplied

with food that is cheap and wholesome, indicates almost the cer-

tainty of an extensive demand for It. It may not be amiss to

remark, however, that Indian corn is now produced in no very in-
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considerable quantity in the southern part of Europe, and may
be increased, should the increased demand for it warrant its more

extensive cultivation ; so that our condition in regard to this pro-

duct, with an ability to produce it vastly beyond our own wants,

may be no better tlian it is with our present abundance of wheat

and other bread-stuffs, unable to reach a profitable market abroad.

We are clearly admonished by the experience of the past, and

facts glaringly before our eyes daily, that our best and truest

policy is to build up and sustain a home market for the surplus

productions of our agricultural labor.

The rich alluvial soils which abound in Wallachia and Molda-

via, near the Danube and its tributaries, produce annually a

greater amount of India corn than is generally known. In four

years, from 1837 to 1840 inclusive, 5,537,896 bushels of it were

shipped from ports at the mouth of the Danube on the Black

Sea, at an average cost of 24 cents per bushel, free on board, and

the trade was considered to be in its infancy.

Prof. Mapes.—I will offer a few remarks on the cultivation of

corn. The methods having been somewhat modified so as to do

away with the expensive and laborious use of the hoe, the corn

is planted in rows, at nineteen inches apart, parcels of three

grains each, with a distance of four feet between the rows.

'^Vhen the corn is three inches high, a small furrow is thrown

from the corn, on each side of the row, leaving the corn ridge six

inches wide, the centre of which is occupied by the corn plant.

When special manure is used, it should be placed in this furrow,

and then a small sub-soil plough, with its flat side towards the

corn, is run to as great a depth as practicable in the bottom of the

furrow, thus mixing the special manure with the soil of the fur-

row and distributing (without elevating the subsoil.) The wing

side of the plough being toward the four foot space, elevates the

ground two or three inches, restoring it behind the head of the

plough in a loosened condition. The line of disintegration being

angular and not perpendicular to the line of travel. Loosen the

soil for a foot or more towards the centre of the open space. A
cultivator set three feet six inches wide, with two small plough-

shares in place of it, rear teeth should now be run through the

four foot space, thus lowering the soil for the whole width,
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refilling the furrows and covering the special manure. Such

treatment with the suhsoil plough as before recommended being

to a great depth, is more than equal to twenty ordinary hoeings.

The uses of this subsoil cut, are various. First, it permits the

long roots of the corn to pass down in time of drought and obtain

moisture; during excessive rains, it acts partly as an under-

drain, and protects part of the roots at least from a surcharge of

moisture. As these subsoil cuts are in no instance more than

four feet apart—act as drains for the reception of all moisture

received on these four-feet spaces from rains, dews, &c.; which

of course contain all the fertilizing gases received from the

atmosphere and conveying them immediately to the roots of the

plants. In the corn ridge itself, these two drains being but six

inches apart, renders the space between them replete with fer-

tilizing materials. The special manure contained in the vicinity

of this ridge, as well as the soluble portions of that which per-

vades the soil generally, is brought to the spot where most

needed. The mere breaking of the surfj^ce of this six-inch ridge

by tlie hoe, between the stools is all the hoeing that will be

required. The after culture consists enlirely in the running of

the cultivator in the four foot spaces wliich will keep down all

weeds and insure mellowness of surface. When the corn is ripe

the roots will be found to occupy these subsoil cuts like two door^

mats stood upon their edges, throwing numberless fibres througlV

the six inch ridge 5 while tlie number of roots thiown into the

four-foot spaces w^ill depend eniirelr upon the judicious selection

and quantity used of special manures in the furrows. The crop

of corn which your committee reported last year as equalling 75

bushels shelled per acre, was raised by the method above

described. The special manure containing those chemical re-

quirements of the corn which were deficient in the soil, the same

lot in the previous year having refused corn altogether. The

cost of the special manure applied being one dollar thirty-one

and a half cents per acre. In Monmouth and other counties of

New-Jersey, where the green sand marls are used, and indeed in

all localities where fertilizers of an inorganic character are

applied, an addition of cheap organic matter is always desirable,

as it must be evident that from a full quantity present in the

soil of these matters, which constitute the ashes of the intended
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crop, if burned, must necessarily accelerate the decomposition of

organic constituents; they therefore should be renewed by the

addition of peat, muck, ri^er mud, or other cheap organic matter.

For while tlie farmers of western New-York, by the growing of

wheat, have exhausted from strong organic soils nearly the whole

of their inorganic constituents, the farmers of Monmouth, by the

application of large doses of inorganic matter, in the shape of

marl, have exhausted, or are rapidly exhausting, the organic

constituents of their soils. Thus, from two distinct causes,

similar exhaustions may iake place in each of these localities.

But if the marls of Monmouth could be exchanged for the

organic matter of western New-York, both soils would be rendered

superior in quality. Therefore the farmers of New-York, for

raising corn or other grain, should add potash, phosphate of lime,

and the otlier missing inorganic constituents of good soils, while

the farmers of Monmouth should add to their marled lands the

vegetable deposits to be found so plentifully in their vallies.

Farmers should always be sure when planting for corn, that

their soils contain a sufficiency of the soluble silicates, for it is

silex (the base of flint and common sand) whicli forms the outer

coating of the stalks, &c., gives strength to enable the plant to

perfect its organism, without which it cannot digest the pabulum

for the production of fruit.

The spent ley of tlie soap boiler previously composted with a

quantity of soil and then sown broad-cast before ploughing, will

secure a supply of these desirable soluble silicates.

Prof. Mapes presented a quantity of the seed of Stowell's ever-

green corn, to be divided among the members, and stated that

any farmer requiring small quantities of the seed, can obtain it

without charge, at the office of his paper, The Working Farmer,

No. 25 Clilf street, New-York.

At tlie dinner of the Managers of the Fair of the American
Institute, in October last, (his corn was placed upon the table

boiled, part of which had been pulled m August, 1849, and part

in August, 1850, but which having remained covered by the

husks, had retained the milk and usual plumpness.
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President Tallmadge observed that our large grained southern

white corn was difficult to transport abroad on account of its

tendency to absorb moisture as well as the quantity naturally in

it—while the northern hard yellow grain can be shipped in al-

most the same condition as wheat. This kind has obtained the

name of Canadian corn, as it flourishes in the more northerly

districts of our continent.

I have listened with great interest to the remarks of Mr. Staf-

ford, Gen. Chandler and Prof. Mapes ; my attention has lately

been strongly drawn to corn and its mode of preservation in a fit

condition for cooking in the winter season as green corn. The

tin can, which I have in my hand, contains about three half-pints

of corn and is hermetically sealed ; and when first brought into

market from Massachusetts sold at 75 cents per can ; it now sells

at 50 cts. I have made inquiries as to the cost of the tin cans,

or cases, and find that they can be made in quantities for six

cents each and perhaps less.

The average market price of corn is about 02 cts. per bushel,

which includes rent of land, cost of production, storage, trans-

portation to market, &c.

The same bushel of corn, plucked as green corn and put up in

cans as directed, produces the following result, viz: forty of

these cans are contained in one bushel, which are now sold at

50 cts. per can. giving $20 per bushel. Deduct the cost of 40

cans at 6 cts. each, $2.40—extra work in this manner of putting

up, say six cents per can, $2.40—total, $4.80, from $20 leaves as

the net profits, $15.20 per bushel, less the ordinary cost of pro-

duction .

Corn, put up in this manner, gives a new staple to the farmer,

employs a tinman in the village to make the cans, and sold at

prices which wall amply remunerate, affords the luxury of green

corn in the winter season to all classes; and there is no reason

why it may not become an article of extensive export. The

same process may be extended to peas, beans, &c.

Put the price down in order that our laboring people can have

it as often as they v.ant it. A tinman told me that he believed.
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when he had everything arranged for turning the cans out in

great number, that he could turn them out almost as fast as a

mail could count them.

The corn is prepared by partially boiling, then spread to dry

perfectly, then soldered up hermetically in the cans.

Judge Van Wyck—This subject of Indian corn, always interest-

ing to our country, as no grain is more universally used, and in

such a variety of ways. The growers and consumers of it, all

have a deep Interest in the culture, as well as preserving and

manufacturing it for use at home, and also as an article of com-

merce and exportation. These branches have been ably con-

sidered by gentlemen who have made it their business to con-

sider them well in all their relations, Science has been brought to

bear upon the best practice, and the two united showing the best

way to make our soils yield the greatest crops, how to preserve

and manufacture these to make them most palatable and health-

ful for use. Researches in statistics of the quantity of corn

grown and its prices in foreign countries, and whether the article

can or cannot be sent abroad in the shape of grain, flour or meal,

and sold for a price to remunerate the grower and manufacturer

for their outlay, I should like to have given some of my views

on one or two of these points, and particularly that of growing

Indian corn. I have seen much of it grown and on good soils,

and by those called good farmers, and have grown some myself

—

not that I should think of adding much or any light to what has

been shed upon this branch of the subject. Our time, though,

has expired and we have much miscellaneous business before us.

I will defer what I have to say on this head for some other meet-

ing of the Club. Before I set down, I should like to add my
feeble testimony -in favor of the plan recommended by our Presi-

dent and Chairman for the use of Indian corn. It certainly is

not inferior in importance to any that has been this day consider-

ed. First, it would be putting it in the power of every class of

our community, poor as well as rich, to enjoy a luxury of the

most delicate kind, high-flavored and nutritious, in the shape of

green corn at all seasons and cheap. Second, if the article came

into general use, as no doubt it would on being well understood,

the farmer and gardener would be benefited by growing a larger
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quantity and of a kind more fit for tlie purpose and sure of a ready

market at a fair price. The tin-man who makes these air-tight

cases to jpreserve the corn in after being well dried, would have

more to make, if the demand for them is greatly increased and at

a fair price. Here are three branches of the industry of our

country materially benefited by the operation. Then comes the

consumer for his share of benefits, for instead of the article being

50-100, which it now readily commands, it would probably be as

low as 25-100, as the whole country would grow, prepare, and

consume more or less of it. Not the least of all these advantages

is, that this last price will cause it to reach the poor man's table,

and enable him to enjoy a choice healthy luxury if he pleases,

as well as his rich neighbor.

REPORT OF CATTLE SALE.

On Wednesday last, March 2Cth, the improved dairy stock of

Mr. Thomas Bell, comprising short horned and crosses from them,

with the native and Amsterdam Dutch, was sold by auction on

the farm of that gentleman, at Morrisania, Westchester co., N. Y.

The day was particularly pleasant, and when the sale com-

menced, at 1 o'clock, there were some four hundred persons on

the ground.

A catalogue containing name and pedigree of each blooded

animal assisted materially in selecting from a stock of consider-

able celebrity, and as no reservations occurred, all purchasers

were placed upon equal footing.

The graded stock was first introduced; all bore strongly the

mark of attention and care bestowed upon them by their owner.

The list consisted of 43 cows and heifers, 11 of which had calves

by their side, by " Amsterdam." Their average age was 5 years

and 5 months, and average price $51.

After they were disposed of, an abundant supply of substantial

refreshments was served, when the sale again opened on the na-

tive stock, comprising 21 head, one-third of which was fresh, the

remainder half milked out. Average age, 7 years and 3 months,

and average price $26 20. Thirty-five head of native cows, 2
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pair of working cattJe, 6 imported Leicester sheep, and ^
jj^gg

of various breeds, followed. The working cattle sold ^01^145

and $155 respectively, the sheep $25 each, a fine imported ^^.j.

cester ram $50, and 3 full grown imported hogs averaged .g

Total amount of sales, $6,003.92.

Mr. Bell will shortly leave for England, where he intends 1.

purchase, and introduce into the United St-ates the very beststocl*

of that country.
Geo. S. Riggs,

American Institute Rooms, / J. A. Bunting.

Jfew-Y&rk, March 29M, 1851. (

Mr. Fle^t desired to be informed whether we can send our corn

to England as cheaply as it is sent from the continent of Europe.

Prof Mapes.—Yes! when we give the crop a fair chance.

We can have one hundred bushels of slielled corn from one acre,

if we use the present well-known applications of manual labor.

Grape-cuttings from Dr. Underbill, of Croton Point, and Prof-

Mapes, of New-Jersey, and apple and pear grafts, also from J.

W. Olmstead, of Staten Island . Seeds (47 kinds) from California,

were distributed among the persons present.

A cake made in the family of Gen. Chandler, under the direc-

tion of his lady, was tasted by all the members, and pronounc

ed of superior quality. It is of Stafford's Indian corn meal,

and made thus :—To a quart of milk, nearly boiling, add and stir

in thoroughly, as much of Stafford's meal as will render the mass

thick. Wlien it is somewhat cooled, add two eggs well beat up,

up, and stir in parfectly—it is then ready for the oven.

Subject for next meeting—Cattle exclusively.

The Club then adjourned

[Assembly, No. 149.] EE
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American Institute,

Farmers^ Club, April 8th, 1851.

Judg' e Van Wyck in the chair. Henry Meigs, Secretary.

/ Cattle.

M'f. Pell, of Pellham.—Perhaps there are no animals used in

our domestic economy more readily distinguished from all other

br'.jeds of tlie same class than the Devon. For example, the horns

oV. the Devon bull should be yellow, not particularly thick near

'tjhe head, and diminishing gradually towards the poifits ; the eye

is peculiarly bright, clear, and particularly prominent ; the fore-

nead is indented, not large, and flat ; the cheek small, nostril

high, nose yellow, neck thick, the skin thin, and covered with

curly hair, which curls more or less according to the condition

of the animal. Some of the Devon breed have a smooth, fine,

and glossy 'hair ; but those possessing the curly coat are general-

ly preferred, being considered stronger, and better feeders. The

head of the ox is smaller than that of the bull. The cow, ox and

bull differ very much in size ; the ox being far larger in all re-

spects than either of the others ; the bull is medium , and the cow

much smaller than either. The action of the ox is free, and he

is quicker in his movements, than any other breed ; his legs are

unusually straight, and the bones below the knee are quite small.

The tail is precisely level with the back, very seldom elevated,

and never depressed ; it is long and tapering, with a larger bunch

of hair on the end than is usual with other breeds. The skin is

exceedingly elastic, soft, and thin. For agricultural labor they

are eminently superior, being docile, stout, good-tempered, and

honest. They have a tendency naturally to acquire flesh and

take on fat. On this account, as well as for their other good

qualities, they should be highly prized. They may be worked

from two years old until they are six, after which they may be fed

twelve months, when they are fit for the butcher. They fatten

faster and consume less food than most other breeds, and their

flesh cannot be surpassed by any, as the following comparative

experiments, made by the Duke of Bedford, will show. Six an-

imals were fed from November 16th, 1797, to Decembei- 10th,

1798:
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1st weight. Gained. Consumed————

v

Oil cake. Turneps. Hay.
owt. qrs. ibs. lbs. lbs. 0)9.

1. Hereford, 17 1 24 3 2700 487

2. do 18 1 41 5 423 2712 432

3. Devon, 14 1 7 45 4 438 2668 295

4. do 14 2 4 64 6 442 2056 442

5. Sussex, 16 2 45 4 432 2655 392

6. Leicester, 15 2 14 40 2 434 2652 400

The color of true Devon cattle must be a bright red ; any de-

parture, as the slightest intermixture of white, even a star in the

forehead, is considered at least an indication of mixture of blood

with some other variety. I would not advise my agricultural

friends to run upon this breed of animals, except for beef and

working cattle ; in these two respects I consider them superior

to any breed known; but for milking qualifications they are

certainly inferior to other breeds. The Devon cow is small,

comparatively speaking; she has a cheerful countenance, thin

jaws, clear, full eye, yellow muzzle, and no dewlap ; she is good

tempered and docile ; but her milk is deficient in quantity,

though it is very rich ; and on account of this latter quality,

some good judges have given them the preference for the dairy,

taking, I imagine, into consideration their facility of fattening

and acquiring flesh ; compensating in a great degree for deficiency

in quantity. The quality of yielding large quantities of rich

milk, and fattening easily, is a combination rarely found in any

breed of animals. Proper and judicious feeding is indispensably

necessary, not only with respect to the Devon but all other

breeds. Our farmers generally speaking, cannot be accused of

erring as far as overfeeding is concerned. It must be a self-evi-

dent proposition, that a disposition to become fat, cannot possibly

develope itself until the animal is fed more food than is abso-

lutely necessary to support life. Young cattle are almost always

restricted to just sufficient nourishment to support nature, and

keep up their growing constitution. This management comes

from an erroneous conviction acquired by farmers, that mature

aged cattle only can be fattened. I have seen two and a half

year old steers sold for one hundred and forty dollars each ; this

can only be accomplished by proper management from the birth

of the animal until that age. Young cattle that have been stinted
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by insufficient and improper food, rarely if ever turn out advan-

tageously to the tarrner.

The Devon breed of cattle are more extensively cultivated in

Connecticut for oxen, than in any other State. I have owned
for the last ten years several very fine pair of perfectly matched

cattle raised in that State ; and I have uniformly found them free,

active, quick in their motions and little inferior to horses for

all the usual farming operations. An animal intended for use

should have certain characteristic points which are essential ; and

first, the feeding qualities should be determined ; a round, thick

bone indicates a bad feeder and corresponding inferior produce

of flesh. The bones generally should bear a small proportion in

weight to the flesh, and the bones of the head should be fine and

c-evered with skin and muscle only. The neck should be small

and short at the joining of the head. A full, bright and promi-

nent eye is an indication of a well bred animal and fine bone.

A calm expression of the eye indicates a patient disposition, and

is a favorable characteristic of a good feeder. A perfect judge

of cattle can determine the feeding qualities of an ox by the state

of the skin which they call the touch. A firm, thick skin indi-

cates a bad feeder and an indisposition to take on fat. A flabby

skin, on the other hand, denotes a weak constitution. The body

of a fat Devon ox should fill a parallelogram, taken longitudi-

nally vertical, transversely vertical and horizontal ; and in order

to possess this configuration, the back must be perfectly straight

from the shoulder to the tail, the tail must fall perpendicularly

from the line of the back, the rump should be filled out, the

stomach should be straight and filled at the flanks, the ribs must

curve in and be at right angles to the bones of the spine, the loin

bones should be long, broad and well filled. These are the

prominent points which determine a well-fatted Devon ox.

Mr. Blakeslee said that heretofore great art and deception

have been used by individuals to procure premiums on stock

;

and, worst of all, those who did not raise the stock managed

to get the reward of merit due wholly to the intelligent, careful

and industrious man who breeds the animal.
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As to the Devon breed, we know its value ; but why should

we not use and improve on all other breeds ? The ox was made
for the use of man—to work for him, to feed him and partially

clothe him. The ox is nearly indispensable to work the stony

soils of New-England, where he is worth more than the horse,

for ploughing, &c. As to the milking qualities in cows, we must
look to the points in the male, as well for that as for working

powers. We must examine the male at from four- to six years of

age—then almost any sensible man can see his points, but it

requires close looking to see them when tlie animal is young. I

am willing to say tliat in good breeding of animals I have been

fortunate. The great art is to breed a stock which continues to

improve always, There must be broad breasts, legs well spread
;

there is no lack of wind—there is muscular power ; and I think

any member will see in these a good milker. Where such a cow
gives a great mess of milk her flesh is apt to run off; but next

spring, if you prepare well, she will take on flesh as fast as she

lost it. The best beef is the artificial flesh you put on—the

natural flesh is not good. The cows from that fine bull " Match-

less," (a Devon) proved good milkers. I am satisfied that we
must look to the male animal, as also in the sheep. I have

crossed the weak Saxony with the merino buck and found the

superior quality of the wool of the merino prevail. I want to

see at your cattle show our entire best stock of animals, then you

will easily see what improvement is. Besides our Red Devon,

we have what is called an Eaton breed, which has been crossed

with D«von, and our red stock show more of the Eaton than the

Devon. Both the Eaton and tlie short-horned Durham breeds

have altered our original stock. Tliey all have a white spot on

the belly. We apply to the American Institute to do what is

necessary and right to encourage the meritorious breeder of

stocks, as well as the real working farmer for agricultural merits.

I know something of stock, but I have come here to learn from

others, who, in many things, no doubt, know more than 1 do.

Let me conclude by saying that as to the vaiuous breeds of stock

I do not wish to exclude any one breed. Let all of them and

their actual breeders stand by tlieir merits.

All animals are apt to bear uniform marks when wild. The

wild turkey has alway« the same marks. If you breed from a
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bull without spots, not one in twenty of his calves will have

them. Horses are much more liable to marks than cattle.

Thomas Bell, of Morrisania—A full blooded creature must have

the right color. I saw white spots on the Devons thirty-five

years ago. My finest Devon cow had the white spot. I have

just sold out my entire stock. I speak from my own experience.

I am not now interested in any stock whatever. I am going to

England in a few days, and I mean to look about there and

bring over a new lot if I like them. I prefer the Durhams.

Those that are pure have red and white spots on them, but not

be brindled. The Devon breed is good and bad, but as to milk-

ing qualities there is no comparison besween them and the Dur-

hams. I have crossed the best native cow with the best Dui'ham

bull and produced my best milkers. I do not think that we can

introduce any breed as good as the Durham as to milk. In the

English dairy, nine quarts is an average per animal. I had fifty

head in my dairy, graded stock, the milk average has been over

nine quarts. Ten of my graded were equal to fifteen of the

general run. My neighbor, Bathgate, says so. We cannot make

our native stock over 500 of beef, while the graded take on 700

to 800, and better beef and better price too. Devons are spoken

of as very superior working cattle. I have had half Duiliam

and natives, that had the quick-step, and looked upon them as

being superior. Worked six years, ploughed as much as a pair

of horses, and as beef gave 1200 pounds a-piece. I never knew

a native cow to be a great milker, but my cow, Old Judge, who,

in eleven years, gave me eleven months in the year, an average

of twelve quarts' a day, which I sold at four cents a quart ! She liad

belonged to Judge Van Buren, who sent her to market, and to

be broke, for she wanted it, being said to be unmanageable. I

broke her.

Mr. Nash—Tell us how?

Mr. Bell— I tied up her right fore-leg. She kicked no more.

She gave me eleven calves.

Mr. Meigs said that the peculiar red stock of New-England

cattle was descended from the Red Devons brought over by the

first settlerSj many of whom, naturally enough came from Devon-
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shire, wTiich is next to what is called in
. JEngland, the Land's End.

That was the jumping-ofif place of my/ ancestor Vincent, and his

red bull and cow.

Something has been said of the prevailing colors of cattle.

We know that in the earliest days of Rome, the pure white cattle

existed in the Italian States. A few years ago, the late George

Bruen brought from thence ta Perth. Amboy, some of those beau-

tiful animals—so ornamental to the green pasture. The red

color of our Devonshire cattle brought over here two hundred

years ago is still the same.

Lewis G. Morris, of Morrisania—I am requested by the Chair-

man to say something upon the cattle question, in which I take

a deep interest. But I come here seeking for information, espe-

cially relative to Devons, which it is generally conceded are very

good workers, fine quality of beef, color generally bright red,

they bear heat well, they are of comely appearance, but are not

considered the* best dairy breed as to quantity of milk. The
various breeds are encouraged in England for the different dis-

tricts, soils, &c.—such as give best work, or beef, or milk, &c.

The Short-horns, Ayrshire, Highlands, Herefords, JYo Horns of

Scotland^ Alderneys, prove to be the best in certain sections of

the country. Each breed is best in its proper location—the

Devon in England, the Ayrshire in Scotland. In our country

^e possess all kinds of lands and climate which we must salt

with proper stock. We have as good dairy stock as any country.

Results have shown it. The Highland cattle would thrive on

our Catskill mountains. We shall excel in the coui-se of the

coming fifty or an hundred years.

Prof. Mapes apologised for not taking part in this discussion

of the day, as he professed not to undefstand the subject of breed-

ing cattle, except so far as published, and that not tested by

positive experiment. He was aware that remarks by a mere

theorists, on a subject so peculiarly practical, were calculated to

perplex rather than to elucidate facts. He would like, however,

to state an hypothesis which, at the same time, would give evi-

dence of his want of knowledge, and offer a course of experiment

worthy, perhaps, of the attention of cattle breeders.
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It is well imderstox^ by physiologists that animals breathe for

^ the purpose of supply
.,g a definite amount of oxygen gas, and

1 hence, when the atmosp.ere breathed, is dilated, as on the moun-
tain top, a proportionally ^rgei- quantity must be inhaled to

supply the same amount oloxygeB, which would result from the

reception of a lesser inspiraiunof the atmosphere of the valley.

iVature has so configured the lungs of animals as to enable them
to expand and admit larger Inspiration proportionate to the in-

creased inspiratioHS durng ascent, a long continuance of which

causes an enlargement of thechest, with proportionate Increase

of breadth, strength, &o.

Audubon, Wilson, and other o^jitliologists, inform us, that

birds of a habitually high flight, Uye larger air vessels than

those who float at lesser altitudes, iv^e same truths apply to

other animals. Thus, the broad-chestecl>iardy mountaineer en-

joys his peculiar strength and security frompulmonic affections,

rather from the altitude of his dormitory, as v/)mpared with the

level of the sea, than from his occupation or peculiarity of food.

The lungs of a bear from the mountain, as compaiad with those

of the valley, will be found larger, and even the Hr vessels of

fishes in mountain ponds are much larger than those from the

lowland rivers. Inhabitants of the city of Mexico, which is

9,000 feet above the sea, are never pulmonic, while consuuiption

is very prevalent in the low grounds of Mexico. I am -kell

aware that by judicious breeding, with a view to increase th<)

size of the chest of animals, th.at tliii desirable result lias been

to a fair degree attained, the question to which I now wish to

call the attention of the practical gentlemen present, is whether

young male animals reared at high altitudes, and consequently

having broad chests, do not render this property hereditary? If

so, the remedy is readily at hand. The fact that all cattle reared

on mountains have large ^hests,has not been disputed. He also,

in the course of his illustration of these facts, stated, lliat if we

ascended a hill, carrying in one hand a small balloon filled with

atmospheric air. and not elastic in the texture of the coating, it

would burst with very iuconsiderable alteration of elevation, and

this is to be accounted for from the lessened weight of atmosphere

surrounding tlie balloon and consequent expaueion of its contents.
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A balloon filled at the mountain top, and brought into the valley,

will be found to have lessened its diameter.

Prof. Mapes also proposed as a subject of our conversation at

our next meeting—" The proper mode of feeding cattle, and the

management of their manures in the stable and in the compost-

heap." He was induced to make this proposition from the well

known differences of results, in relation to their profit, between

the feeding of cooked and uncooked food, fermented or unfer-

mented grains, and in the use or disuse of the different root crops

for this purpose. He also stated that he knew from experiments,

that organic matter requiring to be decomposed by admixture

with the tluid excretia of animals, would require hut one-twelftli

of the amount, if received while containing the animal warmth,

instead of throwing the fluid excretia cold from a cistern on muck

or other matter to be decomposed. He also referred to the fact

that an animal incased in a varnished bag, tied about its neck,

leaving the head free to breath the pure atmosphere, would die

in a few hours. The gases given off at the surface of the body

should be got rid of, and in cold weather it is difficult to do this

by ventilation ; therefore such materials should underlie the

bedding of animals as are not pnly capable of absorbing the fluid

excretia and rendering them inodorous, but also of absorbing ail

those gases given off from the surfaces of animals, which are

hurtful to them, but are beneficial to plants. Animals fed in

the stable so arranged will fatten on a less amount of food. It is

net difficult for us to imagine that our own aliment, if eaten

while we were surrounded by an atmosphere of deleterious gases,

would not furnish the means of continued health.

Judge Van Wyck.—I believe our American native cattle, with

care in crossing the best breeds we have, with and among each

other, with attention in rearing and feeding them, for milk and

fattening qualities, are equal to any in the world, and for work,

if properly managed, better. Why should they not be? They

originally came from England, where the best in the world are

now to be found. Our Puiitan forefathers when then came here

some two or three centuries ago, brought, among other things,

their neat cattle ; a portion of these, no doubt, consisted of some
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of the best breeds ofEngland of that day. Since that period Eng-

land has improved her cattle much, and so have we. If she has

gone ahead of us in improvement, it has been owing to the g^-eat

pains she has taken in crossing her best breeds, distant and near,

witli each other, and the great care she has bestowed in keeping

them, such as feed, shelter, &c., &c. I maintain, though, that

whenever this has been done in our country, we are fully equal

to her. I will show this by statistics taken from the best English

and American authorities, especially as relates to cows in their

milking qualities. The average produce of tlie best dairies in

Great Britain is from six to eight quarts a day the season. If

butter and cheese are run upon Irom 150 to 212 pounds of the

former, and from 350 to 500 pounds of the latter. This differs

very little from the average of some ot the best dairies in our

country, so little as not to be worthy of notice. Cases occur in

both countries of a much larger produce, and here too the average

extra produce will be found nearly equal, with one exception,

the famons Cramp cow of Lewis, in Sussex county, England, that

went far ahead of. any thing known in the world before the pe-

riod in which she lived (1808) or since. The improved Durham

breed, which seems, with some, not only in England but here, to

claim pre-eminence over every other, commenced in the valley

of the Teeswater, Durham county, some years ago, by crossing

them with the smaller but more hardy Scotch breeds, which fat-

tened quick, gave less milk, but rich in quality, were easily kept

in good condition on the short, sweet, nutritious pastures of the

high grounds of Scotland. The unimproved Durhams, befoj-e this

improvement took place, were remarkable for nothing but the

quantity of their milk, not even of symmetry of form, poor feed-

ers, fatteners and workers, and of quite a delicate constitution,

could not stand hardships. This cross improved them wonder-

fully, and they soon became famous in the annals of stock hus-

bandry in Great Britain.

The improved Durhams were soon carried further south in

England, and the Devons, the Alderney. and the Leicester, and

several of the best breeds here were crossed by them, wliicli im-

proved them still more and placed them on a still higher emi-

nence. Before this first Scotch cross, the best breeds of England
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were considered far superior to the Dnrhams in all the quali-

ties of a good animal. To this day in England, and also here,

the original Durham blood often shows itself, their milk although

abundant is thin, nothing like as rich as most other good breeds,

they are delicate and require more feed and care to keep them in a

thrifty, improving condition . Hence without this extra care, they

would soon loose the title to the name of " Improved Durham." Still

they are an admirable race and possess some excellent qualities

which some other good breeds do not. This race it is here main-

tained might be further improved, in our country, by crossing

some of our best breeds with them, such as our American Devons

as our red cattle are called, or any other good breed as we have

numbers of them, whose good properties are known and been

proved by years or ages of profitable use and service. By such a

cross the Improved Durham might no doubt be further amelio-

rated, especially in the original defects of delicacy of constitution

and thinness of milk, and this would appear more striking in

the second or third generation, after the new mixed race gets

enured to our climate and habituated to the kind of fieed and care

here bestowed upon them. These circumstances from what I

have seen and heard have considerable influence on the health

and thrift of neat cattle, air, water, or such as they have not been

accustomed to, often affects tlieir health. Our western States,

especial Ip Kentucky and Ohio, have for some time cultivated this

Durham breed, or this more than any other, and they find that it

improves in the second or third generation. They are not so

delicate in their hoofs ; they are subject to a disease called foul

hoofs; not so often affected in the liver, which latter is ascribed to

the water. The old native breeds are scarcely ever affected with

these complaints. Our western friends have suffered at times

from these causes, especially when driving their cattle to a

distant eastern market. I suppose though ultimately they have

been gainers by introducing the Durham breed among them
;

still I think, if at the time they went to the great expense of im-

porting this breed from a foreign land, they had brought from the

North some of its best and more hardy breeds, like the American

Devons, and crossed them with their natives, they would have

been greater gainers. Such a race would have been sooner ac-
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climated and habituated to the changes of air, water, feed and

care, than the more delicate, thin-skinned Dui-hams, and at the

same time have possessed properties as mill^ers fully equal to the

latter, as fatteners very little inferior and as working cattle far

superior. The English Devon are considered by all the best

workers in England, and, when crossed by the Durham, equal to

these in quantity of milk and far superior in quality. Tliese cir-

cumstances, with others, show clearly an identity of race in the

English and American Devons. I have known and heard from

most unquestionable sources of cows, in by-gone years, coming

from the common herds of our country, some of the most ungaiu

appearance, almost unsightly, giving no indications of the milker

except in bag and milk vessels, when well fed and cared for about

the time of calving and after, giving from twenty-two to twenty-

six quarts of rich milk a day. I have also known to come from

such herds cows possessing symmetry of form and other indica-

tions of good milkers, to yield with good treatment from twenty

-

nine to thirty quiirts a day, the season, of rich milk. These cows,

it is believed, had not a drop of Durham blood in them, nor any

means of acquiring it. The owner knew nothing about the rac^

they sprung from nor cared ; t;\ey knew their cows gave them

large quantities of good rich milk ; and they tried to have as

manj' calves from them as they could, by crosses from the best

breeds in their own and neighboring herds. The famous Cramp
cow of Englard mentioned, it is believed, had not a drop of Dur-

ham blood i^ her. 8h'^ was nurely of the Sussex b^-eed, ind theso

were never considered great milkers, only fair workers and fat-

teners. In 1808, her best year, this extraordinary cow produced

5,872 quarts of milk and 675 lbs. of butter. These, it is said,

are all exceptions to the general rule, and, according to the maxim

applied on such occasions, prove or strengthen (he rule. It is fair,

perhaps, to apply the rule to England, where the exceptions, as

far as we know, are very few : but in the present case with us,

where they are so numerous as to make it a doubt whether they

are exceptions, we should be less rigid in its application. Where

there is a doubt let our country have the benefit of it. If we had

began some years ago, as they did in Great Britain, to refine and

pui'ify our best breeds by repeated crosses with each other, we

might have had a race now more perfect, perhaps, than the im-
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proved Durhams. We had as good a foundation to make the ex-

periment upon. Our friend Mr. Blakesiey, of great experience

and knowledge of the best stocks of our country, and who pro-

posed this question, says he has raised from an American Devon

bull and good native cows stock that would compare with any,

no matter where bred and reared, either as milkers, fatteners or

workers.

Prof. Mape/then proposed as subject for next meeting, " The

Breed of Cattle" and " The Management of Manure in the Stable

and the Compost Heap" Mr. Morris seconded the motion.

Adopted unanimously.

Gen. Chandler moved to refer the proposed premiums of Mr.

Blalfesley to the Board of Managers. Carried.

Mr. Nash desired the publication of the Farmers' Club Circu-

lar, with every report of the proceedings of the Club.

The Club then adjourned.

H. MEIGS, Sec'y.

American Institute, }

Fwrmers> Club, Jpril I5th, 1851. j

Judge R. Swift Livingston in the chair. Henry Meigs, Se-

cretary. .

MANURE.

Chairman.—The subjects for consideration to-day are the feed

of cattle, and the management of manure in the stable and in the

corapost-heap, and called upon Professor Mapes to give his views.

The Professor said that he did not pretend to any extensive

practice in the care of cattle, but had found that great economy

can be used in their feed. One of his neighbors tried two pairs

of cattle of equal weight and condition. One of which he fed

with cooked and the other raw food—one without and the other

with a proportion of roots, and found great advantage in the

cooked food . I analyzed the excretia of both experiments and

found great difference in favor of the cooked, especially as to t\\e
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starch. Hogs cousume more of the cooked than the raw, but

they fatten much faster. As many as forty of my neighbors have

followed my advice in this cooking the food as far as it is possi-

ble, and they all agree in the profit of it. Of Indian corn, it is

found that eighteen and one quarter pounds weight well cooked,

are more^ profitable to the hog than fifty pounds weight of the raw

corn. One of those farmers reports that his pork so raised cost

him but four cents and a quarter or even less, while that fed

with the raw cost him from thirteen to fifteen cenxs the pound.

I recently used two pairs of large oxen to work on my farm

;

they had to travel about eighteen miles a day in drawing (each

pair) about one ton weight half that day's work. I fed them on

corn stalks cut small and heated by pouring hot water on them

with salt, in a barrel or hogshead over night. Next morning

the corn stalks were swelled to their size when green. I added

mash on top. They always relished their feed more than the

raw, kept in flesh and strength througliout the summer, and I

sold them for two hundred dollars the pair.

I have experimented rather largely for the last four years, in

manures on my farm, not only with all known special manures

but all others, particularly with salt muck from the meadows

near me. I bought meadow land convenient to me for five dol-

lars some acres, up to ten dollars for others, per acre. I dug out

the muck in order to make ditches as well as manure. I have

drawn on to my farm from ten to fifteen hundred wagon loads of

this muck, and have made it capital manure.

I left it exposed to frost one winter, then I added chloride of

lime and carbonate of soda made from the refuse salt from pack-

ers of pork and hams, and decomposed by lime. This salt con-

tains some oleaginous matter. I put about four bushels of these,

mixed to 128 cubic feeet (one cord) of the muck which had been

exposed one winter to frost. The muck is a rapid and great

absorl>ent and deodorizer, so that it takes up and retains the

ammonia of all these matters. I also dug a gulley in the stable

three or four feet deep and as wide. I used Rosendale cement

to make the bottom water-tight. I put into it muck, and over

that litter. The urine of the oxen passed through the litter
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into the muck; they laid down upon it, and the heat of their

bodies rendered it excellent manure in ten days. I then removed

that and filled the gulley as before. I removed all to sheds.

Let, as is customary, the urine run into a cistern, and you will

find it less active in the compost by as much as twelve to one.

My mode has another very valuable result ; The muck absorbs

all the unpleasant gases of the stable, which ought always to be

as free from them as the pure air of the pasture ; but by ventila-

tion be as much as possible like open air. The muck is as great

a deodorizer as charcoal, and saves all the ammonia to be given out

to vegetables, as much as they want ; and it is also in soil an

excellent divisor. I have found the spent lye of the soap-boilers

a capital article to mix with muck ; it has in it salt which is

necessary to destroy the grubs, and the soluble silicates so indis-

pensable to the formation of the external covering of stems of

grain, corn,"&c., for their needed strength. Salt kills weed-seeds.

Hog-manure without salt, makes club-footed cabbages. I use on

land that has none from 6 to 20 bushels of salt per acre, with

great benefit. Lime Is used moderately by plants as part of their

pabulum, and most soils contain suflicient for this purpose, but

larger quantities are required for the purpose of decomposing the

inert matter with whicli it comes in contact. Where you have

put large quantities of organic matter on the land there must be

lime added. Some say their land is tired of lime. Not so in the

case I have just stated. In New-Jersey, the green sand marl

found at one foot or more below the surface, has been put on

land worth ten dollars an acre, and made it worth one hundred

and fifty dollars. From twenty to one hundred and sixty bush-

els an acre are used. This marl consists in part of greenish

granules, containing potash. The proportion of potash in some

of them is fourteen per cent. This marl is so perfectly insoluble

in water that it is a« perfect when taken from streams of water

as from the earth, the copperas it contained being the only con-

stituent washed out of it. The county of Monmouth will be

enriched for a time by it, but as it tends rapidly to aid vegeta-

bles in taking away the organic matter, it will soon show the

necessity of adding that again to the soil. The same rule is

applicable to any other element of soil. The green crop derives

its carbon from the atmosphere, as demonstrate-d by their increase
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of weight and size, in given quantities of soil, without diminish-

ing the weight or quantity of the latter. Our marshes as you

can see at a glance, all came down from our hills, bringing along

with them abundance of tannin, among other matters, so that

until the tannin be taken out it is worthless as manure. Take
raw hide and add to it tannin, and you have sole leather. Take
out the tannin, and you have the raw hide again. The muck of

these meadows 18 of a light spongy character, so that liquid

manures filter through it, and leave alf but the pure water in it.

The carbonaceous matters in soils is formed by combustion as

perfect as fire, but it is that slow combustion called eranacausis.

The particles of good soil are observed (by powerful microscope)

to be all coated with the carbon which gives soil the dark color

we see in good soil. Cleanse the particles from their coat of

carbon and you will behold the color and sterility of the sandy

desert. Tie volatile portions of manures are retained by organic

matter and alumina. The compost manure I make is twice more

durable than guano. Plants provide excretia good for others,

but not always good for themselves. Take a cabbage out by the

roots and wa.sh it in a tub of water, and the flocculent matter

left in the water, if poured on another cabbage, will kill it, while

it is pabulum for other plants. The onion gives off no excre-

mentitious matter, and therefore thrives year after year on the

same spot.

Our farmers make up their manures in layers of various ma-

terial, and after a time fork all up together. Away flies the

ammonia! A far better plan is to have a cistern under a shed,

into wliich all the fluid matters may go; and, if wanted add

water. About once a week pump this on the compost heap, and

there will be no fire fanging. Put into the cistern spent lye of

the soap-boilers, to give the soluble silicates to your soil to form

the coat of tlie grain and corn stalks. All the waste of the house

and form should be added to the heap ; dissolve bones in dilute

sulphuric acid and add that. Make holes in the top of tlie heap

with a crowbar or something else j fork it so as to make it retain

the fluids a little. Cubical nitre, saltpetre, are very important

to some plants. Fill two barrels with Rockaway beach sand, in

one of which put the sand thorougly mixed with one per cent of
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alumnia and one per cent of carbon. The fluid manures of the

barn yard, if poured on these barrels of sand, will pass through

the one filled with simple sand unaltered, while that passing

through the other barrel will be deodorized and limpid water

only will pass through, free from ammonia and the alkalies.

This fact accounts for the purity of water in wells, for without

these effects in the soil, wells would contain a saturated solution

containing all the soluble results of decayed nature.

Meadows sometimes run out in a few years, but in well sub-

soiled and underdrained lands this never takes place, as the

roots cannot meet (in soils so prepared) with hard subsoils not

disintegrated, and it is only under such circumstances that roots

cease to tiller.

Air passing through disintegrated soils deposits ammonia and

moisture, and thus secures against drought. Plants cannot be

supported by additions of inorganic manures only, and thus the

manures of Liebig, composed of the materials found in the ashes

of plants, failed, not because they were not wanted, but because

a portion of organic matter must also be present in the soil to

enable it to receive and retain the required additions from the

atmosphere.

Hair is of great value to the celery crop. When the plants

are pulled up for use, you will see some of the hair always at-

tached to their roots. The hair furnishes the albumen wanted

by this plant. I put in the compost heap spent tan, leather chips,

salt and lime ; mix all perfectly, and in about sixty days I find

the leather chips converted to a brown powder, and the tan fit

for manure. Inorganic substances will not alone raise plants.

Clover derives nine-tenths of its supplies from the atmosphere,

from which it sends off the oxygen. Raise clover in a pot, and it

takes from the air more in weight than the soil in the pot. The

sand of Middlesex, Jersey, mixed well with muck and other

manures, becomes a magazine to receive the ammonia and carbon

from the air.

The construction and the use of tiles proper for underdraining

is a very important matter, not more for low than for high fields.

[Assembly No. 149.] FF
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I made three underdrains on my farm, on a sloping field, and

dug a hole down to one of them, and put a piece of stove pipe,

by way of chimney, to try what current of air would be found

;

and, as I expected, there was a constant up current. Over these

drains tliere has always been a superior growth of plants, because

the air from the drains is always rising through the soil and

leaving its ammonia and carbon in the soil, this also prevents all

injury to plants from drought, because the air constantly supplies

moisture. Take a demijohn and expose it to the heat of the sun

at 120 degrees Fahrenheit and yet you will find moisture in the

air contained in it. Mr. Wellington, of Massachusetts, who is

present, drained a meadow at an expense of one hundred dollars

an acre, and found it profitable becase he had from it four tons

of hay, when before he got but one ton !

Judge Van Wyck expressed doubts as to the profitable use of

draining in this country as a general thing, it may answer in

some special cases.

Prof. Mapes remarked that England imported the inorganic

materials for manure in two hundred and fifty-eight ships last

year. How rapidly have our wheat crops sunk within a few

years past ! And why ? See everything carried off the fields
;

all the wheat, immense herds of cattle, hogs, animals of all

kinds 3 all their bones, &c., fore.ver lost to the lands which crea-

ted them. Let us take half a farm and do to that all that is done

to a whole one,*and all the dreaded expense of proper manuring

and working will be found overpaid by such crops as a just man
of common sense or of science rejoices to see. Dr. John Wood-

hull, by scientific farming, has brought up his crop of wheat

from 7iine bushels tofflysevm bushels on one acre!

The eleven chemical constituents of soil must have added to

them the organics. The learned professions ought not to outrank

the farmers. They never can outrank an intelligent one. Some

of my neighbors, ignorant of the use of common salt in raising

plants, come to me for cabbage plants. I supply great numbers.

Charcoal dust, which was thrown away but a few years ago, (five)

now sells for one dollar a load. Those who used to pay six
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cents a load to have it carted away as a nuisance, have learned

the value of one of our new agricultural discoveries. We can-

not within fifty miles of this city, afford to raise hay. Why, sir,

instead of hay, raise almost any other crop. Try Lima beans,

now of greatly increased and increasing value and demand. By
proper management you can have off one acre two hundred and

forty dollars' worth. Our farming is generally suicidal. The

very bones now so valued, were thrown off the dock within the

last three or four years. Now we are glad to get them at a dollar

and a half per liogshead. I have visited one hundred and five

farms, and those that try the improvements spoken of, pay. Mr.

Rennie's farm raised by it 120 bushels of corn where he before

got twenty bushels only, and so in other products. He had ap-

plied the right amendments. Within the circle of ten miles

round my place, it is judged that the increased value of all the

crops was twenty-five thousand dollars last year. Where potash

and phosphate of lime have been applied for ruta bagas, it turns

out that the root is more solid, and keep much better, as well as

a greater crop. Mr. Scofield, of Morristown, raised last year, by

these amendments, fourteen hundred bushels of them on an acre 1

On soil so prepared they do not run to leaf like lettuce. The

same results are found in carrots, which have so lately become a

highly valued crop—equal to oats, bushel for bushel—and what

a difference in the amount of crop per acre ? Parsnips, too, gave

seven hundred bushels an acre, which sold for fifty cents a

bushel.

Judge Van Wyck remarked as follows : Prof. Mapes has given

us an account, and no doubt a correct one, of what is called in

Europe, high farming, or farming as respects manures, tillage,

drainage, &c., according to science and the best practice, not

only here, but in Great Britain. His knowledge of chemistry

enables him to apply this with success to farming purposes, and

to call to his aid in practice the qualifications of a good agricul-

tural chemist. The account he has given of his operations and

experiments, on his farm in New-Jersey of 40 acres, situated

about three miles from Newark, is very interesting, and may
prove highly beneficial to most farmers who own farms in a simi-
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lar locality and of similar dimensions. Some of his disquisitions

on soils, manures and plants, their constituencies from analysis,

what soil may be deficient in, and what manure it may require

of the organic or inorganic kind to make plants or particular

plants grow thriftily, and mature well upon it, may be highly

useful to farmers in every part of our country. The location of

Professor Mapes' farm gives him advantages, which farms situ-

ated far in the interior, or some distance from the ocean, and our

large cities have not. His farm is near the famous salt meadows

of Newark, which are inexhaustible in his favorite manure, salt

muck ; he can get any quantity of it at comparatively little ex-

pense, that it would cost others, living much fui'ther from it,

even in the State of New-Jersey. This is, no doubt, a first rate

organic manure, and to prepare it, as he describes he has done,

must contribute much to the growth of plants and improvement

of soils. It would do considerably more in improving these, if

it should be conveyed to a distance in the interior, and put upon

land that has none or very little benefit from the salt air and

salt water products generally, some of which act powerfully as

manures. Here it would be new, and would take hold of plants

with more force, and these would grow accordingly, being sup-

plied with what they most wanted. The farmers far in our in-

terior must depend principally upon barn or farm yard manure,

they cannot go to the labor and cost of carting very far manures

of any kind. Most farms in every locality have on, or near them,

fresh water deposits, made from small streams and in swamps

;

these, with the scrapings and scourings of ditches, pond holes

and stagnant pools, is the only muck within their reach. The

oifals, drainage and refuse of the household and homestead,

generally everything in the shape of decaying, useless vegetable

and animal matter on the farm at large, must be collected and

thrown with the muck into the compost heap of the barn yard

altogether, if properly preserved, mixed and applied, make an

excellent manure, and accessible to the inland farmer.

Professor Mapes has said considerable in favor of special ma-

nures, or such as chemists prepare—soda, chloride of soda, pot-

ash, the nitrates, the sulphates, phosphates, and a variety of

others, with their different combinations according to the settled
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principles of chemistry. These are all very good in their place,

but they are generally applied for a specific purpos**, when some

particular ingredient is supposed to be exhausted, or wanting in

soils, like phosphate of lime or bone earth, potash, soda, &c. Here
the identical article is procured, and used to supply the missing

ingredient, and generally nothing else, although other things

may be wanting. This is obtained at some expense and trouble

for the farmer ; besides he may be deceived j he may not get

the article ; he may get something else ; he has to trust to

•others ; he does not know himself; the person who supplied tliem

may not know ; or he may be mistaken, or have intended to de-

ceive him. These things often occur in Europe, in the manufac-

ture and sale of special manures ; cautions are frequently seen

in their journals and periodicals to the public, against imposition

and disappointment in such matters : Agricultural empirics,

there, often impose their nostrums under the cover of manure,

on the credulous and unsuspecting, much to their detriment.

Even the great Liebig, one of the greatest chemists of the day,

was mistaken in manufacturing and preparing his famous special

manure, which was a compound of several ingrcdienrs, and meant

as a general specific, to cure diseases and defects in all soils, and
furnish each plant with the kind if food it requires. Yet Liebig

was mistaken ; his special manure was a total failure, and so ad-

mitted by most scientific and practical men in Europe. There

was no empiricism about Liebig; he was a regular bred, educa-

ted and practical chemist, and one of the ablest of the age, and
is now if he is living ; he committed an error, and if he did another

might, especially if he Avas not quite as eminent in his profession

as Liebig. Professor Mapes tells us that if any person who was
competent had, after examining the compound and ascertained

and added the missing article or articles, that this was easy

enough, and all would have been right, and not only Liebig's

reputation saved from the effects of the failure, but the profession

generally. It is n^w about three years since this compound was

given to the world, and proved a failure. Among the number of

eminent chemists of Europe, I should think if, the error was

corrigible, it would have been corrected long since by some of

them, or by Liebig himself. There was nothing to prevent him,

if he saw fit. It never has been though, that I have seen or
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heard, and I doubt whetlier it will be very soon, either here or

in Europe, easy as it may be to eflect. Earn, or farm-yard ma-

nure, I maintain, is not only the cheapest, but if preserved and

composted as stated, and applied at the right time and manner,

is the most efficient, for a farm of any size located remote from

the ocean and large cities and towns. Farmers so situated are

aware of this, and they would not be easily persuaded to expend

much or any money in purchasing special manures that they know

nothing about, and I am sure they could not be scolded or driven

into it. Farm-yard manure is made on their farms ; they under-

stand it ; it is near them ; no money to pay out for carriage, or

the article itself; it costs them some labor and time—and what

farming operations do not? If a farmer, on requesting advice, is

advised by some person in whom he can place confidence, that

his farm is deficient in some of its essential constituents, such as

lime, gypsum, bone-earth, salt, charcoal, &c.—he puts his finger

on the specific article, he knows it and cannot well be deceived

in it, procures and applies it: The best scientific and practical

farmers of Great Britain are becoming every day more convinced

than ever of the great utility of farm-yard manure, properly

managed. Professor Johnston, in a late lecture, in substance says,

that no good farmer will let his farm pass for any time without

a pretty liberal supply of farm-yard manure. Other manures,

such as are called special, are used to supply the soil and plant

with something that the one is deficient in, and the other, par-

ticularly wants for its proper growth. In such a system some

things will be omitted, essential, too, for the healthy condition

of the soil and plants as any the farmer has happened to use.

Whereas farm-yard manure contains a little of everything, more

so than any other manure ; and different kinds of plants have a

greater choice in selecting from such a variety the food they most

need. Professor Anderson, consulting chemist of the Highland

Scotch Agricultural Society, in a lecture delivered before the So-

ciety within the present year, for similar reasons as those of John-

ston and others of equal force, says that " farm-yard manure, after

all, must be the main-stay of the farmer."
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There were some other points in Prof. Mapes' long, learned and

animated talk that I should like to have noticed, but for the

want of time I must defer for the present.

Prof. Mapes.—I propose to the Club, as subjects for the next

meeting—Sub-soil Ploughing and Draining—which was adopted.

The Club then adjourned.

H. MEIGS, Sec'y.
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